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TO OUR READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

We earnestly solicit communications (post paid) from the professors of the arts in

general, as well as authors, respecting works which they may have in hand. We con-

ceive that the evident advantage which must accrue to both from the more extensive

publicity that will be given to their productions through the medium of the Repository,

needs only to be mentioned, to induce them tofavour us with such information, which
shall always meet with the most prompt attention.

We have been favoured with a highly i?iteresting account of the Proceedings of
the Embassy sent afew years since by the Emperor of Russia to China, thefirst part

of which shall be presented to our readers in the next number of the Repository.

The communication of Democritus Minor shall appear in our next publication ;

and we beg to assure him, that his future favours, either in verse or prose, will be

acceptable.

The intended poetical contributions of Metaphrastus will be received with plea-

sure, and any observations with which he wishes them to be accompanied, shall be

preserved, on an intimationfrom him to that effect.

Tlie Anecdote of Mabuse, which reached us too latefor the present number,

shall have a?i early insertion.

Theodore is requested toforward the remainder of his Tale, before we can pledge

ourselves for its appearance.

The Proprietor begs leave to remind such of his Readers as have imperfect

sets of the Repository , of the necessity of an early application for the deficiencies,

in order to prevent disappointment. Those who chuse to return their Numbers to the

Publisher, may have them exchangedfor Volumes in a variety of bindings, at the rate

of is, 6c/. per Volume.
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-The suffrage of the wise,

The praise that's worth ambition, is attain'd

By sense alone, and dignity of mind.

Armstrong.

CONVERSATIONS ON THE ARTS.—By Juninus.

(Continued from Vol. VIII. p. 316.

)

Miss K.— Francis Bartolozzi

is the only engraver who practises

the art, that is admitted a member
of the Royal Academy of London.

Strange, says Thomas Major, sub-

mitted to be an Associate Engraver

of the Royal Academy, because he

had a large family, and was fearful

of giving offence to government,

being engraver of the stamps. This

honour is now much contested, and

whether it should, or should not be

conferred on engravers, has been

a subject of strong controversy.

Miss Eve. You have mentioned

Bartolozzi's principal stroke plates

—what are his chief historical plates

in stipple?

Miss K. From the History of

England : — Edmund, surnamed

Ironside, and Algitha, from W.
Hamilton: The Empress Matilda

rejecting the Proposal of Stephen''

s

No. XLIX. Vol. IX.

Queen for the Release ofthe King
Jane ofFlanders, Countess ofMont-
ford, assembling the Inhabitant

of Renne.s, carrying her Infant in

her Arms, deploring to them the

Calamity of their Sovereign; Vor-

tigem; and the King of France

taken Prisoner, from F. Rigaud:

The Heroism of Prince Edward,

Son of Henri/ VI. from G. B. Ci-

priani : The Meeting of Edward
V. and his Brother the Duke of
York, from H. Ramberg: Queen

Catherine's Dream, from H. Fuseli

.

The Death of Rizzio, and its com-

panion
;
Queen Elizabeth striking

the Earl of Essex;. Edzoard and

Eleonora, and its companion ; The

Death of Lady Jane Grey, from

William Martin: The Departure

of Mary Queen of Scots, zohen a

Child, for France, and its compa-

nion ; The Flight, of the sain

B
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Princess to England, from W.
Westall.

Miss Eve. What masters did

Thomas Major chiefly engrave

from ?

Miss K. The younger Teniers,

Claude Gaspar Poussin, Murillo,

Vandeneer, Berghem, Van Goyen,

Brouwer, Farg, J. Fayram, Blakey,

J. Seymour; but chiefly from Te-
niers, in the manner of Le Bas.

Some of his earliest plates, it ap-

pears, were engraved at Paris:

—

such are, Recreation Flamande,

from Teniers, 1745

—

Les pelits

JSoces de Village, from Teniers,

1710

—

Le Chirurgien deCampagne,
from Teniers, 17-17

—

Le Voyageur,

from Berghem, 1748

—

I've de

Flandres, from Rubens, and UAn-
tomne, from Teniers. — I have

seen but one plate from Claude

Loraine by this engraver, and that

is, A View of Ponte Mola, near

Rome, published in 1753, From
his plates it appears that, in 1750,

lie lived at the Golden Head in

West-street, at the upper end of St.

Martin's-lane; and at the Golden

Head in Chandos-street, Coveht-

Garden, in 1753, when he was en-

graver to the Prince of Wales.

After this, he lived for many years

in that part of St. Martin's-lane

called the Paved Stones, facing

May's Buildings; and at last in

Covent-Garden. He was found

dead in his bed, on the morning of

December 29, 1799, at his house

in Tavistock-row, Covent-Garden,

aged about 80. He was engraver

to his Majesty, an honour which

seems to have been bestowed ac-

cording to merit. Woollett, Strange,

Sherwin, and Ryland, have been
engravers to the king, as are also

Bariolozzi and Heath ; but Sharp

has not the distinction, though per-
haps the best engraver in the stroke

manner of which this country can

at present boast.

Miss Eve. The king endeavours

to do justice to artists as well as to

others. Those whose merits give

them the best claim, are generally

the most honoured by his distinc-

tions. You say you have a letter

written by Lord Chesterfield sixty

years ago, in which his Majesty's

character is noticed when he was a

youth of twelve or thirteen.

Miss K. Yes ; in the latter part

of a letter to his son, written in

London, and dated March 25, 1751,

soon after the death of his father,

Frederick, Prince of Wales. " The
death of the Prince of Wales," says

he, " who was more beloved for his

affability and good-nature, than

esteemed for his steadiness and

conduct, has given concern to many,

and apprehensions to all. The great

difference in the age of the king

and Prince George, presents the

prospect of a minority—a disagree-

able prospect for any nation. But
it is to be hoped, and is most pro-

bable, that the king, who is now
perfectly recovered of his late in-

disposition, may live to see his

grandson of age. He is, seriously,

a most hopeful boy—gentle and

good-natured, with good, sound

sense. This event has made all sorts

of people here historians as well

as politicians. Our histories are

rummaged for all the particular

circumstances of the six minorities

we have had since the Conquest,

viz. those of Henry III. Edward

III. Richard II. Henry VI. Edward

V. and Edward VI.; and the rea-

sonings, the speculations, the con-

jectures, and the predictions, you
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will easily imagine, must be innu-

merable and endless in this nation,

where every porter is a Consummate

politician. Dr. Swift says very hu-

morously, ' Every man knows that

he understands religion and poli-

tics, though he never learned them
;

but many people are conscious the

y

do not understand many othor Sci-

ences, from having never learned

them.' "

Miss Eve. I believe our king

has reigned longer than the great-

est part of the English sovereigns

since the Norman Conquest.

Miss K. Only one has reigned

longer in that period, this is Henry
III. Here is a list of them, with

the duration of their reigns :

Reigned above 50 years, two.

Years. Months. Days.

Henry III. . . 56 1 1

Edward III. .50 5 7

Between 40 and 50 years, one.

Elizabeth . . 44 4 15

Between 30 and'40 years, seven.

Henry VI. . . 38 17

Henry VIII. .37 10 1

Charles II. . . 30 7

Henry I. . . 35 4 12

Henry II. . . 34 9 2

Edward I. . . 34 8 9

George II. . . 3

3

4 3

Between 20 ana'30 years-, six.

Charles I. . . 23 * 11 1

Henry VII. . 23 8 19

Richard II. .22 3 16

Edward IV. .22 18
James I, . . 22 3

William I.. .20 11 22

Between 10 and 20 years, eight.

Edward II. . . 19 7 6

Stephen. . . 18 11 9

John ...... 17 7 1

Henry IV. . . 13 6 4

William III. .13 14

William II. . 12 11 18

George I.

Years. Months. Days.

. 12 11 16

Anne .... 12 5 6

Belzceen 5 and 10 years, four.

Richard I. ... 9 9 22

Henry V. ... 9 5 24

Edward VI. . . 6 5 19

Mary .... 5 4 22

Under 5 years, three.

James II. ... 4 17

Richard III. . . 2 2 5

Edward V. . . 2 18

If the life of his present Majesty

be prolonged till Nov. 27, 1816, his

reign will be the longest since the

Conquest. Here is a song, by Col-

lings, that may be called Mullum
in parvo.

The Romans in England they once did sway,

And the Saxons they after them ted the way,

And they tugg'd vritli the Dams, till uu tii I r-

throw

They both of them got by the Norman bow.

CHORUS.

Yet barring all pother, the one and the other

Were all of them kings in their turn.

Little Willy the Conqueror long did reign,

But Billy his son by an arrow was slaiu
;

And Harry the First was a scholar blight,

But Stephen was forced for his crown to fi^ht.

Second Harry FlantngrricTs name did bear,

Ana Ceeur de Lien was his son and heir;

But magna Charts was gained from John,

j

Which Harry the Third put his se.:l upon.

There was Teddy the First like a lion bold,

But the Second by rebels was bought audsoM;

And Teddy the Third was his subjects' pride,

Thoutjh Dicky his grandson was set aside.

There was Harry the Fourth, a warlike wi^ht,

And Harry the Fifth like a cock would fight

;

Though Harry the Sixth like a chick did pout,

When Teddy his cousin hc.d kick'd him out.

Poor Teddy the Fifth was kill'd in bed

By butchering Dick, who was knock'd on the

head

;

Theft Harry the Seventh fit fame grew big,

And Harry the Eight!, was as fat as a pig.

With Teddy the Sixth we had tranquil dajfl,

Though Mary made fire and faggots blaze;

B 2
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But gaod Quten Bess was a glorious dame,

Aud bonny King Jaime from Scotland came.

Foor Charley the First was a martyr made,

But Charley his son uas a comical blade;

And Jemmy the Second, when hotly spurr'd,

Ran away, d'ye see, from Willy the Third.

Queen Aune was victorious by land and sea,

And Georgey the First did with glory sway;

And as Georgey the Second has long been dead,

Long life to the Georgey we have in his stead

!

Miss Eve. You said that Hen-
derson, Parsons, John Palmer, and

some other celebrated actors, had

attained considerable proficiency

in the arts : do you know Hender-

son's dates ?

Miss K. John Henderson, son

of an Irish factor, was born in

Goldsmith-street, Cheapside, Lon-

don, in February, 1746. His father

died in 1748. He studied draw-

ing under an artist of the name
of Fournier, and gained the second

premium given in 1759 by the So-

ciety of Arts, which then met at

their house opposite to Beaufort-

buildings, in the Strand, for a draw-

ing, in pen and ink, of a Fisherman

?moking, in the manner of Teniers.

His eldest brother was apprentice

to an engraver named Robert Clee,

in Oxendon-street, near the Haj -

market; but falling into a decline,

he took lodgings atPaddington, for

the benefit of the air : here, being

seized with a fit of coughing, a good-

natured girl, who happened to live

in the house, caught him in her

arms, where he almost immediately

expired. This girl was afterwards

the celebrated Kitty Fisher. It is

well known that John Henderson
was the best actor since the davs of

Garrick. He died of a spasm in the

brain, at his house in Buckingham-
street, Adelphi, November 2-3, 1785,

in his fortieth year, and was buried

at Westminster Abbey. The last

night of his appearance at the the-

atre was on the 3d November, in

the character of Horatius, in the

Roman Father.

William Parsons, son of a car-

penter and builder, was born in

Bow-lane, Cheapside, London, Fe-

bruary 29, 1736. Being born on

this remarkable day, his birthday

came but once in four years. He
was educated at St Paul's school

;

was a good landscape-painter, and

one of the best comedians of his

time, particularly in old men. He
died of an asthma, at his house in

Mead's-row, Lambeth, February 3,

1795, aged 59, and was buried Fe-

bruary 15, in Lee churchyard, near

Blackheath, in Kent. His acting,

like Hogarth's designs, possessed a

chastity free from caricature or

buffoonery.

John Palmer was born in 1745.

In his early youth he studied draw-

ing and painting. The expence of

building the Royalty Theatre, and

then not being able to obtain a

licence for the performance of

plays, much embarrassed some of

the last years of the life of this ex-

cellent actor. He was by much the

best figure of his time on the stage.

He lived some years near the Ter-

race at Kentish-town, and had a

large family. He died suddenly on

the stage at Liverpool, while per-

forming the part of the Stranger in

Kotzebue's play of that name, on
the 2d August 1798, to the great

consternation of the audience ; and
was buried at Walton, a village

near Liverpool, on the 6th of the

same month. Several of his rela-

tives have been respectable actors.

Here is a curious and humorous

account of Madame Angelica Ca-
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talani's first appearance in London.

The fame of this extraordinary

singer had reached the sister king-

dom (Ireland), and the following

account of the effect of her talents

is taken from the Freeman's Jour-

?uil of December 21, 1*00.

" On Saturday night last, Signo-

ra Catalani, the famous Italian sing-

er, made her first appearance at

the Opera- House, London, in Se-

mirainide. The curiosity to hear

i his renowned songstress was pro-

digious, and the house was filled

at an early hour. An immense num-
ber of foreigners were present,

whose raptures on the occasion ex-

cited such exquisite writhing and

distortion, as to render the state

of those most sensitive animals tru-

ly enviable. Some fainted with de-

light, and others fell into hysterics.

The clatter of sticks and shoe-

heels, the vociferation of bravo

and bravissimo fron the boxes,

shouting from the gallery, and huz-

zaing from the pit, rendered the

scene delicious to a philosophic

mind, who must contemplate w ith

pleasure, how justly many rational

animals present could appreciate

the sublimity of language which

they did not understand, music

which few of them could compre-

hend, and the voice of Catalani

which many of them, during the

night, could scarcely hear."

What do you think of Catalani's

singing?

Miss £ve. I think Catalani's

voice is full, powerful, melodious,

and of great compass. These four

distinct and compatible qualities

are acknowledged to be united in

this excellent songstress. Tiie vo-

lume and compass of her voice can-

not, upon a first hearing, be mea-

sured with precision. lis extent

upon the gamut is supposed to

comprehend more notes than have

been included in the compass of

any female voice. The tone of it

is rich, mellow, and substantial.

There is no labour in her singing*

She fills the whole of the immense
theatre at the Opcra-House with as

much apparent ease as if she were
practising in her drawing-room.

For neatness and rapidity of exe-

cution, she is equal to Billington;

in her voice, feeling, and deport-

ment, she displays the combined
excellencies of Banti, Mara, and
Grassini. The power and effect

with which she sustains some notes

towards the top of her voice, are

truly surprising; they strike and
hang upon the ear like the silvery

tones which are sometimes drawn

from that exquisite instrument, the

musical glasses.—But why do you
smile ?

Miss K. I am pleased to hear

you praise where you yourself so

eminently excel. I was thinking

that you possess that frank and ge-

nerous countenance, which, the

moment the eye sees, the heart un-
derstands and loves.

No doubt Madame Catalani is

one of the most surprising singers

that nature ever produced, her

voice is capable of so much ex-

ertion, with so little apparent assist-

ance from art. She has in contest! -

bly as brilliant a voice as ever de-

lighted the people of this country.

Her action also is extremely grace-

ful .perhaps equal to that of Grassini.

Miss Eve. I saw Madame Gras-

sini at St. James's just before she

left this country. She possesses

the same grace and fascinating man-
ner in the drawing-room, as gained
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her so much admiration on the

btage; but she never appeared to

more advantage than in the farewell

entertainment- given to her by La-

dy Hamilton. There were present

many of Madame Grassini's kind-

est friends, to whom she was anx-

ious to shew the high sense she had

of all their favours. After singing

some very beautiful airs, her health

was drunk with enthusiasm ; when
rising from her chair, and clasping

her hands, she began to sing extem-

pore a description of her feelings,

which, for pathos and delicacy of

sentiment, might vie with the pro-

ductions of the most admired Ita-

lian poets.

You justnow mentioned Mr. Pin-

go as an admirable engraver of coin.

Miss K. Yes, and we have had

some other excellent coin and seal

engravers in this country : Edward
Burch, R. A. and his pupil, N.
Marchant Pickler, W. Brown, and

many others. The coin and me-
dals by the celebrated Simon, in

the time of Cromwell, and the be-

ginning of the reign of Charles II.

are remarkable for their beauty.

About the same time, in France,

under Louis XIV. John Varin was

peculiarly excellent in this depart-

ment. He was born at Liege, and

died at Paris August 26th, 1672,

aged 69. It is said, that he rival-

led the most celebrated productions

of Greece and Rome, and was also

an excellent statuary.

Juninus.

OBSERVATIONS ON A PASSAGE IN PLATO'S REPUBLIC.

By Augustus von Kotzebue.

New books, however paltry, are

read ; ancient ones, however ex-

cellent, are forgotten. People turn

up their noses at every thing older

than the two last Leipzig fairs ; but

when a work numbers two thousand

years, like Plato's Republic, they

are scared at it ; and you may think

yourself fortunate if you are some-

times allowed to serve up a few

scraps of this substantial food to-

gether with dishes of a lighter na-

ture. Here is such a scrap, ex-

tracted from the dialogue between

Socrates and Thrasymachus the so-

phist, who boldly maintains that

what people are accustomed to

term justice is nothing but the

rigkt of the stronger. Laws, says

he, are every where framed ac-

cording to the will of the ruling

power; in democracies they favour

the people, in aristocracies the no-

bility, in monarchies the prince.

The makers of laws universally pu-
nish disobedience to their will as

an injustice; consequently, they

consider that only as just which is

advantageous to themselves. Do
you seriously imagine, continues

he, that the shepherd who takes the

trouble to conduct his flock to the

pasture, and exposes himself to all

the inclemencies of the weather,

submits to all this for the sake of his

sheep alone ? No, my friend, he does

it for the sake of the zcool. The
rulers of nations are actuated by
the same motive. If the weak sa-

crifice themselves for the strong.
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and the strong trample the weak
under foot, they merely perform

the parts for which they were de-

signed. Consider, for example, a

tyrant, a despot firmly established

on the throne; he has recourse

without scruple to force, as well as

artifice, to accomplish his objects.

He plunders others of their pro-

pert}-, spares neither what is sacred

nor what is profane, whether be-

longing to the commonwealth, or

to private individuals. All depends

upon being lucky enough to conceal

these crimes from the eyes of the

world, or strong enough to defy its

opinions; bold enough to dare any

thing ; cunning enough to do no-

thing by halves. He, to be sure,

who has not these qualifications, is

fit only for a pick-pocket or a high-

wayman, and will come to the gal-

lows at last: but when successful

ambition has overpowered a mighty

state, conquered kingdoms, enslav-

ed nations, then, indeed, my good

Socrates, those odious names are

changed to titles of honour, and the

whole world, seized with admira-

tion, hails these splendid crimes.

If people sometimes speak ill of

injustice, it is not because they ab-

hor it and would not p. i \hc h
themselves/ but merely because

they are afraid, lest, as its object,

they will be obliged to endurc'n. Do
you now comprehend the important

meaning of the maxim, that every

thing is just zohich is profitable to

the stronger? and that the weaker
acts very unj ustly when he refuses

to sacrifice to the other his honour,

his property, his health, and life

itself?

In this manner, Thrasymachus
the sophist continues his arguments,

which the divine Socrates answers

in many fine speeches ; but it must

be confessed, that though Socrates

fancies he has refuted Thrasyma-

chus, and piques himself not a little

upon his victory, he himself is un-

fortunately refuted by daily ex-

perience.

For the rest, it is to be hoped,

that it will not be forbidden to

translate Plato's Republic, either

wholly or in part ; and that the pre-

ceding passage is failhfully trans-

lated, will be found by every scho-

lar who will take the trouble to turn,

to the first book of that perform-

ance.

THE MODERN SPECTATOR.

No. XXII.

Constiterant bine Thisbe, Pyramus illinc,

Iaque victm fuerat captatus anhelitus oris.

Ovid Met. I. ir.

Here Pyramus, there gentle Thisbe strove

To catch each other's breath, the balmy breeze of love.

v. 71.

If my memory does not fail me,

I have read somewhere, though I

do not recollect in what author, the

following curious description of a !
stand still and observe it. A maid

love-scene, or an animated court- was rubbing the windows of a

ship between two persons in an I gentlejnan's house within, and her

inferior class of life. It was acted

in the face of any passenger in

the street who thought proper to
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humble admirer, the footman, was

so fortunate as to be employed in

cleaning the same panes of glass

in the more exposed situation on

the side towards the street. After

a short parley, which was not au-

dible, the house-maid began, with

an aspect that marked nothing more

than attention to the work in hand

;

and, breathing on the glass, follow-

ed the vapour with a dry cloth, that

she employed with the utmost ac-

tivity in every direction and figure

in which her hands could move, or

the space would allow. The foot-

man, after looking at her for a

moment, fetched a sigh, that seemed

to come from the bottom of his

heart; and, with rather a discon-

solate air, began his operations,

after the fair one's example, on his

side of the window. He continued

to work on in silence, and with evi-

dent looks of disappointment, till

at length the fair one smiled, and,

with all the symptoms of genuine

coquetry, threw from
(

between her

red pouting lips, a mist on every

spot, asitbecame sufficiently trans-

parent for him to view her. With
this artifice, and the aid of her

napkin, she contrived to conceal

herself from her admirer ; while he,

with the most ardent impetuosity,

endeavoured to countermine her

operations, and to work through

every thing that interrupted his

view of her. This animated con-

test held for several large panes of

glass, until the amorous waggery

was changed into the more familiar

act of breathing in each other's

faces, and catching the impression.

Thus these fond and lively fellow-

servants indulged their imagina-

tions with their nearness and dis-

tance from each other, until the

window became at length so trans-

parent, that the charms of the Abi-
gail so enlivened the knight of the

shoulder-knot, that he jumped in

at the window, and a game at romps
ensued, which hurried the parties,

with much playfulness, through a

door into another room, where their

sportive contest was no longer

visible.

The recollection of this little

amusing story has suggested to me
certain ideas, on the vast variety of

what are called courtships, previ-

vious to, or with a view to produce
the hymeneal connection ; from the

highest ranks of life, to those class-

es who earn their bread by the sweat

of their brow, or even such as pro-

fess to subsist by the alms which
they solicit. Indeed, I myself re-

member, that in the course of a

tour through one of our distant

counties, I witnessed a most joyous

scene, produced by a large gang of

gypsies, who were celebrating a

marriage which had taken place

among that fraternity.

Hogarth has, with his inimitable

pencil, in his series of prints, with

the title of Marriage a la Mode, dis-

played the courtship between no-

bility and wealth, ancient blood

and vulgar origin, and an alliance

between an house in Grosvenor-

square and a shop on London

bridge. This idea of the varieties

and motives of love-making, might

furnish a numerous succession of

serious, comical, and moral pic-

tures; and if Mr. Ackermann could

persuade his friends, Mr. Rowland-

son and Dr. Syntax, to unite their

labours in such an undertaking, a

most amusing, interesting, and, I

shall add, instructive volume might

be added to his respectable publi-
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cations. But this by the way, for I

merely intend what I have written

to serve as an introduction to a let-

tor which I have received from a

complaining and disappointed cor-

respondent, who, with a very in-

dependent property, has not been

abieto persuade any young gentle-

woman, for that is his expression,

to go to church with him. This

misfortune, for such he seriously

considers it to be, lie attributes,

with great simplicity, to his defi-

ciency in the arts of courtship

;

and he applies to me, to favour him

with my opinion, and to give him

Such instructions as may render him

more successful than he has hitherto

been in his attempts to enter the

Temple of Hymen. But I shall let

him speak for himself, which he

does, pretty much at large, in the

following letter :

—

TO THE MODERN SPECTATOR.

Sir,

Would-be Ciove.

I am a young man—I beg

your pardon for changing the ex-

pression, but to do myself justice,

and to appear in my proper cha-

racter to you, I am a young gen-

tleman of twenty-three years of

age, and possess an estate of eigh-

teen hundred poun*ls a year, three

hundred of which I farm myself,

and am supposed to understand

country matters as well as most

gentlemen ;—indeed, which is some

proof of it, I became last year a

member of your famous Agricul-

tural Society in London. I am,

besides, lord of the manor, and have

avery goodhouse, with a fine sheep-

walk round it, and a large canal at

the bottom of ray garden', ft 11 of

carp and tench. I sit m :
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familypew when I go t.> church,

and have lately taken down the

old green and yellow lining, and

fitted it up with a bright red cloth,

with a fringe, and covered the

cushions with the same, so

they are fit for any lady in the land

to sit upon and say her prayers, or

sing psalms if she pleases. Indeed,

to say the truth, they arc so nice

and soft, that I can never hear the

parson's sermon through without

falling asleep. I have also been

summoned upon three grand j dries,

ami it has been hinted to me, that

it may not be long before I am no-

minated high sheriff of the county.

I was educated in Latin by our vi-

car, who is said to be a great scho-

lar
-

; and in writing and accounts

by the exciseman in our parish.

1 am also thought to dance very

well, having been taught by the

merry -andrew of a mountebank,

who comes every year into this"

neighbourhood, and had been a

tumbler at Sadler's Wells, near

London. My father wished to send

me to a free-school, but my grand-

mother, who had money to leave,

said it would only corrupt my mo-

ral:, ; and accordingly I was edu-

cated at home. Besides, I am an

officer in the yeoman cavalry, and

I have overheard it said, when we

have been out at exercise, that I

have more the looks of a real sol-

dier than any one in the troop,

Nor is this all, Mr. Spectator; for,

though I do not pretend to make

any great boast of it, I am of a

very ancient family ; as Mr. Ser-

jeant Bother'em, a great lawyer

who comes our circuit, told me once

at the assizes, when I went to ask

his opinion relative to rily fight to

a water-course, that he believed the

C
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family of the Would-be s was co-

eval with the creation of man.

Under these circumstances I turn-

ed my thoughts towards marriage,

and looked ahout me, to fix on

some young gentlewoman whom I

might lead, as the newspapers call

it, to the altar of Hymen. I am
not anxious after fortune ; for, tho'

t know how to take care of my
money, I hate and ahominate an

avaricious principle i and so that

she was of an agreeable person,

and understood the manners of a

gentlewoman, whether she had one

thousand or ten thousand pounds

as a marriage portion, was not a

serious consideration with me.

Now there were several fair ones

in my part of the country that I

thought would suit me ; but I was

determined to feel my way with

them all, before I made a formal

proposal to any one of them. This

I thought might be done by certain

compliments, and sly hint?, and

conversations, half joke and half

earnest. Accordingly I set out a

knight-erranting, as I think it is

called ; and I made my first set at

rhe house of a baronet, who had

se\ en daughters, all of them agree-

able young ladies ; and I was cock

sure, to use a sportsman's phrase,

that, out of this fmeeovey, I should

be sure to kill my bird. Accord-

ingly, as I was walking with them

on the lawn after dinner, I seized

the opportunity of taking from my
pocket a small looking-glass, in a

red Morocco case, and presenting

it to the youngest of the ladies, as-

sured her, with all the gravity I

could muster up, that if she would

open it, she would see the exact

representation of the prettiest wo-

man in the world ; when, having

adjusted her hair by it, she coolly

returned it to me, and told me, if

I would look at it, I should see the

portrait of the greatest clodpole

on earth. This repartee produced

a most violent shout of laughter

from them all ; when Sir William r

to save me as well as he could from

my state of confusion, exclaimed,
" Nevermind them, my good friend,

seven to one is too much for any

man, so come and play a game of

bowls with the gentlemen :" upon

which, being nettled on the occa-

sion, I replied at once, and without

the least hesitation, " That I will,

with all my heart, Sir William ;

for I perceive, if one attempts to

play at bowls with the ladies, one

is sure to meet with rubbers." This

occasioned another shout from the

misses, who, as with one voice,

cried out, " O what wit ! what a

delightful repartee! and so very

origin*! f" and then they all ran

off laughing to a distant part of the

garden.

My next attempt was upon the

daughter of Squire Hawker, who,

in his sporting rambles, frequently

gives me a call ; and as he always

says 1 have the best Port wine in the

county, he proves the truth of hi*

opinion,, by never failing to take a

couple of bottles of it. In a visit

to his house accidentally on pur-

pose, Miss Hawker, in a discourse

with another lady about dress, hap-

pened to say, that red suited her

complexion best ; when I immedi-

ately observed, that if she would

but come to our church, she should

sit in my pew, which was lately

lined with line scarlet cloth, where

I was sure she would look like an

angel ;
" and who knows," I added r

" but wemiffhtboth find ourselves.
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in an humour to go to the altar for

; " -"That," she re-

lied,

w

idof simper^'isapro-

ct ich requires no small

co itioir; and, in the mean
ti ,. . I be perfectly gallant, if

you would pull down half a dozen

yards oi that self-same scarlet cloth,

to nake me a.riding-dress." That,

thought I, is a good hint, however
;

so I sent for my tailor, who is a

knowing ki:,tl of fellow, having

served his time in London, and told

him :o contrive, somehow or other,

to gi t the lady's srae, and make her

a smart riding-dress, according to

the latest fashion, and of her fa-

vourite colour. This was no sooner

said than done, and a dollar bribed

one of the family to introduce it

into her private room, without pre-

tending to know from whence it

came. In a few days after, the

lady's father called -upon me, to
j

take a couple of bottles of the foest

wine in the county ; and at the

r-ame .time he thanked me, on be-

half of his daughter, for my hand-

some present ; as they all knew im-

mediately, from the very genteel

manner in which it was done, that

it canie from me. I now thou flit

things were in a fair train, and took

an early opportunity to see Miss

Hawker; nor did I fail to ask her

when I should be permitted to see

her in the riding-dress. After thank-

ing me for my gallantry, she said,

that as the family were going into

mourning for an aunt who was just

dead, she had sent it to be dyed
black. I immediately replied, that

I could not but wish it had been

true blue. " Heavens forbid !" she

cried, "for then I might be suppos-

ed to belong to one or other of those

stupid and stupifying creatures,

the yeoman cavalry." At this I wa<

perfectly astounded, as you must

know, Mr. Spectator, that blue i^

the colour of that corps of yeoman
cavalry to which 1 belong. I ac-

cordingly took my leave in a huff,

and am determined that Mr. Haw-
ker shall never drink any more of

the best wine in the county in rny

house. I need not add, 1 think,

that 1 am for ever cured of the gal-

lantry of contriving to fend riding-

dresses to young ladies.

I shail trouble you ov.\;- with one

more of my disappointments in

going a courting, though I cd

tell half a dozen more, at least. It

is ac follows :

—

Happening to be at aponey-race,

a widow lady, who lives very gen-

teely with an only daughter, on

the side of the common where this

sport took place, itw iced me to take

a dish of tea with her ; an A she sent

the message by a servant in a very

handsome livery. It accordingly

occurred to me, to turn this circum-

stance to the account of what is evei

uppermost in my mind. In the

course of conversation, the good

lady observed, that she should ne-

ver consent to her daughter's gcing

to the altar of Hymen, unless her

lover conducted her in his own

carriage. On this hint, as it ap-

peared to me, I said that i had a

very smart p<astchaise,-and had late-

ly bought a very handsome pair of

black, long-tailed horses at North-

ampton fair ; and if Miss Peacock,

for that was the lady's name, was

disposed to take a jaunt to this

serf-same altar of Hymen, I was

ready to attend her in my carriage ;

and that my fine black horses, with

their long tails, should draw her

thither. Now I- expected thanks,

C 2
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at least, for my civil offer, when
Mrs. Peacock drew up her head,

and desired I would keep my vul-

gar, filthy ideas to myself; and

miss, but in a less angry tone of

voice, advised me to put my black

horses with their long- tails into one

of my own carts, and drive it my-
self to Northampton fair, to fetch

back a sufficient quantity of calves

to keep up the breed at Would-be

Grave. I need not add how this

visit ended.

1 hope you will pardon me, Mr.

Spectator, hut there is one little

story more, which I had forgot, and

f wish to relate it, because it is a

good one, and has some fun in it.

I was one day out with Squire

liarkaway's hounds, when we kill-

ed a fox close to his park7pales

;

and he accordingly asked all the

company up to the hall to take

some refreshment. Observing, as

vi e were enjoying ourselves, a large

pair of stag's antlers over the chim-

ney-piece, on which, the gentlemen

hung their hats, I said to one of

the Miss Harkaways, that I would

make interest with her to procure

me a pair in the next buck season,

to put up in my hall. This she

very obligingly promised to do next

summer. " But let me advise you,"

she added, " to take care that the

horns did not, somehow or other,

get from the wall to my head.'
1—" I

think,-' I replied, " while there is

such a horsewhip as this in my hand

to be found in my house, she will

be a bold woman that does it ; for I

would certainly flog her through

every room of the house, till I

flogged her out of it." The squire

instantly clapped me on the back
?

and said
3
that he had not heard so

good a thing; for many a dav.

Now, Mr. Spectator, you have

the full and true account of my
situation ; and I look to yon for

the best advice you can give me on

the occasion. At the same time,

you must know, that if I do not

hear satisfactorily from you in the

course of a fortnight, I shall settle

myself in another way, as you shall

hear.

My dairy-woman has a niece,

who is the picture of beauty and

innocence. But do not be alarm-

ed, I shall never act as Jack

Scapegrace, of our corps, is con-

tinually persuading me to do: I

will never set a bad example to

my neighbourhood. Then there is

the vicar's daughter, though not

so handsome, she is a nice notable

young woman, and performs on
the piano - forte. She sings the

song of Sxccet Will// O, which is

my name, most delightfully, and

plays the Volunteer's March with

great spirit. Now, if you do not

instruct me how to pursue my ori-

ginal plan without the risque of

being laughed at and ridiculed,

one of these females I will certain-

ly marry, and shortly too. You
cannot, therefore, do me a greater

favour than by sending an immedi-

ate answer to

Your most obedient,

humble servant,

William Would-be.
I was about to answer this let-

ter, when I received a second, to

inform me, that, without waiting for

my answer, he had led the vicar's

daughter to the altar of Hymen,
which was the step I should have

recommended to him, and that she

is now the happy mistress of Would-

be IIally in the county of Bucks.
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ACCOUNT OF LOCH KATHEIUNE,

Extruded from the Journal of a Tour performed in July IS 12,

BY MR. W. WEBSTER.
(WITH A WOODrCUT.)

I travelled 70 miles out of my I cakes, with Higbland whiskey, a

wav in order to obtain aviewof Loch
j brandered chicken, and hard cheese,

Katherine, on which Walter Scott
|
constitute the principal fare,

has conferred snch celebrity. Tho' : Loch Achraig, situated eastward

1 certainly had no reason to regret
j of the chief object of my curiosity,

the trouble which I had taken, yet ' is a variegated and beautiful piece

I am confident that many who make of water, winch, as you proceed,

this excursion return home disap-

pointed. Be this as it will, the

poec has occasioned many wealthy

strangers to visit this wild country,

in order to view the spot that gave

birth to the Lady of the Lake, and

to spend a little money, which is

very acceptable to the poor High-

lander.

From Callender, a Highland town,

nearly 40 miles west of Perth, I

walked about 14 miles to the Tro-

frachs, which are insulated, perpen-

dicular rocks, that mark the con-

mencementof the lake. It is a fine

Highland country, but a Londoner
would starve there, though to me !

the living was {rood. Oat-meal

changes from a soft to a bold ap-

pearance. The Trosachs, which

commence here, are broken ranges

of woody rocks, diminishing from

east to west, and exhibiting extraor-

dinary varieties of shape. The
roads, at once frightful and ro-

mantic, excite emotions of admi-

ration and terror, till at length Loch

Katherine suddenly bursts upon

the view. Its crystal streams, its

high rocky promontories, its rich

scenery, far transcend my powers

of description: I shall therefore

borrow the language of the minister

of the parish, by whom its beauties

have been ably pourtrayed.

" Travellers who wish to see all
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they can of this singular phenome-

non, generally sail west, on the

south side of the lake, to the rock

and den of the Ghost, whose dark

recesses, from their gloomy appear-

ance, the imagination of supersti-

tion conceived to be the habitation

^supernatural beings. In sailing,

you discover many arms of the lake

:

here a bold head-land, where black

rocks lip into unfathomable water;

there the white sand in the bottom

of a bay, bleached for ages by the

waves. In walking on the north

side, the road is sometimes cut

through the face of the solid rock,

which rises upwards of 200 feet per-

pendicular above the lake. Some-
times the view of die lake is lost;

then it bursts suddenly on the eye;

and a cluster of capes and islands

appear at different distances, which

gives them an apparent motion of

di fferent degrees of velocity, as the

spectator rides along the opposite

beach. At other times his road is

at the foot of rugged and stupen-

dous cliffs, and trees are growing
where no earth is to be seen. Eve-

ry rock has its echo, every grove

is vocal by the melodious harmony
of birds, or by the sweet airs of

women and children gathering fil-

berts in their season.

" Down the side of the opposite

mountain, after a shower of rain,

flow a hundred white streams, which
rush with great velocity and noise

into the lake, and spread their froth

upon its surface. On one side, the

water-eagle sits in majesty, undis-

turbed, on his well known rock, in

sight of his nest on the face of Ben-
venu* ; the heron stalks amono- the

reeds in search of his prey; and

* A mountain 5000 ket above the sea.

the sportive ducks gambol on the

waters, or dive below : on the other,

the wild goats climb where they

have scarcely ground for the* soles

of their feet ; and the wild fowls,

perched on the trees, or on the pin -

nacles of a rock, look down with

composed defiance at man.
" In one of the defiles of the Tro-

sachs, two or three of the natives

met a band of Cromwell's soldiers,

and forced them to return, after

leaving one of their comrades dead

or. the spot, whose grave marks the

scene of action and gives name to

the pass.

" In one or other of the chasms of

this singular place, there lived for

many years a distiller of smuggledJ J Co
spirits*, who eluded the most dili-

gent of the revenue officers, al-

though they knew he was there;

because a guide could not be bribed

to discover his retreat. In a word,

both by land and water, there are

so many turnings and windings, so

many heights and hollows, so ma-
ny glens, capes, and bays, that one
cannot advance twenty yards with-

out having the prospect changed by

the successive appearances of new
objects, while others are continual-

ly retiring out of sight. This scene

is closed by a west view of the lake

for several miles, having its sides

lined with alternate clumps ofwoods

and arable fields; and the smoke,

rising in spirals, forms columns

through the air, from villages which

are concealed by the towering Alps

of Arrochar, which are checkered

with snow, or hide their heads in

the clouds."

* At the present time many distillers

of spirits carry on their illicit business in

vales and chasm; beside Loch Katherine.
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Plate L—ALEXANDER EMPEROR OF RUSSIA.

The monentous contest in which
| Sir John Carr, in his Northern

Tm/r, gives the following descrip-the Russian empire has been for

MMiie time engaged, and the firm-

ness with which its- sorereign has

nut those vicissitudes to which war-

tion of Alexander:—"His face is

full, very fair, and life Complexion
pale ; his eyes blue, and i xpressive

fere is liable, must, in the opinion of that beneficent mildness which

•f every English reader at least, lis one Gf the prominent features of

render the annexed portrait of the his character. His person is tali,

Emperor Alexander a highly ap- lusty, and well proportioned; but

propriate embellishment of the AY- ' being a little deal*, to facilitate his

nository. This plate is executed hearing, he stoops : his deportment

»nd presented for our work by Mr. is condescending, yet dignified.

James Minasi, a well known artist, In the discharge of his august du-

engraver to his Majesty the King ties, he displays great activity and

of the Two Sicilies-, and who is acuteness, but without show and

bow engaged in a grand series of bftstle: the leading features of his

academical Studies of the Human mind are sound discretion and hu-

1'igure, announced in the Intelli- P inanity. He is so much an enemv
gence of one of our former Nura- to parade, that he is frequently

bers. ' seen wrapped up in his regimental

Alexander Patilowitz, the son of ; cloak, riding about the capital

the late eccentric Emperor Paid,
\

and the darling of his grandmother

Catharine II. was born December
•23, 1777; and married, in October

1793, to Louisa Maria Augusta,

daughter of the hereditary Prince

alone, upon a little common drosh-

ka ; in this manner he has been

known to administer to the wants

of the poor. It is his wish, if he

should l>e recognized in this state

of privacy, that no persons will take

of Baden, who, on embracing the, off their hats; but the graciousness

Greek religion, preparatory to this i of this desire only puts the heart

union, received the name of Eli- in the hand as it uncovers the head.

zabeth Alexiewna. He succeeded I have inane limes seen him in a

his father in the throne of Russia chariot perfectly plain, of a dark

on the l*2th March, 1801.
\

olive, drawn by four horses, drivu:

To attempt a recital of all the by a bearded coachman, a common
political transactions in which the

|
little postillion, and attended by a

Emperor Alexander has been con- single footman. .Soldiers are al-

cerned, it would be necessary to , ways upon the look out for him, to

repeat the history of Europe since give timely notice to the guard of

his accession to the Russian seep- ! his approach : without this precau-

tre. As our limits forbid this, and ! tion, it would be impossible, amidst

those events are besides well known ji the crowd of carriages which is to

to every reader, we shall here con-
j|
be seen in the residence, to pay

fine ourselves to a few observations |! him the honour due to his rank,

relative to the person and private jl The emperor is very much attached

character of this sovereign. j[ to the English, numbers of whom
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have settled in the empire under

the auspices of the government,

and formed a sort oi' colon}'. He
has often been heard to say, that

the man within whose reach heaven

has placed the best materials for

making life happy, was, in his opi-

nion, an English gentleman."

The natural genius of Alexan-

der lias been highly cultivated by

a brilliant education, under the

immediate auspices of his grand-

mother, the great Catharine. He
speaks most of the European lan-

guages, and is an enthusiatic ad-

mirer of the arts : but what reflects

higher honour upon him than his

exalted dignity and great accom-

plishments, are his genuine huma-

nity and goodness of heart, of w hich

numerous instances might be ad-

duced. Of personal intrepidity,

he has shewn on various occasions

that he possesses a sufficient share;

and if his conduct in certain ardu-

ous situations in which he has been

placed, may seem to betray a want

of firmness, it will not be denied,

that in the present struggle he has

manifested a high degree of that

quality so necessary in a prince.

That the glorious perseverance and

the patriotic efforts of this insulted

monarch and his suffering people,

may overwhelm the cruel aggressor

with ultimate confusion and dis-

grace, must be the sincere wish of

every friend to the cause of truth

and justice.

REFLECTIONS ON THE WEAKNESS OF THE HUMAN MIND.

There is but too much truth in

that observation of Pope's,

—

" True wit to madness nearly is allied."

It would seem as if Providence,

in bestowing upon us talents which

exalt us above the rest of our fel-

low-creatures, designed to counter-

balance them by the greatest weak-

nesses, in order that we may have

no reason to be proud of ourselves*

Who would have supposed that the

same man who produced the Jeru-

salem Delivered, whom the Italians

have compared with Virgil, that

the creator of Armida was, to all

intents and purposes, a madman r

What are we to think of his love

for the beautiful Eleonora d'Est

;

of the duel which he fought to re-

venge himself on a courtier, whom
he suspected of having discovered

and betrayed his passion ; of his

flight, during which he had to

struggle with all the inconvenien-

cies of extreme poverty—lyino- out

of doors, dying of hunger, and not

daring to shew his face ; of his ex-

travagant conversations with the

spectre which his disordered fancy

presented to his view ; and of the

frequent paroxysms into which he
was thrown by his heated imagina-

tion ? Can we think otherwise of

all this than Duke Alphonso d'Est,

who wisely placed him in a hospital

under the care of physicians, that

they might endeavour to cure the

vitiated humours and atrabilarious

disposition, which were the cause

of his disease ?

Too warm imaginations are sub-

ject to fits which fail little short of

madness : of this Cardan affords

another memorable instance. After
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having produced works winch Sca-

liger, the most eminent of his cri-
J

tics, cannot forbear admiring, he
]

falls into puerilities unworthy of

any sensible man. This philosopher

has written his own life, in 'which

he has displayed truly admirable

ingenuity, and admits that he was

a downright madman at least six

hours in the day. The remedy to

which he says he had recourse, was

rather extraordinary :—when he felt

the approach of his frenzy, he

thrust a pin into his flesh, and cut

or bit himself; and, by this expe-

dient, detained his reason, which

was ready to leave him. One of

his predecessors carried his extra-

vagance still farther ; for we are

not of the same opinion as those

who assert that Cardan brought on

his death to fulfil a prediction of

his own, respecting the year and

day on which he was to die; and at

the same time to enhance the credit

of judicial astrology, a science in

which he pretended to he profound-

ly conversant. The person to whom
we have just alluded, was the good

Arnaud de Villcneuve, in whose

time the coming of Antichrist was

a very general topic : by his own
observations, he fancied he had dis-

covered, that the birth of this Anti-

christ was very near at hand. His

inveterate hatred of this imaginary

being, filled poor Arnaud with such

terror of his coming, and gave such

a melancholy tincture to his mind,

that he resolved not to see him,

but, by a voluntary death, to anti-

cipate his arrival.

There are moments when the

mind, fatigued with its great con-

ceptions, is obliged to relieve itself

of the load which overwhelms it;

it is an extended cord, which sud-

No. LXIX, Vol. TX

denly breaks; and then'we see So-

crates riding on a broomstick, Cato

drinking to intoxication, Plato mak-
ing love, and unable to present to an

antiquated Archeanassa the ordi-

nary flowers, finding thcloves con-

cealed in her wrinkles. It was in

such moments that a man whom all

Europe beheld with astonishment,

that Richelieu tried to leap as high

as he could on a plank.

Be not surprised if this or the

other great man cannot reason with

his accustomed ability; a fly is

buzzing in his ears, and if you wish

him to discover the truth, drive

away that insect which checks the

operations of his reason. In the

beautiful fragment that is left us

of the conspiracy of Wallenstein,

we find a peculiarity which proves

the truth of this idea. That great

man, who rose from the rank of a

private individual to such a height

as to make himself feared by Fer-

dinand of Austria, was disturbed

in his operations by the slightest

noise that lie heard. Delicate irt

this respect to excess, he had twelve

men continually patrolling round

his palace, to prevent the stirring

of any thing that could occasio •

the least noise
;
yet this was the

man who had governed the empire,

defeated Mansfeld. Bethlehem, and

the Janissaries ; and who had alarm-

e'J the great Gustavus himself.

All these are striking proofs of

our weakness: our vanity may hold

out as long as it will—man is oblig-

ed at last to admit that he may be

overpowered by an atom, and that

the most trifling thing is capable

of deranging that intellect which

eovernsthe world. Was not Charles

VI. of France a melancholy in-

stance of this truth ?—A phantom,

P
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real or imaginary, deprived him of

reason ; he recovered it ; but a page

having dropped his lance upon his

armour, the noise startled the

prince, who a second time lost his

intellects, but for ever.

One single object is capable of

filling the whole capacity of the

human mind, be it ever so exten-

sive. We are assured that the great

when he had been three days with-

out eating : he had occasion for all

his learning to prevail upon bis

disciple to live, and return to Home.
According to the account of St.

Jerome, Lucretius, the father of so

many Deists, became mad, and that,

exquisite genius was overthrown

by a philtre administered by a mis-

tress, to whom some have given the

Turenne was- so deeply engaged
|j
name of Lucilia. An empoisoned

with the battle which he was about i| draught produced this deplorable

to fight, that he never thought of • derangement, and it is only to his

avoiding the cannon-ball which kill-

ed him, though he saw it, and was

apprized by others of its coming.

But before we begi n with heroes,

let us finish with philosophers. We
have already treated of the weak-

ness of some of them, let us add

lucid intervals that we are indebted

for his six books on Nature, a poem
equal to the jEueid, notwithstand-

ing the driness and difficulty of the

subjects of which it treats; and

certain passages of which, in the

opinion of some persons, surpass

one instance more, worthy rather the finest in Virgil.

of pity than ridicule; a trait of
j

The celebrated Philelphus- ap-

madness, which we may disguise

under the fair name of wisdom, and

which paganism could not but ad-

mire. Porphyry had learned, under

I.onginus the rhetorician, all that

is most beautiful in eloquence ; and

under Plotinus, all that is most su-

blime in philosophy. Instead of

priding himself on the extent of

i*is attainments, he acknowledged

their inanity ; he deplored the weak-

plied himself to the study of the

Greek language, in. which he made
a very great proficiency : he had a

dispute respecting the pronuncia-

tion of a word in that language

with a scholar of his time, a Greek
by birth ; and this dispute rose to

such a height, that the two doctors

supported their respective opinions

at the peril of their beards, having

both agreed that the victor should

ness of the human mind ; life be- have the satisfaction of stripping

came odious, and the human con

dition appeared miserable to him.

He quitted Rome, where his learn-

ing and talents were daily applaud-

ed ; transported himself to Sicily,

went to Liliba?um, and there, ab-

sorbed in the contemplation of his

wretchedness, he sought a seques-

tered place, avoided the haunts of

men, and reclined on the sand,

thus awaited the termination of

his life. His master, Plotinus, fol

his antagonist of that venerable

appendage. Philelphus gained the

point, and his adversary lost his

beard, but with such reluctance,

that he offered an exorbitant sum
of money to save it. The inexora-

ble Philelphus would accept no
composition, but shaved the chin

of the unsuccessful disputant, who
had well nigh died of shame and

vexation.

This unlucky Greek word occa-

lowed, and fortunately found him, sioned the loss of a beard, but the
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Q ,iml the A" made a still more ex-

traordiiunv disturbance. At the time

when Ramus flourished, the Univer-

sity of Paris, the Sorbonne, and al-

most all the literati, asserted, that

the Q ought to be pronounced like

K; and that quisqnis and quan-

quam, for example, should be

sounded /
isi7sand Aankam. Ramus,

a man possessing an excellent un-

derstanding, but somewhat tinc-

tured with the spirit of contradic-

tion, could not approve this innova-

tion-, and maintained, that @ ought

not to he sounded like K- He ca-

balled against Kiwkam and Kiskis,

in favour of Quanquam and Quis-

quls ; and thus two considerable

parties were formed, the University

being on one side of the question,

and theRamists on the other. Some
battle daily took place between

these hostile parties, and not con-

tent with employing pen and ink,

they had recourse to the sword,

and spilled blood. The University

summoned Ramus, the head of the

opposition, to appear before the

parliament; here he pleaded his

cause, and obtained a decree, which,

in consideration of the reasons al-

ledged on both sides, left the mode
of pronunciation at. the option of

each individual. Poor Ramus at

length suffered severely for all his

contradictions, for lie was one of

the unhappy victims of the massa-

cre of St. Bartholomew.

During the reign of Francis I.

one Villemanochwas deranged onlv

on a single point: he fancied that

all the princesses who married, were

guilty of infidelity to him ; and
when he was informed of the mar-

riage of any female of that rank,

he loaded her with abuse, and all

the epithets due to perfidy and per-

jury.—Tulenus was certainly one

of the most learned men of his

time. Nobody could speak more
ensibly, or with greater erudition

than he, upon every kind of sub-

ject
, but this great genius had his

weakness, which consisted in ima-

gining that some princess was pas-

sionately in love with him. Thus.

after a conversation kept up with

the greatest credit, if any person

happened to touch this cord, he
was instantly transformed into a
Don Quixote—into a perfect mad-
man, who broke out into the wild-

est ravings respecting his mistress.

William Postel, who understood

no fewer than twelve languaj

was one of the luminaries of his

age. In a journey to Venice, he
there met with 'a nun, who com-
pletely turned his brain : she made
him believe, that Christ had not

redeemed women ; that he would
come again into the world ; and
that she was to be the saviour of

her sex. Postel, on his return,

taught all these' errors ; he even

wrote a book, entitled De Vhgine
venelii : to these reveries he added,

that he hud been dead, and had
come to life again ; and in support

of this assertion, he called himself,

in his works, Posldhts Restitutua,

lie recanted in 1564 ; but ii;tv«ing

adopted his former errors, he was

declared mad by the parliament,

and confined in the priory of St.

Martin. Beza somewhere says, that

Postel pretended to possess the soul

of Adam ; and that his brother was

likewise mad, and fancied himself

St. John the Baptist. Many people,

deceived by the fresh colour which

lie brought back from Venice, gave

credit to the story of his resurrec-

tion, another weakness on the part

of the public.
"

An abbot, named Barabbally,
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fancied himself the greatest genius

in the world for composing mottos,

epigrams, and inscriptions ; and,

to shew off his supposed talent,

purchased the title of maker of

mottos and inscriptions. His vanity

induced him to assume the addi-

tional one of poet laureat, and to

demand of the magistrates of Rome,
the honour of a triumph, which

they had formerly decreed to Pe-

trarch. Leo X. who was then Pope,

being made acquainted with the

weakness of the man, resolved to

divert himself with his presump-
tion : he suffered the most cele-

brated poets to be summoned from

different parts of Italy, to be pre-

sent at this mock ceremony ; and

in their presence, the triumphant

Barabbally proceeded through the

streets of Rome, mounted on an

elephant, with a crown of laurel

on his head. The people under-

stood the joke, and the laureat gain-

ed nothing from this empty triumph

but loud bursts of derision. Before

his time, Petrarch had enjoyed the

honour of a serious triumph; and,

if death had not prevented Tasso,

he would have been the hero of a

similar farce.

——

—

—

i

MISCELLANEOUS FRAGMENTS AND ANECDOTES.

JERVAS THE PAINTER.

Charles Jervas, who died in

1740, was a painter who in his

time enjoyed a considerable repu-

tation, but is now totally forgotten.

Very few of his pictures surpass

mediocrity, and many are equally-

defective in design, colouring, and

composition. He was nevertheless

admired, and it is therefore the less

surprising, that he should fancy

himself a first-rate artist, and in-

dulge in sallies of vanity, which

cannot but appear to us ridiculous

in the extreme. He once copied

a picture of Titian's, and was
thoroughly convinced, that he had
not only equalled, but even ex-

celled his original. He placed the

latter beside his copy, looked at

them both, and with a smile of

compassion exclaimed, " Poor lit-

tle Titian 1" The same artist was
not less vain of his person, than
of his professional talents. Being
employed to paint the portrait of

Lady Bridgewater, one of the

greatest beauties of the age, he

fell desperately in love with her.

So deeply was his imagination

smitten with the features of her

enchanting face, that he reproduc-

ed them in all his portraits ; and

many a female was most agreeably

surprised on discovering her un-

expected resemblance to Lady
Bridgewater. His love, however,

was not so strong as his vanity,

which he more than once displayed

even in the presence of his mis-

tress. One day when she was sit-

ting to him, he stopped short, and

expatiated on her charms with all

the enthusiasm of a lover. "But
yet," continued he, " I am forced

to acknowledge, that you have not

a handsome ear." — " Have the

goodness," replied the lady, " to

shew me what you call a handsome

ear."—" Here is one," said Jervas,

shoving aside his wig and shewing

his own.
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FRENCH CINDERELLA.

A French pastry-cook, in order

to immortalize, as we are told, the

triumph of an actress in the opera

of Cinderella, has produced an ar-

ticle which is termed a eoassin a la

Cendrilion. It consists of a cushion

of pastry, supporting a green slip-

per, rilled with rose-cream, and

supported itself by arabesques of

puff-paste, in the best style. The
ground of the whole is a green

turf, strewed with the most delici-

ous productions of the oven. The
cushion, differing from the ordinary

ones, opens, and is found to con-

tain as many little green slippers,

filled with excellent cream, as there

are guests ; so that each may be

ftted by appropriating to himself

one of these pleasing emblems.

—

" It is scarcely possible," says our

account, " for those who have not

seen it, to form any idea of this

ingenious contrivance, every part

of which is excellent eating:, and

which would alone be capable of

immortalizing the Montmorency of

the oven, if his reputation were

not already established."

FIDELITY OF A CALMUCK.
During the Seven Years war in

Germany, after an action which

had terminated in the defeat of the

Russians, a detachment of hussars,

sent in pursuit of the flying ene-

my, came up with a Calmuck, who
had the dead body of a man laid

across his horse. They took him
prisoner, and desired him to leave

the corpse behind ; but the entrea-

ties of the Calmuck, and partly

curiosity, induced the hussars to

permit him to carry the corpse

along with him to their post. Here
the Calmuck wrapped it in his

cloak. With loud lamentation, he

fell to work with his hands and a
piece of wood, to dig a grave; and
while he was thus engaged, acci-

dent brought the Prussian colonel

who had the command of the ad-

vanced posts, to the spot. One of
his attendants understood the Rus-
sian language, and his -enquiries

drew from the Calmuck the follow-

ing account :—" That the deceased
was a Russian general, and had for

many years been his master; that

during his lifetime it had been his

particular desire, if he fell in bat-

tle, that he should be interred with

his wife on his own estate. As his

master had been shot in the last

engagement, he had taken care of
his body, with a view to deliver it

to his relations, who were with the

army." The Prussian colonel was

highly pleased with the fidelity of
the Calmuck: he purchased his

horse, which he restored to the pri-

]

soner ; directed the body to be laid

[in a carriage, under the superin-

j

tendence of the Calmuck, whom he

I

furnished with a passport, and or-

dered a trumpeter to accompany

I
him to the Russian advanced posts.

Two years elapsed, during which
interval the colonel had attained

the rank of general, and command-
ed a small corps; when the same
Calmuck came riding up to his

piquets, repeating the name of the

general : it was accordingly sup-

posed that he had something to say

to the latter, to whom he was im-

mediately conducted. Throwing
himself at his feet, with many tes-

timonies of joy, he related to him

that he had been taken into the

service of a Russian general, who

was then on his march with a strong-

corps ; and as this general frequent-

ly mentioned the name which, as
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he had been told, was subscribed

to his passport, he concluded it to

be his design to attack that officer,

who had paid such respect to the

body of his former master ; and he
therefore determined, as a proof of
his gratitude, at least, to inform
him of the approach of his ene-
mies. The Prussian general, who
had not before received the least

intimation of his danger, made his

dispositions accordingly, and re-

pulsed the Russians. The Calmuck
remained with him, and during his

whole life manifested the same fide-

lity tend attachment to him, as he
had done to his first master.

PHILIP III.

Philip III. King of Spain, hav-
ing granted a general amnesty to

a rebellious town, with the excep-
tion of a few persons, a courtier

informed him of the place where
a gentleman not included in the
pardon, was concealed. " You
would do better," replied the prince,
" to go and tell him that I am here,

than to tell me where he is."

AMURAT IV,

The first sultan who drank wine
to intoxication, was Amurat IV.
The circumstance which first ex-
cited his fondness for that liquor,

is worthy of notice. Walking one
day in the street, a pleasure which
the Grand Signiors often take in

disguise, he met a man of the lower
class, named Becri Mustapha, so

drunk that he reeled as he walked.
This was a new sight to the monarch,
who asked his attendants what v/as

the matter with the man. While
they were explaining to him the
reason of what he saw, Becri Mus-
tapha, observing him stand still,

and not knowing who he was, or-

dered him, in the most peremptory

manner, to go about his business.

Amurat, surprised at this audacity,
could not forbear to reply. " Know-
est thou, fellow," said he, "that lam
the sultan?"—"And I," answered
the Turk," am Becri Mustapha. If

you have a mind to sell Constan-
tinople, I will buy it : you will then
be Mustapha, and I shall be the sul-

tan." Amurat' s astonishment in-

creased, and he asked him, where
were the treasures with which he
pretended to buy Constantinople.
" Let us have no arguments," re-

joined Mustapha, " for I'll buy you
too, who are but the son of a slave."

This dialogue appeared so extraor-
dinary to the Grand Signior, that

being informed at the same time,
that in a few hours Becri would
recover his reason, he ordered him
to be carried into his palace, to

observe what would be the conse-
quence of this paroxysm, and what
he would think when reminded of
all that had passed. In a few hours,

j

Becri Mustapha, who had been left

j

to sleep in amagnificent apartment,
awoke, and manifested considerable

surprise on finding himself in such
a place. He was told how he came
there, and the promise which he
had made to the sultan. He was
overwhelmed with fear; and bein"
acquainted with,Amurat's cruel dis-

position, he gave himself up for

lost. Collecting, however, all his

presence of mind, to seek some ex-
pedient to escape death, he resolv-

ed to feign that he was already dy-
ing of fear, and that unless he was
furnished with wine to keep up his

spirits, he was sure that he should

soon expire. His guards, who were
actually apprehensive lest he should
die before he was carried to the

emperor, brought him a bottle of
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wine, of which he protended to

swallow a few drops, that he might

have an opportunity of concealing

the remainderunder his clothes, lie

was soon afterwards conducted to

the emperor, who, reminding him
of his offers, insisted on his pay-

ing the price of Constantinople as

lie had offered. The poor Turk,

drawing- forth Ids bottle, replied,

"O emperor! this is what would

have enabled me yesterday to pur-

chase Constantinople; and if you
possessed the riches which i then

enjoyed, you would think it prefer-

able to the dominion of the uni-

verse." Amurat enquired how that

was possible.— " You need but

swallow this divine liquor," replied

Mustapha. The emperor tasted it

from curiosity ; he liked it so well

that he took a hearty draught, which

produced a very speedy effect on a

head hitherto a stranger to the fumes

of wine. His spirits were so enli-

vened and all his senses so absorbed

in joy, that all the pleasures of his

crown were not equal to those of

his situation. He continued to

drink ; but intoxication soon fol-

lowed, and he fell into a sound sleep,

from which he awoke with a violent

head-ach. The pain of this new
state made him forget the pleasure

which he had enjoyed. He sent

for Becri Mustapha, to whom he

angrily complained of his disagree-

able sensations. The latter having

gained knowledge by experience^

pledged Lis life that he would in-

stantly cure Amurat, and prescrib-

ed no other remedy than he should

fall to drinking again. The sultan

complied ; his hilarity returned,

and Iils pains were immediately dis-

pelled. He was so delighted with

this discovery, that he not only had

recourse to the same expedient dur

ing the remainder of his life, not a

day of which he passed w ithout get-

ting intoxicated, but having made
Becri Mustapha his privy counsel-

lor, he kept him continually about

his person to drink with him. At

his death he had him interred with

great pomp in a wine-cellar, among
pipes and casks ; and he afterwards

declared, that he had not spent a

single happy day since lie lost this

able preceptor and faithful adviser.

OBSERVATIONS on the RISE and PROGRESS or PAINTING
in WATER COLOURS.

(Continued from p, 327, vol. VIII.)

The entire developement of that [I of colours, and depth of eGTeefe

powerful union of richness and ef-

fect which at length elevated this

art to vie with the force of paint-

ing in oil, was left for the genius

of Richard Westall to complete.

The drawings of this master, when
a very young man, exciteduniver-

sal admiration. Not only the cog-

noscenti, but the professors them-

selves, were for some time at a loss

to discover by what means he was

enabled to produce such splendour

It was not readily believed that lib

drawings were executed with the

same materials that every one pos-

sessed.

For several years, the historical

designs and elegant compositions

of Westall, were the principal ob-

jects of attraction to the Exhibi-

tions of the Royal Academy : his

style gave new light to the profes-

sors of this art.

Innumerable en^ravino-s have
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been made from the designs of

this artist, many of them on a

large scale, which were coloured

in imitation of the originals, and

have had an extensive circulation,

not only in England, but, pre-

vious to the impediments created

by the wars, in every part of the

Continent.

The success attending this com-

merce in coloured prints, led va-

rious publishers to bring forward

similar works : hence many artists

of eminence found new sources of

employment, when all others had

failed.

This species of patronage first

led to the ornamenting of books

with coloured plates, which, for

the last twenty years, has increased

to an extent, that has produced a

splendour in our publications that

has raised the reputation of the

British press, and provided em-
ployment, not only for many re-

spectable artists, but for a great

number of ingenious persons in

various branches of taste. Indeed, I;

the many beautiful graphic orna- '!

ments which have of late years

embellished the elegant editions

of the works of our poets, histo-

rians, travellers, and other pro-

ductions of our most celebrated

authors, have disseminated a taste

for the arts, and happily have con-

tributed to serve the cause of lite-

rature, by imperceptibly produc-

ing a general love for books, hi-

therto unknown in this country.

Amongst the most polite circles,

the library has become the place of

refined amusement in the long even-

ings, not only in their town houses,

but during their residence at

their country seats; and the un-

civilized custom isriast decreasing,

which banished the ladies from the

society of the gentlemen, whilst

they made their long devotions to

their Burgundy and Champagne.

The splendour to which the Bri-

tish press has attained, reflects

the highest credit upon the pub-

lishers of the United Kingdom,
who, with a spirit of enterprize,

and a munificence most honour-

able to commerce, have materially

contributed to prevent the sinking

arts from entire neglect. Unaided

by government, works have been

produced that rival those of any

nation ; and the progressive state

of biblical improvement, with

its elegant ornaments, in all its

branches, notwithstanding the apa-

thy with which its interests are

viewed by the legislature, will ulti-

mately be found to produce a

source of commercial wealth that

may astonish those who have neg-

lected to recognise its fair preten-

sions to their fostering care.

Many foreign princes have long

left illustrious examples of the ad-

vantages to be derived from the

patronage of men of genius. The
fine arts are ever associated with

the reign of Louis the Fourteenth

;

and even the present tyrant of

France may have his hated memory
rescued from the entire execra-

tion of enlightened future ages,

Kv a recollection of the magnifi-

cent works brought forth under the

auspices of his government.

Pope Leo the Tenth, and Lorenzo

de Medici, appear to posterity with

more dazzling lustre than those

whose deeds are alone recorded in

the blood-stained annals of war.

Although the arts are not of the

very first importance to the well-

being of a great country, yet,
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surely, amidst the various interests

of a numerous people, the men of

genius have some claim to the no-

tice of an enlightened government;

but, alas ! in England, where all

else that is worthy meets attention,

their modest pretensions are only

heard with apathy, and answered

with neglect.

That our Sovereign felt desirous

of cherishing genius, we have suffi-

cient evidence in various acts of

his munificence. The establish-

ment of the Royal Academy alone

wiii render his memory dear to

future times; but his generous and
enlightened views for the further

advancement of art, have been
checked by a parsimonious cold-

ness on the part of those who alone

could have supplied royal munifi-

cence with the means. The en-

couragement which tthe artists have

received at the hands of his Ma-
jesty has been spared from his pri-

vate purse.

It should seem, that the energies

of the human mind are rarely call-

ed forth in all their vigour, when
the contest for fame is with the

works of those enlightened men
who have lived before. It is with

cotemporary genius that the men-
tal powers are usually excited to

a degree of vigour, that makes no

rival object too difficult for attain-

ment, whether comprehended in the

many fearful arts of war, or the

milder arts of peace.

Of war, and its merits, it is not

©ur province to speak; but what
epic writer feels discomfited in be-

ing told, that Homer is the better

poet; or statuary, that Phidias is

the greater sculptor ? or where is

the painter who will be found to

contend in having his works com-
No. XLIX. Vol IX.

pared, to his disadvantage, with

those of Michael Angelo, Raphael,

or other great artists of anterior

ages ?

The extraordinary productions

from the pencil of Westall at once

excited the capacities of his co-

temporaries to the fullest stretch

of exertion. Turner was the first

to raise himself to rival fame. It

was sufficient for his energetic

mind to see, that the materials

used in his department of art

were capable of effecting so mucl;

Without becoming a copyist, he

laboured to produce in landscape

pictures that should comprehend
the same extent of scale, of splen-

dour, and effect.

Landscapes and architectural re-

mains of our monastic buildings,

our cathedrals, and castles, were

the subjects which he chose for

imitation. As a testimony of the

excellence which he soon attain-

ed in his water-colour perform-

ances, it need only be said, that

the first artists unanimously pro-

claimed them to be above all com-
petition.

Subsequently this artist bent his

attention to the study of painting

in oil ; and in him we have to re-

cord a rare instance of a modern
determining to rival the fame of

the greatest landscape-painters of

any age or country. Pei'haps no

painter ever possessed so many re-

quisites for the attainment of so

bold an enterprize.

In beauty his compositions do not

yield to those of Claude de Lor-

raine; in the grander style of land-

scape he is not outdone by the de-

signs of thePoussins; and in wild

and romantic subjects, his inven-

tive powers do not suffer by a

E
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comparison with Salvator Rosa.

The marine pictures of this artist

are very transcripts of nature; and
for composition, light, shadow, and

colour, are esteemed superior even

to the admired works of Vande-
velde, Bachuysen, or other cele-

brated marine painters of the Fle-

mish or Dutch schools.

To all these renowned artists he

is inferior but in one requisite

alone—that clear and transparent

execution, or pencilling, which, in

a great measure, it is presumed,

depended upon the knowledge of

some chemical process for mix-

ing the paints, which has escaped

modern research. But Turner,

like his illustrious predecessor, Sir

Joshua Reynolds, has made ample
amends for the want of this desi-

deratum, by infusing an execution

into his pictures, so full of feeling,

that it becomes doubtful whether

we have much to deplore upon the

score of his ignorance of that secret.

The means by which this painter

lias climbed to so lofty an eminence

in art, have been such as to have

given a new direction to the pur-

suits of the landscape-painters of

the British school; who, profiting

by his example, have, by their

joint labours, raised this depart-

ment to its present high state of

excellence-

Turner commenced his studies

by acquiring a just knowledge of

perspective, and improved himself

by carefully copying the best draw-

ings of such of his predecessors as

had most contributed to the ad-

vancement of wrater-colour paint-

ing. Thus prepared, he made the

most accurate studies of build-

ings, rocks, trees, and every ob-

ject appertaining to bis views.

Nor did he neglect the study of

the human figure, having for a

long time regularly attended the

school for drawing at the Royal
Academy, where he not only drew
from the antique casts, but also

from the living models.

He explored the most pictu-

resque and romantic parts of Eng-
land, Scotland, and Males; the

lakes of Cumberland and West-
moreland ; -and, subsequently, part

of Italy, Switzerland, Holland,

and France.

In his first tours, the earliest

gleam of morning light was noted,

in his portfolio, with all the re-

marks that could enable him in

future to imitate the same with

faithfulness to nature ; and his co-

loured studies kept pace with the

variable effects of atmosphere

throughout the day, until the last

ray of the sinking sun.

His outlines of the various build-

ings met with in his travels, he

made with scrupulous attention to

their style of architecture : every

tower and window was defined; not

a stone but had its appropriate

character, nor a branch of ivy that

did not wind itself amidst the

broken fragments of a ruin with

the very air of nature. The shrubs

and weeds that wildly adorn these

venerable scenes, were not consi-

dered of too little importance for

faithful imitation, in his concep-

tion of what belonged to a gene-

ral design.

Every accompanying embellish-

ment for his drawings was copied

with equal attention to their cha-

racter and form. His studies of

shipping, and of every class Of

picturesque boats, together with

the habits of the fishermen, an4
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all that belongs to marine subjects

and coast scenes, such as he de-

lights to paint, he caught with a

truth that stamps his works with

nature's own mould.

Thus, self-educated in his art,

Turner was prepared to undertake

every subject within an extensive

range of design : his success has-

been commensurate with such inde-

fatigable zeal to excel; a very few

years of increasing reputation

raised him above all competition.

(To be continued)

ON COMMERCE.
No. XXVI.

The hurricanes with which, as

we observed in our last, the Island

of Bourbon is visited, overturn eve-

ry thing opposed to their fury

:

they, however, give sufficient warn-

ing of their approach, neither are

they extensive in their destructive

sweep, or very long in duration,

seldom exceeding 24 hours. There

are two volcanoes here, which at

times burn with violence, their

flames being seen in the night, and

their smoke in the day. This island

possesses a beautiful sky, a de-

licious climate, and good water.

The French first landed upon it

in or about the year 1657, having

been expelled from Madagascar

(where they first made a settlement)

by the natives : but a more formal

possession of it was taken by them

either in 1664 or 5, under Monsieur

de Flacourt, who gave it the name
of Bourbon. Whilst this island and

that of Mauritius were in possession

of the French, two separate pur-

poses were assigned to them : Bour-

bon chiefly to the cultivation of

coffee ; and Mauritius for the recep-

tion of the Company's ships for their

refreshment, and refitting, if want-

ed, in their voyage to and from

India and China.—On the shores

of this island are found coral, am-
bergris, and most beautiful shells

;

and in the interior, among its woods,

cedar, ebony, and mahogany of va-

rious kinds. The cocoa-tree flou-

rishes here, altho-ugh it is asserted

there are none in Mauritius: the

reason assigned for this is, that the

first settlers there totally expend-

ed them, without providing for a

succession of so useful a tree:

thus, although it may seem a pa*

radox, it appears that their useful-

ness proved their destruction. The
planters here cultivate indigo, su-

gar, cotton, maize, wheat, barley,

oats, rice, millet, and coffee; this

latter article is of a superior kind,

and yields the highest price, next

to that of Mocha, in the European

markets. Whilst under the domi-

nion of France, the coffee was en-

grossed by their India Company,

to whom the growers of it were

obliged to sell it at a fixed price,

and by which the company cleared

at least o£300 per cent. It is said

that the originals of the coffee plants

cultivated here were brought from

Mocha; which, if true, accounts ia

a great measure for its superiority

;

and the fertility of the soil, as well

as its congeniality with the produce

of coffee, is such, that they have

three crops of it in one year. It

also produces aloes, and the gum
benzoin. Although commerce hath

E 2
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not hitherto been in the most flou-

rishing condition here, from the

discouragement it met with from

the French India Company, by the

monopoly of their principal cora-

modit}', coffee, as well as by pro-

hibiting all commerce with Europe

;

yet a small trade has been carried

on from hence with Madagascar,

whence the inhabitants import

slaves, cattle, rice, and salt; also

with India, for their cotton finds a

market at Surat, Mocha, and in

Persia; as did their indigo (through

the medium of their India Compa-

ny) in Europe.

MERCATOR AND CO.

Plate 2.—VIEW OF WINDSOR CASTLE.

THE first subject for the Series

of Landscape Scenery and Views,

from the drawings of the most cele-

brated painters in water colours, as

announced in a former Number,

and which will be continued month-

ly in the Repository, commences:

with a view of the noble residence i

of our sovereigns, Windsor Castle, i

This magnificent and ancient pile

of building, from various points of

view, within a circumference of

some miles, forms a composition

worthy the imitation of a painter.

Mr. Varley has made a judicious

choice, in selecting his view from

the Thames near Datchet, as he

has brought together a combination

ofbuildings, wood, and water, which

are the three great requisites for

elegant landscape composition.

—

The groups of trees on the banks

accord finely with the general de-

sign ; they are boldly relieved, and

reflect their deep shades upon the

water gently undulating by the mo-
tion of the boat ; the broad effect of

shadow upon the castle and its

surrounding buildings, produces a

pleasing and natural appearance,

and justly characterises the scene.

The forms of the clouds are well

studied; and the heavily laden barge,

slowly gliding upon the stream,

from the power of its colour, leads

the dark tones of the picture across

to the sombre bank with much skill,

and finely contrasts with the vapour

of the distance.

The original drawing from which

the print is copied, is executed with

masterly spirit, and is a chaste and

fine specimen of the art. Its di-

mensions are two feet eight inches

by one foot ten inches. It was ex-

hibited in the Great Room of the

Society of Painters in Water Co-

lours, Spring-Gardens, in the year

1809.
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Mr. Orme has commenced the

publication of a new work, enti-

tled Foreign Field Sports, Amuse-
ments, Sporting Anecdotes, &c. &c.

from drawings by Messrs. Howitt,

Atkinson, Clark, Manskirch, &c.

This work will consist of ten parts

or numbers, royal quarto, each con-

taining ten highly finished plates,

in colours, with descriptive letter-

press, to be continued monthly till

completed.
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Early this month, will be pub- ,,

lished, by Mr. Ackermanti, 101,
|

Strand, Twelve Views of the Im-
!j

pcrial City of Moscow, as it ap-
|

beared before the entry of the

French; accompanied with a His-

torical Sketch ; large wove elephant

quarto, and hot-pressed, price in

boards, coloured £2 2s. plain

£1 lis. 6d.

The same publisher has also in

the press, a poem, entitled Rural

Sports, by Somervile, the celebrat-

ed author of the Chace, illustrated

with fifteen fine wood-engravings

by C. Nesbit, after designs by

Thurston, royal octavo, price 21s.

This work forms a companion to

that beautiful edition of the Chace

embellished with wood - cuts by

Bewick, and printed by Buhner,

published some years ago.

R. Ackermann also intends pub-

lishing, in twelve monthly num-
bers, Three Series of Drawing-
Books on Landscape, designed and

engraved by Prout. The first will

constitute Rudiments of Chalk-

Drawing ; the second series relates

to Indian Ink ; and the third to

Colouring. The original style and

high name of Prout as one of the

boldest landscape-painters of the

present day, authorize the expecta-

tion, that this will be one of the best

drawing-books ever brought before

the public. A prospectus of it will

shortly appear, and may be had of

the publisher.

Early in 1813 will be published,

to be continued annually, The Li-

terary Calendar of the British

Empire fortheyear 1812 ; contain-

ing

—

I. A dictionary of all the liv-

ing authors, male and female.—2.

A register of all the universities

and public schools, with lists of

the heads of colleges, professors,

tutors, masters, is^c.
; promotions

and appointments, prize questions,

and other particulars relative to

those seminaries.—3. An account

of all the public societies, institu-

tions, libraries, and exhibitions for

the promotion of literature, and

the arts and sciences, not only in

the metropolis, but in every part

of the united kingdom ; their offi-

cers ; an abstract of their proceed-

ings, lectures, &c. during the pre-

ceding vear.— 4. Miscellaneous ar-

ticles of useful and interesting in-

telligence on every subject con-

nected with literature and the arts,

including new projects, improve-

ments, inventions, patents, <xc.

—

5. Biographical sketches of emi-

nent literary characters deceased

in 1812.—To which will be added

: a catalogue of English books, mu-
sic, and prints published during

the year, and of new foreign works

|

imported; the names of the prin-

cipal booksellers, especially of such

! as possess valuable collections ; a

list of reviews, magazines, jour-

nals, newspapers, &.c. &c.

Dr. Thornton is preparing a new

edition, being the sixth, of The

Medical Extracts, or Philosophy

of Botany.

A second edition of The New
Art of Memory, founded upon

the principles taught by M. von

||
Feinagle, with some important ad-

|i ditions and improvements, will be
1 published in a few days;

A Sermon in behalf of the Re-

fuge for the Destitute, by the Rev.

James Rudge, A. B. lecturer of

Limehouse, is in the press.

A small pocket volume is in the

press, entitled The Parent's Ch^i t-

mas-Box and Nev;- Year's Gift;
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containing the various predictions

of the Prophets, and proving, by

the conduct and actions of the Pa-

triarchs, the promised Messiah in

the person of Jesus Christ.

James B. Brown, Esq. of the In-

ner Temple, will speedily publish

A Historical Account of the Laws
enacted against the Catholics, of

the ameliorations which they have

undergone during the present reign,

and of their existent state: to which

is added, a short account of the

laws for the punishment of heresy

in general ; a brief review of the

merits of the Catholic Question
;

and copious notes, tending princi-

pally to illustrate the views and

conduct of the Church of England,

the Presbyterians, and Sectarians,

with regard to toleration when in

the enjoyment of power.

Lieutenant- Col. Mark Wilkes

has the second volume of his His-

torical Sketch of the South of In-

dia , nearly ready for publication.

Mr. Dallas's Miscellaneous Works
und Novels, in seven volumes, T2mo.

are in the press, and nearly readv

for publication.

The Beauties of Anna Seward's

Poems, Letters, <kc. &c. carefully

selected and arranged by Mr. Oul-

ton, are printing in a duodecimo

volume.

The sixth and last volume of

Mr. Beloe's Anecdotes of Litera-

ture, will appear in the course of

this month.

I. F. M. Dovaston, Esq. has in

the press, Fitzgwarine, a metrical

romance, and other ballads of the

Welsh Border, with poems, legen-

dary, incidental, and humorous.

Mr. R. Southey will shortly pub-

lish, in a quarto volume, Roderick,

the Last of the Goths ; also the se-

cond volume of his History of the

Brazils.

In a few days will appear The
Genealogical History of the Earl'

dom of Sutherland, from the origin

of that illustrious house to the year

1630, with the History of the North-

ern Parts of Scotland during that

period, by Sir Robert Gordon, of

Sallagh, published from the origi-

nal manuscript in the possession

of the Marchioness of Stafford.

—

The public are here presented, not

only with an accurate genealogical

history of the ancient house of Su-

therland, but also with a minute

detail of the principal transactions

which occurred during a period of

nearly 600 years, particularly in

the counties of Sutherland and

Caithness, and the Highlands of

Scotland in general. The history

of these parts, it is presumed, will

receive more elucidation from this

work, than from any which the pub-

lic is at present possessed of. The
whole has been carefully transcrib-

ed, by the permission of the Mar-

chioness of Stafford, from the ori-

ginal manuscript preserved at Dun-
robin castle.

Mrs. Ventum, author of Selina,

has nearly ready for publication,

The Dangers of Infidelity, a no-

vel, in three volumes.

Mr. W. H. Hitchener, of the

Surry Theatre, will shortly publish

St. Leonard's Forest, or the Child

of Chance, a romantic novel, in

two volumes.

Galatea, a pastoral romance,

translated from the German, will

shortly appear, in a small volume,

embellished with several wood-cuts.

Mr. G. Townsend, of Trinity

College, Cambridge, has finished

his long-promised poem of Arma-
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geddon, in twelve books, and it is

expected to appear in May next.

The Bishop of Meath has in the

press a volume of Sermotis on im-
portant subjects.

Sermons by the late Rev. W. B.

Kirwan, Dean of Killala, with a

sketch of his life, are printing, in

two octavo volumes.

Messrs. Leigh and Sotheby will

submit the following libraries for

public sale during the present
season :— 1. The library of the late

Charles Mellish, Esq. containing

a line collection of Hearne's Pieces,

large paper, among which is the

Acta Apostolorum.—2. The libra-

ry of the Right Hon. Viscountess
Downe, deceased ; being chiefly

the collection of her father, the late

William Burton, Esq. of Sutfen-

ham, Rutland, and Clifford-street,

Burlington-Gardens.—3. The very
extensive and valuable library of
the late Henry Hope, Esq. of Ca-
vendish-square.—4. The library of
the late Charles Brandon Trve,
Esq. F.R.S.—5. The library* of
the late Mrs. Anne Newton, con-
taining chiefly the collection of
the great Sir Isaac Newton.— 6.

Part of the library of the late Ty-
cho Wing, Esq.

Robertson, the French mecha-
nist, has made a speaking figure,

which he calls the Phonorganon.
He has also painted some portraits,

which, though on a plane surface,

can move and seem endowed with
animation.

M. Zambeccari, accompanied
by a friend, ascended in a balloon,

from Boulogne, on the 21st of

September. On his descent, the
balloon became entangled in the
branches of a high tree, and be-
fore it could be disengaged, caught

fire. The two aeronauts leaped
out. M. Zambeccari was killed

upon the spot ; but M. Bonoga, his

friend, survived, though some of
his limbs were broken.

The ascension of the mechani-
cian, Bittorf, from Manheim, was
equally disastrous. When he had
risen to a considerable height, he
perceived, too late, that his balloon
was damaged, and had no other re-
source than to open the pump. The
balloon descended with extreme ve-
locity, but, owing to the wind, with-
out preserving its gravity : the in-

flammable matter which it contained
kindled; the shrouds caught fire, and

|

fell upon M. Bittorf's head, arms,

j

and breast, which were much burnt.

On a sudden, his crazy -vehicle

\

struck upon the roof of a house,
two stories high, from which he

;

was precipitated, with a gondola,
attached to the balloon. The in-

habitants took him up, and carried
him, covered with wounds, to his

own house, where he died the next
day in great agony.

The Royal Society held their

first meeting for the season on
Thursday, Nov. 5, when a letter

from Sir H. Davy to the president
was read, containing an account of
a most extraordinary new deto-
nating substance. It is composed
of two elastic fluids, azote and
chlorine, and it appears in the
form of a yellow oil, heavier than
water, and explodes with great

violence by heat equal to that of
the human body. It may be pre-
served for a time under water, but
it requires the greatest caution to

be experimented upon in dry ves-

sels, as mere motion causes it to

detonate. Sir H. Davy, in attempt-

ing to explode a small quantity,
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high

not larger than a mustard seed, in

a close vessel, with a view to col-

lect the products, received a very

severe wound in the transparent

cornea of the eye, which at present

prevents the sight:—he is likely to

sustain no permanent injury. It

is mentioned in a private letter

from Paris, that a substance, pro-

bably analagous, has been lately

discovered there, but the prepara-

tion of it has not been made pub-
lic. There is reason to suppose it

has been concealed, from its being

applicable to the purpose of war.

Immediately after a remarkably

tide in October last, there

was discovered under the cliffs be-

tween Lyme llegis and Charmouth,

the complete petrifaction of a cro-

codile, seventeen feet in length,

in an imperfect state. It was dug
out of the cliffs nearly on a level

with the sea, at the depth of 100

feet below the summit.

As some labourers were lately

digging gravel at Stoke Ash, Suf-

folk, they discovered, at about ten

feet below the surface of the earth,

some animal bones, of a majrni-

tude considerably greater than any
quadrupeds they had ever seen

:

on their taking them up and expos-

ing them to the rays of the sun,

they crumbled away, except six

portions of a firmer texture, which

remain in nearly a perfect state

:

these prove to be two grinders and
four of the cutting teeth of an ele-

phant: they are quite in a mineral-

ized state, and were found with their

masticating surfaces in contact,

parallel with each other, as if the

upper and lower jaw-bones had

mouldered and fallen away from

them ; the grinders are very massy,

one weighing 61b. the other 4|lb.

These mineralized remains are now
in the possession of two gentlemen
of Eye ; with one there is a lamina

of a third grinder preserved.

The well-known attachment of

the Newfoundland dog to the hu-
man race, in cases of drowning,

was displayed alongside the Fan-

tome sloop of war in Hamoaze
lately, in a most singular manner.
Eleven sailors, a woman, and the

waterman, had reached the sloop

in a shore-boat, when, in conse-

quence of one of the sailors stoop-

ing rather violently over the side

of the boat to reach his hat, which

had fallen into the sea, the boat

upset, and all in it were plunged
into the water. A Newfound-
land dog, on the quarter-deck of

the Fantome, surveying the ac-

cident, instantly leaped amongst
the unfortunate persons, and seiz-

ing one man by the collar of his

coat, he supported his head above

water until a boat hastened to the

spot, and saved all but the poor

waterman, whose name was Kelly.

After delivering his burthen in

safety, the noble animal made a

wide circuit round the ship, in

search of another, but finding no-

thing except an oar, he took pos-

session of it, and was deservedly

welcomed on board by the accla-

mations of the admiring crew.

From the year 1750, the North
Esk, in Kincardineshire, emptied

itself into the sea upon the lands

of Kirksideand Woodstone. About
a twelvemonth ago, however, in

consequence of a land flood in the

river, and a very high tide, it ex-

cavated anew channel on the lands

of Comieston. A new revolution

has now taken place in the course

of the river, which, last month,
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Completely opened out its old n chords; andwe feel pleasure in stat-

channel upon the lauds ot* Kirkside

and Woodstone. This river had,

several times previous to 1750, un-

dergone a similar change from the

same causes; and, upon one of

these occasions, it gave rise to a

long and expensive litigation be-

ing, that our expectations have not
only heen realized, hut surpassed.

These preludes, although seldom
exceeding two lines, contain a rare

combination of tasteful invention

and sterling science. The latter is

particularly obvious in the minor
tween the new and the old pfoprie- moods; indeed, almost every pre-

tors, which was, at last, decided hide of the whole set, in vereinar

in favour of the gentleman on towards the conclusion, surprises

whose grounds the river had begun us by the introduction of some hap-

to flow; all artificial means em-

ployed to obstruct or change the

course of a river being declar

py chords or original modulation.

As an instance to this observation,

ij we will only advert to Nos. 3, 7, 12,

ed illegal. It is understood that \ 18, without wishing, in the least,

the lands of Kirkside and Wood- :

;
to depreciate the value of others,

stone belong to Wm. Adam, Esq. which possess different features of

Chancellor of the Duchy of Corn-
i

interest, either by their brilliancy or

wall, and that the rental derived I
tasteful construction. As the fin-

from the salmon -fishery of the
|j

gers are carefully marked in every

river, while it ran in its old chan- {' doubtful place, we shall add, to our

nel, formed so important a part of
J!

unqualified praise of Mr. W.'s

Mr. Adam's income, that when he I
masterly labour, a sincere wish to

was deprived of it by the river's
|j

see these preludes in the hands of

opening to itself a new course, he

deemed itprudent to resign his seat

in parliament for Kincardineshire.

The river, by resuming its old

channel, will, it is presumed, re-

establish Mr. Adam's rental on the

old footing.

MUSICAL REVIEW.

Preludes for the Piano- Forte, in

all the most familiar Keys, both

Major and Minor, with Figures

to direct the Fingers, by Samuel

Webbe, jun. Pr. 3s. 6d.

Mr. W. proceeds in regular pro-

gression from the key of C to the

extent of four sharps and four flats,

associating with every major its re-

lative minor key. From an author

of Mr. W.'s talents, we were not

to expect a set of skips through the

common, and one or two allied

No. XLTX. Vol IX

every performer desirous of arriv-

ing at perfection on the instrument.

We could not recommend any work
of similar compass from which
greater improvement were deriv-

able both f'jr the hand and for the

taste of the student.

A Fifth Divertimento for the Pi-
ano-Forte, composed, and dedi-

cated to Miss Caroline Browne^
by William Ling. Pr. 3s. 6d.

This divertimento possesses great

claims on our favour. The larsrhet-

to, in two flats, replete with taste-

ful expression, betrays a mind
formed upon classic models ; and

the succeeding quick movement,

in the same key, besides its neat and

playful subject, is throughout con-

structed with skill and regularity.

We observe with satisfaction the

manner by which the author enters

F
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into three flats, p. 6, and the mo-

dulations in the latter part of that

page, and in p. 7 (especially at the

last stave), are highly creditahleto

the author's science. In the eighth

page the subject is well represented

under a minor key, and the whole

is finally wound vip in an effective

style.

Spanish Patriots a Thousand

Years ago, a dramatic Romance,

performed at the Theatre Royal

Lyceum; the Words by II. B.

Code, Esq. ; the Music composed

by Sir John A. Stevenson, Mus.

Doc. Pr. 15s.

Lest an omission in the title

might mislead our readers, we shall

state that the present work is a

piano-forte extract from the full

score of the above-named new opera

of Sir John Stevenson. The author

of the arrangement not being men-

tioned, we are persuaded it is not

the composer himself, for, without

adverting to the very numerous ty-

pographical errors which disfigure

the work, we have met with a variety

of trespasses against the common
rules of harmony, which, with every

willingness so to do, v.e could not

lay at the engraver's door; and

which, we are sure, could never

have existed in the original score of

the learned author himself. We
shall not engross our scanty room

by an enumeration of the faults of

either description, ready as we are

"to state them, if called upon. Bar-

ring the preceding objections, the

publication before us is calculated

to afford an ample source of enter-

tainment to the vocal amateur. It

offers many proofs of the doctor's

cultivated taste ; several ofthe son <rs

are highly pathetic, others abound
<wth true comic humour, and his

glees will be found harmonious and

striking. The overture, consisting

of four different movements, pos-

sesses a great share of dramatic ef-

feet. The introductory slow move-

ment (not mentioned as such) is

full of grave solemnity, although

its finest passage (/. 3) is disfigured

(by the printer or the arranger).

In the allegro we likewise find

much room for commendation ; it

combines a respectable portion of

scientific modulation with shewy

expression, and its commencing

subject is particularly neat ; so that

it is to be regretted that the com-

poser, throughout the whole move-

ment, except for a moment, just at

the end, quite lost sight of it. The
boat glee, p. 8, is pretty, but very

faulty. The duet, " Lovely Clara,"

is tasteful, especially the a - due

parts ; but the sudden irruption into

|
the key of C (p. 13, b. 4), rather

harsh. The comic duet, " An old

Bachelor so fusty," presents seve-

\
ral highly commendable ideas,

among which we will only notice

the happy expression, for " A nasty

odious creature," and several neat

i responsive passages. Another co-

:
mic composition (" The Miller," p.

31,) is equally, if not more humor-

ous and characteristic ; the restless

accompaniment to the passage

which pourtrays the " click clack"

of a " scolding wife," is excellent

in its place. The polacca, p. 58,

is a brilliant and imposing compo-

sition; the subject (which, by the

bye, is not unlike Mr. Bishop's

polacca in the Virgin of the Sun)

possesses much elegant precision

;

and the various subsequent ideas

elicited from it, command our ap-

probation. The trio, p. 67, exhi-

bits a melodious combination of full
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harmony ; the same praise is due

to the glee, p. 79; and the short

finalewinds up the whole with great

spirit and effect.

Our readers will be aware that

the above is a mere transient glance

at the leading features of this very

voluminous publication, a regular

critique on which, would extend

beyond even the aggregate space

allowed for the musical department

in the Repository. We will only

add, by way of a hint to the pub-

lishers, that in whole operas, or

other works of the same kind, con-

sisting of such a variety of distinct

pieces, an index would be essen-

tially useful.

" Premieres Pensees" a grand
Sonata for the Piano-Forte,

composed, and dedicated to J\fiss

Frost, by Etihu Morey. Pr. 5s.

If these are literally the first

thoughts of the author above named,

whom we have, for the first time,

the pleasure of bringing under the

notice of our musical readers, what

will be his next, and succeeding

labours ?—the labours of Hercules,

we ween, who strangled the serpent

even in the cradle! Such, at least,

is the expectation we are warranted

in entertaining, from the abund-
ance of sterling science, combined
with eminent skill and taste, dis-

played in this sonata. It consists

of three movements, an allegro,

andante, and rondo, all in four

shacps ; that is, ostensibly ; for our

author, in the exuberance of his

fancy, and the consciousness of his

strength, soars, through every pos-

sible scale, into the higher regions

of chromatic and contrapuntal mo-
dulation with the bold vigour of a

Beethoven. To follow him, on the

confined stage of our prescribed

space, is out of our power ; suffice

i; to say, that this is the production

of an adept, a master in composi-

tion, and that none but masters of

tluir instrument must venture Off

the harmonic and executive intri-

cacies, the tremendous leaps of the

left hand, and the labyrinth of mo-
dulations which present themselves

in every part of this classic, but

highly difficult performance.

Twelve Songs, wtih an Accompa-
niment for a Piano- Forte or

Ifnrp, composed, and dedicated

(by permission) to the Most No-

ble the Marquis of JIanlly, by
John Ross, Organist, Aberdeen.

Op. 28. Pr. lbs. 6d.

With the exception of one or two,

the tenor of the text of these song'

is of an amatory nature; and the

composition is very similar, in stvle

and merit, to Mr. Ross's six can-

zonets, commented upon in our

preceding Number. As on that

occasion, therefore, our observa-

tions extended to some length, we
shall refrain from entering into a

detailed analysis ofevery piece con-

stituting the present set. Although"

here too we have met with several

instances of inattention to purity

of harmony, besides some typogra-

phical errors, the work, upon the

whole, claims our favourable notice,

and some of the songs have given

us a high degree of satisfaction. The
third canzonet, for instance, with

its neat symphony, its agreeable

and easy melody, and proper har-

monic arrangement (not omitting

the well-contrived diverging ac-

companiment, p. 13, h. 5), does the

author credit. No. IV. is equally

pleasing, and frequently conspi-

cuous for elegance of expression

;

p. 16, in particular, calls for our

F2
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unqualified commendation. No. V.

excited our interest by the origina-

lity of its rhythm, and its tender

and pathetic melody, well relieved

by a good minor part. In the con-

cluding portion of the work, Mr.

11. seems to us not to have been al-

ways equally happy ; at least, the

two or three last of these canzonets

engaged our partiality in a much
less degree than the earlier ones.

Indeed, among such a number of

L-ongs, it would be a matter of sur-

prise not to have discovered a dif-

ference in the gradation of their

comparative merit.
u Pray Goody " a favourite Air

in Midas, as sung by Mr. Sin-

clair, with unbounded applause,

at the Theatre Iloyal Covent-

Garden, arranged with an Ac-

companiment for the Piano- For-

te or Harp, by J. Mazzinghi.

Price Is.

The easy and natural flow of the

simple melody of this old song, to-

gether with Mr. Sinclair's chaste

execution of it, has rendered " Pray

Goody," for the moment, as great

a favourite with the public as was

recently the case with Mr. Braham's

Hobin Adair. Mr. Mazzinolu'shar-

monic arrangement is, as it ought

to be, equally easy and simple ; so

as to constitute a mere support to

the melody, without obscuring it

by flights and fancies, which, in

this instance, would be totallv out

of place and character.

The Imperial Walz by l'Abbe

Gelinek, composed at Vienna,

January, 1812, with Variations

for Piano-Forte or Harp. Pr.2s.

This publication is well calculat-

ed to exercise the hands of advanc-

ed p. rformers. From a theme which

ffers no particular features of ori-

ginality, a set of variations has been

deduced, requiring abilities of a

superior order to do justice to.

Among the variations, we notice the

effective bass of the third, the mark-

ed precision of the fourth, and the

manly and independent bass-ac-

companiment of the coda. The
sixth variation appeared to us ex-

tremely capricious, both in point

of time and in regard to the fingers ;

indeed, we are of opinion, a little

less intricacy in a variety of instan-

ces throughout the work would by

no means have diminished the ge-

neral eflectof the composer's inten-

tions, while it would at all events

have rendered his labour more ac-

cessible to the generality of per-

formers.

Les petits Bijoux, consisting of
favourite Airs, Dances, and

Hondas for the Piano- Forte,

con/posed by the most celebrated

Professors. No. II. Pr. 2s.

The present number of this pe-

riodical work is entitled Pygma-
lion, and proceeds from the pen of

Mr. John Monro, who has borrowed

the theme of the principal move-
ment from a popular dance of Mr.

Bossi's. Preceding thereto, we
have to notice a short but graceful

slow movement, which has our en-

tire approbation. The rondo itself

is distinguished by a spirited volu-

bility, is regular in its construction,

and free from critical objection : it

is interrupted by (ecceiterum Gris-

pinus !) the air of Robin Adair,

which, some time back, woefully

conspired against the knocker of

our residence; and in the eleventh

bar of that air we observe a flaw,

which, we trust, belongs to the en-

graver : the two last quavers in the

left hand part, express the chord of
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(F, 4 6) , instead of (F, 3, 5, 7) . The
whole of this number is set with at-

tention to executive facility, and

may therefore be played with effect

by moderate proficients, who will

be enabled to gratify their ear at

no great cost of digital labour.

Ditto ditto ditto. No. III. Pr. 2s.

After an appropriate introducto-

ry slow movement, Mr. Slapp, the

author of this number, presents us

with an old friend, the popular air,

" O Nanny, wilt thou gang with

me .2" which being previously ex-

hibited in its simple native garb,

serves as the basis of a few very re-

spectable variations ; the left hand

expressing, where practicable, the

substance of the theme ; while the

right has to manoeuvre through a

variety of corresponding quick pas-

sages in the upper keys. In the

beginning of the fourth page we
observe, with approbation, the sub-

ject cast in two flats, first minor

and then major; and the rapid de-

misemiquaver evolutions which oc-

cupy the remainder of this compo-

sition, will be found a useful exer-

cise to practitioners, especially as

they lie kindly to the hand of the

performer.

" Grata ti tanto Dono" an Air
i

sung in the Opera of Zaira, by

Mad. Bertinotti Radicati, com-

posed by Felice Radicati. Pr.2s.

In this short air, which consists

of an andante and an allegro in

two flats, Mr. Radicati has ably

sustained the high character he has

gained in this country as a vocal

composer. The andante charms the

ear by the sweetness of its simple'

melody. The subject of the alle-

gro is spirited and tasteful, and the

accompaniment by crossed hands

{p. 3) well placed. The idea at,

" tu mirendi il cor felice" is very

elegant in itself ; although, per-

haps, on account of its minor ten-

dency, not sufficiently expressive

of the ecstasy of joy implied by
the text. In the short introductory

symphony we observe the uncom-
mon turn of harmony the author

has allowed himself in the 3d bar.

" Non v'e iJHurC alma amante"
Scena and Duetto in the Opera

of Zaira, as sung with unbound-

ed applause by Mad. B. Radi-

cati and Signor Tramezzani; the

Music by Felice Radicati. Pr. 3s.

Another honourable specimen of

Mr. ll.'s talents. The recitativo

with which the scena sets eut, is-

full of vigorous expression and

!
originality of invention. In the

|

first line, p. 2, in particular, we
have been struck with two or three

chords in the accompan iment,which
almost exceeded our conception of

recitativic licence. The a-tempo

part is finely imagined. In the

andante (p. 3 and seq.) Ave have to

notice, with deserved praise, the

variety of interesting ideas, the

rich and active accompaniments,

the fine responsive passages, p. 5,

and the numerous and eminently

delicate graces judiciously intro-

duced in their proper places. The
allegro, which closes this compo-

sition, claims our partiality for the

same reasons, and on account of

other individual merits, which the

scantiness of our room compels us

to leave to the discovery of such of

our vocal readers as, from this brief

notice, may be induced to gratify

their ear and musical taste with the

execution of this meritorious per-

formance.
" Torna alle patrie Sponde" Scc~

na and Duetto in the Opera of
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Zaira, as sung with unbounded

applause by Signora Collini and

Signor Tramezzani ; the Music

by the Chevalier Frederici. Pr.

3s.

This duet is preceded by an im-

pressive recitative-, which has our

warm approbation, with the excep-

tion of the last line (/;. 3), where

the voice strangely cadences into

the key of E ; although the next

following chord of the accompani-

ment is, as it ought to be, A 7. I'

The duet itself possesses all the !

excellence of the classic character I

of Italian vocal music, line melody,
J

and select accompaniment. An
elegant specimen of the latter oc- \

curs in the second lines, pp. 4 and
i

5. The responsive passages, p. 6, I

are interwoven into each other in a i

masterly manner; and the a-due

parts, towards the conclusion, which
are constructed with exquisite skill

\

and taste, lead to a brilliant ter-

mination.

" Grazie ti rendo," Preghiera in ;

the Opera of Zaira, as sung

with unrivalled applause by Ma-
dame Bertinotti Radical!; the

Music by Nicolini. Pr. 3s.

The slow movement, represent-

ing Zaira's prayer, is replete with

noble and impassioned expression,

and ornamented by a variety of those

tasteful and chaste embellishments

with which the celebrated singer

mentioned in the title-page so well

knows how to heighten the effect

of her soft and melodious voice.

The subject of the allegro, which

succeeds the prayer, is particularly

attractive ; the responses of the ac-

companiment, p. 4, produce a

happy effect; and the turn into

four flats, which the melody takes

at " che il duoV calmasti in seno,"

has our unqualified approbation.

Nor can we pass unnoticed the ele-

gant and independent instrumental

accompaniments which support the

voice in the seventh page.

Tico Duets, selected and arranged

from the Beauties of Pureed,

for trco Performers on the Pi-

ano-Forte, and respectfully in-

scribed to the Misses Douglass,

by A. T. Corfe. Pr. 5s.

Both the subjects and the style

of arrangement of these duets, are

completely of the old school ; and

hence we apprehend their success

to depend upon the amateurs of

ancient music, whose number in

this country is still sufficiently

great to reward the author for his

trouble. To those we can, without

hesitation, recommend the present

publication ; for, although we do

not absolutely belong to the class

alluded to, our partiality to the

works of modern classic composers

is not so bigotted, as to prevent us

from acknowledging that Mr. C.'s

labour is meritorious in his way,

and that forty or fifty years ago,

these duets would have been consi-

dered a very acceptable production

by the generality of the musical

public. The airs are taken from

the Tempest, the Indian Queen,
King Arthur, and Tyrannic Love;
and the author appears to have be-

stowed no common pains upon their

arrangement.

Erratum.—Vol. VIII. page 31:3, col. l, line

12 from the bottom, for passages, read pages.
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RETROSPECT OF POLITICO

Thanks to the Almighty Dis-

poser of human events, to the wis-

dom and perseverance of the Rus-

sian monarch, the matchless energy

and valour of his great captains,

and the patriotism and bravery of

his warriors and subjects— the bloo-

dy career of iniquity and desola-

tion, pursued by the mock-crowned

villain for a length of years, seems

rapidly to be drawing to an igno-

minious close. The events we have

now to relate, will, in future ages,

command the labour of the classic

historian, and form probably the

theme of epic poems ! How then

should the humble powers of our pe-

riodical pen, flushed by the excess

of sympathizing joy, presume to

do justice to the heroic, the gigan-

tic efforts which the noble, the va-
j

liant Russian nation has manifested,

and is still making, in the defence

of its country, and in the exempla-
i

ry punishment of its invader, and

his subservient hordes ? The task,

however grateful, is beyond our

feeble strength; its imperfect exe-

cution must appeal to the indul-
,

gence of our readers

!

RUSSIAN ARMY OF THE CENTER, UN-

DER THE IMMEDIATE COMMAND
\

OF MARSHAL KUTUSOW.
After the evacuation of Moscow !

(19th Oct.) by the French army, ;

consisting of 120,000 men, ofwhich :

85,000 were effective, Bonaparte's
j

plan appears to have been, to re- '

treat, not by the straight road to
j

Smolensko (through which he had

advanced upon the capital), but in
j

the direction of Kalouga, with the

hope, probably, of finding greater

resources fo the supply of his
i

troops in the more fertile southern

go\ ernments. To defeat this plan,

Marshal Kutusow broke up with

the Russian army, and sent Gene-
ral Dorochoff to pust himself at

Malo-yaroslavetz, a town in the in-

tended route of the enemy. That
general found it already occupied

in force by a French detachment;

a very severe contlict ensued (-2 4th

Oct.), in the course of which the

town was taken and retaken eleven

times, both parties being succes-

sively reinforced from the main ar-

mies. The loss of the enemy in

this desperate battle, although not

stated in the Russian reports, must,

consequently, have amounted to

several thousand men : it induce!

Bonaparte to give up all hopes of

penetrating through the south, and

to turn again northward to Vereja

and the great Smolensko road. To
this failure we are inclined to as-

cribe a great portion of his suc-

ceeding disasters. Had he, in the

first instance, shaped his course

!
direct to Smolensko, he must have

|

gained some marches upon his

i opponent, who would have found

it difficult to come up with him in

any force. But as the case stood

, now, the French army had to pro-

j

ceed, first backwards and then along

; the arc of a deep curve, the shorter

j

chord of which, although more dif-

! ficult, was left to the operations of

\ the Russian commander. As soon

{
as Kutusow was assured of the safe-

ty of the southern provinces, he

formed his plan for the pursuit of

the enemy; a plan which, under

results much less glorious, would

have satisfied us of the greatness q|
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his mind. General Platoff, with a

great force of Cossacks, was de-

tached towards Mojaisk; General

Miloradovitch, with the advanced

guard, moved upon the great road;

and Marshal Kutusow, in a paral-

lel and more southern direction,

and within support of the advanced

guard, marched in almost a di-

rect line towards Smolensko, in the

neighbourhood of which, as will

hereafter be seen, the principal acts

of the bloody drama developed

themselves accordingly.

In following the French in this

disastrous retreat, where they oft-

en had days and nights marches of

between twenty and thirty miles,

(and that frequently by the light of

lanthorns and torches), imposed on

them, it will not be expected that

we should relate the innumerable

encounters of parties which daily

took place, and by which invaria-

bly their force was diminished by
some cannon and some hundreds of

men; we shall confine ourselves to

the more decisive actions of whole

corps.

The first of that kind occurred on

the 31st October, at the convent

of Kolotsk, when Platoff fell in with

part of the French rear-guard. As
his Cossacks shewed little mercy,

few prisoners were taken, but the

French lost about 3000 killed and

wounded, 20 pieces of cannon, and

two colours.

On the 2d November Prince Or-
loff Denizow Fell in with some of

the regiments which had been beat-

en at Kolotsk; he took a few pri-

soners, and among them, Murat's

secretary, together with a number
of important papers belonging to

the French chancellerie tie guerre
,

and among others, a letter of Bo-

naparte himself, urging Murat to

persuade the tributary princes to

reinforce their disabled contin-

gents.

On the 3d Nov. General Milo-

radovitch came up, near Wiasma,

with the corps of Davoust, which

had been driven in by Plato IF. The
attack commenced instantly ; the

French retired into the town, with

the Russians at their heels, march-

ing, as if on parade, band playing

and colours flying. The loss of the

enemy in this action, amounted to

6000 killed and wounded, and 2000

prisoners.

In the evening of the same day,

Platoff joined Miloraclovitch's ad-

vanced guard, and, on the next

day, they once more fell in with

part of Davoust'sand Beauharnois'

corps, which they again defeated

with great slaughter, and the gain

of 1000 prisoners.

Platoff' now directed his opera-

tions to the north of the great road,

while Miloradovitch pursued the

enemy, principally consisting of

Beauharnois' corps, until the 7th,

when the latter attempted to make
a stand at Dorogobuz ; but the Rus-

sians, overthrowing every thing

before them, forced this town like-

wise, and drove the French out of

it, with great loss in killed and

wounded.

About this time, or probably a

day or two previously, Bonaparte

seems to have left the army, and

proceeded to Smolensko, where he

arrived on the 8th.

Beauharnois' corps, consisting

of four divisions, now appears to

have left the great road, with a

view to attempt a passage towards

the Dwina, by the road of Duch-

koutchin. But here, unfortunate!

v
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for them, Platoff fell in with it on

the 8th November. By a bold ma-

noeuvre, he separated the whole

corps into two bodies, one of which

fled back in the direction of Doro-

gobuz, and the other towards Duch-

koutchin, precisely in opposite di-

rections. By means of a forced

march, Platoff overtook the latter

on the 9th, attacked and defeated

it completely, taking 69 pieces of

cannon, standards, and 3000 pri-

soners, not to mention the enemy's

loss in killed and wounded, which

was much more severe. The gal-

lant Platoff subsequently continued

hunting down the remains of that

glorious day with such repeated

success, that, at the date of the

latest dispatches (20th Nov.), the

corps of Beauharnois xcas consi-

dered as no longer in existence.

These successes might appear ex-

aggerated, were they not, in a

great measure, confirmed by two

cotemporary intercepted letters

from Beauharnois to Berthier. The
sufferings of the French army are

depicted so feelingly in these im-

portant documents, that it requires

a recollection of the misdeeds of

these ruffians, not to feel pity at

their situation:—"These three

days," says Eugene, " have cost

us two thirds of our artillery. Yes-

terday (8th) about 400 horses died,

and to day (9th) perhaps double

that number have perished. Whole
trains of horses have perished in

the harness at once. Many of them
have even been three times renew-

ed. These three days of suffering

have so dispirited the soldier, that

I believe him, at this moment, very

little capable of making any effort.

Numbers of men are dead of hun-

ger or cold, and others, in despair,

No. XLJX. Vol. JX.

have suffered themselves to be taken

by the enemy." This letter was

written on the same day, but before

the time that Platoff made such

terrible execution among this very

corps.

And on the same day, but in

another direction, a scene of a no-

vel kind, although nearly equally

disastrous, took place at Leukovo,

south-east of Smolensko. Three

French corps, of 3000 men each,

composed of fresh troops for the

French guards, under Generals

Baraguay d'Hillier, Charpentier,

and Augereau, had set out from

Smolensko eastward, on the wild-

goose chace to open ac< minunica-

tion in the direction of Kalouga.

Count Orloff Denizoff, learning

that they were distributed in three

villages, made his dispositions for

attacking them with three partizan

corps. The result was, that the

corps under Charpentier was nearly

cut to pieces; that d'Hillier, hav-

ing patiently "heard a cannonade

for several hours in the quarter of

Augereau's division, made good his

retreat to Smolensko ; and that

Augereau's corps, after losing near-

ly one third of its strength, laid

down its arms, to the number of

•2000 men.

On the L2th, Count Orloff Deni-

zoff fell upon another French de-

tachment, sent out to procure sup-

plies ; killed 1500, and took 1300

men, 1000 horses, and 400 carts.

We shall pass over a variety of

minor occurrences more or less

fatal to this devoted army ; as well

as over the various instances where

the Russians found ordnance, am-

munition, and stares, either aban-

doned in the high-road, or buried

under-ground, to the amount of
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probably near two hundred pieces

of'"cannon alone, over and above

the 209 which, according to the

official reports, had been gained

possession of by Marshal Kutusow's

army, from the battle of Borodino

to the 12th Nov. The detailed re-

cital of all these incidents would

only fatigue the patience of our

readers ; and events of still greater

magnitude than any thus far relat-

ed, speed our pen.

On the 16th November, Marshal

Kutusow advanced as far as Kras-

noy, a town lying in the direct

route of the French from Smo-

lensko to the Dnieper, whither the

corps of Davoustwas likewise pro-

ceeding. The dispositions of the

Russian commander, however, were

so judicious and effectual, that the

eneir^ in a short time found him-

self turned on all sides, and be-

gan to defend himself. The Rus-

sian artillery made a terrible car-

nage in the ranks of the French.

Napoleon himself is stated, in the

official report, to have been an

eye-witness of the battle, and, not

waiting the issue, to have fled with

his whole suite, abandoning the

corps of his favourite general to

its fate. The battle lasted the

whole day ; the French were com-

pletely routed and dispersed in the

neighbouring wood, for the dis-

tance of five wersts along the

banks of the Dnieper. Their loss

in killed and wounded is stated to

have been immense. In prisoners,

&c. it consisted of 2 generals, 58

officers, 9170 men, 70 cannon, 3

standards, and the baton of Marshal

Davoust himself.

—

Thus the corps

of Davoust exists no more.

On the 17th November, the ap-

proach of another victim to the al-

tar of outraged humanity was an-

nounced. The corps of Marshal

Ney now came advancing in the

road leading to Krasnoy ; and the

veteran Kutusow was not backward

in preparing a suitable reception.

By a series ofprofound manoeuvres,

concealed by a thick fog, the whole

corps was surrounded. Uncon-
scious of its inevitable destiny, it

marched on, till it arrived almost

at the mouth of the Russian bat-

teries. A discharge from forty

pieces of cannon, and an effective

tire of musquetry, stretched thou-

sands on the ground. Cut off in

the rear, the enemy made a fruit-

less attempt to break through in

front, and finding all hopes of

escape vanished, he at length sent

a flag of truce to General Milora-

dovitch. At midnight the whole

corps d'armee, amounting to 12,000

men, was obliged to lay down its

arms. All its artillery (27 cannon)

all the baggage, and military chests,

were the fruits of this signal vic-

tory. Ney himself was wounded,

and contrived to escape, pursued

by the Cossacks beyond the Dnie-

per. The loss of the enemy in

killed and wounded was enormous

;

that of the Russians Marshal Ku-
tusow states at 500 killed and

wounded.— Thus the corps of Ney
exists no more.

The head-quarters of Marshal

Kutusow were on the 20th at Kras-

noy, and the advanced guard had

proceeded to Dowbrowno, beyond
the Dnieper, in pursuit of the fu-

gitive remnants of the French

Grand Army, that had effected

their flight from Smolensko, a city,

which the few that may be fortu-

nate enough to escape the general

destruction, will remember with
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horror, as the gulph that swallow id

many thousands on their entry into

Russia Proper, and as many my-
riads on their return from it. The
miscreants, however, could not

quit that hateful monument of their

eternal disgrace without venting

their sacrilegious ferocity against

the temple of the Almighty Being
who has hurled his vengeance

against their blasphemous chief.

The ancient and venerable cathe-

dral was blown up by them.

BANKS OF THE DWINA.

After the storming of Polotsk,

and the deliverance of the right

banks of the Dwina from the enemy,

General Steinheil, falling in with

a strong force of the enemy, on

the left bank, thought proper to

retire to Disna. But Count Witt-

genstein immediately sent him a

reinforcement of 12,000 men, which

crossed the river at Disna. With
these, Steinheil advanced towards

Uschalsche, at the same time that

the count, with his army, crossed

the Dwina, at Polotsk. By this

combined operation, the Bava-

rians not only lost all their bag-

gage near the village of Kublits-

che, but they became entirely cut

off from the small remains of St.

Cyr's corps, and retreated to Glou-

bokoy. At Uschalsche, Steinheil

and Wittgenstein joined their

forces, and pursued the French,

with the success of 800 prisoners,

and 70 ammunition wajjsfons, taken

from them, besides a number of

dismounted gun-carriages found

on the road. These operations

took place between the 21st and

26th October. The enemy conti-

nued his retreat to Novy Lepcl,

and from the latter place he set

out for Tschaschenike, where be-

ing joined by 15,000 men from the

corps of Victor (which had arrived

at Smolensk, and, hut for the Rus-

sian successes on the Dwina, would

have joined the principal army),

they took up an important and

strong military position. But the

gallant Wittgenstein, aware of the

advantage of the situation, attacked

them in that position, on the 31st.

October, drove them from it, with

the loss of great numbers of killed

and wounded, and upwards of 300

prisoners, and established himself

in that commanding post.

From hence the count detached

a force, under Major-Gen. Garp,

against the town of Witepsk, a

considerable French magazine and
garrison being established there.

In spite of the obstinate resistance

of the enemy, who had set the

Dwina bridge on fire, the Russians

penetrated through the flames into

the town, overthrew every thing

before them, took the governor,

General Pouget, and upwards' of

300 men prisoners, besides the

capture of two pieces of cannon,

and the large stores of ammuni-
tion and provisions deposited at

Witepsk, 7th Nov.

From this time to the 14th No-
vember, no event of importance

appears to have occurred in this

quarter. But during that inter-

val, Bonaparte arrived at Smo-
lensk, and perceiving the threat-

ening situation of Wittgenstein's

army at Tschaschenike, and his

danger of being inclosed on that

side, he dispatched the remainder of

Victor's corps
;
with the marshal

himself at their head, charging

him to drive the brave Germ aft

behind the Dwina, and thus open

a way for the retreat of the gTatti

G 2
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army. On Iris approach, the count

collected his troops in the position,

awaited the attack, and repulsed

Victor, with the loss of 2 or 3000

men (14th November), and 000

prisoners taken the following day,

in the pursuit of the marshal, who

retreated upon Senno.

On the 18th, the first commu-
nication between the armies of

Tchichagoff and Wittgenstein took

place, when the latter was joined

by Colonel Czernichcf, whom
Tchichagoff had sent, with a de-

tachment of light cavalry, for that

express purpose. Czernichef had

not only traversed the governments

of Minsk and Wilna, without the

least obstruction, but even been

fortunate enough to retake General

Winzingerode and his aid-de-camp

Captain Narishkin, between the two

cities of the above name, besides

some couriers from Bonaparte Xq

Paris, and vice versa. Winzinge-

rode proceeded with Czernichef to

St. Petersburg, where he arrived

on the 22d, and from whence, we
trust, he will soon again set out to

resume a command. The corps

with which he had so diligently

watched and annoyed the French

in Moscow, appears to have been

divided among the other Rus-

sian corps ; its cavalry, at least,

under a Major-General Kutusow,

has, by a rapid march, effected a

junction with Wittgenstein, not

without falling in, on its road, with

sundry French stragglers, of whom
it took 400, including two generals

and one colonel.

VOLKYNIAN ARMY.
Admiral Tchichagoff, after hav-

ing driven the army under Prince

£chwarzenberg behind the river

Bug, as related in our last Retro-

spect, has left a corps under Gene-

ral Sachen, in the principality of

Warsaw, to observe the Austrian

commander, and taken the direct

road to Minsk, where, according

to his own report, he expected to

arrive about the 17th or 19th No-
vember, and whither he has like-

wise ordered the corps under Ge-

nerals Ocrteland Lciders, to direct

their march, while he intended to

detach parties of light troops on

the side of Wilna, to keep up the

communication with detachments

on that flank.

Having thus brought down the

operations of the several Russian

armies to about the 20th of No-
vember, we shall, in the first in

stance, survey the momentous and

almost incredible successes they

have been attended with ; and, in

the next place, permit ourselves a

prospective view of the ulterior re-

sults to be expected, not only from

the dreadful losses the French army

has already sustained through the

skilful conduct of the Russian

leaders, but also from the threat-

ening posture of the different Rus-

sian armies at the dates of our

latest intelligence.

To estimate more correctly the

destruction of the French force, it

will be essential to review its original

strength at the passage of the Nie-

, men, in June last. This we are en-

i abled to do from the following reca-

|

pitulation of the French army, and

|

its auxiliaries, as it stood at that

!
period. The subjoined return we
can communicate to our readers as

a paper of unquestionable authen-

ticity, it having been presented to

the proprietor of the Repository

by a gentleman recently arrived
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from Poland, who not only was

on the spot at the time alluded

to, but had the advantage of ob-

taining his information from the

most direct and authentic sources
;

and to such of our readers as

may have seen the return in ques-

tion inserted in one of the daily

prints on the 17th December, and

copied into others on the day fol-

lowing, we can offer our pledge

(to prove which we possess the do-

cuments), that this previous inser-

tion proceeded from an unauthor-

ised use made of the paper by a

person to whom it had been confi-

dentially communicated by the

writer of this article.

French and allied forces acting

against Russia in June 1812.

Poles .... 60,000

Saxons . . . 20,000

Austrians . . . 30,000

Bavarians . . . 30,000

Prussians .
'

. . 22,000

Westphalians . . 20,000

Wirtemberg . . 8,000

Baden . . . 8,000

Darmstadt . . » 4,000

Gotha and Weimar . 2,000

Wurtzburg and Franconia 5,000

Mecklenburgh, Nassau, and

other small princes . 5,000

Italians and Neapolitans 20,000

Spanish and Portuguese 4,000

Swiss .... 10,000

French . . . 250,000

Total 498,000

Including 60,000 cavalry, besides

40,000 horses employed to draw

1200 cannon, the baggage andpro-

vision train, Src.

With this overwhelming mass of

half a million of men, Bona-
parte the more flattered himself to

crush, in one campaign, the Rus-

sian empire, as he had purposely

and industriously concealed its

real numbers, and greatly under-

rated them in the reports he pro-

mulgated as to the strength of his

army. We can, therefore, no longer

be surprised at the continued re-

treat of the Russian armies, which,

in June, amounted to not one-half

of the French ; on the contrary, it

is a matter of wonder and admira-

tion, how, with such fearful odds

against them, the Russian com-
es 7

manders effected that able retreat

without having any one of their

corps cut off, nay, without losing

a single piece of cannon. The
history of the human race records

no instance of a country being in-

vaded with so great a force of dis-

ciplined troops, excepting the con-

test of Xerxes with Greece, which

not onlv in that respect bears simi-

litude with the invasion of Bo-

naparte into Russia, but likewise

i

resembles it in the disgraceful

flight of both, and in the patrio-

I

tic and noble defence of the two

|

attacked nations, the Greeks and

j

the Russians. Xerxes, however,

had the good fortune to arrive safe

]
in his dominions, and to bring

back a considerable part of his

1 army : whereas, on the 20th of

November, at a moderate compu-

tation, not the sixth part of Bona-

parte's army was in being; and a

great probability existed of that

remnant being still further pared

down to an insignificant handful

;

and, what is more, of the usurper

himself being caught by one or

other of the armies around him.

On or about the date above-men-

tioned, the different Russian ar-

mies will haye arrived in five or
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six different points of the circum-

ference of a circle of about 100

miles in diameter, with Bona-
parte in the center; and consider-

ing- the facility which the Russians

possess for pursuit, by detaching

their Cossacks in every direction,

it must be allowed, that the chances

of Bonaparte's escape are against

him; although we are not sanguine

enough to deny the possibility of his

extricating himselfprincipally from

his dangerous situation by an ex-

traordinary effort. All appears to

us to depend upon the advance to

Minsk of Tchichagoff 's army.

The capture of Bonaparte would,

of course, be a sovereign remedy
to the woes of suffering Europe;
but supposing he elude his ene-

mies, what is the fear from the cap-

tain of a banditti, after his gang is

extirpated ? Will he soon again

muster a formidable gang to give

the law to the Continent ? Will the

youths of the conscription of 1815,

supposing they willingly join his

banners, dare to face the hardy

northern warriors, and their able

leaders, who hunted down, slaugh-

tered, or captured, the veteran,

and on all former occasions victo-

rious soldiers of Bonaparte ? Will

the auxiliary sovereigns remain

faithful to the compact of vassalage

enforced upon them by necessity,

when the protector of the confe-

deration is no longer able to pro-

tect ; when they have already spilt

the best blood of their subjects in

aid of his mad ambition, and when
they have to dread the vengeance
of the victorious and now immense
Russian armies ? Nought but a siff-

nal is now required, and the op-
pressed nations of the Continent

will rise in open resistance to the

enfeebled power which so long

bowed them down under the yoke
of oppression.

This signal we expect from Prus-

sia, as the power which, on the one
hand, is nearest to the scene of

action, and therefore has most to

fear from persevering in its adher-

ence to the tyrant ; and, on the

other hand, as having suffered and

lost most from his wrath and op-

pression, and consequently expect-

ing to gain most, and recover its

losses, by breaking the compulsory

bond in which it hasbeen enthralled.

The future conduct of the Em-
peror of Austria, especially when
we consider the lukewarm aid he

has hitherto given to Bonaparte

in this struggle, would be as lit-

tle doubted by us, were it not for

the unfortunate and weak act of

sacrificing his daughter to the em-
braces of one of the greatest mon-
sters of the human race. How far

this devoted pledge may counter-

poise the evident inclination of the

court of Vienna to act an accessory

and prominent part in the approach-

ing deliverance of the Continent,

it is impossible to anticipate. Our
next Retrospect, perhaps, may solve

this important question: for, ac-

cording to the intelligence re-

cently received, Lord Cathcart has

dispatched the secretary of the

British legation at St. Petersburg,

Lord Walpole, on a mission to

Vienna, in order to sound the in-

clinations of the Austrian cabinet;

and, if found favourable, to com-

mence a negociation, which cannot

but be attended with results of the

utmost importance.

The disastrous retreat of the

French from Moscow, therefore,

must, at all events, form a momen-
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tous epoch in the history of Europe.

We consider it as the dawn of its

returning liberties ; and should, as

we confidently expect, the sunshine

succeed, the world will have to

thank the British, Spanish, and

Russian nations for the blessings

which their energetic conduct will

have caused to spread over the ha-

bitable globe. Spain has all'orded

to the eyes of Europe the first ex-

ample of the invincibility of a great

nation, that is determined to resist

foreign aggression. Russia has done

still more : she has not only shewn

herself unconquerable, but she has

destroyed her proud assailant in

the space of a few weeks. This

great result she has obtained solely

by her own means, assisted, it is

true, by her climate : but the ri-

gours of her climate would have

availed little, had the minds of the

Russian population been tinged,

like that of other nations, by the

poison of Gallican doctrines. Bo-

naparte invaded a people unconta-

minated, faithful to its counti-y, to

its sovereign, to its God. The
great Kutusow himself, ere he pro-

ceeded to take the command of the

army, went privately to a church

in St. Petersburg, to invoke the

success of the Almighty, and to

receive the blessing of his minister,

the metropolitan. The same reli-

gious devotion pervades the breast

of every Russian peasant and arti-

zan, of the whole army, and even

of the Cossacks, whom Bonaparte,

in his feeble rage, designates as

barbarians. We have had an op-

portunity of seeing this formidable

branch of the Russian force, on the

Continent, and are enabled to con-

tradict this assertion from personal

observation. While in a friendly

country, the Cossacks are as mild

and generous as any other soldier

of the most civilized nation: they

are jealous of their honour, and

haughty in the consciousness of

their own strength. An enemy's

country, on the contrary, they con-

sider as their own conquest, and

treat it accordingly, plundering

whatever comes in their way. Like

the Arabs, their horse is their best

friend, with whom they share their

last morsel ; and the fatigue these

little and unsightly animals can

sustain, under the most scanty

nourishment, is beyond conception.

As war is the profession of the

Cossack, he receives the call to

join the army with exultation.

Hence we need not wonder at hear-

ing that Kutusow recently received

at once a reinforcement of twenty-

four regiments, and that their ag-

gregate number with the Russian

army, is 50,000. Their total num-
ber, including the Cossacks of the

Don, the Ukraine, of the Oural

mountains, ofthe Kirgise, Calmuck,

and Mongolian tribes, amounts to

350,000 ; and all these would set

out at a moment's notice, and might

be called into action, were there a

sufficiency of forage and provisions

to maintain them. The lance, sabre,

and musket are their universal arms

;

but besides these, some of the Cos-

sack corps carry a singular and no

less formidable weapon. This is a

rope, of about 15 or 18 feet in length,

with a noose at one end, which

they fling with such rapidity and ex-

.pertness over a flying enemy, that,

provided he be within reach, they

entrap him in the noose as securely

as the Lasso-men, on the river La

Plata, catch the wild bullocks in

precisely a similar mode. In this
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manner the French General Segur
was recently caught, and dragged
from his horse, after he had, with

his sword, cut the Cossack's lance

in two.

The Russian fleet mentioned in

our last, consisting of fifteen ships

of the line, six frigates, and one
brig, has safely reached England,

and is already moored at Chatham.
This fact is not one of the least

singular political phenomena of the

present eventful crisis. When but
a short time ago we saw the bitter

language of Russian state-papers

against Great Britain's imagined
monopoly of the seas, could we
have dreamt that, after a brief lapse

of time, the safety of the Russian

navy would spontaneously be en-

trusted to the honour and senero-
sity of the British nation ? Of that

generosity the recent parliamentary

proceedings exhibit the most speak-

ing proof. The sufferings of the

Russian nation, in consequence of

the present campaign, have in-

duced government to apply to the

legislature for the means of assist-

ing that people in the alleviation

of their distresses. In consequence
of a message from the Prince Re-
gent, the sum of .£200,000 has been
proposed to parliament, to be ap-
propriated for that purpose; and
there is no doubt of the grant re-

ceiving the sanction of both houses.

In concluding our Russian arti-

cle, we cannot help reflecting, with
a glow of patriotic delight, on the
proud and promising situation that

Great Britain now maintains amonn-
the nations of the world. Ever the
pivot, the sheet-anchor of the li-

berties of Europe, every nation

has successively found refuge or

effectual aid in the attempt of

emancipating itself from the iron

rod of oppression. Through Great

Britain, the first serious and suc-

cessful resistance was presented to

the strides of French ambition in

Portugal and Spain. It was there

that the French armies first found

themselves arrested in their victo-

rious career, and the rest of Europe
taught, that the recovery of freedom

depended upon their own efforts.

Without the war in Spain, and the

enormous losses inflicted upon the

French in that countr}', Russia

would not have ventured to com-
mence the important struggle,

which she has thus far so nobly and
successfully pursued, and the con-

sequences of which are already

beneficially felt in this country,

and will, ere long, we flatter our-

selves, be manifested in a more
striking manner. Soon, soon, may
we now reasonably hope to reap the

advantages of the unremitting re-

sistance which, at the cost of great

privations, Great Britain has, for

a series of twenty years, opposed

to the torrent of French principles

and the crafty ambition of the Cor-

sican tyrant.

SPANISH PENINSULA.

Compared with the preceding

details of the gigantic contest in

the North, the cotemporary opera-

tions of the contending armies in

Spain, appear like the combats of

pigmies ; and, fortunately, the hap-

py tidings from the banks of the

Duinaand Borysthenes afford more
than a mere consolation for the dis-

appointment of our best hopes from

the shores of the Douro and Tagus.

Indeed, in our opinion, the achieve-

ments of the Russian arms have vir-
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tually, although not actually, ope-

rated the deliverance of Spain. We
entertain not the smallest doubt that

in a very short time the French

troops, with the exception perhaps

of some garrisons, will have left the

Peninsula; and we should, there-

fore, hear with regret of any ac-

tive operationson our part, as tend-

ing to a useless waste of British

blood, for a purpose which, under

the present circumstances, we con-

fidently anticipate, will be attained

by a merely defensive system. Not
that we would be ungenerous

enough to demand that Russia

should fight our battles, while our

army remained idle spectators of

the French troops reinforcing their

discomfited brethren in the North.

On the contrary, in such an event

we would wish France itself to be-

come the theatre of British valour

;

but not from the side of the Pyren-

nees: along the Seine would we then

have Lord Wellington's army pro-

ceed into the heart of France, to

Paris itself. But speculations aside,

let us proceed to a concise narrative

of the few remarkable incidents of

the last month's war in Spain.

Lord Wellington's head-quarters

remained at Rueda until the 6th

Nov. while General Hill, with the

army under his command, continu-

ed his retreat towards the Tonnes,

for which river the marquis likewise

broke up on the above-mentioned

day. On the 8th both armies joined,

and Lord Wellington took up a po-

sition at St. Christoval, in front of

Salamanca, while General Hill re-

mained stationed at Alba. On the

10th, the three French armies, viz.

of Soult, Souham, and Joseph Bo-

naparte, formed a
]
unction on the

\o. LXJX Vol. IX.

Tonnes, almost in sight of the Bri-

tish position, combining, as Lord

Wellington states, an aggregate

force of 80,000, or more probably

90,000 men,10,00() of which were ca-

valry, and mustering altogether not

less than 200 pieces of cannon. On
the same day Sir Rowland Hill was

attacked by a considerable force at

Alba, which he effectually repulsed.

On the 14th the whole French ar-

my crossed the Tonnes, by differ-

ent fords, above our position ; upon
which Lord Wellington broke up,

with the intention of attacking

them ; but, finding the enemy too

numerous and too strongly posted,

he gave up that design. On the loth

the French manoeuvred upon our

right flank, extending their left to

such a degree, that their intentions

to separate our army from Ciudad

Rodrigo, were evident. This in-

duced Lord Wellington to abandon

Salamanca, and put the whole army
in retrograde motion, marching on

the 10th, 17th, and 18th to the Ague-

da, vvhicli river our troops likewise

crossed on the latter and following

day, when head-quarters were es-

tablished at Ciudad Rodrigo. In

this retreat, not only our rear-guard

sustained serious loss from the ene-

my, but the army in general suffered

considerably from the severity of

the weather, and lost one of its best

officers (17th Nov.) Lieutenant-Ge-

neral Sir Edward Paget, who, in

order to hasten the march of the se-

venth division, had rode to the rear

alone, and was taken prisoner, in

what manner is not known. It does

not appear, that, subsequently to

the above operations, the French

continued their pursuit. Ourhead-

quarters, however, were, on the 23d

H

9
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Nov. removed to Frenada, on the

frontier, as a position more eligible

for defence, and for the comfort

and supply of the army; and it

is from the latter place the most

recent, dispatch of Lord Welling-

ton, of the 25th Nov. is dated ; in

which his lordship states, that the

greater part of the enemy's force

which had passed the Tonnes, had

again returned across that river,

and, according to report, directed

their march upon the Douro.

Thus a campaign, commenced
under the most glorious and signal

successes, has terminated in rapid

and disastrous retreat ; owing, on

the one hand, to various faults on

the part of the allies ; and on the

other, to the able conduct of the

French commanders, and especi-

ally of Marshal Soult, whose mi- I

litary genius, by a simple, but well

calculated and vigorously executed

plan, in a very few weeks retrieved

the fallen fortunes of his country-

men. Among the various features

of the French operations which ex-

tort our admiration, is the point of

view in which they estimated the

value of the possession of the ca-

pital. The allies left their line of

operations, in order to hasten to

Madrid, which lay out of it. The
enemy, in whose direct line of ope-

rations it was situated, enters the

capital it is true, but in a few days

abandons it (7th Nov.), to pursue

the fugitive allies, and even leaves

the capital directly in his rear, to be

occupied by the partisan corps of

the allies. The proceedings of the

French, however, during their short

stay in Madrid, although such as

we anticipated, calls for the exe-

cration of every feeling breast : nu-

merous arrests took place imme-

diately, and on the 3d Nov. twelve

persons of the first respectability

(among whom we notice the Count

Cabresa and Chevalier d'Orense)

were shot by the ruffians, because

their patriotism had rendered them
disaffected to the usurper's govern-

ment. While we weep over the

fate of these martyrs, we have the

consolation to reflect, that, on the

same day, a hundredfold vengeance

was inflicted on the brothers of these

savages at Wiasma.

No sooner had Jourdan eva-

cuated Madrid to proceed to the

Tonnes, than the partisan corps

of the Empecinado and Medico,

made their appearance in it ; and

on the 11th, General Bassecourt,

with his corps, marched in like-

wise. According to the latest ad-

vices from Madrid (17th Novem-
ber), these forces then continued

in possession of it ; the 2d and 3d

armies were in St. Clementi and

Villa Martin, and the 4th (late

Ballasteros's) army, had reached

Alcarez. All these troops were

then intended to be united into

one army, under the command of

General Castanos.

In our last we expressed sur-

prise and indignation at the inac-

tivity of Ballasteros, and at his

tarrying so long at Grenada. The
cause is now explained, although

little to the honour of a man who
had long enjoyed our good opi-

nion. At the suggestion of Lordno
Wellington, and with a view to as-

sist in the defence of Castile and

Madrid, Ballasteros had been or-

dered by his government to enter

that province by Alcarez, and
act under Lord Wellington's or-

ders. Mistaken pride induced the

haughty Spaniard to disobey these
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directions, as be would not submit

to serveunder aforeign commander.

The Regency, iu consequence, has I

very justly deposed and arrested I

him, and ordered him to be re-
|

moved as a state prisoner to Ceut.:.

A court-martial i: spoken of; and

when we consider the disastrous

consequence of his silly conduct

(for with the assistance of Bailas-

teros's army, Sir Rowland Hill cer-

tainly could, in his position on the

Xacama, have arrested the progress

ofSoult), the fate of this otherwise

meritorious chieftain appears to

\is as very precarious. He ought,

at all events, to have marched his

army as directed, sent in his resig-

nation if he thought proper, but

retained the command until re-

lieved.

The command in chief over the

Spanish armies conferred upon

Lord Wellington, has received the

sanction of the Prince Regent.

The French papers mention some

obstinate affairs in Catalonia, on

the 2d and 3d of November, be-

tween the French under General

De Caen, and the patriots under

Lacy and D'Eroles ; as also an ob-

stinate, but unsuccessful attack by

the Spaniards on Durango, in Bis-

cay, on the 20th October ; but as

we have no .Spanish accounts of

either, we surely cannot place any

reliance on the proverbially false

reports of the enemy.

It is stated, with what truth we
know not, that our army at Ali-

cant has put itself in motion, and

advanced into the interior; and

that Suchet has evacuated Valen-

cia. At Palermo we find another

expedition of 5000 Sicilian troops

prepared to sail for the Spanish

coast ; and the same accounts state

the hereditary prince of Sicily to

have recovered so much from the

mysterious illness alluded to in jur

last, that the physicians have pro-

nounced him out of danger.

AMERICA.

We have now the happiness to

present our readers with a com-

panion to our victory over the

American forces at Detroit. That

glorious event took place above

Lake Eric ; our fresh success oc-

curred at Niagara, just bclov that

lake. On the 13th October, the

American General Rensselaer, not

being able to restrain any longer

the military ardour of his troops,

who insisted upon being brought

into contact with their enemy, or

on being sent home, embarked

part of his army, consisting of

1 400 men, and sent them, under

the command of General Wads-
worth, against Queenstown, iu Up-
per Canada. General Brock, the

hero of Detroit, hastened to the spot,

and with the Hank companies of

the 49th regiment, resisted for a

long time the whole of the enemy's

force, in order to give time for

the arrival of reinforcements which

he had ordered Major-Gen cral

Sheaffe to bring up. Although

this unequal contest produced the.

effect intended, it deprived the

country of the valuable life of Ge-
neral Brock. He fell, as it has

justly been remarked, like the

Spartan Leonidas at Thermopy-

lae. When General Sheaffe ar-

il rived with a body of troops, much
' inferior to that of the enemy, the

tide of affairs instantly changed.

n By a judicious disposition of his

|j
little band, the Americans were

1 1
gradually hemmed in; a short, but

1 1 spirited contest ensued, the unfa-

H2
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vourable aspect of which General

Rensselaer had the mortification to

behold from the opposite shore.

In vain did he now appeal to

the former warlike spirit of his

army, to "hasten to the assistance of

their pressed brethren. That spi-

rit had, of a sudden, evaporated
;

few were found inclined to step

into the boats, the boats had no

oars, the confusion and dismay

was as great on that side as on the

scene of action ; and thus this se-

cond invasion of Canada ended,

like the first, in the surrender, as

prisoners, of the remains of the

American corps, in number 900,

with their commander, General

Wadsworth, to an inferior force.

General SheaiTe has received the

honour of knighthood, and the

memory of the brave General

Brock will be handed down to

posterity by a national . monu-
ment.

Congress was opened on the 4th

November, by a message from the

president, Mr, Maddison, in which

these reverses, and the late naval

success against the Guerriere, are

stated in an appropriate and deco-

rous manner ; but, upon the whole,

the tendency of the address is hos-

tile to Great Britain. The repeal

of the orders in council is notcon-

siderod a sufficient compliance with

the demands of the American ca-

binet; the immediate discharge of

all American seamen from British

ships, and a stop to impressments

from American ships, remain points

still unconceded. We have no

doubt every thing will be done on
the part of our government to bring

to speedy conclusion a war, of all

the most unprofitable to this coun-

try ; since, although at present the

American land forces are misera-

bly deficient in every thing relat-

ing to tactics and warlike opera-

tions, a prolongation of the con-

test will be the best school for their

raw militia, and will every day-

render it more capable of facing

our veteran warriors.

DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE.

On the 30th November the ses-

sion of the new parliament was

opened by the Prince Regent in

person. Want of room compels

us to omit his Royal Highness's

speech on the occasion, which ad-

verts to every important feature of

the external and internal situa-

tion of the empire, excepting the

great question of Roman Catholic

emancipation.

Among the proceedings of the

legislature, we have to notice, be-

sides the Prince Regent's message

recommending aid to the Russian

population, a grant of 100,000/. to be

vested in trustees, for the purchase

of an estate to be given to the Mar-
quis of Wellington, in remunera-

tion for his services in the penin-

sular war.

Count Liewen, the ambassador

extraordinary of the court of St.

Petersburg to this country, arrived

in London on the 11th December,
accompanied by Count Woronzow,
the secretary of the Russian lega-

tion.
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Plate 4.—COTTAGE ORNEE.

The elegancies of life are the re-

sults of prosperity in all countries,

but in none are the means of coin-

fort so much cultivated as in our

own. Splendour and magnificence

are made subordinate to the calmer

enjoyments of domestic felicity,

and are far less the objects of an

Englishman's desire, than the means

of friendly intercourse and rational

retirement. That our buildings

should be designed with views pe-

culiar to these objects, may be well

expected ; and they have been so

successfully brought to effect this

attainment, that all countries have

acknowledged the superiority of

our habitations for the purposes of

life, and studiously emulate the

arrangements of an English dwel-

ling.

There is within us, also, a native

aversion to assume beyond the li-

mits of our means and of our pow-

ers ; and every thing that seems to

profess more than is warranted by

its intrinsic merit, becomes repug-

nant to our feelings. The archi-

tecture of this country has very

evidently been operated on by such

impressions ; for, except in what

we may not improperly term our

palaces, the external parts of our

buildings are too often neglected,

even to reproach, although the in-

ternal arrangements are studied

and executed with scrupulous dis-

cernment ; and there are few houses

that do not surprise us by the size

and number of the apartments, in

proportion to the limited appear-

ance of their elevations.

The design is made to conform

to this feeling, but it is hoped

without conceding too much of its

exterior claims. It is intended to

effect the object of uniting archi-

tectural elegance with comfort, for

an establishment within the confines

of a moderate fortune.

This design is called a Cottage

ornee ; indeed we have no term

suited to this character of buildinc.

which is certainly superior to .the

highest class of cottage, and as

certainly below the importance of

the villa: perhaps a term more
suitable might be borrowed from

the Italians, whose Cossines were

those buildings in the Campagna
which were prepared for retirement

from the scenes of splendour, state,

and ceremony.

OFFICES.

In forming this plan, care has

been taken to avoid whatever ex-

perience has found to be objection-

able relating to the domestic offices,

and to afford facility of communi-
cation to the apartments, without

subjecting them to inconvenience

or offence. The door of separation

in the hall completely divides the

offices from the superior parts of

the house. The pantry is near the

dining-room, and commands the

porch. The servants' hall is beyond

the door leading to the yard, and

has the effect of being detached

from the house, though really

within it. The kitchen is arranged

with the same advantages ; the door

opposite the pantry is only in use

for the service of dinner. The
scullery is wholly removed from

the house. The laundry and wash-

house are yet more retired, and

immediately under the inspection
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of the housekeeper, who, in this

arrangement, is considered as cook

also. The knife and shoe room
adjoins the servants' hall. The
larder and dairy are farther remov-

ed from the inhabited parts ; and

the offices on this side are ap-

proachable by a trellis colonnade,

so that at all seasons they are ac-

cessible with safety. The minor

staircase leads to the chamber-land-

ings and to the cellars ; there is a

stair to the cellar also, from the

colonnade. The chambers contain

three apartments for the men, three

for the maid-servants, and a room
for stores".

APARTMENTS.

From the porch, a hall of small

dimensions communicates with a

waiting-room, which is areceptacle

for coats, hats, sticks, &e. Water
should be laid on to a wash-stand

near the window : this room con-

tains a water-closet. The dining;-

room entrance is from this hall,

and is favourably situated for the

service of dinner. The dining:-

room is unconnected with the re-

tiring apartments; but a jib door

communicates with the vestibule,

and precludes the necessity of pass-

ing; through the hall to the draw-

ing-room or gallery. The niches

to contain candelabra at the side-

board end, and the corresponding

recesses at the other angles, are

suited to an architectural decora-

tion consonant with the purposes of

this room. The withdrawing-room,

breakfast-room, and gallery or li-

brary, are approached from the

vestibule and from each other. The
advantages of this arrangement are

so obvious, that they are not treat-

ed of; but in the general adoption

of the connected drawing-room

and library, the mind becomes
highly gratified on contemplating

the acknowledged influence of fe-

male intellect, and those charms of

social loveliness, that have allured

the apartment of study from its

obscure retreat.

The drawing-room is so formed
as to avoid the dark shades which

invariably collect in the corners of

all rooms, and affords the means
of a very elegant decoration. The
gallery is lighted from the top, as

its purpose is to contain pictures,

marbles, bronzes, and books, and

thus admit a beautiful variety of

arrangements. The vestibule is

always a most desirable appurte-

nance to a dwelling, and is here

situated so as to afford additional

ventilation : it reaches to the top

of the building, and is surmounted

by a lanthorn light ; a gallery round

it, forms the approach to the cham-

bers. The vestibule opens to the

staircase, and the staircase to this

gallery. A water-closet is con-

tained in the retired part of the

staircase. The chambers above,

are four, three with a dressing-

room, and one without it.

ELEVATION.

Simplicity of character has been

the leading object of this de-

sign. It will be seen that the ex-

tent of the house is aimed to be

defined by the pilasters, which are,

in number, four on the porch front,

four on the lawn front, and two on

the returning end ; the remainder

being plain walls, would be plant-

ed against and hid by shrubberies,

as there are no windows of the offi-

ces looking outwards.

The Palladian sashes of the din-

ing-room and drawing-room, and

the door of the breakfast-room,
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open 10 a stone terrace, which de-

ds by two steps io the lawn.

The terrace is so elegant in it> cha

racter, and so useful as a prome-

nade after wet weather, that it

should be reluctantly, it' ever, dis-

pensed with. Opposite the pilas-

ters arc pedestals supporting vases ;

!

they are distant from the building
'

the width of the terrace: from the
i

apartments they produce a beauti-

ful contrast to the scenery ; to the

front of the house they are a sub-

stitute for columns: and, in con-
i

nection with the pilasters, they af-

forcLa portion of that varietj which

renders intercolumniations so fas-

Lcinating l>\ the motion which is

transferredby themoving spectator

to the building. This ever-varying

( ftect was studiously aimed at by

the Greeks and Romans in all their

architectural works, except by the

former in their temples, who per-

haps rejected the lively variety of

the column and pilaster in those

buildings in which they were soli-

citous to unite and to express the

greatness and the dignified awful-

ness of divine majesty- *•

. PLATE O.—MORNING WALKING
DRESS.

A round robe of Cambric mus-

lin, with long full sleeves, and

simple short collar, confined in the

center of the throat with a stud or

broach; the same fastening the

dress at the wrist. A robe pelisse

of bright morone velvet, formed

quite plain, simply meeting in

front, with rounded collar ; trim-

med entirely round with spotted

ermine, and confined at the bottom

of the waist with a ribband of cor-

responding shades, tied in front.

A Flora cap, ornamented with

ribband and small flower on the lei't

side. A village hat of morone

velvet, with open edge of black

chenille; a flower similar to that

which ornaments the cap, placed

on the opposite side, and tied un-

der the chin with the same ribband.

Half-boots of morone velvet, or

kid. Gloves of pale tan, or am-

ber kid. Ridicule of morone vel-

vet, embroidered with gold.

FASHIONS FOR LADIES.
pale tan, with long full sleeve, or-

namented at the feet with satin of

the same colour, in deep vandyke

A fancy bodice, composed of pink

satin, and trimming corresponding

with the dress, finished with bows

of ribband on the shoulders. A cap

a la Mary of Scotland, composed

of the same material as the robe,

lined with pink satin, and covered

with net-beading, which forms a

most unique and becoming finish

for ;.'ie edge. The hair divided in

the center of the forehead, and in

full curls on each temple, blended

with a small sprig of the winter

berry. Necklace and cross of

pearl; bracelets and ear-rings of

the same. White satin slippers,

trimmed with silver. White kid

gloves; and long tippet of spotted

ermine.

These dresses are from the house

;
of Mrs. Gill, Cork-street, Eurling-

j

ton-Gardens, who has for some time

past furnished us with those speci-

mens of English costume which

I we have given to our correspond-

PLATE 6.

—

opera DRESS. 1 ents, and for the superior elegance

A round superfine cloth robe, of i of which she has long stood dis-

the new Russian flame-colour, or II tinguished and unrivalled.
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MEDICAL REPORT.

An account of the practice of a

physician from the 15th of No-

vember to the 15th of Dec. 1812.

Acute Diseases.—Croup, If...

Measles, 5...Catarrh, 6.. .Sore-throat

2.. .Fever, 3.. ..Enteritis, 1....Apo-

plexy, l...Gout, 1...Acute diseases

©f infants, 4.

Chronic Diseases.—Rheumatism,

4...Pleurodyne, 3...Lumbago, 2...

Cough and dyspnoea, 18...Con

sumption, 3. ...Scrofula, l....Epis-

taxis, 1...Marasmus, 1...Hepatitis,

l...Enterodynia, 2...Gastrodynia, 3

...Dyspepsia, 7....Di"-rhcea, 6....

Dropsy, 3. ..Calculus, 1...Worms, 3

...Head-ach and vertigo, 5...Asthe-

nia, b\..St. Yitus's dance, l...Tic

douloureux, 1... Cutaneous affec-

tions, 3... Female complaints, 2.

The prevailing complaints of the

seasons, are coughs and catarrh.

Measles have affected many chil-

dren, and, in some cases, the con-

sequent debility and cough have

proved obstinate and very trying.

One of the cases of consumption,

in a young female, was remarkable

for a peculiar and very distressing-

occurrence. Her brother had died

of the same complaint, and when

she found herself affected with

symptoms resembling those which

she had witnessed in his lingering:

illness, contrary to the usual habit

in this complaint, hope entirely

forsook her; she desponded, re-

fused all sustenance, wandered in

her thought, and at length beeame
completely insane. The parox-

ysms of phrenzy were, at times,

extremely violent, till nature seem-

ed exhausted, and a short inter-

val of slumber restored sufficient

strength to renew the convulsive

fit, which, at length, terminated a

scene of misery indescribably dis-

tressing. The singularity in this

case, which is worthy of attention,

is, that when the insanity declared

itself, the progress of the consump-

tive disorder seemed to be arrested

;

the cough and expectoration nearly

ceasing ; and in her calmer mo-
ments she did not complain of the

pains and stitches from which she

had previously suffered so much.

But she was evidently sinking ; this

seeming amendment offered no

gleam of hope with which the wary

physician might confirm the conso-

lation that sorrowing friends were

eager to indulge; and "the stream

of life, scarce trembling through

the vein," presently ceased.

"O thou soft natural death! tliou ait joiut

twin

To sweetest slumbers — no rough- bearded

comet

Stares on thy mild departure—the dull owl

Beats not against thy casement—the hoarse

wolf

Scents not thy carrion—Pity winds thy corse
'"

AGRICULTURAL REPORT.

The severe weather in the early

part of last month has had varied

effects on the pursuits of agricul-

ture, the most conspicuous of which

consisted in the change of employ-

ment among the working cattle up-

on the farm, by directing their la-

bour from the plough to the cart

;

as the attentive farmer will not lose

the opportunity of conveying the
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manure upon his tender soils at the

moment it can be clone without in-

jury from the trampling of the ani-

mals and the track of the wheels :

but the early frost, that is so pro-

pitious to this labour, makes great

inroad into the winter stock of pro-

visions.

The late fall of snow and sudden

thi has greatly revived the flag of

the wheat plant, which had appa-

rently suffered in point of colour

from the preceding frosty nights. I

This change of weather may have
!

been serviceable to the corn -hear-

ing plants, but if frosty weather

should return, it will be more fatal !

to the whole of the brassica tribe.

The late severe weather has in-

creased the barn labour, to furnish

straw for the cattle; but thedeficien-

<-\ of corn produce in the year 1811,

with the great demand for seed last

autumn, has run so far into the last

year's produce, as to prevent the

price of corn from being reduced

so much as was expected from the

late apparently favourable season

and productive harvest.

Barley has come more freely to

market since the great demand for

straw. The quality is strong, and

the yield abundant.

The soiling crops for next spring-

hail, before the frost set in, formed

a strong flag and good covering to

the soil; which, consequently, will

protect the roots through the win-

ter.

IJJU,.1^LmULflU11

ALLEGORICAL WOOD-CUT, WITH PATTERNS OF BRITISH
MANUFACTURE.

No. 1 and 2, an entirely novel and

superbly attractive paper-hanging,

invented by Messrs. Burket and

Hudson ; and is denominated the

Cimelium ornament ; for which they

have obtained a patent from the

Prince Regent. The effect of this

superb decoration by candle-light,

is singularly beautiful : it is manu-
factured in a great variety of pat-

terns, for papers and borders, adapt-

ed for state-rooms, drawing-rooms,

enriching cornices, &c. We have

given as large a pattern as our limits

will admit of, but must refer our

readers to the specimens which

Messrs. Burket and Hudson have

fitted up, (at their warehouse No.

85, Cheapside), in large show-

screens, by which means the gene-

ral effect may be more immediately

ascertained.

No. XLIX. Vol IX.

No. 3 is a new embossed gold
seed-paper. It is used, in a variety

of ways, for ladies' fancy work—in

card-racks, hand and fire-screens,

chimney ornaments, boxes, watch -

stands and cases, &c. It is manu-
factured by Mr. S. Solomon, and
sold, wholesale and retail, at R.

Ackermann's Repository, No., 101,

Strand.

No. 4, a curious article, styled

rice paper, imported from the East

Indies. Its colours exhibit an un-

common degree of brilliancv, and
may""be purchased of every shade:

in White it is very scarce, which

occasions the great 'disparity of

price, the latter being sold at six-

\jC\\cc per sheet, and the coloured

at the same sum per dozen sheets.

It is used chief! v for constructing-

I
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artificial flowers, which possess a

superior degree of delicacy, and

a nearer approach to nature, when

composed of this material. It is

sold, also, at R. Ackermann's, 101,

Strand.

$oett2*

TO MIRA.

Bright-ey'd maiden, list to roe '.

Love and beauty dwell with thee
;

On thy bosom bliss reposes,

Health has strew'd thy cheek with roses
;

Round thy neck fair tresses flow,

While sweet pleasure decks thy brow,

Bright-ey'd maiden, list to me !

Though all these belong to thee,

Let affection whisper truth

To the ear of lovely youth :

Guard thy heart 'gainst flatt'ry's snare,

Or 'twill fix a sharp thorn there,

Bright-ey'd maiden, list to me !

Rosy charms belong to thee :

Yet be cautious, gentle fair,

And of love's deceit beware
;

For the heart that breast contains,

Ne'er should feel false love's fierce pains.

J. M. L.

CANZONET,

In Imitation of Camoens.

Tell me truly, tell me truly,

Or to death my hopes consign
;

For thou know'st not what unruly

Passions rend this heart of mine.

Do'st thou now as ever love me ?

If my jealous doubts are vain,

Let some kindred glance disprove me,

And I'll doat on thee again.

But, oh ! sooner let me perish

'Neath th' afflicting weight of woe,

Than within this bosom cherish

Joys which it must never know!

Rather would I die, believe it,

Than feed on dreams of fancied bliss

:

My fate decide, let me receive it,

Or in a frown, or in a kiss.

Metaphrastvs.

Kiikby Lonsdale, Westmoreland,

Dec. 17, 1812.

THE BEE AND THE ROSE.

Behold yonder rose-bud, dear maiden,

behold

;

'Tis an emblem of beauty, as fragrant

and fair;

The bee wooes the flow'ret, nor finds that

'tis cold ;

He sips of its nectar, no frown Waits

him there.

He flies from the blossom, enraptured,

away

;

His kiss on the rose-bud no stain has

impressed
;

And it smiles to the sun-beam as seem-

ing'y say>

As it did ere the bee was thus charm-

fully blest.

Then, sweet maid, why must I still so-

licit in vain ?

Why must I envy still the fond bee in

his flight ?

Thy lip, lovely fair one, my kiss would

not stain,

But its ruby-like brillianee would still

be as bright.

J. M, L,
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METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL for November, 1812.

Conducted, at Manchester, by Thomas Hanson, Esq.
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—Tlic suffrage of the wise,

The praise that's worth ambition, is atlain'd

By sense alone, and dignity of mind.

Armstrong

CONVERSATIONS ON THE ARTS.—By Juninls.

(Continued

Miss Eve. 1 have a cabinet of

Grecian and Roman medals, which,

at a future time, I shall be happy
to submit to your inspection.

—

There are some of the Augustan

age, that I think will merit your

particular approbation. I have also

Hebrew, Punic, Gothic, and Arabic

medals. I observe that the heads

on the best medals are in prolile.

Much historical knowledge may
be obtained from medals.

Miss K. Yes ; the best ancient

medals, as you observe, represent

the face in profile. It is remark-

able that, till about the end of the

third century, when all the arts of

design were declining, there is not

to be seen the head of a single

Roman emperor with a full face.

They always appear in profile,

which gives the view of a head that

No. L. Vol IX

from p. (i. J

possesses intelligence, something
very maj estic, and is at the same time-

best suited to the dimensions of a

medal. Besides this, it shews the

nose and eyebrows, with the several

prominences and fallings-in of the

features, much more distinctly than

any other kind of figure. On the

coins and medals of the Lower
Empire, we have abundance of

broad Gothic faces, like so manv
full moons. Among those of the

moderns, too, are some of both

sorts, though the finest are made
after the antique. In the next
place, we find the figures of many
ancient coins rising up in a nmch
more beautiful relief than those on
the modern. This, too, is a beauty

that fell with the grandeur of the

Roman emperors ; so that we see

the face sinking, by degrees, in the

K
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gradual declension of the empire,

till, about Constantine's time, it lies

almost even with the surface of the

medal. After that period, it ap-

pears so very plain and uniform,

that you would think the artist

considered the flatness of a figure

as one of the greatest beauties in

sculpture*

Ancient medals are either of

higher or lower antiquity : the for-

mer consist of such as were struck

before the end of the third century

of the Christian a;ra ; the latter, of

such as were struck between the

third and ninth centuries. The
eerugo of ancient medals adds

greatly to their value ; it is some-

times found of a blue, sometimes

of a crimson, and sometimes of a

violet colour. It is said to be ini-

mitable by art ; for, as to that pro-

duced by vinegar and sal ammoniac,

it comes far behind it in beauty.

The genuine sort insinuates itself,

better than any enamel, into the

finest strokes of the letters, without

effacing them. This is only ob-

served on brass coins ; for, as to

those of silver, the aerugo destroys

them, and therefore ought to be

carefully scowered oil* with vinegar

or lemon -juice.

Modern medals are those struck

within the last 500 years. Some
authors imagine that the ancient

medals were used for money, not

excepting even the medallions

;

others maintain, that the medals

now extant neverhad any currency

as coins. It is probable that the

medium between these two opi-

nions approaches nearest to the

truth, and that some were current

as coin, and others not.

Here, are some very excellent

verses by Pope, occasioned by
Addison's Treatise on Medals.

See the wild waste of all-devouring yeai'6?

How Rome her own sad sepulchre appears,

With nodding arches, broken temples spread '.

The very tomts now vanish'd like their dead.

Some feel the silent stroke of mould'nng age,

Some hostile fury, some religious rage:

Barbarian blindaess, Christian zeal conspire,

And Papal piety, and Gothic fire.

Perhaps by its own ruins sav'd from flame,

Some buried marble half preserves a name;

That name the learn'd with fierce disputes

pursue,

And give to Titus old Vespasian's due.

Ambition sigVd ; she found it vain to trust

The faithless coiHimn and the crumbling bust

;

Huge moles, whose shadow stretch'd from

shore to shore,

Their ruins peiisk'd, and their place no marc .

Convinc'd, she now contracts her vast design,

And all her triumphs shrink into a coin.

A narrow orb each crowded conquest keeps

:

Beneath her palm here sad Judaea weeps;

Now scantier limits the proud arcU confine,

And scarce are seen the prostrate Nile and

Rhine

;

A small Euphrates through the piece is roll'd,

And little eagles wave their wings in gold.

The medal, faithful to its charge of fame,

Through climes and ages bears each form and

name

:

In one short view subjected to our eye,

Gods, emp'rors, heroes, sagss, beauties,, lie.

With sharpen'd sight pale autiq.uai its pore,

Th' inscription value, but the rust adore.

This the blue varnish, that the green endears,

The sacred rust of twice ten hundred years.

To gain Peseennius one employs his schemes,

One grasps a Cecrops in ecstatic dreams.

Poor Vadius, long with learned spleen dt-

vour'd,

Can taste no pleasure since his shield wi

scour'd
;

And Curio, restless by the fair-one's side,

Sighs for an Otho, and neglects his bride.

Theirs is the Vanity, the learning thine :

Touch'd by thy hand, again Rome's gloria

shine

;

Her gods and gudlike heroes rise to view,

And all her faded garlands bloom anew :

Nor blush these studies thy regard engage,

These pleas' d the fathers of poetic rage;

The verse aird sculpture bore an equal part,

And art reflected images to art.

Oh '. when shall Britain, conscious of her'

claim,

Stand emulous of Greek and Roman fame !

In living medals see her war* enroll'd,

And vauquish'd realm* supply recording gold ?

Here, rising bold, the patriot's honest face,

There warriors frowning in historic brass <
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TLen future ages with delight shall see

How Plato's, Bacon's, Newtou's looks agree
;

Or in fair series Iaurell'tl bards be shewn,

A Virgii there, and here an Addisoo.

Then shall thy Craggs (and let me call him

in i in)

On the cast ore another Pollio shine;

With aspect open shall erect his head,

And round the orb in lasting notes be read:—
Statesman, yet friend to truth, of soul sincere,

In action faithful, and in honour clear;

Who broke no promise, serv'd no private end,

Who gain'd no title, and who lost no friend:

Ennobled by himself, by all approv'd,

And prais'd, unenvied, by the muse he lov'd.

Miss Eve.

Beneath her palm here sad Judaea weeps.

Judaea is often represented as a

Ionian sitting on the ground la-

menting, and the palm-tree shews

that palms are the growth of that

country. The Jews have suffered

many afflictions, and have now no

place among the nations that they

can call their own. Jerusalem,

though fallen from its ancient lus-

tre, deserves attention. Her kings,

her princes, her temples, were

once the most magnificent in the

world. This city was destroyed by

Nebuchadnezzar, Vespasian, and

Titus, who slew above 1,100,000

persons. Julius Severus, lieute-

nant to the Emperor Adrian, slew

580,000 Jews, laid waste their coun-

trv, and the ruined cities became
habitations for wild beasts. The
captive Jews were transported into

Spain, and thence exiled again,

about the year 1500 of the Christian

aera.

Miss K. In which interval, the

country was inhabited by ot'ner

people, and, about the time of the

Emperor Constantine, embraced

the Christian religion : but in the

reign of Phocas, the Persians over-

ran the whole country of Palestine,

jnflicting unheard-of tortures on

the Christians, No sooner were

they delivered from this yoke, than

they fell under the still more severe

scourge of the Saracens, under

Omar, who were long afterwards

expelled by the Turks. At length

the Christians of the West sent

an army for the recovery of tlie

Holy Land, under Godfrey of

Boulogne, who made an absolute

conquest of it, and was elected

King of Jerusalem. In the 80th

year of that kingdom, and during

the reign of Guy, the Christians

were entirely driven out of Pa-

lestine by Saladin, the Sultan of

Egypt, whose successors held it

till Sflim 1. Emperor of the Turks,

in 1517, added the Holy Land, to-

gether with Egypt, to the Ottoman
empire. It is now governed under

the Grand Signior, bv two sangi-

acks, subordinate to the Pacha of

Damascus, one residing at Jeru-

salem, the other at Naplous. The
country is now for the most part in-

habited by Moors and Arabs, those

possessing the vallies, these the

mountains ; some few Turks, many
Greeks, with other Christians of all

nations, and some Jews, who inherit

no part ofthe land, but live as aliens

in their own country. The Jews

have suffered much persecution in

this and other countries, yet we find

in the Scripture, that God declarer

them to be his peculiar people*

Addison, speaking of medals,

says, that they shew us the faces

of all the great persons of antiquity
;

and that, a cabinet of medals is a

collection of pictures in miniature.

We here see the Alexanders, Cae-

sars, Pompeys, Trajans, and the

whole catalogue of heroes who
have, many of them, so distin-

guished themselves from the rest of

K 2
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mankind, that we almost look upon

them as of another species. It is

an agreeable amusement to cora-

pare, in our own thoughts, the

face of a great man with the cha-

racter which authors have given of

him, and to try if we can find in his

looks and features either the haugh-

ty, cruel, or merciful temper that

discovers itself in the history of his

actions. We find, too, on medals,

the representations of ladies, who
have given occasion to whole vo-

lumes, on account only of a face.

We have here the pleasure to ex-

amine their looks and dresses, and

to survey at leisure those beauties

that have sometimes been the hap-

piness or misery of whole kingdoms.

Nor do we only meet with the faces

erf such as are famous in history,

but of others whose names are not

f'o be found except on medals,

Some of the emperors have had

wives, and some of them children,

that no authors have mentioned,

We are, therefore, obliged to the

study of coins, for having made
new discoveries to the learned, and

given them information of such

persons as are to be met with in no

other kind of records.

Miss Ere, It is humorously ob-

served, that many antiquarians va-

lue themselves upon being critics

in rust, and will undertake to tell

you the different ages of it by its

colour. Some of these are pos-

sessed with a kind of learned ava-

rice, and endeavour to collect

hoards of such money only as was

current among the Greeks and

llomans. Several of them are

better acquainted with the faces of

the Antonines than of the Guelphs,

and would rather count a sum in

sesterces than in pounds sterling1

.

1 have heard of one in Italy, who
used to swear by the head of Otho.

Nothing can be pleasanter than to

see a circle of virtuosos about a

cabinet of medals, descanting upon
the value, rarity, and authenticity

of the several pieces. One takes

up a coin of gold, and after having

well weighed the figures and in-

scriptions, gravely observes, that

if it were brass, it would be inva-

luable. Another tails a ringing of

a Pescennius Niger, and iudiciously

distinguishes the sound of it to be
modern. A third desires you to

look well at the toga on such a re-

I

verse, and asks whether you can,
' in conscience, admit the sleeve of

|

it to be of the true Roman cut, I

have heard of an antiquary who,

j

when discriminating between an-

|
cient and modern medals, would,

among other trials, lick a cci:i with

his tongue ; and when laughed at

for this, answered, with much ve-

hemence, that there was as much
difference between the relish of

ancient and modern brass, as be-

tween an apple and a turnip.

Miss K. The knowledge of me-
dals has most of those disadvan-

tages that can render a science ri-

diculous to such as are not well

versed in it. Nothing can be more
easy than to represent as imperti-

nences any parts of learning that

have no immediate relation to the

happiness or convenience of man-
kind. When a man spends his

whole life among the stars and pla-

nets, or lays out a twelvemonth on

the spots of the sun, his specula-

tions, however noble they may be,

are very apt to fall into burlesque.

But it is still more natural to laue;h
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at such studies as are employed on

low and vulgar subjects. What
curious observations have been

made on spiders, lobsters, and

cockle-shells; yet the very naming

of them is almost sufficient to turn

them into raillery. It is no wonder,

therefore, tbat tbe science of me-
dals, which is charged with so

many unimportant parts of know-

ledge, and built on such mean ma-
terials, should appear ridiculous to

those who have not taken the pains

to examine it
;
yet, even in the most

trifling parts of this study, the in-

telligence which it affords is inter-

esting. Should any one, with gra-

vity, advance that, without the
j

help of coins, we should never

have known which was the first

of the emperors that wore a beard,

or rode in stirrups, he would run

the risk of turning the science into

ridicule
;
yet it is certain that there

are a thousand little impertinences

of this nature, very gratifying to

curiosity, tbough perhaps not very

improving to the understanding.

To see the dress that such an em-
press delighted to be drawn in, the

titles that were most agreeable to

such an emperor, the flatteries to

whichhelay mostopen, the honours

that he paid to his children, wives,

predecessors, friends, or colleagues,

with the like particulars to be met
with on medals alone, is certainly

not a little pleasing to that inqui-

sitive temper which is so natural to

the mind.

Miss Eve. I am very fond of

dates. I am thoroughly convinced

of the great utility of the study of

medals. I know that a depth of

research in this science contributes

much also to the formation of a

great artist ; and that the most ce-

lebrated names in the highest de-

partments, owe great obligations

to the study of medals. It is judi-

ciously observed, that chronology,

geography, and biography are the

eyes of history. A Jew rabbi, one

of those who wear such long beards,

took some trouble with me, in early

youtb, to instruct me in the Jewish

history, religion, manners, and

ceremonies. There are people of

all sorts among the Jews, as among
other nations : some are, indeed,

very liberal, benevolent, and learn-

ed ; others are bigotted, supersti-

tious, and stupid ; while the bulk

form different classes between these

extremes. Because I am one of

the richest Jewesses, I am treated

on this account with great respect

by many, especially the meanest
minds ; for wealth and rank, as it

is called, are the sublime of weak
minds. There are three girls about

our age, named Levi, Solomons,

and Da Costa, with whom I am
particularly intimate, that possess

qualities strongly entitled to love

and respect. They are also very

beautiful and genteel, and have a

taste for dress, that is to say, so

far as it combines the elegant and
simple. I will introduce you to

them : they will know how to ap-

preciate the advantage of your ac-

quaintance : they have no bigotry,

no prejudice ; they look upon all

mankind as the children of one
great benevolent father, and whe-
ther with Jew, Christian, or Maho-
metan, they shew none of those

^prepossessions so common to ordi-

nary minds.

Miss K. This is the way in

which I first began to study Homer.
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Tvndarus X Lcda

Helen, Clytemncstra

X X
Menelaus, Agamemnon,

K. of Laetdamon I K ofArgos & Mycennr,

I
and brother to Menelaus

I

Orestes and Iphigenia,

who became a
|

priestess of Diana

X
Ilermioue, his cousin

I

Tisamenus

Laertes X Antklca Pt-le-JS and Thetis

Jlysses, K. of Ithaca
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in silver, but common in gold and

copper. The reverse is sometimes

common when the head is singular,

and some heads are common whose

reverses are very scarce.

The Greek medals are the most

ancient. Those struck about the

time of Alexander the Great have

a design, accuracy, force, and de-
I

licacy that express the minutest

parts with such neatness, and the

whole together is so excellent,

that they are very superior to the

productions of the Romans or any

other nation. Well may Reynolds

say, " These have been the fathers

of modern art, and when they cease

to be studied, art will again relapse

into barbarism."

The ancients seem to have had

more prudence than the moderns

in the care they took to perpetuate

the memory of great actions. They
knew that medals of silver and gold

might fall into the hands of the co-

vetous or ignorant, who would not

respect them for the device they

bore, but for the metal of which

they mere made. Nor were their

apprehensions ill founded ; for it

is not easily imagined, how many
of these noble monuments of histo-

ry have perished in the goldsmiths'

hands before they began to be col-

lected by the learned men of the

last three or four centuries. In-

scriptions, victories, buildings, and

a thousand other pieces ofantiquity,

were melted down in those barba-

rous ages when people thought that

figures and letters served only to

spoil the gold that was charged with

them. A medallist looks upon this

destruction of coins with the same

feelings as a scholar considers the

burning of the Alexandrian library,

and would be content to compound

for them with the loss of a Vatican.

To preventthis destruction as much
as possible, the ancients placed the

greatest variety of their devices on

their brass and copper coins, which

are in no danger of falling into the

hand&of clippers,or ofbeing melted,

till the general conflagration of the

world. Modern medals, on the con-

trary, arc mostly in silver or gold-

There is a gold one of Philip If.

at Vienna, which weighs 22 ponmis,

and which probably will not be able

to keep itself long out of the fur-

nace when it leaves the emperor1

*

cabinet. There is another, in the

King of Prussia's collection, that

contains three pounds weight of

gold.

The ancient gold medals are the

least numerous, consisting of not

more than 1000 or 1200 of the im-

perial. Those of silver compre-

hend about 3000 imperial ; and die

brass or copper of the three several

sizes, the great, the middle, and

small, amount to 6000 or 7000, all

imperial. There are medals very

scarce in some sets, and verycom-
mon in others. There is no Antonia

in the sets of large copper, so that

J

the middle copper must supply its

I
place. The Otho is very rare in all

the copper sets, and yet common in

!
the silver ones. The large copper

|

Othos are valued at an immense

j

price, and those of the middle cop-

per at 40 or 50 pistoles each ; and

the Gordians Afric. are rated nearly

! as high. Unique medals are tn-

;
valuable.

Vaillanthas collected all the me-

|
dais struck by the Roman colonies ;

|

Hardouin tiiose of the Greek and

I

Roman cities ; Noris those of §

! Morel also undertook an Universal

History of Medals, and-prbimVefi
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prints of 25,000. He ranged them

under four classes. The first con-

tains medals of kings, cities, and

people, which have neither the

name nor the image of the Roman
emperors ; the second, the consular

medals ; the third, the imperial ; and

the fourth, the Hebrew, Punic, Par-

thian, trench, Spanish, Gothic,

and Arabic. He brings the impe-
rial down as low as Heraclitus, and

places the Latin in order above

the Greek. Occo, a German prry-

sician, and Count Mezzabarba,
have endeavoured to range the me-
dals in chronological order, but
that is impracticable ; for on many
of the imperial medals there is no
mark either of the consulate or of

the year of the reign ; and few of

the Roman medals since Gallienus

bear the least traces of chronology,

JUNINUS.

DR. GOLDSMITH, A Vision.

TO THE EDITOR.

Sir,

The other evening I was be-

lated in a coffee-house not a thou-

sand yards from the north door of

St. Paul's cathedral. The regular

customers had begun to retire, the

waiters were getting drowsy, the

candles seemed in the same humour,

and in all the twelve boxes there

were only five persons remaining.

The dull hum of the watchman,

drawling out Pa-ant le*v*n o'clock,

did not rouse me from the lethargy

that had stolen upon me in the course

of five pages of an old pamphlet,

and so near was I to a slumber, that

I actually dreamt I saw Dr. Gold-

smith sitting on the opposite side

of the table in the same box with

me. His wig seemed to have been

well powdered in the morning, but

his literary buffetings through the

day had signally disordered it, so

that it looked like the head of a this-

tle on a windy morning, with half the

down blown off, and the rest awry.

Finding that I beheld him with re-

Terence and awe, he very compla-

cently (perhaps a little vainly) drew

from his pocket a manuscript, and,

after a few common-place interlocu-

tory phrases, unrumpling the leaves

as well as he was able, produced to

me a series of supplementary let-

ters to The Citizen of the World.—
" Sir," said he, " here is a paper

which I have written since di>tner}

with the view of sending it to the

first brother of the tribe whom I

may happen to meet to-morrow in

want of that essential meal. You
know, perhaps, that in my life-time

I was so often 'promise-crammM,'

that I became accustomed to the

diet of a ' camelion.' " He said

a great deal more in his desul-

tory way, and, as near as I could

guess, his drift was, to entreat my
attention to a project he had formed

for a new Review, on a principle

long practised by the booksellers,

namely, that of reviewing manu-

scripts. He said his good friend

Arthur Murphy derived no mean
part of his subsistence from this

honourable and conscientious em-

ployment. The principle of the

thing struck me: For why, thought

I, may not an author submit himself

privately to the scrutiny of review-
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ers by his own consent, instead of

being dragged forth, pinioned, and

cut up, against his will ? Why may
he not avail himself of the sugges-

tions of a ci'itic, and amend his

works accordingly, intead of see-

ing what he fondly deems a com-

plete and perfect performance,

condemned and executed t The
doctor understood my mental soli-

loquy, and, encouraged by the

sympathy it breathed, hurried over,

in his usual uncouth way, the fol-

lowing tirade against a critical jour-

nal on British literature, which once

obtained some celebrity, and lost

it by an unfortunate disclosure, of

which he unfolded to me all the par-

ticulars. But here, sir, 1 must

remind you and your readers, that

you are not to understand the fol-

low ing to be the exact words and
j

style of the inimitable Goldsmith.

I only give you a report of them,
j

which, if defective, must be par-

doned on account of the doctor's I

kakdepy (will that do as a contrast

!

to orthv'cpi/}) and the treachery!

of my memory,—It was a letter to

Fum Hoam from Lieu Chi Attangc.
\

"The present race of English
\

authors, whether historians, philo-
j

sophers, or poets, is more oppress-

ed than was ever the Spanish na-

tion tinder the ftittmb-screws "and

pincers of the Inquisition. A sect

of writers has arisen which threat-
j

ens to subdue the provinces of li-

terature, and hold them under a

subjection a thousand times more
slavish than that to which the Pro-

phet of Mecca reduced the burn-

ing territories of Africa and the

fair fields of Spain, Their opera-

tions are as secret, and quite as

fatal, as the plots of the Secret Tri-

bunal of Germany, or the machi-

No. L. Vol IX.

nations of the Illuminati, who have

infested that country in later tittles.

How many buds of genius have

thev blasted I how many venerable

cedai's in the forest of literature

have thev shivered to the very roots

!

Safe because unknown, audacious

because they strike with impunity,

and unprincipled because theyhave

no chafacter at stake, they spare

neither youth nor age, talents nor

experience. Yet, wouldst thou be-

lieve it, gifted as thou art with a

profound knowledge of the human
character, that these despots hold

their empire by the slightest of all

tenures, the infatuation of the vic-

tims of their usurpation, and the

blind credulity of the people, who
stand aloof and look on r The de-

crees they hurl forth periodically,

like tropical tempests, ai'e called

critiques; they are written like the

acts ol'thatlightof science, our sub-

lime emperor :—Wi have no hesita-

tion in sai/ing, that litis is the work

of (i writer utterly ignorant of the

subject on which, he treats: We re-

commend to this author to lay dozen

his pen, and betake himselfY& the ru-

diments of learning, fyc. fyc. Thou
wouldst suppose that the We wTere

a venerable set of schoolmen in

council assembled—no such thing.

The li e is a solitary individual, who
sits down in his chamber in London,

wtites his dictum, and sends it

by post to be printed a hundred

leagues on". Five or six of these in-

dividuals, congenial in spirit and

habit of thinking, conspire to form

the knot called a Rcvjew.with which

knot they belabour these poor bre-

thren of theirs who venture forth

in piiblic. Sometimes the knot is

hired or.t to one of the state par-

ties; and a blew is now and then

L
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given at hazard, jubt to try the tem-

per of the public. If the blow gives

offence, who cares? for no one

knows who gave it. Thou wouldst

smile to see the supreme horror

with which authors have till lately

beheld these pamphlets, and the

implicit faith which the nation at

large hath placed in them. But
the farce is nearly over: authors

turn reviewers; one cuts up ano-

ther ; one tells tales of another;

till at length a general suspicion

prevails, and. (in the language of

their great poet Shakspeare) 'each

takes his fellow for an officer' (that

is, a reviewer)."

The doctor ran on ; but I inter-

rupted him by wishing he would

allow me the pleasure of a farther

hearing on the following night.

In venturing to offer this- prepa-

ratory report of a conversation, I

build my hopes on the opinion

which Mr. Southey has given of

miscellanies such is yours.—"Ma-
gazines are excellent for young

persons who are beginning to write :

they are little fishing-boats, which

the buccaneers of literature do not

condesend to sink, burn, and de-

stroy." Should this paper please

you, a further report of the con-

versation shall follow it.

Your's sincerely,

1) EMOCRIT U S M 1 N O R

.

THE MODERN SPECTATOR,

No. XXIII.

A curious wisk which flid con

The word curiosity, as applied

to an object, cannot fail to excite

an agreeable sensation, as it sug-

gests the desire or expectation of II

receiving satisfaction or improve-
|

ment. Thus the curiosities of the

Tower, or Westminster Abbey, or

Salmon's Wax-Work, or Bullock's

Museum, oft'er to different ajjes.... O
and characters a pleasing and use-

ful source of information. But i

when we apply this self-same word

to a disposition of the mind, we
do not always feel a similar sensa-

tion; and, perhaps, among all the

troublesome neighbours with which
j

a quiet, studious, inoffensive man :

may be pestered, curiosity is the]

most disagreeable ; and though it

cannot be classed .among the de-

fined catalogue of human vices, its

operations are sometimes attended

nith the most malignant and. even

ii|it their will. DaVIF.S.

fatal consequences. I shall not

enter into the examination of those

causes which have so generally led

to the opinion, that this principle

of curiosity, when considered as a

failing, is unreservedly applied to

the lovely sex. But so it appears

to be ; and with all my regard for

those ornaments of creation called

women, and indebted as I am for

the chief happiness of my life to

one of them, I cannot altogether

deny, that there is something more
than plausibility in the imputation.

I shall not enter into distinctions

that may appear invidious or illi-

beral ; but the fact is, that when
we speak of a man of curiosity, and

a teaman of curiosity, two very op-

posite characters are generally un-

derstood. It marks a spirit of sci-

entific research and enquiry in the

one sex ; while, I fear, it describes in
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the other sm anxiety to pry into

uTairs in wliich they have no al-

lowable concern themselves. But

to proceed a little further on this

interesting, but tender topic : there

is a similar difference in the terms,

a curious man and a curious woman.

The former excites the idea of a

person distinguished by some odd

peculiarities ®f character or con-

duet; while the latter adds nothing

to, or diminishes nothing from, the

female disposition to which I have

already ventured to allude.

The account which the following

letter contains, in much simplicity

<rf narrative, and no common tes-

timony of facts in its support, ap-

pears to confirm ray introductory

observations ; and I cannot deny

the reasonableness of the com-
plaints which accompany it: at the

same time, I am fully prepared to

receive from any of my fair corre-

spondents such arguments against

my present opinion, as their culti-

vated minds and fascinating pens

may be pleased to produce ; and

shall consider a conviction of my
error, under tbe influence of their

reasoning, as an improvement of

my understanding, and consequent-

ly as an addition to the happiness

Gf my life.

The complaining narrative to

which I have alluded, will now be

presented to my readers.

to the modern spectator.

Sir,

I am a gentleman of studi-
es

ous character, scientific pursuits,

and independent fortune. My re-

sidence is in a narrow street, in a

retired part of the town, which I

preferred from the circumstance

of a large house and handsome

gardens, and some other conveni-

ences suited to my favourite occu-i

pations, which the more fashionable-

districts could not afford me.— Bui

I hasten to the subject of rny com-
plaint, and the Cfttise of this intrn- .

sion upon vou.

I have already observed, that the;

street where I have taken up my
residence, and propose to pasc

some years of my life, is narrow .

Indeed, so limited is the breadth-

of it, that it is no difficult matter

for any of its inhabitants, if they

should be so disposed, to make;
themselves acquainted with the

concerns of their opposite neigh-1

hours.

This leading point being settled,

I must beg leave to inform you,

that the family who occupy the

house immediatelyopposite to mine,

seem to have little or no employ-
ment, but in watching mv door,

and peeping into the several rooms,

of my house which, front the street..

This they do with a regularity and:

a perseverance sufficient almost to.

justify a suspicion, that some real,

and most essential benefit was de--

rived to them from their unremit-

ting vigilance. Indeed, they carry,

their curiosity to such an extraor-

dinary degree of minuteness, that

they are not merely content with.

flying to their windows whenever?

there is a rap at my door ; but, as

my laundry is at the top of the-

house, they will mount to their

garrets to examine the periodical

occupations of it. But before I

proceed to give a more particular

detail of their proceedings, I shall

endeavour to present you with an

account of the parties from whom
they originate.

This family consists of Mr., Mrs.,

and the two Miss Quicksights; an

L 2
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old and a young female servant,

with a little smart girl of about ten

years of age, who is said to be the

grandchild of the elderly domestic

;

a circumstance on which I shall

make no other observation, but

that none of the neighbours believe

it, and that the milkman who serves

both families, has figuratively de-

clared to my wife's femme de eham-

bre, a very chattering kind of body,

that the girl is as like the eldest

miss as two drops of cream. But
this by the way,

Mr. Quicksight is an elderly man,

of a very decent appearance; his

good lady seems to be at least as

old as himself, but dresses rather

smart for her time of life. The
two Miss Quicksights have little to

boast as to figure or beauty, but

they are very attentive to the chang-

es of fashion, and constantly ap-

pear in all the cuts and colours of

it. Our Kitty Pry, whom I have

already mentioned, and who will

sometimes tell a bit of news of our

neighbours, in spite of the conti-

nual prohibitions of her mistress,

positively asserts, that they make
all their dresses themselves, which

I think is much to their honour,

though probably they may not be

of the same opinion ; but however

that may be, they never fail to be

the smartest figures in the chapel

which we frequent, and from whose

morning duties they never absent

themselves.

The father of this family is sel-

dom at home ; he goes out soon

after breakfast, and seldom returns

till the hour of dinner ; and within

an hour after his meal, he issues

forth again, rather better dressed,

as it may be supposed, to some

evening club or coffee-house. They

sometimes have company, and

whenever that is the case, their

windows are thrown open to let

their neighbours see the prepara-

tions that are making, and the

quantity of plate that is brought

forth on the occasion, and in no

common abundance. Kitty Pry
says, that Mr. Quicksight has been

a silversmith, and that this display

is the remains of his stock in trade.

She also has been informed, that

at these entertainments a journey-

man watchmaker officiates as a

servant out of livery. This talk-

ative minx has also another pretty

little opinion, which is, that this

poor man must be glad to get out

of his house, as she is sure he has

a terrible life among them ; for

that on Sundays they stuff out his

pockets with their prayer-books,

and, if it looks like rain, they

send him forward with all their

umbrellas.

As for the ladies, against whom
I have to make my complaint, their

principal employment seems to be
that of watching every circum-

stance without my house, and, as

far as their penetrating eyes can

reach, every thing that passes

within it, If my door is saluted

with a single rap, it is a summons
for one or other of them to come
to the window ; but if the signal

should be of a more gentlemanly

sound, then the two misses never

fail to appear ; and if a coach

should stop, then the mother is

sure to be of the party. It was

but yesterday that I happened to

be at the window, when the car-

riage of a noble lord who sometimes

does> me the honour of a visit, stop-

ped at my door, with a notification,

at it that thundered throughout thq
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neighbourhood. This important i

event happened at the moment
when the Quicksights were at din-

ner; and the whole family instantly

appeared at the windows, and, as

it seemed, in such haste, that thev

came with their mouths full of

meat ; so that they continued, fa-

ther, and mother, and misses, look-

ing with all their eyes, and chewing

with all their jaws, at least till the

arrival of my visitor drew my at-

tention to a better object. It might

be almost supposed that a kind of

sympathetic impulse existed be-

tween the knocker of my door and

the heads of these opposite neigh-

bours of mine. But this curiosity

never gave me any concern ; my
wife, who is a woman of superior

understanding, used sometimes to

pity the folly of it ; and we never

considered this idle attention to our

concerns with the least sense of

displeasure, till, from a particular

circumstance, I began to suspect,

and some subsequent, as well as

very peculiar information convinc-

ed me, that an envious malignity

was blended with their over curious

attention to us.

It has long been a practice with

me to give an handsome dinner eve-

ry Sunday to my literary friends,

and I seldom have less than a do-

zen persons of learning and sci-

ence at my table on that day : but

as my invitations are not particu-

larly addressed to men of fashion

and fortune, but to those who are

distinguished by intellectual emi-

nence ; and as it too frequently

happens, that such persons are not

so much the favourites of Plutus as

they are of Apollo, and not so at-

tentive to exterior appearance as

to interior attainments, my visitor^

are sometimes, in their figure and

fashion, not exactly suited to the

fancy of young ladies, whojudge of

a man from the cut of his panta-

loons.

Sunday, therefore, was a day of

great curiosity to the Quicksight

family; and as my company arrive,

they make their observations, let

loose their shoutings, and indulge

their laughter, in a way that is not

only impolite, but actually illiberal

and indecent. One of my particu-

lar friends, whom I see frequently,

and can never see too often, at mv
weekly table, is unfortunately very

deformed ; but those who know him,

lose all sense of the imperfection

of his figure in the perfections of

his mind. It came to my know-

ledge, very accidentally, that in

the last spring, when these misses

had thrown open their windows for

a more complete indulgence of their

reigning propensity, they offered

their insults, and indulged their

mockery, on this excellent man's

unhappy shape, with so little re-

serve, that it must have reached his

ears, as it did those of every casu-

al passenger. He probably pitied

their folly, and forgot it ; for it was

not from him that 1 received the in-

timation of such unfeeling ribaldry.

I was not without a sense of re-

sentment at this abominable con-

duct, but I thought that a complaint

to the offending parties would ra-

ther gratify their malignity than

remedy the evil, so I let it pass on

and continue without any apparent

attention from me. My life, I thank

Heaven, is too happy to be dis-

turbed, and my pursuits too import-

ant to be interrupted, by such ig-

norant vagaries. I have, however,

lately discovered, that these idle,
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silly, vulgar people, not ouly watch

every action of me and my family,

count and observe upon every per-

son who conies to my door, but

that they make regular minutes of

every thing they see, in a dailv re-

gister, and accompany these cu-

rious items with such observations

as may be suggested by their low

minds, uncultivated understand-

ings, and envious dispositions.

It so happened that my baker,

who also serves the Quicksights in

that necessary capacity, received

a cake from the little »irl in that

family, with orders to hake it with

gnat care. It was closely covered

with a sheet of paper, and the

baker happening to see my name
upon it, shewed it to ni)' cook, whose
curiosity induced her, very unce-

remoniously, to strip the gateau

of its clothing, and hurry into the

kitchen! ; where its contents under-

went, I need not say, a very severe

examination ; for it was discovered,

that the servants were treated with

as little reserve as their master and
mistress. This paper proved to be
a loose sheet of the Ctmcksight Di-
on/, which had thus accidentally

come into the possession uf the

very persons who were certainly not

intended to have been favouredwith

the perusal of it.

I shall hope to amuse you with

a specimen of this extraordinary

family journal.

" THE BON HAMS.
" Saturday, May ]. — Nobody

called all this morning but trades-

men, who seemed to have very cluti-

m/tg faces. Some people had bet-

ter lay down their coach, and pay
poor honest people what they owe
them.

" Mrs. B went out in her

carriage at one . she looks very

mild, and gentle, and all that: but

I much doubt her gentleness ; for

the children, who are charming
little cherubs, look, poor things, as

if they were very ill treated.—Or-
dered to drive to Kensington Gar-
dens. To be sure we must appear

to be persons of fashion !

" Not a creature called during

the evening.—A pretty stupid tete-

a-tete, I'll warrant you.

" Sunday. — The Bonhams all

walk to church, with their servants

in their cock'd hats and best live-

ries.—A pretty deal of pride with

all this humility

!

" Sundaj- is the grand dinner

da}- : a fine Christian way of keep-

ing the Sabbath, with their stuffing,

and guttling, and drinking !—Their

usual ragamuffin company came
from four till live. The ordinary

succession of rusty black coats,

shabby hats, and oil-skin umbrellas.

A gentleman arrived late, very well

dressed ; the coach very handsome
— who can he be?—The lady with

him a fashionable-looking woman,
rather handsome; but if she does

not paint red and white, I don't

know the colour of chalk and brick-

dust.—Who tan these people be?

The company staid late : as Fusty

Bonham had, for once, got a gen-

tleman to dine with him, he was de-

termined to keep him as long as

he could.

'• Monday.—The cook scolded the

baker for at least five minutes. I'll

be whipped if that woman does not

drink.

" A coach with a mitre came about

two, with a fine looking man of a

bishop. I'll be shot if I should not

like to be confirmed by him. How
come Fusty Bonham to be acquaint-
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ed with a bishop ?—He must he

some distant relation ; for we saw

him very plainly in the drawing-

room, take the two children upon his

knees, and fondle them. He must

be a good-natured, delightful man !

O heavens, how I do wish to be

confirmed by him ! Looked into l)e

brett's Peerage, to see the coats of

arms of the bishops, to discover

who he is : found him to be an Irish

his/wp. O dear heart 1—well I do

think that I would go to Ireland to

be confirmed by him.—He staid

two hours.— I'll be hanged if I

have not found it out:—Fusty Bon-

ham is an Irishman.

—

Mem. Mrs.

B 's woman talked with the bi-

shop's servant for three quarters of

an hour, by our clock, through the

rails of the area. She had a word

or two also for the coachman ; but

she has a word or two for any body.

" Tuesday.—Nobody called this

morning, but a milliner with a band-

box. She looked as if she did not

like to leave it without the money.

About three, a lady arrived in a

handsome post-chaise and four,

with a woman servant and two out-

riders.—On entering the drawing-

room, how Fusty Bonham did kiss

her ! and then he drew the curtains.
J

The pot-boy at the Dragon says,

it is Bonham's sister, arrived from
\

Yorkshire : but I will not believe

it; brothers don't kiss sisters in that

way.
" Wednesday. — Mem. Neither

butcher, nor butterer, nor fish-

monger, has called at the B 's

this week. They have of course

.been living for these three days on

the remains of Sunday's dinner.

.Some people may be satisfied with

a good dinner once a week, so that

they ride in their coach the other

six."

I shall trouble you, Mr. Specta-

tor, with no more of this curious

manuscript. But, without suffer-

ing my comforts to be affected by

such ignorant and worthless people,

I canot help considering their con-

duct as a nuisance, which ought

to be removed. Now, as there is no

method of presenting them by a

grand jury, surfer me to present

them iii this manner to you ; and I

am confident that you will receive

the acknowledgments of many
others besides those of

Your obliged, humble servant,

Augustus Bonham.
I cannot, Mr. Spectator, resist

calling \our further attention to a

circumstance which took place

within a couple of hours after I

had written the rough draft of the

foregoing letter.

Being in my laboratory, pursu-

ing some chemical experiments,

a smart young man was introduced

tome on the part of the Qnicksights.

He stated, that he lately made ac-

quaintance w;ith that respectable fa-

milv, and had a very tender inter-

est in the happiness and honour of

||
the young ladies, by one of whom

I

: he was received as a lover ; and that

she had been very much insulted

and distressed by one of my ser-

vants, who, from one of the upper

windows in my house, had exposed

apart of himself which ought to be

kicked as long as a foot could be

found to kick it. In short, he came

to inform me, that he was an attor-

ney, and had received instruction*

from Mr. Quicksight to proceed

against me. I knew nothing of

what had happened, and assured

him, it was without my approbation

or connivance; at the same time, I

did not hesitate to observe, that the
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continual gazing and inquisitive

faces of the Quicksight family from

every window in their house, was

equally unpleasant to me; I also

added, that it would be a curious

question for a court of law to deter-

mine—what parts of the human bo-

dy it was illegal to expose from a

window, as eyes might be as offen-

sive as any other portion of it. He
said, he loved Miss Wilhelmina

Quicksight, and would notsuffer her

to be insulted while he had power

to take out a writ in her defence.

I observed, that he certainly prov-

ed himself a very fond and gene-

rous lover, as the first present he

made to the lady and her family,

was that which he most valued him-

self, a litigious and expensive suit

at law. My gentleman was new
beginning to be impertinent, when,

as I was about my chemical process,

by which I couid, without any dan-

ger, cause a considerable explo-

sion, I immediately produced a ve-

ry serious bounce ; when the attor-

ney instantly burstout of the room,

darted through the street door, over-

turned a baker's basket into the

dirt, tumbled himself into the ken-

nel, and sought, amidst filth and

fear, the condolence and cleans-

ins: attention of Miss Wilhelmina

Quicksight. Of the threatened pro-

secution I have heard nothing, but

I understand that the baker has sum-

moned the attorney to the court of

conscience for the injury done to

his bread.

ACCOUNT OF THE RUSSIAN EMBASSY TO CHINA IN 1803.

Since the mission of Lord Ma-

cartney to China, we know of no

European power that has sent a

formal embassy to that country,

except Russia ; and the circum-

stances connected with the embassy

of the last-mentioned country, as

well as its result, are so little known

in England, that we gladly avail

ourselves of an opportunity put in

our power to gratify the curiosity

of our readers on a subject of, we
flatter ourselves, considerable ge-

neral interest; especially as the

great work of Dr. Rehmann, who
accompanied that embassy, is not

yet completed, and may, to judge

from its probable extent and gra-

phic magnificence, not be present-

ed to the public for some time to

come.

We have been favoured with the

perusal of a late, but extremely

scarce tract, from St. Petersburg,

containing an account of the Rus-

sian Embassy to China, by an eye-

witness ; and in presenting our

readers with the following extract,

containing the substance of that

little work, as far as we deemed it

interesting to an English reader,

we could not omit some of the au-

thor's observations on the character

and conduct of certain individuals

connected with the embassy, since

the very result and failure of that

diplomatic enterprize, is ascribed

to those persons who bore the

most conspicuous share in it; and

since we have been assured by au-

thority we have no reason to doubt,

that our author's statements, in that

respect, are by no means exagge-

rated,
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Since the year 1702, when the

Empress Catherine II. put a stop

to the Russian caravans w Inch every

three years regularly proceeded to

Peking) the Russian trade with

China was carried on in the two

frontier towns. Kiachta and Mai-
matshin, of which the i'onner be-

longs to the Russian, and the Latter

lo the Chinese empire; and the

same channel of commercial inter-

course has continued to this day,

with casual Interruption, but upon
the whole with increasing- success.

In the year 1804, the Governor
j

of lrkut/k, Mr. I)e Kartwelin, in

making the tour of the southern

governments under his charge, ar-

rived at Kiachta ; and his curiosity n

to see the commercial town of

Maimatshin, induced him to pass

the Chinese frontier incognito.

But the Chinese having received

an intimation of his journey, sent

two officers of rank to meet him at

the frontier, and to pay him every '•

attention due to his high station.

In his intercourse with these and

other persons of distinction at

Maimatshin, be was informed, that

the court of Peking felt surpris-

ed at the lapse of time since a

Russian embassy had appeared in

China; that this was considered as

a proof of indifference and un-
\

friendliness on the part of Russia,
|

as the Chinese government felt
j

conscious of having given no cause

for the interruption of the former

amicable footing between both

countries.

The substance of this conversa-

tion was, by Mr. De Kartwelin,

communicated to me cabinet of

St. Petersburg; and the Emperor
Alexander, who, since his acces-

sion to the throne, has ever lent a

No. I. Vol I \

willing ear to aiwv suggestions

tending to add to the lustre of his

benevolent reign, and to improve

the condition of his subjects, im-

mediately determined upon send-

ing a magnificent embassy to Chi-

na, the purport of which should

bo, to imprest the Chinese* ivithan
adequate idea of the power and

opulence of Russia, to obtain an

advantageous treaty of commerce,
and, if possible, to prevail on the

cabinet of Peking to give up the

river Amur, against an equivalent

in money, or a territorial compen-
sation in some other quarter.

The greatest efforts were made
by several grandees of the first

rank, to obtain the appointment as

chief of this embassy. Count
(jolowkin, chief master of the ce-

remonies, peeved the successful

candidate. This nobleman is re-

presented by the author of the ac-

count of the present embassy, us

a man possessed of a considerable

fund of various knowledge ; com-
bining, with a promising and im-

posing exterior, the charms of win \

conversation and refined breeding'

:

but his talents for business, and

for the intricacies of diplomacy,

are rated I; v the same author very

moderately ; while he expatiates

on the unbounded vanity and love

of splendour, which he describes

as the leading feature in his cha-

racter, and as his sole motive for

courting the appointment to so

important a mission. .

This passion of the count's ap-

pears to have been amply gratified

by the munificence and liberality

of his sovereign. His suite con-

sisted of three hundred persons,

including a number of young sparks

of the best families (whose wild

M
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pranks during the mission are se-

verely animadverted upon) ; of se-

veral literati, interpreters, dra-

croons, Cossacks ; and of fourteen

musicians of the emperor's chapel,

who were prohably intended to as-

sist the count's diplomatic opera-
j

tions with the grave mandarins by i

the charms of sweet sounds. The
;

presents destined for his imperial !

giajesty, consisted of costly furs,

looking-glasses, mirrors, glass chan-

;

delicrs, clocks, curious watches,

,\c: and here our author observes,

waggishly, that the great number
of looking-glasses probably pro-

ceeded from the count's supposing

the Chinese as vain as himself.

But what is worthy of remark, is,

the success with which the trans-

port of them was attended, not-

withstanding the immense distance

from St. Petersburg to the Chinese

frontier, and the dreadful roads

across the Oural and Baikal moun-

tains. The carriages for their con-

veyance are stated to have been of

the most ingenious construction,

and persons were expressly ap-

pointed to hold the glasses bv

ropes in every passage of an}' dif-

ficulty.

We ought likewise not to omit,

that the count's choice of first secre-

tary fell upon Mr. I>e Baikow, one

of the gentlemen of the emperor's

bedchamber ; since our author as-

cribes to him principally the failure

of the embassy, observing, that,

although Mr. De B. was not desti-

tute of what the French call esprit

;

a prominent feature of his charac-

ter answered to another French

word, for which, fortunately, our

language has no perfectly adequate

expression—we mean ctoinrfrric.

In May, 1805, the embassy left

St. Petersburg, and proceeded by

Moscow, Casan, Perm, Iecatha-

rineburg, the Barabinzi Steppes,

Tomsk, Krasnoyarsk, Nishney-

Udinsk, to Irkutzk ; from whence,

after being joined by a number of

I persons that had received their ren-

dezvous in that Siberian city, it

I once more set out on its way to

I

Kiachta, across the Baikal moun-
tains. As soon as the embassy ar-

rived at Kiachta, the general, or

If aim, commanding the stationary

military camp of the Chinese, oiv

j

the banks of the Tuba, Junedbn-

dordsi (a brother of the present Em-
peror Dsia-Ziim) dispatched the

commandant of Maimatshin to wel-

come the embassy, and to ascertain!

the number of persons it was com-

posed of ; for Junedondordsi had

been charged by the emperor, to

receive the ambassador and his

retinue, and conduct them to the

imperial residence.

It is an invariable custom with

the Chinese to defray every ex-

penec of an embassy they receive

from foreign sovereigns, from the

moment it sets foot on their terri-

tory, not only as far as regards the

means of conveyance, but also in

the article of living, mty even in

clothes, if they are demanded.

Hence we need not wonder at the

objections which were started on

the score of the numbers of Count

Golowkin's suite, winch, consider-

ing the fjreat distance to Pekimr.

must have entailed an enormous

expence on the Chinese govern-

ment. One hundred persons were

the utmost the deputy of the Wdifii

declared admissible. The count,

on his side, pei*sisted on the inte-

grity of his original numbers. This

question, already, led to a nego-
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riariou of two months duration,

which terminated in the concession

of $8 additional individuals. This

failure in the outset greatly soured

J. lie ambassador's disposition, and

lowered his sanguine expectations

considerably. The tune, however,

of the two months stay at Kiachta

was spent in a variety of festivities,

.amusements, and frolics among the

gas - members ofthe embassy. The
poor Mongolian town was attempt-

ed to be converted into a second

St. Petersburg: the count had his

court - days, his body guards in

the anti - chamber, and received

very inferior Chinese officers in his

gala dress. The diplomatic youths

found their pastime in the pleasures

of the bottle, relieved by that of

the chace ; which latter proved ex-

tremely fatal to the house-dogs at

Kiachta, almost the only game they

slew in their nightly excursions.

The Chinese have a most laud-

able habit never to discuss two dis-

tinct points at the same time. The
count, imagining by his acquies-

cing in the reduction of his travel-

ling suite, to have removed every

further obstacle, was on the point of

giving orders for the departure

;

but two grave Chinese now made
rheir appearance, to enquire if the

ambassador consented to conform

to the ceremonial required on oc-

casions like the present. The
count, unwilling to produce a se-

cond negociation, which might

lead to another and perhaps much
greater delay, bethought himself

of a guarded reply on this question.

His answer was, that he would 'per-

form the points of ceremonial in the

.same manner as had been done byfor-

mer Russian ambassadors. The Chi-

nese were agreeably surprised by

so unexpected a compliance on th<

part of the count. They required

no more ; for, it is more than pro-

bable, that the former Russian am-
bassadors, rather than fail in the

object of their mission, had had

prudence enough to submit to the

Chinese etiquette of prostration,

and discretion enough not to say

a word about it on their return.

Be this as it may, the promise un-

warily given by the present ambas-

sador restored good - humour on
both sides; the Chinese general

instantly sent a courier to the Tri-

bunal of Usages at Peking, with

the joyful tidings that the Russian

ambassador would make no difli-

culty in submitting to the Ko-tcu

(a ninefold contact of the forehead

with the floor), and fixed a day for

the departure of the embassy.

On the day appointed, the whole

train, alter assisting at a Te Deuffl

(a favourite holy function of the

Russians), paraded through the

streets of Kiachta with the greatest

possible display of pomp, the mili-

tary under arms, bands playing,can-

non roaring, &c.and then set out on

their importantjourney. On reach-

ing the frontier, sajutes of cannon

were exchanged on both sides, and

the Russians hailed with joy the

sight of JMaimatshin, the first Chi-

nese town through which they were

to pass, but through which unfor-

tunately they did not pass, for the

following remarkable reason :—In

front of the gates of every Chinese

town a high wooden screen is inva-

riably erected, which prevents a

sisrht of the interior street, and of

course admits only a side entrance

by going round the screen. Now,

M 2
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although the track of diplomacy is

seldom what is called straightfor-

ward,' Count Golowkin insisted on

enterinc: the irate of" Maimatshin in

a direct line, pleading the incon-

venience, or perhaps impossibility,

of his carriage clearing the screen

in the curvilinear track required

for this operation. The command-
j

ant of Maimatshin was therefore
i

requested to have the screen re-
|

moved. Unluckily for the count,
j

the Chinese attach to these screens

a variety of superstitious notions,

one of which is, that they ward off

evil influence from abroad. Hence

we may readily account for the re-

fusal our ambassador met with on

this head, a refusal which offended

his dignity so much, that, in order

not to appear to give way to Chi-

nese whims, he, on his side, de-

clined to go through the town at all,

and, as the Chinese afterwards phi-

losophically observed, instead of

making the required small curve

round the screen, he now made the

great circle of his own, round one

huff of the I orcn.

In their progress for several days

through Chinese Tartary, the gay

beaux of the embassy were expos-

ed, not only to severe cold, but to

privations of various kinds; no

warm food during the whole of the

day, and no other shelter in the

night than the felt Yurts of Mon-
gul Tartars, whose horses were far

too wild and unbroken to go into

the shafts of the fine European

carriagesbelonging to the embassy.

These, therefore, were conveyed

in a remarkable manner. Hopes
were fastened to the carriage, and

arched to a large transverse bar,

vhich the Tartars, on horseback,

held before them ; and thus them-

selves, rather than the horses, drew

the carriage.

In this way the mission atlastreach-

ed the great frontier camp (nrga),

commanded by Junedondordsi, the

frontier Ileum, or general above-

named; so completely, however,

out of humour by the constant de-

lays, A\ant of European comforts,

and severe fatigues, that every in-

dividual wished himself back at St.

Petersburg, and had already con-

ceived a rooted contempt towards

every thing Chinese. Hence, a

sumpUious breakfast which the

Wann sent them by way of wel-

come, was not thought worthy of

the gentlemen's palates, but, in

presence of the Chinese officers

who had accompanied the present,

delivered to the voracious appetite

of the Cossacks and musicians.

This was, and not with injustice,

considered as an unpardonable in-

sult on their liberality and hospi-

tality.

Although the camp, or nrga, was

still about 110 geographical miles

from Peking, a few days after the

arrival of the embassy, a govern-

ment courier arrived with a reply

from the Tribunal of Usages, to

the Wantfs report of the proffered

compliance of the count's with the

Chinese ceremonial. These cou-

riers, although they never change

their horses, proceed with great

celerity, there being always two

who travel together, so that if an

accident befals one, the other takes

the dispatch and goes on. The tri-

bunal appears to have entertained

strong suspicion of the sincerity of

the count's declaration ; to remove

which, and to put his professions at

once to a trial, the dispatch receiv-

ed by the Wann contained an order
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to give to the ambassador a solemn I

and sumptuous entertainment be-

fore the throne of the emperor in the

itrga, in order to ascertain whether
'

or not he would perform the Ku-
teu before the throne.

(The conclusion in our next.)

MISCELLANEOUS FRAGMENTS AND ANECDOTES.
OSSIAN.

Mr. Wiiitaker agrees with Mac-
pherson, as Gibbon observes, that

the Caracul, son of the King of

the World, said by Ossian to have

fled from the arms of Fingal, was

Caracalla, the son of Severus. At

the same time Mr. Gibbon adds,

" That the son of Severus, known
only by the appellation of Anto-

ninus, at the time of the Caledo-

nian wrar, should have been called

by Ossian by a nickname, invented

four years after, and scarcely used

•by the Romans till after his death,

is a strange circumstance."—See

vol. I.—XII. p. |§£.—Surely it is

more; it is a strong argument for

the spuriousness of the poems.

The author of the Essay on the

Principles of Translation, says, that

Mr. Macpherson's translation of

Homer in prose, " is valuable, as

containing a most perfect transfu-

sion of the sense of his author

;

but he has generally adopted an

inverted construction of words,

which is incompatible with the ge-

nius of the English language."

His reviewer, in the European
Magazine, vol. xxiv. p. 279, Oct.

1793, adds, " He has generally

suppressed all those appellative epi-

thets, as we may call them, which

are perpetually recurring in Ho-
.mer, and are so strikingly cha-

racteristic of him ; though the

same recurrence appears in his own
Ossian, and though one of those

epithets, hippodaioos, is exacth/ cor-

respondent with car-borne. He has

thus, in spite of authority, given

up the very principle on which he
undertook this translation."

Now docs not this circumstance

afford a strong presumptive argu-

ment against the authenticity of

Ossian ? If Mr. Macpherson forged

the poems of. Ossian, he would

naturally look to Homer as a guide,

and borrow from him this charac-

teristic circumstance ; but when he

came to translate Homer, conscious

of the theft himself, he would sup-

press these epithets, lest the resem-

blance should lead the reader to

say, " This is the source of Ossian

—Ossian was evidently copied from

Homer." On the contrary, had he

merely translated the Ossian of

ancient days, he could not have

avoided the reflection, that this

coincidence was a strong argument

in favour of the authenticity of the

Gaelic poems ; for the language

of two poets of similar genius,

writing in the same stage of soci-

ety, would naturally be the same

in its leading features, only modi-

fied by local circumstances.

JOHN DE MABUSE.

The old and \vell 7known adage,

" Necessity is the mother of inven-

tion," was never perhaps more cu-

riously exemplified than in the fol-

lowing anecdote ofJohn de Mabuse,

a celebrated Flemish painter of the

fifteenth century. His great abi-
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lilies procured him an excellent

patron in the Marquis de Veren,

for whom be painted several fine

pictures, and from whom he re-

ceived a pension ; but unfortu-

nately being very much addicted to

drinking, no sooner was he in pos-

session of his money, than he spent

it in gratifying this inclination.

The Emperor Charles V. intending

to pass a day with the marquis,

great preparations were made by

him to receive and to entertain his

illustrious guest according to his

rank. No expcnce was spared, by
yihichhe might increase the splen-

did appearance of his establish-

ment. His servants and principal

officers hud new dresses ; and those

of the latter class (amongst whom
was Mabuse), as a mark of distinc-

tion, were to consist of white da-

mask: When the person who was

deputed to make the dresses, came
to Mabuse, to receive the neces-

sary orders, the painter, under

pretence of inventing some new
and singular costume, kept the

stuff. No sooner had the robe-

maker departed, than Mabuse sold I

it for wine. But as he was obliged
j

to appear on the arrival of the em-
peror, he made a robe of white !

paper, and painted it in imitation
I

of the damask ; and when the pro- \

cession of officers was arranged, i

Mabuse passed with the rest under

a window at which the court was
seated. The peculiar beauty of

his dress immediately attracted ge-

neral notice ; and at dinner, when
(as was the custom) Mabuse wait-

ed at table with his fellow -pen-

sioners, it was again carefully ex-

amined by the emperor, and still

more admired. The only person

to whom he had confided his secret

happened tobe present, and observ-

ing the attention which he gained,

informed the marquis of his con-

trivance. The latter immediately

presented Mabuse to the emperor,

and explained the deception.

—

Charles was much amused, laughed

heartily, and highly commended
the skill of the painter.

BLANK VERSE.

The late Lord Orford thought

blank verse so easy to compose, that

he said, " He wondered how a man
who had ever begun to make it,

could possibly be tempted to leave

it off." This remark includes pretty

strong praise. But Cowper, whose
poetical genius cannot be disputed,

and whose experience in writing

both in rhyme and in blank verse,

was extensive, found blank verse

more difficult to compose than

rhyme. Probably, however, Cowper
had the talent of rhyming so as to

render it comparatively easy to

him ; and to compose good blank

verse requires considerable care

and attention, though a man whose

ear is well attuned to it, will write

it with much more facility than

another. Besides, the very faculty

of rhyming that Cowper possessed

in so high a degree, would be an

additional difficulty to him when
writing verse, from which rhyme
was to be wholly rejected. Be this

as it may, I cannot but agree with

that excellent critic, Dr. Blair,

when he says, " The boldness, free-

dom, and variety of our blank verse,

are infinitely more favourable than

rhyme to all kinds of sublime po-

etry." MONEY.
What is the cause of the cheap-

ness or dearth of the necessaries of

life? It is a favourite maxim, that

all things will find their level; and
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that the price of commodities of

every kind will be proportionate to

their abundance or scarcity, com-

pared with that of money, or the ge-

neral circulating medium, and the

demand from population. Is not

this questionable 3 Malta, under the

knights, appears to have abounded

withmonev, to have been extreme- !

ly populous, and to have required

extraordinary exertions to render
|

its soil productive, which still could

not furnish a supply adequate to
'

the consumption : yet the necessa-

ries of life, and even luxuries, ap- !

pear to have been cheap there. How
j

was this? We read of immense >

treasures, and almost unbounded
j

expence in jewels, dress, pictures, I

statues, architecture, and every ar-

ticle of luxury, in places, and at '

times, in which the necessaries of

;

life appear to have been beyond i

comparison cheaper than with us.

All these facts are in contradiction

to the maxim cited above.

RHYTHM—METRE.

Twining, in a note to his trans-

lation of Aristotle's Poetics, 8vo. vol.

tti P-tIt? say s
?
tna* u"° have rioEng-

lish word answering to the rlujtli-

mos of the Greeks so well as time;

and for this he quotes Harris. At

p. 239, however, he has the follow-

ing quotation from Aristotle's Rhe-

toric : — '* In prose composition

there should be rhythm, but not me-
tre—for then it will be a poem."
Does not our word cadence answer

to rhytltmos here ? and will it not

wherever rhythmos occurs ' Time

is equivalent to metre: the differ-

ence is, we employ the word time

when we refer to music, metre when
we speak of verse.

READING VERSE.

Some modern critics maintain,

that, in reading poetry, we should

not use what I believe Sheridan calls

the suspensive pause at the end of
a line. Similar critics apparently
existed in Shakspeare's time; and
the punctuation of the prologue in

the oth act of his Midsummer-A r

ighti

Dream, was no doubt designed to

hold up to merited ridicule this

practice of running one line into

another, in reading what the poet
intended to be verse to the ear, as

well as to the eye.

TIME.

Time is an exquisite statuary

:

there lies the statue in the block,
and Time will strike it out bv the
collision of circumstances. But,
alas! he knows not when to hold
his hand ! No sooner is it finished,

,

than every stroke of the persever-
1 itig chisel mars a beauty, till at

,

length one hard blow dashes it to

pieces.

wn.
A
\ it is the caricature ofjudgment

The judgment traces the simili-

tudes and dissimilitudes of objects

I

with closeness and accuracy, and
i

nicely balances them against each
other. Wit also catches the simi-

litudes and dissimilitudes of ob-

jects, but it is in the remotest parts,

;
and frequently in distorted views,

where few would have looked for

them, though all acknowledge the

likeness or disparitv, when thus

exhibited. Hence it gives plea-

sure by surprise, while it erther

really or seemingly extends oui

knowledge; and it is commonh
flat, unless it comes, upon us slid

denly.

MOLL FLANDERS.

Was not Diana, the daughter oi

Beauclerk, who married

Baron Moll, of Flanders, the Moll

Flanders of De Foe ?
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THE CONSULTATION.

TO THE EDITOR.

Sir,

Being the other day at the

house of a lawyer, a friend of mine,

I was permitted to be present at a
!

consultation on a subject that ap-
j

peared to me not a little curious.

It is my opinion, that a good citi-
j

zen ought not to withhold any thing
]

capable of affording instruction or

amusement to the public; I am
therefore induced to send you the

particulars of this affair, lest the

knowledge of them should be con-

fined within the circle to which they

immediately relate.

The persons who came to consult

my friend were two brothers, who,

though not wealthy, bad much
greater reason tobe thankful to For-

tune than to Nature; for the latter

had treated both like a real step-

mother. The elder was deaf almost

from his birth, and the younger

was blind; so that between them

they had but two cars and two eyes

that could perform any service.

This was not enough ; and such too

was the reflection that occurred to

a neighbour whom chance had giv-

en them. This neighbour was an

original, of whom I must take some
notice, as he acts an eminent part

in my story. He is not exactly

an oculist, nor a physician, nor a

surgeon, but he is all three at once,

and a great many things besides.

Though of no profession, yet there

is no science in which he does not

dabble. He never sees a sick per-

son but he feels a desire to cure

him,—not from an}7 interested mo-
tive, for he would rather pay his

patients, if they required it; nei-

ther from a spirit ofbenevolence,but

merely for thepleasure of the thing.

No sooner did he hear of the two

brothers than he conceived the idea

of curing them. He first began
with saluting when he met them

;

he behaved to them with the great-

est politeness ; he seized every op-

portunity of rendering them any

little neighbourly services in his

power ; he soon stopped them as he

passed, and engaged them in con-

versation ; next followed visits of

civility ; and at length, when he had

brought matters to sufficient ma-
turity, he requested to be allowed

to cure them, but offered his ser-

vices with the same anxious timidi-

ty that a real lover declares his pas-

sion. They were accepted, and w hat

is still more astonishing, this won-
derful fellow succeeded in the at-

tempt. What methods he employ-

ed, I know not ; so much is cer-

tain, that almost the very same da\

on which the younger was restored

to sight,the elder recovered his hear-

ing. But what were the consequen -

ces of these two astonishing cures ?

The junior brother, thoughblind,

had formed an acquaintance with a

young woman, who often came to

chat with him. Her voice was so

agreeable, so fascinating, that he

absolutely fell in love with her. She-

felt a reciprocal passion, and he had

reason to think himself happy ; for

as there was nothing to prevent him

from being almost always in her

company, he was a stranger to en-

nui. But, alas! the poor fellow, on

recovering his sight, lost all his plea-

sures at once, because this female,.
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the tones of whose voice so de-

lighted his heart, was far from

handsome either in face or figure.

To him, however, she was every

tiling hut plain ; his imagination

pictured her resplendent with

charms; the magic of her voice

adorned her whole person with gra-

ces. All these illusions arc now Med
;

what he sees spoils what he hears;

and he regrets the recovery of sight,

which has thus deprived him of all

the joys of life.

Let us now turn to the elder bro-

ther, who, as I have already observ-

ed, was deaf. He also had fallen

over head and ears in love; hut his

mistress bore no resemblance at all

to his brother's. You never beheld

a more enchanting face or a more
elegant figure. He could not hear

her, it is true, but so exquisite was

the pleasure whichhe received from

looking at her, that he wished for

nothing farther. Besides, two spark-

ling eyes apprized him that he was

beloved, and what more did he want

to know ? In short, he had the sa-

tisfaction to think her perfect in

every respect, when this sorcerer,

by restoring his hearing, enabled

him to discover that she was insuf-

ferably stupid. He now heard what

his mistress said, but he heard only

a series of the grossest absurdities.

In a word, this cure stripped his

mistress of all her beauty ; for since

the ear heard, the eyes of the lov-

er perceived no charms in her,

and all the pleasure that she afford-

ed had vanished for ever.

The two brothers, having mu-
tually communicated their vexa-

tions, regretted the happy days

when they were yet subject to their

respective infirmities. ''What fools

Ho. I, Voi. IX.

we must be," said they one to the

other, "to let that cursed fellow

take the trouble to make us mise-

rable !" They went to him, and

complained bitterly of their cure,

They gave full scope to their an-

ger; but their officious neighbour,

after remaining for some time pro-

foundly silent and absorbed in

thought, at length drily pronounc-

ed these words :
" So true is it,

that by conferring on man addition-

al means of enjoyment, you do not

always increase his happiness."

This philosophic reflection, which
was quite unexpected, threw the

two brothers into a still greater

rage. "A pretty way of comfort-

ing us truly," cried they, "by re-

tailing your frigid moral reflections,

which will never restore to our

mistresses either beauty or good
sense'."

They left him burning with rage.

and ran to a lawyer, to enquire whe-
ther they would not be justified in

commencing an action for damn.;: -

against their physician : "for," said

they, "he has done us more in'jun

than if he had robbed us of all we

are worth in the world." You may
easily guess what was the lawyer's

answer. He informed them, that

the law had not provided a remedy
for their case; and the two brothers

went away as dissatisfied with him
as if he had given each of them an

additional sense.

For my part, this adventure sug-

gested to me many important re-

flections, and I concluded with say -

ing to myself: Gracious God, if

I should ever happen to be in the

same kind of situation as these ho-

nest people, preserve me from phy-
sicians !

N
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Plate 3,—TYBURN TURNPIKE.

THE impression made upon the |i ous water-engine, in process of

mind of a traveller on bis first vi-

sit to the metropolis of England,

depends, in no inconsiderable de-

gree, upon the road by which he

makes his entire. Should it happen

on any of those eastward of the

city, tlae impression would not be

very agreeable ; long dirty, narrow,

crowded streets hail his approach;

and the appearance of the passen-

gers that perambulate this end of

the town, generally bespeaks ha-

time produced a sufficient supply

of water, and the chamber of the

city, in the year 1703, let the water

of these conduits on a lease of forty

years for the sum of d7QQ per an-

num.

Tybourne brook at this place had

abridge over it, near to which stood

an ancient fabric, called the Lord

Mayor's Banqueting-House: hither

it was occasionally the custom for

his lordship to repair, with the al-

bitsnot very flatteringto metropo- dermen and other officers ofthe citv,

litau pride. oil horseback, accompanied with,

The entrance through Tyburn , their ladies in waggons, to view the

Turnpike, represented in plate 3,

may be considered the grandest

passage into our immense metro-

polis: for although Piccadilly is

adorned on the north side with no-

bler mansions, and on the south

city conduits, performing certain

ceremonies, that ended with asplen-

did banquet. Beneath this edifice

were reservoirs for the water sup-

plied by the conduits. This cus-

tom having been discontinued for

side with St. James's Park; yet man v years, and the building being

Oxford-street, from its uniform

breadth, its commodious and spa-

cious foot-way, and great ( xtent,

being one mile and a quarter in

length, justly claims the pre-emi-

left to decay, it was taken down in

the year 1737.

The improvements that have been.

made in this neighbourhood within

a few years, have added greatly to

raence, and is allowed to be one of the beauty of the metropolis. Dusi-

the finest streets in Europe; the
j

hills, and the general soil and refuse

effect of which, when lighted in the of the streets, spread over acres of

evening, is very magnificent. : ground, surrounded this-spot.These
The spot from which this view nuisances, and many miserable huts

was taken, Tyburn, derives its name that bespoke the wretchedness of

from an ancient brook or bourne,

,

their inhabitants, have given place

called Tybourne, on the eastern bank
j

to a noble row of houses, which are

of which, stood a village: here also

were nine conduits, of great anti-

quity, being erected about the year

I -238, for supplying the city of Lon-

don with water. The great work,

however, projected and fini hod by
Sir HughMiddfeton, the formation

of the New River, with itsiageni-

named Trafalgar, in honour of the

great Nelson. Thus the memor\

of this hateful spot, which so ma-

. ny years was the place of ignomi-

nious death for those who had vio-

lated the laws, is obliterated by so

grateful a monument to the memo-
ry of the patriot and hero whose
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life had born one uniform series of

services to his country, and with

whose death his country obtained

the highest glory.

The high house with the veran-

dah, is one of the finest for situa-

tion in the town, commanding a

view of Hyde Park, Kensington

Gardens, the river Thames, and a

considerable stretch of horizon,

comprehending parts of Surry and

K a. Lord Cawdor former lv re-

sided in this house, which contain-

ed a fine collection of antique mar-

bles, pictures, and other works of I]

*>rt. His lordship has long ranked

amongst those noblemen who have

distinguished themselves by their

munificent patronage of the fine

arts.

in one of the houses, a short dis-

tance"Troin this, resided that pat-

tern of conjugal fidelity, Lady Da-

cre, whose affectionate regard for

the manes of her much loved lord,

during several years of widowhood,

together with her goodness of heart,

her general benevolence, and amia-

ble eccentricities, will cause her

name to be long remembered with

admiration and esteem.

THE WITCH-FINDER.

Amongst the many now obsolete

offices once held necessary by the

wisdom of the rulers of our coun-

try, for the preservation of peace

and quiet amidst its worthy people,

and to protect them from the ma-

chinations and mischievous pranks

of that wicked race of preternatu-

ral beings, vcleped witches and

wizards, was included that of the

Witch-Finder, It is clearly due

to the memory of those useful

and active servants of our fore-

fathers, to rescue their merits

from oblivion ; as it is owing to

their vigilance that we can venture

beyond our thresholds by owl's

light, without peril, or can sleep

in our beds undisturbed by the

obtrusive visits of the " midnight

hags."

At what period of the world these

malignant intruders first bestrode

their wooden brooms and journey-

ed through the air, or navigated the

Northern Ocean in their " sieves,"

pr other equally sea-worthy vessels,

to form a colony on our island, it

would be vain now to enquire ;

—

this epoch is not recorded in our

oldest chronicles. But that thev

made incursions into Scotland

many centuries ago, is certain, for

we have the authority of the grav-

est Scottish historians in evidence

of the fact.

Hume tells us, upon the autho-

rity of King James I.—and who
will feel inclined to doubt royal

authority? particular)' as this mo-
narch was a scholar and a " De-
fender of the Faith," that witches

did molest his reign ; and James's

Book of Damoiio/ogy sets the ques-

tion beyond a doubt, even in the

mind of the sceptic.

This enlightened historian,Hume,
relates, that James", after being

disappointed of the eldest daugh-

ter of the King of Denmark, was

constrained to solicit the hand of

the young princess her sister. He
still found obstacles from the in-

trigues of Queen Elizabeth, who,
~ N 2
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merely with a view of interposing

delay, proposed to him the sister

of the King of Navarre, a princess

much older than himself, and en-

tirely destitute of fortune. His

impatience, however, brokethrough
all the politics of Elizaheth. The
articles of marriage were settled

with the object of his desire; the

ceremony was performed by proxy,

and the princess embarked for

Scotland, to meet her expecting

spouse, but was driven by a violent

storm into a port of Norway.

This tremendous tempest, and
some others that happened about

the same time, were universally be-

lieved, in Scotland and Denmark,
to have proceeded from a combina-
tion of Scottish and Danish witch-

es
; and the dying confessions of

the criminals were supposed to put

the accusation beyond all contro-

\ ersy.

The description of these dis-

turbers of good people's repose,

as given by Spenser, Shakspeare,

Ben Jonson, and others, would
savour of poetic fiction in our

days, now that the foreign intrud-

ers have quitted our shores, had

we not upon record the trials of

these malignant sprites, these busy

workers of malice, who caused in-

nocent babes to suck pins and

crooked nails from the nurse's

breast; who carried man and horse

not only out of the road, but over

houses and steeples ; and who
tempted the midnight mariner to

toss himself headlong into the boil-

j n '
• sea.O
Sir Matthew Hale, and many

other enlightened and upright

judges, have left us memorable
examples of what may be done by
a vigilant police. These formidable

pests were hunted out, and brought

to iustice, were hanged and burnt,

and the countrywas at length Clear-

ed of them and all their mischiefs.

Matthew Hopkins, of Manning-

tree, who was w&tch-jinder for the

associated counties, hanged in one

year no less than sixty reputed

witches in his own county of Essex.

Granger, although a very inter-

esting writer, and an amiable man,

had his prejudices, and it is evident

was no proselyte to King James's

Damono/ogy, nor a believer in the

existence of witches. This author

says, " The old, the ignorant, and

the indigent, such as could neither

plead their own cause, nor I ire an

advocate, were the miserable vic-

tims of this wretch's credulitv,

spleen, and avarice. He (Hopkins)

pretended to be a great critic in

special marks, which were only-

moles, scorbutic spots, or warts,

which frequently grew large and

pendulous in old age, but were ab-

surdly supposed to be teats to suckle

imps. His ultimate method of proof

was by tying together the thumbs
and toes of suspected persons, about

whose waist was fastened a cord,

the ends of which were held on

the banks of a river by two men,

in whose power it was to strain or

slacken it. Swimming, upon this ex-

periment, was deemed a full proof

of guilt, for which the sage King
James, who is said to have recom-

mended, if he did not invent it, as-,

signed a ridiculous reason, namely
—" That as such persons (witches)

have renounced their baptism by

water, so the water refuses to re-

ceive them."

Sometimes those who were ac-*

cused of diabolical practices, were

tied neck and heels, and tossed into
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ft pond ; if they floated, or swam,

they were consequently pronounc-

ed guilty, and therefore taken out

and burnt; if they were innocent,

they were only drowned.

But to be serious, who but must

feel blessed by living in an age like

this, when " The old, the ignorant,

and the indigent, such as could

neither plead their own cause, nor

hire an advocate," in a case affect-

ing life, would have every advocate

at the bar struggling for the ho-

nourable preference of spontane-

ously pleading their cause ! Or
who but must rejoice, even at this

distant period, to find, that the

gentle experiment of being thus

ducked, with thumbs and toes tied,

was at length tried upon the witch-

j^ncfer himself, who was subsequent-

ly condemned and executed as a

wizard !

There are those who delight in

praising the habits and manners of

former days, and who will contend

that little improvement in civiliza-

tion has been made since tbe times

of Charles I. As a specimen of

the state of society in those days,

compared with the present, it were

sufficient to state, that Dr. Zacharv

Gray says, he had seen an account

of betwixt three and four thousand
1

persons who suffered death for

j

witchcraft, in the king's dominions,

i

from the year 1040 to the Restora-
' tion of Charles II.

!

(To be continued.) .

OBSERVATIONS on the RISE and PROGRESS of PAINTING
in WATER COLOURS.

(Continuedfrom p. 21.)

In enumerating the many means
jj
tie understood was this necessary

by which this new art has attained
j

branch by the colourmen them-

its present excellence, it would be !
selves, that not only the worst co-

unjust to withhold the praise due
\

lours were manufactured by them,

to two ingenious manufacturers,
\

but even these were so ill prepared

whose improvements in their re- J! as scarcely to be fit for use. Reeves's

spective branches contributed to [3
new process of forming them, into

the advancement of painting in this
j

cakes, at once removed this incon-

style. Mr. William Reeves, about !
venience; and he was not only re-

thirty years ago, turned his atten-
i
warded by the Society for the En-

tion to the preparation of water co-
[
couragementofArts,Manufactures,

lours, and, by his successful expe- and Commerce, but the whole bo-

riments, produced the elegant in- i dy of professors patronized his

vention of forming them into cakes.

Until this period, every artist was

obliged to prepare his own colours

;

which, generally for want of suffi-

cient knowledge of their chemical

properties, and leisure to grind

and prepare the pigments, gave

much trouble, and produced but

indifferent success. Indeed, solit-

schcme, and spread his fame, until

the reputation of his colours ex-

tended over the world, and for ma-

ny years the sale of them returned

immense sums to his manufactor}-.

Upon this invention others have

made considerable improvements,

until the preparation of water co-

lours has almost attained perfection.
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Shortly after this discovery hy

Reeves, Whatman produced, at his

manufactory in Kent, a paper of

a new quality, called vellum pa-

per, which was so superior to every

other species, that it at once super-

seded all other fabrics. Its texture

was calculated to receive the water

colours, and to bear out with a vi-

gour of effect tliat the wire-marked

paper could never be brought to

possess. It must be in the memory
of many professors, with what timi-

ditv the operation of making a co-

loured drawing commenced. Out-

lines were carefully drawn, and the

first process was to wash the sky,

Avhich was fearfully done; a small

blot or sinking of the paper was

considered an irremediable misfor-

tune, and many a drawing, that

had taken hours to prepare, was in

consequence laid aside. This ac-

counts for the recommendation as

indispensible in the former lec-

tures upon drawing, for complet-

ing the sky as the first operation.

If rich and deep colouring was at-

tempted upon paper with the wire-

marks, blackness and obscurity were

the certain result: and to this cause

must be ascribed the prevalence of

penned outlines and weak tinting

of the drawings, until the discovery

of this new paper.

The process of preparing a draw-

ing is now fearlessly commenced;
the colours arc boldly laid ; what-

ever unevenness may occur in

spreading the washes, is rendered

even by the sponge, and various

other means : and so completely

unfettered is the mode of proceed-

ing, that if it be necessary to alter

the arrangement of light and sha-

dow, the whole may be subdued

with a sponge, and the effect pro-

duced thereby may be an improve-

ment of the picture.

Scarcely had Turneraccomplish-
ed his first fine works in water

colours, when an artist of rival

powers appeared in the late Thomas
Girtin.. In the same year the coun-

cil-room of the Royal Academy,
then first appropriated to the re-

ception of drawings, exhibited the

Caernarvon Castle of Turner, and

the Beth Gel/ert of Girtin, besides

other fine works from each of those

artists. Turner's works were the

most admired for sentiment, and

Girtin's for boldness and spirit :

yet each adhered so closely to na-

ture, and possessed such original

merit, that it became difficult to

decide which was the greater ge-

nius. The dissimilarity of style, in

no small degree, depended upon
the paper: Turner preferred the

white wove paper, and Girtin the

cartridge ; Turnerunited the high-

!
est finishing with his beautiful ef-

fect, whilst Girtin aimed at effect

j

and colour alone. Many raoun-
1 tainous scenes from the pencil of

Girtin have a character of light,

shadow, and colour, of unrivalled

excellence. Contrary to the prac-

tice of the artists who preceded

him in his walk, he commonly made
II his back-grounds dark and grand

;

I and the effect of the mountain

j

storm perhaps was never so well

described as in his works : all his

incidents of light and shadow were

marked with the truth of nature.

The views of many of our cities,

towns, castles, cathedrals, &c. were

treated by his pencil in a manner

entirely his own ; a depth of sha-

dow, a brilliancy of light, and a

magical splendour of colour, cha-

racterised his drawings, and dis-
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played a vigour of inherent genius i

that promised to raise the art to the

.highest summit of excellence. In

the works of too many artists we
perceive only the labour of the

hand, hut in Girtin the band was

obviouslv directed by superior

mental power and capacity.

The premature death of thishigh-

lv gifted artist, has- left the world

of taste to deplore his loss, not only

on the score of his talents, but from

a feelin<i' of esteem for the candour

and generosity with which he com-

municated all he knew of his art,

and the earnest desire which he

evinced for its general improve-

ment. After suffering from an asth-

matic complaint for nearly three

years, Girtin was advised to try the '

climate of the Continent ; and dur-

ing his visit at Paris, he made a se-

ries of drawings of that city, which

were etched in soft ground by him-

self, on his return to England, and

aquatintedhy the Lewis's, and form

a folio work, that will remain a

monument of honour to himself

and the arts of his country. Not
experiencing any benelit from the

change of climate, he remained but

a few months in France ; and it

must be lamented, that when there

his constitution was so much weak-

ened, as to prevent his making

many studies in the open air ; and,

on his return home, his health so

rapidly declined, that he produced

but very few works; vet those, to

the very last subject, which he left

incomplete, betrayed no symptom
of decline in his genius, and prove,

that although the corporeal part

was fast sinking to the grave, the

mental part was unimpaired. Girtin

died on the 9th of Nov. 1802, at

the early age of twenty-seven, and

was interred in the burial-ground

of St. Paul's Covent-Garden.

The facility with which this art-

ist executed his coloured studies

from nature, surprised all those

who accompanied him on his tra-

vels, and who witnessed his prac-

tice. Perhaps no artist was so little

careful in the choice of his mate-

rials ; any sort of paper, however

coarse its fabric, or however ab-

sorbent its texture, was the same

to him : and such was the magic of

his pencil, that, although it was

not uncommon to have a crease

interscctino- the skv of a finished

,

landscape, in a vertical line, which

produced a sinking of the colour

that obviously marked so great a

defect
;
yet the world became so

enamoured of his beautiful- co-

louring, and stupendous effect of

light and shadow, that this care-
ts j

lessness of the artist formed no im-

pediment to the sale of his works.

For some few years previous lo

the decease of Girtin, a little so-

ciety was established, of which he

w as a member, if not the- proj ector,

who met alternately at each other'-.

apartment one evening in the week

during the winter, for the laudable

and friendly purpose of mutual im
' provement. A slight code of laws

was formed for the regulation of

the societv : one invariable and

j

excellent rule was, that a land-

!
scape should be chosen from the

descriptive part of some poem,

'; and that each member. should pro-

j;
duee a drawing from it. The pas-

sage to be described, was written

upon as many slips of paper as there

were members, so thai each might

have no excusefor.adeparture from

the subject. The ancient and mo-

dem poets furnished abundant ma-
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tcriais for the exercise of their ta-

lents ; and many beautiful sketches,

in sepia, orsome other powerful co-

lour, were produced on these even-

ings. The drawings became the

property of the member at whose

apartment they were made, in re-

gular rotation, by which means

each became, in the course of a

season, possessed ofa valuable port-

folio. It should be observed, that

their society did not confine its

members to professors of the art;

amateurs of taste were incorpo-

rated, and visitors were admitted,

upon condition of making a draw-

ing for the evening conformably

to the existing regulation. The
members of this society were, Gir-

tin, Samuel, Francia, Worthington,

Underwood, Sir R.K.Porter, Munn,

Hayward, Denham, and others,

whose works have since contributed

to advance this art. to its present

unrivalled state of perfection.

(To be continued.)

ON COMMERCE.
No. XXVII.

Upon both species of the com-
'

merce mentioned in our last as hav-

ing been carried on by the inhabit-

ants of the Island of Bourbon, the

French East India Company levied

a tax of 2| per cent. Trade being

thus cramped and confined, it is

evident, that the inhabitants of this

island must hitherto have depend-

ed upon the culture of their lands

for their chief support: this, to-

gether with the breeding of cattle

and other live stock, which they

disposed of to such ships as occa-

sionally touched there, constituted

the whole of their support. It is,

however, but reasonable to sup-

pose, that having changed their

masters, their condition with re-

spect to commerce will be much
ameliorated, and that they will be

enabled to extend it, not only to

the East, but also to Europe, and

many other parts of the habitable

globe.

We shall now proceed to the

Mauritius, or Isle de France, situ-

ated 400 miles to the eastward of

Madagascar, and about 60 miles

from Bourbon. It is about 45 mile :>

in circumference ; was first disco-

vered, in 1505, by the Portuguese,

under Peter Mascaregnas, who were

succeeded by the Dutch. The for-

mer never made any settlement;

but the latter landed here, in Sept.

1598, under Admiral Cornelius Van
Neck, who named it Mauritius,

in honour of Maurice, Prince of

Orange: but it was not until 1641

that they made any settlement ; and

they continued possessed of it till

1712, when they finally evacuated

it. At this time the population of

the Island of Bourbon had become

too great for its extent, and by this

evacuation of Mauritius by the

Dutch, an opportunity was offered

to them of forming a settlement

here, which they gladly embraced,

and a number of them landing,

took possession of it, and again

altered its name to that of LTsle

de France. It was not, however,

taken formal possession of in the

king's name till 1721, by the Che-

valier Fougeray.

Hurricanes occur in this island
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:as well as at Bourbon, and at the
i

plenty, and has at different times
same season, although not always

at L.ie same lime; neither are they

quite so destructive, as the ports

afford better shelter for the ship-

ping-. These ports are two in num-
ber ; the largest called Bourbon,
or the Grand Port; the smaller

Port Louis; and their situation,

the one to windward and the other

to leeward, affords the greatest

facility in going from, or return-

ing to, this island. These ports

proved of the utmost utility even
to the white inhabitants (otherwise

it is used only to feed the slaves),

when all their crops above-ground
have "been destroyed either by lo-

custs or the hurricanes. The for-

mer of these pests committed hor-

rible devastations at different times,

destroying, with their accustomed
voracity, all vegetation wherever
they came; but, extraordinary as

the case may seem, they have not
not only furnish the necessary shel- ,> made their appearance during the

last forty years. The only reason

that has, or indeed can be given,

for the extirpation of this plague,
is, that a species of martin, a bird

providentially, it may with truth

be said, and perhaps accidentally
2

imported hither from India, and
which has multiplied to an al-

most incredible degree, has de-

stroyed the locusts. Thus much is

certain, that these birds fed upon
them with the greatest avidity at

all times, but more especially when

ter to the shipping, but also every

accommodation for careening, re-

fitting, and equipping.

The shores of the Isle of France,

like those of Bourbon, afford am-
bergris, coral, and shells. Jnter-

nally, it produces maize in great

abundance and perfection ; wheat

also flourishes here, but its flour

"(probably from its being carelessly

manufactured) is not so white as

that of Europe, though it is pre-

ferable to it for making bread for

long voyages. It also produces
!

j

j List bursting into life, and before

barley, oats, rice, and millet. The i they acquired wings,

wanioc root is grown here in great \\ INIercator & Co.

Plate 12.—FASHIONABLE FURNITURE.
A perfectly new and very use-

||

poses. The top is of marble, and

lul piece of furniture is contained
[
the frame is decorated with or-molu

in the plate of the present month : !
and ebony.

it is a dwarf table, suitable to

the library, sitting-room, or bou-

doir. Its application is to hold

books, or the articles of study and

amusement, in aid of the secretary

or work-table, and is placed gii the

right of the person so engaged. At

other times, it affords an elegant

support for vases of flowers, and

other useful or ornamental pur-

No. L. Vol IX.

The remaining portion of the

plate represents a design for a ca-

binet. It may be formed of maho-
gany, satin-wood, or rose-wood, in-

laid with brass and ebony : the em-
bossed ornaments are in or-molu.

The interior may be fitted up

with shelves, drawers, or in com-

partments, suitable to the medalist

and the antiquary.

O
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INTELLIGENCE, LITERARY, SCIENTIFIC, &c.

In the press, and shortly will be i In the autumn of last year, Dr.

published, a romance, in four vo- Thos. Thomson travelled through

lumes, entitled Ansehno, or the Day
\
Sweden, principally with a view to

geological and other scientific re-

searches. He is about to lay before

the public an account of his tour
;

and in the present peculiar situa-

tion of this country with Sweden,

his political observations cannot

fail to excite general interest.

Mr. Alexander Bower will pub-

lish, early in March, a History of

the Life of Martin Luther, with an

I

account of the Reformation in

I

Germany.

G. J. Parkyns, Esq. has in the

press, Monastic Remains, in two

octavo volumes, Musi rated by nu-

merous engravings.

Mr. Britton will shortly publish

the third volume of the Beauties

of Wiltshire.

The Rev. J. Hewlett has in the

press, in a duodecimo volume, a

concise History of the Jews; de-

signed for young persons.

Archdeacon Coxe will speedily

publish, in three quarto volumes,

of Trial, by Miss M. Hill, author-

ess of the Forest of Comalva.

It gives us pleasure to observe,

that the public approbation of The

Healthful Cookery- Book, written by

a Ladi/, confirms the just commen-

dations which we bestowed on it

upon its first appearance, and has

been unequivocally expressed in

the demand for a second edition,

which is just published by Messrs.

Crosby and Co.

The same publishers have like-

wire rendered an acceptable ser-

vice to the rising generation, in

presenting it with what promises to

become a popular introduction to

the study of natural history, under

the title of A Description of more

than Three Hundred Animals, in-

cluding Quadrupeds, Birds, Fishes,

Serpents, and Insects, forming a

Compendium of Natural History,

confirmed by actual and personal

observations; with original remarks,

and interesting quotations from an- \\ Memoirs of the Kings of Spain of
rient and modern authors : to which

||
the House of Bourbon, from 1700

is subjoined a newand curious Ap-
pendix on Allegorical and Fabu- lative to the government and state

to 1788; with an introduction re-

lous Animals. On an inspection

of the contents of this volume, it

will be found, that it fully justifies

the pretensions here advanced. It

possesses the farther recOmmenda-
tion of being handsomely printed,

in octavo, and embellished with

wood-cuts, executed with such taste

and elegance, as to render the work
altogether a worthy companion to

the productions of the celebrated

Bewick,

of Spain; drawn from original do-i

cuments'and secret papers, many
of which have never before been

published.

Dr. Bradley has a small volume

nearly ready for publication, on

Worms and other Animals that infest

the Human Body; with the most

speedy, safe, and pleasant means

of cure.

In the press, and will be publish-

ed in the course of the presertf
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season, A Critical and Satirical

Exposition of the Errors and Pre-

judices of Mankind, as they have

prevailed from time immemorial,

and are still cherished by certain

classes of society in the present

enlightened age ; illustrated by

numerous anecdotes, calculated to

display the folly, credulity, and

superstition of ancient writers, and

of those persons who have impro-

perly obtained the appellation of

philosophers. 'The translation will

be accompanied by elucidatory and

general notes on the errors and

prejudices of the English, which

have escaped the notice of the

French author.

The Culloden Papers, with a Life

of the Lord President Forbes, will

shortly be published.

The Rev. Robert YValpole is

preparing for publication, Memoirs

on European and Asiatic Turkey,

from the manuscript journals of

modern travellers in those coun-

tries; in a quarto volume, illus-

trated by engravings.

Mr. F. Accum has nenrlv ready

for publication, Elements of Chris-

tallography, after the method of

Hauy, with or without a series of

geometrical models, both solid and

dissected ; and with plates and

wood-cuts.

Mr. Custance, author of a View
of the Constitution of England,

will publish early in February, A
Popular Surxei/ of the Reformation,

and Fundamental Doctrines of the

Church of England, in an octavo

volume.

Mr. William Bullock is arrang-

ing the materials of a splendid work

relative to the most recent Disco-

veries in Natural History, with en-

gravings coloured from original

drawing;*;

The Rev. H. B. Baber, of the

British Museum, has issued pro-

posals for publishing, by subscrip-

tion, the Pentateuch in Greek, from

the text of the Alexandrian ma-

nuscript. The work will be printed

in imperial folio, in the same fac-

simile manner as the Psalter and

New Testament have already ap-

peared, and be published in three

parts.

The Queen's Jl ake, a legendary

poem, by James Hogg, the Ette-

rick shepherd, will shortly be pub-

lished in an octavo volume.

Mrs. H. Moore has a work in the

press, entitled Christian Morals.

Mr. Capper is printing a new
edition of his 'Topographical Dic-

tionary; in which will be included

the population returns of 1811.

A History of Windsor and its

Environs, is printing in an imperial

quarto volume, and will be accom-

panied with many elegant engrav-

ings.

The Rev. Mr. Eustace's Classical

'Tour, in two volumes, will appc:u

next month. The work is the re-

sult of much research and obser-

vation, exhibiting a comprehen-

sive view of modern Italy, with its

varied beauties of natural scenery,

and its numerous works of art ; and
in which, also, some new light will

be thrown upon the language, lite-

rature, politics,, and character of

the Italians.

The lovers of Grecian sculpture

must be pleased to hear, that this

country will receive a great and

important accession to its stores,

in a frize of alto relievo, 100 feet

long, found by Messrs. Legh, Cock-

erell, Foster, Baron Halier, and

Mons. Linkt, at the temple of Apol-

lo Epicynthius, Phigalia, evidently
0*2
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one of the works of Phidias. From
the unconnected state in which the

different parts were found, the gen-

tlemen who have examined it have

not vet been able to unite it suffi-

ciently well to form an idea of the

subject -

r but, from every opinion

formed at present, it appears to

contain the two subjects, of the

quarrel which arose at the marri-

age of Pirithous with Ilippodamia,

and the battle between the Ama-
zons and Athenians. Of the for-

mer there can be no doubt, since

many of the events which there

occurred are too remarkable to be

mistaken, particularly where the

Centaur, Eurythion, endeavours to

cany away Hippodamia, and is

prevented by Theseus ; also the

two Centaurs, who are seen forcibly

carrying away the virgin, and the

youth her lover. The latter sub-

ject is more difficult of divination
;

and the suggestion of its being the

above-mentioned, arises only from

the persons of Antiope and The-

seus being very conspicuous in the

group. The whole formed the frize

of the interior of the Cella, which

was of the Ionic order, and the re-

lievo is even higher than that of

the temple of Theseus. The opi-

nion of its being the work of Phi-

dias, independently of the style of

sculpture, is also strengthened by

the circumstance of the temple be-

ing built by Ictinus, who generally

gave the preference to the above

sculptor.

MrSICAL REVIEW.

AI-OLOBHAP-, kc. or Co-ssack

Lovf. Som;, on original Russian

National Air, translated into Eng-

lish Perse, with an Accompani-

ment for the Piano-i'orte or Harp.

Price 2s. 6d. Published at Iv.

Ackermann's, 101, Strand, where

the Original may be seen.

Such of our readers as have

paid any attention to' our notices

of the few musical publications

with which the proprietor of the

Repository occasionally has pre-

sented the public, will do us the

justice to acknowledge, that no

undue motives have ever guided

or influenced our observations

thereon. On the contrary, senti-

ments of delicacy have more tlian

once restrained us from bestowing

the full measure of deserved com-

mendation ; while, on the othei

band, we have had too much regard

for the credit of our critical func-

tions,- not to point out fairly any

faults which happened to fall under

ourobservation ; an assertion which,-

to mention but one instance, we
can vouch by our analysis of Mr.

Ackerman n's Ti/roleseMa»ch,whv?h,

notwithstanding the few gramma-

tical flaws of arrangement censur-

ed by us at the time, has had so

successful a sale as to require a

second edition.

Having premised thus much, we

feel ourselves more at ease to give

our opinion on the publication

before us. In the present age of

book-making and music-making,

it is no small recommendation for

a work to be accompanied with a

testimonial of its authenticity; and

such a testimonial we can the more

readily grant to this publication,

since we not only have seen the

Russian original (both music and

words) from which it is taken, but

also know the channel through

which the publisher has procured

it. The air itself possesses that

easy melodious originality which
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we have at all times found in fo-

reign national songs, and which,

like Columbus's egg, after having

once heard it, we wonder why we
could not have produced one equal-

ly natural and pleasing. It folly

confirms the very favourable state-

ment of several travellers, in re-

gard to the musical ear and dispo-

sition of the Russians, and has

every characteristic mark of a po-

pular national song: it is short,

pleasing, free from all intricacy,

and well rounded in its phrases.

Any body will readily seize the

lively artless melody ; and the ac-

companiment is so contrived, that

a six-months player will find no

difficulty in executing it. As to

the text (a free translation of the

Russian words), it is, as the title

imports, of an amatory descrip-

tion ; and shews, that the rude

breast of a Cossack warrior is as

susceptible of the softer passion of

love, as his arm and aspect have

proved terrible to his enemies. In

every verse his flame towards the

fair Tettiana, whom he courts, is

eloquently depicted ; and the bur-

den of everj- verse contains the

Russian damsel's chilling rejection

in rather uncourteous language :

" Go ! get thee, get thee gone ! cease, O
eease your am'rous play '—

" Go, get thee, get thee gone! not one word

have 1 to say."

But in the last stanza, when the

bearded and hardy warrior takes

the fore^oin^ advice, and is on

the point of seriously departing,

Miss Tettiana, on consideration,

thinks proper to change her note:

" Go, go ... . nay, prithee stay ! Hark ! one

word have I to say

!

" Bring me but Hymen's ring, and we'll hail

the nuptial day
:"

a stipulation so prudent, that we

are sure our fair readers cannot

but approve of Miss Tettiana'*

discretion. No love without mar-

riage

—

c'at tout comme cJtcz nous

!

We had almost forgotten to men-
tion a valuable embellishment of

this publication. The title-page

exhibits a masterly engraving ol

the Cossack Adonis on his horse,

with his formidable lance, &c. We
suppose it was meant to represent

him in progress towards Miss Tet-

tiana's habitation; bet, %o judge
from his terrible countenance, on*

would rather think his piercing eye

was following some of the u lads of

Paris,"
t
and that he was devoting

them, in thought, to his patriotic

vengeance.
" If the treasured Gold" a Glee

for three I oices, composed by J.

Mazzinjjln. Pr. 2s. bd.

This convivial glee consists of

two movements in D major, the

first in -£, and the last, a spirited

finale, in f.time. It requires but a

cursory inspection to perceive the

skill with which the author has

wrought the three parts into each

other : in more tluin one instance,

the three voices fall in successively

with the same subject, so carefully

contrived as to produce the hap-

piest effect. Of this kind are the

passages in the 2d and 3d lines,

—

4th and 5th,

—

p. 5, //. 3 and 4, &c.

;

and in the 2d line, p. 6, at, " Why
should we vainly sigh," the melody,

by a clever arrangement, falls into

a pause in the chord of B with

great effect. The finale, p. 7 et

seq. claims equally our unqualified

approbation ; its bon-vivant liveli-

ness, its excellent canonic and al-

ternate passages, and brilliant con-

clusion, cannot fail to interest the

common as well as the scientific
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ear. To the vocal amateurs, there-

fore, we can recommend this pub-

lication as a means of affording

them a rich musical treat.

" Doubt not, szceet Maid," a fa-

vourite Song, sung zcith distin-

guished approbation at the Theatre

Royal Lyceum ; the Words by J.

M> jE> Esq. ; the Music composed,

and inscribed to Miss Mary JVestby,

of York-street, by Sir J. Steven-

son, Mus. Doc. Pr. Is. 6d.

The melody of this air is soft

and expressive, especially in the

commencement, which, however

good in itself, is really too often

repeated throughout p. 2, espe-

cially as that is done without va-

riation. The D, in the last demi-

semiquaver of the voice (p. 3, b. 5),

is incompatible with the succeeding

accompaniment; andthebeginning

of the 4th page exhibits a very ex-

traordinary modulation : we allude

to the descent of the bass towards

D, which appears to us a bold stride,

greatly exceeding our conception

of harmonic licence.

Poor sense/ess Emma, a Ballad, zcrit-

ten by D. A. O'Meara, Esq. the

Music by Sir John Stevenson,

Mus. Doc. Pr. — (?)

In this short ballad we observe,

among some traits which partake

of Sir John's usual elegance, others,

that operate in qualification of our

praise. The F sharp in the bass

(p. 2, b. 2,) intended probably to

render the accompan iment more se-

lect, is out of its place, inasmuch

as it produces concealed fifths;

plain E would have been much bet-

ter. Equally objectionable is the

accompaniment to the descent of

the voice in the latter half of the

7th bar of the same page : in order

to fall in, duly, with the next foI-»

lowing inverted chord of A, it cer-

tainly ought not to have been ac-

companied by thirds, which again

give rise to concealed fifths. A
very different series of chords was
in this instance required: even

a range of common sixths would
have been preferable. The pause

on the first syllable of "believe'''

(b. 11,) is improper.

A Collection offavourite Airs for
the Harp, arranged, composed, and
dedicated to Mus Chambers, by
John Michael Weippert. Price

3s. 6d.

Mr. W.'s well known skill on the

elegant instrument for which this

publication is intended, is of itself

a strong recommendation in its fa-

vour. Indeed, on perusing its con-

tents, we have found it a very en-

tertaining miscellany of a variety

of short pieces, such as some beau-

tiful airs from the Magic-Flute,

andantes, with and without varia-

tions, two or three neat walzes, a

good Spanish bolero, a rondo, se-

veral pi'eludes, &c. That Mozart's

pieces are the best of the collection,

is casting no slur or the rest. On
the contrary, Mr. Weippert's va-

riations to the air, "The first time

at the looking-glass" (especially the

third, which possesses much origi-

nality), are praiseworthy ; the ron-

do too is pretty, and displays con-

siderable skilful contrivance. With
the preludes we are upon the whole

equally satisfied, although we must
except the first line of the first

prelude from our general approba-

tion. A few typographical errors

are observable, which, as they are

easily found out and corrected, we

shall not individually notice.
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The Russian Camp, a nezc Medley

Rondo, adapted for young Begin-

ners on the Piano-Forte, by T.

Smith. Pr. Is. 6d.

This trifle is, what it professes

to be, a patchwork of scraps from

live or six different movements,

beginning with a bit of the over-

ture to La Cosa rara, and loyally

ending with God save the king.

Upon the whole, it may be recom-

mended to beginners, on the score

of its ease, variety, and pleasing

nature. The harmonic arrange-

ment, however, even allowing for

a laudable aim at simplicity, is not

always what it ought to be : in the

3d line, p. 1, for instance, where

the right hand proceeds to a full

cadence upon the contemplated

bass of (f, g G, C) the author's

left hand erroneously continues the

repetition of his pastoral (C g c)

—harpeggios to the very end.

The nezc Overture totherevived Opera

called the Lord of the Manor,
as performed at the Theatre Royal

Covent-Garden, composed and ar-

ranged for the Piano- Forte by

Henry R. Bishop. Pr. 2s.

Four short movements. The in-

troductory pastorale in G major sets

out with a very sweet melodious

subject: the accompaniment, how-

ever, of the 5th bar, and of sub-

sequent corresponding ones, we
could have wished otherwise ; since

it produces the effect of successive

fifths. The latter part of the pas-

torale is highly impressive ; indeed

the whole movement is a creditable

specimen of Mr. B.'s taste. The
same praise is due to the succeeding

allegro in G minor ; its hardy mo-
tivo, and the science displayed in

the course of its progress, render

this an interesting performance.

The descending passage, f. 5, bars

4 and 5, might have been more

smoothly contrived. Wearemuch
pleased with the final chord of the

seventh, as the means of a neat

transition to the succeeding violin

solo, which is graceful and expres-

sive in a high degree. The rondo

is sprightly, without any particular

feature of originalit}-.

" Ah! can I e'er forget thee, Love"

Cavatina, sung by Mr. Sinclair iu

Ditto, by Ditto.' Pr. Is. 6d.

This is avery beautiful air. Among
its several excellencies we will only

mention the charming passage ex-

pressive of the burden of the song

—"Ah! can I e'erforget thee,"—the

fine part in the dominant from

"When thy charms," &c. and the

short pathetic minor, p. 3.

The Dashing White Sergeant, sung

by Miss Bolton in Ditto, by Do.

Pr. 2s.

A most lively military song, full

of martial energy, well connected

in melody and effectively accompa-

nied. We observed much eclat in

the passage, " No, no, no, not I "

and the burden, " March azvay," is

of determined brilliancy.

" Hark, hark, the merry Peal" a

Duetto, sung by Miss Bolton and

Mrs. Liston in Ditto, by Ditto.

Pr. 2s.

This is an agreeable, simple duet,

appropriately supported by the in-

troduction of a set of bells. The
melody, which partakes of the

" bell" -style, is spirited and gay;

some respectable responsive pas-

sages are interspersed ; and the

beginning of the conclusion, at

" While all the burden of my song"

&c. has a good effect: although in

that place, as well as in one or two

other instances, we think the second
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voice too plainly and monotonously

set. There were several opportuni-

ties for counter-movement, which,

if taken advantage of, would have

much improved the complexion of

this smart composition.

An Anthem for Chrhtmas-Day, most

respectfully inscribed to Dr. John

Clarke of Cambridge, and com-

posed by George Guest, Organist

of Wisbech, formerly of his Ma-
jesty's Chapels Royal. Pr. 3s.

Although we met in this publi-

cation with nothing which could

excite superior interest on the

score of pathos or originality, we
must do the author the justice to

say, that his anthem is set with

propriety, and betrays considerable

familiarity with the requisites of

sacred composition, independently

of its grammatical correctness.

Mr. G., like most of the writers of

sacred music in this country, up to

xlie present day, appears to tread

closely in the footsteps of Handel.

This universal adherence to one

common standard-model, is proba-

bly the cause of the great sameness

that prevails in most of our church I

compositions that have appeared '

since ; many of which exhibit the !

same plainness and obsoleteness of

turns as if they belonged to a pe-
j

riod of sixty or seventy years ago.
[

Why not study, too, the scores of
J

Mozart, Joseph and Michel Haydn,
;

Graun, Pergolesi, Hasse, and other !

foreign authors, whose works have
j

immortalized their names on the
I

Continent ? To do so, Mr.Latrobe'*
j

collection of foreign sacred mu-
j

sic may be recommended as a
j

valuable resource for such as have
j

not the means of procuring the

complete scores of the classic mas-

ters above-mentioned.

Emma's Rose, the Music composed

by T. D. Thomas. Pr. Is.

This little production (in A maj.)

impresses us with a favourable

opinion of the author's taste; it is

plain, yet neat, and the second

pait, setting out with four sharps,

gives a heightened effect to the

melody. The accompaniment is

not at ail times the most apt; the

common chord, for instance, is in

two or three places adopted in lieu

of its inversions, such as p. 3, bb.

5 and 13 ; and the last E in the

bass of bar 3, /. 3, p. 2, had better

been D.

Mugnie's Grand Overture, compos-

ed for a full Orchestra, arranged,

for the Piano-Forte, and inscribed

to Miss Sarah liilson, by the Au-
thor. Pr. 2s.

The effect this overture (an alle-

gro in C) must produce, with a full

band, we are enabled to anticipate,

by the very excellent arrangement

it has undergone for the piano T

forte ; for the present extract, al-

though by no means crowded, con-

tains, we will venture to say, a

faithful condensation of every thing

essential in the full score. In the

two first pages Mr. M. dwells a

proper time on his vigorous mo-
tivo, in both the tonic and do-

minant, with occasional intermix-

ture of neat obi igato passages for

the flutes or clarionets (we sup-

pose). P. 4 deserves the careful

examination of the student : in the

very outset, the author, by a bold,

but strictly correct transition,

launches from one sharp to four

flats; and from thence, after another

short solo in the latter key, further

proceeds, by a similar chain of ori-

ginal modulation, half a tone high-

er, to arrive in the key of A natu-
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ral, p. o, in which the same solo

passage is repeated. The two last

pages (5 and 0) are equally worthy

of the connoisseur's investigation;

some interesting solos for the wind

instruments are powerfully reliev-

ed by a range of scientific chords,

and after a striking horn passage

or two, a rapid succession of a set

of wild chords carries the overture

to an imposing and brilliant con-

clusion.

Hondofor the Piano-Forte, " Pray
Goodi/,

please to moderate,''' sung

by Mr. Sinclair at the Theatre

Roi/al Covent-G arden, composed

by W. H. Cutler, Mus, Bac.

Oxon. Pr. 2s.

An introductory largo, and a
I

moderate, exhibiting the popular

revived air above named, both in

F. In the former we observe a

steady, regular progress in melody,

and some effective crossed -hand
passages. The moderato has been

put together with care and judg-

ment; some creditable modulations

are introduced in the 3d and 5th

pages; the part in D minor, as

well a> the subsequent digression

in D major, and the return to the

original key, have our approbation.

In the harmonic arrangement, at-

tention has been paid to the con-

venience of both hands, so as to

render this rondo acceptable to

players. of limited capability. In

short, the whole of this publication

bespeaks great improvement in

style and in compositorial contriv-

ance.

National Melodies, consisting of

the most admiredAirs of England,

Iniand, Scotland, and II ales, ar-

ranged as Rondos, or with I aria-

tions (or the Piano-Forte, and an

V< /..' Vol IX

introductory TSlovement to each,

composed by the most eminent

Authors. No. XII. Pr. *2s. (>d.

Do, Do. Do. No. XIII. Pr.-2s. (id.

The twelfth Number of Messrs.

Chapped and Co.'s above-named
publication is founded on the

Scotch air, "Down the bum, Davie,'''

converted into a larghetto with va-

riations, and preceded by an intro-

duction, both from the pen of Mr.
Graeff. Considering the difficulty

of devising suitable and pleasing

variations from a theme which does

not modify itself into uiany protean

shapes, we must give Mr. G. great

credit for his labour, and for the

fidelity with which he has adhered

to his subject. But our especial

praise is called for, by the two ex-

tremities of the present publica-

tion. The introduction, an adagio,

is scientific, especially the 3d line;

and the end of the larghetto bears

distinguishingmarks of excellence.

The thirteenth Number is by Mr.
J. B. Cramer, who has chosen the

popular English air of Duke Do-
muiu for his subject. The name of

the author is a promise of excel-

lence, and accordingly we find all

the characteristic features of Mr.

Cramer's style in this production:

—

tasteful expression, and a rich flu-

ency of harmonic arrangement.

Witness the pleasing introduction,

with its line running bass passages

and fanciful cadence. The air itself

is admirably harmonized, and the

varied shape in which it presents

itself, in the "Dolce espressivo,"''

(p. 5,) excite real pleasure by its

elegant smoothness. In that page,

however, we meet with one bar (/.

•3, b. 3,) which has less pvetcn-
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sions to our critical patronage. The u part, where some well-placed dis-

minor {p. 6,) and the transition to y cords heighten the effect of the

3 flats, bear the author's masterly I minor strain. The several variu-

stamp ; and the subsequent dednc- turns which succeed, are alternate lv

tions, especially in the last page in C major and minor, an idea with

(which leads to a chaste termination the novelty of which we are well

in the original subject), merit our pleased. Executed by a skilful

unqualified approbation.
||
hand, they will be found attractive

The favourite Spanish Air by Stei-\ in a high degree. In the second

hell, with an Introduction, ar- variation we have to notice the

ranged as a Duet for ttco Per- elegant fluency of the quick pas-

formers on the Piano-Forte, by sages ; the third strikes .the ear

J.B.Cramer. Pr.SJs.6d. by its harmonious richness; Kb.
The Spanish air (in E b) is ush-

;
1 is replete with pathetic expres-

ered in by a short allegro maestoso, { sion and scientific modulation
;

full of harmonious vigour, and well! and No. 5 boasts a well devised

supported by an excellent second bass.

part. The air itself, which many
of our readers are probably ac-

quainted with, recommends itself

by the originality of its tremulant

construction in the treble, accom-

A favourite Rondo for the Piano-

forte, composed by L'Abbe Ge-
linek. Pr. 2s.

Favourite, by all means ! To
us, at least, this appears as neat.

j <anied by a bass, imitating the elegant, and skilful a composition

theme in more sober progress. Mr. Has any of the kind we know of.

C.'s share of the labour is worthy

of the celebrated rival from whom
he has borrowed the subject : the

neatness of style, fertility in devis-

ing variety, and the adequacy, vet

simplicity, of harmony, observable

in all that proceeds from Mr. C.'s

pen, are merits which likewise at-

The theme itself is highly delicate

and interesting, pretty in the ex-

treme, and the deductions from it.

are in the be^t modern style. The
various preparations for recurring

to the theme are particularly neat

;

and of the several good modula-

tions we have met with, we will

tend this performance. Thesecond
jj
only notice p. 2 at bottom. In the

part is highly effective, and, toge-

ther with the first, presents no dif-

ficulties which ought to deter a

3d page we remark a beautiful

o'li/cc, and lower down a capital set

of running passages, in counter-

moderate player from attempting movement, for both hands. These,

the execution of either. as well as some other fanciful flights.

A favourite Andante, with J aria- will require an actne performer

tions for the Piano-Forte, com-
\
The conclusion, too, p. 5, is bril

posed by L'Abbe Gelinek. Pr. 2s. liantly wound up.

We were much gratified with " To, To, Carabo;" or, "1/ ttoit

this production of the reverend

author. The theme of the varia- \

tions is an andante in C minor, of

peculiar softness and plaintive ex-
|

pression, especially in the second i

anpet it Homme," the mostfavour-

ite Ballad in Cendrillon, arranged

as a Rondo for the Piano-Forte,

with Imitations, by I. L. Dussek.

Pr. 2s. 6d.





•
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. The i*ecent death of the ab'o.ve-

named celebrated composer, caii-

not 1 ut fender everj new publica-

tion bearing bis name, doubly in-

teresting; especially when, like

this, il o Pers such incontrovertible

proofs of genuineness. The rondo

before ns, containing nine very

close pages, is reared upon a most

original subject, emiiu i)t;\ Bitted

for the scientific superstructure

given to it. Y\ bat a consummate,

inimitable bass throughout ! what

tine fugued evolutions, profound

il modulations, such as in pp. 1, 7,

: and indeed every where! What

II
a luxuriance of lull Harmony, by

means of three and four distinct

parts assigned to the two haiels !

and what a beautiful termination,

p. 9 ! But all these excellencies,

we ought to add, require first-rate

executive excellence; no mediocre

player need to give himself the

vain trouble of attempting the per-

formance, except by way of study

and gradual practice.

Plate 0.—ARCHITECTURAL HINTS.

The design for a Hall, of which

the following observations are illus-

trative, is the first of a series pur-

posed to be given in a few succes-
j

sive numbers of this publication.

They are intended to display the

decorations of some of the princi-

pal apartments of a mansion in the

Gothic style. It is presumed, that

they may be acceptable to the en-

couragers of the Repository of Arts,

as affording' hints for works on an

enlarged or a contracted scale; and

not more on account of the gene-

ral designs, than as tlifey apply to

the arrangement of the parts, and

to the suitableness of the furniture.

These designs are submitted to

the public with a hope, that they

may in some degree further the pro-

gress of art ; and they are presented

with a full conviction, that this ob-

ject is facilitated by all who demon-
strate its principles and unveil its

obscurities, since every art is most

valued as it is best understood. As
sculpture and painting are the hand-
maids of architecture, so are they

immediately affected by all its di-

versities of state. In the decline

oradvancement ofa country, archi-

tecture is the first to feel their in-

fluence, which is quickly imparted

to its dependant branches. Indeed,

the scions of art are so tenderly con-

stituted, that they flourish only in

the summer of a country's success,

and are shrinking!}' sensitive of the

first blast that bespeaks the autumn

of its glory.

The artist, in all ages, has, in his

search after variety, rather prefer-

red to adopt as models the works of

former times, than dared to foster

the offspring of his own imagina-

tion, although perhaps equally suit-,

ed to the object, and no less con-

sistent with the principles, of art

and nature: thus, in our own time,

the French style gave way to the.

Roman, that to the Greek; and as

if the earlier ages must of neces--

sity afford purer sources for re-

search, the Persic and" the 1'Vvp-

tian have been brought forward,'

and have failed to supersede those

chaste models of harmony and truth

that we yet contemplate with ad-

miration, and imitate with respect.

The style of architecture called

P 2
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the Gothic, has fair claim to be con-

sidered as legitimate art, although

so long rejected as an adventitious

mixture of beauty and deformity.

Probably the very term by which it

has been known, has done much to

injure its reputation, as wemay have

"associated with it ideas of i<mo-

ranee and barbarism. It is now al-

most rescued from these calumnies

by the means that have been afford-

ed for the cultivation of its beauties

in the vast growth of foreign inter-

course, riches, and leisure, which
are the ostensible patrons of genius

and taste. The greatness of outline,

the delicacy of parts, the graceful-

ness of curvature, inexhaustible va-

riety, and the contrasts of lightand

shade, in Gothic architecture, af-

ford ample means for those beauti-

ful combinations, which captivate

and delight, and which will ever

command a large portion of our

highest estimation, by the fulness

of its powers to interest and to con-

troul the feelings of the human
mind.

.Modern improvement in the ex-

ecutive department, has greatly di-

minished the expence of structures

in this style of art : the plastic ap-

paratus has done much to supersede

the chisel ; and the advancement

of geology and chemistry has, been

attended by results in the composi-

tion of cements and artificial stones,

that have formed an acra in the his-

tory of our architecture unexam-
pled in other times. Advantage

has been taken, in forming these

designs, of the simple means thus

afforded, and by which the burthen

of expence would be avoided.

These and other considerations,

however, need not be dwelt upon,

as the good sense of every person

who builds, will intimate the pro-

priety of consulting the ability,

judgment, and taste, that distin-

guish the architects of the present

day.

Speculations on the origin and

progress of this style of art, do not

necessarily form a part of these

observations; it may not, however,

be improper, to introduce a short

sketch of its history.

After the Eastern and Western
Empires had been overrun by the

Goths and by the Saxons, Theo-
doric, King of the Ostrogoths, re-

stored the city of Rome, and about

the year 500, raised a considerable

Jl

contribution for the purpose of

completing this great object.

Of these buildings, however,

which the Italians distinguished by

the general term Tedeschi, or Ger-

man, there exist no specimens cor-

respondent in character with what

is now called Gothic.

The Saxons, we may reasonably

conclude, became impressed with

the beauties of Grecian symmetry

and contour, and endeavoured to

ingraft some of those excellencies

Upon their own former style, rather

than abandon it altogether : to this

source, then, indicative as it must

appear of intellectual darkness, and

of the prejudices of education, we
may ascribe that reversion and de-

basement of art so conspicuous in

the architecture of the subsequent

times.

Of that character of building

termed Saxon, many vestiges yet

remain; but so debased by a gra-

dual decline of art through many
ages, that at this time the vestiges

of Grecian excellence scarcely ad-

mits of recognition. The columns,

nevertheless, are round, havecap\-
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tab and bases, and the arches are to the Grecian and Roman, whose
semicircles. Out of this corrupted ' character is composed of horizon-

germ of Saxon art sprang that beau- • tal lines.

tiful and sublime imagery which . The ornamental part lias evi-

\ve call Gothic; and although it
: dently been suggested by such

may not be so amenable to rule,
;

plants as have been found in the

or so governed in its parts by laws ueighbourhodd of these buildings,

of proportion hitherto understood, since they can be traced in most
as the orders of the Greeks and instances to the local plants ; and
Romans, it has, notwithstanding, these are generally disposed as in

been cultivated in an equal degree nature, where they trail along the

by men possessing the most brilli- ground, or cling to a fostering tree

ant fancy and soundest judgment, for protection : the neighbourhood
However slow and uncertain the

j

also supplied models for their sta-

progress of this art may have been, tues.

the enlightened antiquary is en- It has been ingeniously observed,

abled to mark the ages of its ini- that the crescent tracery is of Sa-

provemeut, and frequently to de- racenic origin, having been intro-

duce the means by which it deve- duced on the return of the Cru-
lopes its perfections. ;

saders from the Ilolv Wars. It is

The origin of the pointed arch, not, however, nece-.sarv to seek it

and the ornaments which decorate i
in the eastern part of the o-lobe.

the Gothic structures, have afford- when it might have been found in

ed abundant opportunity for learn- the trefoil, the cinque foil, and the

ed enquiry, and much hypothesis thistle at home,

has been indulged upon these sub- The riches afforded by the ample
jects.

!
revemies of the church, aided by-

Intersections of two or more the studies of the enlightened

Saxon arches, as frequently seen monks, brought this art, bv an ir-

in buildings of this style, may ea- regular progress, to so high a de-

sily be supposed to have suggested gree of perfection towards the" be-

the pointed arch, on which great ginning of the sixteenth century,

improvement may have been made that it was said, in an exclamation

by observations amidst groves of of rapture,'on beholding a building

trees, which intermix their branch- of the Gothic style—" This surely

es, not unlike to the windows and was knit together by the fingers of

the vaultings of these edifices. Se- angels !"

parated from Grecian models, the jl The sun dries up the barmy dews
designers of these times appear to

|
of the heavens, at the same time

have sought principles of art in !, that it dispels the noxious vapours

nature herself, and to have taken of the earth : so did the reformation

vegetation for their example. The
principal lines, and those which

indicate strength and support, are

of our national religion despoil

and lay waste the architectural ge-

nius of the country, at the same
therefore always upright, and mark time that it spread the light of rea-

the peculiar character of Gothic son, by dispelling the clouds of su-

&rchitecture, in contradistinction
||
perdition, In revolutions so ge>
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neral and so extensive, every thing

must give way; but it cannot be

loo severely lamented, that high

talent at length joined issue with

ignorance and folly : our great

architects, Inigo Jones and Sir,

Christopher Wren, blended and

associated with, the Gothic, the Ro-
man and the Grecian orders of

architecture ; seemingly determin-

ed to avenge their debasement in

the fourth and fifth centuries, by as

completely debasing the Gothic m
their own times.

The necessary limits of this pub-

lication do not admit the insertion

of liie observations that relate to

the plate of the Gothic Hall. The
. i;er of next month will contain

them in connection with those, of

the succeeding design ; and as the

subjects relate to each other, the

descriptions will best appear to-

gether. .*.

( To be continued.}

RETROSPECT OF POLITICS.

russian war.

The French army exists no
more !—The colossal power of

Bonaparte is rapidly crumbling

into dust, and ere long, we trust

too, will be swept away from the

face of the earth. That immense

host of veteran warriors, which,

under the conduct of numerous,

able, and experienced captains,

and under the guidance of the

(supposed) first military genius of

the age, had passed the Niemen
in the latter days of June, had, by

the superiority of their numbers,

overthrown every thingbefore them,

and, with gigantic strides over an

extent of upwards of five hundred

miles, penetrated into- the heart of

the Russian empire, and fixed their

abode, for a time, in its capital ;—

-

that immense force of nearly haif

a million of men is destroyed or

taken, with the exception of a few

thousands, v. ho, in the latter days

of Dec.— only six months after-

wards!—skulked across the Niemen.
Our last monthly report, which

reached to the 20th Nov. related

the flight of Bonaparte and his

army as far as their arrival on the

Dnieper ; and, in recapitulating

their immense losses thus far, pre-

dicted, from the nature, of their

desperate situation, the ulterior de-

plorable fate which awaited them,

and which we now shall briefly

condense into the shape of histo-

rical record.

From Smolensk, Bonaparte had

intended to reconduct the remnant

of his army by the way of Minsk,

to Wilna ; when, to his astonish-

ment, he learnt, that Admiral Tchi-

chagoff, instead of being fully oc-

cupied in repelling the attacks of

Prince Schwarzenberg, in the di-

rection of the river Pripecz, had

vigorously assailed and driven to

the rear the Austro-Saxon corps,

left a detachment of his army, un-

der General Sachen, to watch the

motions of theAustrian commander,

and, with the rest of the Moldavian

army, put himself in full march
upon Minsk, and was certain to

arrive before him, not only there,,

but perhaps even at Borisspw, on

the Berezyna, the next river the

French had to pass in their retreat.
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Upon this fatal intelligence, Napo-
leon caused the whole of the rem-

nants of the different dispersed

corps within his reach, hastily to

move in concentration towards Bo-

rissow ; while he himself, with all

the forces still left him, took the

game direction from Orsha on the

20th Nov.—But Tchiehagoff was

beforehandwithliim. Hisadvanced

guard, under Count Lambert, had

already passed Minsk, crossed the

Berezyna, and arrived at Borissow

on the 21st, just in time to prevent

one of the above corps, under Dom-
browsky, who had hastened thither

from Mohilew, from taking pos-

session of the town. This corps,

in its attempt to retake Borissou,

was completely defeated, with the

loss of six cannon, two stands of co-

lours, and 3000 prisoners, and the

remainder driven in the direction

of Orsha. On the 22d and 23d of

Nov. the body of Tchichagoffs

army, likewise, reached Borissow,

and awaited the arrival of the

" Grand'''' army. Including the

above prisoners, the sick found in

the hospitals at Minsk, and 3000

men taken at Kodonow, Count

Lambert had, in eight days, gained

1 1,000 prisoners. Thus, and by

a strong tete-de-pont, the main road

from Orsha to Minsk was complete-

ly cut off for Bonaparte.

In the mean time, the remains

of Oudiuot's corps, joined to that

of Victor (which latter, next to

the French guards, was the least

broken), had moved likewise to-

wards the Berezyna, and, pretty

closely followed by Wittgenstein,

who had broken up after them, had

joiued Bonaparte in his march thi-

ther ; and the Russian main army,

under the commander in chief,

Kutusow (now created Prince of

Smolensko by his sovereign), had
crossed the Dnieper at Kopyss, in

the rear of the" (Irand" army, on

the 25th and 20th Nov. ; and it-;

advanced guard, under Generals

Miliradovitch and Platoff, imme-
diately set out in pursuit of the.

enemy. Now the plot began to

thicken ; destruction stared in the

I face of Bonaparte on all sides.

|

To pass the Berezyna, with an

J

enemy on his right flank, another

;

on his left, another on his rear,

and a fourth in his front, was ti.<

momentous question ; and, with

however severe a loss Napoleon ac-

complished this difficult object, we
must do him the justice to say, that

in this.very last of his military ma-

ll
nceuvres in the Russian campaign

: (perhaps the last of his earthly

career!) he once more displayed

;

the talents of a great captain.

Finding his attempts to force Bo-
rissow fruitless, he manoeuvred or

,\ various points on the left bank of

the river ; while, as if by enchant-

ment, two bridges were thrown
: across at Studentzy, only 13 ;.

: (7 or 8 miles) from Borissow, and

a t-'le-de-pont of 30 pieces of

j
non erected in defence of the pas-

i sage, and another on the right

, bank. Tins was done on the 26tb.

I During the 26th, 27th, and 28th,

i the French troops passed: Victor's

corps, however, forming the rear-

guard, and protecting the baggage,

was, ere it reached the bridge,

come up with on the 27th by. Witt-

genstein and Platoff, and not only

comoletelv defeated, with the loss

of 67 officers and 3000 men pri-

soners, in the first instance, but

so separated by the activity and
' skill of Platof!', that full one half
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found themselves cut 01T from the

passage, and compelled to surren-

der, to the number of 7800 privates,

221 officers, 19 colonels and lieu-

tenant-colonels, Generals Blamont,

Canins, Elert, and Bilier, and their

commander, General Partonneaux.

—On the next day (28th), Count
Wittgenstein marched to Student-

zy, and attacked such of the French

under Victor as had not3~et crossed;

while Tchiehagoff, on the other

waggons seized to have been so

great, as to cover an extent of

ground of nearly a square mile, in

the closest contact.

In short, with the sacrifice of

nearly 20,000 men, killed, wound-
ed, and prisoners, the greatest part

of his baggage, and some cannon,

Bonaparte cut his way through the

Russian armies in the passage of

the Berezyna, left all his enemies

behind him, and pursued hismarch

side, assailed those that had made
j
towards Wilna, closely pressed by

good their passage. But according the different Russian armies,

to the reports of the two Russian
|;

The twenty -ninth French
generals, carefully compared with

\

bulletin, dated Molodetchno, 3d

the French accounts, we are dis- ' Dec. the farewell record of Napo-
posed to think, that the issue of Meon's mischances, relates theevents

this twofold contest was upon the
j

just recited

—

a la bulletin, ilis true;

whole favourable to the French. ||
but with sufficient frankness to ac-

knowledge, that this arinv, whichBy sending back reinforcements to

Victor, the attacks of Wittgenstein

were successfully resisted ; and

Tchiehagoff, in accounting for the

little impression he made on his side

of the river, asserts that the French

collective force then amounted to

70,000 men in fighting condition.

This statement was probablv over-

:
entered Russia with 00,000 cavalry,

and 1200 cannon, had lost its ca-

vahy and its artillery ; and that for

the protection of the august person

of the emperor, it had been neces-

sary to club the officers' horses, in

order to form a " sacred squadron"

of a few hundred men to rallv

rated in some degree; at the same ij round his majesty. But this safe-

time, it ought to be considered,
|

guard, it seems, was not sufficient

that the draft of the army left be-
J!

to inspire the hero of the age with

hind at Slonym, under General
j
confidence in his personal safety.

Sachen, must have greatly weak-

ened Tchichagoff's force, and ren-

dered him less able to dispute the

passage of the Berezyna. Upon
the whole, however, a candid judge,

on considering the extreme dif-

ficulty and danger Bonaparte was

in at that critical moment, will al-

low, that he extricated himfelf bet-

ter than could have been supposed.

As may be imagined, the greatest

part of the enemy's train and bag-

gage was left behind; and Count

Wittgenstein states the number of ll

Yt Smorgony, about half way to-

wards Wilna, Bonaparte abandon-

ed this devoted army to its fate

(5th Dec), and having named Mu-
rat generalissimo of the still" grand

army," fled, with the rapidity of

lightning, in disguise, and under

the assumed name of Duke of Vi-

cenza, not to Warsaw, or Dres-

den, or Cassell, or Mentz, or Stras-

burg— (the tiger thinks himself safe

in his den only)—to Paris, where

he arrived on the 18th December.

His flight, as may be imagined,
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did not better the situation of his

little army. The miserable rem-

nants of the once formidable host

were now hunted down like wild

beasts by TchichagofT, Wittgen-

stein, and Platoff.—The lute arri-

val of five Gottenburg mails, which,

after a detention of many days,

reached England at the usual time

of the close of our Political Retro-

spect, prevents us from giving a

digested detail of the pursuit of

the French to Wilna. The work

of destruction was again carried

on wholesale : and as the sum total

is a clear minus of about 35,000

men more, out of perhaps 60,000

that crossed the Berczyna, leaving

an ostensible balance of 25,000 that

may have escaped from Wilna, it

scarcely matters to sum up the

daily losses, amounting to that to-

tal of rapid diminution.

A Bavarian corps, in its march
to join the grand army, was attack-

ed, 2d Dec. near Veleika, by Ad-
jutant-General Kutusow, and de-

feated with the loss of 1000 prison-

ers ; and a few days afterwards,

the remainder, consisting of 2150

men, together with the Bavarian

commander in chief, Gen. Wrede,

were also taken with little resist-

ance.

Independently of those, the num-
bers taken by the Russian generals,

between the Berezyna and Wilna,

amount to about 10,000 men, and

the cannon to about 150.

On the 9th Dec. at night, the

harassed wreck of the French ar-

my reached Wilna, the promised

quarters of refreshment and refit-

ment. Alas ! the next morning, a

Russian column appeared in sight,

and, after an ineffectual resistance,

entered the town along with the

No L Vol IX.

retreating enemy. The prisoners

made on that occasion, including

the sick in hospital, fell little short

of 15,000 men: but the most im-

portant acquisition at Wilna, was

the capture of immense magazines

of biscuit, barley, arms, ammuni-

tion, and accoutrements of all kinds,

which had been deposited there,

and which the enemy had not had

time to destroy. On the 12th the

head-quarters of the Prince of

Smolensko were established at Wil-

na, where they remained on the

14th, the latest date of the Russian

reports in our possession ; but the

advanced guards had continued

their pursuit beyond Wilna, to-

wards the Niemen. The command-
er in chief was employed in re-es-

tablishing order in the reconquered

Polish provinces, and had already

published a general act of amnesty

to the Poles. The fate of that tur-

bulent, because injured, nation,

will probably forthwith undergo a

change beneficial to themselves as

well as to Russia. The Emperor
Alexander left St. Petersburg on

the 19th Dec. in order to repair to

Wilna, and to settle by his presence

the embroiled affairs of Poland. A
reorganization of the government

is held out to the people ; and we
hope that the result of the new
measures in contemplation will be,

to give the Poles a government (if

not a sovereign) of their own, un-

der the immediate protection of

Russia.

We should have had to conclude

our monthly narrative of the Rus-

sian campaign with the 14thDecem-

ber, but for the arrival of French

papers of a late date. .
Although

these have, ever since the insertion

of the 29th bulletin, observed a

Q
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mysterious taciturnity over the sue-

cessive subsequent disasters of the

French army, a catastrophe of por-

tentous importance has broken the

gloomy silence of the French go-

vernment. In our last Retrospect

we declared, that nothing but a

signal was now wanting, to rouse

the oppressed nations of Germany,

and the Continent in general, into

an open vindication of their liber-

ties ; and we predicted, that that

signal would forthwith be given by
Prussia.—The Prussians have gi-

ven that signal !—the tocsin of

emancipation is sounding its fune-

ral knell in the distracted ears of

the tyrant

!

We have already stated, that our

Russian accounts terminated with

the 14th Dec. The chasm between

that date and the 30th we shall

have to fill up in our next Retro- ;

spect ; but, on the latter day, as the
j

French official documents them-
j

selves inform us, the defection of

!

the whole of the Prussian auxiliary
|

army from the French banners took
j

place; not by desultory insurrec-

tion, but through a well matured
plan of its commander in chief,

General D'York. It seems, that

on the rapid advance of Count
Wittgenstein towards the Niemen,
Macdonald hastily broke up from

the vicinity of Riga, to avoid being

cut off from that river. The Prus-

sian auxiliary troops formed his

rear-guard, or to speak perhaps

more correctly, constitued the sub-

stance of the whole corps. Pvlac-

donald himself, attended, among
others, -by six battalions and six

squadrons of Prussian troops, under
the Quarter-Master- Gen. Massen-
bach, seems to have forced his way
to Tilsit ; but the bulk of the Prus-

sian force, under General D'York,

was still considerably behind, and

left to shift for itself. On the 30th

Dec. General D'York concluded a

capitulation with Count Wittgen-

stein, at Poschernu, the ostensible

terms of which were, that the Prus-

sian troops under him should be

1 free from molestation ; should oc-

cupy, between Memel and Tilsit,

a neutral territory, yet open to the

march of the Russians ; that Gene-
' ral Massenbach and his troops

should be included in this stipula-

tion, if it was in their power to

j

join ; and that if the King of Prus-

: sia should not confirm this capitu-
' lation, the troops should be at li-

i| berty to depart, provided they ab-

stained for two months from com-

mitting hostilities against the Rus-

sians. No sooner did Massenbach

receive the news of this treaty, than

he set out, in the face of Macdo-

nald, and joined the army under

D'York.— If this were "all the

truth," it is clear, that the Prussian

troops might, according to the let-

ter of the capitulation, have been

ordered to rejoin the French Ge-

neralissimo (for French army there

is none left,) under guarantee of

their being kept out of the field for

J

the stipulated time. But instead

of that, the French official docu-

. ments inform us, that this unex-

j

pectcd news distressed the King of

I

Prussia in the extreme; that he or-

I dered Gen. Kleist to take the com-

i mar.d of what troops could be mus-

tered ; and that he declared Gene-

rals D'York and Massenbach trai-

tors to their country, and ordered

them to be tried.

In Paris these untoward tidings

caused the greatest pan ic. The re-

port of the minister of war, and the

speech ofthe government orators be-

fore the Conservative Senate, dwell
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u ith indignation on " an act so atro-

ciously perfidious ;" declare, that

although yesterday not a man was

required to fill up the blanks in the

French army, the defection of the

22,000 Prussians now rendered it

necessary that 350,000 men should

be placed at the disposal of the

minister at war. Accordingly, the

conservative fathers forthwith re-

echoed the proposal in a decree

dated the 11th Jan. by virtue of

which,— 1st. 100 cohorts of national

guards, raised for the service of

the interior, are to be sent to the

army ; 2d. 100,000 men are to be

levied from the conscriptions of the

last four years; and, 3dly, 100,000

more are to be raised of the con-

scription of 1814: and, in order to

replace the annihilated cavalry, the

municipality of the good city of

Paris, that revolutionary caput mor-

tuum, has decreed to furnish their

beloved sovereign with—500 " lads

of Paris," and 500 nags to sit upon,

fully mounted and equipped.

—

Par/cz moi de cela!—This is doing

things en gros—UPON PAPER: but

it remains to be seen, 1st, whether

the jiat of the humiliated despot

has still the power of commanding-

such an enormous levy ; 2dly, whe-

ther, supposing the men found, his

treasury is in a state to equip and

pay them ; and, 3dly, whether, sup-

posing both possible, they will make
a better stand against the victorious

Russian warriors and great gene-

rals, than the 450,000, and more,

veterans disposed of, one way or

another, in this campaign. The
following is an official return of the

French casualties up to the 30th

Nov. only, published at St. Peters-

burg:

—

CAPTURED.

720 Pieces of cannon.

49 Standards of colours.

1200 Baggage-waggons.

2000 Carriages of different kinds

PRISONERS.

Privates 05,000

Officers 1,385

Generals 20

96405

KILLED.

Privates 150,783

Officers 1,806

Generals 40

152,620

Total 249,034

When it is considered that the

above total includes not the wound-

ed, which the French may have

saved from falling into the hands of

the Russians, nor the immense loss-

es from the Berezyna to Wilnaand
theNiemen ; of course not the apos-

tate army of General D'York, and

probably not those that have died

of hunger, fatigue, or sickness, our

estimate will not be overrated. Ac-

cording to Admiral Tchiehagoft's

report, the number of dead French-

men, met with on the road, frequent-

ly obstructed the progress of the

Russian army, and the places where

they halted in the day-time (for

they marched at night), were inva-

riably to be traced by the multitude

of corpses left behind on every one

of these stations ; and more than

once did the Russians ascertain the

fact, of these corpses having been

fed upon, by the mangled state in

which they found them. This hor-

rible fact we state with the less he-

sitation, as a letter recently receiv-

ed by a Russian friend of ours, from

a brother with the army, positively

Q 2
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asserts the circumstance of the

French having, for many days, fed

occasionally upon dead horses and

men ; and of their having preferred

the human flesh to that of horses.

The same letter adds, as an instance

of the hatred the Russian popula-

tion bears to the French name, that

a whole village had fled into the

woods at the approach of the enemy,

and formed itself into a guerilla

party, acting, not only against the

invaders, but even against such of

their own countrymen as had afford-

ed any shelter to the French sol-

diers; and that, having, in their

predatory excursions, entered a

village which, from fear, had given

the French a hospitable reception,

they forthwith formed a summary
tribunal, condemned every third

male to death, turned out the re-

mainder, and burnt the village to

the ground.

The preceding facts are fully

confirmed by another private letter

from St. Petersburg, with the pe-

rusal of which we have just been
favoured. It states, that, during

the pursuit from Malo-Yaroslavetz

to Wilna, a distance of upwards of

five hundred wersts, the Russian

armies discovered from 50 to 100

frozen French bodies in the space

ofevery werst; but that in the places

where the French had bivouacqued,

that number generally amounted to

2 or 300 ; and that, in such spots,

they frequently met with human
bodies half carved (if human na-

ture will permit the expression), or

roasting by a large lire. This letter

further solves one or two questions,

which had often been a matter of

wonder to us. It seemed to us sur-

prising that, among the capture of

so many officers and generals, there

should not be the name of one
French marshal.—The truth is, that

the marshals, on all occasions of

real personal danger, took to their

heels, even in the presence of Bo-
naparte, who, in fact, did no better.

The truth of this assertion is evi-

dent, from the occurrences atKras-

noy, and the escape of Ney and

Davoust from their troops, the

latter of whom even threw his baton

de marechal away, to disencumber

his flight.—The vigorous and unre-

mitting pursuit of the Russian ar-

mies, was another circumstance,

which exceeded our most sanguine

expectations, considering that the

same hardships of climate and bad
weather must have affected tnem as

well as the French, and that an

army moving from its resources

has infinitely more difficulties to

encounter then one retiring upon
their magazines. This is equally

satisfactorily explained, by the en-

thusiasm with which their patriotism

and successes inspired, not only the

soldiers, but also every class of in-

habitants, who gratuitously brought

to, and carried after, the army,

their all. Besides this, the booty

which was gained at every step from

the enemy, in plate, coin, jewel-

lery, &c. is stated to have been so

immense, that, on an average, every

Russian soldier had, as far as Wilna,

earned upwards of one thousand

roubles. Watches, in particular,

are now so abundant among pri-

vates, that the finest watch by Brc-

guet, frequently is disposed of for

from five to ten roubles (5s. to 10s.),

and oftener by the Cossacks for a

glass of brandy.

By an ukase, dated the 12th Dec.

the Emperor Alexander has ordered

an immediate further levy of eight
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out of every 500 males, a measure

which is estimated to produce

300,000 men . Not but that the ar-

mies already in the field are more

than sufficient to secure the Russian

frontier from future insult: the

enlightened mind of Alexander

fully coincides with the system so

long, and at last successfully per-

severed in by our government.
** The arm of the giant is broken,"

says the emperor's proclamation,—

-

" but his destructive strength must

be prevented from reviving, and

his power over the nations zcho serve

him out of terror, must be taken away.

Russia, extensive, rich, and pacific,

seeks no conquests, wishes not to dis-

pose of thrones; she desires tran-

quillity for herself, and for all

!

—
But she will not suffer the wicked

so to abuse her moderation as to

endanger, the well-being- of herself

alone, to infer a secret understand-

ing between the Russian and Aus-

trian cabinets. In the retreat of

the French to Wilna and theNie-

men, Prince Schwartzenberg might,

if he had chosen, have come to their

aid, or at least have operated a sea-

sonable diversion in their favour;

but he kept, purposely we suppose,

at a distance, and contented him-

self with some insignificant demon-
strations against General Sachen,

whose corps was greatly inferior in

numbers. The advance of the

Russians may now probably, as with

the Prussians, lead to a declaration

on the part of Austria; and it is

stated, tliat Prince Sehwartzen-

berg's corps is already in full retreat

to regain the Austro-Polish domi-

nions. Whatever may be the de-

termination of the Emperor Fran-

cis, we have one consolation, which

and of other nations."—Here, then,
|

is, a firm conviction that his brave

have the oppressed nations of Eu-

rope the word of the great mo-

army will never submit to march
seriously in the cause of France,

narch, that he will not stop short ' or rather of the Corsican usurper;

in his victorious career, until he \\ nay, the known loyalty of the Aus-

lias crushed the oppressive yoke I trian nation at large would, hi our

which the impious ruffian has im-

posed on them!—A sacred pledge

opinion, not be proof against such

a resolution on the part of its sove-

of deliverance, which Alexander ' reign, however beloved ; c peciallv

has the power of fulfilling, and !j if the flame of patriotism should

which will load him with the bless- [! kindle into open blaze in the north

ings of millions, and of a grateful

posterity.

Of the decision of Austria at

this critical moment, we have no

intelligence whatsoever, nor are

we aware of the result of Lord

Walpole's mission to Vienna. As
to the Austrian contingent, under

Prince Schwartzenberg, its opera-

tions, from the beginning of the

campaign, have been so insigni-

ficant and passive, that we are

of Germany, an event we now look

to as a matter of certainty, and as

the natural consequence of the no-

ble and patriotic step taken by
General D'York and his loyal Prus-

sians. Their separation from the

French power is a windfall for

Great Britain, which the wisdom

of our government will not fail to

take instant advantage of. Here

is an army ready appointed for

British pay ; the nucleus of an

inclined, from that circumstance |J immense force to be raised for the
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deliverance of Prussia, Hanover,

the Hanse Towns, Westphalia,

Hesse, and all the north of Germa-
ny, without the necessity of sending

one British soldier thither. The
restoration of our continental com-

merce, winch will instantly follow

from the operation of such an

army, will enable us to keep up that

force to any required numerical

unt, and leave an immense ba-

. in our favour, which will re-

( onduct the vanished gold into this

country. A small proportion of

the aid we have almost fruitlessly

[by nomeans improperly !) bestow-

ed on the ill combined efforts of

southern Europe, will suffice to

produce the most glorious results

in Germany, where all is ready for

insurrection, where all is used and

inured to war, where there will be

found as many soldiers, officers, and

generals, as Birmingham, &c. can

manufacture muskets and swords

for.

—

Ngk; or never!

In addition to the aid granted by

the legislature to the Russian suf-

ferers, London has come forward

with two subscriptions to the same

effect, one in the city, and one in

Westminster. The sums already

contributed shew, in their true light,

the generosity and wealth of this

great nation ; and the example so

nobly set by the metropolis, has

beem imitated by many of the great

cities of the empire.

SPANISH PENINSULA.

Our last Retrospect closed with

the termination of Lord Welling-

ton's disastroTis l'etreat to the Por-

tuguese frontier,and reported head-

quarters at Frenada. There it has

.remained since ; the British and

Portuguese troops having gone in-

to cantonments, some on the fron-

tier, and others, especially cavalry,

into the interior of Portugal, as far

as Coimbra, Oporto, &c. Not only

was repose necessary for our army,
after the fatigues of the last very

active campaign, and particularly

its lamentable close ; but the shock-

ing state of indiscipline into which
our troops had fallen, would of it-

self have incapacitated them from
effective service. " The officers

had lost all command over their

men ; irregularities and outrages

were committed with impunity."

These are Lord Wellington's own
words, in a circular letter of the

25th Nov. addressed to the com-
manders of battalions : his lord-

ship frankly declares, that the army
had fallen off, in point of discipline,

to a greater degree than any army
with which he had ever served, or

of which he had ever read !—We
hope and trust, that the wise and

energetic regulations given on this

head by his lordship, and the good

sense of the officers and men, will,

during thepresent interval of tran-

quillity, tend to restore the cha-

racter of the British army.—The
head-quarters of General Hill have

been fixed more to the southward,

at Coria, an excellent central mi-

litary point, from which the mo-
tions of the French on the Tagus

may be watched without being out

of communication with our more
northern positions.

Lord Wellington, after having

made the above arrangements for

the safety and comforts of the army,

has imitated the example of the

great Duke of Marlborough, who,

during the winter respites, never

failed to exchange the sword for

the pen, and to concert, both at

home and with the allied courts
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abroad, the operations for the next

campaign. Accordingly, his lord-

ship proceeded to Cadiz, where he

arrived on the 24th Dec. and whi-

ther General Castanos had likeu isc

repaired. The reception of the

British general was suitahle to his

distinguished rank and talents. His

lordship has had several conferen-

ces with the government, and pre-

sented himself before the Cortes,

to whom he addressed an impres-

sive and dignified harangue, which

was received wih the loudest accla-

mations. It is stated, that his lord-

ship had devised an entirely new
military organization for .Spain,

according to which the kingdom was

to be divided into four military dis-

tricts, with a captain and intend-

ant general, of his appointment,

at the head of each ; the former to

conduct the military, and the latter

the financial department ; and that,

with the adoption of this plan, his

lordship had almost pledged him-

self to liberate Spain in the ensu-

ing campaign. But the same ad-

vices add, that the Spanish govern-

ment refused their c onsent to that

proposed measure ; vet do not in-

form us, whether any other plan

is likely to be substituted in its

stead, or whether the old defective

and fruitless system is once more

to be persevered in. Greatly as

we lament these frequent manifes-

tations of unseasonable national

pride, we have the consolation to

reflect, that Spain is already vir-

tually reconquered from the French

by the valour of the Russian arms
;

to resist which, Bonaparte cannot

do without recalling his only vete-

rans from Spain. For our part, we
wish that he were infatuated enough
to do otherwise. As to the refusal

of the Spanish government to adopt

the remedy prescribed by Lord

Wellington, we can only say, that

if a patient rejects perversely the

physician's prescriptions, the lat-

ter, if he be wise, leaves the pa-

tient to his fate. There arc other

nations now panting after British

aid, who would hail the arrival of

Lord Wellington and his army
with open arms.

The military occurrences of the

last month are totally unimportant.

The French army, satisfied with

having driven the Anglo-Portu-

guese forces to the frontiers of Por-

;

tugal, appears to have made several

movements in its rear. One of

these, is their re-entry into Madrid

on the 3d Dec. with 21,000 infantry

and 5500 cavalry, accompanied by

Joseph. That the Spanish troops,

which had reoccupied the capital,

did not wait the arrival of so great

,
a force, may easily be supposed.

On the 10tl), the enemy remained

i in possession of Madrid, having

some divisions encamped in the

neighbourhood ; other divisionshad

j

proceeded towards La Mancha. On
the 7th they entered Toledo, where

Souk's head-quarters were esta-

blished ; some of the troops extend

on the Tagus, beyond Talavera,

and rec-ent demonstrations indicate

an intention of crossing to the south

of that river.

The Spanish troops, composing

what is called the 2d and 3d ar-

mies, under General F.lio, were

!
lasi in Albacete ; and the 4th ar-

mv, under the Duke del Parque,

at Infantes ; being both within

;
junction, so as to form a total of

about 30,000 men.

From Alicant, we have no cer-

tain intelligence of any movement
of the Anglo- Sicilian expedition.

It is stated, that the expected se-
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cond armament of 5000 men from

Sicily, had arrived ; which, toge-

ther with Roche's and Whitting-

liam's Spanish divisions, in and

about that city, would swell the Ali-

cant army to about 25,000 men, at

no great distance from the 30,000

just mentioned. Suchet is still at

St. Felipe, in the kingdom of Va-
lencia, watching the motions of our

Alicant army, and busy in demo-
lishing the fortifications of the city

of Valencia.

That the patriot bands in differ-

ent parts of Spain are not idle in

this season of inactivity, we learn

from some of the latest French and
Spanish reports. According to the

latter, a French column cf 4000
men, which, under General Fro-

mant, had been levying contribu-

tions in the valley of Sedano (north

of Burgos), was attacked on the

29th Nov. by the partizan Longa's
corps, and completely routed, with

the loss of 700 dead, near 500 pri-

soners, two pieces of cannon. ba«--

gage, &c. and of the cattleand other

articles of provision of which they

had robbed the inhabitants.

A report of Suchet mentions an
unsuccessful enterprise of the Ca-
talonians, under the partizan Vil-

lamil, on the fort St. Felipe (Cata-

lonia!) On the 11th Nov. Villamil

is stated to have nearly succeeded

in getting possession of the fort by
the stratagem of dressing his men in

French uniforms. Having failed

in this attempt, the brave Catalan

once more ventured an open attack

on the 17th at night, assisted by a

debarkation from the Blake, an

English ship of war, when, accord-

ing to the French accounts, the pa-

triots were once more repulsed with

loss.

AMERICA.

We have the mortification to an-

nounce a second naval victory of

the Americans. The British fri-

gate, the Macedonian, Capt. Car-
den, was, on the 25th Oct. attacked

and taken, in W. long. 29|. N. lat.

29. by the American frigate United
States, Commodore Decatur. The
action was desperate, and lasted

two hours and a half, during which
the Macedonian had 36 killed, 36
severely and 32 slightly wounded,
her mizen-mast shot away by the

board, her top-masts cut away by
the caps, rigging and sails cut to

pieces, all the guns on the quarter-

deck and forecastle but two disa-

bled, several shots between wind
and water, and altogether was ren-

dered an unmanageable wreck by
the superior fire and infinitely su-

perior strength ofthe United States,

which was built with the scantling

of a seventy-four, mounted 32 long

24-pounders on her main-deck, 22

42-pound carronades, with two long

24-pounders, on her quarter-deck

and forecastle, howitzer guns in

her tops, &c. with a complement
of 478 picked men. To such odds,

and after such a loss, it is no stain

on the character of the British cap-

tain and his brave crew, to have

struck the British flag; however

painful it may be to our national

pride to have to record defeat after

defeat, on an element which Bri-

tish valour had, as it were, annex-

ed to the British empire ; and on

which the collective mass of our

naval strength exceeds that of our

opponents in as great a ratio, as the

former gigantic military power of

France outstripped the puny body-

guard of a petty German prince.

Strange ! that at sea, where our
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hopes were most sanguine, we
should have met with reverses ; and

that by land, where our fears were

most alive, we have been indemni-

fied by the most glorious repeated

successes. The former disappoint-

ment is, perhaps, in a great measure,

owing to the reluctance with which
our government entered upon the

American war, and to the infinite

forbearance winch it used towards

a new enemy, whom it wished, bv

every means of lenity and conces-

sion, to conciliate. This system,

perhaps too long persevered in,

considering the disposition of the

rulers of the Transatlantic govern-

ment, we are happy to find, ap-

pears now to be abandoned; and

the future prosecution of the war,

on our part, will soon let the ene-

my feel the crushing weight of the

British maritime powrer.

A declaration was published, on

the 9th of January, on the part of

Great Britain, clearly setting forth

the causes of this unfortunate con-

test ; the conduct of the American

government, during the last years,

contrasted with that of the British

administration and its concessions;

the unwarrantable further preten-

tions of our enemy, his adherence,

partiality, and submission to the

will of the tyrant, now humbled by

the Russian arms ; and, lastlv, frank-

ly asserting the fundamental prin-

ciples of our national prosperity,

and manfully declaring a firm re-

solve to stand or fall by the main-

tenance of the same. We regret

that the plan and limits of trie Re-

pository will not admit of incorpo-

rating with our pages the aforesaid

enlightened important and admira-

ble state paper ; and therefore must

refer our readers to the perusal of

No. I Vol IX.

its several contents. From the date

of that document only shall we
reckon the commencement of of-

fensive operations on the part of

Great Britain, who had hitherti

drawn the sword, except under the

absolute compulsion of self- de-

fence. Now she has unsheal

her sword, and that the Cor
idol of the American administra-

tion groans under the overwhelm-
ing weight of its disasters, it re-

mains to be seen whether our ene-

my will not soon deem it prudent to

desist from a course of proceeding,

which must throw back the ri

prosperity of America for a scries

of years.

As to the long-threatened inva-

sion of Canada bv the American
eastern army, which, under Gen.
Dearboum, had for a length of

time been assembling at Plattsburc

the approach of the cold weather

seems to have cooled the courage

of these warriors. An an
Vermont states, that the :

marched with great p<

from Plattsburg. in the dir

Montreal; but that, find::

convenient to proceed in search of

conquest, they returned, alter a

campaign of six or eight clays, and
have already, in part, marched into

winter quarters.

By a strange fatality in the Ame-
rican warfare, it really seems, that,

when the martial spirit animates

the breast of the generals, the in-

clinations of the troops are of the

most pacific tendency; -and. on the

other hand, when the soldiers

breathe nothing but conquest, their

leaders are differently disposed, or,

as has recently been the case with

General Smyth, abs r

their valorous flock. Teat gen-
R
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tleman had, in the end of Novem-
ber, his troops several times under

arms, and actually embarked, to

cross from Black Iloek into Cana-

da, and as many times found it

prudent to order them back to the

camp, to their great dissatisfaction.

The last rehearsal of this manoeu-

vre took place on the 1st December,

when the army was again ordered

down to the river, and countermand-

ed. At this disappointment, the

discontent of the men broke out

into open rebellion ; they fired at

General Smyth, who eluded their

vengeance by a speedy flight and

concealment. In this state of anar-

chy, the volunteers who had been
drawn out by his bombastical pro-

clamation, were dismissed; and the

invasion of Canada, from that

quarter, was of course put off to

a future day.

DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE.
The special commission appoint-

ed for the trial of the Luddites,

closed its sittings at York on the

12th, the counsel for the crown

waving, for the present, the prose-

cution of any more offenders be-

yond those already convicted. The
judge passed sentence of death on

fifteen of these deluded wretches,

who were executed, on the 16th

Jan. at York. While this example

of due severity is calculated to

strike horror into the minds of their

associates, the mildness of govern-

ment has just opened to them the

path for their return to their alle-

giance, and to the duties of civil

society. A proclamation has been

issued from his Rojal Highness the

Prince llegent, dated the 18th of

January, offering pardon to every

one that shall, before the 1st of

March next, come forward to make
a voluntary confession of his past

guilt, and take a new oath of alle-

giance ; and adding, that no confes-

sion made by such person shall be

given in evidence against the per-

son making it, or in any case what-

ever.

FASHIONS FOR LADIES.

PLATE 13. — EVENING OR OPERA
DRESS.

A round robe of mull muslin, or

crape, over satin or sarsnet, with

long sleeve and low front, bordered

at the bottom and on the bosom with

a rich brocade ribband, or embroi-

dery of coloured silks. A patent

net neck-kerchief, edged with lace

round the throat. A sash of pale

Russian flame colour, tied negli-

gently in front of the waist. The
hair flat on the sides, and in waved
curls in front, divided in the cen-

ter of the forehead, and confined

in full curls at the back of the head,

with an apparent stray ringlet fall-

ing on one shoulder. Neck-chain,

ear-rings, and cross, of blended

gold and pearl. A Cossack cloak,

or mantle, of pale Russian flame-

coloured cloth, with arched stand-

ing collar, finished with a coloured

border, corresponding with the

dress ; lined with white sarsnet, and

confined occasionally at the throat

with a correspondent cord and tas-

sel. Satin slippers, the colour of

the mantle ; and gloves, a pale prim-

rose.

PLATE 1-1.—PROMENADE OR MORN-
ING COSTUME.

A plain cambric robe, made high

in the neck, with plaited fan frill
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and lone;- sleeves, finished at the

bottom \\ ith a border of fancy tucks

or needle-work. A Prussian hus-

sar cloak, of Sardinian blue velvet,

or superfine cloth; lined and edged

with pink satin, and finished at its

termination with a variegated ball

fringe : large hood, or cape, lined

and trimmed to correspond ; the

points finished with rich cone tas-

sels, and confined at the throat with

the same. A Moorish turban hat,

composed of* Sardinian hlue vel-

vet and sable fur. A muff of spot-

ted ermine. Blue kid halt-hoots
;

and gloves a pale tan colour.

MEDICAL REPORT.

As account of the practice of a phy-

sician, from the 15th of December, 1812,

to the 15th of January, IS 13.

Acute Diseases.—Fever, 3...Peripneu-

mony, 1 ...Pleurisy, 1...Measles,. 2...Acute

rheumatism, 2...Small-pox, 1...Acute dis-

eases of infants, S.

Chronic Diseases.—Rheumatism, II...

Rheumatic gout, 3. ..Lumbago, 2...Cough

and dyspnoea, 20 Consumption, 5 ...

Scrofula, 2...Bronchocele, 1... Asthenia,

10. ..Palsy, 3...Epilepsy, I ...Drops)', 5...

Dyspepsia, k-.Lnterodynia, 3..Dian hoea,

8...Dysme, 1 ....Diabetes, l,..Head-ach,

2.. .Vertigo, 3...Haemorrhage, 2...Worms,

3. ..Cutaneous affections, 4...Female com-

plaints, ti.

Although in mid winter, the preceding

list does not present a very formidable

number of diseases, and the town is to-

lerably exempt from epidemics: many
persons, however, have complained of

great depression of spirits and sluggish

ness; a tendency to inaction has predo-

minated. This may, in a considerable

degree, be attributed to the state of the

atmosphere, which, for some time past,

has been thick and gloomy. The ancients

intently regarded the motions of the

planets, and ascribed to them much
greater influence over the human system,

than has been the case in later ages,
j

when science has unfolded more correct !

views of nature, and the operation of her

laws are better understood. The fearful

wand of the magician is now harmless,

the visions of the enthusiast no longer

disturb, and the dealers in incantations

and planetary influence, are reduced to

a few miserable charlatans, who yel con-

trive to delude the unwary, and awe the

ignorant. But, though the fictions of

conjurors, and the miracles of witchcraft,

together with apparitions, and vampires,

and fairies, have vanished into thin air,

and animal magnetism and metallic

tractors are no more heeded than the

flight of ominous birds, or the predictions

from the bowels of animals, let us not

wholly disregard the effects of the hea-

venly bodies upon nature. They are

evident throughout the whole creation,

and man is not exempt from their influ-

ence :

—

" ——- God involves the lieav'n

In tempests; quits his grasp upon the winds,

And gives them all their fury ; bids a plague

Kindle a fiery boil upon the skin,

And putrify the breath of blooming health.

He cails for famine, and the meagre fiend

Blows mildew from between his sbrivell'd lips,

And taints the golden ear."

The means which are admirably pro-

vided for the health and life of nature,

must destroy it, were it not for the con-

tmuling Almighty Power, which reins (he

whirlwind, and guides the earthquake.

The susceptibility of man to impres-

sions from the state of the atmosphere,

is evidenced by the efleets of certain

winds; the temperature of the air, ils

greater or less density, and its being-

more or less charged with electric matter.

Hence the advantage of attending mi-

nutely to these phenomena :—they pro-

duce certain consequences even in out-

mild climate ; but in other climates, that

R2
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are less temperate, they become of es-

sential importance.

Most of the cases of diarrhoea in the

present report, were occasioned by cold,

and were easily cured by cordial medi-
cines or fleecy hosiery. In the autumnal

months this complaint, again, is the con-

sequence of heat, which affects the se-

cretion of bile : in winter it is probably

owing to the effect of cold checking the

perspiration.

AGRICULTURAL REPORT.

The mild open weather of last month,

gave uncommon opportunities and facili-

ties to the seasonable pursuits in agricul-

ture, the plough, upon the warm soils,

being fully employed, either in winter

fallows, or preparing the earth for a spring

crop. The flag of the young wheat

plant has recovered its healthful colour

from the effect of the early severe frosty

mornings ; it has begun to spread kindly

on l he soil, and promises (except in a few

low and unchained situations) the most

prolific tillow. Great breadths are pre-

paring for spring wheat. The continued

high price of bread corn has caused an

alacrity and exertion, in every department

of agriculture, unprecedented at any for-

mer period ; and it only requires the

united liberal and vigorous efforts of the

state to reduce the price of provisions to

a moderate standard.—The early sown i

turnips have suffered, in a few situations,

from the severe frost in the beginning of

December ; but, on those lands where

the leaf was strong, and full of foliage,

the apple has remained perfectly sound.

—Under-draining, and inclosing ofwastes

and commons, proceed without impedi-

ment from the weather.—.Beans and peas

have been dibbled and sown in the early

districts in considerable breadths, in con-

sequence of the late mild dry weather.

Some cold weather will, at this time, be

desirable, to keep back the tender blos-

som, as the buds already begin to swell,

from the mildness of the season.—Rye,

tares, &c. &c. with all the soiling species,

have made considerable growth for the

winter, and promise an early resource.

—

Nearly the whole of the brassica tribe

have produced abundance of green food

for the season.

ALLEGORICAL WOOD-CUT, WITH PATTERNS OF BRITISH
MANUFACTURE.

No. 1 and 2, an entirely new olive-

grounded chintz- pattern furniture print

for drawing-rooms, boudoirs, and sleep-

ing-rooms. Pale green, blue, or rose

pink are the most appropriate linings for.

furniture composed of this article ; which,

with variegated fringe to correspond, pro-

duces a most pleasing and lively effect.

It is sold by Mr. Allen, at his new and
elegant furniture exhibition -room, 61,

Pall-Mali.

No. 3, a Portugal satin, for dinner or

evening robes : may be purchased of va-

rious colours ; and admits trimmings of
lace, net, white satin, beads, swansdown,
ermine, or other light skins. Robes of this

article are either formed round, or in

the Turkish form, with while satin sleeves

and stomachers. It is sold by Messrs.

George and Bradley, Holywell -street,

Strand.

No. 4 is a most beautiful gold embos-

sed striped paper, designed for almost

every order of paper-work: card-racks,

every species of work or dressing-box,

hyacinth-stands, Sec. &c. are greatly em-

bellished by the blending this paper with

other consistent materials. It is to be

purchased (together with an extensive

variety of corresponding articles) at Mr.

Ackermann's Repository ofArts, No. 101^

Strand.
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TO OUR READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

We earnestly solicit communications (post paid) from the professors of the arts in

general, as well as authors, respecting works which they may have in hand. We con-

ceive that the evident advantage which must accrue to both from the more extensive

publicity that will be given to their productions through the medium of the Repository,

needs only to be mentioned, to induce them tofavour us with such information, which

shall always meet with the most prompt attention.

The Lines on the Fall of Alba, are too deficient in the requisites of poetry, to

obtain admission into the Repository,

The Watchman's Song, though certainly well enough for a Guardian of the

Night, would not, we conceive, gratify many of our readers.

Mr. Boosey
f

s List of Schoot-Books, lately imported, is inadmissible, except as

an advertisement.

We have received from our valued correspondent, Mr. Hanson, of Manchester,

the Meteorological Chart for the Year 1812, an engraving of which shall be given

in our next.

In the next Number of the Repository, the Proprietor will present the public

•with a large folding plate, representing the interior of his Great Room, mentioned in

the first article of this month
1

s Intelligence. It will be accompanied xvith observa-

tions on the method and advantages of lighting apartments with carbonic gas.

The Proprietor begs leave to remind such of his Readers as have imperfect

sets of the Repository, of the necessity of an early application for the deficiencies,

in order to prevent disappointment. Those ivho chuse to return their Numbers to the

Publisher, may have them exchangedfor Volumes in a variety of bindings, at the rata

of 4s, Qd. ptr Volume.
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CONVERSATIONS ON THE ARTS.—By Juninls.

(Continued from p. 10.)

Miss Eve. I have endeavoured

to arrange my medals in classes,

and have no doubt that you can

shew me how to improve this ar-

rangement.—About two years ago

one of my maids brought me two

copper medals, with the assurance,

that they were real antiques, as they

heim, Hardouin, Joubert, Mezza-
barba, &c. There is an Introduc-

tion to the Knowledge of Medals bv
Dr. Jennings, published in IToi,
very useful to convey a general
knowledge of the subject.

There is a peculiar beauty in the
figures, heads, &c. of many of the

had been buried in Whitechapel ancient medals, which we may em-
Mount ever since the fire of Lon-

||

ploy to great advantage by copying
them in our works, and passing
them off as our own. Many of those

called first-rate geniuses are in the

constant habit of doing this: hence,
in a great measure, their extraor-

dinary merit; and hence also the

vulgarity and poverty of those

works, whose authors rely entirely

on the force, or rather the weak-

don. On inspecting what was to

contribute so much to the curiosity

of my collection, 1 found that one

was Sir Francis Burdett, and the

otherWilliam Pitt, burnt in the fires

of 1805.—Who are the best authors

on medals r

Miss K. The most noted medal-

lists, or writers on medals, are, An-
toninus, Wolf, Ursinus, Yicus, ness, of individual exertion. Itmay
Goltzius, a celebrated engraver,

j

be observed, that every figure may
Seguinj Tristan, Vaillant, Span- I! be viewed in different positions-,

No LI. Vol. IX. S
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and it is certain, that when a figure

is remarkable for dignity, grace,

beauty, and simplicity, moreviews

than two or three maybe taken, in

whirh those desirable qualities are

pre-eminent. This also shews the

use of modelling:—a figure may
be dressed up with great advan-

tage from these excellent patterns,

whose authors will not say—You
have copied my figure. The works

of ancient Greece and Rome, and

indeed those of all our predeces-

sors who are somewhat removed,

are a sort of general property, open

to fresh combinations; and by this

method, with industry, any artist

may he what is termed great, at least

it will so far advance him as to en-

title him to he elected R. A. and

such-like distinctions. We may
thus appropriate to our works the

general harmony of lines which

others have invented or put toge-

ther, the general play of well ar-

ranged draper}-, excellent arrange-

ments of colours, management of

light and shadow, ore fleet,and other

machinery of inferior consequence.

It may be observed, that some of

these lower merits which heighten

the ornamental parts of the art,

were invented by the moderns, prin-

cipally by the Venetians, and co-

pied, and in a certain degree improv-

ed in some of the lowest provinces of

the art, by the Flemish and Dutch
painters. Some of these methods

are so very artful, and so completely

baffle discovery, that we may copy

even from modern works while their

very authors shall not be aware of

the plagiarism. This remark ap-

plies also to poetry and other writ-

ing, acting, music, and indeed al-

most every art. Destitute of these

advantages, the John Trots labour,

and labour, and for ever labour in

vain, and it is concluded that they

are destitute of genius. This sort

of copying is very unlike that some
time ago practised by two of the

best painters of this country, who,

neglecting these artifices, each took

tHe same figure from the same
source, and sent them of a large

size to the Exhibition. " He has

stolen my principal figures," cried

Mr. . " No," replied the

other; " I have not stolen it from

you, but I stole it from the same

place from which you stole your's."

In adopting the artifices which I

have recommended, naked figures

may be clothed, and clothed figures

may be drawn naked. The excel-

lent disherelment of a head of hair

may be lengthened, and many other

disguises, such as every person's

reflections will suggest, may be in-

troduced. This proves the truth

of Reynolds' observation:— Al-

ways copying, always original :

and the more we copy the more ori -

ginal our works will become. This

seems a paradox, and it perhaps

requires a name of established re-

putation to support the remark. 1 1

may likewise be with truth observed-,

that this method of pondering on

and availing ourselves of the works:

of our predecessors, is one of the

best methods of improvement.

This plagiarising from north,

south, east, and west, this scien-

tific parody, and the poetical ideal,

are the two priucipal rules, by

means of which an artist may hope

with reason to attain superior dis-

tinction. In speaking of a very

inferior department of the art, the

painting of a mackarel, you ob-
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served, that you would not buy a

common one, which had perhaps

been dead and out of its native cle-

ment a long time, and three or four

days exposed to a summer's sun;

but that you would procure one just

caught, glittering like gold and

silver ami many other colours, much
more vivid and varied than yonder

arch of heaven. This is a. great

deal
; this is selection : but the po-

etical ideal is very superior to this,

and is the grand clue by which those

who would eminently excel, may
hope to ascend to a sort of celestial

excellence. We should steal and

combinefrom the ancients, the mo-
derns, from the sculptors, painters,

and poets, from nature, ^.c. and seize

every thing that will promote and

secure to us that great desideratum,

poetical and ideal perfection.

What I have said of the mack-

arel applies to ever}" other depart-

ment. Whatever is the reason, the

ancients are our superiors in disrni-

ty, beauty, grace, elegance, sim-

plicity, and truth of outlines. The
best of us are only like moons,

that receive light from these re-

splendent suns. Even in the orna-

mental parts of the arts, we mo-
derns are still but as moons ; we
have no Titian, Veronese, Tintoret,

Rubens, and a hundred others who
may easily be mentioned. At the

present time many say—Our age

is superior to past ages,—from a

want of ability or opportunity to

decide with justice. It is highly

improving for an artist to be con-

versant, in imagination, with those

elegant and heroic ages of ancient

Greece and Rome, whose claims

are so much stronger than those of

modern times.

Miss Eve. Would not this be as

I

well accomplished by imagining a

better world than ours, which pro-

bably exists in superior links of the

great chain that leads to perfection,

where reside immortal youth, beau-

ty, elegance, goodness, and friend-

ly love; where all that we have

good, is so in a higher degree; with

perfections of which we have no

conception, any more than of a

sixth sense; and where what is bad

has no place ?

Miss A". Where perhaps trades-

men have no occasion to attend

their shops, but where the buyers,

seeing the price marked upon the

articles, lay down their money,
which the shopkeeper comes in the

evening to collect, fears that his

customers have paid too much, and

if he finds such a mistake, makes

strict enquiry, that the overplus

may be returned :—this would not

do in our sublunary world.

Miss Eve. No, we are placed too

low in the scale of perfection for

this.

Of the Grecian profiles some are

eminently beautiful, and even if

an artist could produce such excel-

lent faces from his own imagination,

it would be almost useless; for it

would be as like one or other of the

many that have been done, as co-

pying with a little alteration. The
Roman medals are also excellent.

Miss X. Yes, though the Gre-

cian are accounted the best. Some
of the Roman medals have three

heads, and others two, either back

to back, as Julius Caesar and his

adopted son and nephew Octavius,

afterwards the Emperor Augustus; „

or face to face, as Severus and his

Empress, The most beautiful of

the Roman medals began in the

Augustan age, and continued to

S 2
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be. produced till the time of Seve-

rus ; aud then, as the empire de-

clined, so did the excellence of the

coins and medals.

It may be observed of the Roman
dress, that it was very different from

the male habit of modern times in

Europe. The old Romans had their

necks and arms bare, and as much
exposed to view as our hands and

faces are at present.

The Roman poets, in their de-

scription of a handsome man, often

mention tlte.turn of his neck and

arms, which in modern dress are

covered by the clothes. Horace,

in one of his odes, says

—

AU ! when onTelephus's charms,

His rosy neck and waxen anus,

My Lydia's praise unceasing dwells,

"Wbat gloomy spleen my bosom swells !

I wi}l now make a few observa-

tions on the emblems and charac-

ters on some ancient medals. On
this, cast under Tiberius, in honour

of Augustus, over his head is the

star into which his predecessor,

Julius Carsar, was supposed to have

.been changed:

—

.Tulins Caesar's light appears,

A^ hi fair nights and smiling skies,

The beauteous moon amidst (he meaner stars.

Virgil draws the same figure of

Augustus on the shield ofyEneas :

—

Young Caesar on t lie stern, in armour bright,

Here leads ihe Romans and the gods to fight
;

His beamy temples shot their flames afar,

And o'er his head is hung the Julian star.

The thunderbolt lying by him is

a mark of his apotheosis, which

makes him, as it were, a companion

of Jupiter. He wears' on his head

the corona radiata, which, at that

time, was another type of the di-

vinity. The spikes that shoot forth

from the crown, represent the rays

of the sun ; there are twelve of

them, in allusion to the signs of the

zodiac. It is this kind of crown

that Virgil describes:

—

Four steeds the chariot of Latinus bear,

Twelve golden beams around his temples play,

To mark his lineage from the god of day.

The corona radiata may be seen

on the head of Apollo, as a repre-

sentation of the sun. Ovid ob-

serves

—

The tender sire was touehM with what he said,

And flung the blaze of glories from his head.

Here is a medal struck on the

marriage of Nero and Octavia.

The sun is over the head of the

former, and the moon over the lat-

tnr. They face one another, ac-

cording to the situation of those

two planets in the heavens, and to

shew that Octavia derived her whole

lustre from the friendly aspect of

her husband :—
Because tbe moon then only feels decay,

Wbeu opposite unto her brother's ray

—

Nero and Octayia being not only

husband and wife, but brother and

sister.

On this medal is the representa-

tion of the peace which Vespasian

procured the empire, after having

finished all its wars both at home
and abroad. The female figure,

with the olive-branch in one hand,

represents Peace ; with the other

she thrusts a lighted torch under a

heap of armour that lies beside an

altar. This alludes to a custom

among the ancient Romans, of ga-

thering up the armour that lay

scattered on the field of battle,

and burning it as an offering to one

of their deities.

Here is a medal struck on occa-

sion of Trajan's victory over the

Daci. We see upon it a figure of

Trajan presenting a little Victory

to Rome; between them lies the

conquered province of Dacia. Oi\
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many ancient coins we find figures, , mcnt!—To use the language of

of persons holding in one hand a|| Lady Mary Wortley Montagu

representation of Victory, like this

of Trajan, which is always the sign

of conquest. V irgil says, or rather

makes Turnus say

—

If you consent, he shall not he refus'd,

Nor find a hand to victory unus'd.

Trajan standing in a gown, and

making a present of his Dacian

victory to the city of Rome, agrees

with Claudian's character of him :

TJiy glory, Trajan, shall for ever live:

Not that thy arms theTigris mourn' d o'crcome,

And tributary Parthia bow'd to Rome:

Not that the Capilol recciv'd thy train

With shouts of triumph for the Daci slain;

But for thy mildness to thy country shewn.

We often see an emperor, a Vic-

tory, the city of Rome, or a slave

sitting on a heap of arms, which

always marks out the peace that

resulted from such an action as

gave occasion to the medal. Virgil,

in his JEneid, thus describes the

military Fury shut up in the tem-

ple of Janus, and loaded with

chains :

—

Janus himself before his fane shall wait,

And keep the dreadful issues of his gate

With holts and iron bars : within remains

Imprison
1d Fury, hound in brazen chains;

I

High on a trophy raisVl of useless arms,

He sitsand threats the worldwith dire alarms.

On this medal is a figure, which,

according to ecclesiastical story,

appeared in the sky to Constantine,

before the battle with Maxentius.

We are told by a Christian poet,

that he caused it to be wrought on

the military ensign called the La-

barum,

A Christ was on the imperial standard borne,

That gold embroiders, and that gems adorn.

What studious attention you give,

Miss Eve, to some observations that

seem new to you ! How few of our

sex are, like you, gifted to enjoy

%he delights of rational improve-

How cam'st thou forin'd so different from thy

sex,

Whom trifles ravish, and whom trifles vex?

Capricious things, all flutter, whim, and show,

And light and varying as the winds thai blow

.

To candour, sense, to love, to friendship blind;

To ilatterers, fools, and coxcombs only kind !

Say, whence those hints, those bright ideas

came,

That warm thy breast with friendship's holy

flame
;

That close thy heart against the joys of youth,

And ope thy mind to all the rays of truth ;

That with such sweetness and such grace

unite,

The gay, the prudent, virtuous, and polite?

As Heav'n inspires thy sentiments divine,

May Heaven vouchsafe a friendship worthy

thine

!

Miss Eve, I shall echo the con-

cluding words :—
May Heaven vouchsafe a friendship worthy

thine!

I am very desirous to improve

myself in what relates to the Roman
history. Italy is justly compared

to the Garden of Eden. Goldsmith

observes—

.

Could Nature's bounty satisfy thy breast,

The sons of Italy were surely blest :

Whatever fruits in different climes are found,

That proudly rise, or humbly court the ground;

Whatever blooms in torrid tracts appear,

Where bright succession decks the varied year;

Whatever sweets salute the northern sky

With vernal leaves, that blossom but to die;

These, here disporting, own the kindred soil,

Nor ask luxuriance from the planter's toil

;

While sea-born gales their gelid wings expand,

To winnow fragrance round the smiling land.

Miss A'. We find on ancient

medals a representation of various

countries. Here is one of France,

with a sheep by her side, not only

as a sacrifice, but. to denote that

the riches of the country consisted

chiefly in flocks and pasturage.

Thus Horace mentions the commo-

dities of different countries:

—

Though iio Cahtbriau bees do give

'\ heir grateful tribute to my hive
;
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No wines by rich Campania sent,

In my ignoble casks ferment

;

No flocks in Gallic plains grow fat

France, you see, carries on her

shoulders the sagu/um, which Virgil

mentions as the habit of the an-

cient Gauls :

—

The gold dissembled well their yellow hair,

And golden chains on their white necks they

wear :

Gold are their vests.

You see France is delineated in

the attitude of sacrificing for the

safe arrival of the emperor, as we
may learn from the inscription. We
find, from the several medals which

were struck on Adrian's progress

through the empire, that, at his ar-

rival, his subjects offered a sacrifice

to the gods, out of gratitude for so

great a favour. Horace mentions

this custom :

—

And there if any patient ear

My roust's feeble song will hear,

Mjv voice shall sound through Rome.
Thee, Sun, I'll sing, thee, lovely fair,

Tlree, thee I'll praise, when Caesar's come;
Ten lusty bulls, ten large fair cows

Must die to pay thy richer vows,

Of my small stock of kine a calf just wean'd.

Here is a medal, descriptive of

your favourite country, I/oh/, with

a cornucopia in her hand, to denote

her fruitfulness ; and a crown of

towers on her head, indicating the

many towns and cities which she

contains. Lucari has given her a

similar ornament, where he repre-

sents her addressing Julius Caesar:

Amidst the dusky honors of the night,

A wond'rous vision stood coufest to sight:

Her awful head Rome's reverend image rear'd,

Trembling and sad, the matron form appear'd :

A tow'ry crown her hoary temples bound,

And her torn tresses rudely hung around
;

Her naked arms, uplifted ere she spoke,

Then groaning, thus the mournful silence

broke.

She holds a sceptre in her other

hand, and sits on a globe of the

heavens, to shew that she is the

sovereign of nations, and that all

the influences of the sun and stars

fall on her dominions. Claudian

pays the same compliment to Rome

:

Jove finds no realm, when he the globe surveys,

But what to Rome submissive homage pays.

Now Rome, sole empress, reigu'd from pole

to pole,

Wherever earth extends, or oceans roll.

The same poet draws this picture

of Rome :

—

No costly fillets knot her hair behind,

Nor female trinkets round her neck are twiuM.
Bold on the right her naked arms she shows,

And half her bosom's unpolluted snows
;

While on the left is buckled o'er her breast,

In diamond clasps, the military vest.

The sun was dazzled as her shield she rear'd,

Where, highly wrought by Mulciber, appear'd

The loves of Mars, her sire, fair Ilia's joys,

The wolf, the Tiber, and the infant boys.

Miss Eve. What did the ancient

Romans say of our island ?

Miss K. Here is one of the Bri-

tannias of Augustus. You see she

is not drawn like other countries,

in a soft, peaceful posture, but is

adorned with emblems that mark
the military genius of her inhabit-

ants. This is, I think, the only

commendable quality that the an-

cient poets have touched upon in

the description of our country. I

have seen many passages in the

Latin poets that give an account o^"

the Britons, but I find them so very

malicious, that it would look like a

libel on the nation to repeat them.

I seldom meet with my forefathers,

but they are coupled with some
opprobrious epithet, such as bar-

barous, cruel, inhospitable. These
are the best terms they can afford

;

and these it would be a kind of in-

justice to repeat, since their poste-

rity have become eminent for po-

liteness, good-nature, and kindness

to stransrers.

Britannia, you see, sits on a
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globe that Stands in water, to do- II
The hay is call'd th' Arabian Gulf— the name

note that she is mistress of a new i
Thc C0ll,,t'y sivcs 't» a"d 'tis groat in (tmt

, , , ~ . ll L*l A rahy extol her happy const,
world, separated from that which „ . . . .

7 i
,
Her cinnamon ami sweet auiominn boast;

the Romans had before conquered, I Her fragrant flowYs, Bcrtreei with prsewu

by the interposition of the sea. '| tears,

Tims Virgil calls the Britons, Harsecond harvests and her double years—

A race of men from all thc world disjoiu'd.

The same poet represents the

feet of Britannia as washed by the '.' Health sits, and makes itsov'.cign as it flows

How can the land he call'd, so blest that

myrrha hoars !

The trees drop balsam, and in all the houghs

waves.—She bears a Roman ensign

in one of her hands, to acknowledge

herself a conquered province.

Miss Eve. You cannot be sure

that the ancient Britons were your

forefathers : you may he descended

from the Saxons, the Danes, the

Normans, or a mixture of all these.

Do Foe, in his True-horn English-

man, says, it is a metaphor invented

to express a man akin to ail the

universe.

Miss A . Here is a medal of Ara-
bia, which brings to mind the de-

scription given by Lucan of the

Eastern nations:

—

W liile Asia's softer climate, fonn'd to please,

Dissolves her sons in indolence and ease;

Her silken robes invest unmanly limbs,

And in long trains the flowing purple streams.

More to the west Arabia's shores extend,

Where incense grows, and grateful odours

blend

;

Miss Eve. We often find the

camel mentioned in accounts of

this country, as a beast «*f burden.

Miss A. Yes; this animal is very

serviceable for the conveyance of

spices. We find the camel thus

mentioned by Persius:—

the precious weight

Of pepper and Sahcean iucensc, take

With thy own hands from the tir'd camel's

back.

He loads die camel with pepper,

because the animal and its burden

are both productions of the same

country.

The greedy merchants, led by lucre, run

To the parch'd Indies and the rising sun
;

From thence hot pepper and rich drugs they

bear.

Bartering for spices their Italian ware.

JUNTNCS.

ACCOUNT OF THE RUSSIAN EMBASSY TO CHINA IN 1305.

(Concludedfrom p. 83J

Accordingly the whole of the
|j

and other fanciful ornaments; and

embassy received a formal invita- |
his polite and dignified behaviour

tion to the entertainment, and pro- bespoke the refined manners of a

ceeded the next day, in great cos-

tume and c/iapcau-bas (in a severe
;

frost) to the court-yard of the

Wanrfs palace, who, on his part, i

likewise received the ambassador

in his gala-dress. The JVanri''s up

courtier conscious of his rank, of

his descent from Dshingis-chan,

and of his near connection with his

sovereign. After a variety of com-

pliments and salutations under the

frosty canopy of heave:!, the Wann

per garment was of dark purple, informed Count Goloukin, that, as

richly embroidered with dragons
|;
a marl; of honour, the entertain-
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ment was served up in the saloon,

in which the emperor's throne

stood, and that the laws of the

country required every person, on

his entry into that apartment, to

perform the customary act of ve-

neration, by kneeling once down be-

fore the throne and touching the

ground with the head. This the

count flatly refused, stating, that

before the person of the emperor

himself he was willing to pay every

necessary mark of respect, hut

that it was beneath the dignity of

the representative of a great mo-
narch, to make the required genu-

flexion before a simple tahle hung
with yellow silk ; that none of the

former Russian ambassadors, nor

the last English embassy, had been

called upon to submit to so humi-

liating a ceremonial.

In reply to these remonstrances

the IVann observed, that the honour

ofbeing invited to a banquet before

the imperial throne, in a town so

distant from the residence, was a

mark of the emperor's favour never

before conferred upon any foreign

envoy : that his throne was con-

sidered as the symbol of his sacred

presence, and venerated accord-

ingly; as might be proved by the

incense constantly burnt before it,

in the same manner as before the

effigies of the Chinese divinities

and genii : that the count appeared

misinformed in regard to the con-

duct of former Russian ambassa-

dors, and of the last English em-
bassy ; since they, as well as Lord

Macartney, had readily complied

with every ceremony required on

similar occasions.

These negociations were conti-

nued for several hours in the court-

yard of the palace, in spite of the

intense severity of the cold, which
almost prevented the quivering

lips of the parties from giving ar-

ticulation to their arguments; and
as the Wann was as inflexible in

his demand as the count obstinate

in his refusal, the matter ended
with the ambassador and his suite

returning to their quarters with

empty stomachs, and the Chinese

keeping to themselves the delicious

morsels they had prepared for the

grand dejeuner. A courier, of

course, was immediately dispatched

to Peking with a report of the un-

expected occurrence.

The interval which elapsed till

the answer arrived was again spent

in negociations, which the count

the more readily thought of assist-

ing by presents, as the Wann had

already accepted of some earlier

gifts which had been conveyed

to him in an indirect manner;

and had, in return, presented the

ambassador with his own tobacco-

pipe, a sign of great friendship

among the Chinese, but which the

Russians mistook for the reluctant

boon of Chinese avarice. Two
English watches, of superior work-

manship, were deemed a sufficient

appuy in support of the Russian

cause : but as it was feared the

JVann's delicacy might be offended

if they were point-blank offered to

himself, the ambassador, at the

next interview with the Chinese

grandee, turned the conversation

on the Wann's sons, and intimated

that he had brought with him these

two watches, which, as they were

of Russian manufacture, he should

be happy if the young gentlemen

would accept as a token of re-

membrance of the present happy

event. The Wann, on looking at
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them, declared them to be English,

and returned diem, observing, " My
children are y.et too young to make

use of such precious articles ; it is

more befitting for tbem to perfect

themselves in the practice of the

bow, and to exercise their bodies

in the sports of the held."

On the 29th January, 1S0G, a

few days after this affaire wmiquce,

an answer arrived from the Tribunal

of Foreign Relations at Peking, in

substance as follows :
" At the re-

peated request made by the Em-
peror of Russia, to be allowed to

send an embassy to the Emperor
of China, his majesty, in order

to join still closer the former

bond of amity between the two

empires, and to give an essential

proof of his esteem towards the

Emperor of Russia, granted to

Count Golowkin his gracious per-

mission to arrive at Peking with

the New Year. His majesty,

moreover, intended to have shewn

to the said ambassador a further

and especial mark of his favour,

by giving orders to prepare an en-

tertainment for him, in his majes-

ty's name, even before his arrival

at Peking ; which entertainment

was to be considered as intended

in honour of the sovereign he re-

presents, and is an act of gracious

condescension hitherto without pre-

cedent. Hence, in the eleven ar-

ticles of the treaty with Russia,

the ceremonial connected withsuch

an entertainment, and resisted by
Count Golowkin, does not happen
to be touched upon ; and the twelfth

article merely was added for the

better regulation of frontier con-

cerns. The embassies of all na-

tions that send tribute to his ma-
jesty, have not refused to submit to

No. LI. Vol. TX.

the ceremonies which our laws re-

quire. Even the King of Hai-

nan prostrated himself nine times

before the emperor. L'pon what
pretext then can an ambassador

claim to be exempted from this

act of veneration ? Since, there-

fore, Count Golowkin spurns the

honourable distinction which his

majesty had most graciously con-

descended to confer upon him, his

majesty's pleasure is, he should

be apprized, that he may re-

turn, and take back with him the

presents intended for the imperial

court. In returning to his country,

does Count Golowkin not fear dis-

grace and punishment from his

monarch r"—In explanation of the

term "tribute" our author observes,

that the national pride of the Chi-

nese government, and a desire to

impress the people with an idea

of the greatness of the monarch
who rules over them, are the causes

that all presents received from fo-

reign embassies are considered and

proclaimed as a tribute from the

respective sovereigns ; and that

the most favoured and most suc-

cessful mission, that of Lord Ma-
cartney, formed no exception to

this rule; since, as he asserts.

Lord Macartney was obliged to

.sutler the vessel which conveyed

him and the presents from England

to be decorated with a flag bearing

this inscription—" tymbassy of tie

Red-heads bringiji^ tril.ute" Red-

head being the Chinese term for

Englishmen, on account of the

florid complexion which our coun-

trymen owe to their good cheer of

roast beef, strong beer, and Port

wine.

Although this severe blow seem-

ed to exclude all further hope of

T
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success, it nevertheless appeared

as if the Wann had received secret

instructions to recommence the

negotiation as if from his own

personal impulse ; for he suggest-

ed, that perhaps a letter from the

ambassador to the emperor himself

might produce a change in the

situation of affairs ; offered to send

such a letter to Peking without

delay; and, as probably the Rus-

sian interpreters might be ignorant

of the official style of such a do-

cument, to give it the proper form

himself. Accordingl}-, the letter

was written by the Russians in the

Mandshur language, and sent for

approbation to the Wann, who,

after having made some unessen-

tial alterations, returned it to be

copied. But Count Golowkin, who,

upon second thoughts, appeared

to have changed his mind, now de-

clared to the WanrCs officer, it was

not customary with him to alter

what he had once written, and that

consequently the letter must either

go to Peking in its original form,

or not be sent at all. With this

message the officer was sent back,

and the lofty and sanguine spirits

of the majority of the embassy an-

ticipated, in the effect which the

firmness of their cfiief would pro-

duce at Peking, the happiest results.

What then must have been their

disappointment, when, on the 1st

of February (a pity it was not the

1st of April), they received the

following official and laconic re-

script from the Chinese

!

" As the Russian embassy is com-

posed offools, zee will hare nothing

to do with them, but shall complain

of their conduct to the senate.'
1 ''

The senate at St. Petersburg,

it ought to be observed, is gene-

rally the medium of the Russian

correspondence with the Chinese

government. As a proof, we shall

quote the beginning of a commu-
nication, equally laconic andplain,

which the latter sent to the former

on the subject of the circumnavi-

gator, Captain Krusenstern's en-

tering the port, of Canton without

either permission from the Chinese,

or any previous intimation from St.

Petersburg. It is, as usual, in

the Latin language: " Tu, senate,

multum stulte fecisti, quod naves,

illas sine permi^sione nostra misisti,"

&c. &c. Erag. " Thou, senate, hast

acted very foolishly, in sending

those ships without our permis-

s ion," &G; &c.

But to return to the abovemen-

tioned rescript, which inflicted the

coup de grace on the prospects of

the embassy, we have to add, that

the messenger who brought it in-

formed the ambassador, that the

Wann had only eleven days provi-

sions for the mission; that, conse-

quently, the Russians would do

well to delay their departure as

little as possible ; that the presents

which had been received by the

Wann were herewith returned, since

they had been solely accepted by

him in the hope of accompanying

the ambassador to Peking, and of

thus having it in his power to be

useful in their undertaking. The
count replied, that he would set

out the next day, but on no ac-

count take back the presents once

given by him, and received by the

Wann. As, however, the Chinese

officer departed withoutbeing pre-

vailed upon to take the presents

back to the Wann, the ambassador

sent his secretary, accompanied by

two Cossacks, to throw them on the
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snnd before the camp. But in this

instance, no less than in others,

was the Chinese diplomacy a match
for that of the count. Two Chinese

sentries were now placed over these

unfortunate presents on the sand,

and when the embassy departed,

the sentries, with the presents, fol-

lowed the train, and deposited them
at the foot of the land-mark on
Russian ground, where, as may be
easily supposed, they fell a prey

to the first undiplomatic hand that

took pity on their forlorn situa-

tion. The evening- before the de-

parture, the count, to shew to the

Chinese his unconcern at the fail-

ure of the mission, caused to be
dispensed to the dragoons and Cos-

sacks as much brandy as they call-

ed for; which act of diplomacy

had the desired effect, since an un -

informed person would have infer-

red, from the noise and joyful re-

vels of the night, that the mission '

had succeeded to the \itmost ex-

tent of its wishes, and that it was

this success which they were cele-

brating.

Of the journey home our author

has given no particulars; but he

adds, by way of conclusion, that

the failure of the embassy, and the

umbrage which the Chinese took at

the conduct of many of its indivi-

duals, has had no influence on the

traffic of both countries at Ki-

achta, which has, tp this day, suf-

fered no interruption or diminu-

tion: probably, because theadvau-

vantage of the commercial inter-

course lies greatly with the Chi-

nese, who, in repayment for their

commodities, principally tea and

coloured calicoes, receive but a

small proportion of goods from the

Russians, and take the remainder

of the value, as is the case in their

dealings with the British and other

European nations, in hard cash

THE MODERN SPECTATOR,

No. XXIV.

Non ego illam mihi dotcm esse puto, qn^c do? dicidir,

Sed pudicitiam et pudorem et scdatam cupidiiiem. -Plaut.

In my opinion, woman's true I

1 positions exclusively to their un-

dowry is virtue, modesty, and de-
j
married state; because I could

sires restrained, and not the mere produce, at an}- time, an equal

money which is usually understood

by that expression.

I have often considered, that the

class of females which are deno-

minated Old Maids, are in gene-

ral treated with the most unspar-

ing and unceremonious injustice.

That many of them are to be found

who are envious and malignant, I

do not deny; but, at the same

time, I am by no means disposed

to attribute such unpleasant dis-

proportion of married women with

similar offensive habits, and who
possessing, from their particular

condition, a more extended sphere

of action, are proportionality more
mischievous in the indulgence of

them. Nor do I hesitate to declare,

that I would much rather, were I

a woman, have what is called a

spiteful Old Maid for my enemy,

than a married woman who has

three marriageable daughters; as

T-2
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the former has only her own dis- I

appointments to resent, while the
I

latter has the envious and discon-

tented impulse in a threefold pro-

portion. 1 could give many de-

lightful examples of disinterested-

ness and benevolence in ladies who
have been destined to a life of ce-

libacy; and, if the thought had
before occurred to me, I Blight

have indulged myself at large in

alucubrationon the subject; but the

following letter from a lady of that

character, affording such an ex-

ample of good sense, knowledge of

the world, and disinterested bene-

volence, precludes me from offering

any information of my own on the

subject. 1 have only to anticipate

the approbation of all my readers,

in contemplating a plan which is

so pregnant with advantage to that

class of young women who stand

most in need of support, protec-

tion, and introduction : I mean
those whose persons are attractive,

whose accomplishments aid the at-

traction, and whom fortune has ne-

ver befriended, or has unhappily-

deserted, The proposed arrange-

ment receives my most hearty

concurrence, and my pleasure in

announcing it to the world can be
second only to that which would
accompany the seeing it carried

into effect, r^o one who reads it

will hereafter deny, that an Old
Maid is capable ofthe most friendlv,

generous, and kindly interesting

conductto the young,the lovely, and
the accomplished of her own sex.

TO THE MODERN SPECTATOR, IN

MR. ACKERMANN'S REPOSITORY
OF ARTS, &c.

Sir,— I have long and repeat-

edly determined to address you on

the subject of a plan I have in

contemplation, and which I now
offer to your serious, attentive,

and, as I flatter myself, favourable

regard. But before it will be pos-

sible for you to give a judicious

opinion on the subject, it will be

essentially necessary for you to

become acquainted with the lead-

ing circumstances of my past life,

and from what source those mo-
tives have arisen which have in-

duced me to engage in a corre-

spondence with you.

You may smile, perhaps, and
some of your readers may ibllow

your example, when I assure you,

that I am by no means ashamed of

.
being an Old Maid—such is my

I present situation, and my origin I

I

shall very briefly tell you.

I am the daughter of an officer

,

in the army, who left me so little

: that it can scarcely be called a for-

|

tune; and as for beauty, that kind

of personal property was pretty

much upon a par with my real

possessions. All I shall say of my
figure is, that it did not want

height, as I was upwards of six

feet high, without the elevating

aid of pattens. My father, how-
ever, for he was the best of men,
though he was disappointed of that

promotion which he well deserved,

having attained no higher rank

than that of a captain, contrived to

give me an excellent education,

observing at the same time, that,

in so doing, he gave me zchat the

world could not take from me (a re-

mark replete with wisdom). Among
other things, he taught me land-

scape and figure drawing, in which

he himself excelled ; while my
mother instructed me in the useful
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arts of needle-work, weaving lace,

&c. which were enlivened with

music and the song.

When I was about twenty-one,

the rude hand of fate deprived

me of both my parents in one little

month. My father died with his

sword in his hand on the held of

battle ; and my mother, who loved

him to excess, had not strength

to sustain the affliction of such a

loss, and soon sunk into her grave.

No relation was now left me but

an aunt, who had lived with us for

some years. She was the widow of

a bookseller in London, who had

left her something more than fifty

pounds a year. As for myself, two

hundred pounds were all that

my father's honourable patrimony

could save for me. This small

sum, however, I put out to inter-

est, and, with the approbation of

my aunt, I determined to try what

my pencil, my needle, and my
lace-pillow would do forme. This

determination was attended with

success far beyond my expecta-

tions ; and I acquired that degree

of character in thus employing

the talents I possessed, that a gen-

tlewoman, who kept a school for

young ladies in the neighbourhood,

made me such an offer to assist her

in the conduct and management of

it, that I immediately engaged in

the undertaking. Thus, I was not

only enabled to live in a comfort-

able manner, but to save a little

money. In short, I conducted

myself with so much satisfaction

to Madame de Brazille, the lady

governess of the school, that, after

having had the goodness to treat

rne with the affection of a mother,

she closed her life with the same

parental disposition, by leaving

me her school, the house in which

it was carried on, with all its fur-

niture, plate, and apparatus for

instruction, including also ii\c

acres of land at the distance of

thirty miles from London.

At the head of this respectable

establishment I continued till I

found myself worth five hundred

pounds a year. I was at this time

about fifty-live, an age when it

was natural for me to wish to re-

tire from the bustle of life; in

which, by my own application, and

with the blessing of a beneficent

Creator, I had succeeded so well.

I accordingly sold my house, my
school, and all their contents, to

a young lady, the orphan daugh-

ter of an officer, whom I had edu-

cated, and who fortunately had

been left a sufficiency to make the

purchase. This circumstance added

considerably to my income, and

having reserved the five adjoining

acres already mentioned, I built a

neat small cottage there ; so that I

am close to my old abode, w"Inch I

frequently visit, and where I am
always received and treated as a

mother.

In this pleasing and comfortable

retreat I reside during eight months

of the year, and during the other

four I pay a visit to the metropolis

:

but as, from my former habits of

incessant occupation, I feel a va-

cancy in this part of my life, I

wish to fill it up as I can. In short,

I am anxious to have something to

do, and to let that something be to

the advantage of my own sex. I

propose, therefore, to establish an

Exhibition, on the following plan,

whose ultimate tendency will not

be suspected of originating in the

mind of an Old Maid. But so it is.
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In the first place, I propose to

fit up, in an appropriate manner,

the first floor of a handsome house,

in a fashionable part of the town,

for the reception of works of art

by those young women of respect-

able families, whose situation re-

quires the support of their own
exertions, whether in the different

branches of design and painting,

or in the ornamental works of per-

sonal decoration and elegant uti-

lity ; such as embroidery, laces,

worsted works, and other decora-

tions of fancy. A little of the sup-

posed stiffness and starchness of the

old maid may, however, be thought

to appear, when I mention, that

every one of my female exhibitors

must accompany their productions

with the most satisfactory testimo-

nials of their character, conduct,

and connections; but as my plan

is not only to encourage, but to

reward merit, it is essentially ne-

cessary, that the fair deserts of the

candidates should be clearly esta-

blished. Such an arrangement will

then be made, that visitors may be

received to view the exhibition
;

and the prices being fixed to every

article, there will be no difficulty

in the disposal to such as may be

inclined to become purchasers of

them. This part of my plan, how-

ever useful it may prove, is on the

principle of accommodation, which

has already been adopted and suc-

cessfully executed. The new and,

as I conceive, original part of my
plan, is yet to be displayed.

I propose that one of my rooms

shall be altogether appropriated to

portraits, which must be of such

young ladies as are qualified to pro-

duce them by their own efforts in

that branch of art ; and here my

plan will proceed a step further,

Mr. Spectator, than I presume you
are prepared to expect, and which,

I trust, the luost scrupulous of my
sisterhood of old maidens, over the

worst dish of tea in England, will

not be disposed to censure. It is

my opinion, which I think will not

be controverted by any reflecting

and experienced mind, that ayoung
lady of a respectable family, agree-

able person, amiable manners, and
suitable accomplishments, though
of a circumscribed fortune, is wor-

thy the attention of, and a becom-
ing match for any gentleman.

Now if such an one should, from

the impression made on him by any
one of these portraits, feel himself

disposed to present himself in a

matrimonial capacity, he must then

send me his portrait, which, with

an account of himself and his cir-

cumstances, I will transmit to the

lady who is the object of his admi-

ration ; and, if they are approved

by herself and her friends, her ad-

dress shall be communicated to him,

when he may present himself in

person, and prefer his suit. I per-

ceive nothing romantic in all this.

It is the way in which George III.

obtained his queen, and I do not

see what objection any of his loyal

subjects can have to follow his

Majesty's royal example. A more

happy marriage has seldom been

seen or known, than, of the royal

pair, which was produced by the

interchange of their pictures.

Thus, sir, I should hope to ad-

vance that state in which I have

never engaged myself, but whose

felicity I am anxious to promote in

others, and in this way, at least, to,

answer the ends of my creation.

Such is my plan for the promo-*
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tion of domestic happiness and

national strength, which I hope
\\ ill meet not only with your appro-

bation, hut also with your co-ope-;

rating assistance. Some ot* your

ingenious correspondentsmay, per-
haps, furnish hints for the improve-

ment and enlargement ofmy design
;

and I shall thank them, with great

sincerity, for their attention to this

most interesting, and consequently

most important subject.

Nothing is now, I think, left me
to do, but to inform you, that I am

known, hy my friends, under the

name of Beaeham
; hut though,

from its orthography, it might he
mistaken for that of a foreigner*

our family have lived on the borders
of Scotland for many centuries.

1 remain, with great admiration

of Mr. Ackermann's Repository,

your most obedient and very hum-
hie servant,

Beatrice de Beauchamp.
Thirty-Mile Cottage,

17th Jan. 1S13.

THE POET
TO THE

Sir,

Of all the blessings man
enjoys, few can be compared to

sleep: it lulls the afflictions of the

mind, and relieves the agitations

of the body ; it sooths the lighter

cares of life when nothing else will,

and takes from us that restless in-

habitant of the breast, thought.

I am led, by my own situa-

tion, to these reflections, which are

the result of manifold experience.

I am a poet, or rhymester, and con-

sequently liable to all those vicis-

situdes of life that are so generally

attendant upon such a profession
;

—eating this day,—starving the

next,—hunted by the myrmidons
of the law,—harassed by the cri-

tics, &c. tkc. You may therefore

readily suppose, that sleep is to

me a blessing, at least I find it so

;

in that composed state my fancy

often transports me into far happier

situations than my waking senses

ever experienced. It was in one
of these pleasant intervals of rest,

after poring, over a laborious epic.

\S DREAM.

EDITOR.

j

in which I had been at times wad-

I

ing in similes, or swimming in an

I

episode, now aground on the shore

of invention, and then again buoy-
ed up on the waves of fancy, that

I had the following: dream.

Methought I was a poet of un-

bounded genius, and that my works
were sought after by the world in

general; that I was surrounded

with all the blessings of affluence

and ease, and universally praised

by the reviewers. Such was the

strange and improbable state into

which my dream had transported

me.

I imagined that I was sitting in

my library, engaged in a work that

was to immortalize my name, when
the door opened, and an elegant

female was ushered into the room.

After the usual forms of. politeness,

she informed me her name was Cal-

liope, and that she was deputed by
her sisters to say, that they had

viewed my genius with admiration

and delight, and that it was then-

determination to assist me as far as
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lay in their power. I was astonish-

ed, and could scarcely restrain my
rapture, to think that the Muses

had adopted me as their favourite

poet: my thanks to Calliope were

hurried and ardent, for I felt that

my senses were overpowered with

my good fortune. The lady next

informed me, that the Muses were

about to give an entertainment at

their temple on Mount Parnassus,

to which she invited me : and thus

her visit concluded. I, however,

prevailed upon her, before she de-

parted, to take an ode or two. by

way of refreshment, which she was

pleased to say were well flavoured.

As I was escorting her to the door,

she was particularly affable, and

praised my poetic powers highly.

Pegasus waited for her at the gate

;

he was in very good condition, and

his harness becoming: the reins

were made of The Art of Criti-

cism, and the stirrups were formed

out of Horace's Art of Poetry.

Calliope, when mounted, made a

graceful inclination of the head to-

wards me, and having touched the

horse with her whip, which was one

of the Satires of Juvenal, she flew

away in an instant. I now returned

into the house full of joy, but in

shutting the door with considerable

force, the noise awoke me.

I found that in my energy I had

overturned the table; my papers

were scattered about in all direc-

tions, and my ink was meandering

over my poem in gloomy variety.

Having placed things in order as

well as possible, I again composed

myself to sleep, in which my mind

(from havingbeen so delighted with

the first dream) resumed the sub-

ject, and I fancied myself attend-

ing the feast of the Muses: but,

alas ! upon waking, my stomach

felt its usual emptiness, and my
dress appeared in its accustomed

ra<»oedness. If you should think

the first vision worthy of publicity,

you shall be put in the possession

of the second.—I remain yourhum-

ble servant,

Somniculus.

Grub-street, Feb. 3 } 1813,

MISCELLANEOUS FRAGMENTS AND ANECDOTES.

THE MERMAID.

In the speech of the Scythian am-

bassador to Alexander, in Quintus

Curtius, it is said to be a Scythian

proverb, " That Fortune has no feet,

and is furnished only with hands,

to distribute her capricious favours

;

and with fins, to elude the grasp of

those to whom she has been boun-

tiful." Surely the Dagon of the

East, and the mermaids of the West,

are nothing but images of this Scy-

thian Fortune. The mirror, too,

which the mermaid is frequently

depicted holding in her hand, isex-

tremely appropriate to Fortune;

whether we consider its dazzling

quality when it reflects the rays of

the sun, or the unsubstantial and

evanescent nature of the forms i«

presents to us.

RECIPROCITY OF RIGHTS AND
DUTIES.

"Rights and duties are correla-

the."—Ensor on National Govern-

ment. True ; and this seems to me
not to have been sufficiently weigh-

ed. Without rights there can be
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no duties ; without duties there can

be no rights. But, then, have all

men equal rights under similar cir-

dOUBtances? Yes. Under dissimilar

circumstances? No. Is not this the

clue to that labyrinth of endless

disputation ? Man is the creature

of circumstances: it is these that

gild one side of the shield, and sil-

ver the other.

DEGREE.

"The ulcers did not give pain in

any degree, and it was of short con-

tinuance."—Rollo on Diabetes Mel-

/itus, vol. II. p. |||. This is an

absurd, new-fangled use of degree,

here involving a palpable contra-

diction ; for the conclusion of the

sentence shews, that they did give

pain in some degree, though we
may conjecture not in a very high

degree. A similar abuse of the

term occurs in such expressions as,

"He is ugly to a degree; she is

beautiful to a degree." Every man
who is not handsome, or at least pas-

sable, must have some degree of ugli-

ness ; every woman who is not or-

dinary, must possess some degree

of beauty.

ADJECTIVE BEFORE THE SUBSTAN-

TIVE.

Professor Raymond observes, in

the Magaziit EnCyclopedique, for

March, 1810, p. 200, "Qualities

are the only things that are percep-

tible in any object; and it is only

by their modes that we perceive sub-

stances: to which, therefore, we
justly give this name (quod sub stat).

But we are so accustomed to take

what actually strikes our senses for

the substance itself, that, when a

new object presents itself, we con-

found its colour, for instance, with

its essence; from not knowing
whether it be susceptible of anv

No. LI. Vol.. IX.

colour, and from not having yet en-

tered intoanyprocess ofabstraction

with respect to it. For the quality

to exhibit itself to our eves us a

quality, we must already be fami-

liarized with the ideas of modes,

considered as accessory to their sub-

stances; and.then thereisnodoubt,

but it is the quality that makes
the first impression. 1 havea grand-

daughter three years old, who al-

ways puts the quality before the

subject: she says, Ui/c rouge pomme,

une eafftefourclicttc, une blunchc robe,

une rmide assiette" &c.

The construction of the English

language, therefore, in which the

adjective precedes the substantive,

is botb most natural and most phi-

losophical. I recollect a ver.v laugli-

ableblunder, occurring where it was
little to be expected, into which a

learned Frenchman fell from this

difference in the structure of the

two languages, the substantive pre-

ceding the adjective in the French.

It was in the elaborate instructions

given to the unfortunate La Pe-
rouse, which were drawn up, if I re-

member right, by the Chevalier de la

Borde. An English navigator, in

an account of his voyage, mentions

his having met with indications of

land, though no land was to be seen,

in a certain latitude. Among these

he enumerates " fishes, reeds forty-

feet long," &c; which the French
translator converted into "red fishes

forty feet long," poissons rouges de

qua/ante pieds en longueur.

HENRY IV.

Not long after the peace of Ver-
vins, Henry IV. meanly dressed,

and attended only by two gentle-

men, determined to cross the Seine

on his return from hunting. Dur-
ing the passage, he asked the

U
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ferrymail) whs did not know him,

what people said ahout the peace.

"They make noise enough about

it, to be sure," replied the man

;

"but, for my part, I can't see what

better we are for it : the taxes are

raised upon us every day, and no-

thing escapes them, not even this

wretched ferry-boat, by which,

with hard work, I contrive to get a

bit of bread."—"Why does not the

king put a stop to this evil r" asked

Henry.—"As for the king," replied

the man, " he is well disposed

enough, but he has a prodigal mis-

tress, who will be supplied with all

sorts of expensive clothes and out-

landish finery ; and so we poor folks

are obliged to contribute to sup- I

port her extravagance. It would
;

not be quite so provoking if she
j

was mistress to the king alone, but

they say there are others to whom
she is equally kind." Henry, who
was highly diverted with this chit- >

chat, sent the following day for the I

ferryman, and caused him to re-

peat all that he had said in the pre-
j

scnce of the lady, the fair Gabri-

elle, Duchess of Beaufort. The ex-

asperated, beauty insisted that he

should be immediately hanged.

" Nonsense !" replied Henry ; "the

fellow's poverty makes him discon-

tented; his ferry-boat shall in fu-

ture be exempted from taxes, and

depend upon it he will daily cry,

' Long live the king ! long live Ga-

brielle!'"

EXTRAORDINARY SUPERSCRIPTION.

In the year .1769 a letter reached

the post-office at Paris, with the fol-

lowing superscription, in French:
—"To the Prince of Poets., the

perpetual Phenomenon of Glory,

the Philosopher of Nations, the

Mercury of Europe, the Orator of

his Country, the Promoter of Ci-

tizens, the Historian of Kings, the

Panegyrist of Heroes, the Aristar-

chus of Zoiluses, the Arbiter of

Taste, a Painter in every style, the

same at every age, the Protector

of the Arts, the Benefactor of Ta-

lents and of real Merit, the Admir-

er of Genius, the Scourge of Per-

secutors, the Enemy of Fanatics,

the Defender of the Oppressed,

the Father of Orphans, the Pattern

for the Rich, the Support of the

Poor, the immortal Example of

exalted Virtues."—All Paris con-

cluded that this address could apply

to none but Voltaire, and to him the

letter was accordingly delivered.

ANACHRONISM.

A curious anachronism occurred

in a fine piece of tapestry in a coun-

try-seat belonging, before the

French Revolution, to the house of

Rohan, where Judith, after cutting

off the head . of Holofernes, was

represented thanking God in her

oratory at the feet of a crucifix and

before an image of the Blessed

Virgin.

TERRORS BY NIGHT".

\No. 1. More frightened than hurt:

an Irish Bull; alias, a lied Con:.

I had enjoyed about an hour the

blessings of slumber, when I was

awoke by a noise more tremendous

;

than thunder ; to my terrified imagi-

i nation it seemed like the roaring of

I

the fiercest lion. I started up and

! struck my head against something

that felt rough and warm, and ex-

tending my arms (in an agony of

fear I must confess), got hold of the

ears of what I supposed a ferocious

animal. It is inconceivable the

ideas of horror that rushed through

my mind— I thought it was a mad

dog, who had some way or other
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found his way to the bed : the bel-

lowing, however, which was in an

instant repeated, made me change

my opinion, and 1 took it for a wild

bull, who had broke loose, and

would devour me, as the red cow
did Tom Thumb. I jumped out of

bed, and endeavoured to escape by

the door, hut could not find it—

1

called loudly for light and assistance

—the bellowing; continued, though

it did not seem to quit the spot

where I first had heard it—between

us we made a noise that might have

broken any sleep, except what the

last trump will waken us from.

—

My host at length made his appear-

ance, followed by his wife, hearing

a candle—he was in his shirt and

red night-cap, like a Turkish turban

—the fair torch-bearer was in her

chemise—though assuredly it was

not u uue chemise blanche"—The
husband thrust the muzzle of a

fowling-piece (which he carried

cocked) into the room, before he

entered himself—so that between

the mad bull in my rear, and the

Orange party in front, 1 thought my-
self in a perilous situation.—When
I had explained the nature of my
alarm, we advanced in a body to

the bed, to discover the cause.

—

The roaring, which was incessant,

proceeded from the mouth of a red

cow, with horns as long as a deer's

«—but the head only was visible

:

how it came there, or where the

body was, was to me totallv unin-

telligible. My host, after rolling on

the bed some instants in a hearty fit

of laughter, explained it to me.

—

With the carelessness that marked
all his domestic arrangements, a

cow was sometimes turned into the

chamber that communicated with

mine, to save the trouble of taking

her to the stable; one he had pur-

chased a few daysbefore at a neigh-

bouring fair, had been confined

there ever since: as she was pro-

bably not much accustomed to live

in a parlour, it was not wonderful

she wished to make her escape out

of it—by dint of perseverance she

forced a passage for her head,

through the partition of lath and

phiister which separated her from

the side of my bed, Unable to

draw her bodv forward, or her head

backwards, she stuck fast >n this

pillovy of her own creation, and

broke out into the noise I have just

been mentioning.

Travels in Ireland, 1811.

TERRORS RY NIGHT:

No, 2.

—

A hundred Scotch Rabbits

equal to one Irish Bull.

Having put up my horse at the

best inn in Cupar of Fife, I found

there a gentleman scarcely recover-

ed from a fright he had got the night

before. A person it seems was car-

rying, from the east coast of Fife,

an hundred rabbits, to occupy a

warren in the West Islands. The
person who had the care of the

animals, hired a room for them for

the night: putting them all into it,

and giving them greens and other

food, he shut the door; and having

refreshed himself, went to bed. The
gentleman whom I saw, being just

arrived, and a stranger, asked for

supper and a room, and went to

bed; which happened to be the

room contiguous to the rabbits ; but

knew nothing of their being there.

About the middle of the night and

in the midst of his s.lcep., the door

between his room and the rabbits

not being locked, a gale of wind

arising, the door suddenly opened,

l) 2
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and the whole of the rabbits, rush-

ing from their own room, ran into

die gentleman's ; some running over
his face, hands, and other parts of

his body, both above and below the

bed, and many of them seeking for

shelter beneath the blankets. The
gentleman, awaking suddenly, was

much alarmed, and roared for help,

but none appeared. Their keeper

was asleep, as well as every one

else in the house. Thinking him-

self surrounded by a thousand de-

vils, whichhefound before, behind,

and roundabout him, he at length

found the door, and ran downstairs

naked, in the dark. The rabbits, as

much afraid as the gentleman, fol-

lowing him, were down stairs before

him ; and it was not many minutes

till the whole house was in an up-

roar. When the candle was light-

ed, nothing appeared. The rabbits

had dispersed, and hid themselves

in different parts of the house.

Hungary waters, spirits, &c. were

brought to recover the gentleman
;

and it was not till the rabbir- lan

appeared, and found his rabbits

gone, that he could comprehend

what had happened to him.

Hall's Travels in Scotland,

w.Kumnn

OBSERVATIONS on the RISE and PROGRESS of PAINTING
in WATER COLOURS.

(Continuedfrom p. 94.^

The great encouragement which

has been manifested of late years

for the cultivation of landscape-

drawing, has originated principally

in the love which has been evinced

for making tours, to explore the

beautiful scenery of our island;

and we owe it to the memory of the

ingenious and amiable Vicar of

Boldre, in the New Forest, Hamp-
shire, to give this divine the merit

of having created so general a love

for travelling, and for so laudable

and pleasing an object. The Forest

Scenery, the Tour to the Lakes,

and other works upon the study of

the picturesque, accompanied as

they were, by his tasteful and happy
sketches, illustrative of his writ-

ings, give loose hints of the most

captivating part of this art and its

general forms, with the accidental

incidents of light and shadow, as

produced by the variations of the

passing cloud. Every reader of

feeling caught the enthusiasm of

the author, until in a few years the

prevalence of landscape-drawing

became general in every polite

family; and almost every library

contained his works. These inter-

esting publicationsbecame the sub-

ject of imitation with numerous

amateurs, and port-folios were filled

by ladies as well as gentlemen, who
undertook journies expressly to

study the picturesque.

The success attending these

works of Mr. Gilpin, did not en-

tirely owe their popularity to the

graphic ornaments which they con-

tained ; the literary part was no

less pleasing, and still more in-

structive : every reader was capti-

vated with his glowing description

of the operation of light and sha-

dow, and the j udicious observations

upon their causes and effects ; his

woodland scenery, and remarks

upon the leadin g characters oftrees
j
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his elegant manner of pointing out

the romantic and grand beauties of

mountain scenery, as opposed to

the gentle undulations winch cha-

racterise the lengthened vale, con-

veyed information and instruction

in a style so pleasing, and so en-

tirely new, that none could peruse

his works without experiencing

improvement and delight. These

works were rendered still more in-

teresting, and more highly valuable,

by the animals which were intro-

duced in his Forest Scenery, by

the tasteful hand of his worthy and

highly esteemed brother, Sawrey

Gilpin, Esq. R. A.

The publications of the Rev.

Mr. Gilpin formed several octavo

volumes ; the prints were executed

in imitation of the drawings of the

author, in aquatinta, and were

printed on a paper stained with a

warm colour, which produced a

novel and agreeable effect.

W. Payne, who appears to have

at once seen the capacities of the

style so loosely sketched by the

Rev. Mr. Gilpin, commenced his

studies, and not long after the ap-

pearance of these works, exhibited

his drawings to the world of taste.

The way had been made for their

reception, and the demand for

Payne's drawings became general.

This artist held some appointment

in his Majesty's service atPlymouth,

where he studied drawing for his

amusement. But the celebrity of

his works soon produced an in-

vitation for their author to the me-

tropolis, where, immediately after

his arrival, he had an introduction

to the first families, who were de-

sirous of acquiring his style.

Payne, although not mentioned

before, is entitled to the meritorious

praise of having contributed no in-

considerable share to the advance-

ment of his art. His drawings,

which were generally made from

sketches taken on the river Tamar,

or in the vicinity of Plymouth,

were replete with effect. His small

drawings, in particular, were exe-

cuted with magical spirit, and pen-

cilled with the greatest taste ; in-

deed, in no works of similar size,

have the incidental gleams of sun-

shinebeen represented with a great-

er degree of truth. The simple

means by which this artist accom-

plished his effects, induced innu-

merable amateurs to become ac-

quainted with his style ; and hence

it is said, that no artist of this or

any other country, could enumerate

so long a list of pupils, amongst

whom are included the sons and

daughters of the highest families

in the kingdom.

Shortly subsequent to the fame

of Payne, the study of landscape-

drawino- became so general in the

fashionable circles, that every pro-

fessor of eminence was tempted to

enter the list of teachers, and the

highest source of emolument has

been derived from instructing the

rising generation in this pleasing

art. And here it should be men-

tioned to the honour of our enlight-

ened countrywomen, that the great

display of talent which the English

artists have exhibited to the world,

has been called forth by that love

of the art which has so generally

been shewn by the female part of

the higher circles within the last

twenty years. The boundless libe-

rality of the English fair, in their

encouragement of water-colour

paintings, is no less honourable to

the country, than it is creditable to
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themselves, and will form a distin-

guished feature in a future history

of our times.

The celebrity of Payne, and the

consequent rage which spread so

rapidly amongst the fashionable

world, to become acquainted with

the art of landscape-drawing, ex-

cited many ingenious provincial

artists to try their fortunes in the

metropolis. J. Nicholson had for

some time cultivated this branch

of drawing in the neighbourhood

of York, and had made some valu-

able discoveries, by his invention

of taking out lights in his works,

by a chemical process of great in-

genuity : for which discoverv he

received an honorary reward from

the Society for the Encouragement
of Arts, Manufactures, and Com-
merce, in the Adelphi. This pro-

cess, which is described at length

in the Transactions of the Society,

added new light to the art. One
of the greatest difficulties in pro-

ducing richness of effect, and clear-

ness of execution, arose from the

previous practice of laying on the

lighter teint of a drawing first, and
deepening the parts by degrees,

which not only produced a tiresome

repetition, butrobbedthe perform-

ance of its clearness, causing a

manifest deterioration in the draw-

ing, in proportion as the colours

became more deeply spread. It

was in this particular that the pro-

cess of drawing differed most from

that of oil-painting, where the

lights are laid upon the dark co-

lours. By the ingenious process

of Nicholson, the darker colours

are laid first, and the forms destined

to sustain the lights, are taken out;

by which means, clearness and spi-

rit are maintained, and the texture

of the work becomes infinitely more
beautiful : indeed, the effect pro-

duced by its means, is similar to

that of glazing in oil ; and so pow-

erful is its extent, that copies of

oil-paintings have been made in

water-colours, which vie with the

originals in force of colour and

brilliancy of effect.

J. Glover may be adduced as an

illustrious instance, amongst the

number of provincial artists, whose

abilities have added much to the

improvement of the art. This in-

genious professor, unaided by the

society of other artists, commenced
his studies by copying the sylvan

scenes in the neighbourhood of

Litchfield, at which city he resided.

Much of the style of Payne's draw-

ings, in his early works, was visible

;

and to this he added the appear-

ance of higher finishing. The truth

which characterised his first efforts

from the scenes of nature, gave

presage of his future excellence,

although the subjects were col-

lected from the fields and lanes in

the immediate vicinity of his town
;

and his studies were made during

his leisure from an arduous occu-

pation, respectable, but less pleas-

ing than the pursuit of the fine

arts.

A period at length arrived, when
the art had attained to such a gene-

ral state of improvement, that an

opportunity only was needful to

shew to the world the powerful ef-

fects that could be produced by an

exhibition of select works, entirely

composed of water-colour draw-

ings : for, however transcendent

the talents of some of the artists

who had exhibited their works on

the walls of the Royal Academy,

yet their being mixed with picture**
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in oil, in crayons, and with works

discreditable to the art, and ar-

ranged with no regard to the tout-

ensemble; and, moreover, in rooms

not originally constructed to throw

a favourable light upon pictures:

the talents of the artists could not

be fairly evinced, nor could the

public justly appreciate the merits

of such a separate department of

art.

To remedy this deficiency, it was

proposed, by a certain number of

professors of this art, to establish

a separate exhibition, in which no

works were to be admitted but

those executed in water-colours,

even to the excluding of such works

as were painted in body water-co-

lours, or varnished drawings. This

society was first composed of the

following artists:— F. W. Wells,

S. Shelley, W. H. Pyne, R. Hills,

J. Glover, W. S. Gilpin, G. Barrett,

J. Holworthy, J. C. Nattes, J. Var-

ley, C. Varley, N. Pocock, Francis

Nicholson, making together thir-

teen artists, by whom were elected

three other members, Wm. Havell,

Joshua Cristall, and Stephen Ri-

gaud. The first exhibition that

was formed by the joint labours of

these artists, opened in the Great

Room, Lower Brook-street, Gros-

venor-squarc ; and the curiosity

that it excited, drew together a

croud of lovers of the fine arts,

daily, for six weeks, and established

a reputation and a patronage for

its members, unprecedented in the

annals of English art. The success

of this society soon augmented
its number of members, until, in

I

the second annual exhibition, a

collection of drawings was display-

ed to the public, that astonished

and delighted every admirer of the

graphic art. This Society was en-

titled, " The Society of Painters

in Water- Colours."

It was not likely that the success

attendant upon this new establish-

ment, would remain unnoticed by

other professors of the art : hence,

within two years of its foundation,

another society was formed, com-

posed of a greater number of art-

ists, and an exhibition was opened

in Brook-street, which, although

it contained many beautiful speci-

mens of the art, its members being

artists of great celebrity, yet its

success was not commensurate to

the talent it displayed, nor the en-

couragement equal to the reason-

able hopes of its projectors.

(To be continued.)

The fertility of the soil of the

Isle of Fiance is such, as to pro-

duce two harvests within twelve

months ; as the corn which is sown

in May, is reaped in September,

and that sown in October, is har-

vested in February following.

Among the exotic trees and shrubs
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growing here, may be numbered
coffee, cotton, camphor ; aloes

;

the agallocum ; sagoutier, or sago

;

the cardamum, the cinnamon, and

the clove-trees. The species of

coffee raised here is the same as at

Bourbon, but it is not cultivated to

the same extent; although, accord.
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ing to Monsieur De Cossigny, who
was governor in 1791, it may al-

most be considered indigenous. He
says, " The. ordinary coffee, known
by the name of Bourbon, is the

only coffee cultivated upon an ex-

tensive plan in the two islands

:

some of the inhabitants, through

curiosity, cultivate two other kinds

of coffee, to one of which they give

the name of Eden, or Ouden, the

berry of which is exceeding small,

though it is much superior to the

other (Bourbon), and even to that

of Mocha; but the plant bears lit-

tle, is very delicate, and subject

to perish. I wished to form a plan-

tation of it, but could not succeed."
" There are," he continues, " in

the forests of the island, towards

the quarter of Poudre d'Or, Ma-
roon coffee-plants, so called, be-

cause they are indigenous, and
grow without care or cultivation."

He also mentions a fourth kind,

which is likewise a native, and grows

upon trees as high as other trees,

but with a slender stem, and which,

he adds, is not generally known

;

but, in his opinion, as well as in that

of others to whom he shewed it,

this kind is superior to that of

Mocha. In addition to those plants

already enumerated, are many
others, natives of Asia ; which, by
the persevering industry and pa-

triotism of some of its governors,

have, from time to time, been add-

ed to their former store, and in

some measure naturalized : as, for

instance, on June 27, 1770, 150

nutmeg-trees were landed here,

together with 10,000 nutmegs, ei-

ther growing or ready to grow;

and a chest of cloves, several of

which had shot out ; and in 1772,

another and much more consider-

able importation was made. All

these were procured by the stre-

nuous endeavours and real patriot-

ism of Monsieur Poivre, who was

appointed intendant of both islands

in 1766, during the administration

of the Duke de Choiseul.

Mercator & Co.

ARCHITECTURAL HINTS:

Plate 17.

—

Gothic Staircase and Vestibule;

Plate 18.— (Auxiliary)—Plans—Inside of St. Paul's and
Westminster Abbey;

Illustrative of the Qualities of Grecian and of Gothic Architecture: the

former obtaining a Character of Greatness by the Quantity of its Masses;
the latter by its Quantity of Space.

(Continued from p. 108.)

The censure bestowed upon Go-
thic architecture by professors of

art, subsequent to the reformation

of our national religion, and up to

a very recent period, necessarily

degraded it in the minds of those

persons who had escaped the infec-

tion of early prejudices; and thus

was continued a neglect of itsbeau-

ties, long after the acknowledged

influence of its charms.—Sir Chris-

topher Wren, no less honoured on

this account, for the sublime works

which he produced in another style

of art, mistook, or rather never un-

derstood, the principles of Gothic
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architecture; in the repairs ofthese

edifices he appended designs in the

Grecian style, and applied its pecu-

liar principles to the restitution of

Gothic structures, producing a false

andincongruousarrangement^ fatal

toits beauties, and subversive of its

powers to interest and delight : con-

sequently, a censure was visited on

the art itself, that belonged only

to the architect, who never obtain-

ed an adequate understanding of

its principles. Sir Christopher also

seems to have decided and spoken

of its merits, judging them by a

standard not analogous to the ob-

ject; for Gothic architecture merits

distinction, as being perfectly in-

dependent, original, and generic.

That the art has suffered by these

errors, is seriously to be lamented,

because many beautiful parts of

buildings have fallen into decay,

and are no more. Our best ac-

knowledgments are, however, due
to a few men of taste, whose gra-

phic records have preserved much
;

and we are greatly indebted to the

gentlemen of the city and Uni-

versity of Oxford, whose liberal

and enlightened minds have reliev-

ed the taste of our own times from

such aspersions; and happily for

science in future ages, their en-

deavours have been rendered effec-

tive by an architect whose pene-

trating research, discernment, and

taste, enabled him to discover the

principles of Gothic art, and to

design new works with the truth of

the originals, combined with all

their genuine beauty.

Gothic architecture has errone-

ously been considered as unsuited

to the purposes of domestic build-

ings, not from an actual experience

of its unfitness, because we have

No. LI. Vol. IX.

1 no remains of such edifices by which

j

to form conclusions, but because

it is supposed to be of too grave, so-

lemn, and gloomy a character : the

reverse of this is the truth ; and,

upon investigating the beauties of

the interior of Gothic structures,

they will be found peculiarly light

and elegant; it possesses a play of

line, an intricacy of arrangement,

and minuteness of parts, incapable

of producing'such impressions: itis

the magnitude of these buildings,

and an association of ideas, con-

necting with them ancient monas-
tic austerities ; it is the present de-

votional purposes to which they are

applied, and the reverence we have

forantiquity, that are the probable

causes of this objection.

The architects in the twelfth,

thirteenth, and fourteenth centu-

ries, and indeed in earlier times,

seem to have considered the forms

and the arrangements of Gothic

architecture, as deficient in solem-

nity of character, and therefore

endeavoured to obtain the effect by
other means: hence the excessive

loftiness and space distinguishing

Gothic cathedrals, seemingly mag-
nified by a contrast of the ornamen-

tal parts; and hence the general

adoption of coloured glass, pro-

ducing a subdued and mysterious

light,

"Spreading suMimer gleams nround,

" Robed in the varied dyes of heaven."

The delicacy and elegance of the

interior forms, so aided by quanti-

ty of space, by gloom, and by co-

lour, must have been efficient to

the object of the architect; but

the latter means were not applica-

ble to the outside of the building.

It is evident, that he saw howr un-

suited the elegant designs of the
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interior were to produce a great- '

ness and dignity of effect : he there-

fore used a massive character, per-

fectly assoeiable, but not identi-

fied with them. The huge towers,

the lofty spire, the ponderous and

view is supposed to be taken (torn

the entrance-door ; the indication of

the window will mark its scite, and

the chimuey-place is opposite. The
staircase is approached from the

hall, but separated by a corridor*.

streight roof, were adopted ; and
j! the floor is elevated by these steps

the walls were encumbered by wide

ly projecting buttresses ; and if he

decorated these by smaller parts,

they were so arranged as not to

deteriorate this effect, until, on a

near approach, the building sup-

plied all that the mind might lose of

its seeming importance, by its real

magnitude ; and then, only, gave

additional value to its majestic

greatness, by obtaining respect,

from its richness and its beauty.

The auxiliary plate is introduced

for the purpose of showing, that

the principle by which greatness of

character is produced by Grecian

architecture, is the reverse of that

principle in the Gothic : the form-

er commanding it by its important

masses ; the latter obtaining it by the

quantity of air which it embraces.

It is trusted, that these observa-

tions have proved, that Gothic ar-

chitecture is capable of aiiording

elegance to our mansions ; and it

is hoped, that the designs about to

be spoken of, will be found to com-

biue with it the means of domestic

comfort and social enjoyment.

The Repository of the last month

contained a design for a Gothic

Hall ; with this number is given an

engraving of the Staircase and Ves-

tibule. It will be perceived that they

are not calculated for very large di-

mensions. The hall is sufficiently

spacious, and admits, by its form,

which is a cross, four closets, appro-

priate to the use of the servants, and

to receive coats, hats, sticks, &.c. The

about ten feet from the lower floor

of the hall ; a second staircase com-

municates to the vestibule, and

leads to the chamber story; the

principal apartments are also con-

nected with the vestibule. It is es-

sential to the interior arrangement

of a residence, that the approach

to the apartments should be direct

and similar: if in the mind of the

visitor they become confused,—if

for one moment he is perplexed by

its intricacies, it is fatal to those

pleasurable sensations which all

who build are desirous to create in

the minds of their friends : a build-

ing only advances in the estimation

of the spectator, as he is enabled

to add room to room in a connected

chain of association.

The hall should be of acharacter

that will indicate a friendly hospi-

tality : a contracted hall conveys

an impression ofmeanness ; if large

and sumptuous, that of ostentation :

regard should be therefore had to

the judicious design, magnitude,

and arrangement of the hall; for

the earliest impression is generally

the last to be effaced, and there is

a climax in architecture as there is

in oratory, and he would ill deserve

the reputation of a Demosthenes

or a Cicero, whose first sentence

was so elevated and emphatic as to

render flat and insipid those parts

of his address which required to be

eminently dignified and impressive.

The hall is so designed as to admit

an increased feeling of respect.
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The coiling-, although vaulted, is

of a horizontal character. This room
is not over lighted, and of a simple

design. At the steps commences
the apparent occupancy of the su-

ior; the oak screen and en-

riched can Jelahra bespeak it; the

corridor, right and left, gives the

idea of extent to the budding;
ascending the stairs, from the ho-

rizontal to the highly elegant ver-

tical archway and vestibule, the

mind becomes prepared for those

Impressions which the apartments

should be equal to produce, and

which should result us much from

contrast and combination, as from
;

I . ir own intrinsic excellence. It

will be perceived that the i

become more decorated as they

proceed ; the arrangement of the

ornaments, the design of the fur-

niture, and the harmony of the co-

lours, are all intended to unite in

obtaining the approbation of the

tasteful mind, bv elegance and con-

sistency.

EXHIBITION OF THE BRITISH GALLERY OF PAINTINGS.

The agreeable task of noticing

the works which form the Seventh

Exhibition of the British Gallery,

has again occurred; and we enter

with feelings of pleasure upon the

subject, increasing in proportion

to the improvement evinced since

the preceding year's Exhibition.

The arts, so long neglected, have

at length met with some notice;

and those liberal noblemen and

gentlemen who, at their own pri-

vate expence, purchased the Shak-

speare Gallery for the reception

of the works of the rising artists,

have evinced a munificence that

cannot be too long or too gratefully

remembered by the lovers of the fine

arts, nor too highly praised by the

British nation. In other enlighten-

ed nations, these public institutions

for the promotion of science, and

the encouragement of the fine arts,

originate in, and are supported

by, the governments. But here,

we lament to say, the arts might

have declined, or the lamp of

genius have been extinguished, be-

fore the government would have

interposed to keep its expiriug

flame alive. This is the more t«

be regretted, when it is acknow-
ledged, that, in all other objects,

no country could ever boast a more
enlightened legislature. His Ma-
jesty, with that fostering care for

the interests of the fine arts that

has ever marked his reign, became
its patron, conferring thereby that

honourable sanction which has pro-

moted its advancement, and has

furthered its pretensions to public

regard. More than this, his Ma-
jesty could not do. The encou-

ragement which he has graciously

bestowed upon artists, and other

scientific men, has been in his pri-

vate character, and in the fullest

proportion to his means. Influ-

enced by his example, trie most
generous efforts have been made
by the directors and supporters of

the British Institution, not only bv
holding out rewards and encou-

ragement to the rising artists, but

by the munificent patronage so ho-

nourably conferred upon the great-

est historical painter of the age.

X2
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1. Elijah restoring to Life the Wi-

dow's Son.—R. Westall, R. A.

The holy prophet appears, in

this fine design, in the act of ad-

dressing the Divine Being, with

an expression of pious confidence
;

and evinces, that the power to ac-

complish the benevolent purpose

of his visit to the house of the af-

flicted wido\V, is derived from one

superior to himself. Yet is not the

character less dignified by this ad-

mission. The child is beautiful in

the extreme, although the hand of

death is spread over him ; and the

strongest emotions are excited on

beholding this interesting object

at the moment of returning life.

This affecting story is told with two

figures, but with so much effect,

that the mind can readily conceive

the operation of the miracle upon

the afflicted parent and her friends.

2. An Artist's Study,—R, T. Bone.

This little picture gives promise

of future excellence ; it is the first

performance in oil of a very young-

artist, the third son of the cele-

brated painter on enamel. The
colouring is rich, and the effect

natural ; the toning of some parts

of the picture would not be discre-

ditable to an artist of established

reputation.

5. Impertinent Curiosity,— 3VI, W.
Sharp.

The pleasing class of subjects

which have become the favourite

study of this artist for the last three

or four years, from the general

admiration which they excite, may
be instanced as a proof of the ad-

vantage that must ever result from

a painter's pursuing that walk of

art which appears most congenial

to his feelings. Mr. Sharpe's pic-

tures are inferior to none in lively

dramatic composition, but greatly

superior to most, in a material

point—they are never vulgar. The
subject iu question is natural, and

comprises one of the highest qua-

lities in a picture, namely, that of

telling its own story. The servant

of a young lady holds a letter

which it is her duty to deliver to

her mistress, but, with the genuine
curiosity of the lady's maid, she

is extending the sides of the billet-

doux, and peeping into its contents

with an earnestness of curiosity that

is expressed with the utmost felici-

ty. At this moment the expecting

lady opens the door ; and the mix-

ture of surprise, indignation, and

Mutter of spirits, that the discovery

of her servant's impertinence pro-

duces upon her countenance, is

depicted with the most admirable

skill. This lively and sweetly paint-

ed composition may be regarded

not only as the most complete pic-

ture from this tasteful painter, but

as one of the greatest ornaments of

the present Exhibition.

73. The Dancing- Master.—The
same.

The exaggerations of elegance

may be considered amongst the

highest sources of the ridiculous,

and few subjects afford a greater

scope for the exercise of the risible

faculties, than the scientific bows

and curtsies of the minuet, which

are rendered still more laughable

by the importance of an athletic

superintendent, meandering, in

measured contortions, to the har-

mony of his own violin. The paint-

er has kindly relieved those who

might sympathize in the torments,

of the boy, whose feet occupy so

natural a position in the stocks, by

the satire upon the excess of this
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elegant accomplishment, which he

is playing oft' in the other auto-

maton, which he is moving with

trings. Mr. Sharpe has treated

his subject with true originality and

considerable humour.

10, The Ihirial- Place of a favourite

BinL—W. Collins.

The improvement of Mr. Collins

has been obviously progressive,

from the period when his pictures

were first placed upon the walls of

the British Institution ; and the

patronage which has attended his

progress, has not been bestowed in

vain. The children, which form

the composition of this scene, call

forth recollections of our early-

feelings, and cannot be viewed

without emotions of sympathy. The
story is truly affecting—sorrow is

faithfully depicted on the counte-

nances of the infantile mourners,

and the picture has considerable

pathos. Had the drawing of the

figures been equal to their expres-

sion, this picture would have claim-

ed higher praise. It is hoped, how-

ever, that so young an artist as the

author of this work, will not neglect

co do justice to his fine perceptions

of the art, by inattention to so

necessary a branch of study as that

of correct drawing, and which, we
lament to say, is the too prevalent

fault of British artists.

"13. The Rival JVooers.—A. Carse.

In the observations that may be

made in favour of this picture, in

common with others that may be

noticed, the executive part of the

art is less the object of research,

than the composition. With the

young painter there is far greater

merit in telling his subject well,

than in the display of rich colour-

ing, or powerful effect. Drawing

and expression should be the first

object of study : in these we be-

hold the operations of the mind,

in the executive part we view little

more than the operation of the

hand ; not that a freedom of pencil-

ling, or a clearness and purity of

colouring, should be disregarded ;

but these qualities will naturally

arise out of practice, where the

student pursues his art with a de-

termination to excel. The subject

is told with genuine truth ; the cir-

cumstances, like the poems of

Burns, are drawn from nature.

The innocent and industrious maid-

en, the object of admiration in this

interesting picture, is knitting in

a cottao-e, surrounded by three ad-

miring swains, who, like the shep-

herds of Virgil, are emulous of

graining her smiles. The incidents

in this artless composition would

suffer by an attempt at description.

It is enough to say, that the works

of Mr. Carse give presage of future

excellence.

30. The Itinerant Preacher.—The
same.

Much character is expressed in

the countenances of the groups

that form the auditory of this iti-

nerant preacher ; but it does not

appear that he has made many pro-

selytes to his doctrine. More of

curiosity than devotion seems to

prevail : the figure of the clergy-

man passing on his horse along the

road, and the gossips at the ale-

house-door, although so distant,

seem to indicate that the rival is

considered as an interloper in the

parish. There is much of nature

in this composition.

32. The Chapman, or Scots Pedlar.

—The same.

The satisfaction of the lass who
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has selected a shawl from the ped-

lar's pack, is well described in this

picture ; and the earnestness which

the itinerant trader is manifesting

to sell his goods, is naturally coun-

teracted by the care of the old wo-
man, who is driving a close bargain

for her daughter's finery. The
surrounding figures, and the sce-

nery, are accordant to the general

character of the subject.

3b. Tarn WShajitcr.—A. Cooper.

" And flew at Tarn wi furious rttle,

" Eut little wist she Maggie's mettle
5

" Ae spring brought off* ber master hale,

" But itft behind her ain grey tail !"

Whoever has read the humorous
tale of Tarn O'Shanter, by the in-

imitable Burns, may, in this pic-

ture, see the true personification

of its hero. It is difficult to say

which of the two worthy animals,

Tarn, or his grizzle mare, are the

most scared. This picture, though

but indifferently painted, is admi-

rably conceived, and is entitled to

much praise.

37. Lansdown Fair, with Men play-

ing at Nine-Pins.—T. Barker.

There is a novelty in the repre-

sentation of this rural game: the

figure is described as bowling out

pf the picture; the skittles, the

object of his aim, not being intro-

duced in the composition. We do

not entirely object to this, although

perhaps it borders a little upon in-

novation, with reference to the

accepted principles of design. The
characters are admirably drawn

;

the steady determination of the

man who holds the bowl, to accom-

plish his purpose, and the earnest-

ness with which he is regarded by

the lookers-on, are truly descrip-

tive, and evince Mr. Barker's at-

tentive observation of nature.

123. Tlie New Coat.—A. Frascr.

Ever)' circumstance of this dra-

matic piece is conceived with a

truth which convinces the connois-

seur, that Mr. Fraser has not drawn
his characters from the works of

other artists, but has caught his

feeling from the study of nature,

the only school in which originality

can be acquired. Nothing can ex-

ceed the pleasure of the boy in

his new coat, nor the complacency

with which the fond mother views

her child. The maker of the coat,

also, is the very cut and pattern of

the village tailor. There is a pret-

ty episode in this composition : a

younger boy, in tears, is expressing

ids grief that he may not be allowed

to wear a coat; and is disregarded

by all but his sister, who, with the

tender feeling of her sex, is com-
forting him in his trouble. This

is the work of another artist of high

promise.

121. Fallow Deer.—ll. Hills.

These innocent and beautiful

inhabitants of our parks and forests,

have never been studied, with that

attention which has been bestowed

upon them by Mr. Hills. The
etchings of fallow deer forming-

part of his invaluable work upon

picturesque animals, which is now
before the world, is sufficient evi-

dence of the justness of this re-

mark. This artist must be num-
bered amongst those who, having

carried the art of painting in water-*

]

colours to high perfection, have

i
lately bent their attention to the

study of painting in oil. This

picture, and the Stag, No. 107,
1

are his first productions executed

in this manner ; and we cannot but

augur, from these specimens, that

' he will attain to high excellence in
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this branch of painting. The
grouping in the picture of" Fallow

Deer," is happily managed ; the

animals are very transcripts of na-

ture, and the landscape is pictu-

resque, and characteristic of the

luxuriant scenery of the English

j) ark.

107. The Stag.—The same.

The general wildness of the scene,

the stormy appearance of the sky,

the projecting crag, upon the brow

of which " the antler' d monarch

of the waste" is placed in this

composition, produce a truly po-

etic picture. The stag is finely

dow, characterize this fine compo-
sition, which has so much the ap-

pearance of a view, from the unity

and natural appearance of the scene,

that some disappointment is pro-

duced, on discovering that so in-

viting a spot is the creation of the

artist's mind. The space between

the fore-ground looks down the

precipice upon the rolling waters

of the river, which, winding its

rapid course amidst hill and dale,

until it forms a junction with the

distant sea, is so admirably de-

scribed, that it assumes the appear-

auceof reality. The solitary figure,

drawn, the position is well studied,
i resting upon the stone, appears to

and full of animation, and the
||
be measuring the vast expanse that

countenance is expressive of the I' his weary feet must traverse before

passions of this persecuted, noble i, he reaches an inhabited spot, and

animal. is quite in character with the scene.

I8fc. The Traveller.—J. J. Chalon.
|j

Purity of atmosphere, beauty (To be continued.)

of form, and bold light and sha- i 1

irgmfflgFt'i^mai
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Mr. Ackermann opened his New
Room, on Wednesday evening, the

17th ult. for a conversazzio/ie of a

select number of literati, profes-

sors, and lovers of the arts; and

the card of invitation extended to

the same evening in each succeed-

ing week, until the last Wednes-
day in April. The room contains

an extensive collection of books,

exclusively of graphic character,

amongst which are the most splen-

did publications, English and fo-

reign, for the amusement of the

gentlemen who attend these meet-

ings. A printed catalogue of the

collection is in preparation.

In the press, and shortly will be

published by R. Ackermann, 101,

Strand, Picturesque Remains in tkf

City of York, drawn and etched by
Cave; with a Historical Descrip-

tion, elephant quarto.

A Drawing- Book of Rustic Fi-

gures, in imitation of chalk, byW.
H. Pyne ; and A Book of Rudi-

ments of Landscapes, in imitation of

chalk-drawings, by Samuel Frout,

with instructive letter-press, are

also preparing for publication by

R. Ackermann.

W. Bulmer announces to these

gentlemen who originally subscrib -

i

ed for his edition of Somervile's

Chace, with engravings on wood

by the Bewicks, that he is now
printing for Mr. Ackermann, of

the Strand, the poem of HnhbinrA
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and Rural Sports, by the same au-

thor, as a companion to the Chace,

executed in the same splendid style,

which so peculiarly distinguished

that work, and enriched with ap-

propriate engravings on wood by

Nesbit, Branston, tk.c. from the

designs of Thurston. This volume

will appear in the course of the

present month.

Mr. J. S. Hawkins's History of

the Origin and Establishment of Go-

thic Architecture, including an en-

quiry into its principles, and an in-

vestigation of the trade of paint-

ing upon and staining glass, which

has sometimes occupied his atten-

tion, will appear in the course of

the ensuing month.

Sir James Hill, Bart, has in the

press, an Essay on Gothic Architec-

ture, in a royal quarto volume, il-

lustrated by fifty-nine engravings.

Thomas Campbell, Esq. author

of the Pleasures of Hope, has in

the pre^s, in four small octavo vo-

lume. , Critical and Biographical

iSotices of the British Poets, with

occasional selections from their

works.

A collection of the most beauti-

ful Poems of the Minor Greek Poets,

as preserved in the Anthologies of

Brunck and Jacobs, in Stobams,

&c. translated by the Rev. R. Bland

and others, with notes and illustra-

tions, is printing in an octavo vo-

lume.

Mr. Millard, of the Surry Insti-

tution, will shortly publish a se-

cond edition of his New Pocket

Cyclopaedia, or Elements of useful

Knowledge ; with numerous correc-

tions and additions, in which par-

ticular attention has been paid to

the present improved state of scien-

tific knowledge.

Sketches, Historical and Descrip~

tive, in the County of Lincoln, be-

ing the antiquities of the chief towns
in the hundreds and sokes of Boling-

broke, Candleshoe, Elloe, Kirton,

and Skirbeck, a district abound-
ing with rich monastic institutions,

picturesque ruins, splendid church-

es, and populous towns, is now
publishing, in quarto numbers, the

first of which appeared on the 1st

of February last.

The Enquire^ or Philosophical

and Literary Repository, conducted

by W. Marrat and J. Moore, is in

the course of publication.

A work of considerable interest

will shortly appear, from the pen
of John Mitford, Esq. It will con-

tain a view of the Mediterranean in

the years 1810-11-12; an essay or*

naval punishment; and a three

months' voyage on the Barbary

Coast, in company with Captain

Lord Cochrane, R. N. ;
proceed-

ings at Naples in 1799; Lady Ha-
milton's conduct, merit, and

speeches ; anecdotes of Lord Nel-

son and Chevalier Acton; charac-

ters and biography of twenty emi-

nent naval men ; and notes on the

causeof Spain, written in Catalonia.

Mr. Charles Blunt, optician, of

Tavistock-street, Covent- Garden,,

is preparing for the press,A popular

Lecture on Astronomy, expressly cal-

culated for the evening amusement

of a small circle, or of schools and

teachers. It will contain such per-

spicuous and general descriptions

of the system ot the heavens, and

its immutable laws,—of the pecu-

liarities of eacli planet, and of the

most striking phenomena which

they exhibit, as are best calculated

to convey distinct and lucid ideas

of the order and magnificence of
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the creation ; and of the importance

of astronomical knowledge. The
appearances of the sun and planets

through the most powerful tele-

scopes, will be described, and il-

lustrated in plates containing pic-

turesque views of the several ob-

jects. The speculations of the

learned as to the probability of

their being inhabited, will be relat-

ed, with much other amusing and

interesting matter connected with

the subject. The plates are exe-

cuted from original drawings by

the author, from the highest and

most unquestionable sources of

information ; and the substance of

the explanatory matter carefully

collected and compiled from the

most excellent astronomical works.

Mr. Reynolds, of the parochial

school Lambeth, will shortly pub-

lish The Madras School Grammar,

containing an easy and familiar

guide to the knowledge of the new
system in questions and answers for

the higher classes at the Madras

school. The practices of the sys-

tem are minutely explained, with

such improvements as the author

has introduced with success into |
val cut, armed with sharp teeth, to

his school, during the practical i

raise up the thieves or scrape them

any others hitherto introduced, on

account of the shape and situ-

ation of the receiver, which is of

a sufficient size to hold the whole

snuffof two mould candles, without

being emptied. The emptying of

it is easily done when necessary,

through the outer door contrived

for it, and opening by pressing

downward on the point. The re-

ceiver is separated from the body of

the snuffers by a valve, which opens

regularly to admit the snuff, and
shuts immediately after to confine

it. Ascraper, turning horizontally

on a perpendicular pivot, gives at

its opening a slight shake to the

valve, to secure its free action, and

having completely rubbed the 'door

andtheground of the box, reaches

again the valve at the moment when
the snuffers are closing, carrying

the whole of the snuff in a lump,

pushes up the valve, throws the

snuff into the receiver, jand shuts

it hermetically, and a second door

close to the valve, so as to prevent

any particle of the snuff, and even

the least smoke, ever escaping from

it. There is on the point a semio-

experience of some years.

Miss Benger has in the press, a

off. The mechanism of these snuf-

fers consists in one single piece,

novel, entitled The Heart and the II viz. a hooked lever or runner, act-

Fancy, which will appear in a few
|

ing underneath upon the axis of

days ; and from the able delineation

of characters which we know it to

display, we have no doubt that it

will become a favourite with the

public.

M. Bertrand de Moleville has

recently obtained a patent for snuf-

fers of a new construction, called

Hermetical Patent Snuffers. They
materially differ in their form from

No. LI. Vol IX.

the scraper, and having at its other

end an oval hole, which regulates its

progress backwards and forwards

under the power of a gentle spring,

which stops the shutting of the

scraper, till the last touch of the

snuffers. This spring acting in the

simple way of a penknife's spring,

is the less liable to break, as, in its

action, it is never raised above a

Y
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Jv of an inch. To prevent, how-

ever, any dirt interfering with its

action upon the handle of the scrap-

er, both are protected by a brass

cap, whicli leaves no possibility of

these snuffers being out of order,

unless when worn out by long use

and time. An elegant and curious

stand has been invented and appro-

priated to the form of these snuffers,

to prevent the troublesome noise

and dangerous falls to which they

are liable on any of the other stands.

Mr. Bakewell, who has been en-

gaged in amineralogical examina-

tion of the inexhaustible mineral

wealth of Charnwood Forest, in Lei-

cestershire, for the Earl of Moira,

has lately discovered, amongst

the granitic rocks of that district,

a variety of sienite of singular

beauty, surpassing that from Egypt,

or the continent of Europe. Like

other stones of this species, it con-

sists principally of hornblende

and felspar ; the latter is of a pale

colour, the former is chrystalline,

and of a beautiful green, resem-

bling smaragdite. It exists in

large blocks, and might be applied

to purposes of ornamental or se-

pulchral architecture, and sculp-

ture. It is from this kind of stone

that the durable monuments of an-

tiquity were constructed.

It having been represented to

Lord Macdonald, that great com-

mercial advantages would result to

the Western Isles, and to the op-

posite coast of the main land of

Scotland, and also that facilities

would be derived to the Baltic

trade, and to various other mari-

time pursuits, from the establish-

ment of a town at Kyleakin, in

the Isle of Skye, which is the most

centrical situation of the Western

fisheries, and is in the direct track

of the vessels engaged in the Bal-

tic trade, he is determined to give

every encouragement in his power

towards the accomplishment of this

important object. For this pur-

pose he is resolved to grant fens

in perpetuity, upon moderate terms.

A plan of a town has been pre-

pared, the streets lined off, and

plans and elevations of houses for

different classes of people, have

been made out. The intended site

of this town is beautifully pictu-

resque ; the harbour is extensive,,

and one of the most secure in the

kingdom. The excellence of the

anchoring: ground is well known to

all mariners; the beach is entirely

clear of rock, and the water so

deep, that vessels of 500 tons might

ride with safety within thirty yards

of the shore. Kyleakin is conti-

guous to the main roads of Corn-
er

munication between the Western

Isles and the continent of Scot-

land; the situation affords a com-

mand of water for machinery of all

descriptions; there are pasture

grounds, and abundance of moss

for fuel, within a convenient dis-

tance of the place. Amongst the

advantages of this situation, there

is sufficiency of excellent building

stone on the spot, and an inex-

haustible store of lime within six

miles, where it may be had either

in the shell or slaked, at a mode-

rate price, and from whence it

may be transported by water. Mr.

Telford, the engineer employed

by government, who has surveyed

all the harbours on the Western

coast, was so struck with the su-

perior advantages of the position
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of Kvleakin, that lie has recom-

mended to government to contri-

bute towards the erection of a pier

at that place.

M. von Leist, counsellor of state

and director of the University of

Gottingen, has obtained an order

from the ministeT of the finances,

authorizing the appointment of

persons to select the most interest-

ing manuscripts deposited in the

suppressed convents and founda-

tions, and to remove them to the

library of that city ; which, consi-

dering the period of its founda-

tion, is not very rich in that way.

The Professors Tychsenand Bene-

ken have accordingly commenced
their researches at Paderborn, Hil-

desheim, and Gandersheim ; and

the former has also visited Helm-
stadt, Quedlinburg, Magdeburg,

and Brunswick, where a great num-
ber of valuable works have been

collected.

M. Baumann has executed in

relief two plans of the unfortunate

village of Goldau, and the valley

of the Arth, in Switzerland, which

have attracted considerable notice.

The artist, himself a native of

that valley, has performed his task

with remarkable accuracy. The
former scene, with its romantic

objects, the present, with its dreary

ruins, the smiling landscape, and

the horrors of devastation, are all

exhibited in these plans with such

fidelity, as to produce an impres-

sion which it is impossible to de-

scribe. You first see Arth, situated

at the western extremity of the

valley. This place has sustained

no injury, and you proceed about

a mile beyond that village before

you come to the theatre of deso-

I lation. You then reach the sites

where Goldau, Hueloch, and Bus-
1 singen, once stood. These ham-

lets were completely buried, and

not a vestige of their existence re-

mains. Lastly, at the eastern ex-

tremity of the valley, appears Low-
ertz, which has lost two-thirds of

its houses. This scene, in parti-

cular, produces an awful effect,

from the contrast between absolute

destruction and the sad remains of

the dreadful catastrophe. These
disasters were not occasioned, as

might be supposed, by the fall of

the summit of the mountain, but

by an entire bed of strata, which

became detached from the lower

part, and glided over the bottom

of the valley in nearly a horizontal

direction, and with inconceivable

rapidity for so slight an inclination.

At Gottingen a strict examination

has taken place respecting all arti-

cles of commerce glazed with any

composition prejudicial to health,

particularly all kinds of pottery
;

and the prefects of the departments

have ordered the mayors and all

subordinate officers to see that a

strict investigation be made by the

most expert chemists and physi-

cians, recommending the following

test :—That the vessel to be ex-

amined, should have some strong

acid substance put into it, such as

vinegar, sorrel, peas, or French

beans ; and any salt provision with

fat, which are to be boiled for half

an hour, and are then to be left for

twenty-four hours in the vessel.

—

If the varnish or glazing of the

vessel is prejudicial to health, small

particles of lead will be then form-

ed, and detected by the black co-

lour of the contents.

Y 2
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Kutusojf's Victory, an Impromptu

for the Piano-Forte, founded on

Handel's celebrated Air of" Dis-

dainful of Danger" composed and

dedicated to Field-Marshal Kutu-

soff, Prince of Smolensko, the

brave Officers, and Russian Army,

by J. B. Cramer, Pr. 2s. 6d.

We hail this, as, within our know-

ledge, the first musical composi-

tion in commemoration of events,

which, we are sure, will shed bless-

ings over the present and succeed-

ing generations. What particular

victory Mr. C, alludes to, we know

not; but presume his musical tri-

bute is meant for the whole vie-

as " La danse rfest pas ce que

faipte"-—" Avec lesjeux dans le vil-

lage"—" Ah! vous dirai-je, chere

maman," &c. most of which have

very neat variations appended to

them, especially Nos. 1 and 3.

No. 4 is a delicate minor subject;

No. 5, probably, the least attrac-

tive of the whole. There are some

errata : the 1st B in the bass (p. 3,

/. 4,) should be C ; and the D's in

the treble {p. 8, bars 11 and 12)

should be C's,

Three Waltzes for the Piano-Forte,

composed for and dedicated to the

Right Hon. Lady Le Despenser,

by T. Latour. Pr. 2s. 6d.

If we may not speak in the highest

torious pursuit of the enemy by
j

terms of praise of the walzes before

the «rreat Russian commander. This

composition is modestly titled, an

"Impromptu;" but we can assure

our readers, it is a pi'oduction of

a superior order. Mr. C. we sus-

pect, has intentionally, and really

waggishl}', adapted the idea of a

fugue to represent the movements

of the Grande Nation from Mos-

cow to—God knows where ! If ever

any thing was a fugue it was their

last campaign. The occasional in-

us, we nevertheless can safely aver,

that they are far from being unen-

tertaining, especially to such as

are partial to light compositions,

The first has the least claim to our

favour, and the last is most to our

taste; its martial variation, in par-

ticular, is well devised, and cer-

tainly preferable to the brillante

(p. 8), the texture of which we
think too trivial to have a claim to

that epithet; a few plain scales,

troduction of the sacred text gives
jj
supported by a very common bass,

to the whole a cast of solemnity,

which heightens the transcendent

merit of the work. The ideas ob-

servable in pp. 4 and 7, evince the

real master; in short, the whole

work has our sincere praise, it is

worthy the great subject which has

given rise to Mr. C's labour.

A Collection of French Airs, ar-

ranged and varied for the Harp,

by Ph. J. Meyer, sen. Pr. 3s. 6d.

In the choice of his subjects

Mr. Meyer has been as happy as

in their arrangement. We here

pieet with some old friends, such

forming its essential feature. The
left hand altogether is, throughout

the three walzes, very simply em-

ployed.

" Forget me not" a Glee for four

Voices, sung by Mrs. Bianchi

Lac//, Messrs. Harrison, Gossf

and Bellamy, at the local Con-

certs; the Poetry by Mrs. Opie,

to zchom the Music is inscribed,

by William Horsley, Mus. Bac.

Oxon. Pr. 2s.

While we discover in this short

glee sufficient traces of the au-

thor's acknowledged skill in this
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species of composition, we are not

aware of any particular portion

which could excite superior inter-

est by striking originality. The
whole, no doubt, is melodious,

smooth, and harmonized with judg-

ment, so as to render its execution

easy and entertaining to the vocal

amateur.

" Allen-A-Dah" the Poetry from
Walter Scott's last Poem Rokeby,
set to Music, with an Accompa-

niment for the Harp or Piano-

Forte, by John Whitaker, Pr.

Is. 6d.

It is not often that we meet with

so much soft expression, varied

turns of chaste melody, and com-
plete harmony, in a short air like

the present, which possesses all

these recommendations in an emi-

nent degree, and is worthy of the

fame of the bard. Greatly, how-
ever, as we admire many of the

effusions of his truly poetical ge-

nius, we cannot help observing, that

his metrical slovenliness (which, in

our old-fashioned opinion, causes a

heavy drawback upon his poetry,) is

woefully laid open by being brought

to the test of crotchets and qua-

vers. The composer, as in this

instance, is compelled to twist his

melody into a variety of shapes

according to the whim of the irre-

gular text, and, of course, write

^very verse separately. Order and

symmetry are essential in our con-

ceptions of the beautiful. What
would be said of the composer,

who, in his phrases, would dare to

bid the like defiance to the laws

of rhythmical correctness?

Wilfrid's Song, the Cypress Wreath,

from Do. Do. by Do. Pr. Is. 6d.

Although not of the same de-

gree of excellence with the fore-

going, the simple melody of the

Cypress Wreath is not inelegant.

One passage, The May floztfr, &c.
merits particular commendation

—

a pity it droops into the obsolete

minor termination ; something more
select might have been devised for

the plaintive turn of the text.

Edmund's Song, " O Brignal Banks
are zcild andfair,'''' from Do. Do.
by Do. Pr. 2s. 6d.

A pretty symphony, an effective

accompaniment, and an artless

characteristic melody, claim our

approbation in behalf of this com-
position ; and the chorus of four

voices for the burden, " O Brio--

rial banks," &c. gives to the whole
an interesting effect of appro-

priate conclusion.

Le Papillon, Caprice pour le Piano-

Forte , compose % dedie a Madlle*

Young, par J. Mugnie. Pr.

3o. 6d.

In this capriccio Mr. M. has

availed himself of the licence

granted by the compositorial code
to productions of this description,

not to patch together a farrago

of extravagant and unconnected

scraps, as is frequently the case
;

but to indulge, within the bounds
of discretion, his exuberant fancy

with a freer range of conception,

guided by profound science and
classic taste. Of the two move-
ments (in C), the andante capti-

vates our ears and understanding

by the beauty of its gracefully

irregular structure, now rushing

through rapid successions of scales

to the essential notes in the me-
lody (p. 2, //. 1, 2, 3), and at other

times dwelling among dolce's of

melodious calmness (p. 2 and 3,)

highly ornamented by select cross-

ed- hand touches. Of the latter
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description is likewise the charm-

ing close of this movement, the

effect of the gradually dying chords

of which must be felt rather than

described. In the first line of the

allegro, we have already the germ

of its subsequent excellence, of

which our limited space will scarcely

allow a few brief hints. The mo-
dulations which are ushered in

after the entrance into the key of

B, b (p. 5, /. 7,) and which, with

occasional reliefs, extend to the

end of the first part, are bold and

masterly. The second part (p. 7)

begins with the subject in three

rlats, and displays a combination

of harmonies of the higher order,

which we can safely set up as a

model for study to the musical stu-

dent ; the chromatically diverg-

ing motion of both hands (/?.8, /. 2),

the several ideas in five Hats, and

other corresponding ambiguous

chords at the end of that page,

and the original manner by which

the author {p. 9, /. 2,) bids farewell

to his multiplied flats, and enhar-

monically at once glides into a sys-

tem of sharps (equisonant on the

piano,) and from thence extricates

himself so as to arrive in his origi-

nal key, C (p. 9, /. 3) ; all this,

and much more, is beyond our

praise. The 10th and last page,

which is occupied by gradual pre-

paration for the conclusion, through

spirited evolutions, relieved by

some occasional highly effective

dissonances, is of the same supe-

rior stamp with the whole of this

original composition, and must

leave every i*eal connoisseur im-

pressed with a just admiration of

Mr. M.'s transcendent talents.

A Sonata for the Piano - Forte,

composedfor, and respectfully in-

scribed to, Miss Cotton, of Lai/-

tonstone, by N. Rolfe, No. IV.

Pr. 4s.

This is not only the best com-
position of Mr. R.*s that has come
under our notice, but altogether

one that he has reason to be proud

of. Its allegro and rondo are in one

sharp ; the former has gained our

favour by the regular and natural

connection which subsists between

the numerous select ideas it con-

tains ; all proceeds in rounded

smoothness, good harmony, and

not without many proofs of a re-

fined taste. We are particularly

pleased with the commencement
of the second part, the very neat

transition into C, (p. 4, /. 2,) and

the creditable range of modulations

which follows ; but most of all with

its capital conclusion. The rondo

has given us equal satisfaction. Its

agreeable subject, always reintro-

duced in the most natural and un-

j

laboured manner, the several fine

ideas occurring in p. 8, the minor

p. 8, and the skilful modulations

succeeding it, call for our strongest

approbation. In short, the whole

complexion of this sonata, which

resembles, in style, Pleyel's best

piano-forte productions, convinces

[

us, that it is a work of careful

study, not, like too many compo-

sitions of the present day, written,

as it were, in a race against time.

As the left hand has been treated

with forbearance, and the right

with great attention to executive

practicability, no deterring diffi-

culties present themselves to the

performer.

The Overture, Marches, Songs, and

Quartetto, in the Grand Histori-

cal Play, called the Renegade,

as performed, with universal ap
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probation, at the Theatre- Royal

Covent-Garden, the Words by F.

Reynolds, Esq. the whole of the

Music composed and arrangedfor

the Piano- Forte by Henry K.

Bishop. Pr. 12s.

When we consider the almost

unparalleled fecundity of Mr. Bi-

shop's pen, which pours forth

voluminous operas, melodramas,

son^s, «X,c. in constant and rapid

succession, we cannot retrain trom

wondering at the merit to be met

with in his hasty productions; at

the same time, we sincerely re-

gret, that a man of his abilities
j

should be compelled, or chuse, to

forego the advantage of time for

maturing his labour. This obser-

vation is of a general nature, by

no means individually suggested

by the piece before us, which we
consider in no respect inferior to

other works of the author. The
overture to the Renegade is an

able production ; much science is

displayed in the solemn largo, and

in the modulations of the allegro,

especially p. 5 : but the chords

employed in the transition to three

sharps in the first part {p. 3, /. 2,)

and to two sharps in the second

part (p. 4, /. 4,) are a little eccen-

tric. The rondo consists of the

well-known Guaracha dance. Of
the songs we can allow ourselves

but a very cursory notice. Miss

Bolton has three : the 1st, " Shall I

never, Antonio view", is agreeable,

and the passages " Pray one look,

Sir," and " Oh! 'tis he," ex-

tremely apt;—the second, " The

merry Mandoline," possesses much
spirit and comic humour, and is

preceded by a neat symphony
;

—the latter merit is due to that

lady's third air, " My heroine is

florin" the melody of which, be-

ginning in the seventh of the

key, is easy and well connected.

The first of Mr. Sinclair's two

songs, " Oh! zchere is love" espe-

cially in the last three lines, has

our full approbation : the idea at

" No, no, it doth lie," &.c. is ele-

gant; and the burden, "This is

love," very pretty : but for the

concluding symphony we cannot

profess much partiality. In the

melody of the second song of Mr.

S. " We cannot be uithout ye" we

find much humorous expression,

particularly at the words, " We
may live, but not without ye ;"

and again at " Teasing, pleasing*

charming fair." The quartett, al-

\

though rather plain in texture, has

very conspicuous merits; its dif-

i
ferent movements, varied in key

• and time, give the whole a pictu-

' resque effect, and the 6e//-andan-

tino (p. 27) is highly dramatic ; but

the vocal parts have too muchuni-

sono; and the fine passage, " Spare,

oh! spare him," {p. 23,) would

have been rendered infinitely more

interesting by assigning to the se-

cond voice, at " Thus, I dare him,"

a responsive phrase similar to the

first, instead of giving it only one

sound. The Moorish march is

characteristically wild, C sharp

(/. 2, b. 2,) very striking; and the

grand march (p. 43) deserves un-

qualified praise. Among its seve-

ral masterly touches, we cannot

omit the scientific and skilfully

contrived harmonies, p. 14, //. 1

and 2, and /. 6.

Les petits Bijoux, consisting offa-

vourite Airs, Dances, and Ron-

dos,for the Piano- Forte, by the

most celebrated professors. No.

IV. Pr. 2s.
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Mr. Panormo, jun. is the author

of the present number of Messrs.

Goulding and Co.'s collection

above-named, which consists of a

divertimento in -| time, under the

title of " L'Etoile," preceded by

an agreeable prelude. The sub-

ject of the divertimento is in the

walz style, and the superstructure

has a fair title to the rank of light

and pleasing composition. Some
creditable passages introduce them-

selves naturally, p. 3; the minor

modulations, p. 5, are tasteful ; a

few crossed-hand passages in p. 6,

produce an efficient impi'ession,

and conduct the whole to an ap-

propriate termination. The A in

the bass (p. 4, /. 4, b. 1,) should

beC.
The Legacy, a celebrated Irish Me-

lody, arranged as a Rondo for the

Piano-Forte, composed expressly

for, and most respectfully inscribed

to, Miss M. Granger, Miss Wil-

lon, Miss Molloy, Miss M'Cann,
and Miss Barnwell, by J. W.
Holder, Mus. Bac. Oxon. Pr.

2s.

Here we are in good company,

where we must take care to behave
" pretty," and suppress the envy

we feel at the learned bachelor's

good fortune, to grace his per-

formance with the names of no less

than five Misses, to whom he has

bequeathed his legacy. As it is

probably in compliment to some of

the fair legatees that the author has

selected for his theme the staunch

Irish melody above-named, we dare

not find fault with the choice; but

we will congratulate him on the

success with which he has treated

so unmusical a subject; although

we are free to say, that the differ-

ent sections of the composition are

more agreeable to a musical ear in

proportion as they recede most
from the original theme. Thus,

for instance, we have every reason

to be satisfied with the neatness of

the digressive passages, p. 3, and

the interesting modulations in p. 5;

and the cast in two sharps given to

the subject in p. 6, has no less our

entire approbation. We are sen-

sible of the labour which the pe-

culiar theme entailed upon Mr.

H. and therefore attach the higher

merit to the composition he has

reared upon it.

Kinloch of Kinloch, a favourite

Air, arranged, with Variations,

for the Piano- Forte, by S. Hale.

Pr. 2s.

Several publications, founded

upon the above well-known air,

have at different times come under

the notice of our critical pen ; but

we recollect none which could

claim a preference over this; nor

any of Mr. H.'s compositions, that

have met our eye, in which his ta-

lents have appeared to greater ad-

vantage. The introduction, an

adante in two flats, is elegant, the

harmony effective and full, and

the modulatory portion, especially

towards the end, interesting both

in point of taste and science. Of
the variations we are happy to

speak in the same language of en-

tire approbation. Nos. 1 and 2

exhibit a variety of well-linked

quick passages ; the minor in No.

3, combines softness with skill;

the polacca, besides the merit of

the new mould into which the sub-

ject has been successfully cast,

claims our attention by the able

bass in the 2d part. With the

march (var. 5) we are likewise

pleased ; but think the last three
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lines, (p. 5,) beginning with the

triplets, out of character.

Three easy Duets for the Piano-
'

Forte, in which are introduced the J

favourite Airs, " JMorgiaua in

J re/and, the Ti/rotese, and tJie
|

Italian Monfreua" composed, and
\

dedicated to Misses Payne, by

Samuel Webbc, jun. Pr. 4s.

To give our opinion on this pub-

lication in a lew words, we can

confidently assert, that we know
of ?io composition, intended for

beginners, which we could accom-

pany more strongly and eagerly

with our passport of recommenda-

tion, than these duets. Tit for

the desk of a player of a few

months, they, nevertheless, possess

the merits of agreeable melodies

and complete harmony. Each duet

comprises two short movements

:

the first, a lesson of the author's

invention; and the second, one of

the three airs mentioned in the

title; and in the hist half of the

work (and there, very properly, in

doubtful places only,) the fingers

stand indicated. In short, every

feature of this production proclaims

the scrupulous care of the learned

author to adapt it to the sphere of

the incipient student; and we
reckon on the thanks of parents

and masters for bringing it to their

early notice.

A Duetjor two Performers on one

Piano- Forte, in which is intro-

duced the favourite Scotch Air,

" Pinky- House,''' composed, and

dedicated to Miss Sarel, by J. G.

Graff. Op. 21. Pr. 5s.

In this duet Mr. G. has greatly

raised the good opinion we already

had formed of his talents. It con-

sists of three movements, an alle-

gro and rondo, in two— and an

No. LI. Vol. IX.

adante, in one sharp-; all re]

with num <.< -> of i
1 e

author's aim to produce a n

which should do him honour. In

that aim he has, with us at least,

eminently succeeded. His ii

are classic ; he blends the two parts

with exquisite skill into each other;

his counterpoints, and his scientific

modulations, are not lost to our

observation. His treatment of
" Pinky - House" has almost re-

moved our antipathy to the intro-

duction of .Scotch airs in regular

compositions. With therondi

no iess reason to be satisfied
;

the subject is brisk and well round-

ed, and its intercalatory portions

are of a piece with the n t oi

truly praiseworthy publication,

which cannot be too str<

commended to the attention of the

select few that know how to'v

what is really good in composition.

" Silent Tears" the favourite Song

. ungby Mr* lucicdcn, in the Opera

of the Lord &f the Manor, < t the

Theatre Royal Count-Garden,

composed by John Davy. Pr.

Is. 6d.

The simple melody of this little

song, in E b, is tender and pathe-

tic, and well adapted to the style

of Mr. lncledon's singing. The
composer's attention to his text is

most obvious in the last page ,where

we have to nonce, with approba-

tion, the passage at " ?.!y every

sigh the broken cry of lasting mi-

sery," the latter part of which

sentence, in particular, is hap-

pily expressed by the diminished

seventh upon A natural.

A G/and Sonata for the Piano-

Forte
y
mth an Accompaniment for

a FiQiin Qbligato, composed, and

dedicated to the Prince of Galitziiu
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by Steibelt. Sonata I. Op. 80.

Pr. 4s.

The celebrity of our author, and

his non-residence in England,

must for once plead our excuse,

if, from the number of other com-

positions intended for this month's

catalogue, we curtail our notice of

the present elaborate and masterly

work. This sonata consists of three

movements in B b major. In the

adagio we meet with abundant

proofs of Mr. S.'s classic muse;

pathos and science are happily

combined, and his favourite tre-

mulant demidemi - semiquavered

rumblings are not forgotten. The
allegro endears itself at the outset

by its fine motivo assigned to the

violin ; and the superstructure,

above all in the second part, baf-

fles the bounds allotted to us. In

the rondo, which boasts of a charm-

ing playful subject, the beauties

discoverable at every step are in-

numerable ; here, in particular,

the violin accompaniment is ex-

tremely select and effective. In

short, an experienced and spirited

performer, assisted by a good

violin, will derive from this sonata

a rich musical treat.

" Le Delizie della Dame jilarmoni-

c//e," No. 32, Piano-Forte Part,

a Divertimentofor tzco Perform-

ers on one Piano- Forte, composed
by P. Wineberger, of Ham-
bourg. Pr. 2s.

The foreign author abovenamed
enters, for the first time, our cri-

tical catalogue, with a favourable

debut. The pieces with which he

here " delights the philharmonic

fair" are a slow movement and a

rondo in F : the first, in some of

its ideas, deviating not a little

from usual hacknied turns ; and the

latter, also in a peculiar style, ex-

hibiting much melodious concep-

tion. The second part is well set,

produces a full harmonic effect,

and will be found any thing but a

servile follower of the first: al-

though, therefore, by no means

intricate, it requires a good per-

former to support its right-hand

neighbour.

win i i iii i mm

FASHIONS FOR LADIES.

PLATE 21.—HALF DRESS.

A round robe of coloured sars-

net, or muslin, spotted with amber

;

drawn frock bosom; and long, full

sleeves, tied twice at the wrist, at

regular distances. A tucker of lace,

or plaited net. A cap a la liusse,

composed of white satin and lace,

confined with a ribband round the

head, terminating in bows and ends

on one side. Hair in dishevelled

curls. Necklace and cross of am-
ber beads. Gloves and shoes of

lemon-coloured kid. Spanish capu-

chin, or lappeiled cloak of white

or stone-coloured kerseymere, em-
broidered with a rich border, in

chenille and silk.

PLATE 22.—OPERA DRESS.

A round low dress, of fine India

muslin, the bosom composed en-

tirely of needle-work and lace

beading, and a correspondent bor-

der round the bottom; and confined

round the waist with a sash tied in

front. A robe pelisse, of fine am-

ber-coloured cloth, or satin ; bor-

dered round in shaded brown che-
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nille, with deep and rich corners.

The pelisse lined throughout with

white satin or sarsnet ; and trim-

med entirely round, and at the

wrists,wirh a full swansdown border.

A white satin hat, of the Spanish

form, turned up with three rows of

white heads or pearl ; a curled os-

trich feather waving towards one

side. A neck-chain and cross of

the satin head, with ear-ringa *.t

suite. Gloves of white kid ; and

slippers of satin, the colour of the

pelisse, trimmed with fringe. A
fan of ivory, or crape, decorated

with fancy feathers.

LETTER ON PERSONAL DECORATION, &e.

It is well, my dear madam, that II led, suffers from no innovation

you require not very frequently ami though it is very possihle, that

those letters which, when address-

ing you, can never he circum-

scribed; for, since my arrival in

were you to meet me in Bond-

j

street in the morning, and at the

! Opera in the evening, you might
Grosvenor-square, I have been

i

look twice before absolutely con

compelled to obey the incessant

engagements of my tc-ujours gaie

hostess, who, what with her morn-

ing lounges and evening assem-

blies, together with the time neces-

sarily devoted to the fresh organ i-

vinced it Was I; yet come near

my heart, dearest madam, and vo i

will find me still the same, your

favoured and affectionate Julia.

Pray inform my cousins, that

the Merino cloth coats they pur-

zation of our wardrobes for the chased last winter, may, with a lit-

season, obliges me to steal from tie transformation, be considered

my pillow the hours which I de- very fashionable for the present

dicate to friendship and to you. season ; they have only to take off

Ah! dearest madam, }Ou are, I
J

the Chinese bindings, &c. and

hope, well assured, how gladly I
;

place up the front broad borders

would purloin from every thing
[

of satin, at a small distance from

called pleasure, for the superior ' each other, uniting them in the

gratification I ever feci in com- ! center with gold snakes, clasps, or

municating with you. You judged the Maltese button. The cuffs,

with your usual foresight, when collar, and epaulets, to correspond
;

you predicted the wondering sort and the colour of the satin to form

of effect which contrasted scenes, an agreeable contrast to that of

and a diversity of new objects, the coat. I have ordered for each

would produce on my imagination
\
of them a helmet a la Ruseet

and opinions
;
yet, I trust,

}
rou will I which is here considered of the

never see the principles which your i highest ton. Indeed, the Russian

goodness has implanted, subject to I costume pervades every order of

the like metamorphose. Eancy
j.
personal decoration. The coats

may vary, opinions may fluctuate, of our beaux are lappelled, cuffed,

and time and fashion may change and collared, with the produce of

the exterior; but internal convic-

tion of what is riirht, earlv instil-

the North ; and our belles scarcely

admit an article, even in full dress,

Z 2
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which is not distinguished by trim-

mings of ermine, mole, sable, or

other rare skins. And so much
have the noble efforts and glorious

achievements of the brave sons of

t'ue North possessed the minds of

the applauding English, that a la

Russe is the general recommenda-
tory term for articles of comfort,

decoration, and utility. A-propos,
;

dear madam, I shall send with my
cousins' helmets a large shawl for

your wear, manufactured from the

Siberian wool : they are at present

a unique in fashion, are bound with

broad seal-skin, and finished with

large tassels ; and are fancifully

disposed on the figure, as comfort,

or taste, may direct. Coats of cloth,

satin, or velvet, have been more in

request this winter than cloaks,

whieh, unless worn over a spencer

of the same material, are not found

of sufficient warmth to secure the

wearer from the inclemency of a

sc > t re season. Caps and helmets,

and even bonnets, composed of

fur, with broad bands, and tassels

of gold, are in high estimation

;

as are also small Flemish hats,

and Scotch bonnets, of velvet or

satm. The long veil is become
too general to be longer admitted

a select distinction. Caps of sa-

tin and lace, or of blended lace

and muslin, decorated with rib-

band and small clusters of flow-

ers, are ever a suitable append-

age to the morning dress. Robes,

in this style of costume, are gene-

rally composed of Imperial stuff,

cloth, or double cambric ; are

formed high in the neck, with long-

sleeves, Spanish or military fronts,

and trimmed with satin, fur, or

fancy borders of cut or embossed

uioth, of a properly contrasted

shade. Silk frogs, and the gold

Maltese button, are still consider-

ed fashionable ornaments. The
white morning robe is now con-

fined to that order of costume, or

worn under the coat or pelisse.

The hair, in full dress, is univer-

sally worn, by every female not

absolutely o?i the decline : it is di-

vided on the forehead, plaited be-

hind, and trained to the shape of

the head ; the ends curled, and

blended full on each temple, some-

times intermixed with a small

flower, at others, a sprig of bril-

liants, pearls, or coloured gems,

are placed in the center of the

forehead, where the hair is di-

vided. In evening, or full dress,

so great is the variety observable,

that it is scarcely possible to be

singular, so as the style is pre-

served. Turkish robes, tunics,

and round dresses of velvet or

cloth, trimmed with deep satin

borders, finished with narrow sable,

i

Astracan, or ermine, are most at-

j

tractive and graceful habiliments.

With these dresses, the Moorish

or Turkish turban adds an appro-.

priate dignity. Robes of coloured

crape, trimmed with satin of the

same shade, and worn over white

satin ; the coloured satin, or vel-

vet boddice, richly ornamented;

and the white crape frock, with

borders of white satin, gathered

at regular distances, with small

silver roses, are of equal ele-

gance amidst the higher order of

lull dress. Small bouquets are worn

with the white robe, in evening

parties, placed at the corner of the

bosom. W ith the coloured robe,

the ornaments should be either

diamonds, pearl, or any white bead

or gem. With white dresses, the
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coloured gem gives a very pleasing

and lively effect. The long sash

and bracer are adopted by many

young women', but the clasp of jew-

ellery is in more general estima-

tion. Broaches, representing na-

tural flowers, and sprigs of the

same, for the hair, are among the

novelties most attractive in this or-

der of female adornment. Occa-

sional scarfs of satin, or French

silk ; and the small Cossack mantle,

of satin or velvet, trimmed with

skin or mole velvet, are fashionable

attendants on the evening dress;

and, for the public theatres, are

very suitable requisites.

Adieu, dear madam; expecting

the approbation of my cousins for

this budget of requested intelli-

gence, believe me ever your most

affectionate Julia.

Plate 19.—FASHIONABLE FURNITURE.

Our engraving this month re-

presents an elegant fashionable

fauteuil chair, upon Messrs. Po-

cock's patent reclining principle,

to incline the back to any position,

with double reclining footstools,

which slide from under the chair

to extend it when the back is re-

clined to the length of a couch. A

reading-desk is attached to the side,

and contrived to swing round in

front of the chair. The whole is

designed with classical taste, in

the present improved fashion of

modern furniture, by the ingeni-

ous inventors, Messrs. Pocock's, of

Southampton-street, Covent- Gar-

den.

RETROSPECT OF POLITICS.

RUSSIA AND NORTH OF EUROPE.

After the capture of Wilna, the

Russian armies continued the un-

remitting pursuit of their enemies

in three principal directions:

—

Wittgenstein and Piatoff towards

the Lower Niemen, on the right;

Tchichagoff in the center, towards

Ghezno ; and TormassofT, with the
|

column which had formerly acted

under the immediate eye of the

Prince of Smolensko (Field-Mar-

shal Kutusow), in the direction of

Grodno, on the left.

On reaching the Niemen, Piatoff

found, on the 14th Dec. a consi-

derable part of the remaining troops

of the enemy (reinforced by con-

scripts and convalescents, and well

intrenched by works), determined

to dispute the town of Kowno, and
the passage of the river. This

French corps made an obstinate

resistance ; but the Don Cossacks,

having passed the river on the ice,

and got into the rear of the posi-

tion, the enemy abandoned it in

the night, and in his flight was
much cut up by the Cossacks.

During the three days pursuit, and
upon the defeat at Kowno, the

French loss amounted, besides kill-

ed, to 5000 men prisoners, includ-

ing 160 officers, and 21 pieces of

cannon. In his further pursuit be-

yond the Niemen, by Wilkowitch,

we find Piatoff, on the 23d, ad-

vanced as far as Kalwary, where,

as well as in many other places on

his route, he seized great magazines
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of provisions and stores, and among
the latter 30,000 new muskets.

Count Wittgenstein proceeded

rapidly down the Niemen, and his

advanced guard had reached Tilsit

before the 23d Dec.

Admiral TchichagofT found no
material obstruction in his advance

upon that river, both banks of

which he cleared, and pushed his

right upon Wilkowitch, to connect

with Platoff.

General Tormassoff s column
forced the Austrians to evacuate

the positions they had occupied in

advance of Grodno, and his ad-

vanced guard reached that city on

the 20th Dec.

Generals Sachen and Oertel pur-

sued, in separate divisions, a still

more southerly course; and the

latter had passed Slonim en the

16th Dec.

The Emperor Alexander had ar-

rived at Wilna on the 22d Dec.

His proclamation, dated from that

city, and issued on the occasion of

his armies entering the territory of

Prussia, is worthy of his magnani-

mous character. He oilers " Peace
and independence not only to the

Prussians, but to every people who,

being at present forced to oppose

him, shall abandon the cause of

Napoleon, in order to follow that

of their real interest." A further

official return of the captures of

the Russians, up to the 25th Dec.

was published at the same time,

exhibiting the following unheard-

of totals:

43 Generals,

1298 Officers,

167,510 Non-commissioned offi-

cers and soldiers,

1131 Pieces of cannon.

The names of every one of the

forty-three generals being set forth

in the return, the remaining num*
bers, however extraordinarv, de-
rive therefrom the best possible

confirmation.

Thus far, that is, to the 25th
Dec. (a few days only beyond the

extent of our last i*eport), we have
it in our power to present our
readers with any authentic and re-

gular account of the Russian move-
ments. Since Lord Cathcart's dis-

patch of the 31st Dec. (published

here on the 19th Jan. last) not a

single official or unofficial account

of the operations of the Russian

forces has reached this country.

Even of General D'York's defec-

tion, we have as yet none but the

French accounts ; and this inter-

ruption, or rather total privation

ofintelligence (occasioned no doubt

by the severity of Continental win-

ter and adverse winds), the French

papers, however frequently and

regularly received, do not, by any
means, enable us to supply. Dis-

tressing as this state of ignorance

must be to us, and to any one whose

heart is bent on the great deeds in

the north of Europe, as on the

overture to the drama of universal

political regeneration ; it is no small

source of gratification to find, in

the numerous French papers, not

a single report from any of the

French commanders ofthe "Grand"

army (that was) ; nay, not any thing

in the shape of an official account

of any occurrence. What has hap-

pened between the Berezyna and

the Vistula, a distance of about

400 English miles, is kept an im-

penetrable secret. The disasters

are so dreadful, that they have

dumbfounded the cabinet of the

Thuilleries, bred and nurtured as

it is in falsehood. Yet, as the truth
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will, at all events, assert its geo-

graphical rights, it is necessary tor

the Ajaccian diplomatists now and

then to give a glimpse of what is

passing, since maps are still un-

prohibited in trance. Prudence

renders it expedient to dispense

bad news by degrees, lest, by with-

holding it too long, it ibrce its

way in one overwhelming mass.

Accordingly, the French accounts

have at times furnished us with a

few of these faint glimpses of truth,

which, as they are confessions of

their reverses, we may safely ac-

cept in lieu of the outstanding

Russian, reports. To connect these

Gallic scraps imo a regular narra-

tive, would be clearing the Augean
stables.

Murat, the lieutenant-general

appointed to the command of the
1 Grand' army, at Bonaparte's Might,

has followed the example of his

betters, and run home too, having

previously resigned the command
to poor Eugene Eeauharnois, who
" is more accustomed to a grand

administration, and possesses the

entire confidence of the emperor."
—(Monitetir.)

The French head-quarters were,

in the beginning of February, at

Posen, a city about 350 miles in

the rear of Wilna, and 140 miles

east of Berlin: Memel, Konigsberg,

and all East Prussia, between the

Niemen and the Lower Vistula, are

in the hands of the Russians, who,

according to the French accounts,

have even passed to the left bank

of that river, and had an engage-

ment at Bromberg, on the road to

Francfort upon the Oder. We
cannot collect from the French ac-

counts, that of the various strong-

places on the Lower Vistula, any

other than Thorn and Dantzig re-

main in the possession of the ene-

my, and these are probably invest-

ed. The garrison of the latter

fortress is magnified into the im-

mense number of 30,000 men, with

'! General Rapp as their commander

;

;, but we doubt whether it consists of

one-third of that amount. If pro-

perly defended, Dantzig will pre-

(

sent great obstacles to the progress

Ij of the Russian right flank ; and we
should not be surprised, that the

importance of its speedy possession

would induce a great sacrifice of

lives, to gain the place in a sum-
mary manner.

What excites in us some wonder
is, that Warsaw had not been en-

tered at the close of January; and

that, at that time, the Austrian

s

and Saxons,under PrineeSchwartz-

enbergand Regnier, were stated to

be posted eastward, to cover that

city, as if their limited numbers

were at all equal to defend it against

the troops under Tormassolf and

j

Sachen. It is not more than about

!
150 miles from Grodno, where, on

the 20th Dec. some Russian ad-

'. vanced corps had already made

j

their entry. Prince Schwartzen-

i

berg, we are likewise informed,

i has resigned the command of the

corps hitherto under him ; but his

: successor (if any ?) isnotmentioned.

The King of Prussia, after hav-

ing nominated a council of admi-

nistration, to act during his absence,

left Potsdam, and arrived on the

"26th Jan. at Breslaw,- whither the

French and Austrian ambassadors

followed him. We do not concur

in the belief, that this removal has

been urged by the French, but ra-

ther hail it as an auspicious even r.

In Silesia, where insurrection has
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already strongly manifested itself,

the king is less subject to French

controul, his person is more safe,

he is out of the line of the ulterior

retreat of the " Grand" army, and,

after a few more days advance of

the Russians towards the Oder, he
will be at liberty to act according

to his own feelings.

We know of no essential rein-

forcement the " Grand" army has

received, except the corps of Gre-
nier, which had been collected in

the south of Germany, and has

passed Berlin. Its strength we
cannot guess precisely, but estimate

it at 15,000 men. Three French
armies of observation are forming :

—at Magdeburg under Lauriston,

at Francfort on the Maine under
Souham, at Verona under Bertrand.

The preceding are the most es-

sential and certain points of intel-

ligence to be gleaned from the

French accounts. Minor and less

authentic ones we forbear swellingo
our pages with ; as we flatter our-

selves, the arrival of the. Russian

official reports will enable us to

supply the chasms, and give a co-

herent narrative in our next Retro-

spect.

SPANISH PENINSULA.

No military event of any im-

portance has taken place in the

Peninsula since our last Retrospect.

The armies of the allies, as well

as of their opponents, remain still

stationaiy in their winter-canton-

ments ; our head-quarters still at

Frenada, whither the Marquis of

Wellington has returned from his

journey to Cadiz. Although his

lordship has not succeeded in his
;

proposals to the Spanish govern-

ment to the fullest extent of his

wishes, we flatter ourselves, his

journey will soon be found to have

produced very beneficial results to

the common cause. The Spanish

government has acceded to Lord
Wellington's solicitations, that a

great effort should be made early

in the spring against the invader's

troops ; and the Cortes, fully con-

curring with the regency, have

passed a decree, on the 6th of Ja-

nuary, investing his lordship with

extraordinary powers as gene-

ralissimo. A section of the Spa-

nish general staff will henceforth

accompany him, take his orders,

communicate them to the Spanish

commanders in the several parts of

the kingdom, and receive and lay

before him their official reports.

This wise accommodating measure •

will, we hope, silence the clamour

of those Spaniards, who, guided

by the unseasonable prejudices of

a mistaken national pride, have hi-

therto expressed so much repug-

nance at the idea of being deli-

vered from oppression through the

supreme command of so able a

British general. Let them peruse

the history of a nation, from whom
they partly derive their origin.

The Carthaginians, when their

country was- at the lowest ebb,

through the invasion of the Ro-
mans, conferred the command of

their army on Xantippus, a Lace-

daemonian stranger, who, by his

skill, conquered and took the Ro-

man consul in a pitched battle,

and saved the Carthaginians from

utter ruin. This Xantippus was

not, like Wellington, the com-

mander in chief of a vastly supe-

rior allied force, nor had he pre-

viously, like Wellington, gained

many a signal victory in the cause

of the country whose troops he
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now commanded. Xantippus was

a perfect alien in Carthage, had

come thither as an officer in the

band of Grecian mercenaries raised

by that state, and, as Polybius in-

forms us, gained ascendancy over

the minds of the Carthaginians

merely by the depth of his under-

standing, with which he tried to

convince them of the errors they

had committed in the conduct of

the war !

It is likewise stated, that, inde-

pendently of the scattered frag-

ments of the 2d, 3d, 4th, &c. ar-

mies (which are very properly to

be incorporated into effectivemass-

es), a levy of 50,000 men has been

determined upon ; and the force

at Alicant (where a second expedi-

tion of 5000 infantry and 300 ca-

valry, has actually arrived from

Sicily,) is to be increased to 35,000

effective men, and' to act a con-

spicuous part in the next cam-
paign.

The few movements of the

French armies have been of a re-

trograde nature ; their advanced

corps have evacuated Astorga,

Leon, and Zamora, and drawn to

Paleucia and Valladolid. Sala-

manca is still held by them ; but

Valencia, it would seem, is on the

eve of being abandoned ; at least

the destruction of its works, and

the plunder conveyed away from

that city, indicate an intention to

that effect.

The preparations of Lord Wel-
lington for the ensuing campaign,

and the reinforcements sent from

England, are upon a great scale.

But we still flatter ourselves they

will, in a great measure, prove

unnecessary ; at least wz are of

opinion, that the commencement
No. LI Vol IX.

of aggressive warfare, on our part,

should not be precipitated, but

rather withheld, until we are as-

sured that the French are not in-

clined to depart of their own ac-

cord. Driving them into France

is driving them so much nearer

to Germany, where the momen-
tous interests of all Europe are to

be decided next summer. AH we
have to do is to keep them in play

in Spain. Time, just at this mo-
ment, will rather diminish than in-

crease their forces, while it adds

to the strength of ours ; and,

under the new system, to that of

our Spanish allies. Indeed, some-

French troops have already been

recalled, to what amount we know
not; but a good portion of cavalrj

has certainly returned to France:

FRANCE.

The levies of men and horses

throughout France are proceeding

with the greatest activity. But the

anxiety of repairing his military

looses has not been the only care

which occupied the thoughts of

Bonaparte since his arrival at Paris.

His "vast mind" is capable of com-

passing at the same time military,

spiritual, and civil concerns. Yes,

the great Napoleon, scon after his

return into the bosoms of his be-

loved, and, no doubt, loving sub-

jects, has (rinim teneatis, aviici!)

turned his thoughts to religion;

and after several conferences with

the poor old Pope, whom he had

dragged from exile, to Fontaine-

bleau, has conluded a spiritual trea-

ty, or Concordat, on the 25th of

January. The nature of this se-

cond Concordat he has as yet not

deemed it proper to explain, any

further than by stating, " that it has

terminated all the differences which

A a
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have arisen with respect to the af- regent in the event of a minority,

fairs of the church." We shall, After this, what can be the use of

however, presently venture to take conspiring against the person, of

a peep behind the curtain. Napoleon? "This," says Monsieur

Now to the next great measure le Comte Regnaud de Saint Jean

of state: the recent hair-breadth es-
I
d'Angely, " is the manner in

cape of Bonaparte on the Berezy- which it is proper to reply to mad
na, and Mallet's conspiracy at Pa- projects, to anarchical hopes, to

ris, seem to have impressed that the murderous wishes of our ene-

great man with an idea of the pos-
|
mies."

sibilifif of a termination of his glo-
j|

To secure his personal safety,

rious earthly career before the scion may, in part, have been Bonorparte's

of the house of Ajaccio, the King object in the actsabove-mentioned;

of Rome, might have attained the but we suspect his principal drift

age of majority. He reflected, somewhat deeper laid. We expect

that " the least interruption in to hear, that the Concordat with

the exercise of the sovereign pow- the Pope went to give to Napo-
er would become a great calamity Icon's marriage with the Austrian

to the people:*' — that, without princess that legality which the

guarding beforehand against the Pope had hitherto refused. Such

convulsions attendant on a sud- a measure was necessary previously

den and unprovided - fur minor- to declaring Maria Louisa the Re-
irv, the endeavours of his whole gent; and by this declaration Bo-

reign to render his people truly uaparte probably flatters himself to

happy, might be marred in an identify his interests with those of

instant. Hence the Senatus Con- the Emperor of Austria, at a mo-
sultum of the 4th of Feb. winch ment, when, without the latter's

provides fora Regency underevery aid, his prospects are desperate,

possible contingency, in case of But we hope the Austrian monarch

the legal successor to the throne possesses good sense enough not

being a minor. We shall only state to be dazzled by the regency bau-

its principal feature, thatof declar- ble.

tHgihe Empress the Itegent ; without
j

The annual Expose of the situa-

dwelling on the minute provisions tion of Frap.ce will be a document

which, incase of the failure of the of some curiosity, and the framing

empress, secure the regency to the of it has been found so difficult and

princes of the (precious) blood in awkward, that the opening of the

theorderofsuccessionto the throne.

In consequence of this great act of

human foresight, the good people

of Paris are forthwith to have their

gleomy reflections on the events of

the Vistula,, dissipated by witness-

ing theaugust and cheering ceremc-

n v of the little King ofRome crown -

sittings of the legislative body,

which was to have taken place on

the 1st of February, has been post-

poned, because the Expose was not

ready for the occasion.

AMERICA.

Mr. Maddison has carried his re-

election to the office of President

edasthe successor of his father, and
j

1 against Mr. Clinton, by a majority

the coronation of the. Empress, who N of 128 to 29. Encouraged by their

is to be proclaimed guardian and recent successes at sea. the* Amcri-
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cans have resolved to increase their entire approbation of the resist-

infant navy by the addition of six

large frigates, and loin- seventy-«"r-

gun ships ; the number 70 being

fixed upon in commemoration of

the epoch of their independence,

177t). A bill has also passed for

ance made to pretensions which

could not bave been acceded to

without abandoning the most i s-

sential rights of the country ; and

assuring the Prince Regent, thai be

might rely upon their zealous sup-

raising a regular army of 20,000
j

port of such measures as might be

men. New -York, at last, is block- !
calculated to carry on the war with

aded by a Bquadron under Sir J. j
vigour.

B. Warren, which has already made
considerable captures on that sta-

tion.

BRITISH COLONIES.

A dispatch from Colonel Gilles-

On the 11th February died, in

the GOth year of his age, at his seat

at StOwe, the Right lion. G>

Grenville Nugent Temple, Mar
quis of Buckingham, lord lieu-

pie, dated Djojocarta (Island of tenant ofthe county of Bucks, and
.lava), 25th June, details the opera- one of the tellers of the Kxclie-

tions of a small British force, un- oner. His lordship is succeeded

dertaken with a view to " hringthe

insolent and refractory Sultan of

Djojocarta to a sense of what was

in his titles and estates by his eldest

son, Lord Temple. By his death,

however affecting to his relatives

due to the supremacy of the Bri- and friends, the country is relieved

tish government- in Java." The from another of the old class of tel-

sultan was attacked in his fortified
;

lerships, the emoluments of which

palace, surrounded by ramparts :
arising from a per centage on the

and bastions, ike. three miles in annual expenditure, increased in

circumference, and defended by
|

proportion to the increase of that

17,000 men, The British troops,

1000 men strong, on the 20th June

stormed the works, subdued the

expenditure, and have been esti-

mated at the immense amount of

35,0001. per annum. Lord Cam-
enemy, and took the sultan him- den is now the onlv surviving one

self, who, it is stated, was forth- of the old class of tellers. Ail the

with deposed, and his son placed
i
succeeding tellers are limited to

on the throne. Our loss on this the salary of 28331. per annum,

occasion was 90 killed and wounded. The vacant tellership has been dis-

DOMESTIC intelligence. posed of in a manner calculated to

Among the proceedings of the give universal satisfaction. It has

British Parliament during the cur- been conferred upon the eldest son

rent month, the debates and reso- of the late Mr. Perceval, upon

lutions of both Houses, relating to
'

condition of his relinquishing the

the American war, will be deemed pension of 10001. a year granted

highly important. The Lords, as

well as the Commons, were unani-

mous in voting an address to the

Prince Regent, stating their regret

at the necessity of commencing
hostilities against America ; their

him by parliament in the last ses-

sion ; and thq reversion of another

10001, per annum, which was settled

upon him at the death of his mo-
ther.

A a 2
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Plate 20.—CAVENDISH-SQUARE.

At the beginning of the last
!

century, Marybonej in which parish

ndish-sqnare is situated, was
i

a small village, nearly a mile distant
|

from any parr of the metropolis,
j

It was not till 1715 that a plan was

i >nned for building this square and

several streets on the north of Ty-
burn-road, which has since assum-

ed the name of Oxford-street. The
Duke of Chandos, then Earl of

Carnarvonj took the whole north

side, with the intention of erecting

a mansion, with all suitable offices,

on a most magnificent scale. Lord

Harcourt and Lord Bingley pur-

chased ground on the cast and west

sides, and the restwas let to build-

ers; but the failures occasioned by

the South Sea speculation, put a

stop to the improvements for some
time, so that it was several years

before the square was completed.

The north side of the square,

which is represented in the annex-

ed view, contains but four houses.

The two in the middle are of Port-

land stone, with basements, Co-
rinthian columns, entablatures, pe-

diments, and balustrades. The
others, which are of brick, were

intended as wings to the palace,

planned, as mentioned above, b}'

the Duke of Chandos. The build-

ing shewn in the left-hand corner

of our engraving, was inhabited by

ihe late Princess Amelia, aunt to

his present Majesty. It was after-

wards the residence of the Earl of

Hopetown, and latterly of Henry
Hope, Esq. who died in 1811. This

gentleman, a native of Holland,

quitted his country at an early pe-

. .'. of the French revolution, and

here enjoyed his immense fortune

in security. He brought with him

a fine collection of paintings by the

ancient masters ; the cabinet-pic-

tures, which formed but a small part

of it, were alone valued at forty

thousand pounds. This munificent

foreigner was the first to set an ex-

ample of liberality to the propri-

etors of similar treasures, by open-

ing his collection, on certain days,

to artists and amateurs, a practice

which he continued to the last year

of his life.

Three houses only compose the

west side of Cavendish-square.

—

That in the center, shut in by a
! loftyblank wall, is 153 feet in length,

j

and 70 in breadth. It was origin-

ally built for Lord Bingley, but

has long been the town mansion
1 of the Earl of Harcourt.

The remaining sides are occupied

by good houses ; but these have

nothing in their architecture, or

appearance, to deserve particular

remark. One of those on the south

side, was for many years the resi-

dence of the late Mr. Romney, a

celebrated portrait-painter, whc
was considered by many as a for-

midable rival to Reynolds himself,

although certainly inferior to him

in that department of the art. His

historical compositions also were

highly and generally esteemed.

His Infant SJtakspeare, and the Ship-

wrecked Mariners, in the Tempest,

painted for the late Alderman Boy-
dell's splendid gallery of pictures,

illustrative of our great dramatist,

justly gained him high reputation.

|

Since Romney's death, the same

house has been occupied by another
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celebrated portrait-painter, M. A.

S ee, Esq. whose Rhymes on Art,

and Elements of Arty bear honour-

able testimony of the success with

which he has courted the sister

muse of Poetry.

In the center of the railed area

of Cavendish-square, which has

within these few years been planted

with shrubs, is a gilt equestrian

MEDICAL
An account of the practice of a

physician from the loth of January

to the loth of February, 1813.

Acute Diseases.— Catarrh, 7...

Fever, 2. ...Sore-throat, l....Peri-

pneumony, 2... .Pleurisy, 1....Acute

diseases of infants, 7.

Chronic Diseases.— Cough and

dyspnoea, 19..Pleurodyne, 2..Con-
sumption, 3..Rheumatism, 4..Lum-
bago, 2.. ..Palsy, 2.. .Asthenia, 3....

Dyspepsia, 6.. .Bilious vomiting,

2...Enterodynia, 2. ..Jaundice, 1....

Drops}-, 3...Hypochondriasis, 1....

Vertigo, 2...Headach, l...Dysure,

1...Tic -douloureux, 1...Cutaneous

affections, 3...Female complaints, 5.

Cough and catarrhal affections

continue to form the principal dis-

eases of the season. Infants, in

particular, appear to suffer; and,

as mentioned in the last report,

many of them, in addition to their

other complaints, are affected with

a troublesome diarrhoea. In some
instances this has not yielded to

the medicines that have been pre-

scribed ; the appetite has become
vitiated, and the child has refused

that kind of food which is the most
proper : from the irritation in the

alimentary canal, and the want of

due support to the system, much
peevishness and fretful ness is ex-

cited, and emaciation becomes daily

statue of the conqueror of Culloden,

with this inscription :
—" William

Duke of Cumberland, born April

15, 1721 ; died Oct. 31, 1766. This

equestrian statue was erected by
Lieutenant-General Wm. Strode,

in gratitude for his private kindness,

in honour to his public virtues,

Nov. 5, anno Domini 1770."

REPORT.
more evident. This is a most dan-

gerous state, and life can only be
preserved by the greatest caution.

If every thing fail, change of air

will sometimes succeed in restoringo
healthy action to the bowels. Pro-
vided the child is kept completely

warm, it will generally be benefit-

ed by being taken out in the air:

many infants perish from the mis-

taken apprehensions which prevail

on this head. In fact, many of the

ailments which beset infants, may
be traced to the close confinement

which, in the winter months, they

too frequently endure; and some
of those that escape with life, oc-

casionally suffer in a feeble con-

stitution, the consequence of being

improperly nursed. They are often

physicked and dieted upon the

most absurd principles, or, what is

as bad, without any principle at

all ; while their temper is changed,

and their disposition soured, by the

regular alternation of coaxing and
chiding, bribing and threatening,

at the discretion of an ignorant

old woman in the shape of a nurse,

whose supposed experience arms

her with full authority over a young
and anxious mother, who is obliged

to submit to treatment which her

reason would condemn.
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AGRICULTURAL REPORT.

The heavy rains which fell about

the middle of last month, have

greatly impeded the early spring

sowing, by inundating the reten-

tive soils, which will require a dry-

March before they will be in a pro-

per state for the plough. From the

same cause, the tender lands, under

From the mildncs of the season,

the turnips, and all the brassica

species, have run much to top,

and, without a check, promise to

be soon exhausted. To counteract

the early consumption of these, the

soiling crops, from the same cause,

are in aforvvard and luxuriant state.

cattle crops, arc much poached by ij The general introduction of these

the feetof animals, and will require resources, and the increased cul-

much labour to break their adhesion, li tivation of the Swedish turnip, have
The young wheats have put on j

happily removed many of those dis-

a prolific appearance in tillow, hav

ing formed astrong plant, of asea-

sonable colour. The spring wheat
sowing has been much impeded h}-

the late heavy rain ; and some
breadths, upon newly inclosed com-
mons, have suffered considerably

from the wire-worm, the black grub,

and a superabundant surface wa-
ter, for the want of a proper and
judicious, drainage, which should

ever be the first step taken in the

cultivation of waste lands.

tressrjng inconveniences ever at-

tendant on a backward spring in

this climate, and rank foremost

amongst modern improvements.

The spring sowing has commen-
ced, upon the warm soils, in the

southern district, which work kindly

on the fresh flag or furrow. Much
dung and soil carting remains on

hand, in consequence of the mild

season.

ALLEGORICAL WOOD-CUT,
MANUE

No. 1, a celestial blue figured

sarsnet, adapted equally for the

dress robe, boddice, and spencer,

as for the spring mantle or pelisse.

Trimmings of swansdown, thread

lace, fancy gimp, or the new impe-
rial shag, are appropriate decora-

tions for articles composed of this

material. It is sold by Messrs.

George and Bradley, Holywell -st.

Strand.

No. 2, a figured taffety, from the

house of Messrs. Layton and Shears.

This unique article is calculated for

the intermediate order of costume,

and is to be purchased of various

shades
; and when contrasted with

WITH PATTERNS OF BRITISH
ACTURE.

!

: trimmings of coloured satin or rib-

band, forms a most pleasing domes-

tic habit.— To be purchased of

Messrs. Layton and Shears, Bedford

House, Henrietta-street, Covent-

Garden.

No. 3, a fashionable small pat-

terned printed cambric, for morn-

ing dresses or domestic wear.—

Dresses composed of this simple

material, are either formed in plain

wraps, high gowns, buttoned or

trimmed down the front ; or in the

cottage jacket and petticoat. These

small patterned printed cambrics

are considered even more genteel

than the white robe, for morning
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wear. The article here exhibited

is sold by T. and J. Smith, No. 3,

Tavistock-street, Covent-Gardeu.

No. 4 is a sample of the impe-

rial patent cotton-thread shirting,

brought out by Mr. Millard, the

proprietor of the East India Ware-

house, No. 16, Cheapside. Its ex-

cellence consists in its desirable

property of preventing the taking

of cold, its superior durability, and

its great economy, being of a fine-

ness of quality equal to, and near-

ly half the price of, Irish and fo-

reign linens. The most skilful and

eminent of the faculty will hold it

in high estimation, being of a na-

ture to prevent a too profuse per-

spiration, which flannel is liable

to create, at the same time that it

does not too severely check that

vital principle of health. We,
therefore, feel much pleasure in

recommending the article to the

particular attention of our readers,

on account of its superior com-
fort and utility. It is sold, whole-

sale and by the piece, at the before-

mentioned warehouse, No. 16,

Cheapside, and at no oilier house in

London. Tbe quality of 2s. per

yard is equal to that of linen at

3s. Od. and that of 2s. Gel. to linen

of 4s. Gd. and so on in progress-

ive advancement.—Foreign orders,

and merchants purchasing for ex-

portation, are treated on the usu-

al liberal terms peculiar to this

house.

A SERENADE,
^poetry*

STANZAS.

From The Forester, a Metrical

Romance.

Lady, arise ! for morning dawns,

The stags are browsing on t he lawns,

The sun is in the east advancing,

His beams are on the lattice glancing,

The white mist o'er the mountain flies,

The ivy-leaves in air are dancing ;

—

Lady, arise !

Lady, thy lover waits below.

Watching in the sunny glow
;

Ray after ray is now appearing,

The flow'rs their spotted heads are rear-

ing
J

The dew-drops, kiss'd bv western sighs,

Are from the gra>s their bright forms

clearing ;

—

Lady, arise !

Thy lattice ope—the myrtle wreath

Is scented with the morning breath
;

Around thy bow'r the birds are playing,

No more is heard the watch-dog baying;

The day awaits thy lightsome eyes
;

Cume then, thy love beneath is staying—
Lady, arise !

J. H. R.

By J. M. Lacev, Author of " The

Far?n- House,'" and other I'otms.

Ah ! blessed Moon ! thy sacred light

I> dear to sorrow's pensive eye
;

Thux mildly beaming through the night,

Thou bringest resignation nigh !

Tis thine to cheer the traveler's soul,

When daikness clouds his doubtful

way

;

'Tis thine to point the wishecl-for goal,

And pour around a mimic day.

'Tis thine to light the timid maid,

Who seeks, with trembling step, her

swain
;

'Tis thine to give the poet aid,

Who forms, at night, the tender strain.

'Tis thine to sooth the anxious breast,

Where grief has fix'd her pang severe
;

'Tis thine to lull that pang to rest,

And check affliction's burning tear.

And, oh ! thou surely hast this pow'r !

For I have ever fancied so,

And oft' have hail'd thy calmest hour,

When sinking with the throb of wee !
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And if 'tis only fancy, still

Be that fond fancy dear to me ;

For should it sooth one hour of ill,

'Tis kinder than reality !

THE LOVER'S DREAM:

A Translation of the Latin Poem of

" Somnium Amantis" written by J. F.

M. Dov aston, Esq. and inserted

amongst his Foetus lately published.

Long ere the morning star's reviving

light

Had chas'd away the misty gloom of

night,

I dreamt—(ah ! how my sighing breast

was cheer'd !)

1 dreamt Maria's lovely form appear'd.

Grace shone refulgent on her forehead

fair,

In glossy ringlets hung her auburn hair

;

A lovely smile her roseate lip display'd,

While o'er the lyre her taper fingers

stray'd

;

Sweet were the sounds they waken'd to

the air,

—

But, ah ! her gentle voice was sweeter far.

The robe was white in which the maid

was drest

:

But, ah ! much fairer was her polish'd

breast.

Her jewels glitter'd, but her eyes of light

Lent greater radiance to the brow of

night.

While I beheld a form so fair for love,

I felt its raptures in my bosom move
;

Oft as on me she bent her starry eyes,

I own'd the influence of the god of sighs;

But while I view her form, entranc'd

admire

The music of her voice and of her lyre,

—

A sudden sigh breaks off my dream of

love
;

The melodies of music cease to move,

All, all is drear, and silent as the tomb,

No more Maria's form dispels the gloom.

How her sweet image being near can

bless,

—

Ah 1 how her absence can the mind

distress !

A few short moments, and my heart was

glad,—

A few short moments, and my heart is

sad.

Oh ! how I know (by dear experience

tried,)

How nearly grief and pleasure are al-

lied !

The present ho ur may wear a cheerful

form,

'Tis but a ray of light before a storm.

J. H. R.

THE NYMPH OF THE CLYDE.
A TALE.

Dumbarton's fair maids, in their ker-

chiefs and sheen,

Were weaving their garlands in Inkle-

nook Green

;

Since there never was swain, in the bor-

ders of Frith,

Who had not a nymph whom he sought

as his wife :

For each youth and each maiden was

forming a wreath,

Or holiday nosegay, of soft-coloured

heath

;

As this was the eve that the peasants

agreed,

To celebrate summer like those on the

Tweed.

But the daughter of Aline each sought

as his bride,

And Donald bade fair for the maid of the

Clyde.

Near the castle of Clyde, and its spacious

domain,

Is a grove, and a current that waters the

plain,

Where the lord of the castle is happy

at least

To welcome the damsels who come to the

feast.

Their treat it was simple, their table the

ground,

They laugh away care as the full cup

went round

:

The lads for their playful caresses were

chid,

By those who but little knew how to

forbid.
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But, adieu to the feast,—each maid, by

her glance,

Singled oul from the number her laddie

to dance

;

For the pipers advancing along the High

Glen *,

Were ready to cross in a wherry the

stream.

In form now resplendent the queen of the

night,

With a star on her breast and apparell'd

in white,

Appear'd to the dancers the furthest re-

mote

From the side where the pipers were

clearing the boat

:

Her locks were of jet, and the dark of

her eyne

Was such as a lover could wish it had

been

:

She advanc'd, and with reverence paid

her adieu

To the sun, who was veil'd in a curtain

of blue;

Whilst Egbert, the bard, was beginning

a lay,

'Twas the minstrel's last eftbrt to welcome

the day :

But the queen of the Solstice hung over

her sire,

And sung to the notes that he wrung from

his lyre,

With a look and expression, a form too,

I ween,

That never was equall'd hefore on the

green.

The minstrel was silent, his fingers refuse

To touch on the harp, or awaken the muse

;

Which, when Edric beheld, he emerg'd

from the screen,

That the thicket afforded to those on the

green.

He was lord both of Clydesdale and eke

of Lanerk
;

On his shield was a lion, his crest was a

dirk :

He advanc'd with an air at once noble

and free,

And begg'd of the harper's fair daughter

a glee

;

* High Glen, a place near the Clyde.

No. LI. Vol. IX. B b

Who, blushing, replied, as she finger'd

the string,

' My power, my lord, is but little to sing.'

Old Egbert remember'd his days that

were fled,

And Jannet, soft smiling, began in his

stead.

She paus'd, and young Edric his reve-

rence paid;

Hebow'dtothe bard, and saluted the maid,

Then turn'd to the wood, while the rus-

tics all gay,

Were eager, by moon-light, to trip it

away,

Nor once did they faulter, or ever divide,

'Till night spread her sablest garb on the

Clyde. Theodore.

THE HIGHLAND DROVER
RE'lURNING FROM ENGLAND.

Now fare thee well, England, no farther

I'll roam,

But follow the shadow that points the

way home :

Your gay southern shores shall not tempt

me to stay,

For my Maggy's at home, and my chil-

dren at play !

'Tis this makes my bonnet sit light on

my brow,

Gives my sinews their strength, and my
bosom its glow.

Farewell, mountaineers! my companions,

adieu !

Soon, many long miles, when I'm sever'd

from you,

I shall miss your white horns on the brink

of the burn,

And o'er the rough heaths, where you'll

never return :

But in rich English pastures you can-

not complain,

While your drover speeds back to his

Maggy again. •

O Tweed ! gentle Tweed ! as I pass your

green vales,

More than life, more than love my tired

spirit inhales
;

There Scotland, my darling, lies full in

my view,

With her bare-footed lasses, and moun-

tains so blue :
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To the mountains away, my heart bounds
like the hind,

For home is so sweet, and my Ma^y so
kind.

W
As day after day I still follow my course,
And in fancy trace back every stream to

its source,

Hope cheers me up hills where the stream
lies before,

O'er hills just as high, and o'er tracks of
wild moor

;

The keen polar star nightly rising in
view,

But Maggy's my star, just as steady and
true.

O ghosts of my fathers ! O heroes ! look-

down
;

Fix my wandering thoughts on your
deeds of renown;

For the glory of Scotland reigns warm
in my breast,

And fortitude grows both from toil and
from rest.

May yonr deeds and your worth be for

ever in view,

And may Maggy bear sons not unwor-
thy of you

!

Love, why do you urge me so weary
and poor,

I cannot step faster. I cannot do more :

I've pass'd silver Tweed ; e'en the 'Jay
flows behind

;

Yet fatigue I disdain, my reward I shall
find :

Thou, sweet smile of innocence, thou
art my prize,

And the joy that will sparkle in Maggy's
blue eyes.

She'll watch to the southward
; perhaps

she will sigh,

That the way is so long and the moun-
tain so high

;

Perhaps some huge rock in the dusk she
may see,

And will say in her fondness, "That
surely is he."

Good wife, you're deceived
j I'm still far

from home
;

Go sleep, my dear Maggy-to-morrow
I'll come.

ODE,
Written on the Banks of the Thames,

near Eton, by the Rev. J. H. Pott,
A. M. Archdeacon of St Alban's.

What voice of low and solemn sound
Comes wafted down the silent stream ?

Oh
! gentle sleep, still hover round,

If now the Poet should but dream !

It murmurs still, with secret pow'r
To penetrate and melt the heart,

Ah
! let an humble bard implore
One blessing, and in peace depart.

Tis past—and on the evening air

Calm silence floats, and reigns again
;

Yet still the deep tone fills my ear,

And runs through every secret vein.

'Fond youth,' it said, 'whose anxious
eyes

' Still turn with pensive, sad delight,
* Where yon fair spires which seek the

skies,

' Mark long-lov'd Eton to the sight:

' Let gratitude dissolve thy breast !

' Yes, hold those seats for ever dear
;

' But let the sigh be still suppress'd,
' Nor stain these waters with a tear.

' For though you left content behind,
' You gain'd some gifts of nobler use

;
' A heart above the world, a mind

' No power can awe, no bribe seduce.'

O Father of the winding stream,
For surely thine this voice must b e,

Those tears which you so fruitless deem,
Bring peace and sweet relief to me.

Yet, warn'd by you, my willing heart
The debt of gratitude shall pay

;

For Eton form'd her better part,

And wash'd at least some stains away.

;

If base dependance I despise,

I If scorning names by birthright got,

J

To fair applause I strive to rise,

Anxious to grace an humble lot :

If still to nobler motives true,

My muse contemns the flatterer's part;
If pomp and power unaw'd I view,
And pay my homage to the heart;

If from these springs my actions flow,

It these opinions prompt my tongue :

My gratitude for all I owe
To this fair source, for hence thev

sprung.
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TO OUR READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

We earnestly solicit communications (post paid)from the professors of the arts in

general, as well as authors, respecting works which thty may have in hand. We con*

ceive that the evident advantage which must accrue to both from the more extensive

publicity that will be given to their productions through the medium of the Repository,

needs only to be mentioned, to induce them tofavour us with such information, which

shall always meet with the most prompt attention.

The Genuine Letter of the Persian Envoy, communicating his sentiments respecting

English manners, b;c. shall appear in our next Number.

Owing to the unexpected length of some of the articles in the present Number, we
are under the necessity of requesting the indulgence of some of our poetical corre-

spondents.

Theodore's Miscellanies, and continuation of The Nymph of the Clyde, have

reached us, and while he allows us " the liberty to select" we shall be happy to receive

any future productions of his pen. His communicationfor the Modern Spectator we
have handed to the gentleman who conducts that department of the Repository.

We have been favoured with a continuation of the Letters from Italy, which we
shall present to our readers next month.

A View and Description of the new Coffee Auction-Mart, in Mincing-lane, will

accompany our next publication.
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CONVERSATIONS ON
(Continued

Miss K. Smyrna is always re-

presented by an Amazon, by whom
the city is said to have been first

founded. You here see her enter-

ing into a league with Thyatira.

Each of them holds her tutelar de-

ity in her hand. On the left of

Smyrna is the pc/ta, or buckler of

the Amazons, and the long weapon

beside her is the bipennis or securis.

In their right hands a pointed dart they wield,

The left for ward sustains the lunar shield.

Such Drnsus did in arms appear

When near the Alps he urged the war;

In vain the Rbrcti did their axes wield,

Like Amazons they fought, like women fled

the field :

But why the*e savage troops this weapon

-chusc,

ConfiraTd by long-establish'd use,

Historians would in vain disclose.

Antioch has an anchor by her,

in memory of her founder, Seleu-

No. LIL Vol IX.

THE ARTS.—By Ju.mnus.

from p. }33.J

cus, whose whole race was born
with this mark, if we may believe

historians. Ausonius has taken no-
tice of the circumstance in these
lines :

The great Seleucus, bright in Grecian fame,
The tow'rs of Antioch for their founderclaim ;

Thee Phce.bus at thy birth his son coufc.-ss'd

By the fair anchor on <be ba!>e impicssM,
Which all thy genuine offspring wont to trace,

From thigh to thigh transitussive through the
race.

Parthia has on one side of her the
bow and quiver, so much talked of
by the poets. Lucan, in his account
of the Paithians, says,

Each fence that can their whiped shafts endure
Stands like a fr.it impregnable, secure :

To taint their coward dart-: is oil their care,

And then to trust them to the flitting air.

The crown which she holds in
1 her right band, refers to the crown
of gold which Parthia. as well as

Cc
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other provinces, presented to the i

Emperor Antonine. The actof pre-

senting a crown was equivalent to
|

the resignation of the sovereignty.

Sicily has a hundle of corn in

her hand, and a garland of the same

on her head; the country abounds^

in wheat, and was consecrated to

Ceres.

Sardinia too, renownM for yellow fields,

With Sicily, her bounteous tribute yields
;

No lands a glebe of richer tillage boast,

Or waft more plenty to the Roman coast.

To Ceres dear, the fruitful land is famed

For three tall capes, and thence Trinacria

named;

There Henna well rewards the tiller's toil,

The fairest champion of the fairest isle.

Here is a medal of Spain—the

rabbit which you see at her feet is

said by some medallists to denote

either the great multitude of these

animals that are found in Spain, or

perhaps the mines that are wrought

in that country ; the Latin word

cimicuhis signifying either a rabbit

or a mine. But the picture of a rab-

bit is not the picture of a mine—

a

pun cannot be engraved any more

than translated. When the word

is once construed into its idea, the

doublemeaningvanishes: the figure

before us therefore means a real

rabbit, which animal is there found

ill great multitudes. The olive-

branch indicates it to be a country

abounding in olives ; and for this

reason Claudian binds an olive

wreath about her head ;

Thus Spain, whose brow! the olive wreaths

enfold,

While o'er her robe a Tagus streams in gold.

Martial has given us a similar

figure of one of the principal ri-

vers of Spain :

Tair Bcetis, olives wreathe thy azure locks,

In fleecy gold thou cloth'st the neighbouring

flocks,

Thy fruitful banks in rival beauty smilf
s

While Bacchus wme bestows, and Pallas oil.

Africa, on this medal, carries an

elephant's tooth by her side. She
is always capped with the head of

an elephant, to shew that the ani-

mal is the breed of that country

:

for the same reason she has a dra-

gon lying at her feet:

Mere nature angry 'with mankind appears;

Strange monsters, instruments of future wars,

Here snakes those cells of poison take their

birth,

Those living crimes and grievance of the earth
;

Fruitful iu its own plagues, the deseit shore

Hears elephants and frightful lions roar.

Lucan, iu his description of the

noxious animals of this country,

makes particular mention of the

flying dragon, which we see on

this medal.

And you, ye dragons of the scaly race,

Whom glittering gold and shining armour

grace,

In other regions harmless are you found,

Their guardian genii and protectors own'd.

In Afric only ;tre you fatal, there, ^
On wide-expanded wings, sublime you rear f

Your dreadful forms, and drive the yielding i

air; J
The lowing kine in droves you chase, and call

Some master of the herd, some mighty bull,

Around his stubborn sides your tails you twist,

By force compress and hurst his brawny chest

.

Not elephants are by their larger size

Secure, hut with the rest become your prize :

Resistless in your might, you all invade,'

And for destruction need not poison's aid.

The bull that appears on the

other side of the dragon, shews thai

Africa abounds in cattle, and is fa-

vourable for agriculture.

No more plough up the ground,

O Libya, when such mushrooms can be found,

Allidius cries; but furnish us with store

Of mushrooms, and thy corn itnport no more,

The representations of this coun-

try on medals have always some-

thing to denote its wonderful ferti-

lity ; as it was, indeed, the great
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granary of Italy. In the two next

figures, the handful of wheat, the

cornucopia?, and basket of corn,

are all emblems of the same signi-

fication. The lion, on the second

medal, marks her for the leumun

arida nu'rix. The scorpion is ano-

ther of her productions, as Lucan

mentions it in particular in his

long catalogue of her venomous
animals

.

Who, that the scorpion's insect form sutvoys,

Would think that ready death his < all obey* ?

Threatening he rears his knotty tail on high
;

The vast Orion thus he doom'd to die,

And fix'd him his proud trophy in the sky.

The next before us is Egypt;
her basket ofwheat shews the great

fruitful ness of the country, which

is caused by the inundations of the

Kile.

By nature strengthen^ with a dangerous

Strand,

Her Syrts and untried channels guard the

land
;

Rich in the fatness of her plenteous soil,

She plants her only confidence in Nile.

The instrument in her hand is

the sistrum of the Egyptians, used

in the worship of the goddess Isis.

On medals you see it in the hand

of Egypt, of Isis, or any of her

worshippers. The poets too make
the same use of it, and Virgil has

placed it in the hand of Cleopatra.

The queen herself, amidst the loud alarms,

With cymbals toss'd her fainting soldiers

warms.

The lunar horns that hind

The brows of Isis, cast a blaze behind

;

The trembling timJbrel made a murmuring

sound.

Have we with honours dead Osiris crown'd,

And mourn'd him to the timbrel's tinkling

sound,

Received bis Isis to divine abodes,

And ranked her dogs deformed with Roman
gods »

The bird before her is the I' gyp •

tian ibis. This figure, however,

dors not represent the living bird,

but rather an image of it, as we

may guess by the pedestal upon

which it stands ; lor the Egyptians

worshipped it as a god. Juvenal

observes,

How Egypt, mad with superstition grown,

Makes gods of monsters, but too well is knowu:

One sect devotion 1<> Nile's serpent pays,

Others to ibis, that on serpents preys;

Where, Thebes, thy hundred gates lie unre-

pair'd,

And where maitu'd MemnonN magic harp l$

heard,

Where those are mould ring left, the sots com-

bine,

With pious care, a monkey (o inshiinc.

Oil this medal is Mauritania lead-

ing a horse with something like a

thread; for where there is a bridle

in old coins you sec it much more*

distinctly : in her other hand she

holds a switch. We have the design

of this medal in the following

descriptions, that celebrate the

Moors and Numidians, inhabit

ants of Mauritania, for their horse-

manship.

On bis hot steed, unus'd to curb or rein,

The black Nnmidian prances o'er the plain,

A wand betwixt his ears directs his course,

And as a bridle I urns th' pludient horse.

Virgil thus characterizes the

same people

:

Can Moors sustain the press, in close fought

fields,

Of shorleu'd falchions and repelling shield 1- ?

Against a host of quivering spears ye go,

Nor helm, nor buckler guards the naked foe,

The naked foe, who vaiuly trusts his ai t,

And flings away his arm >ur in iiis dart;

His dart the right baud shakes, the left up-

rears

His robe, beneath bis tender «kin appears:

Their steeds, unrein'd, obey the horseman's

wand,

Nor know their legions when to march or

stand,

In the war's dreadful laws untaught anJ rude

A mob of men, a martial multitude

C c 2
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Here is a Judaea sitting on the

ground under the palm-tree, in

extreme affliction. The Romans
might have an eye on the customs

of the Jewish nation, as well as

those of their country, in the vari-

ous marks of sorrow which they

have set on this figure. The psalm-

ist described the Jews lamenting;

their captivity in the same pensive

posture:—"By the waters of Ba-

hylon we sat down and wept, when
we remembered thee, O Sion."

—

But what is more remarkable, we
find Judaea represented as a woman
in sorrow sitting on the ground in

a passage of the prophet that fore-

tels the very captivity recorded on

this medal. The palm-tree ap-

pears on many coins that relate to

Judsea, to shew that it is theprowth

of the country. Martial seems to

have hinted at the many pieces of

painting and sculpture which were

occasioned by the conquest of Ju-

daea, and had generally something-

belonging to the palm-tree in them.

The passage to which I allude forms

the beginning of an epigram on
the death of Scorpus, a chariot-

driver, which in those degenerate

days of Rome was considered as a

public calamity.—The man by the

palm-tree on the first of these me-
dals, is supposed to be a Jew, with

his hands bound behind him.

Miss Eve. I suppose this medal
was struck in the reign of Vespa-
sian, or his son Titus. One of the

quarters or divisions of Rome, not

far from the arch of Titus, is still

called the Jews' Quarter ; they are

said at this time to be about 9000
in number, and to be many of them
the lineal descendants of those

brought as captives by Titus from

Jerusalem at the period of its de-

struction. The Jews are dispersed

over most countries, and are par-

ticularly numerous where trade is

most flourishing. The Turks are

extremely indolent, and their busi-

ness is chiefly transacted by the

Jews, who seem to have a peculiar

turn for trafhc.

I forgot to observe, that at Rome
the Jews are obliged to attend ser-

mons in the Christian churches, in

order to their conversion. They
are not permitted to reside in Spam
or at Venice. In many places of

Italy they are required to wear a

yellow cap, and at Lucca one of an

orange colour. In various parts

of the north of Africa, they are

subject to much greater oppres-

sion from the Mahometans than

the Christians experience. These

proud Mussulmans consider them-

selves as the only favoured people

of the Creator : they oblige the

Jews to wear black, also a particu-

lar mark of distinction on the head

and feet, and to cut their beards in

a peculiar manner. So lately as

1805 many hundreds of Jews were

massacred at Algiers, and the sur-

vivors were plundered of their pro-

perty. They are treated with much
liberality in this country, in Hol-

land, and in Germany. On the

front of anew synagogue at a place

between Brunswick and Gbttingen,

it is proposed to have a represen-

tation of two hands joined together, /

with an inscription, reminding the

Christians and the Jews, that they

worship the same God.

Miss K. I should have observed

of the Roman medals, that in some

of the inscriptions the names of

the offices are given in abbrevia-

tions. Thus Cos. means consul,

with a number shewing how many
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times a person had been elected to

thatomce. P. M. t'orPon/i/ex j\laxi-

Wtm, which was assumed by the em-

perors, and generally expressed

among: their titles, from Augustus to

Constantiiu ; Ciaiuiiustook that of

Censor, and Domitian declared him-

self Censor perpetuus. Dominus wis

first assumed by Aurelian, and

adopted by his successors. Other

titles were ascribed to particular

persons on account of their virtues

:

Pius was given to Antoninus, and

afterwards taken by Commodus,

with the addition of Felix. Pater

Pat rite was conferred on Cicero for

discovering and defeating Cati-

line's conspiracy, and was in the

sequel assumed by the emperors.

The epithets Optima* and Clemens

were decreed to Trajan by the se-

nate; and Beatksimus and Felicis-

simus were arrogated by Dioclesian.

Miss Fjve. You and I must often

retire to a beautiful and sequestered

retreat that I have in the country,

where, without interruption, we
may amuse ourselves with studies

such as these,

While summer suns roll unperceivM away.

Here are some lines on this re-

tirement :

Hail, mossy cot, sequester'd cell,

Where Wisdom's self may deign to dwell

;

Where Contemplation, silent queen,

Hallows the peaceful shade unseen.

Upon this humble couch reclin'd,

Soft let me hear the murmuring wind,

And while I view the rustic art,

O whisper truth into my heart!

Slinerva, come, celestial maid I

But not in sable frowns array'd
;

With winning smiles my heart controul,

With pensive pleasure fill my soul

:

Teaeh me to tread life's devious way,

Nor f.iend to vice, nor falsehood's prey;

And teach me, goddess, to divide,

From folly, taste, from wisdom, pride
;

To view with philosophic eye

Those ills from which I cannot fly,

Bui joyful to receive the bcon,

Which corner loo la'.e, which flies too soon:

Teach mewith rapture to receive,

With greater rapture Btill togive.

Enough, enough, for su>e 'tis she

Breathes through in y soul divine and free;

Enough, Minerva, I obey,

To thy fair temple lead the way
;

Where, drrss'd in all thy Attic pride,

Thou chief delightest to reside
;

At thy gay shrine, all! let tuc stand,

Amidst the delegated hand.

But see -, gentle maid,

Light tripping o'er the verdant glade—

-

Oh ! — come and bless ins cell,

What Wisdom thinks you best can tell.

Miss K. Here are some lines by
Lady Manners :

Blooming beauty, brilliant wit,

Shall with life's short moment flit;

Brighter viitue must endure,

Everlasting and secure:

That shall gild our solemn bourn,

Strew octr thorny path with flow'rs,

Dry .iflSiction's rising tear,

Ease the mind of every fear:

Even to our latest breath,

In the cold embrace of death,

When each hope of life shall fail,

When the quivering lip grows pale;

When the languid pulse beats low,

When the cheek forgets to glow,

When the heavy eye is clns'd,

And once busy frame compos' d
;

Even then shall Virtue's voice

Bid the well-spent life rejoice;

Bid her look beyond the gloom

Of the dread-inspiring tomb,

Although wrapt in shades of .'light,

To the realms of lasting light.

Here is a medal of Achaia, where

were held the Nermcan games, at

which a garland of parsley was the

victor's reward. There is an ac-

count of these games' in Ausonius.

Greece, in four games thy martial youth were

train'd

;

For heroes two, and two for gods ordai'i'd:

Jove bade the olive round his victor wave;

Phoebus to his an apple garland gave;

The pine Palemon ; nor with less ienown,

Anhemorus couferr'd the parsley crown.
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One reason why they chose pars-

ley for a garland was, doubtless,

because it always preserved its ver-

dure. Horace contrasts it with the

short-lived lily.

Let fading lilies and the rose

Their beauty and their smell disclose
;

Let lonjt-lived parsley grace the feast,

And gently cool the heated guest.

Juvenal mentions the crown made
of this herb, which here surrounds

the head of Achaiu :

—

And whining :it a wake their parflcy crown.

She here presents herself to the

Emperor Adrian, in the same pos-

ture that the Germans and English

still salute the imperial and royal

family.

Miss Eve. T think the most noted

of the public games of Greece
wire, the Olympian, the Pythian,

the Nemaean, and the Isthmian:

why were they so called ?

Miss K. Those were solemn

festivals in Greece, and should be

known to artists, medallists, and

persons of liberal education. The
Olympian were d< <heated to Jupi-

ter Olympus, for his conquest oyer

the sons of Titan, and were the

most celebrated meetings in Greece,

being frequented by people from

all the states. They were held every

fifth year, and lasted five days. No
woman, upon pain of death, was

suffered to be present at this so-

lemnity. The Pythian games were

consecrated to Apollo, in memory
of his destroying the serpent Py-
thon. They were held near Delphi,

at first every ninth, and afterwards

every fifth year.

Miss Eve. Here is a figure of

the Pythian Apollo. He seems to

have just discharged an arrow, and
to be attentively observing its effect.

Miss K. The Nemaean games
were instituted by Hercules, in ho-

nour of Jupiter, after he had over-

come the Nemaean lion, andwerece-

lebrated every third year, near the

village of Nemaea, where Jupiter

had a magnificent temple.

The Isthmian games were so call-

ed from the Isthmus of Corinth,

where they were solemnized. They
were instituted, in honour of Meli-

certes, by Sisyphus, King of Co-
rinth, or of Neptune by Theseus.

The}' were observed every third or

fifth year.

The exercises practised in these

sacred games were, leaping, run-

ning, boxing, throwing, dancing,

wrestling, and racing. Poets, mu-
sicians, orators, and historians, also

contended for victory. The ho-

nours paid to the conquerors at

these solemn festivals, were of the

highest order allowed to mortals,

and wanted but little of divine

adoration. They were conveyed

into the city in a triumphal chariot,

the walls being broken down to

make them a free entrance ; the

highest posts in the army were as-

signed to them, and the first places

at all public spectacles. Magnifi-

cent presents were offered them by

their native cities, and they were

ever afterwards maintained at the

public charge. A single or repeat-

ed conquest was looked upon as

a prodigious happiness, and equal

to the greatest triumph in point of

fame ; but to come off victor in all

the exercises, was thought the hi gh-

est pitch of felicity and merit that

human nature was capable of at-

taining—nay, an exaltation above

the state of man. Nor was this

wonderful respect confined to them-

selves alone ; it extended to every
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thing that related to them ; it ren-

dered the place which gave them

birth noted, their whole family

fortunate, and their parents thrice

happy in the eyes of the world.

Fame, indeed, was what they all

contended for, the prizes adjudged

to the conquerors at any of the

games being, in their intrinsic va- !

lne, inconsiderable, consisting of

crowns, garlands, wreaths of lanrel,

palm, beech, parsley, and pine,

which were thought sufficient to

distinguish the hero.

Miss Eve. It is observed, in ri-

dicule of the ancients, that it was 9.

noble time when the fist, trips, and

Cornish hugs could make a man
immortal. How many heroes of

this sort would our island have

furnished during the last and pre-

sent century only! — To go no

further back than our own times,

Big Ben, Mendoza, Dutch Sam,

Humphries, Crib, Belcher, Gully,

'

the Game Chicken, Molyneux,
\

&,c. &c. would have had their por-

traits stamped on the coin; they
j

would have been drawn by the

'

Greeks in triumphal chariots
;
po-

ems would have been written on

their strength, activity, coinage,

and science, those four great requi-

sites of the pugilistic art. It is

said in derision, that the wise an-

cients had more esteem for a Milo

than a Homer, and heaped greater

honours on Pindar's jockies than

on the poet himself. How much
our champions have lost by being-

born two thousand years too late,

and out of Greece !

Miss A". The Romans also de-

lighted extremely in public spec-

tacles, and exhibited shews with

expensive magnificence, and di-

versified them with agreeable vari-

ety, especially after their primitive

rudeness was a little worn off, and

by their frequent intervals of peace

and intercourse with other nations,

they had become insensibly soft-

ened. They had theatres and am-

phitheatres erected at a vast ex-

pence, and designed with an air of

grandeur; but, indeed, all their

public buildings distinguished them

as the masters of the world. These

edifices, often confounded by writ-

ers, diifercd much both in form and

use. The theatres were exclusively

appropriated to all kinds of drama-

tic poetry ; the amphitheatres were

reserved for the combats of gladi-

ators, or those of beasts against

beasts, or men and beasts. The
first were of a semicircular, or ra-

ther of a semi -oval form ; the lat-

ter either completely circular or

oval. In the first ages of the re-

public, these structures were rude,

like the people, generally made of

wood, to serve a temporary pur-

pose; but in the time of the em-

pire, they attained the highest de-

gree of magnificence, as the de-

scriptions of their most authentic

writers, and the remains of some

of them to this day, testify. There

were likewise in Home several

Xysti, wliich were large porticoes

for wrestlers and the performers ol

the other exercises, when the ex-

treme heat of the sun, or wet wea-

ther, prevented them from practis-

ing in the open air.

The Odeums, as some authors

say, were music theatres ; but none

of these public exhibitions were

such favourites with the Romans,

from the emperor to the lictor, as

those called the Circensian shews,

under which appellation were com-

prehended all representations »;
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the Circus—the Naurhachia, the

Stadia, or the Amphitheatres. The
shews exhihited in the circus and

the amphitheatres, were much the

same, the latter being only erected

for the more convenient celebration

of some particular sports and ex-

ercises which were before presented

in the former. All the pastimes

and feats of strength and activity-

there, were an exact copy of those

used in the Grecian games, and

were generally comprehended un-

der the title of Pantathlum, or

Quinquertium, which included run-

ning, leaping, wrestling, throwing,

boxing, darting, &.c. The manner
of contending, the laws for regu-

lating the victory, and the prize of

conquest, were in effect the same
with those of Greece.

Miss Eve. I understand the cha-

riot races were in as high esteem

with the Romans, as any of the

Circensian sports ; that the cha-

rioteers were divided into four com-
panies, and all Rome into as many
factions, in favour of the colour by

which each of them was distin-

guished.

Miss A'. Yes; and they made
use in their chariots of two, four,

six, or seven horses ; and Sueto-

nius informs us, that Nero drove

a chariot drawn by ten horses, cou-

pled together, at the public games,

and also trained camels to the same

service.

Miss Eve. Heliogabalus, I un-

derstand, improved upon Nero's

plan, and introduced elephants.

Miss K. He did. The extent

of the races, and the number of

matches performed at once, were

uncertain, being varied upon ex-

traordinary occasions, or at the

pleasure of the emperor. The con-

querors in this sport were rewarded

with crowns, coronets, and garlands,

as was customary in Greece, and

sometimes with very considerable

sums of money.

Miss Eve. I have several Roman
medals, with the horses thus ar-

ranged, executed with exquisite

taste and precision. Juninus.

ACCOUNT OF THE PERSECUTION OF THE CHRISTIANS
IN CHINA, IN THE YEAR 1805.

The knowledge we possess in

Europe of the present situation of

the Jesuits, and Christians in gene-

ral, in the Chinese empire, is so

limited and imperfect, that the fol-

lowing narrative of the last perse-

cution which both suffered in the

capital, Peking, will, weflatterour-

selves, prove highly interesting to

the readers of the Repository. It

is extracted from a pamphlet lately

printed at St. Petersburg, which,

owing to its contents, was, soon

after its publication, suppressed
;

so that but very few copies are at

present in existence.

The cause which led to this deplo-

rable event is shortly this. A dispute

had arisen between two missiona-

ries on the extent of their respective

spiritual jurisdiction, who, being

unable to settle the controversy

amicably, resolved to transmit the

case to Rome, for the decision of

the Pope. The memorial drawn

up for that purpose, supported by

a variety of documents, together

with a map of the Chinese empire,
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which divided the country into the

several dioceses of the mission, was

accordingly entrusted to a Jesuit,

who was to take the whole with him

to Europe. Unfortunately, this

delegate was stopped on his jour-

ney, and his papers, which were

taken from him, were sent to Pe-

king.

The map, above all, caused the

greatest alarm to the Chinese Go-

vernment. On seeing the country

divided, as they fancied, into quite

new and different provinces, they

inferred nothing less than a con-

spiracy against the state, for the

purpose of subverting the reigning

dynasty. The documents accom-

panying it, in the Latin, French,

and German languages, were deli-

vered for translation to the Russian

Archimandrite residing at Peking,

who caused them to be rendered in-

to Chinese by the Russian students

of the latter language, Kamenski,

Lipowzow, and Rowosselow; with

the injunction, however, to omit

every passage which might be in-

terpreted to the disadvantage of the

Jesuits.—-But this precaution prov-

ed of little avail. A severe edict

was, the same year, issued by the

government against Christianity,

from which, as we have the trans-

lation before us, w e shall afterwards

subjoin an extract of the parts to

which we feel ourselves warranted

in giving publicity in a Christian

country. An Italian missionary.

Adeodatv, was sent an exile into

Tartary ; the types and printing-

presses of the Jesuits, for the pro-

pagation of religious books, as well

as their stock of copies of the lat-

ter, were sealed up and confiscated

;

and the other missionaries kept in

confinement, and not allowed to

No. LII Vol IX

go out, except under the eye of

guards. Although the Chinese

Christians themselves were subject-

ed to different kinds of torture, to •

force them to relinquish their te-

nets, not above one thousand really

renounced their faith. More than

two hundred of the first Chinese

families, among whom were seve-

ral of the imperial blood, as well as

twelve Chinese Jesuits and oiie

nun, were sent as exiles to the ri-

ver Hi, in Soongoria. Except the

four principal churches, which ad-

joined the habitations of the Je-

suits, all others were sequestrated

for the crown, and all convents

abolished: Nevertheless, this per-

secution seems rather to have been

levelled against the rich, than

against the lower class of inhabit-

ants. Many officers in the employ

of government lost their rank, sa-

lary, and private fortune. At first

the Jesuits intended to present a

memorial in justification of their

conduct and doctrine ; but the fear

of exciting thereby still severer

persecution, induced them to defer

the same, and to deliver to the Tri-

bunal of Usages a letter, in the La-

tin language, with the ostensible

request that it might be forwarded

to Europe; fully anticipating, that

that letter would be opened ; and

Mattering themselves, that thereby

the government would become best

convinced of their innocence. In

fact, the Russian translators were

forthwith directed to translate the

letter, the contents of which were

! found to be as follows

:

" From Peking to Macao.

« Deer 1'ncid,

" Last year I receivedycur

letter, and saw from its contents,

D d
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that you were in good health, which
|

caused me great pleasure. As for

us that reside here in Peking, our

fate is deplorable enough, owing
to the intercepted letters for Ao-
Myn (Macao), among which was
found the map sent by Adeodato,

which circumstance has been laid

to his charge as the greatest of

crimes. Adeodato is the cause of

all the mischief; we have nothing

to reproach ourselves with, and yet

we are treated like traitors, and are

confined in our college as in a pri-

son. Our religion is insulted, and

less protected than the sects of ido-

laters. We request you, therefore,

to make this known to all who may
arrive, in order that no European
venture to come hither; since we
nave suffered every kind of igno-

minious treatment, and in requital

for our efforts and labours in astro-

nomy, medicine, drawing, watch-

making, and other branches of use-

ful knowledge, instead of meeting

with the merited reward, have to

sustain persecution and intolerable

slavery. Our presbyter, an old

man of eighty years, forty of which

he has spent in the service of this

court, has, like all the rest, become
an objectof their scoffs and insults.

We think it proper to inform you
of this, and entreat you that all mis-

sionaries, whencesoever they come,

may be apprized of it, to prevent

their proceeding to Peking."

As the Jesuits were prohibited from

corresponding in any other than

the Latin language, several other

letters were given to the Russian in-

terpreters for translation. In these

the writers spoke in the harshest

terms against the Chinese govern-

ment, and begged their friends,

not to send them anv articles of va-

lue, since, if even they reached

Peking in safety, they could not

hope to receive any part of them

;

and since, considering the injus-

tice with which they were treated,

i t was very possible their lives might

thereby be endangered.

The edict against the Christian

religion was posted up in every

public place throughout the empire.

Its nature is not only prohibitory,

but also argumentative; the reli-

gion is not only interdicted, but

attacked in its principal tenets by
a show of reasoning and deduction.

As a public document, therefore,

and a controversial composition,

proceeding from a people in every

point of view so different from all

other nations on the globe, in some

respects highly civilized, in others

sunk in barbarism, and upon the

whole so imperfectly known— as

a public document from such a

people, exhibiting a most curious

specimen of Chinese logic, the

edict in question is eminently in-

teresting ; and our withholding part

of it, although upon the whole ra-

ther levelled against the Roman
Catholic persuasion than against

Christianity in general, will, we
trust, not be construed into a doubt

of the inability of our faith to

stand against any attack, but rather

be thought to proceed, as it does,

from an apprehension of the pos-

sibility of its arguments operating

detrimentally upon minds not suf-

ficiently firm in faith, or enlight-

ened by sound reasoning.

"DECREE SUBMITTED TO THE EM-

PEROR, AND GRACIOUSLY SANC-

TIONED BY HIS MAJESTY.
" In pursuance ofan imperial com-

mand relative to the abolition of the

European churches and convents,
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and to the process to be resort-

ed to against such persons as have

gone over to the Christian faith,

the Tribunal of Usages has submit-

ted the following declaration, which

has been confirmed by the Empe-
ror.

" The Europeans have, by the pub-

lication and promulgation of their

writings, sought to extend their

doctrines of faith ; an act which in

itself affords no ground for punish-

ment: but the people having suf-

fered themselves to be seduced

thereby, have rendered themselves

liable to deserved punishment, and

are to be pitied.

" In order that the common peo-

ple, who entertain no clear and

true conception of the doctrine of

the Europeans, may not again lend

an ear to their insinuations, and

thereby compel the government to

reconduct perverse minds into the

path of truth, the Tribunal of

Usages conceives it necessary to

bring to the notice and knowledge

of every one the following obser-

vations :

"When all shall endeavour to in-

culcate into others that which is

here said, then only will sincerity

return to men's hearts, and the most

detrimental of all superstitions dis-

appear. It is sufficiently known,

that, on account of the knowledge

which the Europeans possess in

astronomy and mathematics, go-

vernment has permitted them to

erect convents in the capital, in

which new-comers may reside, and

live peaceably until their recep-

tion into the imperial service ; but

they are prohibited to contract any

intimate connection or friendship

with either Mandshurs or Chinese.

From times the most remote they

have been accustomed to call their

God the Lord of Heaven, and their

faith resembles the lar.- of the In-

dians who live near our frontier? ;

for in the same manner that these

adore Fo and other idols, the for-

mer equally adore images, say pray-

ers in their churches, and read reli-

gious books and legends. This is

not the place to enter into a detail

of the origin of this doctrine, for

it is perfectly similar to that of the

Indians.

" Some crafty and designing Eu-
ropeans, moreover, have, merely

for the sake of lucre, propagated

their faith among us; and, with

that view, have printed and distri-

buted books containing the doc-

trines they profess ; an act utterly

contrary to the laws of the empire:

for, according to established cus-

tom, the people ought to read the

writings of the ancient sages of the

country, and preserve and follow,

with sincerity and gratitude, the

holy law they contain. How, then,

should a pacific and mild govern-

ment suffer a doctrine, which in-

jures public morals, and destroys

the sanctity of the /ire cardinal vir-

tues of human society ?

'* Upon a careful investigation of

the principles of the European re-

ligion, it will be found, that more
than one half of them is destitute

of sense and reason ; and that all

the writings treating of the same,

are irrational and confused, and

contain absurdities; the grossest of

which may, in this place, serve to

illustrate this assertion * * *

* * * * ******
They further say, that the follow-

ers of Jesus Christ will after death

go to heaven, and that those who
do not worship his name will go to

Dd2
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•hell- Our own sage?, in the most

ancientperiodsoftime,havetaught,

that virtue is followed by happiness,

and vice by misfortune. Paradise

is the reward of .sincerity, of the

love of our fellow-beings, of pro-

bity, and of virtue ; and hell the

punishment of vice, of lust, Iving,

calumny, and murder. In the num-
ber of the live cardinal blessings,

riches, long life, and a glorious

death, are foremost. Can, there-

fore, the followers of Jesus Christ

believe, that he has been happy ?

and do they not act unreasonably,

in praying for happiness to him,

whom they themselves know to have

been unhappy. That he has been

punished with death, is an undoubt-

ed fact ********
* * * * * * * * * *

" His Imperial Majesty, therefore,

in his unbounded lenity and bene-

volence, hereby promises his gra-

cious pardon to all such followers

of the European doctrines as shall

renounce the same. Now, then,

ye Mandshurs and Chinese who
have been deceived by them, hasten

to renounce their tenets, and re-

turn to a better life. Heads of fa-

milies and parents, watch and pre-

serve your houses and your chil-

dren.

" It is ordained, therefore, by the

present law, that every person in

the service of the state who adopts

the religion of the Europeans, shall

be deprived cf his rank, and deli-

vered over to the hands of justice.

Mandshur officers will be doubly

punished; and all other Mandshurs

and Chinese, who assume the said

faith, shall be forced into the army,

-and sent to the province of Hi (in

Tartary).

" And in order to comply with the

present most illustrious order, all

such persons as may even now re-

pent and abjure the European faith,

shall be free from punishment ;

whereas those who do otherwise,
1 are, by their respective superiors,

! to be delivered over to the Tribunal

of Usages; and, should they even

hereafter amend their conduct, they

shall only be restored to their li-

berty after a proportionate degree
j of punishment.

" Henceforward, too, shall it be

i
unlawful and prohibited to any

Mandshur or Chinese to correspond

with any European; and, in case

of disobedience to this command,

j
a heavy punishment shall be in-

flicted on the transgressor.

" If, therefore, after the promul-

gation of this decree, any one should

be daring enough to plunge him-

self into the abyss of enormity and

nonsense, by becoming an apostate

from the true faith, and forgetting

his own honour, he shall, without

mercy, be delivered over to the

severity of the law ; and he will, in

that case, not have reason to com-

plain of not having been previously

warned to be on his guard."

THE POET'S SECOND DREAM.
Oh! then I see queen Mabhath been with you.—

—

Shaksfeare.

Mr. Editor,
i now my intention to fulfil thatpro-

mise.

The mind, when amused with any

favourite object, will naturally

At the conclusion of my
last letter I promised you an ac-

count of my second vision j it is
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again fly to it after a slight inter-

ruption : I felt the truth of this re-

mark very forcibly on my return to

the arms of sleep ; the thread of

my fancy seemed not in the least

entangled, and my thoughts again

assumed the same forms of plea- II

surable fiction.

I will pass over, Mr. Editor, all

the intermediate actions which my
I

imagination pictured, and come at

once to the important day of my
visit,—a visit which promised pre-

sent pleasures and lasting fame—

a

visit which appeared to me as the

foundation either of my future glo-

ry or disgrace.

I dressed myself, and after put-

ting a few stanzas into my pocket

for the servants, proceeded to the

scene of my promised entertain-

ment. Upon arriving at the spot,

my surprise was great when I dis-

covered many departed authors in

the employ of the Muses merely

as servants, though I had always

been accustomed to consider them

worthy of being ranked as guests

and favourites.

I was ushered into a very elegant

room, in which my old acquaint-

ance, Calliope, was seated : the

walls were papered with works of

many eminent poets, and the fur-

niture was remarkable for its rich-

ness and beauty. On a fire-screen,

I beheld, with amazement, the

sheets of a poem written by an old

friend of mine : upon my asking

Calliope, how she came to select

that work in particular, when so

many others of superior merit

claimed her attention, she answer-

ed me, it was impossible any other

poem could serve so well for the

purpose, since it admirably resist-

ed every spark of fire. After wait-*

ing a short lime, we heard the

dinner-bell: Calliope conducted

me up-stairs to the room in which

the feast was spread out ; the door

was thrown open, and my con-

ductress led me in. I was surpris-

ed to see (in addition to the Muses)

many gentlemen, to wdiom I was

introduced. They all proved to

be the shades of those eminent

characters, whose genius had en-

lightened the world and astonish-

ed mankind, invited from other

realms to dignify the table, and

give a zest to the entertainment.

Shakspeare appeared all that was

noble, yet placid ; he was treated

by every one with reverence and

attention. The bards in general

behaved with great kindness to me,

and caused my esteem for their

shadows to be as great as my admi-

ration lor their substances.

We than sat down to dinner, each

Muse having a gentleman by net

side: some slight .difference took

place between Thalia and her gloo-

my sister Melpomene as to which

had the most right to the company

of our immortal bard ; as neither

of them appeared inclined to give

up her claim, rt was settled that he

should take his place between them,

and equally receive their attentions

and kindness. I still kept close

to Calliope, with whose presence

and conversation I was now become

particularly delighted ; she helped

me to the choicest viands, and sup-

plied me with the richest wines.

I observed that Shenstone, the pas-

toral poet, took vegetables only, and

expatiated upon their merits in a

veryjloioeri} style. Dryden declar-

ed it as his opinion, that Alexan-

der's Feast was not to be compared

with that at which he was then seat-
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ed; and Pope confessed, that the

Muses had never before so com*
plettly gratified his taste. My spi-

rits became gradually enlivened by
such repeated draughts of grape-

juice aud good fortune: my con-

versation, which at first was insipid

and reserved, appeared to gain

strength and fire ; I joked with the

Muses, punned with the wits, and
tagged rhymes with the poets; in

fact, Mr. Editor, I was all life,

mirth, and jocularity. But such

happiness was not to last for ever

;

in one unlucky minute, when I had

raised the goblet with one hand,

and struck the table for silence with

the other, my body experienced

an unusual sensation, and on open-

ing my eyes, I beheld my wife ear-

nestly engaged in shaking me out

of this scene of wit and convivia-

lity. All my ideas of immortality

immediately vanished, and I found

myself once more "steeped to the

lips in poverty."—I am your hum-

ble servant, SOMNICULUS,

Gr.ub-street, March 3, 1813.

CHARACTER OF COSMO DE MEDICI,

By Augustus

The history of the Grand Duchy
of Tuscany under the family of

the Medici, by Riguccio Galluzzi,

is one of the old works that are well

worthy of perusal. The energetic

and faithful delineation of Cosmo
de Medici, who, when no more than

eighteen years old, had already dis-

tinguished himself as a hero and a

statesman, is particularly interest-

ing. It is true, that, without the

assistance of Charles V. this prince

would scarcely have been able to

maintain himself on the throne of

Tuscany; but for his subsequent

renown he is indebted to himself

alone. He triumphed over the

rebels exiled from Florence, and

created a police in that disorderly

capital : he resisted the avaricious

Pope Paul III. sometimes by flat-

tery, and at others with defiance.

By the mere superiority of his ge-

nius, he asserted his precedence

over the Duke of Ferrara. Hanker-

ing after the acquisition of Sienna,

that state was first protected^ then

attacked, afterwards defended, and

VON KoTZEBl'E.

at length subdued by him. In his

conduct to the emperor he display-

ed the difficult Union of gratitude

and generous pride ; he thwarted

his ministers, and discovered their

intrigues, but never forgot the be-

nefits conferred by the emperor,

and returned them with important

services. Sensible how advantage-

ous a pope well affected towards

him would prove to his interests,

he procured the election of his

friend Cardinal de Monte. He un-

derstood the rare art of combining

politics and honour ; he proved

himself grateful, and indeed almost

great in his inflexible enmity to

France ; he formed a counterpoise

to that power in Italy, and com-

pelled her to renounce the domi-

nion over Sienna : in a word, he

maintained before astonished Eu-

rope the character of a potentate

of the first rank. His admirable

example refutes the horrid asser-

tion of a modern writer, who is not

ashamed to declare without reserve,

that gratitude is an affair of thefeel-
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invs, not of the understanding; that

staffs and their chiefs, as such, ought

not to suffer themselves to be guided

htf their feeling, a?id least of ail in

politics; that in politics morality is

unseasonable and misplaced ; that rul-

ers may be grateful as long as they

can be so compatibly with the interest

of the state ; and that they need ful-

fil their engagements onlyjust so long

as it is their interest to adhere to them.
\

But he who practises these detest-
!

able maxims—how would he behave

if they were practised towards him ?

Can there be a stronger refutation

of such principles, than the abhor-

rence of them expressed by their

votaries as soon as they themselves

become the victims of this doctrine ?

But to return to Cosmo—justice

requires that we should exhibit the

reverse of his picture. His seve-

rity sometimes degenerated into ty-

ranny ; he oppressed his subjects

with taxes ; and his unjust suspi-

cions were often not to be extin-

guished but with blood. He intro-

duced the secret inquisition. Flo-

rence was divided into five districts;

and in each prowled several inform-

ers, who received large salaries,

and were exempt from arrest for

debt. It is melancholy when a so-

vereign has recourse to such means,

but still more melancholy that in

every country there are to be found

persons who are not ashamed to

follow this basest of all occupa-

tions. Let us candidly acknow-

ledge, that if a ruler despises his

subjects, they have nobody but

themselves to blame, for mankind

is in truth a mercenary race.

Cosmo was also compelled, as his

historian assures us, sometimes to

appear cruel. That it was actually

his intention only to appear so, is

proved, among other things, by a

kind of club which existed in his

time, and was composed of about

thirty respectable citizens ; the

members, in their jovial meetings,

diverted themselves at the expence

of the government, and even of the

person of the Grand Duke. The
latter being informed of it, only

laughed, and said, " Among so

many persons of such different

classes, it is impossible that any

plots can be formed against the

state. The Florentines were al-

ways of an ardent temperament,

and I would rather see them noisy

and merry, than hanging their heads

in sullen silence."

Thus, in 15-49, he issued an ordi-

nance, sentencing every person in

whose possession heretical books

should be found, to ten years con-

finement in the gallies; and yet a

few years afterwards he ventured

to mitigate a papal decree, enjoin-

ing that all such books should be

burned. Cosmo was a warm patron

of commerce and literature, and

whatever injured these he thought

derogatory to his power and his

glory. Convinced that trade, the

! source of his wealth, was not un-

I

worthy of a prince, he considered

I himself honoured by the title of a

Merchant. He cultivated the sci-

ences from inclination, and be-

friended them. out of gratitude for

the splendour which they had dif-

fused over his house. The homage
which he paid to the arts was equally

sincere. He burned with desire to

see Michael Angel o at Florence,

and therefore addressed to him the

following cordial letter :
" As the

present state of tilings affords room

to hope, that you would be dispos-

ed to undertake a journey to Fio-
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rence, I earnestly request you to

do so, and assure you that it would

give me extreme pleasure to see

you again. Be not afraid that I

shall lay the smallest restraint up-

on you, for I well know what vene-

ration is due to your age and your

exalted talents. Only come, and

you shall spend your time just as

you please. I shall have gained a

great deal, if I can but see you
again. My pleasure shall not en-

croach upon your's, and all my en-

deavour shall be to honour you, and

procure you all the gratifications

tliatyou deserve." Michael Angelo

was affected even to tears at the

perusal of this letter. He would

have hastened without loss of time

to Florence, had he not been de-

tained at Rome.by a painful disor-

der and the building of the Vatican.

But though resident at Rome, he

superintended the erection of the

principal buildings of Florence,

and, among others, of the library

of St. Lawrence, one of the no-

blest monuments of Cosmo's reign
;

for in the sixteenth century this

library was unrivalled for the copi-

ous stores of ancient and modern
literature which it contained.

Cosmo also enjoys the glory of

having restored the University of

Pisa, and founded the Academy of

Florence; and in both these insti-

tutions he spared neither pains nor

expence. He invited at any price

the most learned men both in and

out of his own dominions, and

proved their invariable patron and

friend. He was particularly at-

tached to Jovius, the celebrated

historian, who was his preceptor

in the study of antiquities, in which

department the science of medals

had from his youth engaged his

especial attention. Jovius died at

Florence in 1552, and the whole

court attended the interment of his

remains, which were deposited in

the burial-place of the Medicis.

It is a remarkable circumstance,

that Charles V. cautioned the Grand

Duke to take care lest Jovius should

introduce into his history something

detrimental to his reputation. Thus

the great, how much soever they

may despise the opinion of their

contemporaries, nevertheless pay

some deference to that of poste-

rity.

DR. GOLDSMITH. -A Vision,

(Continuedfrom p. 12.)

A FEW hours reflection on the Doc-

tor's impassioned invective against

reviewers, prepared me for a se-

cond colloquy with him. I came,

or dreamt I came, determined to

defend the critics; but the first

sentence I uttered enth-ely discon-

certed me, by putting the philoso-

pher in a passion. " Yes," said he,

" you have learnt the whole of their

arguments by rote, and strung them

into an apology. I know all their

shabby subterfuges. They sneer-

ed at old Cumberland for his ex-

periment of an honest review ; they

said it was quite a principle in li-

terature, that contemporary criti-

cism should be anonymous; an ar-

ticle with the author's names to it,

however ably executed, must ine
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vitably dwindle in importance, from

the decisive dictum of a council

of censors, to the mere essay of an

individual. The whole trade would

be exposed by the establishment

of such a practice; the art and

mystery of reviewing would be

thrown open to the world ; and, in

time, the literary republic, deliver-

ed from the oligarchy who held it

in awe, would be rioting in anarchy

and confusion. I myself, sir, have

foreseen this, and you see here,

among my unfinished letters, a half-

written essay, called Every Man his

ozen Reiiener. This is not hyper-

bole: I can cite three instances, at

least, within these twelve months,

of a poet reviewing his own poems

;

or (what amounts to the same thing)

sending hints to a friend, as mate-

rials whereon to build a judicious

commendatory critique. No more,

then, of your threatened defence,

but let us take up the subject where
we let it fall last night. I believe

I stated to you, my idea of a re-

view of manuscripts
;
you saw and

approved the principle of the pro-

ject. Can any thing be more na-

tural than for a publisher, on re-

ceiving a weighty manuscript, to

send it to some literary person for

his opinion ? Certainly no man in

the trade, from Jacob Tonson down
to Joseph Johnson, ever thought

of trusting entirely to his own judg-

ment on the works that were offered

to him. What is my plan but an

extension and improvment of an

established practice ?"

" Doctor," I here interrupted

him, "you surely forget, that old

Joseph Johnson exercised a very

sound judgment in the instance of

Cowper ; and"

"Don't harass me with excep-
Vo. LIL Vol IX.

tions," replied the poet; "I tell

you, it is the uniform practice of

all publishers to have important

works reviewed in manuscript ; such
only excepted as are offered by
authors of established celebrity, or

of great property and consequence.

Now attend. Here are my pro-
posals.

" 1. A council of authors shall be
formed for the purpose of review-

ing manuscripts. The names of

these authors shall be published in

all the public journals; and a de-
claration, bearing their signatures,

shall be printed, as a book, and
entered at Stationers' Hall.

"2. A scale of fees, proportioned

to the size of the works they re-

view, shall be formed. No smaller

fee than two guineas shall be taken

for any work, however small, on
any subject whatever.

"3. The council of authors shall

meet twice a week during the pub-
lishing season ; and once a week
throughout the rest of the year.

"4. Theworks sent to bereview-

ed shall be assigned by the council

to such individual members re-

spectively as may be best acquaint-

ed with the several subjects; but

every critique returned with the

manuscript shall be signed by all

the members of the council, as

bearing their concurrent approval.

"5. The council will consider it

optional in any author to publish

their opinion along with his book.

In cases where that opinion has

been accompanied with advice for

improving the work, the author

will be competent to state the ad-

vice, and his book will show the

extent to which he has followed it.

" 6. The number of members
composing the council shall be un-

E e
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limited. Any sound critic in the

republic of letters is admissible.

" 7. Any professed reviewer in

any of the anonymous reviews,

will be, of course, admissible, if

be satisfactorily abjure tbe damna-

ble practice of anonymous review-

"8. A committee shall be ap-

pointed to examine all abusive arti-

cles in reviews ; trace them to their

source y expose the motives which

produced them ; and advertise the

names of the writers,

"9. An appeal lies to the coun-

cil of authors from the sentence of

those self-created lords, the ano-

nymous reviewers ; and the council

of authors will treat such sentence

impartially, as they shall do other

books, essays, or papers which come
under their cognizance.

" 10. Another committee shall be

appointed to draw up a complete

history ofanonymous reviews, com-

prehending an exposure of the ne-

farious arts sometimes practised in

those publications.

"11. The council of authors

shall publish, quarterly, a report

of their transactions, under the ti-

tle of ' Transactions of the Society

for the Vroleetion and Advancement

of Literature.'

" 12- The immense profits of this

work shall be equally divided among
the members of the council, and

no attempt shall be made to swindle

the public by any canting appeal

*o their feelings in favour of decay-

ed authors. Any member ma}", how-

ever, subscribe what portion of his

dividend he pleases to the Literary

Fund.

"There," said the Doctor tri-

umphantly "are twelve good rules,

at least I take them so to be. After

all, this is a mere prqjet, a rough

draught, a crude scheme requiring

digestion and amendment. Tell

me what you think of it."

" I think, Doctor, with deference,

that you had better leave the lite-

rary world as jou find it. You can

no more prevent anonymous re-

views, than you can prevent ano-

nymous publications of another

kind. As to any authority which

these monthly or quarterly censors

claim over their brethren, we need

not be under the smallest anxiety
;

they cannot long support such au-

thority without giving the clearest

proofs of superior learning, criti-

cal acumen, and general literary

ability. As to the abuses originat-

ing in private partiality, or rivalry

in party spirit, either of a secta-

rian or a political nature, they in-

variably correct each other. We
have reviewers, as we have clubs,

of every persuasion, and the pub-

lic opinion, through their medium,

preserves its proper equipoise. I

say nothing of the strange quarrels

and bickerings which would be con-

tinually rising in your council of

authors; of those discordant opi-

nions which would delay their deci-

sions so long, that a writer, when
he sent his book to the council,

would fear he was doing worse than

throwing it into Chancery,
" Anonymous reviewers, you say,

do more mischief than good : I fear,

sir, you have made this assertion

without having duly considered the

subject; and may ladd, without of-

fence, that Johnson's remark on

your hasty decisions appears but too

well founded? ' Goldsmith never

made up his mind about any thing.'

It seems a paradox, I confess; but

you are not the only philosopher
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who has come to a conclusion, with-

out properly making up his mind
on the premises. You have forgot-

ten, sir, the able essays which have,

from time to time, appeared in our

most celebrated critical journals;

essays written by men of the first

rank in the state, who, if debarred

of their rights to publish their opi-

nions anonymously, could not con-

sistently publish them at all. You
do not remember, sir, that the ce-

lebrated Letters of Junius are, vir-

tually, an anonymous, periodical,

political review, and as such they

have served the cause of English

liberty more effectually than any

avowed publication of the past or

present age."

The Doctor putting up his pa-

pers, hastily and indignantly with-

drew. 1 despair of' being favoured

with another vision.

Y'our's, sincerely,

Democritus Minor.

THE MODERN SPECTATOR.

Jtfo. XXV.

K.ecte tribus nodis ternos, Amarylli, colores:

Necte, Amarylli, modo, et Veneris, die, vincula necio,

Ducite ab urbe domain, rnea camiina ducite Daphnin.
Limits ut his du reset t, et hate ut eera liquc&cit,

Uno eodemque igni; sic nostro Daphnis amore. . . ViRCi L

Three colours weave in threefold kivots, and cry,
'" In t!iie»-fold bond this true-lovers knot I -tic."

As the same lire makes hard this cake of clay,

In which this waxen image melts away;
Thus, god of love, he my true shepherd's breast
vIoft to my flame, but hard to all the rest.

Ye songs, spells, phitters, amulets, and charmc,
Bring, quickly bring my Daphnis to my arms.

The passions lead us into error,

among other obvious causes, be-

cause they fix our attention to tbat

particular part of the object which

they present to us, blinding our

eyes, as it were, to every other side

of it. A sovereign, passionately

ambitious of the name of conqueror,

forgets not only the miseries that

follow his car, but the inconstancy

of Fortune. He does not reflect,

that the real welfare and happiness

of his subjects are no more than a

pretence for his martial frenzy;

that pride alone forges his arms,

and displays his ensigns ; while his

whole attention is engrossed by the

expected pomp of future triumphs,

fear, equally powerful with pride,

will produce the same effect: it

will raise ghosts and phantoms

;

people tombs with the shades of

those who repose beneath them

;

and, in the obscurity of the forest,

conjure up airy forms to affright

the traveller; it will sometimes

seize on all the faculties of the soul,

without leaving one of them at li-

berty to reflect on the absurdity of

such ridiculous terror. But the

passions not only fix the attention

on particular sides of the objects

which they present to us, but they

also deceive us, by the fanciful ap-

pearance of objects which do not

exist. It is not uncommon for us

to believe, that we see in things

what we are desirous of finding

Ee 2
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there. Illusion is the necessary

effect of the passions, the strength

or force of which is generally mea-

sured by the degree of obscurity

into which they lead us. There is

no age which has not, by some ri-

diculous efforts of belief or incre-

dulity, afforded matter of laughter

and mockery to those which suc-

ceeded it.

But of all the passions to which

humanity is liable, none has given

rise to so many superstitions as

that of love : so that the wit seems

to be almost justified in the opi-

nion which he has left upon record,

that " to act the part of a lover and

to play the fool, were one and the

same thing." The other passions of

the mind, like serpents lodged with-

in, poison, it is true, our best sa-

tisfactions; but this, like Aaron's

rod, devours them all, and turns

them to its own purpose.

Ail ages appear to have resem-

bled each other in the conduct and

symbols of this passion. The
Greeks and Romans made a disco-

very of their love, by writing upon
trees, walls, doors, &c. the name
of the beloved object : they had no

glass windows, or they would pro-

bably have made them subservient

to the display of their amorous

sentiments. They frequently deck-

ed the doors of the houses where

their Daphnes and Amaryllises re-

sided, with flowers and garlands, .

sprinkled the door-post with wine,

and made libations of it on the spot,

as the sacrifice of love to beauty;

w bile the garland being untied by
the fair one to whom it was offered,

or the return of a similar present,

were considered as a certain proof

of female acquiescence. They
had also several methods of disco-

vering whether their passions would

prove successful, which answer to

the application of cards, and other

inventions of modern times, em-
ployed by the young people of our

own enlightened age. When their

love (I am still speaking of the an-

cient inamoratas) failed of success,

they had various arts to excite a

return of affection in the lovely

objects of theirpassion. They uad

recourse to enchantresses and ma-
gical incantations: but the most

common means employed on these

important occasions were, philters

and love potions, the operation of

which was sometimes, not only vio-

lent and attended with danger to

their lives, but, which is worse, was

frequently known to deprive such

as drank them of their reason. The
account of the ingredients of which

some of them were composed, as

mentioned by the writers of those

times, are so various and extraor-

dinary, that, had I space to recount

them, they would be found to rival

the mixture of Hecate's cauldron,

in the tragedy of Macbeth.

But besides these philters, vari-

ous other arts were employed to

excite love, in which the applica-

tion of certain substances was to

have a magical influence on the

person against whom they levelled

their skill. A hyaena's udder, worn

under the left arm, was supposed

to draw the affections of whatever

woman they fixed their eyes upon.

Burning laurel and melting wax
were supposed to be capable of ex-

citing the flame of love. When
one heart was to be hardened, and

another to be mollified, clay and

wax were exposed to the same fire

together. Love-knots were sup-

posed to have singular power ; and
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the number three was particularly

observed in all they said and did.

These arts branched out into in-

numerable forms of attraction and

inspiration ; but no good effect was

ever expected to result from them,

if they were not attended with ma-

gical verses, and certain formula-

ries of words and actions.

Thus it appears that superstition

in affairs of love is of very ancient

origin ; and the love-sick girl who
goes to the cunning man, or crosses

the gipsy's hand with her last six-

pence, to know when she shall be

married, or the number of children

she is doomed to have; or, by con-

sulting the cards, discovers her

lover in the knave of hearts, will

find an example in Dido, queen

of Carthage, whom Virgil repre-

sents as going to consult the priest,

to have her fortune told respecting

the passion she entertained for

JEneas.

I have rather extended my
thoughts further than may have

been thought necessary formy pur-

pose; but the number of Valen-

tines which I received, suggested

them to me, as an introduction to

some very curious information

which I at the same time received

on the amorous sorceries practised

by young men and maidens re-

specting the success and failure of

their views in the grand object of

matrimonial establishment. I can

only select a few of the very nu-

merous attempts to ascertain the

future fate of lovers.

A young woman, who signs her-

self Mary Hopeful, tells me, that,

on the eve of last Valentine's -day,

she procured five bay leaves, and
pinned four of them to the four

corners of her pillow, and the fifth

to the middle, having been inform-

ed, by a very sensible old lady, that

if she dreamed of her sweetheart,

they should be married before the

year was out. But to make it sure,

she boiled an egg hard, and hav-

ing taken out the yolk, filled it up
with salt; she then went to bed,

and eat it shell and all, without

speaking a word, or drinking after

it. She adds, that as she dreamed
of Mr. Lump, the grocer, she has

no doubt but she shall have the

honour to address me, within the

year, under that title.

Deborah Doubtnot informs me,
that having slept in a strange bed
the other night, she tied her garter

nine times round the bed-post, and
knit nine knots in it, and then re-

peated to herself,

This knot 1 knit, this knot I tie,

To see my love as he goes by,

In his apparel and array

As he walks in every day.

She accordingly saw Mr. Trusty

pass by the house as she was dress-

ing herself at the window the next

morning. She at the same time

requests me to tell her, as this gen-

tleman was going to the drill, he

beino; one of the volunteer asso-

ciation, whether his regimentals

may be considered as every day

clothes.

Miss Wishful, however, desires

to abuse all these foolish notions,

as she is sure that they are all ab-

solute nonsense. She was told,

it seems, when she was in a more

credulous temper than she is at

present, that if she walked back-

wards without speaking a word into

the garden on midsummer eve, and

gathered a rose, and then kept it in

a clean sheet of paper without look-

ing at it, till Christmas -day, it
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would be as fresh as in June ; when, I

if she had stuck it in her bosom,

her future husband would come and

take it. This ceremony she per-

formed with a most ri^id adherence

to every part of it. However, when
|

Christmas-day arrived, and with a
|

palpitating heart she opened the

paper, nothing appeared but a wi-

thered flower. She acknowledges

that she was so mortified on the oc-

casion, that she should not have

been able to hold up her head

the whole day, if Mr. Twogood,

the mercer, who dined with bet

papa, had not told her, she was

like a mince-pie, as it contains the

sweets of the four quarters of the

globe.

With another very interesting-

question I shall conclude my selec-

tion from the heap of materials

which are now before me.

Miss Nancy Sharpset desires to

know, whether she has a right to

lie in bed with her eyes shut, on

St. Valentine's morning, till Betty

comes and tells her that her father's

book-keeper, a very handsome
young man, has taken his seat in

the counting-house.

It would puzzle, I believe, the

whole Antiquarian Society to trace

these strange whims and fancies to

their proper origin ; though they

seem to me, in one way or other,

to be of the most remote antiquity.

I shall now proceed to a fair cor-

respondent, of a very different cha-

racter.

to the modern spectator.

Sir,

I am perfectly aware of

the enquiring eye of the world, and
the remarks to which a lady sub-

jects herself on addressing a gen-

tleman previous to any personal ac-

quaintance ; but however that may
be, where intellectual acquirement

is the object, it strikes me as a mark
of cowardice, not to pursue it. Be-

sides, I have no doubt, if I should

hereafter be so fortunate as to be

favoured with the knowledge ofyou,

that I shall fully convince you, that

a deference to the opinion of the

world is most legibly penned in the

collection of precepts by which

my conduct is governed. Thus
much I have thought it necessary

to say upon the subject, lest, from

your perfect ignorance of myself

and character, an idea of frivolity

might be excited in your mind re-

specting me, which, as a first im-

pression, it might hereafter be dif-

ficult to efface.

I am a woman, Mr. Spectator,

and you will indulge me, therefore,

with a few words about myself; al-

though, as regards vanity, I pos-

sess as small a portion of that qua-

lity as at any time falls to the

share of my sex. As for the vo-

luntary contributions of the intel-

ligent and the polite, one cannot

receive them but with certain marks

of satisfaction ; and the aversion I

have conceived to the wounding

another's feelings, has rendered me
a living sacrifice at the shrine of

secret suffering. As for the com-

plimentary eulogiums which 1 re-

ceived in what may be called fa-

shionable society, I have ever noti-

ced them with as little attention as

common civility would allow.

My aunt and I have notlong been

arrived in town, from a beautiful

seat which she possesses in Devon-

shire, where the cooing of the doves,

the ba'aing of the lambs, and rip-

pling of the waters, rarely fail to

furnish food for conversation ; for
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if, oa the perusal of a novel, she

meets with a passage descriptive of

a lover retiring among the embow-
ering groves, there to meditate and

pei; a sonnet to the melting languor

of Lis mistress's eyes, she is in-

stantly enraptured; and, indeed,

had there not been a large portion

of flowery language in one of 3-our

admirable papers, I should have

had uncommon difficulty in <>'ainin<>;

her consent, carje suis sous su garde,

to address you. Now, Mr. Spec-

tator, though this turn for romance

and provincial seclusion, may beby
no means unnatural in a disap-

pointed spinster (for such my dear

aunt, the most candid of human
beings, acknowledges herself to be),

I do not hesitate to avow, thai I am
not indisposed to look a little into

that world in which it may be my
lot to pass a portion, at least, of

my future life. But my more im-

mediate wish is to become acquaint-

ed with some literary man of esta-

blished reputation ; and from the

very great pleasure with which I

have read your papers, and the in-

struction I have derived from them

in the country, I feel a wish to be

improved by your conversation in

town. Now I really know not how
to contrive an interview, as you

may readily believe, without your

assistance. Of this you must be

the best, as, indeed, you can be

the only judge.

I must desire you not to be alarm-

ed lest my aunt should fall in love

with you, for, she has devoted her-

self to a state of celibacy, from

which she will never depart ; and

as for myself, I must see you before

I will give you leave to fall in love

with me. I cannot help having the

name which my parents gave me,

but I desire you will not entertain

an unfavourable impression of me,
because 1 am compelled to sub-
scribe myself, your obliged, hum-
ble servant,

Fanny Waver.
Whether my fair correspondent

is serious or jocose ; whether she
is quizzing me, or Battering me,
or is seriously disposed to form an

acquaintance with me, from any
tavourable impressions which my
writings may have been so fortu-

nate as to make on her mind, I real-

ly cannot determine. Her letter is

certainly written with spirit and
elegance ; and the seal of it, if it

is her own, tells me, that Fanny
Waver is of a family and connec-
tion that might command any soci-

ety in the kingdom, without having

recourse to an anonymous applica-

tion. I must beg leave to inform

Miss Fanny Waver, be she who she

may, that I should be very ill qua-

lified for the task of instructing

others, if I were to be a dupe my-
self. This is not the first tinae I

have had flattering offers made to

me; nay, 1 once received a letter,

written in a very fair hand, on pa-

per perfumed with musk, and whose

cypher had a very amorous motto,

which desired me to shew myself

on the south side of Grosvenor-

square, precisely at one o'clock on

the following day, with a white

handkerchief in my hand ; when
I was assured, that, if my person

proved as charming as my writings,

a lady of beauty and fortune would

make herself known to me, as pre-

paratory to an hymeneal union.

But I did not expose myself to this

inviting chance ; and continue con-

tented in my snug little apartment

next the sky, satisfied with '-on-
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templating moral beauty, as it ap-

pears in the dignified qualities of

which our nature is susceptible,

and deriving my principal happi-

ness from the endeavour to make
others happy, by persuading them

to be good.

Miss Fanny Waver will excuse

me, if I delay any further attention

to her proposal, till she conde-

scends to make me better acquaint-

ed with the real writer of the letter

which contains it.

I cannot, however, conclude,

without a few lines to Mrs. Debo-

rah Worry, of Worry Hall, in the

county of Rutland. This good

lady complains most bitterly of

Valentine's-day, which she says,

for two or three days before, and

as many after it, turns all the peo-

ple's heads in her family. On the

morning of this anniversary, she

can find no one to answer her bell

;

the servants' hall, the kitchen, and

the stable, are always so many

different scenes of confusion ; either

from the emotions of triumph, or

the feelings of disappointment, the

whole house is in an uproar. On
the last Valentine's-day, she says,

she had scarce set down to break-

fast, when the cook entered, and

becrged leave to change the rolls,

as those on the table had been

brought in by mistake, having been

intended for Thomas the gardener,

and William the butler, Valentines

having been put in them when they

were dough, and had been baked

in the oven. The old lady seems

to be quite in a fuss about it, and

thinks she has narrowly escaped

being choaked by a Valentine.

She accordingly requests me, with

great earnestness, to employ all

the powers of my pen to put an end

to an abominable custom, which

drives every thing out of the heads

of the young people at this time of

the year, but lovers and sweet-

hearting. But with all my dispo-

sition to attend to the wishes of my
correspondents, I cannot bring

myself to comply with her's. On
the contrary, I think that Valen-

tine's-day is attended with many
advantages. We are all of us in-

debted for every thing we have in

this world, to love-making, and

therefore we should be very un-

grateful, if we did not employ all

honest means to promote it. Va-
lentine's-day, besides, calls forth,

in one way or other, the exertion

of intellectual powers, in every

various rank of life ; and I once

heard a gentleman say, who was

considered as an elegant poet, that

he probably might never have

known his talent for versification,

if certain impulses of the tender

passion had not, at a very early

period of his life, inspired him to

write a Valentine. It also encou-

rages the arts, by rewarding the

invention of devices for the occa-

sion. It likewise promotes certain

branches of trade, by the great

consumption it occasions of paper,

pens, ink, wafers, and sealing-

wax. And both as a patriot and a

man of letters, I cannot but look

with complacency on a day, which

adds, while it lasts, so consider-

ably to the revenues of the Post-

Office. I think, therefore, that

Mrs. Deborah Worry should con-

tent herself with taking care that

Valentines do not choke her in the

parlour, and leave them to their

natural operations in every other

part of the house.
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Plate 31. — EXPLANATION OF THE METEOROLOGICAL
CHART OF THK ATMOSPHERICAL PRESSURE AND
TEMPERATURE FOR THE YEAR 1812.

By THOMAS HANSON, E»a

In my last chart, inserted in the

Repository for April 1812, were

given, in addition to the results

made at Manchester, the mean
monthly results and annual ex-

tremes deduced from observations

taken at Stratford, Essex, by Mr.

Gibson, which have been regularly

inserted in the liepositon/.

For the purpose of rendering

the chart still more interesting, by

bringing into one view meteorolo-

gical facts of two remote places, I

have noted the monthly extremes

of the pressure and temperature for

the past year, as taken by the above

gentleman. The extremes for Strat-

ford are designated by stars, co-

the annual minimum : this was soon

followed by a boisterous, variable

wind, and rising barometer, which

last shewed the monthly maximum
on the 8th, The pressure now con-

tinued desultory to the 27th, which

was a completely rainy, dull, and

windy day : the maximum monthly

temperature took place on the 28th.

The barometer, in three .-lays, lost

an inch and a half of pressure;

the lowest state was on the evening

of the 20th.

February.—The temperature of

this month was much milder than

than that of the preceding one,

occasioned by the prevalence of

south, south-west, and west winds,

loured to correspond with my whichproduced a greaternumber of

curves ; the time of the month, also,

when the extremes occurred, may
be pretty nearly ascertained, if it

be kept in mind, that the perpen-

dicular spaces are to be divided

into as many imaginary spaces as

there are days in the months.

Having thus premised, in addi-

tion to what has been oiven in for-

mer annual reports, some observa-

tions on the pressure and tempera-

ture, as delineated in the accom-

panying chart, with other meteor-

ological occurrences, shall next

claim our attention.

January. — The first ten days

were very changeable; the com-
mencement was warm and rainy,

with a gentle south wind; but on

the 4th, the temperature was low-

ered to 19°, which appears to be

No. LII. Vol. IX.

rainy days : the mean temperature

for the month was about live de-

grees higher than that of January;

the daily maximums xvvvc generally

above 45°, and the minimums ne-

ver under 30°. There were seve-

ral hail showers on the i3th and

loth, accompanied, as is frequent-

ly the case, with boisterous winds.

The atmosphere was much agi-

tated throughout the month.

Mareh was attended with fre-

quent lightning and thunder ; there

were frequent showers of hail, snow,

sleet, and rain, at the commence-
ment and towards the close. The
atmosphere, from the 10th to the

20th, lost two inches of pressure,

and to the 31st, suffered very great

and sudden commotions. Imme-
diately preceding these great vari-

F f
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ations, the minimum temperature

was noted, but which was soon aug-

mented ; for the wind changed from

the north-east to south : the con-

sequence was, that rain fell pro-

fusely ; the river Irwell rose near

five yards above its common level

in a few hours : this was occasioned

not so much from the fall of rain,

as from the melted ice and snow

from the neighbouring hills. Up-
on the whole, March was a cold,

changeable month, which gave a

very favourable check to the un-

seasonably rapid progress of vege-

tation in February.

April.—The characteristic state
|

of this period was decidedly cold

and dry : prevailing winds, north

and north-east; which, with the

coldness of the preceding month,

co-operated in checking the mild

effects of February. Great varia-

tions of temperature in twenty-

four hours were very frequent. The
maximum was on the 2d, and the

minimum on the 19th.

Mai/ was ushered in with fine

warm brilliant days, but the nights

\\ere cold for the season during the

first week, yet not so as to damage
the blossoms materially. It was

about this time that the rapid pro-

gress of spring was observed. On
the 8th and 9th the temperature

rose rapidly. On the 10th, 28th,

29th, and 31st, much lightning and

thunder, accompanied with season-

able showers of rain :—prevailing

winds, west. The maximum tem-

perature was on the 24th : the

monthly mean is nine degrees high-

er than that of the precedin g month.

June.—The weather, during the

firstfourteen days, wasbrilliantand

warm, frequently attended with re-

freshing breezes from the north :

the maximum temperature was on !

the 7th, and that of the pressure

on the 8th. The rest of the month
was gloomy and rainy :—prevailing

winds, west. On the 16th there

were slight showers of hail ; and
on the following day, much light-

ning and thunder, with heavy show-

ers of hail and rain : wind north,

pressure decreasing, and which ar-

rived at its minimum on the 19th.

July.—The most prominent oc-

currence in this month, was the

proximity of the monthly mini-

mum and maximum temperatures;

the former occurred on the 4th, and

the latter on the 7th ; which makes

a difference of 34°. The maxi-

mum pressure was on the 9th. On
the 22d there was a heavy hail

shower, with rain.

August.—This period was fine

and brilliant throughout—prevail-

ing winds, south and south-west.

Nearly the whole of the rain mea-

sured fell on the 23d. The monthly

and annual maximum temperature

was on the 18th, when the heat be-

came sultry and oppressive; and

on the following day, there was

much lightning and thunder, and

showers of rain. The 19th and

21st presented similar occurrences,

which, with a change of wind from

the south to the north quarter, had

the effect of lowering the tempe-

rature considerably ; for on the

27th the minimum was 33° minur.

During the whole of the month,

the atmosphere was but little agi-

tated ; the spaces did not amount

to four inches : the minimum oc-

curred during the thunder of the

19th.

September.—The curve of tern-
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perature now began to descend,

with gloomy and rainy days, in-

terspersed with gleams of sunshine,

which characterized the first hl'tcen

days : the maximum was on the

14th, and the minimum on the 26th.

On the 28th rain fell very copi-

ously ; the river Irwell rose in con-

sequence higher than it has been

these fifteen years. The barometer

has obeyed similar trivial move-
ments in this, as it did in the pre-

ceding month.

October.—This month bears date

to an unparalleled depression of

the barometer; it occurred about

noon of the 19th : the wind blew at

the time a hurricane, accompa-
nied with showers of hail and rain.

The spaces described by the baro-

meter in five days, viz. from the

17th to the 22d, were four inches

and a half. The temperature, for

the most part, was mild, 32° only

occurred once. Foggy nights were

frequent, sometimes attended with

hoar frosts.

November.—The temperature in

this month was very unequal ; it

commenced with the monthly max-
imum. On the 8th it was as low as

2b-)

; then on the 14th as high as

50°; again, on the 24th at 24°;

which last was the monthly mini-

mum;—at the close 54°. The wind,

as might be expected, was variable,

and at the minimum pressure, which

was on the 17th, blew a heavy gale

from the south-east.

December. — The first six da}rs

were mild, with gentle showers of

rain. On the 7th the barometer

shewed the monthly and annual

maximum. The temperature was

now suddenly lowered, for on the

9th it was at 21° : very white hoar

frosts in the mornings ; and on the

16th a slight appearance of snow,

for the first time this season. Very
cloudy and foggy weather ; occa-

sional showers of hail and sleet,

continued to fall ; and about the

end, rain fell to the depth of half

an inch.

The annual atmospherical pres-

sure for the past year, is 29.8 inches.

The minimum, already noted, oc-

curred on the 19th of October,

and the maximum fifty days after-

wards. The range of these ex-

tremes is 3.11 inches. The great-

est variation of pressure in twenty-

four hours, took place on the 25th

of February.

The annual mean temperature is

very near 48°, being a degree less

than the mean of last year : the

difference of the annual maximum
and minimum makes a ranee of

61°. The mean temperature for

the six summer months is 54°. 94
;

and for winter, 40*. 55. The great-

est variation in twenty-four hours

was on the 24th of June.—At the

time ofmy removal from the Lying-

in Hospital, in October, 1811, it

became necessary to make a mete-

orological arrangement, which was
noticed in my Journal for that

month ; since then no altei'ation

has been thought requisite. But
from the very open situation of the

Lying-in Hospital, compared with

my present residence, it was ex-

pected that the annual mean tem-

perature would have been a little

higher at the latter place ; but, on
the contrary, it is lower than the

means of the five preceding years

:

the difference, however, is very

trifling, and which may possiblv

F f 2
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arise in consequence of separating

the day from the night thermo-

meter.

The following inferences will

naturally be drawn from an in-

spection of the chart :—That the

mean monthly results of the pres-

sure and temperature for the year

1812, were almost invariably high-

er at Stratford than at Manchester
;

—that the extremes of pressure at

the former place, very rarely ex-

ceed those of the latter, but, on

the contrary, are always consider-

ably less. With respect to tempe-

rature, the monthly maximums
have been higher at Stratford, ex-

cept the months of February and

September ; and the minimums low-

er, with the exception of January

and April. Our mean curves of

temperature are nearly alike in the

winter months, but those of sum-

mer recede ; or, in other words,

the temperatures are nearly alike

in the winter months, but they are

higher at Stratford during sum-

mer : yet this difference is not so

apparent as in the mean curves

of the preceding year.

The annual mean pressure for

Stratford is 20.88 inches, or about

one-tenth of an inch more than

the mean of Manchester. The
maximum, of 30.49 inches, was on

. the 8th of December ; and the

minimum, 28.75 inches, on the

10th of October : of course, the

annual range will be 1.74 inch;

whereas mine exceeds three inches.

The annual mean temperature

for the same place is 48^.65, or

nearly a degree higher than the

mean for Manchester ; 85° is the

annual maximum, which occurred

on the 18th of July and 18th of

August; and the minimum, of 19^,

on the 19th of December:—range,

66° ;— temperature of the six sum-

mer months, 5o°.3, and for winter,

40°.9 ;—total fall of rain for the

year at Stratford, 28.74 inches.

From observations taken also in

the vicinity of London, and which

are regularly inserted in the Month-

ly Magazine, I have been able to

compare the maximums and mini-

mums with mine, and find, as well

as those at Stratford, that they ge-

nerally happen nearly at the same

time.

How the ranges of pressure at

the two southern places of obser-

vation, should be so very much less

than those at Manchester, cannot

be easily accounted for; a difi'er-

!
ence will undoubtedly occur, from

i

a variation of latitude, but not so

much as our results present. It is

presumed, that if a more regular

mode was adopted for meteorolo-

gical notations, periodical results,

made at different places, would be

found to agree much nearer than

they now do. With respect to the

barometer, I conceive a sufficient

attention is not paid, in adjusting

the mercurial surface before an ob-

servation is made, particularly when
there is much friction to overcome,

as is the case in the wheel kind

;

and unless the attention be direct-

ed incessantly, day and night, to

the common mercurial thermome-

ter, it will be impossible to note

the actual daily maximum and mi-

nimum temperatures, which is a

very desirable object; but which

may be attained, with little trouble,

by using a Sex's thermometer.
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EXHIBITION OF THE BRITISH GALLERY OF PAINTINGS.

(Continued from p. 157J

77. Cattle going Home in a Shozver.

—J. Burnett.

That purity of colour and vigour

of effect which so eminently cha-

racterize the works of Cuyp, are

happily imitated in this pleasing

performance of Mr. Burnett, who
has superadded an originality in

representing the scene under the

i nfluence of a recent shower, where-

in the herbage appears to glisten

with the invigorating drops : the

road too is saturated with the ge-

nial rain ; and the fowls, sheltered

beneath the thorn, are painted with

uncommon truth to nature. There
is clearness of touch in this picture

which entitles the artist to much
praise, as it is a quality not very

generally attended to by the land-

scape-painters of the present A&y.

99. Gravel- Diggers.—J. Linnell.

This very pleasing representa-

tion of a gravel-pit, may be num-
bered amongst the finest pictures

of the collection ; the effect is bold,

the colouring rich and clear, and
the penciling masterly. It is ob-

vious, that the study for this natu-

ral composition must have been
coloured upon the spot. Judging
from this and various late speci-

mens from the pencil of Mr. Lin-

nell, and other cotemporary rising-

artists, we may hope, ere long, to

see this department of art vie with

the rural pictures, of the best times,

of the Flemish and Dutch schools.

68. Perseus and Andromeda.—
Mrs. Ansley.

Few poetic subjects have em-
ployed the talents of the painters

of all the modern schools, more

frequently than this ; but however

various the method of treatment,

yet, at the first glance, we recog-

nise the same pictui'e. This lady

has evinced much knowledge of the

naked figure, both in drawing and

colouring, in her Andromeda: and

the whole design is painted with

great freedom.

60. Naomi and her Daughters-in-

law.—Miss Ann Jackson.

It is grateful, in commenting
upon works of art, the productions

of the fair sex, when the subject

which is selected is such as dis-

plays the talents of its author,

without the liability of censure for

being of a nature that is not strict-

ly conformable to female delicacy.

It is acknowledged, that a lady

may have a genius for composition

wherein an exhibition of the naked

figure is most congenial to her ta-

lent for painting : yet, without

wishing to encourage fastidious no-

tions upon the subject of art, al-

lowing full scope to philosophical

feelings as they regard study, there

are subjects of art not less digni-

fied, where the human figure may
be displayed, embracing whatever

is fine in composition, expression,

drawing, and colouring, and yet

clothed. If subjects are occasion-

ally painted wherein the human
figure is shewn entirely naked, we
cannot but express our wish, that

the composition shou Id not be chos-

en by a lady.—This picture is com-
posed with the purest taste, is

well drawn, and is conformable to

the beautiful passage in sacred

writ from which it is taken. It is
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well coloured, and has considerable !

pathos.

171. Sow and Pigs-—James Ward,

R. A.

Until the late extraordinary ge-

nius, G. Morland, gaveto the world

his beautifully coloured pictures

of the most humble rural subjects,

no one would have conceived that
]

a stye, with a sow and litter of pigs,

could have furnished a subject that

could be admitted to adorn the

walls of an elegant mansion. Mor-

land, however, has produced some

of his mostfascinating picturesfrom

these apparently unworthy studies.

—Mr. Ward, whose talents soar

much higher than those of his in-

genious predecessor, can descend

from the most lofty subject—the

falling horses in the chariot of the

Sun, to the swineherd, or the sow

and litter of pigs. This picture is

finely coloured, and painted with

the most spirited pencil ; and al-

though the subject is so low in its

nature, yet does it possess the ge-

nuine richness of a fine Venetian

picture.

OBSERVATIONS on the RISE and PROGRESS of PAINTING
in WATER COLOURS.

(Continuedfrom p. 149.J

The many aids which the pre-
||
for the picturesque was created,

sent period affords for facilitating

the study of landscape, account for

the r<^?id progress which is daily

made by an accession of professors,

as well as amateurs, to the already

extensive list. Chatelain publish-

ed some small drawing- books of

landscape half a century ago ; Paul

Sandby also produced a series of

subjects to teach the art. The dis-

covery of engraving in aquatinta,

from its near resemblance to Indian

ink shadows, and its facility of ex-

ecution, led many to publish draw-

ing-books ; and although the sub-

jects selected for imitation were

rarely fine specimens of drawing,

yet they were superior to what had

appeared before, as English artists

had begun to make all their draw-

ings from nature.

Gainsborough's sketches had im-

proved the general taste for Eng-

lish landscape composition ; he

taught the artists and amateurs how

to select. From his designs a love

and those who, before the appear-

ance of his rude oaks and deep-

rutted lanes, his rustic figures and

moss-grown cottages and barns,

with the truth of colouring which

he introduced from his attentive

observation of nature, were con-

tent to amuse themselves by making

landscape compositions from the

Italian, Dutch, and Flemish prints,

now left their painting-rooms to

explore the scenery of their own
country, to work from nature, and

became acquainted with the best,

as well as the readiest means to

form landscapes of equal beauty

with those of their great prototype.

Those who are well versed in art,

can readily discover in the works

of almost all the English landscape-

painters previous to the time of

Gainsborough, that their compo-

sitions are not only unlike the cha-

racter of English scenery, but can

point out where a tree, a rock, a

building, or a figure is stolen, and
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from whose works. Sometimes one

of these heterogeneous composi-

tions has a cottage in the fore-

ground taken from aprint of Deck-

er ; behind may be seen a wood

from a print of Waterloo; and be-

fore, a pond, a stump, a mass of

dock- leaves, weeds, and rushes,

from Wynants. These, perhaps,

may sometimes accord,as the artists

derived their notions of composi-

tion from their observation of na-

ture, and from scenery of the hum-
blepicturesque class. But so little

acquainted with the fitness of a

whole were these plagiarists, that

an extensive distance must adorn

the scene; and, as no source was

found so prolific as the prints from

Claude Lorraine, an Italian clas-

sic back-ground completed the

landscape part of the picture. The
boors of Ostade, the horses of Wou-
vermans, and the cows, sheep, &c.

of Bexghem andPaul Potter, were

made equally subservient to the

picture: and thus it is that the

works of the English landscape-

painters, until within a few years,

are worthy of the places to which

they are usually consigned; to as-

cend from the drawing-rooms of

the mansions where they once were

placed, to the apartments of the

servants, until, by an almost cer-

tain fate, they become fixtures,

without frames, upon the damp walls

of a broker's shop.

Cozens published a work on

trees, in imitation of chalk, which

had an extensive sale, was much
admired, and copied by nume-

rous persons, who were desirous

of improvement in landscape. The
style of this work was bold and

masterly, and all who copied the

subjects with attention, acquired a

freedom of execution which en-

abled them to draw similar objects

from nature. Laporte's publica-

tions on trees and other subjects,

for the assistance of the student,

possess much freedom of style.

Delamotte also has published a se-

ries of prints of forest and other

trees, which have considerable me-
rit, being drawn with great truth

and spirit, and selected with judg-

ment.

Morland's dravAing-book, of fi-

gures, in imitation of the pencilled

studies which he made from nature,

for the purpose of introducing in

his pictures, has contributed to

teach the knowledge of selecting

English rustic character. These

were drawn with great feeling, and

with a loose and masterly pencil.

Pyne's Microcosm, which con-

tains one hundred and twenty folio

plates of rustic figures, carts,

ploughs, horses, oxen, sheep, boats,

barges, implements of husbandry,

&c. &c. has afforded the means of

teaching how to group figures, &c.

for landscape, and has improved

the taste of amateurs, by leading

them to sketch similar objects from

nature.

Hills's etchings of horses, oxen,

bulls, cows, deer, asses, mules,

sheep, pigs, dogs, &,c. making to-

gether upwards of four hundred

plates, form a collection of groups,

which has not only furnished the

landscape-painter with materials

for the embellishment of his sce-

nery, but has improved the gene-

ral taste of the artists in this de-

partment of study.

The great celebrity which Glover

had obtained by the drawings which

he annually sent to London, during

his residence at Litchfield, led him
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to remove with his family to the II his labours with apathy, but ap-

metropolis ; and the establishment ' peared zealous to promote his stu-

of the Society of Painters in Wa
ter Colours, afforded him the op-

portunity of making his transcend-

ent talents more generally known.

The numerous works from his pen-

cil that were viewed at the first

opening of the exhibition of that

society, in Lower Brook-street, at

once raised his reputation to its

greatest height. The magic of his

effects, the truth and beauty that

prevailed in his works, excited a

general eagerness to become pos-

sessed of his drawings ; and the

applications from the many who
were desirous of acquiring his man-
ner of drawing, were sufficient to

have employed ten artists of his

abilities. From this period, every

person of taste became interested

in the welfare of this department

dies by approbation and by patron-

age. Hence, in two or three years,

the art attained to the highest sum-
mit of excellence, and the country

seemed proud of those talents which
had created so new and so beauti-

ful a style of painting.

The artists were led to indulge

in the fond hope, that the patriotic

example which some munificent

gentlemen had given, would be
generally followed ; and that gal-

leries of drawings would be form-

ed, which should contain speci-

mens of the works of the best pro-

fessors of our day. But so noble

an attempt has failed ; although the

price not unfrequently given for

one picture of an ancient master,

would be sufficient to form a hand-

some collection of modern draw-

of art. In every polite circle the
Ji
ings ! Were it asked why this pre-

conversation turned upon the Ex-
hibition in Brook-street, and eveiy

artist of established reputation was

prevailed upon to become a teacher

of his art. The public expressed

their approbation of this new so-

ciety's Exhibition by more than

words ; almost every member ex-

perienced the grateful feelingwhich

must ever arise from encourage-

ment: the world no longer viewed

! dilection for ancient works stiil

i
continued to exist, when the talents

j
of so many that could be named,

were equal to the best artists of

any age or country, this answer,

perhaps, would not be cynical, nor

in the slightest degree untrue :

—

Because that age is yet to appear,

wherein mankind can feel suffi-

ciently magnanimous to pay due

respect to cotemporary genius.

ON COMMERCE.
No. XXIX.

The method which Mr. Poivre, n purpose, into the least frequented

the governor of the Isle of France, parts of the Moluccas, to search for

took to obtain the plants producing i| what the Hollanders had, for such a

tHese valuable, but to the Dutch II length of years, withheld from the

almost invaluable spices, was by I restof Europe: the labours of these

sending men, trustworthy and in
J

his sagacious and persevering

every other way qualified for the agents, we've crowned with success.

No. LIT. Vol. IX. G s
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Of these plants some were carried

to the several Islands of Sechelles,

Bourbon, and Cayenne, hut the

greatest part were retained here:

all those which were distributed

amongst private persons, perished

;

and even the care of the botanists,

at the king's garden, could only

preserve 58 nutmeg and 88 clove-

trees. Of these last two bore

flowers, in October 1775, which

became fruit in the next year;

but in this first essay, the cloves

were small, dry, and meagre. To
the same governor the island is

indebted for the rima, or bread-

fruit tree, which is now cultivated

here : whence he procured it we
are not informed. He also intro-

duced the dry rice of Cochin, so

called from its not growing in water,

like all other rite. To Monsieur

de Bourdonnais, another of their

governors, and who may, with truth,

be called the father of this island,

the inhabitants are obliged for the

manioc root, which he brought hi-

ther from Madeira: with the meal

produced from it, the slaves are

chiefly fed; three pounds of the

bread made of it being the daily

allowance to each. Here it may
be proper to correct a mistake into

which we have fallen, in asserting

that the cocoa-tree is not to be

found in the Isle of France It is.

indeed, but of late years, as it may
be termed, that the colonists have

again possessed them, there being

but one on the island so lately

as 1769. This was on the land of

a Madame Lejuge : but this use-

ful tree has since continued to be

cultivated ; and it is therefore rea-

sonable to suppose, that, before this

time, tli€*y are sufficiently numer-

ous. Neither Bourbon nor this

island seems to have produced any

native quadrupeds : those which are

now met with, are imported; the

neat cattle from Madagascar; the

others, which are goats, hogs, and

deer, have been in early times land-

ed by various navigators, for the

benefit of those who might touch

here, and be in want of fresh pro-

visions. The deer have multiplied

exceedingly in the forests, and are

excellent food, especially during

the months of April, May, June,

July, and August. The sheep, which

have been domesticated, have ne-

ver increased. The cows give lit-

tle milk, and their calves degene-

rate.

Mercator &, Co.

INTELLIGENCE, LITE

In a few days will be published,

parti, (containing the Voyage from

Coocniiatren to the Brazils, the

South Sea, Kamschatka, and Japan)

of I (>!ja<res and Travels in vaj'ioiis

Parts of tliii IVor/d, (lufinf the

years 1803, 4, 5, 6, and 7, by G.

H. La'ngsdorff, Aulic Counsellor

to his Majesty the' Emperor of

Kussia, Consul General at the Bra-

RAIIY, SCIENTIFIC, &c.

zils, &c. &c. This learned natu-

ralist had accompanied Captain

Krusenstern in his voyage round

the world, but left the expedition

at Kamschatka in 1805, to under-

take a voyage to the Aleuta Isles

and the north-west coast of Ame-
rica, and subsequently returned

home through Siberia to St. Pe-

tersburg-.
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In the course of the ensuing

month will be published Sonier-

vile\s Hobbhi I, and Rural Spurts,

illustrated by brilliant wood-euts,

printed on India paper, from the

designs of Thurston, and engraved

by Nesbitt. The work will be

printed by Buhner, and published

by R. Ackermann, 101, Strand.

The third edition of Doctor Syn-

tax's Toiir in Search of the Pictu-

resque, will be published in the next

month, with a complete set of new
plates, etched froth his own draw-

ings by T. Rowlandson. Published

by It. Ackermann, 101, Strand.

Shortly will be published, ele-

gantly printed on a large sheet of

superfine drawing-paper, A Statis-

tical Table of Europe, uniting all

that is most important in the geo-

graphy of that distinguished quar-

ter of the globe, and shewing, atone

view, the territorial extent, the mi-

litary strength, and the commercial

importance of each state, by Tho-
mas Myers, A. M. of the Royal Mi-
litary Academy, Woolwich, author

of a Compendious System of Mo-
dern Geography, historical, physi-

cal, political, and descriptive.

Mr. Thompson's work on Sicil//

will certainly be published in a few

days.

An Italian translation of Madame
Cottin's Elisabeth, adapted for the

use of students in that lansruasre,

will shortly be published by Mr.

Santagnelio.

Miss Plumptre has been for some
time past sedulously employed in a

translation of The Travels of Dr.

Pouqueville in the Morea, Albania,

S)~c. They will be accompanied by
engravings from drawings taken

on the spot.

A satirical and humorous work

from the pen of Eaton Siannard

Barret, Esq. will shortly appear,

entitled The Heroine, or Adventures

of a fair Romance-Reader.

A French edition of Chateau-

briand's Genie da Chrislianisng-,

printed uniformly with his Itine-

raire de la Grece, is nearly ready

for publication.

Mr. Black is engaged in a trans-

lation of the recent Travels of Leo-

pold von Bach in Norway and Lap-

land. The author has attained con-
'

siderable eminence as a mineralo-

gist, and his work may therefore

be expected to aflbrd particular

pleasure to readers of that class.

Mr. Hamilton Roche, of Sud-

bury, the author of " Salamanca,"

is preparing for publication an he-

roic poem, entitled Russia.

Mr. Britton is preparing The Ililt

tory and Antiquities of Salisbury

Cathedral, illustrated by engrav-

ings ; including biographical anec-

dotes of the bishops, and of other

eminent persons connected with the

church. He is also collecting for

Lincoln Cathedral.

William Reid Clanny, M. D. of

Sunderland, has been elected an

honorary member of the Royal

Irish Academy.
Mrs. Rundall, of Bath, is prepar-

ing for publication, in one quarto,

volume, The History of England',

illustrated by forty copper-plates

of engraved symbols, designed as

an assistant to the young student

in history.

The Rev. Mr. Hoult, of Little

Baddow, Essex, has in the press,

a small work, entitled The Excur-

sions of Jigilius.

Mr. James Forbes will soon pub-

lish, in four volumes quarto, with

ninety-three engravings from origi-

G g 2
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nal drawings, illustrative of the

scenery, natural history, costume,

antiquities, &c. of India, Oriental

Memoirs, selected and abridged

from a series of familiar letters,

written during seventeen years re-

sidence in India; including obser-

vations on parts of Africa and South

America, and a narrative of occur-

rences in four India voyages.

Mr. Turnbull is printing a new
edition of his Voyage round theWorld,

in a quarto size, with considerable

additions and improvements.

It has been mentioned, that cast

iron, when at a certain degree of

heat, may be cut like a piece of

wood with a common saw. This

discovery was announced in a

letter from M. Dunford, director

of the iron works at Montalaire, to

M. d'Arcet, and published in the

Annates de Chimie. This experi-

ment was lately tried at Glasgow,

with complete success, by a gen-

tleman of the Philosophical Society

there, who, in presence of the work-

men belonging to an ironmonger,

cut, with the greatest ease, a bar

of cast iron, previously heated to

a cherry red, with a common car-

penter's saw, in the course of less

than two minutes : the saw was not

in the least inj ured by the operation

.

MUSICAL REVIEW.
The Overture> Songs, fyc, in the new
grand romantic Drama, called the

JEtiuoVj or the Child of the De-
sert, as performed at the Theatre

Royal Covent-Garden, composed,

and arrangedfor the Piano-Forte,

by H. R. Bishop. Pr. 10s. 6d.

The above musical drama havinp-

been withdrawn, for a time, from
the stage, and subsequently repro-

duced under the title of Haroun

Alrashid, with additional songs

by the same composer, we shall

include the latter in our present

notice.

In the overture, the short adagio

attracts our attention by impressive

grandeur of style and science ; and

the same merit, in a proportionate

degree, is discoverable in the suc-

ceeding allegro, which is spirited,

and replete with select ideas. What
we miss, is a little more elaborate

contrivance with the solid and good
materials which Mr. B.'s talents at

all times place at his command

:

the progress of the movement is too

simple, the chain of successive

chords is not sufficiently mellowed

and disguised by passages, coun-

termovements of the parts, &,c.

:

there is too little artifice, even al-

lowing for the natural imperfec-

tion of a piano-forte extract. The
andante and second allegro form

an excess beyond the rules of

dramatic overture. Of the vocal

pieces, to all of which we cannot

advert. Mr. Broadhurst's " My dark-

eyed maid" possesses much sweet-

ness and connected flow of melody

;

but p. 17, bar 2, contains an un-

couth and unresolved transition to

E, fhe trio, " Mighty man, if I sur-

render," deserves our cordial com-

mendation!. The different move-

ments, and their variegated con-

stituent parts, form a highly pic-

turesque dramatic scene : the latter

portion of p. 22, and especially^/?.

23 and following (where the sudden

entrance into four flats demands

ourpraise),have our unqualified ap-

probation ; nor can we omit the good

trio p. 25, and its apt and effective

bass part. Mr. Fawcett's comic

song is respectable; //. 2, 3, and

4, of-jp. 13, in particular, are mark-
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ed with humorous character; and

the original abruptness of the termi-

nation has not escaped us. The fi-

nale is animated and brilliant.

Among the additional songs, under

the title of Haroun Alrashid,

Mrs. Bishop's " The nightingale?"

cannot fail to excite interest. The
recitative, with the philomelic ac-

companiment, is fanciful ly senti-

mental ; and the allegro a la polo-

naise, with its neat motivo, but,

above all, the short part in five fiats,

merit favourable mention.—" The

Echo,'" sung by Mr. Broadhurst,

is an able composition. Here we
have it in our power to congratulate

Mr. B. on the score of ingenious

structure and contrivance. In the

recitativo, the clever responses of

a triple echo of different wind in-

struments, merging at times into

the strains of the voice, have an

excellent effect ; and the short an-

dantino bears equal marks of com-

positorial skill : the accompani-

ments aping the voice a bar behind-

hand, so as to fall into correct har-

mony in the shape of a fugue ; the

sound progress of the bass, in the

manner of our good old masters

;

and other concomitant beauties, re-

flect honour on the author.—Mr.

Sinclair's " The language of love,"

is a very pretty and delicate trifle
;

the triplets in the voice impart to

the melody a peculiar lightness and
gracefulness. In another song of

Mrs. Bishop's, " Farewell the golden

day, farewell," we notice with sa-

tisfaction, inthesecond movement,
the peculiar character of the time

(not uncommon in the Italian

school), by which a long high note

intervenes between two short ones

pf half the value, thus producing

an animated character in the melo-

dy ; and the running accompani-

ments of the wind instruments in

the latter half, afford to the voice

a brilliant and striking support.

The celebrated Air of the Lady of
the Lake, composed, and arranged

as a Rondo for the Piano-Forte,

by T. Cooke. Pr. 2s.

While we see nothing that calls

for distinct praise, we cannot, in

justice, attach any particular ob-

jection to the general complexion

of this rondo. Un grammatical oc-

taves occur, p. I, /. 2, bars 6 and 7;

and the left hand is too simply and

too sparingly provided for. This

circumstance, however, may render

the publication the more welcome

to beginners, to whose adoption of

this rondo for their practice, we
will not offer any impediment.

Goulding 8) Co.'s Les pel its Bijoux,

No. V. containing Sweet Robin,

composed, and arranged with J art-

atious, by T. Cooke. Pr. 2s.

Considering the meagre subject

which, in this instance, has formed

the author's choice, we ought to

regulate our pretensions of the su-

perstructure accordingly. Altho',

therefore, the present Bijou may
not shine like a. brilliant of the

finest water, we are willing to own,

that the pebble has been set in a

workmanlike manner. The varia-

tions are faithful, of distinct diver-

sity in character, and in every re-

spect proper for practice.

Vocal Music founded on Wal-
ter Scott's ROKEBY.

Since our last, in which we com-

mented upon some of Mr. Whit-

aker's compositions from the afore-

said poem, we have perused the

under-mentioned further musical

effusions on the same subject, part-

ly of Mr. Whitaker's and partly of

Mr. Mazzinghi's.
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Allen A-Dale, Song, by J. Maz-
zinghi. Pr. Is. 6d.

The Sound of Rokebif's Woods I hear,

Song, by the same. Pr. Is. 6d.

O Brignal Banks are zcild andfair,

Glee- for Three- Voices, by the

same. Pr. 3s.'

Let our Halls and Toners decay,

Song, by the same. Pr. Is. 6d.

The Harper's first. Song, Soug, by

the same. Pr. 3s.

The Harper's second Song, Song, by

the same. Pr. 2s. 6d.

The Cypress Wreath, Gleefor Three

Voices, by the same. Pr. 3s.

Andzcliither zenula'you lead me, then,

Glee for Three Voices, by the

same. Pr. 2s. 6d.

The Cavalier, Song, by J. Whit-

aker. Pr. 2s. 6d.

Mu Harp alone, Song, by the same.

Pr. Is. 6d.

A weary Lot is thine, fair Maid,

$%ng, by the same. Pr. Is. 6d.

The wandering Harper, Song, by the

same. Pr. Is. 6d.

As our room will not admit of an

individual analysis of every one of

these numerous vocal illustrations

of Mr. Scott's poetical muse, we
shall confine our notice to such of

them as attracted our attention in

a superior degree.

" The Sound of Rokebifs Moods,'"

'-Mazzinghi) is distinguished b}^ an

interesting symphony, a richly di-

versified accompaniment, and a

chaste, pathetic melody. The whole

is a highly finished performance.

Tn the last line, p. 4, the short syl-

lable " the," is drawn too long, by

having a whole half bar allotted to it.

" O Brignal Banks'" (Mazzinghi),

is an excellent glee. The melody

is artlessly innocent, quite in the

ballad style, and the parts a tre

rod fall in with much effect. We

observe, v, ith approbation, the na-

tural expression of " And as I rode

by Baiton Hair (p. 2J; as also the

interesting solo part for the bass

voice, p. b.

The Harper's first Song (Maz-

zinghi), set to an obligato harp-ac-

companiment, consists of a reci-

tativo, an intermediate instrumental

solo, and the song itself. The
latter ingratiates itself by the sim-

plicity of its elegant melody, as-

sisted by an active instrumental

support ; and we mark the passage,

" Take the izhncPrhig Harper /»," as

peculiarly happy, especially with

the introduction of the striking-

chord of A b (p. 5, /. 3, b. I), where,

however, the F in the bass had

better have been F sharp.

The Cypress Wreath (Mazzinghi)

claims our favour by the very grace-

ful nature of its melody, especially

at the outset ; the chorus termina-

tions are characteristic and harmo-

nious ; the solo part for the first

voice (p. 7 ), is animated ; and the

application of the diminished se-

venth at, " With bloody hands the

victor zeeaves" highly seasonable.

This composition does the author

infinite credit.

" And whither Kould you had me,

theti" is, unquestionably, the most

elaborate of Mr. Mazzinghi' s Itoke-

bifs. In the structure of this glee,

we observe much artificial contriv-

ance, several good contrapuntal

touches, and altogether a superior

portion of the author's store of

science, especially p. 6. The le-

gendary import of the text is suc-

cessfully imitated by the music,

which, throughout, is full of cha-

racter, and rendered interesting by

a succession of new ideas and di-

versified combinations.
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?! The Cavalier" (Whitaker) pleas-

es by its spirited, emphatic melo-

dy, the peculiar turn of which, in

the second bar, is remarkably hap-

py ; the concluding passage, like-

wise, is lull of animation. We
could have wished tor an occasional

intermission of the continual liar-
\

peggio triplets in the accompani-

ment. ...
1

" Mi/ Harp along! (Whitaker),
j

an agreeable, ingenious mejody,

properly sustained by the accom-

paniment ; the burthen, " My harp '[

atone" is natural and well rounded.

" Tfye wandering Harper" (Whit- •

aker) is much in the same style as

the preceding ; and the same ob-

servations as to melody and accom-

paniments, would apply in this in-

stance likewise. The instrumental

part is evidently in the character of

the harp, and, as such, gives addi-

tional effect to the vocal strain.

Sacred Melodies, adapted to the

Psalms of David, according to the

Jersion of Brady and Tate, selected

and composed for the Congregation

of St. Mar if s Tmro, by C. W.
Hempel. Pr. 7s.

We have no doubt that the pre-

sent publication will, if it receive

the circulation its merits entitle it

to, greatly contribute to the au-

thor's praiseworthy object of re-

storing parochial psalmodv to its

ancient purity, simplicity, and dig-

nity. The names of Handel, Arne,

Purcell, Arnold, Courteville, and

of many other celebrated ecclesias-

tical harmonists, and the particu-

lar choice from their works, are

sufficient indications of the iuds-

ment and taste Mr. H. exercised in

his selection. Nor ought we to

omit the venerable Martin Luther,

whose fine melodv of the 100th

Psalm, and thatdelightful and well-

known one of the one hundredth,

are not surpassed by any in the

collection. About our third of the

work appears to he of Mr. Hempel'

d

own composition, and is or such

a nature as to. excite envy of the

provincial congregation who can

boast of such a conductor of tlu it-

spiritual strains. His melodies to

the 51st and 85th Psalms, are noble

and impessive, and the harmonies

select; the 105th, above all, is a

masterly composition : the 148th

is probably the least interest! ngi

One. material.objection only is, that

.Mr. Hempel sets frequently too-

high ; in church melodies the voice

ought never to be forced up to A,

or even G. In the different pieces

.we observe an occasional inatten-

tion to pauses ; and the signatures,

con do/ore, con giubilo, con supplied

(however appropriate, were they-

universally intelligible,) are a little

too lear.ned and uncommon for the

object of this work.—The neat ty-

pographical execution, excellence

of the paper, and the reasonable-

ness of the price of this publication,,

are further secondary recommen-
dations..

Divertimento for the Piano-Forte,

composed, on the Subject of a la-

bourite Air in the Burletta of Mi-
das, and dedicated to -Miss Hen-

rietta Russell, by G.--E. Griffin.

Pr. 3s. 6d.

Another of the " Pray Goody's
;'"

though, thus far, last, not least in

our love. The allegro founded on

the air is ushered in by- a brief lar-

go, replete witl; delicate and select.

expression, especially towards the

end, , where the expected subject

is elegantly hinted, at. in a minor

mood.., Th.e allegro . exhibits ,the
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theme under a variety of protean

shapes, enters into occasional mo-
dulations, crossed-hand passages,

minor allusions, &c. in abundance,

and in the best possible style. In-

deed the whole of this performance

bears the character of elaborate

perfection in a high degree ; only

it is a little too voluminous for its

nature. The author himself seems

to have been sensible of having

given "too much of a good thing,"

by the optional curtailment he in-

dicates/?. 6. But as the quad con-

demned portion is perhaps the best

of the whole, we had rather take

all as it stands.

Sonata Duet for Flute and Piano-

Forte, in which are introduced

. popular Airs, composed, and de-

. dicated to Miss E. King, by T.

C. Weidner. Pr. 5s.

In this sonata the flute performs

the principal part, and the piano

(excepting concertante parts) ge-

nerally the accompaniment. Ex-

perienced players on both instru-

ments, will find ample scope for the

exercise of their abilities ; thequick

passages are not only numerous,

but frequently intricate, especial-

ly for the piano-forte, where suf-

ficient attention has not always

been paid to digital convenience,

as in the flute. The allegro in G.

is shewy, and diversified by a con-

nected succession of pleasing ideas;

the modulations are respectable,

and the portion in five sharps, with

the succeeding transition to C, me-
rits unqualified approbation. The
subject of the andante is taken from

the air, "Adieu, thoufaithlessworld,"

and " The Bucks of Tipperary" has

furnished the theme for the rondo.

The favourite Overture, for the Pi-

ano- Forte, to the 7i«r» Pantomime

of Harlequin and the Red Dwarf,
or the Adamant Rock, composed

by W. H. Ware. Pr. 2s.

Mr. W. probably adapted his ef-

forts to the end proposed, in this

instance. To usher in a Christmas

pantomime, the present overture

may, perhaps, have been deemed
good enough by the author; but

its texture rendered it scarcely

worth while to give it publicity.

What is meant by the D's sharp,

p. 5, /. 4, we do not know ; we
apprehend E flat was intended,

and as such, the solution by the

diminished seventh wouldhave been
more intelligible.

" Here do we three meet again" Glee

sung by Messrs. Broadhurst, Treby,

and Tinney, in Ditto, composed by
Ditto. Pr. 2s.

Although the general complexion

of this glee offers no striking pe-

culiarity, or any traits of skilful

arrangement, some agreeble turns

are introduced, which may tend to

assist its circulation.

" The young Savoyard" Ballad in

Ditto, by Ditto. Pr. Is. 6d.

Plain and homespun ; one of

those common £ motivos which

we hear every day, without being

either offended or pleased.

Divertimento alia Montanara, for

the Piano - Forte, composed, and

dedicated to Miss Stanair, by P.

Antony Corri. Pr. 4s.

The task of going through a work

like this, may fitly be compared to

a pleasant walk in a flowery mea-

dow, and proves a graceful com-

pensation for the frequent tugs

through brambles and bogs, which

fall to the lot of a reviewer. A
largo, a march, and a rondo in E b,

constitute this divertimento. In

the first we at once recognize our
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author by the elegant correctness

or' his harmony, and the chasteness

of his melody. The march is a

charming movement; the various

classic thoughts follow each other

in the most natural, unlaboured suc-

cession ; as in a handsome edifice,

every thing is in its place, nothing

too much, nothing wanting: the

idea p. 3, /. 2, appears to us parti-

cularly happy ; and the conclusion

of the march, p. 5, truly energetic

and imposing, admirably contrasts

with the innocent simplicity of the

pastoral theme of the rondo. Here

we equally remark many passages

worthy of the author, such as the

tasteful idea, p. 1, I. 1 ; the digres-

sive evolutions in the same page
;

the fantasia in C, p. 9; the attrac-

tive minor, p. 10, &c. Unfortu-

nately (quandoque dormitat et bonus

Homerus), an offensive grammati-

cal error has crept into the harmo-

ny of the very outset of the fanta-

sia. In the two first bars, the im-

mediate succession of two perfect

chords in close contact, produces

both octaves and fifths. That this

is a slip of the pen, the rest of this

publication would prove, even to

those who are strangers to Mr. C.'s

talents.

The Review, a Military Divertimen-

to for the Piano-Forte, with an

Accompanimentfor the Flute, com-

posed by F. Fior'illo. Pr. 4s.

This divertimento, which con-

sists of a march (or rather a set of

marches), an allegretto, and a short

finale, has afforded us real amuse-

ment ; especially the author's ori-

ginal idea of representing in the

march the different styles of music

peculiar to the allied nations sup-

posed to pass in review, viz. Eng-

lish, Germans, Swiss, Irish, Spanish,

No. LII. Vol IX.

Portuguese, and Scotch, in which

attempt he has generally succeed-

ed ; indeed, every one of these

national fragments is of very dis-

tinct character, and very fancifully

imagined. The allegretto merits,

in every respect, the epithet of an

elaborate, scientific, and tasteful

movement ; it is somewhat long,

but its intrinsic value, and the num-

ber and variety of select ideas it

exhibits in its progress, prevent its

extent from being felt tedious.

The finale, deduced from the Eng-

lish March, has likewise our warm-

est approbation.

A Spanish Serenade, for the Harp

and Piano-Forte, as performed

with universal apptame by the

Author and Mrs. Lovegrove, in

which is introduced the Spanish

Patriots' Hymn, Boleros, Fan-

dango, S)\\ composed, compiled, and

dedicated to Miss Power and Miss

Mary Power, by J. E. Weippert.

Pr. 6s.

Mr. Weippert's serenade is not

Spanish by its title alone; its na-

tional character is perceptible in

every page ; it is a book of Spanish

music. This alone would, we pre-

sume, be a sufficient recommen-

dation to the publication, without

the addition of our testimonial, as

to the judicious and effective ar-

rangement of the two parts, and

of each separately. They are, in

their turn, charged with the me-

lody and with alternate responses
;

a circumstance which, considering

our partiality to the performance,

makes us regret, that, by tne occa-

sionally adding the obligato pas-

sages of thepiano-forte co the harp

part, this serenade has not been

rendered complete for one instru-

ment by itself. The passages,

B h
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however, are throughout so analo- jl Paris, and several other nieces witfa

gous, that a little previous attention which we have been favoured sitbse-

and investigation will supply that quently to those notieedabove, will fljH

desideratum. pear in our next ; as also Mr. Lanza's

Mr. Fisiu's Judgment of\ Elements of Singing.

toajit-WLumM

ARCHITECTURAL HINTS.

Plate 25.

—

Design for a Gothic Conservatory.

Among the means adopted for

the purposes of elegant and useful

recreation, the Conservatory is

pre-eminent; in few instances has

it been cultivated to an extent that

might be expected in our climate,

which, by its variableness and sud-

den transitions, gives increased im-

portance to such resources as may
be afforded by our homes. When
the weather is unfavourable, the

Conservatory presents a prome-

nade, where the advantages of ex-

ercise and air may be obtained,

and where the eye will be de-

lighted with the beauty of the

plants, and the ear by the melody of

the aviary, which is a most desir-

able addition ; the fragrance of the

flowers will add to these charms,

and an endless interest will be af-

forded to the mind of taste, and to

the botanist, who will find in the

Conservatory an admirable substi-

tute for more lengthened excur-

sions. If health, the offspring of

exercise ; if the welfare ofthe mind,

certainly very intimately connect-

ed with rational and pleasurable

impressions, be worth our serious

regard, surely this means, which at

all seasons so well affords them, me-
rits the highestcitltivation : in win-

ter it is a warm, and in summer a

cool retreat from the severities of

each, and many hours in both have

been applied with additional dej

light to books in these retirements,

which is ever suited to recreation

and to study. The Gothic style ad-

mits a construction of building

so light and elegant, that it adds

charms to those of nature, com-
bined with which, in this instance,

it would seem to realize those

dreams of fancy, in which we spor-

tively paint to our imaginations

the palaces of the sylphs and genii.

The design which accompanies

these observations, is constructed

on one of many forms that would

be applicable to the purposes of a

Conservatory : it is of a round

figure, and thereby admits a circu-

lar promenade; a reservoir of wa-

ter is in the center, and might con-

tain gold and silver fish. The en-

trance to the vestibule is at the

steps in front, a bath is opposite

to this ; and on each side are rooms,

forming aviaries. Notwithstand-

ing the simplicity of this figure, a

very great variety of effect would be

produced. The motion of the spec-

tator would seem to be transferred

to the surrounding subjects, and

at every step the disposition of them

must appear to change ; the jet

d'eau would unite in producing this

object with the plants and with the
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pillars, and an effect consequently

"be obtained perfectly unique and

fascinating.

'I'iit' groined dome in the center,

which is supported by the surround-

ing pillars, would be of tracery,

filled up with glass, so that the sky

and the clouds might be conspicu-

ous through it. This would pro-

duce a very beautiful effect in a

bright evening, when the spangled

canopy of the heavens would assist

in the decoration. The dome is so

elevated, that the rays of the sun

.could not be too obtrusive; the

windows of the lower parts would

open to the ground and to the shrub-

beries, in the manner of folding-

sashes, and they are of coloured

glass. In the design, transparent

Winds are introduced, but of one

general colour, for occasional pur-

poses : as, to exclude the sun ; for

the evening, when the Conserva-

tory might be lighted up; or in

winter, to produce an effect of

warmth. The pedestals between the

pillars might contain sculptured

ornaments, or such articles of va-

riety or elegance as would interest

by their merits, and add richness

by their forms and colour; if such

things are selected and arranged

with taste, they never fail to please.

As this design is difficult to ex-

press, the effect may not be clearly

obvious to persons unaccustomed

to compare designs with the build-

ings : it may be proper, therefore,

to refer to an edifice that has been

built upon similar principles, al-

though of another style of art, by
the masterly hand of Wren, and

is esteemed as of unrivalled excel-

lence. It was a bold deviation from

usual practice, and the strict rules

«f that order of architecture in

which it is built; and is one of

many instances in which the fact

is proved, that so long as the prin-

ciples of art are not violated, the

modifications arc entirely at tin-

determination of the architect ; and

also, that the rules of art are less tin-

fetters of genius, than the working

tools of ignorance and dulness.

The celebrity of this interior ren-

ders its eulogy needless — it is

sufficient to state, that it is the

church of St. .Stephen's Walbrook.

Plans of a circular figure have been

objected to as foreign to the Gothic :

this is not so, as far as relates to

the principles of that art, whatever

may have been the practice of ear-

ly times : but, unfortunately for the

controversialist, it appears, that

the very ancient and venerated

church of the Holy Sepulchre at

Jerusalem,was of this form ; and that

the religious order of the Knights

Templars, who idolized even the

stonesbelonging to it, adopted this

figure as the plan of their churches,

and of which there are several re-

mains, as noticed by Mr. C. Clarke

in an essay introduced by Mr. Brit-

ton in his elegant work, The Archi-

tectural Antiquities, of Great Britain.

Four of these examples are perfect,

namely, the Temple Church, Lon-

don—St. Sepulchre's Church, Cam-
bridge— St. Sepulchre's Church,

Northampton, and a small church

j

at Little Maplestead in Essex. In-

! deed, it is reasonable to conclude,

that the circular form was used in

buildings, particularly for devotion.

! al purposes, in the earliest times,
1 since we know that the circle was

, held in high respect as a mystical

form, and symbolic of the Deity,

eternity, infinity, the sun, and the

moon : the latter became worship -

H h2
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ped as representatives of the Su-

preme Being. Men in all times

have expressed their ideas of the

Almighty by simple geometric fi-

gures, the early ages by the sim-
plest: we have adopted thetriangle,

as expressive of our notions of di-

vine properties. A very few years

witnessed the rise and decline of

a sect, at the head of which was
Cagliostro, who attributed high-

ly mystical powers to a symbol
whose form was produced by blend-
ing two triangles: their sense of

the importance of this figure they

hoped to convey to future ages ;

—

but they built no churches. The
ancient Druidical temples, ofwhich

we have remaining vestiges, are

examples of the earliest circular

buildings in this country. There
are several buildings of this form,

remains of Roman art: at Athens
there is but one, theChoragic monu-
ment of Lysicrates, usually called

the Lanthorn of Demosthenes.

Plate 23.—VIEW OF THE LIBRARY AT ACKERMANN'S
REPOSITORY OF ARTS, STRAND.

Among the many valuable libra-

ries, public as well as private,

which grace the metropolis, there

was not one exclusively appropriat-

ed to the reception of books on the

subject of the fine arts. Sensible

of the utility and convenience of

such an establishment, not merely

to the professors, but also to the

amateurs of those arts, which tend

so powerfully to embellish social

life, to refine the passions, and to

encourage the best feelings of our

nature, the proprietor of the Re-
pository resolved to supply this de

breadth, is elegantly fitted up, and
furnished with a copious collection

of such books as relate to the arts,

or are adorned with graphic illus-

trations, among which may be found
the most splendid works, both an-

cient and modern. This repository

will not be confined to the produc-
tions of the British press, but will

embrace all the fine publications

of the Continent ; so that here the

book-collector, the amateur, and
the professor of the fine arts, may
have an opportunity of procuring
what they might long seek else-

sideratum. In pursuance of that I where in vain. The books are ar-
plan, he last year proposed to form ! ranged in dwarf book-cases round

the sides of the room, and the walls

above them are covered with inte-

resting productions of the pencil.

This apartment, like all the rest

a room, of which an accurate re

presentation is given in the an-

nexed engraving, from the design

of Mr. J. B. Papworth, an archi-

tect who has evinced not only

much taste, but great professional

skill in his arrangement of the

apartment, by overcoming the im-
pediments which the site oppos-
ed to his plan. This room, fifty-

six feet in length and twenty in

of Mr. Ackermann's premises, is

lighted solely with gas, which burns

with a purity and brilliance unat-

tainable by any other mode of illu-

mination hitherto attempted.

The extensive consumption of

oil and tallow, the materials at pre-
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sent in general use for producing

light, and the rapid increase in the

price ofthose materials, have roused

the ingenious to seek a less expen-

sive substitute ; and to the modern

improvements in the science of

chemistry we are indebted for the

discovery, that the inflammable gas

of coal may be applied to the pur-

pose of illumination with such ex-

traordinary advantage as to promise

in time to supersede all former me-

thods. Every person must have

observed, that when coals are burn-

ing in a common grate, a flame,

more or less luminous, according

as it is more or less obscured by

incombustible smoke and vapour,

issues from them, and that they

frequently emit beautiful streams

of a flame remarkably bright. But

besides the inflammable gas extri-

cated from the coals, an opaque

vapour, a thick viscid fluid resem-

bling tar, and some gases that are

not of an incombustible nature,

are expelled ; the consequence of

which is, that the flame of coals is

continually wavering and changing

both in shape, intensity of colour,

and brilliancy. It frequently shifts

from one place to another, so that

what one moment gave a beautiful

white light, in the next perhaps

yields a stream of dense, dark

smoke.

It was natural to imagine, that

such gas might be collected in pro-

per reservoirs,and afterwardsforced

out of small apertures, which being

lighted would serve like the flame

of a candle to illuminate a room or

any other place. The trial was

easily made, and attended with the

desired effect.

Though the process for pi'ocur-

ing light by the combustion of

carbureUed hydrogen, or coal uas,

is one of those modern discoveries

which promises to be of the most
gem ral utility, it is only within a

very few years that the united ta-

lents of the chemist and the civil

engineer have succeeded in sepa-

rating from the gas, as it is extri-

cated from the coal, the tar, the

ammoniacal fluid, the sulphuretted

hydrogen, and sulphureous acid,

which, if suffered to remain com-

bined with the gas, would cause

many inconveniences absolutely

hostile to its application to useful

purposes. With regard to the best

form and construction of the appa-

ratus for producing the gas, at the

smallest expence and in the best

manner consistently with safety,

the operative chemist and practical

engineer are by no means agreed.

Thepurity of the flame produced

by the gas, its unvaried steadiness,

and the facility of instantly adjust-

ing it to any required degree of

strength, are important recommen-
dations. It may be described as a

rich, compact flame, burning with

a white and agreeable light. The
gas is distributed through Mr.

Ackermann's premises by nume-
rous ramifications. When required

to be lighted, there is nothing to

indicate its presence ; no noise at

the opening of the valve—no dis-

turbance in the transparency of

the atmosphere—it instantly bursts,

on the approach of a lighted taper,

into a brilliant, noiseless, steady,

and beautiful flame. It produces

no soot, which is so great a nui-

sance in our common lights ; so

that a white handkerchief may be

passed repeatedly through a gas

flame without being soiled, for

every particle of the gas is inflamed.

S
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The accurate and elegant experi-

ments of Mr. Accum have shewn,

in the most satisfactory manner,

that the quantity of carbonic acid

produced by the combustion of

coal gas, is considerably less than

that given out by oil, tallow, or

wax ; which sufficiently refutes the

silly notions that have been circu-

lated respecting the pernicious ef-

fects of gas lights.

It may not be amiss, before we
quit this subject, to press on the

attention of our readers another

consideration, on which it is neces-

sary to say a few words. The dan-

gers which theory might lead us to

apprehend, vanish before the evi-

dence of facts; and this is not the
j

fast time that arguments a priori !

have been refuted by an appeal to

experience. In the present case,

the public has been alarmed by

representations, that the general

adoption of the gas lights would

expose us to innumerable accidents

from the explosion of the gas, and

the bursting of the vessels and

pipes in which it is prepared and

conveyed. After the various ex-

periments which have already been

made, it would be needless to enter

upon a refutation of this objection.
||

It is certain, then, that this me-
|j

thod of illumination may be rem-
j

dered subservient to purposes of

public and private utility. One
of the most obvious applications

would be, to light up the streets,

theatres, public offices, banking-

houses, light-houses, barracks, and

other establishments of all kinds

in which much light is wanted, i

Weighing these considerations,Mr. I

Ackermann determined to employ
|

a person, whose talents compre-

beaded a knowledge of mechanics
j

and chemistry : these he found

united in Mr. Samuel Clegg, engi-

neer, of Manchester, who, by his

great study and application, has

added much to this useful, but hi-

therto badly managed invention.

Mr. Clegg's success in lighting the

dwelling-house and premises of

Mr. Ackermann, has induced the

Parliamentary Gas Light Company
to appoint him their principal en-

gineer and surveyor. This com-

pany, with so respectable a body

of directors, and so indefatigable a

president as Mr. Grant, will, it is

presumed, succeed in bringing this

valuable invention into public no-

tice ; and we expect shortly to see

our streets illuminated by this bril-

liant light, which would render

them not only more pleasant, but

contribute materially to put an end

to the frequency of nocturnal street

robberies, so disgraceful to the me-
tropolitan police.

We understand that the ave-

nues to the House of Lords and

the House of Commons, Berkeley-

square, and other places, are to be

immediately lighted by this com-

pany.

We beg it may be understood,

that the apparatus for lighting the

premises of Mr. Ackermann with

gas, has been erected at his own ex-

pence, from a desire to encourage

so valuable a discovery ; and that

the above statement is disinterested

on his part, having no concern

whatever with the Gas Light Com-
pany.

* The history of the room which is the

subject of this article, will be found in

vol. I. page 53, of die Repository.—
Some account of gas light is also given

in vol. I. pages 229 and 4-59.
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RETROSPECT OK POLITICS.

NORTH OF EUROPE.

Although the long expected

Russian military reports have reach-

ed this country, they do not extend

beyond the 27th January, since

which time the most important fur-

ther occurrences have taken place,

the tidings whereof have been re-

ceived through a variety of other

trustworthy channels. The im-

mense and increasing distance of

the Russian armies from their ca-

pital, whither the official accounts

generally proceed in the first in-

stance, is productive of great irre-

gularity and delay in the arrival of

intelligence in this country ; so that

the nearer our victorious allies ap-

proach to England, the longer we
are in receiving the authentic details

of their operations.

That these operations, after the

terrible and deadly blows inflicted

on the enemy on the Dnieper and

Berezyna, should have become less

martially brilliant and sanguinary,

is in the nature of things. When
the trunk of the tree is felled, the

branches only remain to be lopped

off. But that they are not less im-

portant than the former glorious

deeds of which they are the neces-

sary results, a glance at the map
of

—

Germany is sufficient to prove.

Who could have thought it possible

that these northern heroes, on the

19th of Oct. in the vicinity of Mos-
cow, would four months afterwards

triumphantly enter Berlin? Such,

however, is the fact; indeed, we
believe them advanced considera-

bly beyond that city, and at no

great distance from the Elbe.

This incredible rapidity is ano-

ther proof of the total extirpation

of the French army, to give an
>' instance of which, from French re-

turnsfound upon captured command-
ers, we shall merely state the fol-

lowing facts:— 4th regiment of

voltigeurs, present under arms at

the departure from Smolensk (al-

ready much reduced), 32 officers,

-1-27 privates; remained IGt/t, Dec.

10 officers, 29 privates. 6th regi-

ment tirailleurs, present under
arms at Smolensk, 31 officers, 300

privates ; remained 31.<tf Dec. 14 of-

ficers, 10 privates. The imperial

guards,which entered thecampaign
nearly 30,000 strong, mustered 1500
in their retreat through Insterburg.

The immense number of unburied

dead this army left behind, has

spread contagious distempers along

the track of their disastrous flight:

near Wilna alone, Lord Cathcart

states that 16,000 corpses, collect-

ed from the neighbourhood, had
been piled up in heaps to be burnt

as soon as a sufficient quantity of

fire-wood could be procured. Of
such havoc history, surely, affords

no parallel.

We have to resume our narrative

from the passages of the Russians

across the Niemen, along which
river the great Count Wittgenstein

pushed his advance with incredible

rapidity, in the hopes of intercept-

ing Macdonald, who, on or about

the 22d Dec. had begun his retreat

in great haste from before Riga.

General Paulucci, with part of the

garrison ofthat fortress,closely pur-

sued Macdonald, took many pri-

soners, and captured Memcl on the

27th following, taking two Prussian

battalions in that city. It appears

now, that, by an able manoeuvre
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of Count Wittgenstein's, not only

the Prussian contingent under Ge-
neral D'York became completely

cut off from Macdonald, but the

latter, likewise, so surrounded that

he was induced to enter himself into

negociations : while, however, these

were pending, Macdonald availed

himself of the respite, and dex-

terously gave the Russian com-
mander the slip, thus extricating

himself and about 5000 men who
had remained to him. In order to

rescue Macdonald and save Ko-
nio-sbera;, Mnrat had sent fresh

troops from Danzig ; between these

and Macdonaid's corps, Wittgen-

stein again interposed a strong de-

tachment of light troops, under

General Schepeleff, who meeting

the enemy at Labiau (4th Jan.) at-

tacked him instantly. The contest

lasted till the evening, when the dis-

comfited French betook themselves

in disorder to Konigsberg, closely

followed by the Cossacks, who the

same night fought their way into

the streets of that fortified capital

of Prussia Proper, making them-

selves masters of the town, its ma-
gazines, and artillery, and taking,

besides 8000 sick, 1300 prisoners.

Among the ordnance, was a great

part of the battering train from

Riga, 30 of which the French had

thrown into the river.

From Konigsberg, Count Witt-

genstein issued on the 7th Jan. an

energetic address to the German
nation, its princes, nobles, citizens,

and peasants, exhorting all ranks

to the noble work of ridding their

country of French oppression. The
corps under Admiral Tchichagoff,

which had proceeded in a more
southerly direction, having now
again advanced so as to come up

with that of Count Wittgenstein,

both continued their march to the

Vistula, where the arrival of rein-

forcements, and the strength of se-

veral fortified places, such as Dan-
zig, Elbing, Marienburg, Marien-

werder, Graudenz, Thorn, &c.

would have enabled the shadow of

an army to make some stand. But,

alas ! there was not even magni no-

minis umbra! Elbing, Marienburg,

and Marienwerder cost the Russians

not so many days. They were all

forced on the 11th and 12th Jan.

with the gain of some hundreds of

prisoners and a good number of

cannon ; and the day after (Russian

new-year) Colonel Czeruicheff,

first of all the Russian troops,

crossed the Vistula with a strong

colunin of light infantry and Cos-

sacks ; and the investment of Dan-
zig was the immediate conse-

quence. Besides this fortress and

that of Thorn, we know of none

retained by the French ; and as the

garrison of Thorn consists of the

remnants of the Bavarian contin-

gent, and no further mention is

made of the place in the French

papers, we are inclined to think it

likewise abandoned. On the 14th

Jan. a brisk affair took place at

Derschaw (left bank ofthe Vistula),

in which the French were again

routed with the loss ofsome hundred

prisoners; and a few days subse-

quently Bromberg was taken, and

in it considerable magazines of pro-

visions.—On the 26th of the same

month, the French garrison of Dan-

zig attempted a vigorous sortie,

but was repulsed as vigorously;

and on the 8th of Feb. Major-Ge-

neral Sievers summoned Pillau, the

French garrison of which, 1200

men strong, under General Cas-
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tella, capitulated, to be sent beyond

the Rhine.

The operations, or ratber tbe

man , of the Russian main army,

under the immediate eye of its great

monarch) and under the direction

of the veteran hero, the Prince of

Smolensk, recommenced from the

city of Wilna. From that city,

the route pursued was by Mcretz
;

(wheretheemperor crossedtheNie-

Men), thence to Lyck, Johannis-
'

burg, and Willenburg, where the
'

last regular official accounts re-

ported head-quarters on the 26th

of Jan. although a subsequent de-

mi-oificial statement extendsto the

7th Feb. when head-quarters were

at Plocz, on the Vistula. While
thus the main army advanced to-

wards Warsaw, another Russian

column, under General Sachen,

moved in a more southern and pa-

rallel direction against the Polish

capital.

Here we are left destitute of any
further official statements from

Russia, a circumstance the more
to be regretted, since the events of

February appear to be of afar more
decisive and momentous nature

than those just recited. Fortunate-
;

lv, the successful tide of affairs has !

taken off the restraint from some
of the Continental journals, and

j

the glorious tidings of the heroic
'

achievements of our northern allies,
'

have forced their way, by various

channels, to the shores of the Baltic '

and the German Ocean.

From these we collect, that the

Austro-Saxon corps had taken a

position at Pultusk, to cover War-
saw; and that on the approach of

the Russians, Regnier, with the

No, LII. J'ol IX.

Saxon contingent, separated from

the Austrians, and retreated hasti-

ly upon Posen. Of the fate of tie

Austrian corps we have no certain

intelligence, but, comparing all ac-

counts, it would seem that the Rus-
sians allowed it amicably to return

within the Austrian frontier, and
that its commander in chief, Prince'

Sehwarzenberg, has gone home to

Vienna. There is no doubt that

the Russians obtained possession of

Warsaw early in February,probably

without any bloodshed or violence.

General Miliradoviteh, wifh the

advanced guard, marched through
that city on the V)th ; and the Bres-
law Gazette states, that the ma<n-
strates and other civil officers were
continued in their functions. We
presume that it is Miliradovitch's

corps which fought, on the l*,th

following, the battle of Kalisch

(between the Oder and Vistula),

against the Saxons under Regnier,

joined to the French force under
Durutte. They were, according

to the Dresden official account,

surprized and routed; probably

dispersed.

In regard to the ulterior pro-

ceedings of the armv under Gene-
ral Wittgenstein, and to the gene-
ral events in the north of Prussia,

we find that a supreme regency or

junta for the government of the

Prussian states has provisorily been

established at Konigsberg, which
acts in the name of the king ; that

General D'York has the command
in chief of the degalUvizcd part of

the Prussian forces; that, owing to

the patriotic spirit of the brave

Germans, his troops have rapidly

increased to 40,000 men, part of

which act before Danzig, and ano-

ther part have advanced against

I i
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Stettin, at the mouth of the Oder.

As early as the 2j0tb Feb. small

parties of Cossacks made their ap-

pearance before Berlin, but were

kept oil by Au^ereau ; the public

spiritin the latter city began imme-

diately to burst forth in open defi-

ance, and render the situation of

the French precarious. Some af-

fairs seem to have taken piuce in

the vicinity of trie Prussian capital,

which finally was abandoned by the

French troops ; ic/ieii? we are not

able precisely to state, probably

about 'the beginning of March.

Their retreat was directed upon

Magdeburg on the Elbe, where an

army had been collecting for some

time under General Lauriston, and

where, under the protection of that

strong fortress, the enemy probably

will attempt to make another stand,

as fruitless as any of the former;

for the activity of the Russians

leaves no time for recovering

breath from the panic occasioned

by the dreadful reverses. The ge-

nerous purpose of the advance of

our ally into Germany, instead of

weakening his numbers, increases

them as he proceeds. All Germany

hails the arrival of its saviours ; the

Prussians are inspired with a pa-

triotic frenzy to consummate the

work of deliverance : the merchants

leave their counting-houses, tb<

civil officers their desks, the scho-

lars their colleges, to fight the

cause of their countn- : the stu-

dents of Halle abandoned the uni-

versity to enlist under the banners

of liberty. Kow will the sacred

manes of Schill, of Hoder, of Palm,

he avenged by thousands and thou-

sands of Schiils and Hoifers. This

is no longer the cause of weak and

short-sighted princes ; it is the

cause of the people : their princes

do not enter into the account, and,

unless they join the voice of their

subjects against the French tyrant,

their crowns will fail in the general

crash of the empire of the villain,

now trem blirjg or ids fate in Ids ca-

pital. Such perhaps may be tne iot

of the King of Saxony, wiio, instead

of hailing the arrival of the Rus-

sians, as his real friends, thought

proper to identify his interest with

hat of the French, and to fly from

lis capital at the approach of the

Russians towards Dresden, which

the latest accounts report as actu-

ally in their possession; adding, that

even at Wittenberg on the Elbe,

the Cossacks had appeared in force.

How diiYerent, how consummately

prudent, the conduct of the King
of Prussia, who, to escape French

controul, retired to Breslaw, where

he has tranquilly awaited the issue

of his cause, and whither, accord-

ing to recent advices, the magna-
nimous Alexander is now proceed-

ing to have an interview and con-

ference respecting the ulterior con-

duct of the war.

But it is not Prussia alone which

has evinced a spirit becoming the

descendants of Arminius and of

the conquerors of the Roman le-

gions. The whole north of Ger-

many, and for ought we know the

south no less, have openly raised

tne standard of insurrection. At

Lubeck, at Bremen, at Hamburg,

and in several towns of the electo-

rate of Hanover, the people, in

spite of the hostages forced from

them, have risen upon their intru-

sive oppressors, and in some in-

stances inflicted summary justice

on them. In Hamburg, in parti-

cular, the French douaniers have
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been expelled by Tone of arms,

and several of the latter have paid

with their lives for their resistance

to the will of tin* people. Uhfor-

tunatels for the patriots, a French

force in the neighbourhood re-

i c I the citv and revenged their

brethren in the blood of some Ham-
bnrg citizens ; but their stay wail

short, th<^ approaching danger in

the south finally obliged them to

give up the city, the communica-
tion with which and England is

now on the point of being restored.

Such is the situation of the con-

queror of Moscow ; he cannot de-

fend his own frontiers ; for Ham-
burg teas the fourth city of the

mock empire of Napoleon. But

these are only the preludes of far

more bitter draughts prepared for

the tyrant : the time is near when,

instead of shutting out England
from the Continent, he will be ex-

cluded from the rest of Europe.

One power, after another, endea-

vours to break its destructive friend-

ship with France. Denmark has

already made pacific overtures to

this country by means of a mes-

senger recently arrived, and has

abstained from further hostility.

Sweden , after temporiz i n g for near-

ly two years, now the game is cer-

tain,appears at last to have bargain-

ed to afford us her assistance, when
almost superfluous. A large sub-

sidy (stated at (50,000/. per month)

is forthwith to carry a Swedish

army to Pomerania, by this time

abandoned by the enemy. There

certainly is no barm in making

sure of the game ; but, in our opi-

nion, such great pecuniary aid,

dispensed to Prussia, more neces-

sitous as to money, and infinitely

more abounding in valiant troops,

would produce infinitely more im-

portant results. From Holland,

too, a deputy is said to have arri\ ed

in this country to invite the Prince

of Orange over tothatcountry ; and

his recal from Lord Wellington's

ai\tiv is reported to have been for-

warded by government to Spain.

Aus via, too, has sent a courier to

England with pacific proposals.

The unfortunate family connec-

tion, however, between Napoleon

and Austria appears to have so far

operated on the Emperor Francis

as to use his endeavours for tran-

quillizing Europe by an immediate

general peace, tobringabottt which

he has proposed his mediation ; arid

a public declaration of the Austrian

cabinet assigns that object as the

ground of her increasing Iter mili-

tary establishment, and putting it

on a war footing.

We may be accused of unfeeling

extravagance, when we maintain,

that the only security towards a

i permanent peace, for this Country

as well as for all Europe, is the head

or the abdication of the impious

and murderous rebel, who for these

thirteen years and more has plung-

ed Europe into a gulph of desola-

tion and misery, the physical and

moral effects of which will be felt

for a century to come. Peace with

Bonaparte nop, is pouring oil into

a dying lamp, which a few years

hence is to consume our homes.

We have at various times presumed

in our Retrospect, to venture an an-

ticipation of future events upon the

strength of existing causes and

their natural effects : we predict-

ed the uncheering result of the

last Spanish campaign, when its

superficial effect was the most

brilliant; we have clearly indicated

I i 2
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the probable course of events in
|

regard to the defection of Prussia,

and the consequent general rising

of the people of Germany. In this

there was as little prophetical me-
rit, as in the assertion which we
shall now venture to advance, that

the vigorous prosecution of the war

for a short time longer, will pro-

duce the most rapid dissolution of

Bonaparle's artificial and oppres-

sive sway, and that by means of

French efforts. In France every

thing goes by fashion, and the Na-
poleon fashion will terminate with

the Napoleon power ; when pushed

to extremes, the French are likely

to dispose of Napoleon as they have

clone of Robespierre and other re-

volutionary characters. The ma-
nifesto of Louis XVIII. just pub-

lished, weak as it is in language,

will, in our opinion, accelerate the

crisis. As it soberly promises con-

tinuance of function and rank to

the civil and military authorities,

confirmation of the possession of

national property to the present

holders, and, above all, abolition

of the conscription, many former

down upon his army, great losses

&c. which would have broken his
1 '

(feeling) " heart, had he been ac-

cessible to any other sentiments

than those of the interest, glory,

&c. of his people."—" He is satis-

fied with all his allies." Nothing-

can be more moderate surely !
" He

will abandon none of them." Un-
fortunately they are abandoning

him as fast as they can. " He de-

sires peace." Never spoke a word

more true. For the situation of

France he refers the legislative bo-

dy to the Expose, which Count

Montalivet contrived to lay before

them on the 25th Feb. In this do-

cument, the flourishing condition

of agriculture, commerce (without

the sea j and manufactures, is almost

exclusively dwelt upon, thus offer-

ing to the French people an ample

onsolation for the destruction of

their brethren abroad, in the con-

templation of the thriving state of

the breed of sheep, the culture of

beet-root, &c. throughout the em-
pire. The exterior situation of

France, which hitherto had fur-

nished the most brilliant portion of

staunch adherents of Bonaparte the Xapo/eon Expose, Mr. Monta-
will ref.ect on the choice, whether livet treats in the following neat

to follow the sinking fortunes of and satisfactory manner :
" I will

Napoleon I. and last, or be instru- ! not speak to you, gentlemen, about

mental in the more promising work military or political events. I can

of restoring Louis XVIII. to the \ add nothing to what you know, and

throne of his ancestors.

FRANCE.

On the 14th Feb. Bonaparte

opened the sittings of the legisla-

tive body by a speech from the

throne, which derives its import-

ance from the altered tone his mis-

chances have infused into his hi-

therto pompous and arrogant rhe-

toric. We for the first time hear him
talk of " heavy calamity brought

what the emperor told you in a

few words and with so much pro-

foundness."

The Concordat with the Pope
was also laid before the legislative

body. Its ten public articles are

of very trifling import under the

present aspect of affairs. Pius

VII. is to exercise the pontificate

in France and Italy ; is to have a

court, and to receive ambassadors
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lYom foreign states ; such of his

domains as have not beenalu Bated,

shall be administered by his agents,

and those which arc alienated,

shall be replaced, to the amount

of two millions of francs in reve-

nue: the Pope is to grant his in- ;

vestiture to the bishops nominated

by .Bonaparte, within si\ months

after such nomination; in default

whereof, the metropolitan, or old-

est bishop, is to proceed to the in-

vestiture ; and the bishoprics to be

established in Holland and the

Hanseatic foams (!) are to be settled

between the Pope and Emperor in

concert.—Enough of what will be

a dead letter in less than a twelve-

month !—a much more important

act of the great Napoleon remains

to be handed down to posterity.

" To acknowledge the services

rendered us in the last campaign

by the Duke of Elchingen (Ney)

;

to consecrate the remembrance (ho-

nourable for our people) of those

great circumstances in which our

armies have given such greatproofs

of their bravery and devotion ; and !

that every thing that tends to per-
j

petuate the memory of it to poste-

rity, should be conformable to the !

glory and interests of our crown, i

we," or (to speak in the third per-
\

son, after giving this interesting

preamble,) Bonaparte, by a solemn
|

act of state, dated 8th Jan. last,

created Ney a prince in pdrtibus,

no less than Prince of Moscow,
j

or Moskwa, the castle of Kivoli

(of which there exists already a

revolutionary duke), and its depen-

dencies being previously erected

into the principality of Moskwa,

and given to this new prince, with

other domains sufficient to render

the gift worth while. To judge of

the actions of such transcendent

geniuses as Bonaparte by the rules

of common prudence, would be

absurd ; otherwise, we should have

conceived, that, in circumstances

like his, the very sound of the name
of Moscow would have excited

recollections not altogether agree-

able ; and that the creation of a

Prince of Moscow would rather

tend to perpetuate the memory of

events which do not stand in need

of being handed down to posterity

on his account. As Bonaparte has,

on all occasions, imitated the con-

duct of the ancient Romans, it may
be supposed that, in this instance,

he followed the example of Cali-

gula, who, for reasons equally in-

scrutable, created his horse consul.

AMERICA. .

It is with feelings of more than

the keenest grief, we have to pol-

lute our pages with the record of

another victory of the Americans

over the proud, the hitherto invin-

cible navy of Great Britain. By
American journals recently arriv-

ed, we learn, that, on the 29th

Dec. last, at about ten leagues from

the coast of the Brazils, our frigate

the Java, Captain Lambert, in her

way to the East Indies, was met by

the American frigate Constitution,

Commodore Bainbridge. An action

of nearly two hours duration en-

sued, in which the British frigate

lost 130 killed and 101 wounded
;

had her bowsprit and every mast

and spar shot away ; was al together-

reduced to an unmanageable wreck,

and compelled to strike to the ene-

my, whose loss is stated not to have,

exceeded nine killed and twenty-

five wounded. The British com-

mander, Captain Lambert, is re-

ported mortally wounded ;
and
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among the prisoners who were re-

leased on parole, is Lieutenant-

Gen eral Hislop and his staff, who
were proceeding to Bombay in the

Java.

DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE.

The attention of the British

public, and even of Parliament,

has, for this month past, been en-

grossed by a variety of proceedings,

which have successively taken place
j

in consequence of a restraint put

upon the intercourse between the

Princess of Wales and her daugh-

ter, the Princess Charlotte ; and by

the publication of the documents

relating to the so called " Delicate

Investigation" in 1800, of certain

charges brought forward against the

Princess of Wales. Even if we
felt not the utmost repugnance to

enter upon the recital of matters

connected with the unfortunate

alienation subsisting between any

branches of the family of our ve-

nerable Sovereign, the limits allot-

ted for our political Retrospect,

would preclude our furnishing our

readers with even a concise abstract

of the voluminous mass of matter

which, we devoutly hope, will ulti-

mately not acquire historical mo-
ment; which, moreover, we lament

to say, has now received the most

unreserved publicity, and the de-

tails of which are within the reach,

and now, no doubt, within the know-

ledge of all our readers.

On Wednesday, March 3d, Mr.

Grattan carried, in the House of

Commons, his motion for going

into a committee to consider the

expediency of removing the dis-

qualifications affecting the king's

Catholic subjects; preserving safe

and unaltered the Protestant suc-

cession ; and maintaining the Pro-

testant Established Church of Eng-

land and Ireland as by law esta-

blished, and the Kirk of Scotland.

The debate on this important and

vital question had, by adjournment,

continued four days, and the num-

bers voting on each side were as

follows

:

For Mr. Grattan's motion . . 264

Against it 224

Majority in favour of the motion 40

FASHIONS FOR LADIES

TLATE 29.—MORNING COSTUME

A Polonese robe and petticoat,

of fine cambric or jaconot muslin,

ornamented at its several termina-

tions with a border of net-work,

finished with an edging of muslin,

gathered very full, and a vandyke

cuff, en suite. A bonnet-cap, com-

posed of jonquille satin, and tre-

ble borders of scollopped lace,

confined on one side with ribband

of the same colour. Gloves and

slippers of yellow kid.—This robe,

so attractive, novel, and elegant,

is more particularly adapted to the

slender or tall figure ; and is fur-

nished us from the house of Mrs.

Gill, of Cork-street, Burlington-

Gardens, to whose unrivalled taste,

unique elegance, and novelty of

design, we have for some time past

been indebted for the superior or-

der of female fashions by which,

we natter ourselves, this publication

is ever distinguished.

PLATE 30.—CARRIAGE COSTUME.

A high round robe of jaconot

or cambric muslin, with plaited bo-
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dice, long sleeve, and deep falling

frill, terminated with a Vandyke of

lie-work. A Russian mantle,

of pomona or spring green sarsnet,

lined with white satin, and trim-

med with rich frog fringe and bind-

ing, confined with a cord and tassel,

as taste or convenience may direct.

A cottage slouch bonnet, of corre-

sponding materials, edged with an-

tique scollopped lace, confined

under the chin with ribband, tied

on the left side ; and appositely-

ornamented with a small cluster of

spring flowers. Slippers of green
kid, or jean, and gloves of prim-

rose kid.

MEDICAL
An account of the practice of a

physician from the loth of February

to the loth of March, 1813.

Acute Diseases— Catarrh, 9

Sore-throat, 3...Peripneumony, 2..

Pleurisy, 1...Acute Rheumatism, 3..

Ervsipelas, 1... Cholera, 1...Acute

diseases of Infants, 6.

Chronic Diseases. — Pulmonary

consumption, 3 Scrofula, 2

Cough and dyspnoea, 15..Rheuma-
tism, 8.. ..Asthenia, 8...Pleurodyne,

2. .Dyspepsia, 4. .Diarrhoea, 3..Gas-

trodynia, 5...Tape-worm, 2...Chro-

ric inflammation of the liver, 1....

Dropsy, 3. ...Mania, 1.... Palsy, 2....

Female complaints, 5.

Catarrh continues to prevail, with

various degrees of severity ; in

some instances, affecting most of

the individuals in a family. Small-

pox, also, strange to relate, has

proved very fatal of late, the bills

of mortality from the 16th of Fe-

bruary to the 9th of March, an-

nouncin g no fewer than seventy-one

deaths from that pestilence of the

poor, for to them it is chiefly con-

fined. When children are inocu-

lated for the small-pox at a proper

age, and after suitable regimen and

physic, the disease, in general, is

mild and safe ; but when it sudden-

ly attacks the large unhealthy fa-

milies of the poor, in dirty, ill ven-

tilated apartments, wholly unpre-

REPORT.
pared for the attack of so formida-

ble an enemy, the ravages it makes
are dreadful, and it becomes what
certain cold-blooded philosophers

have boasted of, a most certain and
effectual check to superabundant

population. But humanity shud-

der; at the horrid idea of industri-

ously preserving and maintaining a

(!) ierder upon such malignant prin-

s of extermination : the instant

sm h a motive is made apparent, it

is abandoned with detestation, and

the parent is ashamed to acknow-

ledge the monstrous birth. What
then keeps up and di Buses abroad

the small-pox contagion ? The pre-

judice or the ignorance of those

who either will not, or cannot,

coolly and cautiously investigate

the subject, and not allow them-

selves to be imposed upon by the

numerous fabrications of the da}-.

It is not attempted to be denied,

that small-pox has occasionally oc-

curred after a patient has gone

through the vaccine affection ; but

the subsequent disease has always

been admitted to have been render-

ed milder than it would otherwise

have been : and it must not be for-

gotten, that cases of small-pox oc-

curring twice to the same indivi-

dual, have been recorded upon the

most indubitable evidence.
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AGRICULTURAL REPORT.

The mild dry weather through

nearly the whole of last month has

favoured the seasonable avocations

of the farmer. The spring sowino-

The barley sowing is in a for-

ward state, and the early sown peas

are putting forth the infant plants

without having received much in-

is in amore forward state than could
j

jury from tlv slug.

have been expected, from the heavy Turnips, from the mildness of

rains that had fallen in the preced- I the season, have run much to top,

ing months. The tenacious soils
;

except the Swedish, which, of all

have worked kindly, except those
;J

the brassica tribe in the climate of

that were rendered adhesive by the
[

England, are the most backward,

feet of animals, in the consumption :j
and consequently the most useful

of winter crops; these require II vegetable to fill up that important

much labour, and for them some ! interval betwixt hay and grass,

frost would be very acceptable. Rye, tares, lucern, saintfoin, clo-

The young wheats continue to ver, and all the soiling species, are

increase in the promising appear-

ance of a prolific tillow ; the late

congenial weather has given the

flag the most healthful colour ; and
the late sown crops of the winter

kind, have recovered from the ef-

fects of a superabundant moisture.

The spring sown are breaking forth

in the most healthful state, and pro-

mise, from the great breadths that

in the most forward and luxuriant

state. Great exertions are making

in almost every district to bring

into cultivation the numerous and

extensive wastes, the necessity of

the times having operated most

powerfully to remove the preju-

dices of the people, who now are

convinced, that common right of

ands is incompatible with a regular

havebeen sown, to add considerably
]j
supply of human food for an in-

to the future stock of this indispen-
i

1 creasing population,

sible article.

3f3oetrg.

LINES ON A BILL OF MORTALITY.
BY A LADY.

" Now pause, and think—a monitory rhyme
Demands one moment of thy fleeting time!"

Once more this sad memento strikes the

eve,

Smites the warm heart, excites the tender

sigh;

Calls forth afresh the sympathetic tear,

And bids us mourn again th' expiring

year

:

Let the gay youth review i he solemn page,

And see death certain here at every age.

Not all the charms that beauty can dis-

play,

Stop the stern tyrant for a single day
;

;

Not all the fondness that a mother knows,

Nor all the sweet solicitude she shews,

Can for a moment her lov'd oflspringsave,

Orsnatch her darling from an early grave.

In vain we sit and plan for future years,

And talk of distant jovs, of hopes and fears;

Ah ! what avail life's most delightful

schemes !
—

One moment shews them idle, empty

dreams

;
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Some sad occurrence,—some beloved

friends

Sink to the grave—and all th' enchant-

ment ends

!

Witness, ye mourners of the present year,

Who still lament what late yeheldsodear,

With what keen pangs ye gave the last

embrace,

How loth to quit the lov'd, tho' lifeless

face !

'Tis then we view in Truth's unerring

glass,

How vain is life, how swift our minutes

pass :

Frail nature sinks beneath the awful sound,

And evt ry joy seems sick'ning all around

;

With streaming eye, we view their silent

tomb,

And deeply fee! that death's our certain

doom.

Old age, and heedless youth, and beau-

ty's charms,

Shrink at the thought, and feel the dread

alarms

;

No mortal friend the drooping mind can

cheer,

No human pow'r protect that mind from

fear.

Religion, come with energy divine,

To calm the troubled soul is only thine

;

Teach us, what mental joy from virtue

flows,

And the true peace which piety bestows

;

Teach us, that vice, alike through every

stage,

Disgraces youth, and shames decrepid

age;

That goodness paints the beauteous face

more fair,

And stamps true rev'rence en the hoary

hair.

Rise, then, my soul, to nobler prospects

rise,

Let Hope, sweet Hope, transport thee to

the skies

;

There shalt thou meet again each valued

friend,

And all thy doubts, and all thy fears shall

end

;

No. LIL Vol. IX.

Each pain shall vanuh, ev'ry sorrow fly,

And Mercy's hand shall wipe each weep-

ing eye.

Sabrina.
December 31, 1812.

THE ST. IVES' CONCERT

:

A CORNISH TALE.

On a time, in the West, where St. Ives

placed her seat,

And Cascilia's sweet sounds never found

a retreat,

Some admirers of music a Concert pro-

posed,

And their aim to the natives was quickly

disclosed.

" What's a Concert ? aCoNCERT r" they
eagerly cried

;

" One and all" for intelligence ear-

nestly sighed
;

Some believed it a beast, others thought

it a spright,

Or an animal strange that had never seen

light.

As a rareeshow fine, they attended the

day,

What each face then depicted, no words

can convey
;

Hopes and wishes were strong, when at

length there appeared

A post-chaise from Penzance, which thev

instantly cheered.

1 In a crowd round they thronged, with

their mouths gaping wide,

—

Out a gentleman popt, whom they anx-

iously eyed

;

But each whispered the other

—

u Oh !

that's not the thing,

Though, perhaps, he's the man who the

Concert's to bring."

i Next a lady stept forth, but they saw no-

thing new,

I

Still the object desired was kept from

their view

;

All aghast they remained, expectation

Tan high

—

On the door-open carriage was fix'd

ev'ry eye.

K k
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When at last there alighted, of wonder-

ful size,

A fat dame, who at once fill'd them all

w ith surprise

:

''Here's the Concert!" they echoed,

" the Concert we seek !"

" Why, you fools," said the driver, " 'tis

Madam ******* |"

THE MOON-RAKER:
A WILTSHIRE TALE.

A Wiltshire wight his steed bestrode,

And off be imes to market rude,

To get provisions for he week,

And other necessaries seek.

Long time he rambled up ai d down,

To cheapen things throughout the town
;

This was too dear, and that «oo high :

—

Some thought he nothing meant to buy.

At last, howe'er, his wares he got,

And then prepared for home to trot;

Where he arrived, a little late,

And left his horse without the gate.

The wife, to see her spouse, was pleased ;

Soon of his load they Dobbin eased
;

Each article was counted o'er :
—

A cheese was missing of the store.

How could it thus have gone astray ?

It must have fallen on the way !

*' Haste back, my dear," exclaimed the

wife,

u You'll find it, I will bet my life."

The night was clear, the Moon shone

bright,

When sallied forth again this wight

;

Approached at length the river's side,

And there, he thought, his cheese he

spied.

How should he, from the limpid stream,

His trundling piece of goods redeem ?

'Twas what he'd lost, beyond a doubt

;

Perhaps a rake might get it out

!

The instrument he quickly brought,

Then raked and raked, but nothingcaught;

In vain was every effort made,

Still would the cheese his grarp evade.

The Sun arose, the Moon withdrew,

The object sought na^ lost to view
;

No further hope the scene inspired,

With grief the countryman retired.

SONNET TO HEALTH.

Nymph of the rosy cheek and shiningeye,

At whose bright glance the shades of

sickness fly
;

Thou, who delight'st ih' inspiring dawn
to gi ect,

And bathe in dewy pearl; thy tender feet,

Come from th\ moun ain bowers,

Or from thosv vales of flowers

Where the young zephyrs drink thy spi-

cy breath
;

Hither thy footsteps bend,

He: u thy soft influence lend,

And chase the visionary form of death.

How shall I woo thee, blooming Health !

to spread

Thy precious garland o'er my lover's

head ?

If thy own celestial grace,

Painted in some shepherd's face,

Has ever caught thy roving eye,

Has ever wak'd one tender sigh,

Soft Sympathy will tell thee, beauteous

maid

!

What boding fears the breast of love in-

vade :

Then shall thy power my Strephon's eye

relume,

New-tune his voice, and give his wonted

bloom.

ANACREONTIC.

Bring the cup, and let us press it,

To-dav is ours, the gods' to-morrow
;

We'll quaff the wine, and then we'll bless

it,

Wine they say will banish sorrow.

At this false world we needs must pine
;

Then, comrades, let's know more about

it,

Since truth they tell us lies in wine,

We cannot get at truth without it.
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METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL for February, 1813.
Conducted by Mr. J. Gibson, Laboratory, Stratford, Essex.
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-The suffrage of the wise,
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CONVERSATIONS ON
(Continued

Miss K. Du Piles, speaking of

the sculpture of the Greeks, says,

that they more commonly made
their figures naked than the Ro-

mans, and chose subjects more

agreeable to the desire of exciting

an admiration of the depths of the

art, by representing their know-

ledge of the human form. Michael

Angelo, Raphael, Fuseli, and some

others among the moderns, seem

als"o very desirous to shew the pu-

rity of a correct outline of the

naked figure. A facetious writer

mentions some modern painters,

and several at present in this coun-

try, who run into the contrary ex-

treme, and whose figures often look

like porters overloaded in a blanket

manufactory, sweating under the

fatigue of their employment. Win-
kelmann says of the moderns, that

most artists, since Raphael, seem

No. LIU. Vol. IX.

THE ARTS.—By J«N«*PS*

from p. 196.)

to have forgotten, that drapery is

susceptible of grace, in giving such
a preference to heavy garments,

which may justly be denominated
the wrappers of ignorance; since

a thick drapeiy, with large folds,

may spare the artist the pains of

tracing the contour under it with

beautiful accuracy, after the man-
nerof the ancients. Bernini, Pietro

da Cortona, Carlo Maratti, and
many others, have fallen into this

practice.

Miss Eve. How do you manage
your drapery?

Miss A". 1 always. draw the fi-

gure first, and aim at purity of out-

line, which I endeavour to set off

by drapery to the best advantage.

Even when I draw a tree, I draw

the boughs first. I draw both, as

it were, anatomically, softening as

I proceed. When I clothe the tree

L 1
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with leaves, I observe their perspec-

tive in the foliage on various roads.

Miss Eve. Suppose you were

going to paint the whole-length

of a lady, in the manner of Sir

Joshua Reynolds, how would you !

begin ?

Miss K. I would chuse some of

the most approved attitudes of Van-

dyke, Rubens, Holbein, Velasquez,
|

More, Lely, Kneller, &c. such as

the common-place one of the hand

turned behind, and holding up the

drapery. I would dress my lay-
;

man from the best selection that

has been made by these great mas-

ters of the art. The folding would

of course make considerable dif-

ference in the detail, or smaller

parts. I would here and there alter,

for disguise, without reducing the

merit, as apothecaries do with their

innocent coloured liquids. As the

painters whom I should chuse for
[

my models have adopted the best

selections, I must either do this,

or worse : I therefore copy these

great masters as the less evil. I

can so disguise, that the most pe-

netrating artist can seldom trace

my plagiarisms ; and as to the cog-

noscenti, my methods are algebra

to their conceptions.

When 1 would make a picture

shewy, I put plenty of red, yel-

low, and white towards the middle.

These balance, contrast, &c. ac-

cording to the reason and scheme

of the work. Much of this ma-
chinery, also, I borrow from those

masters who can best supply it;

I skim, as it were, the cream of their

works. But to return.

—

The Greeks, in their statues re-

presented gods rather than men
;

and in their bassO-relievos, Bac-

chanals and sacrifices, rather than

history. The Romans, on the con-

trary, in their statues and basso-

relievos, aimed at transmitting the

likenesses of their emperors to

posterity, studiously preserved the

truth of history, and dressed their

figures according to the prevailing

mode.

Miss Eve. How different is the

method which the sculptors of this

country have adopted ! Gibbons, for

instance, has represented Charles

II. in the center of the Royal Ex-
change in a Roman dress. His

brother James, at Whitehall, ap-

pears in the same costume ; and the

busts of Fox, Pitt, Burdett, Burke,

Garrick, and Dr. Johnson, are all,

Csesar-like, without drapery.

Miss K. A writer on grace ob-

serves, that grace extends even to

the garments, and such were given

to the Graces by the ancients.

" How," he asks, "would you wish

to see the Graces dressed? Cer-

tainly not in birth-day robes, but

rather like a beauty you love, in an

easy negligee."

Miss Eve. Will you sing me a

classical song about love ?

Miss K. I will sing you the

ancient love song of that unfortu-

nate pair, Hero and Leander.

Leander, on (he bay

Of Hellespont, all naked stood;

Impatient of delay,

He leap'd into the fatal flood:

The raging seas,

Whom none can please,

'Gainst him their malice shew
,

The heavens lower'

d

The rain down pour'd,

And loud the winds did Wow.

Then casting round his eyes,

Thus of his fate he did complain:—
Ye cruel rocks and skies,

Ye stormy winds and angry main,

What 'tis to miss

The lover's bliss,
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Alas! yc ilo not know

!

Make nif your wro.k

When 1 come bu< k,

But spare me as I go.

L«! yonder Elands the tow 'r

Where my beloved Hero lies,

And this tli' appointed hour,

Which sets to watch her longing eyes.

To his fond suit

The gods were mute,

The billows answer'd, No:

I'p to the skies

The surges rise,

And sunk the youth as low.

Meanwhile the wishing maid,

Divided 'tw ixt her care and love,

Now does his stay upbraid,

Now d reads be should the passage prove,

O Fate, said she,

Nor Heaven, nor thee,

Our vows shall e'er divide;

I'd leap this wall,

Could J but fall

By young Leander's side.

At length the rising sun

Did to her sight reveal, too late,

That Hero was undone;

Not by Leander's fault, but fate.

Said she, I'll shew,

Though we are two,

Our loves were ever one:

This proof 111 give,

J will not live,

Jsor shall he die alone.

Down from the walls she leap'd

Into the raging seas to him,

Courting each wave she met

To teach her weary arms to swim:

The sea-gods wept,

Nor longer kept

Her from her lover's side
;

AVhen join'd at last,

She grasp'd him fast,

Then sigh'd, embrae'd, and died.

Miss Eve. What think you of

lover Do you believe that it often

produces the joys which are anti-

cipated by lovers ?

Miss A. For a short time it may.

Their continuance depends on the

qualities on which love is founded.

The raptures of sensuality soon

subside; but love founded on esteem

is more durable. Love, without

doubt, is often the source of much
happiness. " Without love no hap-

piness," is a sentiment which Mi!*

ton puts into the mouth of Raphael.

Miss Eve. How is this expressed ?

Miss A. Aidant, when conversing

with the angel In Paradise, wishes

to be informed how superior spirits

express their love. His words are:

To Ic.ve thou blam'st me not, for love thou

say'st

Leads up to heaven, is both the way and guide;

Bear with me, then, if lawful what i a-k.

Love not the heav'uly spirits, and how their

love

Express they ? By looks only, or do they mix
lrradiance virtual or immediate touch ?

To whom the angel, with asmilethat glow'd

Celestial ro^y red, love's proper hue,

Answer'd,—Let it suffice .thee, .that .thou

knowM
t's happy, and without love no happiners.

Whatever pure thou in the body enjoy'st

(And pure thou wert created), we enjoy

In eminence, and obstacle .fiud nose

Of membrane, joint, or limb, exclusive bars;

i
Easier than air with air, if spirits embrace,

Total they mix, union of pure with pure

Desiring; nor restrained conveyance need,

As flesh to mix with ffesh, or soul with sou!.

Miss Eve. Where there Is real

affection, 1 think the happiest lovers

' are such as you and I, who delight

in the practice of virtue and the

pursuit of science—a sort of fellow

students, likeAbelard and Heloisa.

Such a husband and wife, after

their studies, and even in their

contemplations, to use the language

of Milton,-—

Total tjbey mix:— ur.ion of soul with soul.

Sappho, of Mitylene, was such

a woman ; but Phaon, though so

beautiful, was probably not such

a man. This unfortunate female,

to cure her passion, leaped from

the Lovers' Rock into the sea, and

perished.

LI '2
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Miss K. There is an uncommon

sweetness in the few of her poetical

fragments that are yet extant. Do
you remember any of them ?

Miss Eve. I will sing to the harp

a song by that celebrated poetess

of Lesbos.

Blest as th' immortal gods is he,

Tlie youth who fondly sits by thee,

And hears and sees thee all the while

Sofily speak and sweetly smile.

'Twas this deprived my soul of rest,

And rais'd such tumults in my breast;

For while I gaz'd, in transport tost,

My breath was gone, my voice was lost.

My bosom glow'd, a subtle flame

Ran quick through all my vital frame;

O'er my dim eyes a darkness hung,

My eais with hollow murmurs rung.

In dewy damps my limbs were chill'd.

My blood with gentle honors fhrilPd;

My feeble pulse forgot to play,

I fainted, sunk, and died away.

Miss K . In this newspaper is an

affecting picture of the destructive ij preferred golden hair, or that of a

effects sometimes attendant on ill- bright glossy yellow colour. Most

starred love.
j
of the women of England, or Bri-

Miss Ere. Poor, unhappy lady !

she was probably an Italian. The
worthiest natures suffer most when

love is unfortunate.

Which are, in your opinion, the

handsomest women in the world ?

Miss K. Some of the natives of

Georgia, Circassia, and the neigh-

bouring countries, are said to be

the most beautiful ; some of the

Grecian and Turkish women, with

their noses slightly convex or

straight, their brilliant hawk-like

eyes, resembling living diamonds,

and their dark hair. Those coun-

tries are said to be the most agree-

able in the world, and some of their

females are considered as its most

beautiful, elegant, and lovely in-

l

habitants. The Turkish seraglios

are supplied with beauties chiefly

|

from Circassia and Georgia.

The ancients are said to have

" A few miles from Florence, a

lady of singular beauty and exqui-

site symmetry, was lately found

tons, are related to have had hair

of that colour, before the invasion

of Julius Caesar.—You, Miss Eve,

dead beneath a tree. She held fast
j;
and many other Jewesses, have, in

in her lifeless hand the miniature
!
great perfection, those sparkling,

painting of a gentleman, and upon I hawk-like eyes, resembling pairs

her snow-white breast uas pendent
j
of living brilliants, those Grecian

a ticket or label, inscribed with the
j

and Roman noses, and that dark

following words:—'O you who
|
hair of which I was just speaking.

have hearts susceptible of sympathy
|

Miss Eve. 1 was walking yester-

and compassion, if you find the
I
day through Whitechapel, with a

remains of a woman who lost her

reason for love, disdain not to ful-

fil her desire, and perform the last

sad office of affording her a coffiu

and a grave. Were you to open
her bosom, which, in all events

and vicissitudes of fortune, remain-

ed chaste and pure, you would

therein find a heart the victim of

buffering and woe.'
"

i Miss Mendez. " How handsome

many of these Jewesses are !" said

a person passing by. " 'Tis a pity/'

answered another, " that so many
of them look so much like gypsies."

Miss K. Lady Montagu, in one

of her letters from Turkey, says,

that the Turkish ladies use a tinc-

ture whose effect is to darken the

eyes. It is this hawk-like eye that
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Burns, the Scotch poet, describes

in one of his songs.

Miss Eve. Will you sing it ?

Miss A'.

Again rejoicing Nature sees

Her robe assume its vernal hues,

Her leafy locks wave in the breeze,

All Fresbly stecp'd in morning dews.

CHORUS.

And maun 1 still on IMinie doat,

And bear the scorn t bat's in ber ee,

For it's jet black, and it's like a bawk,

And it u .una let a body be.

In vain to me the cowslips blaw,

In vain to me the violets spring,

In vain to me in glen or sbaw

The mavis and the liutwhite sing.

And maun I, &c.

The merry plough-boy cheers his team,

Wi joy the tentie seedsman stalks
;

But life's to me a weary dream,

The dream of one that never wakes.

And maun I, &c.

The wanton coot the water skims,

Amang the reeds the ducklings cry
;

The stately swan majestic swims,

And every thing is blest but I.

And maun I, &c.

The shepherd

. . . o'er the moorlands whistles shrill;

Wi wild, unequal, wand'ring step,

1 met him ou the dewy hili.

And maun I, &c.

And when the lark 'tween light and dark,

Dlythe wakens by the daisy's side,

And mounting sings on flit t' ring wings,

A woe-worn ghost I homeward glide.

And maun I, &c.

Come, Winter, with thine angry bowl,

And raging, bend the naked tree;

Thy gloom will sooth my cheerless soul,

When nature is all sad like me.

And maun I, &c.

Miss Eve. Do you know Burns'

dates ?

Miss K. He was bred to the

plough, and died at Dumfries, July

21, 1796, aged about 38. He is

called the glory and the shame of

Scotland, because he was permit-

ted to live and die in indigence.

Miss Eve His merits entitle hira

to the appellation of a second Allan

Ramsay : he deserved a better fate.

—Can you tell me what was the

Tiojcc lialus among the Romans ?

Miss A. This game is said to

have been invented by Ascanius,

and was celebrated by companies

of noble youths, neatly equipped

with proper armour and weapons,

and headed either bv the next heir

to the empire, or the son of some

eminent senator, who was styled

Princeps Juveufulis. This game
was performed on horseback, and

the motions of a warlike onset or

retreat, were employed as the me-

dium of instruction in martial ex-

ercises. It answers to the Pyrrhica

Suilalio of the Greeks, with this

difference, that the latter was exhi-

bited on foot. The shews of wild

beasts among the Romans were

designed to pay honour to Diana,

the patroness of hunting. To this

end, all kinds of wild beasts were

brought, at an immense expence*

from the most remote parts of the

world. Some of these creatures

were intended merely to gratify

the curiosity of the people, who
doated on such strange sights, as

crocodiles, unicorns, and flying

dragons ; others were brought for

combat, as lions, tigers, leopards,

lynxes, and rhinoceroses; others

purely for the delight and use of

the spectators, who were allowed

to catch what deer, hares, and rab-

bits they could.

The shews of beasts amoncr the

Romans may be reduced to three

classes:— 1. When the people were

thus allowed to carry off such

oxen or sheep as they could catch,

for their own use.—2. When beast

fought against beast, as a lion
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matched against a tiger, a wild
;

bull against an elephant, a rhino-
j

eeros against a bear, or deer were i

hunted by a pack of dogs.—3. I

When the combat was between man '

and beast. The men engaged in
i

this enterprize had the general

name of Bestiarii, and were either

condemned persons, or those who
-hired themselves out like gladiators,

for pay; and at last the nobility,

gentry, and even females had the

courage to engage voluntarily in

these actions. But of ail the Cir-

censian shews, as they were termed,

those of the gladiators were the

favourite entertainment of the "Ro-

man people in general. They owed
their origin to the very ancient

custom of sacrificing captives or

slaves at the funerals or tombs of

eminent men ; the people of anti-

quity having a notion, that the

ghosts of the deceased were grati-

fied with this practice. As persons

oi all ranks were found to take

particular delight in such cruel

tacles, it became customary

for the heirs, not only of the prin-

cipal magistrates, but also of the

wealthy citizens, to present them
with the fights of gladiators ; and

even the priests themselves were
often exbibitorsot these sanguinary

entertainments. At lastthe consols,

dictators, and emperors, in order

to ingratiate themselves with the

commonalty, made a birth-day, a

triumph, or t'ne consecration of a

public edifice, a pretence for exhi-

biting a shew of gladiators ; and as

their return became more frequent,

so did the number of the combat-

ants and of the days devoted to the

solemnity increase ; the former ris-

ing from three pair to 320, and the

latter from one day to 123. Some

of these gladiators were either cap-

tives taken in war, or persons con-

demned to that life, or slaves bought

and instructed by able masters, and

let out to hire for the purpose. In

a short, time, however, the freemen

themselves claimed the privilege

of being; killed to divert their fel-

low-citizens, and took pay for so do-

ing at the amphitheatres. Knights,

senators, and ladies of quality

themselves were not ashamed to

enter the lists, and own the pro-

fession, till restrained by a public

edict of Augustus.

TheNaumachiae, as to their form,

are no where particularly described,

but are supposed to have differed

very little in that point from the

circus, or amphitheatre; only the

lowerpart, or ground plot, was fill-

ed with water, for the representation

of naval fights or rowing matches.

They were at first designed to ini-

tiate the Romans into a knowledge

of sea affairs in their wars with the

Carthaginians, and were afterwards

improved into one of their solemn

shews, as well to gratify the people

as to promote naval experience and

discipline. Some of the emperors,

affecting popularity, were at vast

expence to court the people by

entertainments of this nature. The
Emperor Claudius made use of the

Fucine lake, on which lie exhibited

a most magnificent naval engage-

ment to an infinite multitude of

spectators. Domitian formed by

art a sea of water, and then pro-

duced a number of vessels on either

side, sufficient to have furnished

two complete navies for a real fight

:

but Heliogabalus, in his represen-

tation of a naumachia, fdled the

channel with wine instead of wa-

ter, and thus outdid all his former
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fmtdoings. Such \v;is the excess

to which those spectacles had ar-

rived, >hat it was not uncommon
for on oof the most beautiful females

that could be procured, to act stark

naked on the stage, as the repre-

sentative of Venus rising from the

sea.

The Stadia were places in the

form of a circus, appropriated ex-

clusively to races of men and horses.

The most magnificent of these

structures was built by Domitian.

The Campus Marthas, consecrat-

ed to the god Mars, was much re-

ported to by the Romans, on ac-

count of the sports and exercises

performed there. Here the voung
nobility practised all feats of acti-

vity, and learned the use of arms

and the rudiments of war. Here

too races of chariots, or between

single horses, often took place

;

and, upon the whole, the pleasing

variety of sights exhibited oil

spot, rendered it one of the most

agreeable places about the city.

JUNINUS.

LETTERS FROM ITALY.
LETTER XIX.

Dear T-

The return of the court

from Palermo, so long and so anx-

iously wished for, and so often

falsely reported, is no longer a mat-

ter of speculation. It has been

officially announced, and the pre-

parations for a suitable reception

of the royal fugitives, are already

in groat forwardness: but I sadly

fear I shall not be a witness of all
'

the fine sights and shows which will
'

be exhibited on the occasion. Na-
pies is already intolerably hot, and

j

growing worse every day, while I
j

am not getting much better in my
|

health, however good my spirits >

may be. I have therefore resolved

to depart northward (homewards,
j

my boy'.), as soon as I can find a !

companion among the daily arrivals ;

of officers from Malta, on their

way to England. Alone I cannot

venture to- traverse Italy and France
j

in my present debilitated state;

but to meet with a sensible and feel-

ing fellow-traveller, good natured

enough to put up with the society

of one whom he may, perhaps,

have to nurse, is not an easy mat-

ter. One refusal I have already

encountered, on mentioning can-

didly my condition ; and another I

have given to a poor fellow rj

shattered than myself, whom pro-

bably I should not have brought

beyond the Pontine marshes : not

surely from any uncharitable mo-
tives; but what attention could an

invalid like me pay to an aguish

and ophthalmic chaise companion,

blind of one eye, and of doubtful

vision with the other ?

The universal joy winch the new •

of the king's expected arrival ha*

spread over this city, could not be

greater for a Titus, an Antoninus,

a JJe/uy quatre, or a George. The
people here arq literally mad. This

ecstasy my cynic landlord, who
sees every object through the me-

|

dium of his discoloured and sple-

I

netic fancy, malignantly deduces

i
rather from the eagerness of the

;

vulgar for the expected festivities

!
and exhibitions, and their !.ope of
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the return of prosperity with that

of the court and its numerous at-

tendants, than from any efferves-

cence of loyalty ; a virtue which

he prides himself to possess in a

pre-eminent degree, and for which,

indeed, according to his relation,

he has suffered severe persecution

during the revolutionary epoch

of the recent Neapolitan history.

When he speaks of his king, it is

invariably by these fond terms, "//

tiostro amatissimo sovrano." This

really sincere devotion to his king,

a few days ago, procured him a

singular office.

In order to give to this city, beau-

tiful enough in itself, a kind of

temporary holiday dress, it is at this

moment in the act of being deco-

rated with a number of superb gin-

gerbread structures, wherever there

is room for cramming them, all of

classic model, you may suppose.

—

Amphitheatres, temples, triumphal

arches, and colonnades, are spring-

ing up like mushrooms. The mar-

ble and granite solidity of their

ancestors of the Augustan age

—

lack a day !— is aped in canvas and

deal boards! The superintendence

of the erection of one of these doll's

houses, is said to be a good thing;

and I am assured by Don Michele,

that, if every competitor had had

a slice of the job of canvas-archi-

tecture, a very decent city might

have been run up ; and that, as

government could not possibly sa-

tisfy all, many of the disappointed

canvas-candidates had gone over

to the opposition, (if I may be al-

lowed to profane this hallowed term

by transplanting it to Neapolitan

soil) and might, for ought he knows,

attempt to make a patriotic bonfire

of these combustible monuments

of modern grandeur, even before

they were completed.—"These are

your Neapolitan patriots," ex-
claimed the indignant Don Mi-
chele, " whose country is in their

purse, instead of being in their

hearts. You smile, Signor Don
Luigi ! Ah! you, that come from
the bosom of a free and great peo-

ple, are unacquainted with the sor-

did, the base motives which guide

the actions of a majority of our

Neapolitans, from the highest to the

lowest. Protection, patronage"

—

(the word interest is not current at

Naples) " is here the surest road to

preferment," &c.

I'll save you the rest of his elo-

quent philippic, which, to know
the rights of it, equally had its

source in disappointment. Poor
Don Michele had made great inter-

est for the amphitheatre, which,

in the full confidence of his loyalty,

he made sure to obtain, but which

fell to the share of a more powerful

competitor : thus, not getting the

amphitheatre, he was obliged to

content himself with a triumphal

arch. This humbler employ he

wouid disdainfully have refused,

had not his better-half (one of those

good-natured creatures who know
how to accommodate things to cir-

cumstances), by the admixture of

two or three apposite proverbial

sayings, proved, to demonstration,

the expediency of being contented

with the lesser boon, if the greater

be out ofour reach. Although, how-

ever, Don Michele, in appearance

at least, had so far yielded to his

consort's reasonable representa-

tions, as to accept of the honour of

the triumphal arc.', and to put an ac-

tive hand to the great work, his mind

has been any thing but at ease ever
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since. He is determined to wel-

come his amatissimo sovrano with

a uippfica, setting forththe vile arts

practised against one of his majes-

ty's liege subjects; and tor this

week past there has been more spar-

ring between this opposite couple,

than during my whole previous stay

in the house : only a day or two a _ .

when I asked Donna Luisa, what

the noise below was about, sh.

plied with a sigh, u Cos' altro se

non quel maledetto FiteaXTO* r"

Yesterday had been agreed up-

on to accompanv Don Michele

down to the city to inspect the fruits

of his architectural genius, toge-

gether with the other machine, (as

he calls these woodeh monuments)

in different parts of the town.

—

While dressing, I plainly heard

under my feet, his stentorial lower

notes in counterpoint with the ad-

ditional kevs of madame, on the

eternal subject of these unfortunate

machine; to put an end to which

concert, I used greater speed in

my toilette.—Just as I entered the

room, Donna Maria thought proper

to put forth a submissive argua

or two, in her way, at a time when

the kind office of mending a i.

loop in a faithful pair of silk hose

of her grim lord (stantepede), gave

her a just hope of obtaining a re-

ciprocally kind ear to her well-

meant representation, and when
the aspect of the negative pole of

his dread person had lulled her

usual fears. Don Michele

listening with unwonted com-

posure to his wife's rhetoric ; : ,\

- his shin in the lap of Delila

;a fac-simile of the monopo die at-

* What else but that oonfeanded am-
: lire

!

Nc I III VJ, IX.

titude of a crane), his great instinc-

tive effort* to regulate the conti-

nual fluctuations of his center of

gravity, engrossed all his attention.

He seemed fully sensible of the

risk of bafing, by the slightest vi-

bration, his cuticle incorporated

with the hosiery weft. His posture

might, at that moment, have been
fitly compare;! to an attitude of Pa-
risot's, had it been accompanied

nv tiling but the latter"s win-

ning smile. His bitten lips seemed
to tell what, under circumstances of

less restraint, he would, and could

have said to Donna Maria's argu-

ments. Unfortunately for her, : how-
ever generic to the sex) the thread of

her arguments was infinitely longer

than that of her silk. She had been
prudent, had she cut both simul-

taneously; but, in releasing caro

sposo from durance vile, she con-

tinued, with much fluency, to doubt

whether, after all, there was any
great difference betwixt an Arco

tronfalt (as she pleased to term it)

and a Fiteafro.—"As much differ-

ence," replied Don Michele, while

turning his terrific visage asrain for

the firsttime towards her, " as there

is betwixt your stupid head and
mine—excuse her ignorance,

nor Don Luigi !—Why, woman!
you might just as well compare
your tinderbox with the commu-
nion-plate in the Duomo."—Now,
for as much as the music of a fair

ueis most seldom senza teplica,

Donna Maria very properly re-

joined, "Be it so, my dear; but

then, if you can't have the com-
munion-plate, why not make your-"

self happy with the tinderbox r"

It was impossible to help smiling,

at this curious comparison; even

Don Michele's lips assumed, invo-

M m
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luntarily you may suppose, a satyr-

like twist ; but, recovering instantly

the grave proportions of his amiable

countenance, he begged of me, in

miserable French, to check my
mirth, otherwise his wife might

think she had said something good

;

and having, by a gentle rub or two,

renovated his fazzoletto* (which,

by a short exposure to the rays of

the sun, over the sticks of a few

fragrant carnation-pots, had been

subjected to a previous evaporation

of its aqueous particles) ; having

thus renovated, I say, hisfazzoletto

into a fitness for the ulterior ser-

vices of the day, he reported him-

self ready for the start ; and taking

his respectful place on my left, we
rallied forth on our way to see this

famous triumphal arch. In this

our triumphal procession, we pass-

ed by the Largo del Spiritu Santo,

a pretty square, decorated on one

side by a decent stone colonnade,

which, on the present great occa-

sion, was probably deemed an in-

sufficient ornament. Some dozens

of busy carpenters, &c. gave a

pledge, that whatever was in the

power of deal, canvas, ochre, white-

lead, and size to achieve, would be

done, to create a superb colonnade

to last for a day or two.

Upon my word, dear T. these

temporary structures appeared to

me as so many ominous presages

of the brevity of the joy of . .

Proceeding down Motit-U/iveto,

we reached the Sedile, or Seggio

del Porto, thesiteof Don Michele's

triumphal career. I ought to in-

form you, by the way, that this

Sedile del I'orlo is one of the four

or five sin.-rlar ediii s in Naples,

the purport >f ivhich I had some
* Handkerchief,

trouble to find out. The Neapq*
litan nobility, it appears, is divided

into several associations, enjoying

particular privileges, and having

particular public functions assign-

ed to them. These sedili, or seggi,

I am told, are the halls or head-

quarters of each association, where,

formerly more than now, they had

their meetings to deliberate upon
matters of their common interest.

They are lofty, fanciful structures,

open on all sides, and inwardly

decorated with innumerable coats

of arms of the families belonging

to the respective associations.

Although Don Michele gave him-

self very great airs of importance

with the workmen, I soon found

reason to suspect, that he is but a

secondary person in this great na-

tional undertaking; ; for an architect

was present to direct the operation.

My friend probably superintends

the financial branch, at least I saw

him pay the workmen. These are

mere surmises, for, when 1 asked

him what the architect had to do in

the concern, he replied, in a surly

tone, " What else but to execute

my design ? And what do you think

of the design, Signor Don Luigi,.

eh ?—Have you any thing of the

kind in Em-land ?"—" Not of the

same materials, I must own."—" I

understand ; but you will allow, if

we can do the tiling with these ma-

terials, we must equally be able to

do it in granite or porphyry. The
difference lies only in the time and

expeoee. The Neapolitans, trust

me, sir, know something about the

. although they cannot make

nt snu Fers or corkscrews."

rom t c triumphal arch, which,

i in its unfinished state* exhi-

bited a taste and chastity of concep-
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tion far above what I knew my friend

to possess (and I Batter myself to

havepretty well fathomed his men-
tal power and circumstance), our

course went to the royal palace,

I > see the amphitheatre that was

building on the square before it.

The whole was in great forward-

ness, and 1 confess I was struck

with pleasing- surprise at the unex-

pected sight. Fancy to yourself

an exact fac-simile of one of the

finest Roman amphitheatres, full

size, that is, house-high and more,

with its numerous arches, rows of

seats, vomitories, in short, with

ever}- characteristic feature of these

extraordinary structures, faithfully

and minutely copied and imitated,

and you may form an idea of this

wooden amphitheatre. Where it

was finished and coloured, it re-

quired a very near approach to

discover its materials, so skilfully

was the canvas painted in imitation

of stone. The deception really

could not be greater. We liave no

idea of a thing of tins kind in our

northern matter-of-fact latitudes:

the Italians are at home in t!

matters ; they are adepts in the art

of perspective, in the just distri-

bution of light and shade, in the

knowledge of grandeur of effect,

Slc. Their pure sky and the sub-

lime monuments around them, af-

ford them facilities in this respect,

which are denied to us. I left this

sham-theatre u ith inward approba-

tion, and willingly gave a i'cw car-

lins to a parcel of workmen, who

politelv obstructed our departure,

with a request for something per

here alia salute de Re.

(To be continued in our next.)

THE MODERN SPECTATOR.

No. XXVI.

Ir.tusque Chremcs tnmido delitigat ore,

Jit tragicus plerunique dolet sennone pedestri

Telephus ;ic Pelens, qunm pauper et exul uterqne

Projicit ampullae ac sesqui pedal ia verba,

Si curat ccr spcclantis teti^isse querela. HoR. Ars. Poet.

Yet Comedy sometimes her voire may raise,

And angry Chreines rail in swelling phrase;

As oft the tragic language humbly flows;

ForTelephus or Peleus, midst the woes
< f poverty or exile, must complain

In prose-like sty'e, must quit the swelling strain.

And words gigantic, if with Nature'* art

They hope to touch toe melting heaiciNi heart.

Among the peculiar character-

istics of modern literature, if lite-

rature it may be called, is the em-
ployment of long words and bom-
bastic expressions ; beneath which,

the ignorance of many of those

who call themselves literary men,

contrives, among the class of their

readers, to lie concealed. So that

they can work up a sentence into

what they call splendour of expres-

sion, their object is attained. The
justness of the thought, the truth

of the observation, or the rectitude

of the opinion, has little weight

with them. When a common-place

remark is thus elevated on stilts,

and a vulgar notion, which a few

monosyllables might express, is

clothed in a gorgeous robe of what

M m 2
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Ben Jonson calls Foot and half-

foot words, then the pride of fiae

writing is enjoyed by the fine writ-

ers to whom I allude. But the vex-

ation of my mind on the occasion,

does not arise so much from the

foil}" of those who write, lor they

are paid for it, as the ignorance of

those who read, and consequently

encourage them; or rather that

there should be so large a class of

readers so little advanced beyond
a state of ignorance, as to encou-

rage such writers. I have some-

times suspected, that the body of

printers were at the bottom of this

style of writing-, as it is a very im-

portant change in their favour: it

would have been very well worth

their while to have given a premium,

and a handsome one too, to the

writer who, in a certain number of

Sheets, had demonstrated the hap-

pier knack at deviation from sim-

plicity of style and intelligent ex-

pression, into exuberant expan-

sion of cogitation, perturbation of

imagery, figurative distortions of

phraseology, and the adaptation

of the greatest number of words

from the New London Spelling Book's

catalogue of such as are of five

and six syllables. I shall not surely

be contradicted in my opinion,

that if a Spectator of Mr. Addison

(T, of course, mean the subject of

it,) were given to one of the profes-

sors of the high modern slang, to

re- write, he would contrive to wire-

draw it into three times its present

Jength. The elegance, the preci-

sion, and the simple grace of the

original, would probably be over-

whelmed by the accumulation of

prolongated expressions; but then

the augmentation of letter-press

would be effectually obtained,

It was a saying of Charles II. that

there was no fool so great, but he

might find a greater fool to admire

him ; and to that consolation I leave

the class of writers who have called

forth these observations, I must
beg leave, at the same time, to der

clare, as an act of justice, that I

do not suppose any of them to be

concerned in the advertisements of

\he puffing auctioneers, &,c. and the

dictatorial information of their ca-

talogues, as it is evident that they

are their own scribes. But to pro-

ceed to the letter which has oc-

casioned the preceding remarks :

whether it is written in the solemn

belief, thatits style is in conformity

to what the best critics have consi-

dered as elegant, simple, and im-

pressive ; whether the writer has

given it as an example of what he

lias worked up in his imagination,

to suppose the trae, ardent mode
of epistolary writing ; or whether

he wishes to quiz the affectation of

adapting high-sounding expres-

sions to common thoughts, or long

words to short sentiments, I do not

presume to enquire. But be the

motive to this composition what it

may, I am disposed to think that

its uncommon and happy arrange-

ment of pleasing expressions will

entertain others as it has amused

me.

TO THE MODERN SPECTATOR.

Parliament-court, Artillery,

pace, A Idersgate street.

Sir,

The association between the

accumulations of science, the scin-

tillations of wit, and the corusca-

tions of genius, which are so per-

ceptible in your monthly effusions,

together with that graciousness of

encouragement which you manifest
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withsuch a characteristic liberality,

have induced me to exert my con-

solidated powers of ratiocination,

in order to produce such a combi-

nation of graye disquisitions and

animating sentimentalities, as may
not only be favoured with your dis-

tinguishing reception, but be ho-

noured also with your flattering fe-

licitation.

Epistolary lucubrations, I well

know, should be written in strict

conformity to nature ; because no-

thing but a strict conformity to

nature can reuder any composition

beautiful or just : and a departure

from familiarity of language can

only be justified on occasions not

familiar. Whatever elevates the

sentiments, will consequently ele-

vate the expression, and propor-

tionate images will arise at the call

of our respective thoughts in cha-

racteristic succession and quality.

These are the predominating regu-

lations by which, as you must have

already observed, I am uniformly

governed and influenced in the

conformation of my style, and the

infusing into it that unbounded vi-

gour which, without any precipi-

tancy of thought, I shall venture

to say, is an indubitable and pro-

pitiating feature of my writing.

In addressing myself to you,

Mr. Spectator, I most solemnly

swear by Dionysius Halicarnassus,

that I have made no accumulation

of preparatory phrases, but have

let my thoughts expand in an easy,

familiar course of investigation,

suited to the taste of such polished

and fashionable readers as I sup-

pose your's to be. At present, how-
ever, I shall wave any regular and
systematic communication to you,

$s I shall wait to know whether this

exemplar of my pen creates a vo-

tive inclination to have me for a

correspondent. I live in the coun-
try, as the agreeablements of rura->

lity are most congenial to my dis-

positions. Nothing is so delectable

to me, as a ruminating perambu-
lation beneath overspreading rami-

fications and intricate interlace-

ments of a corresponding accumu-
lation of umbrageous beauty; Thu3
becanopied I sit and think, far re-

mote from theanibiguities, imprac-

ticabilities, and meteorous plea-

sures of what is called the world.

The turmoil of this metropolitan

city I shall leave the day after mor-
row, and shall expect your notifi-

cation with great impatience, in

your next number, whether my me-
ditations are to be condensed in

any of your future pages. I beg
you will permitmeto conclude with

a sonorous, comprehensive, and
respectful declaration, tnat I am
your most obedient, humble ser-

vant, Aaron Turgid.

I think it right to insert the fol-

lowing letter, though I am by no
means qualified to answer the que-
ry. If my correspondent has a

fancy for a lawsuit, and wishes to

keep a court of justice in a roar of

laughter, let him transfer the ques-

tion from me to the first, attorney

he meets, and he will be completely

gratified.

TO THE MODERN SPECTATOR.

FlNSBURY-SQUARE.

Sir,

I am a respectable whole-

sale dealer in the city, and having

taken my son into partnership, I

can now and then spare a few
weeks to go to the sea-side, as salt

water has been successfully recom-
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mended to me fox* a scorbutic habit

of body, with which I have been

afflicted for some years, and is

sometimes attended with very un-

pleasant effects. The symptoms

appearing about three months ago,

which turned my attention to the

sea-coast, I went to the inn to take

a place in the stage-coach for Wor-
thing: the places, however, being

taken for a fortnight to come, I

was ruminating in what manner I

should proceed ; when a well look-

ing, smiling gentleman came into

the coach-office to make a similar

enquiry. Our mutual disappoint-

ment brought on a conversation,

which ended in an agreement to hire

a post-chaise to take us through-

out our journey.

On the day appointed we ac-

cordingly set out, and our first stage

passed very agreeably, for he was
one of the funniest men I ever saw
in my life, and had something plea-

sant to say to every one with whom
we had the least communication.

But our harmony began to suffer

an interruption on remounting the

chaise after we had stopped to

breakfast. I had been for so many
years accustomed to take my pipe,

when I had nothing to do, that I

could not give it up on the present

occasion, and my smoking in the

chaisebrought on some pretty sharp

remonstrances. I was also in the

habit of taking assifatida pills,

and their accidental effects added
to his discontents ; but as the chaise

was paid for to our journey's end,

I knew he could not help himself;

and, on my telling him, that a

companion in a post-chaise, was
taken like a companion for life, for

better and for worse, he said, he
had not thought of that, and seem-

ed to be satisfied. We had not,

however, proceeded above a cou-

ple of miles, when I perceived some-

thing rather queer in his appear-

ance ; and, on enquiring into the

cause of it, he told me, with a me-
lancholy look, not to be alarmed,

but that he had unfortunately been

bit by a dog who was supposed to be

mad; and was advised by the phy-

sician of Bedlam Hospital to go to

the sea-side for the benefit of bath-

ing in salt water, as a preventive

of his going mad himself. He, how-

ever, with a kind of hesitating

speech, entreated me to suppress

my fears, and assured me, that I

might be quite at my ease, and

need not apprehend any mischief

till he began to bark like a dog, Q f

which he did not feel any imme-
diate symptoms. This intelligence,

however, put an end to my smok-

ing, and while I was thinking what

was to be done, we came to a brook,

when I perceived he began to roll

his eyes and grind his teeth; and

just as we got into the middle of the

stream, he set up a barking just

like our Newfoundland mastiff,

Carsar ; when T opened the chaise-

door, and thinking it better to risk

the being drowned, than being

mad, I made but one step into the

water; when he, in a rage, threw my
cloak-bag after me, but as he did

not seem disposed to follow, I loud-

ly told the post-boy to take him

away as fast as he could, and not

trouble himself any further about

me. I took refuge in a neighbour-

ing inn, where I staid three days

before I was sufficiently recovered

from my fright and my sousing, to

resume my journey. At length,

I took the opportunity of a stage-

coach, and arrived safe at my jour-
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ncy's end. Having smoked a cou-

ple of pipes alter dinner, and taken

my usual quantity of wine, and be-

ing withal tired of my own com-

pany, I went to the play, and on

entering the theatre, who should I

see performing the character of Ro-

meo, but my mad companion in the

post-chaise! This was a perfect

mystery to me; but the waiter at

the inn unravelled it. The story-

had got to Worthing before me,

and was the conversation of the

place; for it turned out, that this

impudent player, to get rid, as he

said, of my tobacco and assifcetida

pills, had feigned himself mad to

have the chaise to himself. But
this wras not all,—I was a subject of

laughter wherever I went ; and the

saucy boys of the place thought it

good fun to begin barking when-
ever I appeared. It is scarcely cre-

dible, but the vagabond of an actor

had the impudence to solicit me to

take some tickets for his benefit,

though lie had announced as a part

of the entertainments, the celebrat-

ed song of Jiow, wow, wow. In short,

I found it absolutely necessary for

my comfort to remove to Brighton.

Surely, if there is law or justice

in the country, I shall be able to

make this audacious fellow pay for

his tricks. As you appear to be a

person of superior knowledge, you
may be able to advise me on the

subject, without having a profes-

sional interest to answer. In so do-

ing, you will greatly oblige

Your constant reader,

Timothy Smoker.

GENUINE LETTER FROM THE PERSIAN ENVOY, MIRZ\
ABUL HASSAN, DURING HIS RESIDENCE IN LONDON
TO AN ENGLISH GENTLEMAN.

To the Lord or Gentleman without i

Name, who lately write Letter to •

him, and ask very much to give

Answer.

Sir, my Lord,
When you write to me

some time ago, to give my thought '

of what I see good and bad this
[

country, that time I not speak
j

English very well, now I read, I

write muchlittle better—now I c>ive
'

to you my think. In this country
\

bad not too much, every thing very i

good ; but suppose 1 tell every I

thing very good, then you say I I

tell all flattery, therefore I tell most :

bad thing. I not like such crowd
evening party every night ; in cold

weather not very good, now hot
I

weather much, too bad. I very much '

astonish every day, now much hot

than before, evening parties now
much crowd than before. Pretty

beautiful ladies come sick, that

not very good. I always afraid

some old lady come dead ; that not

very good, and spoil my happiness.

I think old ladies after eighty-five

years not come to evening party,

that much better. Why for take

so much trouble ? Some other thing

little bad. Very beautiful young
lady, she got ugly for husband,

that not very good, v.ery shocking.

I ask Sir Gore why for this ; he
says me, perhaps he very good man,
not handsome, no matter, perhaps

got too much money, perhaps little.

I say I not like that—ail very shock-

ing. This all bad I know ; now I
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say good. English people all very

good people, all very happy, do

what they like, say what they like,

write in newspaper what like. I

love English people very much,

they very good, very civil to me.

I tell my king love Persian very

much. English king best man in

the world, he love his people very

good much, he speak very kind to

me, I love him very much. Queen

Very best woman I ever saw. Prince

of Wales such a fine, elegant, beau-

tiful man. I not understand Eng-

lish enough proper to praise him

—

he is too great for my language. I

respect him same as my own king;

I love him very much ; his manner

all the same as talisman or charm.

All the princes very fine men, very

handsome men, very sweet words,

very affable. 1 like all too much.

I think the ladies and gentlemen

this country niost high honour, very

rich, most high rank, very rich,

(except two or three) most good,

very kind to inferior peoples. This

very good. I go to see Chelsea,

all old men sit on grass in shade of

fine tree, fine river run by—beau-

tiful place, plenty to eat and drink,

good coat, every thing good. Sir

Gore he tell me King Charles and

King James. I say Sir Gore, they

not Mussulman, but I think God
love them very much. I think God
he love the king very much for

keeping up that charity. Then I

see one small regiment of children

go to dinner ; one small boy he

give thanks to God for eat, for

drink, for clothes ; other little boys

they all answer Amen ; then I cry

for joy a little—my heart too much
pleased. This all very good for

two things—one thing, God very

much please ; two thing, soldier's

fitrht much better because see good

king take care of old wounded fa-

thers and little children. Then I

go to Greenwich ; that too good

place; such a fine sight make me
sick for joy—all old men so happy

—eat dinner so well—fine houses—1

fine beds—all very good.

This very good country, English

ladies very handsome, very beau-

tiful. I travel great deal, I gc

Arabia, I go Calcutta, Hyderabad,

Poonah, Bombay, Georgia, Arme-
nia, Constantinople, Malta, Gi-

braltar—I see best Georgian, Cir-

cassian, Turkish, Greek ladies, but

nothing Hot so beautiful as English

ladies; all very clever— speak

French, speak English, speak Ita-

lian, play music very well, sing

very good. Very glad for me if

Persian ladies like them ; but Eng-

lish ladies speak such sweet words^

I think tell a little story, that not

very good. One thing more I seej

but I not understand that thing,

good or bad. Last Thursday see

some fine carriages, fine horses,

thousand people go to look that

carriages. I ask why for ? they say

me that gentlemen on boxes, they

drive their own carriages. I say,

why for take so much trouble ? they

say me he drive very well. That

very good thing. It rain very hard,

some lord, some gentleman, he get

very wet. I say why he not go

inside ? They tell me good coach-

man not mind, get wet every day,

wall be ashamed if go inside. That

I not understand.

Sir, my Lord, good night,

Aeul Hassan-

o, Mansfield-street,.

May 19, 1811.
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HOMERIC GLEANINGS
TO THE EDITOR.

Si it,

Periling Cowper's translation 6f Homer lately, a few observations*

illustrative of the ancu-i.t Grecian bardj occurred t<> Hie ;
winch I «JntJ yovt, as I

trust they will not be unacceptable to your classical leaders. I am, Sir, ynur's, &.C.

O.M1CRON.

It has been observed, that we

have, first poets, and then we have

rules or laws of poetry framed from

what poets have already practised.

The precept of Horace, however,

" Nee deus intersit, nisi diguns vindice nodus

" Incident,"

is certainly not taken from Homer,

who frequently introduces a god,

where a mere mortal would have

clone as well. For example, IliadlJ.

line 915, &c. why conld notPolitcs

have informed the Trojans, that the

Greeks were advancing, as well as

Iris in his form? or, //. III. 1. 131,

Laodice herself have told Helen of

the intended combat between Paris

and Menelaus?

Iliad V. 1. 321. Diomcde on foot

killing Pandarus in his chariot, the

spear enters just below his eye,

and comes out beneath his chin.

This has puzzled the commenta-

tors, who have had recourse to

strange conjectures to account for

it; while, in fact, it is a proof,

how accurately Homer copied from

nature. Pandarus, apprehensive

that his shield would not be effec-

tual to resist the force of a spear

froai such an arm, stooped down to

elude it. In this posture, his face

turned a little aside, and the crown

of his head forward and downward,

the spear readily entered beneath

one eye, and came out under the

chin on the opposite side. On
similar occasions it was not unusual

No. LIU. Vol. IX,

for a warrior to place himself iri

such a position. Tiitis, //. XIII.

1. 485, Idomencus stoops down be-

hind his shield, to avoid the spear

of Deiphobus.

//. X. 1. 13. It has been ques-

tioned, how Agamemnon, from

within the rampart, could have a

view of the fires kindled on the

plain. But surely nothing was

more easy. The commentators have

been misled by fancying, that the

commander of the Greeks was fur-

nished, in the style of generals of

later days, with a spacious marquee

pitched on the ground, where he

reclined at his ease on his couch,

while its ample drapery defended

him from all the winds of heaven.

On the contrary, the camps of the

Greeks were formed of their ships

drawn up on the strand. Thus Me-
nelaus, 1. 39, when seeking Aga-
memnon, finds him putting on his

armour, not in a tent, but in a

" ship's stern." No doubt, there-

fore, he had merely lain down on

the lofty poop of his ship, whence

he could readily see over a wall, at

most, seven or eight feet high,

since Sarpedon, standing on the

ground, could " tug the battlement

with both his hands."— See//. XII.

I. 4S0. See also Twining's Arh-
1 totle, vol. ftp. 3-'- ;

,

It. X. 1. 184. Why did Nestor

i
wake Diomecle with his heel r Cow-

|

per's note on this passage is very

:
just, but he might have gone a little

N n
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farther. Conformably to the native

good sense of those days, unsophis-

ticated by artificial politeness, it

must have been the most decorous

mode. To have kicked him with

his toe, would have been an in-

sult; to have shaken him with his

hand, would have resembled the

act of an enemy, and the roused

sleeper would probably have grasp-

ed his weapons, to defend himself

from a man thus laying hands on

him.

II. XI. 1. 770.

' ( Theu sprinkled all with meal."

Some years ago a master of a

man of war, a native of Scotland,

told me, that his countrymen used

large potations of pure whisky, and

v, ere accustomed to sprinkle a little

oatmeal on the surface of the liquor,

to diminish its intoxicating quality.

II. XVI. 1. 9J5.

" So then— in Troy, it seems, are divers too."

Divers could not be expected

among the natives of Troy, which

was not a seaport, and the flat shore

near which was not, we may pre-

sume, the habitation of oysters.

The passage brings to my recol-

lection the account given of the

natives of the shores of Australasia,

T think by LaPerouse. The French

voyager speaks of them as employ-

ing their women to dive for oysters,

to supply them with a meal. A
similar practice appears to have

been familiar to Homer; and if the

rude inhabitants of Greece, like the

savages of New South Wales, im-

posed this task on their women, the

sarcasm on the falling warrior was

so much the more cutting. With
respect to the indecorum of a sar-

casm at such a time, it appears,

from numerous passages in Homer,

to have been perfectly agreeable to

the manners of the age.

//. XVII. 1. 158. In a note on

this passage, for which Villoisou

is quoted, Cowper says, " It is ob-

served, that the lion never leads

his cubs about; and that Homer,
though he ascribes this office to the

male for dignity's sake, intends the

female. Homer, it is likewise ob-

served, never once mentions the

lioness." But it is scarcely con-

ceivable, that Homer should falsify

a fact in natural history, for the

sake of what modern critics of the

French school call dignily. Is it

not most probable, that the lioness

had no distinct name in Homer's

days ? and is not the want of such a

word a proof of the antiquity of

Homer?
i7. XVIII. 1. 460. Homer makes

Vulcan's tripods not merely move
of themselves, but on two wheels

only, to render the marvel still

more marvellous.

//. XIX. 1. '29. One object at

least of the ancients in watching

over the bodies of the dead, appears

to have been, to keep Hies from

depositing their eggs in them, par-

ticularly if wounded, and breeding-

maggots, which they supposed to

be a cause of putrefaction.

lb. 1. 201. Cowper says in a

note, taken from Villoisou, that

" Homer recommends the use of

vine as an inspirer of courage;"

but I think he is mistaken. In //.

VI. 1. 300, Homer very judiciously

rm : kes Hector speak of wine alone

as tending to enervate : in the pas-

sage before us Ulysses recommends
to the whole army, to eat and drink

heartily before going to battle, not
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to inspire theft) With courage, but

that they might not be exhausted

by fighting the whole day lasting.

lb. 1. 251. It appears, that it was

thecu>tom erf the (J reeks, to place

a corpse with the feet toward the

door.

It. XX. 1. 365-0. Has this pro-

phecy any relation to Rome? or, in

fact, was it any prophecy at al! r

As Homer must have lived some

time subsequent to the war of Troy,

he might safely put into the finOuth

of Neptune a prediction of events,

with which he himself was ac-

quainted. The passage, however,

proves, that in his timethe descend-

ants of ./Eneas enjoyed the sove-

reignty over the posterity of those

Trojans who escaped from the de-

struction of their city. Whether
Italy were their seat does not ap-

pear; but probably it was : and, if

so, it may be presumed, that we are

indebted for the elegant vases call-

ed Etruscan, unquestionably the

productions of some very remote

period, to this Trojan colony.

17. XXI. 1. 3-26. Note.—She told

the truth, if not the whole truth.

—See //. XXII. 1. 411.

II XXII. 1. 225-230. This pas-

sage seems a little inconsistent with

the flight of Hector all round Troy,

contended for very plausibly bv

Cowper in a note a little before.

—

See vol. II. p. 3-15-7.

17. XXIII. 1. 416-7. These lines

are given very differently from what

they were in the former edition, on

the suggestion of that accurate cri-

tic, Gilbert Wakefield. Cowper
was no doubt induced the more rea-

dily to alter the passage, as it ap-

pears, from his note in the first

edition, that he did not form a clear

idea of it. For my part, I perceive

no difficulty in the case. Accord-

ing to the former version, Nestor

instructs his son, not to stirrer his

horses to ramble w ide, but to gtiidfi

them in a direct line to the £0al ;

so that to a person placed at the

goal, as Phoenix, or to a speetatoi

at the starting-post, the nave of

the wheel might appear to touch

the felloe horizontally, not perpen-

dicularly : on turning the goal, they

would open ;but, on wheeling close-

ly rounel it, he would bring them

again into one line, in doing w! .ich

the felloe would seem to the eye to

retrograde, even to meet the nave.

The speedy traveller must often

have observed this difference of ap-

parent from real motion.

//. XXIII. 1. 851. " Like raft-

ers." This simile represents not

merely the firmness with which

the wrestlers stood, but their pos-

ture also; their feet kept warily at a

distance, that they might not be

tripped up, while their bodies in-

clined toward each other at top.

lb. 1. 883. In the note on this

passage both Cowper and Viiloi-

son are mistaken. Ajax gained no

superiority over Ulysses by lifting

him, because their lifting each other

alternately was the consequence of

their mutual compact : but in the

first trial Ulysses was victor, by

skilfully throwing Ajax ; in the se-

cond Ajax was conqueror, as by

his weight, and the force with

which he grasped the knee of V lys-

ses between his, he brought his an-

tagonist to the ground.

lb. 1. 1009. Note.—Not attached

to its end surely ; or not wound

round the hand of the thrower. A
very light stick may be thrown to a

I considerable distance, by passing

! a string round it near the smaller
' N n 2
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end, which must be the farthest from

the hand. The string must have a

knot at the end, to confine it for

the moment; is to be passed round

the stick once only ; and the other

end is to be held tight in the hand.

II. XXIV. 1,724. Note,—"Que

to be spread under, the other over

him. Villoison." No : in one robe

he was clothed, the other was to

throw over him, so as to conceal

his face and shape from view.

—

See 1. 7o3.

(To be continued).

DESCRIPTION of the SWALLOW of the UNITED STATES.

From Wilson's American Ornithology*.

Few persons are unacquainted
||
same space of time, pass over an

with this gay, innocent, and active equal extent ofsurface with the swal.

little bird. Indeed the whole tribe I low. Leta person take his stand on a

are so distinguished from the rest i tine summer evening by a new-mown

of small birds, by their sweeping
|
field, meadow, or river shore, for a

Sapidity of flight, their peculiar
!
short time, and among the numer-

aerial evolutions of wing over our ous individuals of this tribe that

fields and rivers, and through our flit before him, fix his eye on a par-

very streets, from morning till . ticular one, and follow, for a while,

night, that the light of heaven itself,
j

all itscircuitous labyrinths—its ex-

+he sky, vhe trees, or any other ji tensive sweeps—itssudden, rapidly

common objects of nature, are not |! reiterated zig-zag excursions, little

better known than the swallows, ji inferior to the lightning itself, and

We,welcome their first appearance !; then attempt by the powers of ma*

with delight, as the faithful harbin-

gers and companions of flowery

spring and ruddy summer; and

when, alter a longj frost-bound, and

boisterous winter, we hear it an-

nounced, that " the wallows are

come" what a train of charming

ideas are associated with the simple

tidings!

The wonderful activity display-

ed by these birds, forms a strik-

ing contrast to the slow habits of

most other animals. It may be

fairly questioned, whether among

thematics to calculate the length

of the various lines it describes.

Alas! even his omnipotent fluxions

would avail him little here, and he

would soon abandon the task in de-

spair! Yet, that some definite con-

ception may be formed of this ex-

tent, let us suppose, that this little

bird flies, in his usual way, at the

rate of one mile in a minute, which,

from the many experiments I have

made, I believe to be within the

truth; and that he is so engaged

for ten hours every day ; and fur-

the whole feathered tribes which
|

t.her, that this active life is extend -

heaven has formed to adorn this part
I
ed to ten years (many of oursmail

of creation, there be any that, in the ! birds, being known to live much

* Of this interesting work, perhaps the most splendid production of the American

press, a few copies as far as published, may be had of the publisher of the Repo-

sitory, by whom alone they have been imported into this country.
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longer even in a state of domesti- ., city, regularly undergo the same

cation), the amount of all these, |! semi-annual submersion— that I

allowing three hundred and sixty-
|
myself had fished up a whole fami-

five days to a year, would give us

two million one hundred arid nine-

ty thousand miles ; upwards of eigh-

ty-seven times the circumference

of the u L< >'K ! Yet this little winged

ly of these from the bottom of

Schuylkill, where they had lain tor-

pid all winter, carried them home,

and brought them all comfortably

to themselves again—should I even

seraph, if 1 may so speak, who, in publish this in the learned pages

a few days, and at will, can pass of the Transactions of our Philoso-

from the borders of the arctic re-
j

phical Society, who would believe

gions to the torrid zone, is forced, I me? Is then the organization of a

when winter approaches, to descend swallow less delicate than that of

to the bottoms of lakes, rivers, and |a man? Can a bird, whose vital

mill-ponds,cobury itself in the mud
,
functions are destroyed by a short

with eels and snapping turtles;
;

privation of pure air and its usual

or to creep ingloriously into a ca-
j
food, sustain, for six months, a

vern, a rat-hole, or a hollow tree, !| situation where the most robust

there to doze with snakes, toads,
;
man would perish in a few hours or

and other reptiles until the return

of spring ! Is not this true, ye wise

minutes ? Away with such absur-

dities!—They are unworthy of a

men of Europe and America, who serious refutation. I should be

have published so many credible nar-

ratives on this subject ? The geese,

the ducks, the catbird, and even

the wren which creeps about our

outhouses in summer like a mouse,

are all acknowledged to be migra-

tory, and to pass to southern re-

gions at the approach of winter;

—

the swallow alone, on whom heaven

pleased to meet with a man who has

been personally more conversant

with birds than myself, who has fol-

lowed them in their wide and devi-

ous routes— studied their various

manners—mingled with and mark-

ed their peculiarities more than I

have done
;
yet the miracle of a re-

suscitated swallow, in the depth of

has conferred superior powers of
1

1 winter, from the bottom of a mill-

wing, must sink in torpidity at the
|
pond, is, I confess, a phenomenon

bottom of our rivers, or doze all

winter in the caverns of the earrh.

I am myself something of a travel-

ler, and foreign countries afford

many novel sights : should I assert,

that in some of my peregrinations

I had met with a nation of Indians,

all of whom, old and young, at the

commencement of cold weather,

descend to the bottom of their lakes

and rivers, and there remain until

the breaking up of the frost; nay,

should I affirm, that thousands of

in ornithology that I have never met

with.

What better evidence have we that

these fleet-winged tribes, instead of

following the natural and acknow-

ledged migrations of many other

birds, lie torpid all winter in hollow

trees, caves, and other subterrane-

ous recesses ? That the chimney

swallow, in the early part of sum-

mer, may have been found in a hol-

low tree, and in great numbers too,

is not denied ; such being in some
people in the neighbourhood oft! is parts of the country their actual
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places of rendezvous, on their first

arrival, and their common roosting-

place long alter; or that the bank

swallows, also, soon after their arri-

val, in the early part of spring, may
be chilled by the cold mornings

which we frequently experience at

that season, and be found in this

state in their holes, I would as little

dispute : but that either the one or

the other has ever been found, in

tliemicht of water, in a state of tor-

pidity, I do not, cannot believe.

Millions of trees of all dimensions

are cut down every fall and winter

of this country, vs here, in their pro-

per season, swallows swarm around

u:>. Is it, therefore, in the least

probable, that we should, only once

or twice in an age, have no ether

evidence than one or two solitary

and very suspicious reports of a

Mr. Somebody bating made a dis-

covery of this kind ? If caves were

their places of winter retreat, per-

haps no country on earth could

supply them with a gi-eater choice.

I have myself explored many of

these in various parts of the United

States both in winter and hi spring,

particularly in that singular tract

of country in Kentucky, called the

Barrens, where some of these sub-

terraneous caverns are several miles

in length, lofty and capacious, and

pass under a large and deep river
;

have conversed with the saltpetre-

workers by whom they are tenant-

ed, but never heard or met with

one instance of a swallow having

been found there in winter. These

people treated such reports with

ridicule.

It is to be regretted, that a

greater number of experiments

have not been made, by keeping-

live swallows through tne winter,

to convince these believers in the

torpidity of birds, of their mistake-

That class of cold-blooded animals

which are knonn to become torpid

during winter, and of which hun-

dreds and thousands are found every

season, are subject to the same

when kept in a suitable room for

experiment. How is it with swal-

lows in this respect ? Much pow-
erful testimony might be produced

on this point. The following ex-

periments, made by Mr. James
Pearson, of London, and commu-
nicated by Sir John Trevelyan,

Bart, to Mr. Bewick, the celebrat-

ed engraver in wood, will be suffi-

cient for our present purpose, and

throw great light on this part of

the subject*.

Five or six of these birds were

taken about the latter end of Au-
gust, 1784, in a bat fowling-net,

at night; they were put separately

into small cages, and fed with

nightingale's food. In about a

week or ten days they took food of

themselves; they were then put

altogether into a deep cage, four

feet long, with gravel at the bot-

tom ; a broad shallow pan with wa-

ter was placed in it, in which they

sometimes washed themselves, and

seemed much strengthened by it.

One day Mr. Pearson observed that

they went into the water with un-

usual eagerness, hurrying in and

out again repeatedly, with such

swiftness as if they had been sud-

denly seized with a frenzy. Being

anxious to see the result, he left

them to themselves about half an

hour ; and going to the cage again,

found them all huddled together

* See Bewick's British Birds, vol. I.

p. 25-t.
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iu a corner apparently dead : the

cage was then placed at a proper

distance from the tire, when only

two of them recovered, and were

as healthy as before—the rest died.

The two remaining ones were al-

lowed to wash themselves occasion-

ally for a short time only ; but their

feet soon after became swelled and

inflamed, which Mr. Pearson attri-

buted to their perching, and they

died about Christmas. Thus the

first year's experiment was in some

measure lost. Not discouraged by

this failure, he determined to make

a second trial the succeeding year,

from a strong desire of being con-

vinced of the truth of their going

into a state of torpidity. Accord-

ingly the next season, having taken

some more birds, he put them into

the cage, and in every respect

pursued the same methods as with

the last ; but to guard their feet

from the bad effects of the damp
and cold, he covered the perches

with flannel, and had the pleasure

to observe that the birds throve

extremely well ; they sung their

song during the winter, and soon

after Christmas began to moult,

which they got through without any

difficulty, and lived three or four

3'ears, regularly moulting every

year at the usual time. On the

renewal of their feathers, it ap-

peared that their tails were forked

exactly the same as in those birds

which return hither in the spring,

and in every respect their appear-

ance was the same. These birds,

says Mr. Pearson, were exhibited

to the Society for Promoting Natu-

ral History, on the 14th ofFebruary,

1786, at the time they were in a

deep moult, during a severe frost,

when the snow was on the ground.

Minutes of this circumstance were

entered in the books of the society.

These birds died at last from ne-

glect, during a long illness which

Mr. Pearson had—they died in the

summer. lie concludes his very

interesting account iu these words:
—" January 20th, 1797.— I have

now in my house, No. 21, Great

Newport-street, Long-Acre, four

swallows in moult, in as perfect

health as any birds ever appeared

to be when moulting."

The barn swallow of the Unit-

ed States has hitherto been consi-

dered by many writers as the same

with the common chimney swallow

of Europe. They differ, however,

considerably in colour, as well as

in habits : the European species

having the belly and vent white,

the American species those parts

of a bright chesnut ; the former

building in the corners of chimneys,

near the top ; the latter never in

such places, but usually in barns,

sheds, and other outhouses, on

beams, braces, rafters, &c. It is

difficult to reconcile these constant

differences of manners and mark-

ings in one and the same bird; I

shall therefore take the liberty of

considering the present as a sepa-

rate and distinct species.

The barn swallow arrives in

this part of Pennsylvania, from the

south, in the last week in March,

or the first week in April, and passes

on to the north as far, at least, a*

the river St. Lawrence, On the

east side of the great range of the

Alleghany, they are dispersed very

generally over the country, wher-

ever there are habitations, even to

the summit of high mountains

;

but, on account of the greater

coldness of such situations, are
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usually a week or two later in

making their appearance there.

On the 16th of May, being on a

shooting expedition on the top of

Pocano mountain, Northampton,

when the ice on that and on seve-

ral successive mornings was more

than a quarter of an inch thick, I

observed, with surprise, a pair of

these swallows, which had taken

up their abode on a miserable cabin

there. It was then about sun-rise,

the ground white with hoar frost,

and the male was twittering on the

roof by the side of his mate with

great sprightliness. The man of

the house told me, that a single

pair came regularly every sea-

son, and built their nest on a

projecting beam under the eaves,

about six or seven feet from the

ground. At the bottom of the

mountain, in a large barn belong-

ing to the tavern, I counted up-

wards of twenty nests, all seem-

ingly occupied. In the woods they

are never met with, but as you ap-

proach a farm they soon catch the

eye, cutting their gambols in the

air. Scarcely a barn to which these

birds can find access, is without

them ; and, as public feeling is

universally in their favour, they are

seldom or never disturbed. The
proprietor of the barn last-men-

tioned, a German, assured me, that

if a mail permitted the swallows to

be shot, his cows would give bloody

milk, and also that no barn which

swallows frequented, would ever

be struck with lightning ; and I

nodded assent. When the tenets

of superstition " lean to the side

of humanity," one can readily

respect them.

MISCELLANEOUS FRAGMENTS AND ANECDOTES.

SUPERSTITION OF JUSTUS LIPSIUS.
,

The politics of Tacitus, the

philosophy of Cicero, could not

pluck the old woman out of the
j

heart of this illustrious scholar.

That the modern disciple of Zeno
'

was the slave of weak superstition,
,

is proved by his account of the
j

miracles performed by the Virgin

Mary, of Halle, near Brussels, in

the Netherlands.

A shrine and image had been
|

there consecrated to the Holy Vir-
:

gin, by a pious Countess of Bra-

bant. Many votive offerings had

been afterwards added. Lipsius,

from his very infancy a devout vo-

tary of the Virgin, in preference to

all the other saints, had often, as I

he relates, experienced her favour
,

in his studies ; had become a mem-
ber of a society of which she

was the sacred patroness; was ex-

cited by motives of pious venera-

tion and gratitude, to visit her fa-

mous shrine at Halle. While he

offered his devotions before the sa-

cred shrine, he felt an inward emo-

tion of extraordinary joy and piety,

which prompted him to vow to the

Virgin, to compose a work in her

praise. An ode, the composition of

that very time, records his vow.

He fulfilled it, by writing, at his

subsequent leisure, a panegyrical

account of the origin of the shrine

and chapel of Halle ; of the honours

which had been devoutly paid to

them ; and of the miracles which the

Virgin had graciously performed
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r.\ the request of persons stipulat-

ing votive offerings tobe dedicated,

in return, at her shrine at Halle.

The miracles which he celebrates

are such as these ;—The mutilation

of a soldier's nose, who, coming

on the assault of the town of Halle

in a siege, had impiously threat-

ened to cut off the nose from the

image of the Virgin : the restora-

tion of a lost hawk, at the prayer

of the falconer by whom it had

been lost, and whom his cruel lord

was about to hang; for the loss : the

preservation of a man from perish-

ing by a flood that suddenly filled

his house, who, by the aid of the

Virgin, had been enabled to climb

among the rafters, above the reach

of the waters, while his wife and

children were drowned below: the

deliverance of an innocent person

that had been seized by mistake,

as an accomplice with thieves: the

preservation of a tailor from dying

by his needle, which he had un-

wittingly swallowed : the saving of

a thievish soldier from death on the

gallows, by the breaking of the

rope by which he was suspended :

and others of a similar cast and

complexion. The narrative of Lip-

sius is written in a style of admira-

bly elegant Latinity. Here and

there he rises into poetry, and imi-

tates, with great felicity, the iam-

bics of Pluedrus: he evidently

wrote it con amore. He concludes

the whole with a pious prayer, and

with the formal consecration of a

silver pen, to be, in his name, sus-

pended, as a votive offering, before

the image of the Virgin, in the

temple.

Lipsius, thus celebrating as mi-

racles, merely natural and obvious

incidents in life ; Socrates, amid the

No. LI II. Vol IX.

agonies of expiration-, anxiously

pro\ idinga sacrifice to £sculapius
j

Julian, from the heights of philo-

sophy and of political wisdom,

prostrating himself before Jupiter,

Apollo, and Venus ; Pascal, for

the sake of the most abject ascetic

superstition, deserting the illustri-

ous career of science, literature,

and active virtue; are among those

instances of mingled weakness and

excellence, in which the imperfec-

tion of humanity is the most strik-

ingly conspicuous.

SKELTON, THE POET LAUREAT.

The only account of Skeltou

which remains, is to be found in a.

very old volume, so rare that 8tcc-

vens, to whom it belonged, vyrote

in it, that he never saw any other

copy of the book. The title is

" Merie Tales, new lye imprinted and

made by Waster Skellon." It is

probable that tins is a collection of

all the jests of the time, appropri-

ated to Skeko'n, because Lis hap-

pened to be, what the booksellers

call a selling name. The following

will give the reader a sufficient

specimen of the poet laureat's hu-

mour :

—

"How Skeltou came late home to Os-

forde, from dbiiigtoii.

" Skeltpn was an Englyshe man.

born, and he was educated a no1

brought uppe in Ox fordo; and

there was he made a poet laureate

Ami on a tyme hee had bene at

Abington to make mery, wher he

had cate salt meatcs, and he dyd

come late home to Oxforde, and

he did lye in an ine named the Ta-

here, whyohe is now the Angeli,

and he did dry'nkej and went to bed.

About mydnight he was so thyrstie

or drye, that he was constrayned

to call the tapsterc for drynke, but

O o
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thetapstereheardehymenot. Then
he cryed to his oste and hys ostess

and to the ostler for drynke, and

no man could hear hym. ' Alacke !'

sayd Skelton, ' I shall peryshe for

lacke of drynke! what remedye ?'

At the last he dyd cry out, and sayd,

'Fyef ! fyer! fyer !'

" When Skelton harde everye

man bustled himself upwards, and

some of them were naked, and some

halfe asleep and amased ; and Skel-

ton dyd crye, ' Fyer! fyer!' (styll)

that every man knew not where to

resorte : Skelton dyd go to bed

;

and the oste and the ostess and the

tapster, wythe the ostler, dyd runne

to Skelton's chambere wythe the

candles lyghted in thyr handes,

saying, ' Where, where, where is

the fyer ?'—
' Here, here,' sayd Skel-

ton, and poynted hys fynger to hys

mouth, sayinge, 'Fetch me some

drynke to quench the fyer, and the

heate, and the drynesse in my
rnouthe:' and so they dyd. Where-
fore, it is goode for every man to

help hys own self in tyme of nede

wyth some policie or crafte, so be

yt ther bee no deceit nor falshed

used."

PUN OF JAMES I.

The following pun is recorded

of James I. King of England:

—

Taylor, called the water poet, on

account of his being a Thames wa-

terman, had written a book, intitled

IjOugh and be Fat, which gave much
offence to Mr. Coryate, the cele-

brated traveller. This book, on

complaintbeing made, was ordered

to be burnt. Coryate following

this with fresh complaints against

Taylor, his majesty was pleased to

tell him, that when the lords of

his privy council had leisure,

and nothing better to do, they

should hear and determine the dif-

ference between Coryate the scho-

lar, and John Taylor the sculler.

GARRICK.

In one of his morning rambles iii

thcpurlieus of the theatre, Garrick

stopped at a poulterer's shop, and

pretended to cheapen rabbits. The
man (who knew him very well)

showed himseveral ; butnonewould

do—some were too fat, some were

too lean, and there were others at

which he turned up his nose. This

irritated the poulterer so much,
that he suddenly put them all away,

and said he would sell him nothing
;

for that, thank God, he was bred

to business, and not brought up to

acting plays. On this Garrick took

the hint, and was retreating to-

wards the door, when the poulterer

following him, bawled out as loud

as his lungs would let him—" Hol-

loa !—a horse !—a horse ! my king-

dom for a horse !" On this several

people came up to him to know
what was the matter. " I really

can't tell you the whole of the sto-

ry," said the man, " but there's a

mummer just passed that can tell

you all about it."

The same celebrated actor was

once travelling on the north road

with a lady well known for the

smartness of her repartees. Gar-

j

rick observed to her, that, at the last

|

inn at which they had stopped, he

had seen two lovers who had just

set out for Scotland, and that he

should have been quite delighted

himself to have gone off with the

fair fugitive. "Well then, Mr.

Garrick," replied his fellow travel-

ler, " I cannot help telling you,

that it would have been the first

time you would have gone off with-

out applause."
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TO BE, OR NOT TO BE.

An itinerant player waited on

tlie manager of a metropolitan thea-

tre, with a petition that he might

be permitted to perform one night

upon his stage. " You must first

give me a specimen of your talents,"

replied the manager :
" suppose you

recite Hamlet's soliioqin ." The

delighted vagrant accordingly bc-

gan:
" Toe be, or not toe be, that is the

quastion" The manager, with

I

his accustomed dignity, iunnediate-

! ly cut him short with this replv :- -

j

"If you ask the question, sir f

—

Ntfl

i
to be."

MBSRuaEna

EXHIBITION of PAINTERS ln OIL and WATER COLOURS,
At the Great Room, Spriitg Gardens.

The members of this society, II colouring of this beautiful and en-
since their last Exhibition, have |l chanting picture is excellent, and
made a new arrangement, namely,

j

glowing with harmony
that of introducing a certain num-
ber of pictures painted in oil, to

form part of the collection. In

viewing these works, which are the

result of study in another, and to

them a new department of art, some

indulgence must be made by the

•219. View taken from the Green
Pari:.—The same.

This beautiful picture affords a

pleasing instance of what has often

been observed in refutation of the

assertion, "That theme-trope! is n^l
its environs afforded no subject

critical observer. Yet, abstracted '\ worthy of the talent of the iand-

of certain mechanical difficulties,
|

scape-painter;" namely,thata^reat

which talent, however ureat, can-

not at once overcome, but which

practice alone can effect, there is

much excellence in these speci-

mens, and sufficient to warrant the

expectation of seeing the mem-
bers rival their works in water co-

lours, by their paintings in oil.

218. f iezo in Cumberland. (Painted

in oil).—J. Glover.

The utmost truth of nature pre-

vails throughout this performance.

The mountains recede behind each

other in aerial perspective, until

they melt into atmosphere. The
woods that adorn the romantic hills

and mountains even to their sum-

artist could produce a line picture,

be the subject ever so si mole, or

even unpicturesque. But here we
behold a scene that thousands are

passing daily, who are unconscious

of the beauty that surrounds them.
Mr. Glover, and others eminent in

their way, could find abundant sub-
jects for their pencils, were thev
confined to study in St. James's
and Hyde Parks alone. The cat-

tle are represented in this picture

with great attention to nature, and
grouped with judgment—are well

coloured: there is much freshness

in the verdure ; and the trees are

painted with a lightness that suits

mits, are tinged with the sun's
j

the general effect of the scene.

bright beams ; the water is calm, 'I 218. Lamhton Hall, County of
and reflects the purity of the sky Durham.—-The same.

upon its unruffled bosom. The ij
Amongst the most pleasing to-

Oo^2
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pographical works that we remem-

ber to have seen, must be included

this view of Lambton Hail. The
seat is situated upon an eminence,

to which the ascent is gradual from

the border of the river that winds

between ifcs banks, richly fringed

with wood. The scene is painted

with magical effect; nothing can

exceed the freshness of the ver-

dure, the richness of the foliage,

pr the transparency of the water,

which reflects the surrounding ob-

jects wit!) the truth qf a mirror.

205. Viezo of Loch Kalrine, Scot-

land.—The same.

The Scottish bard who has so

sweetly sung the heroine of Loch

Katrine, has given an interest to

this romantic and beautiful spot,

whichnow includes the pleasing as-

sociations of his interesting poem.

Glover has finely pourtrayed

the scenery of this extensive lake,

: its majestic mountains, The
r is unruffled and pellucid, and

the richly wooded scene is glitter-

ing in the fervid heat of the ap-

proaching noon. On the right,

upon the bosom of the lake is seen

Lady's Island, mentioned by the

poet ; and all the corresponding

scenery is characteristic of the de-

scription in " The Lady of the

Lake." This picture is executed

with a c learncbS that is worthy of

udede Lorraine : the light ema-

nating from the sun acioss the

mountains is beautifully and natu-

rally imitated ; and the fore-ground

is richly clothed with shrubs pecu-

liar to the spot, and finished with

utmost care. The sportsman

in the Highland costume is judici-

" introduced, and adds much
e character of the scene. This

picture, which is of large dimen-

, is an unrivalled piece of art.

114. A general View of the City

and Bay of Naples, with the sur-

sov)uling Scenery.—J. Smith.

This very interesting scene, as

represented by the classic pencil of

Mr. Smith, opens to the view of the

spectator all the finest features of

the enchanting spot. On the right,

upon a height, stands the romantic-

castle of St. Elmo and the Carthu-

sian monastery. The fair city of

Naples is seen stretching its ma-
jestic palaces, churches, towers,

and numerous dwellings, in an ex-

tensive semicircle along the shores

of the bay; and behind are indi-

cated the sites of the ancient towns

of Herculaneumand Pompeji, with

Vesuvius rising immediately be-

hind in awful grandeur. On the

left, upon an immense height,

stands the palace Capo de Mon-
te ; and on the opposite side,

stretches the coast of Sorrento.

The fore-ground represents the as-

cent to theCamaldulensian convent.

In the corner the artist has intro-

duced a group of the elegant acan-

thus plant, which flourishes on this

spot, and which is said to have

given the first idea of the ornament

that forms the capital of the Corin-

thian column.

This magnificent scene is well

composed, the light and shadow

are unaffected, the aerial perspec-

tive is pure, and characteristic of

the Italian climate, and the colour-

ing is chaste and natural. We con-

sider this picture as one of the best

nctions of this veteran artist.

1^7. Scene in I he Alps.—Th e sam e.

A pleasing variety is produced

in this Exhibition by the introduc-

tion of foreign views. Mr. Smiths

prolific pencil has added much to

the general interest thereof, by his

faithful delineations of cities and
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towns upon the Continent. This

view represents the descent from

the Grand St. Bernard into Italy:

the plains of Piedmont are seen in

the distance. ''The incident of the

travellers paving devotion to the

picture of the Virgin, which is

placed in a niche on this lofty

mountain, is truly indicative of the

manners of the people of the coun-

try. Such is the veneration paid to

this picture, that, although it has

remained for ages on this exposed

spot, it has sustained no other in-

jury than from the elements.

133. Viesa of Font hill Abbey from
the Grounds.—The same.

Amongst the most noble monu-
ments of the architectural talent of

the present century, "posterity will

include the stupendous structure at

Fonthiil, designed by the great ar-

chitect of our age; which, as a

dwelling in the Gothic style, is su-

perior in exterior magnificence and

internal decoration, to any known
of any age or country. This draw-

ing, although on a small scale, af-

fords a pleasing general idea of its

form and character, as seen at so

great a distance from the spot on

which it is taken.

197. Woodland Scenery, zcith Cattle.

(Painted in oil}.—R. Hills.

Mr. Hills' talent for delineating

the picturesque character of horses,

oxen, asses, sheep, &c. as connect-

ed with English landscape, has

long stood acknowledged to be
above competition in the water-

colour department of painting.

—

The subject in question is one of

his first attempts in oil painting,

and, allowing for the executive dif-

ficulties attendant upon a newmode
of art, this picture is worthy of

the reputation he has so justly

acquired. The scene is truly ru-

ral
; beneath the shade of richly

wooded banks, cattle have retired

to cool themselves in the water:
nothing can exceed the truth with
which the animals are drawn, or

the taste with which thev arecrroun-11 '

ed ; and we may augur from this

specimen, that this artist will ex-
cel in oil painting as highly as he
has excelled in painting in water
colours.

55. Farm- Yard.—The same.
The true character of the Eng-

lish homestead is depicted in this

rural picture. The cows, the pigs,

the figures, and their occupation.",

are all fitting to the subject ; the

ploughman watering his team pre-
vious to its being consigned to

the well filled crib, is a pleasing

and natural incident. The ani-

mals are well drawn, and the co-

louring of the picture is sober and
harmonious.

194. Gipsies — Evening Scene,

(Painted in oil).—W. Turner.

The utmost serenity prevails

throughout this twilight scene,

wherein are represented a group

[

of itinerant travellers reposing.

Their fire, kindled from dry sticks,

is giving out a vivid light, which
is painted with magical effect.

i
There is much feeling exhibited

in this specimen, and a promise of

i excellence, that may vie with the

fine productions in water colours

by this ingenious artist.

I -205. Cottage Children.—T. Uwins
This composition represents a

J

pleasing trait of infantile affec-

i
tion. A boy is holding his too,

which is spinning, close to the ear

of a girl ; kindness and affection

j

are displayed in his countenance,

and delight in Iter's at the buzzing
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sound. The girl looking on, is

anxiously waiting her turn to wit-

ness the same artless pleasure. One

of the greatest difficulties in the

graphic art, is, to conceive an in-

teresting incident, and to describe

it so that it needs no extraneous

explanation. This picture tells its

own story, is replete with feeling,

is we'll composed, and harmoniously

coloured.

201. View near Windsor. (Painted

in oil).—W. Havel!.

The whole of this luxuriant scene

"lows with the fervid beams of a

summer sun. The water is pellu-

cid; the barge towed by the horses,

is in motion upon its limpid sur-

face ; the boys bathing, are agi-

tating its bosom, and driving its

undulating circles to the shore.

The trees are painted with the very

bites of nature, and the figures

employed in the fore-ground, are

perfectly deceptive. This picture
!

is worthy the mind and pencil of

Wilson.

SO. Wood, Scene.—The same.

Considerable splendour of colour

is wrought together in this comoo-

.t-ition. The ti
-ees are rich in fo-

liage; the road is boldly checkered

with gleams of light ; the water is

transparent, and the groups of fi-

gures, and the sheep, are judi-

ciously introduced. This picture

is painted on the highest scale of

light and depth of colour, and may

be considered as a fair example of

the capacities of water-colour art.

— . Interior of N
r

ezc Golhge Chapel,

for Ackeralarm's HfSTORY OF OX-
FORD.—F. Mackenzie-.

The perspective of tins beauti-

ful chapel, which is considered one

of the finest specimens of Gothic

architecture in the University of

Oxford, is scrupulously exact; the

effect and colouring bear the ap-

nearance of having been faithfully

copied upon the spot. The crim-

son velvet curtains on each side the

altar, and the carpel of the same

colour, are richly wroughtand truly

deceptive. The el feet of the deeply

c oured stalls is finely contrasted

to the light walls of the building
;

and the aperture of the organ, ad-

mitting a view of the window paint-

ed by Jervas, from the pictures of

Sir Joshua Reynolds, together with

the splendid hues of the ancient

stained glass in the other windows,

produce a magical effect.

94. Ttcilight.—W. Turner.

One of the most poetic repre-

sentations of evening that we have

seen personified in painting, is this

pastoral picture of sheep-folding.

The orb of day has sunk below the

horizon, and a mysterious light is

diffused along the sky. The brook

that skirts the meadow, reflects the

J

yellowlightin partial gleams, which

are finely opposed to the neutral

colour of the gloom, occasioned

by the mass of trees that bound the

low ground; whilst, on the uplands,

the woods are gently tinged with

the declining light.

92. Girl with Wood.—The same.

A most pleasing composition
;

health and innocence are beaming

in the countenance of this cottage-

girl. The surrounding scenery is

correspondent to the subject; a

fine breadth of effect is maintained

throughout the whole, and the pic-

ture chaste in colour.

95. Collage-Girl at Xec.dle-JVork. •

—The same.

In the compositions of this artist,

the style is less artificial than that

of Gainsborough, and more elegant

than Morland. His cottagers are
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better drawn, and conceived with

higher feeling
;
yet are wc remind-

ed of the true character of the

English rustic in almost every

picture of this class, the work of

his hand. The subject before us,

is replete with nature, and is a

picture evincing- his great know-

ledge of art.

40. Greek Shepherds.—The same.

The description of the shepherds

of ancient times, are personified

in this elegant little composition

with great felicity. The characters

are poetic, and the landscape is

composed with due regard to the

images created by Virgil and other

classic bards. Harmony of colour-

ing and brilliancy of effect pervade

the scene; the shrubs upon the

fore-ground are tastefully manag-

ed, and contribute to the general

richness of the whole.

217. A Storm and Shipwreck.—F.

Nicholson.

The turbulent elements are unit-

ing their force in this picture to

produce the awful catastrophe re-

presented in the sinking vessel,

which is dashing to pieces upon the

rocky shore. This subject repre-

sents a storm and shipwreck upon

the coast near Scarborough, and

the incidents are collected from

observation on a scene that occur-

ed there. Mr. Nicholson has trans-

ferred his knowledge of powerful

contrast, in colour, in light and

shadow, so often evinced in his per-

formances in water-colour paint-

ing, to the canvas in oil, and has

in this picture acquired the ad-

ditional force which oil and var-

nish are capable of affording. The
colouring is rich, the sky is deep
and gloomy, the water perturbed,

and the foam dashing against the

rocks is executed with masterly

freedom. The figures arc well de-

signed, and are characteristic of

the horror of the scene.

3. Distant View of- Caernarvon Cas-

tle. (Painted in oil).—John Varley.

Tiiis romantic castle, which gave

birth to the Black Prince, Edward of

Caernarvon,whichhas long been se-

lected as an object of imitation by
the landscape-painter, and has of-

ten been pourtrayed by Mr. Varley

in various points of view in his

water-colour designs, is now be-

come the subject for his first at-

tempt in oil painting. In praising

the composition we add little to

his reputation, he having long es-

tablished a character for that branch

of art; but the painting with his

new material with so much freedom

and skill in so early an effort, will,

it is presumed, add much to his

fame. The colouring is clear, the

effect broad and grand, and the ex

ecution free. We feel no hesita-

tion in saying, that, from this spe-

cimen, it rests with himself to at-

tain to hisdi excellence in this

department of art.

(To be continued).

MR. HEAPHY'S EXHIBITION OF PICTURES IN WATER
COLOURS,

Now exhibiting at the Old Academy Rooms, Pail-Mall.

The Exhibition contains the works

of this celebrated artist painted

during- the last seven years, many of

which have been purchased by.no-

blemen and gentlemen, who have,,

with a munificence honourable to
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their zeal to promote the interest

of the artist, allowed Mr. Heaphy
to make an Exhibition of them for

his own emolument; and under the

generous wish, that he may, hy
this augmentation to his collection,

be afforded a better opportunity of

disposing of the other part of his

works yet unsold.

T\\§ collection consists of thirty-

six finished compositions, several

studies, &c.

1. The Fish Market.— 2. The
Proposal.—3. Game, &c.—4. The
Protestation (painted in oil).— -3.

Game.—6. Vanity.—7. Relieving

the Blind.—8. Portrait of a Lady.

—9. The Market-Girl— 10. First

Meeting.—]]. The Fisher-Girl.—

12. Symptoms of Explanation.

—

13. The Love- Letter.— 14. The
Den Cossack.—15. Going to the

Fair.— 16. The Village Doctress.

—17. The Fisher-Girl.— 18. Por-

trait of the Right Hon. Lady Burg-

hersh;-— 19. The Spell, or placing

the magic Pea over the Door.— 20,

The Sailor's Offer.—24. Portrait of

Mr. Woodlcy.—22. Fisher -Chil-

dren.—23. Gieanevs.— 24. Scene

in a Country Alehouse.—25. The
Shepherd Boy.— 26. The Offer

Accepted.—27. Heron Shooting.

— 28. The Cheat detected.— 29.

The Cabbage-Woman. — 30. A
Drawing by Adrian Ostade.—31.

Fish.—32. Sketch of a Cave (paint-

ed in oil).—33. Boys Gambling.

—

34. Portrait of Col. Lutwitch.—35,

Portrait of Mrs. Weldon.— 36.

Moor Fowl.

Our limits deny us die plea-

sure of commenting on each sepa-

rate performance. The world of

taste is acquainted with the merits

of Mr. Heaphy, and we refer those

who have not seen his performances,

to the Exhibition, where they will

find sufficient to interest the mind
;

and much to admire.

u :-t"* 'rrF
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Mr. Ackermann announces, that

Cave's Picturesque Buildings and

Antiquities of York, illustrated with

Historical Sketches, are now ready

for delivery to the public. This is

a work that cannot but afford an ac-

ceptable treat to all lovers of the

arts, and to the antiquary in par-

ticular.

Mr. Lockhart has in the press a

work, entitled A Method ofAppro r-

imating tozcards the Roots of Cubic

Equations belonging to the Irredu-

cible Case, which will appear in the

course of this month.

Early in next month, Messrs.

Sherwood, Neely, and Jones will

Hints oil the Manners, Customs, and

Institutions of Ancient and Modem
Nations, by a Gentleman of the

Middle Temple.

Mr. Murphy is printing his Ara-

bian Antiquities of Spain, in large

folio ; and the first volume, which

is expected in June, will contain

near one hundred engravings, with

descriptions illustrative of the royal

palace of the Alhambra.

An original work on Gothic Ar-

chitecture, by Sir James Hall, with

no less than |sixty illustrative en-

gravings, will be published early

in this month.

The Memoirs of Sir Joshua -Re-

publish the second edition of The\ nolds are preparing for publication.
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by James Northcotc, Esq. R.A.
Tliey are expected to contain a

number of original anecdotes of

Dr. Johnson, Dr. Goldsmith, and

other distinguished characters with

whom he had intercourse and con-

nection.

A second edition of The Memoirs

of Prince Potemkin, is nearly ready

for publication.

Shortly will be published, Me-
moirs of Margaret dt I aiois, Queen

bf Navarre, the first wife of Henry

IV. of France, commonly called

the Great ; containing the Secret

History of the Court of France for

seventeen years, viz. 1565 to 15S2,

during the reigns of Charles IX.

and Henry III. ; including a full

account of the Massacreof the Pro-

testants on St. Bartholomew's day :

written by herself, in a series of

letters, and translated from the

original French, with a preface and

biographical notes, by the trans-

lator.

Mr. Michael Bryan has in the

press, in two quarto volumes, A
Biographical and Critical Dictio-

nary of Painters and Engravers, from

the renovation of the art by Cima-

bue, and the alledged discovery of

engraving by Finiguerra, to the

present time.

The first number of The Museum
Criticum, or Cambridge Classical Re-

searches, will be published shortly

from the University press : it will

be continued every three months.

Professor Dunbar, ofEdinburgh,

is engaged on an Appendix to Pot-

ter'' s History of Greece. It will con-

tain a concise history of the Gre-

cian states, and a short account of

the literature of Greece.

The Correspondence between the

$ight Hon. Charles James Fox,
'

No. LIIL Vol IX.

and the Rev. Gilbert Wakfield,

chiefly on subjects of Greek Criti-

cism, is printing in octa\o.

Mr. Macklin's magnificent edition

of the Sacred Scriptures will short-

ly be completed by the publication

of the Apocrypha, in a similar vo-

lume : the engravings are from pic-

tures and drawings that were the

last work of the late Mr. De Lou-
therboure.

The IIolu Bible, with engravings

by Charles Heath, from drawings

by Richard Westall, It. A. is print-

ing at the Oxford University press,

in the first style of elegance, with-

out notes or commentary. It will

be embellished with thirty ensrar-

ingsof the most finished execution,

by and after the artists above nam-
ed. It will be completed in seven

parts, to be published at the inter-

val of three or four months between

each. A very limited impression

will be taken off upon a small folio-

sized paper, with proof impres-

sions of the plates. For the ac-

commodation of print-collectors, or

the possessors of other editions of

the Bible, the illustration of each

part will be sold separately.

Mr. F. Baily has in the press, in

two volumes 8vo. An Epitome of

Universal History, both ancient and

modern ; containing a Chronologic

cal Abridgment of the most mate-

rial events that have taken place in

the principal Empires, Kingdoms,

and States, from the earliest au-

thentic records to the present time,

and intended as an accompaniment

to his Chart of History.

The Hon. Colonel Dillon has in

the press, an elegant edition of

jEfian's Tactics, from the Greek,

accompanied with numerous notes,

observations, &c. &c It will be

P P
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ornamented with a variety of plates

explanatory of the subject.

Professor Stewarthasinthe press

a second volume, in quarto, of The

Elements of ike Philosophy of the

Human Min '.

Mr. John Gamble, of Strabane,

will shortly publish a i lew of.Soci-

ety and Manners in the NprthrfIre-

land, in the summer and autumn of

1312.

Mathew IMontagu, Esq. has pre-

pared for the press, two more vo-

lumes of The Letters of Mis. Eli-

zabeth Montagu, with some of the

Letters of her correspondents.

The author of the Curiosities of

Literature is preparing for the

press, two volumes of Literary Cu-

riosities.

Mr. George Green, many years

resident in Russia, will speedily

publish The Merchant and Travel-

ler 's Companion from London to St.

Peter Jiurg, by way of Sweden ; and

proceeding from thence to Mos-

cow, Riga, Mittau, and Berlin :

with a description of the post towns,

and every thing interesting in the

Russian and Prussian capitals.

Mr. George Montagu will short-

ly publish a Supplement to his Or-

nithological Dictionary ; contain-

ing many new and rare British

birds, and much elucidation of the

habits of the more obscure species.

Dr. Bancroft is printing a new
and enlarged edition, in two Svo.

volumes, of Experimental Researches

concerning the Philosophy of Per-

manent Colours.

Sir Egerton Brydges will shortly

publish, Letters to a Friend; con-

taining" Observations on the Poor

Laws, so far as they regard Settle-

ments, and establish the modern
System of Poor- Houses,

M. Dulpng, who, abouta twelve-

month ago, lost an eye and an arm
by tbe explosion of a new chemical

liquid, with which he was trying

some experiments, lately renewed

his researches; but, notwithstand-

ing all his precautions, was again

severely wounded by another ex-

plosion. The liquid is peculiarly

susceptible of detonation : its ef-

fects are so violent and so danger-

ous, that no successful experiment

has yet been made to apply it to

objects of use; but it is believed

to be capable of extensive and im-

portant applications.—M Dulong
has communicated to the Imperial

Institute, that it is a combination

\

of azote and muriatic oxygen. It

was in making some experiments

[with the same liquid that Sir H.

! Davy was wounded in the eye.

| Agreeably to the rules of medical

|

nomenclature, M.Dulongbasnum-
ed this liquid muriatic acid oxizote.

MUSICAL REVIEW.

The Elements of Singing, fa-
miliarly exemplified to facilitate

the Acquirement of the Science of

Vocal Music, in the Italian and

English Styles,from the Commence-

ment of the Study until the utmost

Proficiency is acquired; adapted

for Pupils of every Age, zcith Ob-

servations to enable a Parent or

Superintendent to assist in the

Tuition of the Scholar during the

Master's Absence, by Gesualdo

Lanza. Nos. I. II. and III.

In introducing to the. notice of

our readers a work which, whether

considering its object or the ac-

knowledged abilities of its author,

is likely to form an epoch in the

history of vocal music, it may be

proper to state the plan according
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towhich its public I . .
;. 'of

to be conducted. Mr. Lanza's Ele->

mtftte of Singing will, we find-, be

comprised in two Vols-, the price

<>f which is, accordin qua-

lity <>l tli;- paper, the nature of

adventitious embellishments, Sec.

announced at =£8, £4, or ,15; and

to suit the general com ^ nience, the

work is likewise to be published,

in about twenty numbers, of 4s.

o.s-. or 0>. each, according to the

same gradations of typographical

elegance.

AVe have often regretted, that,

gifted by nature with the finest

voices, our English fair should

to feel the want of a systematic

guide, by the assistance of which

they might cultivate their natural

powers, and acquire theartof sing-

ing as a science founded on per-

manent principles ; as is the case

in Italy, and, in a less degree,

in Germany and France. The work

before us r as far as we can both

judge from its first three numbers,

and anticipate from Mr. L.'s well

known talents and great experience,

is likely to supply that defect. Not,

perhaps, that it quite supersedes

all oral instruction by a good mas-

ter; but it will aiford a sure guide

to the teacher, abridge his labour

infinitely, and enable the pupil to

make rapid strides towards perfec-

tion, in a comparatively short space

of time. The first number expa-

tiates on the rudiments of music in

general, with much perspicuityand
order. In the second, Mr. L. en-

ters upon his course of vocal in-

struction. His adoption of the Ita-

lian solfeggio, in preference to our

Gothic nomenclature, is natural

;

indeed absolutely necessary : but

we-are hardly prepared to coincide

with the propriety of dropping our

B in his system of the gamut.

Phat Si is an improper represen-

tative, we gr£nt; but why not give

ns a more apt substitute of Mr.

Lanza's own a ipointment? By his

system, we forego the very essen-

tial advantage of having a constant

and invariable name for every note

in the octave ; and of lastingly im-

pressing and fixing, by habit, the

sound of each note in the pupil'.;

mind, so as to enable him to pro-

duce it at call ; and thereby facili-

tate, in an extraordinary degree,

the hitting of the intervals. Ac-
cording to Mr. L.'s instruction (p.

23 & seq. ), the same sound ob-

tains a variety of names, and the

same scale is quite differently word-

ed in the ascent and descent. No-
thing but Mr. L.'s extensive expe-

rience can remove our fears of this

being productive of some .uncer-

tainty and confusion. In the same

number, the directions for beating

the time, the use of the pendulum,

the division of the bar into its iso-

chronic component parts, and a

variety of other topics, are dis-

cussed and illustrated with uncom-
mon clearness and precision. In

No. III. we find not only very am-

ple and satisfactory written direc-

tions for the formation of the mouth,

applicable to every sound in the

scale, but even graphical illustra-

tion, by means of elegant female

portraits,exhibiting the shape of the

mouth required for each note : we
have in regular succession, Miss

Do, Miss Re, Miss Me, &c. Further

than this, the author's careful at-

tention surely could not extend.

The idea is novel, and we are pleased

with it, only some of the counte-

nances do notlook Cheerful enough.

Pp 2
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The accompaniments for every

note throughout this number, are

extremely select and beautiful, es-

pecially in the last line of every

page, where the author has intro-

duced fine successions of scientific

chords ; and the transitions from

one note to the next above it, ex-

hibit the judgment of a real master

in his art.

The Judgment of Paris, a

Masque, written by Congreve

;

the Music, with Accompaniments

for the Piano - Forte, Violin ,or

Flute, and I ioloncello; composed,

and dedicated (by permission) to

the Countess of Bridgewater, by
James Fisin. Pr. 15s.

This is, we believe, the first time

we have to introduce to our readers

an author, of whose taste and ta-

lents we had, some years back, an

opportunity of forming a very fa-

vourable opinion, by hearing a set of

canzonets, which are far above the

common stamp of vocal music.

This distinction is equally due to

the present voluminous work. It

is, as the author states, expressly

composed for private amusement

;

and we can stake our critical cre-

dit on the assertion, that that object

will not fail to be attained, ifjustice

be done to his labour ; the more
so, as no part of the score is fraught
with any deterring difficulty. With
the exception of a few obsolete

turns, and unmodern minor closes,

the general character of this work
is that of agreeable variety, and
not unfrcquently of elegant expres-
sion. In the introduction, a pas-

toral subject, the author at once
shews his scavoirfaire ; the manner
in which the theme is handled,

through a variety of keys, does him
great credit. Among the numer-

ous vocal pieces, the andante of

Paris (p. \0), is very tasteful, and

the appended movement, in A mi-

j
nor, well suited to the text. The
introduction to Juno's recitativo

(p. 20j, merits unqualified appro-

bation. A beautiful trio of the

three goddesses (p. 21), demands

honourable mention. Theperplex-

ity of the Phrygian swain is admi-

rably pourtrayed by the agitated

movement in E minor, p. 31, the

accompaniment of which could not

be wished more characteristic and

expressive. In the short andan-

te (p. 48), we observe a chaste

and sweet melodiousness, replete

with tasteful expression ; and the

finale which succeeds it, claims our

applause by the skilful arrangement

of the parts, and the impressive

effect which the whole is calculated

to produce.

A Grand Military Divertimento, in

which is introduced a second Pasto-

rale and Polacca for the Piano-

Forte, with Accompaitiments for

a Flute and French Horn, ad libi-

tum, composed, and humbly dedi-

cated, by permission, to H. R. H.
the Duke of York, by J. Mugnie.

Pr. 5s.

The first movement of this di-

vertimento (throughout in Eb), is

an energetic march, in which we
have to applaud the original termi-

nation of both the first and second

parts, and the tasteful variation

under which the subject is repre-

sented. The pastorale, p. 3, is an

exquisitely chaste and beautiful

composition ; the bass of which,

not omitting the employment of the

9th in the left hand, may be held

up as a model of accompaniment

for pastoral melody; the series of

select chords (I. 5, p. §), and the
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playful whim in the lust bar but

one, have likewise not escaped our

attention. The polacca, //. 0, is

attractive by its spirited and well-

rounded theme, by the elegant pas-

sages, p. 8, and, above all, by its

excellent minor, p. 11, where the

imitative inversion of the subject

shews the author's scientific con-

trivance. The polacca is followed

by a second march, in which Mr.

M. has displayed a store of science,

genius, and feeling, far beyond

our praise. Its solemn and pathe-

tic melody and progress, and the

striking effect of its bold disso-

nances, impart to this movciiient

a truly picturesque and dramatic

character, well contrasted with the

playful allegretto (|) which follows,

and the motivo of which (p. \Q), is

recast into a walz of great delicacy,

especially in the part with four flats

(p. 18J, where we notice with

pleasure the skilful rhythmical

change, the phrases being ex-

hibited throughout under three

bars, in inverted motion, in lieu

of their former even number. The
conclusion, of striking brilliancy,

corresponds with the general me-
rit of the whole of this classic

composition.

Arietta and Rondo, for the Piano-

Forte, composed, and dedicated, to

Miss Holmes, by W. Eavestaff.

Pr. 2s. 6d.

The melody which forms the

subject of the andante, is borrowed

from the air, Suf margine d'uu Jiio,

with very little essential alteration,

and pleasingly treated. In the se-

cond part, the transition from the

diminished seventh upon G sharp,

to the key of D, is too sudden.

The rondo, beginning with a seventh

!

has a neat motivo, exhibits among-

the digressive portion many ncafc

ideas, and is terminated in a proper

and effective manner.
" The Frozen Tear" (he Words by

Thomas Moure, Esq. the Music

by John Whitaker. Pr. Is. 0ft,

The tender melancholy of the

text is well preserved in the chaste

and pleasing melody of this short

air, which has the additional ad-

vantage of being supported by
an interesting arpeggio accompani-

ment, accessible to players of very

moderate abilities.

A Sonata for the Piano-Forte, in

which is introduced, the favourite

Air of the Welch, Harper, with

Variations, composed, and dedi-

cated to Mr. Thompson, by his

Pupil, David Shaftoe Hawks, of

Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Pr. 3s.

As the work of a rising composer,

we are favourably impressed with

this production of Mr. H.'s. There

is a style in his labour which pro-

mises fairly. The commencement
of the second part (p. 2) is credit-

able ; with the first line, p. 3, we
are likewise pleased ; but the se-

cond does not give us the same

satisfaction. The variations to the

air of the Welch Harper, display

no inconsiderable degree of taste

and invention. Var. 1, set in four

distinct parts, meets with our de-

cided approbation ; var. 3 and 4

likewise deserve commendation.

We would advise Mr. H. to study

executive facility ; some of his

passages are very intricate for the

hand, and partake more of the cha-

racter of the harp than of the pi-

ano-forte.

Les petits Bijoux.—No. VI. Pr. 2s.

Mr. Hoberecht is the author of

this number of Messrs. Goulding

and Co.'s periodical publication
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above named. It consists of an

introductory largo, which is neat,

and in the spirit of the succeeding

andante, representing the popular

ballad, " The voice of her I love"

(originally, SuP margine d'un Rio).

This andante we would call pleas-

ing, were it not disfigured by har-

monies like that of bar 1, /. 6,

which we flatter ourselves Mr. H.
himself cannot approve. The po-

lacca is built upon the same sub-

ject, and does the author credit.

The Cossack wa!z, coming next,

is nothing extraordinary ; we are

better satisfied with the little ron-

do, with which this variegated num-
ber concludes.

" Borne in yon Blaze of Orient Ski/,"

the Prize Gleefor 1812, composed

by Sir J. A. Stevenson, Mus.
Doc. Pr. 3s.

For four voices : consisting of an

andante £, and a pastorale
-f>

in D
major. In this glee the author has

blended sweetness of melody with

much artificial contrivance ; the

parts are skilfully dovetailed into

each other, and fall in occasionally

with neat imitative responses. The
second movement possesses a con-

siderable degree of liveliness of

subject, and is well wound up.

Wild Darrell, from Walter Scott's

Rokeby, composed, for three

voices, by Sir J. A. Stevenson,

. Mus. Doc.

Some of the passages in this glee

evince the anchor's marked atten-

tion to the import of his text ; but,

upon the whole, the composition

does not create peculiar impres-

sion by any originality of thought,

or select arrangement of the parts.

The passage in the bass voice,

" Else shall the sprite,'" &c. (p. 3),

appears to us very crude ; the suc-

j

cession of two perfect chords (D
and C), p. 6, bb. 1 and 2, is objec-

J

tionable ; and the sudden, unpre-

j

pared close in the key of B (p. 6,

j

b. Q), extremely harsh.

March end Quick Stept composed,

ard dedicated to Lieutenant -Gene-

ral Sir Rozcland Hill, by Thomas
Tomlins. Pr. 2s.

Although we have no particular

censure to affix to this production

(except the frequent employment
of mere thirds in the bass, to sup-

port the melody), we cannot distin-

guish any feature of originality

or striking interest in either the

march or the rondo, so as to elevate

this compositiou above the rank of

decent mediocrity.

" The. Harper's Jirst Song" from

Walter Scott's Rokeby, composed

by W. Russell, Mus. Bac. Oxon.
Pr. 2s.

None of the numerous composi-

tions from the above-named poem,
has given us more solid pleasure

than this. The author has here

combined tasteful melody with sci-

entific harmony ; his ideas are se-

lect, and merge into each other by

easy and natural connection. In

short, the whole of this air ranks

with the superior class of English

vocal music. One or two harmonic

inaccuracies, such as, for instance,

the. successive fifths between bars

9 and 10, p. 4, are infinitely out-

weighed by the man}r beauties dis-

coverable at every page.

" The Harper's second So)ig," from

Ditto, by Ditto. Pr. Is. 6d.

Equally interesting and merito-

rious with the preceding. Among
its mo t attractive features, may be

numbered the fine close, p. 1, /. 4 ;

the passage in the minor, at,." If
you honour Rokebfs kin" (p. 3)}
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the neat transition to C, in the next

line ; and the excellent active ac-

companiment in the harp charac-

ter, p. 4.

« Mien A-Dde? from Ditto, hy

Ditto. Pr. Is. 6d.

By some strange fatality, Allen

A-Dale (of which we have seen

three or four compositions, by ;>s

many different hands) appears, to

us, to have had the least attention

paid to it by its musical authors.

Not that we have, in the present

instance, any cause for disappro-

bation ; but certainly the cast of

the melody and of the accompani-

ment, is of the common order, and

far beneath the style of Mr. K.'s

two preceding songs.

Concerto for the Piano-Forte, with

Accompaniments for two J iolins,

Tenor and Bass, composed, and de-

dicated to Miss Piuebe Boode, by
j

A. Fodor. Pr. 8s.

A compound of great beauties

and great extravagancies, a la Beet-

hoven ; of whom, however, Mr. F.

may claim the advantage in the

latter respect: witness the unac-

countable fancies in p. 1; the unre-

solved seventh, p. S, 1.2; the unin-

telligible transition to F, p. 9, /. 3;

the temerities in the first page of

the andante, &c. all which we ccn-

tinguished by its striking original-

ity. The title states, that theyoung
ladv to whom this concerto is dedi-

cated, performed it in public before

the sixth year of her age; a cir-

cumstance the more creditable to

her abilities, as we think the com-
position extremelv difficult, and

not set with any attention to ma-
nual convenience.

A Sonata for the Piano-Forte, rcith

an Accompaniment (ad libitum)

for the Fhtte, composed, and dedi-

cated^ In/ permission, to Mr. Cie-

menti, by William Ling.—Op.
13. Pr. 5s.

The effusions of Mr. L.'s har-

monic muse, have, on all occasions,

^iven us satisfaction ; but the pre-

sent sonata has filled vis with asto-

nishment and delight. It forms a

proud voucher of the advancement

of musical taste and science among
English artists, to any of whom its

author may throw this work as the

gauntlet of defiance. In our pe-

rusal, we actually turned back to

the title, to see whether we had

not, by mistake, taken one name
in lieu of the other, for the author.

In the allegro (G), the subject, the

delicate texture of p. 3, //. 5 and

6 ; the excellent bass evolut:

p. -4
; the select passages, pp. 4 and

fess to be beyond the reach of our 5; the charming beginning of the

sober conception. Among the me- second part; the classic part in

ritorious parts of this concerto, we
;

four sharps, with its fine transition

number the beginning of the solo, into C {p. 6) ; the series of masterly

p. 9; tne modulations leading to the
j

modulations, //. 1 and 2, p. 7, and
part, in four flats, which, together : the responsive imitations at the

with the enharmonic transition (p. !| close of the same page ; several

10, /. -i), calls for our approbation
; j

fine ideas, skilfully worked, in p. 9;

as do the modulations which suc-

ceed in that and the following page.

The minor theme of the andante

is likewise extremely interesting,

and the subject of the rondo dis-

and the admirable conclusion, p.

10, have afforded us the most ex-

quisite treat.

The slow movement (C -|) is of the

same, if not of a still more masterly
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stamp. It does not, according to

fashion, introduce sonic stale Scotch,

or other ditty ; it is of the author's

own fabric : and tasteful melody

prevails not only in the theme,

but in several subsequent portions,

such as the beginning of the f part,

and the variation of the theme in

the dominant (p. 12) ; and, among
its several further excellencies, we
must pay our tribute of praise to

the beautiful termination, p. 13.

The occasional support of the left

hand by tenths, will repay, by its

effect, the effort of manual exten-

sion.

Although the rondo, compara-

tively speaking, is inferior to the

two preceding movements, it ne-

vertheless exhibits, in many places,

the pen of a master.

In concluding these very cursory

remarks, we earnestly entreat Mr.

L. to persevere in this true path

to musical fame, and not to fritter

away talents like those he has here

displayed, in any ephemeral trifles

;

sure as we are, that it is amply in

his power to do honour to his coun-

try, and to establish his name with

posterity.

*$* Mr. VenmCs Collection of

Ballet- Airs, Mr. Stokes 's Nero Di-

vertimento, and some other pieces we

have beenfavoured with, subsequently

to the receipt of the publications above

noticed, are, from want of room
x

deferred till next month.

RETROSPECT OF POLITICS.

NORTH OF EUROPE.

It was on the 4th of March that

the capital of the Prussian monar-

chy first beheld its Russian deli-

verers, in the advanced guard of

Count Wittgenstein's army, which,

having denied through the city, se-

parated into two divisions, one to

pursue the enemy in the direction

of Wittenberg, and the other to

fly to the assistance of the patriotic

Germans on the lower Elbe. Co-

lonel Tettenborn, leading the ad-

vance of the latter division, in his

march towards Hamburg, met the

rear of a' French corps under Ge-
neral Moraud, hastily retreating

from Stralsund and Pomerania, to

avoid being intercepted. Having

dispersed the same, and taken two

guns, which the French general

was compelled to leave behind him

on crossing the Elbe, Colonel Tet-

tenborn pursued his route, and,

with his Cossacks, effected his

entry into Hamburg on the 18th

March, amid the most enthusiastic

shouts of its grateful population,

which, a few days previously, had
seen the sullen departure of the

French authorities. The city was

immediately proclaimed free, and
its old senate reinstated. Morand
continued his flight to Bremen,
where he joined his troops with

those of Cara St. Cyr, thus form-

ing a force of about tiOOO men.

On the 16th of March, a detach-

ment of 30 British veterans, from

Heligoland, under the command
ofMajor Kinzinger, landed at Cux-
haven, at the solicitation of its in-

habitants, and afterwards proceed-

ed to Bremerlehe, to assist and

protect the Hanoverian subjects of

our sovereign, who had expelled

the French authorities, and arm-

ed themselves in, defence of then
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liberties Unfortunately, the ac-

cumulation of force at Bremen en-

abled the French to return to Bre-

merlehe on the 24th; a battery in

front of the town was obstinately

defended by the British veterans

joined to the peasantry, but taken

by storm, 14 veterans and many
peasants killed, and the rest made

prisoners. On the brave German
patriots, the infuriated French bar-

barians wreaked their vengeance

by shooting a number of them in

cool blood; after which they re-

turned to Bremen, the new town

of which, on the left bank of the

Weser, remains stiil in their pos-

session.

It is to be lamented, that this

first insignificant debut of British

co-operation in Germany was at-

tended with consequences so dis-

heartening to that brave people.

Count Wittgenstein himself, with

the rest of his army, entered Ber-

lin on the 11th March, and his dis-

positions forced the mam body of

the French army to cross the Elbe,

and to establish their head-quarters

at Leipzig. The many proclama-

tions which that great captain has

addressed from that city to his Ger-

man countrymen, are distinguish-

ed from all others by their energe-

tic eloquence, and the pure pa-

triotism which they breathe; and

have been attended with the greatest

success.—A few days subsequently,

General D'York arrived with his

corps at Berlin, and marched for-

ward towards the Elbe.

The battle of Kalisch, fought by

General Winzingerode on the 13th

February (not on the 13th, as by

erratum in our last), opened to the

Russian main army the kingdom

of Saxony ; and the central position

No. LIIL Vol IX,

of that town was chosen as a pro-

per place for the head-quarters of

the army during the period which

appeared absolutely necessary to

give the troops on the same spot

some repose, to afford time to those

left behind, from illness or fatigue,

for joining their regiments, and to

concert the future operations of

the campaign, as well as to com-

plete the negociations on foot with

Prussia. Here Lord Cathcart ar-

rived on the 2d March, the day

after the conclusion of an offensive

and defensive treaty of alliance

between Alexander and Frederic

William. On the loth, both sove-

reigns met at Breslaw, and renewed

their former bond of friendship.

A Prussian army, under the valiant

General Blucher, marched the next

day from Silesia into Saxony, while

a corps of 15,000 men approached

Dresden. Here the inhabitants

had already declared openly their

sentiments in favour of the great

cause, and committed acts ot vio-

lenceonthe French troops employ-

ed in mining their beautiful bridge

across the Elbe, so that the French

troops under Gen. Durutte thought

it prudent to withdraw to the old

town on the left bank ; which, like^

wise, they held but a short time,

in consequence of tiie Russians

having crossed iti force at Schandau,

a few mites above. Accordingly,

Durutte having blown up one arch

of thebridge, retired with his corps

to Leipzig; where, however, he did

no longer meet with the head quar-

ters of Beauharnois, the command-

er in chief of the French forces.

These had on the 17th been moved

by the viceroy to Magdeburg, be

probably thinking himself unsafe

to await the passage of Count V\ itN

Q q
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genstein's army, which was also ,, Davoust, was rapidly neanng thenr.

ready to take place, near Witten- They therefore hastily recrossed the

Elbe to Boilzenburg : the French

reoccupied Luneburg, where, it is

reported, they committed their usu-

al acts of revengeful barbarity.

The preceding narrative com-

prises the few military occurrences

in Germany during the last month.

They are trifling in comparison

with past events ; but we are bound

to confess, that the operations and

the rapid advance of the Russian

armies exceed our most sanguine

expectations. Their army must

have suffered great diminution in

the vigorous and unparalleled pur-

suit of the French invaders ; be-

sides.the number of hostile fortress-

yerian and Brunswick dominion^, ; es now in their rear, must have re-

berg and at Dessau.

The withdrawing of the French

main army from Leipzig upon Mag-

deburg appears to us singular and

hazardous, and it is evident that it

was not foreseen by the Russian

commander in chief as a probable

direction of the enemy's retreat,
j

Magdeburg being situated out of

the line of the principal commu- '

nicatiqn with France. This unex-
,

pected movement, therefore, had

very nearly been detrimental to

the Russian corps of Czernicjieff,

Doernberg, and Ben-ken dorff, who,

having crossed the lower Elbe at

'

Wcrben, and entered the Kano

were in danger of being surround-

ed, especially as General Morand

had broken up from Bremen with

3-500 men, with the view of hem-

mingthem in more completely, and

had already reached Luneburg. On
this occasion, however, the saga-

cious combinations of the Russian

chiefs proved superior to the French

tactics; they turned by forced

marches upon Luneburg, and their

arrival there on the 2d of April

obliged the French to shut them-

selves up in the town. The gates

being instantly forced, a very san-

guinary contest ensued in the

streets ;
— Morand was mortally

wounded, every surviving French-

man, to the number of 3000 men,

compelled to surrender prisoners

of war, and ]*2 pieces of cannon

and three colours taken by the

allies. After this brilliant achieve-

ment, it was high time for the Rus-

sian commanders to think of their

own safety, since a strong column

quired the appropriation of a force

equal to a great army. Of these we
can count no less than nine : Span-

dau (now besieged), Gastrin, C/o-

gau, Torgaiif Stettin, Mud 'in, Za*-

mask, Thorn, and Danzig. The
latter place is garrisoned by about

10 or 12,000 French, rather sickly
;

and blockaded by about 15,000

Russians, under General Lewis,

from Riga, who, in a late sortie of

the enemy, suffered a loss of about

2000 men. Independently of this

drain, the security of Poland re-

quired another army to be left be-

hind, which is stationed south of

Warsaw, and observes the motions

of Prince Poniatowsky, who, with

the remnant of the Polish contin-

gent and the revolutionary autho-

rities, had retired to Czenstochow.

—Great reinforcements, however,

from the interior of Russia, a-

monnting to 77,000 regular troops,

had, in the early part of March,

arrived on the Vistula, and must

from Magdeburg, said to be under ere now have reached the Elbe.
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• But the principal accession of

force will he derived from the Prus-

sian and Swedish armies. The t \

ertions of the King of Prussia, or

rather of his subjects; for the

monarch merely follows the en-

thusiastic impulse of his people,

are proportionate to the moment-
ous interest at stake. Frederic

William now fights for his exist-

ence. His dominions at this mo-
ment are one military camp. Se-

venty thousand regulars are already

in the field ; as many more will he

on foot in a few months. A still

more numerous militia is organiz-

ing; and, over and above that, all

the rohust male population of the

kingdom is forming- itself into a

national guard. General D'York
has, by a royal decree of his mas-

ter, not only been justified in en-

tering- upon the capitulation of

Pusterno, but appointed to the

command of the Prussian corps

attached to Count Wittgenstein.

To accelerate these mighty prepa-

rations, Prussia has been divided

into four military districts, with a

military and financial superintend-

ant over each, precisely upon the

same plan as Lord Wellington

vainly proposed last winter to the

Spanish government. The reve-

nues of the country, and the pro-

sperity of its inhabitants, will soon

revive, from the abolition of the so

called Continental System, that

bane to national industry, that rock

upon which the fortune of Napo-
leon has split. This revocation

took place by a royal edict, dated

Breslaw, 20th March : and the same
fate has attended the Continental

System in the duchy of Mecklen-
burg, where it likewise was for-

mally abolished nearly at the same
time

The active co-operation of a

Swedish force of from 25 to ;3;),000

men, is at last put beyond a doubt

;

besides a large periodical subsidy,

it is said to have been purchased

with the cession of the Island of

Guadaloupe. About 10,000 Su

have just landed in Pomerania,

and the remainder are now embark-
ing. The Crown Prince himself,

we understand, will head not only

his own troops, but the different

patriotic levies in the north of

Germany, such as the Ilairscatic

Legion, which is now raising at

Hamburg, and amounts already to

4000 men, independently of the

corps of Hamburg volunteers, at

this moment upwards of 8000 men
strong. All this will not only se-

cure the brave Germans in the

north from any danger of the ven-

geance Bonaparte has imprudeutly

threatened them with (for already

has he officially proclaimed his

usurped departments of the Ems,
Weser, and Elbe in a state of re-

bellion, and put them under mar-
tial law by a Senatus Consulturn)

;

but, in the event of the French
being chased from the Elbe—which
we have no doubt will happen

—

spread still wider the flame of pa-

triotic insurrection, probably even

to Holland, where partial revolu-

tionary movements have already

taken place ; and where the ex-

istence of a conspiracy for expel-

ling the French intruders, has been

proved, by the arrest and execu

tion, at Amsterdam, of some indi-

viduals not sufficiently cautious in

the combination of their patriotic

undertaking.

Our negotiations with Denmark
are not yet definitively concluded.

Their amicable termination had

Qq2
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been asserted as a matter of indu-

bitable certainty, when the news

arrived of our great convoy of 350

vessels having been fired upon by

the Cronenburg battery, and by

the Danish gun-vessels, on its pass-

ing the Sound. Perhaps this ap-

parently hostile conduct was re-

ported to in consequence of our

not paying the customary Sound

dues, a tribute which Denmark has

been allowed to exact at all times,

and which her distressed finances

render her the less inclined to

wave. The diplomatic exertions

of the Russian Prince Dolgorucki,

now at Copenhagen, on a special

mission from Alexander, will, we
make no doubt, secure us at least

the neutrality of Denmark.

The last arrivals from the Con-

tinent, have brought the flattering

report of the accession of Austria

to the great confederacy, and of

her consequent determination to

support the efforts of the allies

with 80,000 men in Germany, and

100,000 in Italy. We fear this is

premature : the neutrality of Fran-

cis will satisfy our pretensions un-

der all circumstances ; and to refuse

that little, we are convinced would

be risking- his crown. The fermem
against the French is as great in

the Austrian dominions as in any

part of Germany. The French

ambassador has been publicly in-

sulted at Vienna, and the windows

of his house have been broken by

the populace. Secret societies,

levelled against French tyranny,

extend over the hereditary domi-

nions; and their operations have so

much alarmed the government, that,

we know not whether ostensibly

or from inclination, many of their

members have been suddenly arrest-

ed and sent to fortresses, " for at-

tempting to disturb the tranquillity

of a neighbouring state" (Bavaria).

An Austrian ambassador extraor-

dinary, Baron Weissenberg, has

been in London these three weeks,

on a diplomatic mission of me-
diation, as it is said. The result

of his negociations has v not yet

transpired ; but if, as we have heard,

the basis of the mediation of Au-
stria, is to be the treaty of Lune-
ville, Bonaparte's consent to such

a paring of his power, would betray

his consciousness of the desperate

state of his affairs. Lord Walpole
has unexpectedly arrived from Vi-

enna, where, since the presence

of an Austrian a^ent in England,

his stay was certainly less essential.

His return, therefore, cannot be

considered as an unfavourable

symptom of the result of his mis-

sion.

The unfortunate daughter of

Francis has (apparently at least)

been further rivetted to the fortune

of her husband, by being solemnly

proclaimed Regent of France. Bo-
naparte's decree of the 30th March,

investing her with that dignity, is

(ominously, a Roman historian

would say) dated from his palace

in the Elysian Fields! She is to

preside at the councils in his ab-

sence, and her powers are exten-

sive. Napoleon, sensible of the

sanctity of oaths, has made her

swear fidelity to him and to the

constitution. Nevertheless, this

measure, intended for his security,

may ultimately be attended with

very opposite results. What, if

Maria Louisa should wield the

sceptre, thus lent to her, in vin-

dication of the liberties of her own

country, instead of using it in the
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support of its oppressor ? His de-

parture for the army is daily ex-

pected. This he ominously de-

clares to be the lust struggle; and

the preparations he has made to

hope for success, must be admitted

to be gigantic. In addition to the

350,000 men voted at Gen. D' York's

detection, the declaration of war

from the King of Prussia (to which

Bonaparte has returned a most

galling, and in some points not

unfounded reply), has caused a

furthervoteof 180,000 men, besides

the calling out and organizing the

national guards, from 20 to 60

years of age, throughout France,

and the formation of 37 cohorts,

of 1000 men each, for the protec-

tion of the coasts. The principal

point ofassemblage for the effective

force, is on the Maine, between

Wurtzburg and AschafTenburg,

where it is marshalled and organ-

ized by Ney, the soi-di&ant Prince

of Moskwa. In viewing the im-

mense numbers which thus will be

forced to combat for the usurped

throne of their tyrant, we feel no

dismay. They are not veterans,

but raw recruits, unwilling, and

dispirited by the contemplation

of the sad reverses of their de-

parted brethren. Thus far, there-

fore, the balance of moral strength

is entirely in favour of the allies
;

a lost battle in the tremendous con-

test now at hand, will be infinitely

more fatal to Bonaparte than to

his opponents. Already undreaded

at home and abroad, he would pro-

bably then be deserted by his most

staunch adherents, and hunted down
by his more numerous enemies. It

is as if he was aware of the muta-

bility of his fortune, for his recent

dispositions bear the character of

the testamentary provisions of a

man on the eve of a perilous voyage.

SPANISH PENINSULA.

Soult, CaffareUi, and several

other generals, together with many
other officers, and some thousands

of troops, have been recalled to

France ; and the French forces,

abandoning a considerable part of

the ground they had reconquered

last campaign, are, by a general

movement, drawing towards the

Douro, in order to be able to re-

tain a more contracted extent of

country with such lessened num-
bers. More troops will, no doubt,

be drafted from Spain, and those

that remain will still further have

to narrow their tenure. As these

drains have taken place insensibly,

and by driblets, it is impossible to

judge of the present strength of

the French army in Spain ; but

the first serious movement of Lord

Wellington will lay open their

weakness. His lordship has hither-

to remained stationary, probably

to see how far this gradual evacu-

ation would extend, and to make
more effective preparations for a

vigorous effort, than was the case

last year. But, according to every

appearance, the time of his taking

the field is near at hand. On the

part of our Spanish allies, we hear

of no preparations on a large scale

I —of no great army of reserve or-

ganizing—no incorporation of the

j

little Spanish corps, miscalled ar-

mies. Instead of finding the go-

\

vernment exerting every nerve to-

[

wards accomplishing the liberation

I
of the country, we behold them in

I
feuds and squabbles on compara-

tively unimportant measures. Be-

, cause the regency did not recently

deem it prudent to insist on titr
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clergy's reading, in church, the

decree for abolishing the Inquisi-

tion, the Cortes dismiss the regency,

and another is appointed, which

is more fortunate in enforcing the

reading of the decree.

Mina took, on the 1st of March,

the town of Tafalla, with its gar-

rison of 306 men ; and Longa, on

the 11th Feb. defeated a French

corps near Poza, killed and wound-

ed 400, and took as many prison-

ers. The only operation of our

pent-up Alicant army, is the dis-

arming and sending on board a

battalion of our Italian auxiliaries,

who had conspired to desert in a

body to the French.

UNITED STATES.

We have no capture of a British

frioate to record this month !—Two
exploits by land, bear the usual

risible character of American war-

fare. General Winchester, on the

22d Jan. proceeded with a corps

of more than 1000 men, to attack

a British detachment on the Raisin

river, on the Miami Rapids. Not
thirty men of his force escaped.

He was unexpectedly fallen upon
by our gallant troops and their In-

dian friends ; and himself and his

men, after some loss in killed and
wounded, taken prisoners. On the

same day, a month later, a British

detachment crossed the frozen St.

Lawrence, surprised and dispersed

the garrison of Ogdenburg, pos-

sessed itself of all the stores of am-
munition and provisions there de-

posited, including 12 cannon and

500 barrels of powder, and return-

ed quietly with their booty to the

British side of the river.

All the western ports of the

United States being now effeetu ally

blockaded by the squadron under

Sir John Borlase Warren, great

loss, and still greater alarm, has al-

ready been caused to the citizens

of the respective maritime towns.

The extent of our captures may be
appreciated, from the circumstance

of one dispatch of Sir John's enu-

merating no less than 156*

In consequence of a violent mea-
sure of the American government,

ordering the British merchants re-

sident in the United States, to with-

draw into the interior, to the dis-

tance of forty miles from any tide-

water, all intercourse with that

country, by cartel, has been sus-

pended by our government.

NAVAL AND MISCELLANEOUS
INTELLIGENCE.

The Gazette of the 23d March,

contains an account of one of the

most sanguinary engagements ever

fought between two frigates, with-

out terminating decisively either in

capture or conquest. His Majes-

ty's frigate Amelia, Captain Irby

commander, maintained this de-

sperate conflict on the 7th Feb. off

the western coast of Africa, against

the French frigate L'Arethuse,

which shehadjudiciously contrived

to separate from another, called

Le Rubis ; thus rendering the lat-

ter a mere spectator of the com-

bat, without being able to take a

part. Our loss in killed and wound-
ed amounted to no less a number
than 141, including the captain and

every officer down to the master's

mate. All the lieutenants belong-

ing to the vessel, together with

Lieutenant Pascoe, late of his Ma-
jesty's sloop Daring (which had

been destroved, to prevent her

falling into the enemy's hands),

were killed, as were the lieutenant

of marines, one midshipman, and
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40 seamen. The captain and 91

others were wounded, many of them

severely. The engagement lasted

three hours and a half, during per-

fect calm, the ships nearly touch-

ing each other; and at the conclu-

sion L'Arethuse, though in a very

shattered state, contrived to haul

off and join her consort. We are

sorry to own, that the annals of the

French navy, for many years back,

do not record so determined and

destructive a resistance as that of

the Arethuse.

pushing off from the shore, was
killed by a random shot.

Fifty Neapolitan armed vessels,

loaded with timber and other stores,

belonging to Murat's government,

having taken shelter under the

strong batteries of Pietra Nera, in

Calabria, an expedition, consisting

of two divisions of our Sicilian

flotilla, under the orders of Bri-

gadier Hall, and of four companies

of the 75th regiment, command-
ed by Major Stewart, proceeded,

on the 14th February, from Mes-
sina, against them. Disembarked

atdaylight,they successively storm-

ed every work, although defended

by a complete battalion of infantry

and two troops of cavalry, which

latter were thrown in confusion by
a detachment of our rot'Ac^-corps.

The enemy's commandant and most

of his officers were killed or made
prisoners, and the ground strewed

with their dead— (150 killed and

wounded, and 163 prisoners). In

less than two hours every thing was

in our possession, at the cost of

two killed and seven wounded ; the

most valuable of the enemy's ves-

sels and timber launched, and the

rest burnt. Unhappily, after the

affair was over, and the troops were

re-embarked, Major Stewart, while

On the 23d of March, his Ma-
jesty's ship the Captain, a 74 hulk,

was consumed by fire at Plymouth.
It was in the Captain that the brave

]

Nelson took, at the battle off Cape
' St. Vincent (1797), the San Josef,

of 119 guns, which latter, by a

;

singular coincidence, happened to

lie along side of the Captain when
on fire, and must have shared the

•

,

same fate, had she not been cut

ft so as to float out of the reach

the flames.

DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE.

On the 23d of March last, died,

i in Hanover-square, under a spas-

,
modic attack, the consequence of

a long-standing asthmatic com-
' plaint, the last surviving sister of

: our king, her lloyal Highness the

Duchess Dowager of Brunswick

Wolfenbiittel. She wis born on

the 31st of July, 1737 ; and on the

17th of January, 1761, w:js mar-
ried to the Duke of Brunswick,

who died in 1806 of a wound re-

!
ceived at the memorable battle of

Jena, in which he commanded the

j

Prussian army ; and by whom she

had issue, three sons and three

daughters.

The charter of the East India

Company being on the eve of ex-

piring, his Majesty's ministers,

through Lord Castlereagh, submit-

ted to Parliament, on the 22d March,

the conditions under which they

conceive it expedient to grant a

|

renewal of the charter for another

!
twenty years. The principal, and

;
indeed a momentous, change in-

1 volved in these conditions, is, the

' opening to every British subject
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a free trade to all the East Indies,

under certain regulations, leaving

to the Company the monopoly of

the China trade, and the sovereign-

ty and territorial administration

of their Eastern empire. Besides

other less important points, the plan

in the contemplation of govern-

ment embraces likewise a new s}'s-

tem as to the order and application

of the Company's revenue, and
the appointment of one bishop and

three archdeacons to reside in the

East Indies. The subject is now
under the consideration of Parlia-

ment, who /ployed in exa-

mining evidence in regard to the

expediency of the measure.

ARCHITECTURAL HINTS.

Plate 35.

—

Gothic Bedchamber and State Bed.

In France it is now considered

to be essential, that the architect

should design the furniture, as well

as the building executed under his

direction, as unity of character is

highly valued, which cannot be

obtained, unless the whole is guid-

ed by the same mind. To a very

different practice this country is

indebted for the ill effects of our

buildings, furnished as they are,

under as many different feelings of

taste as there may be articles of

furniture : sometimes, indeed, it

happens that the architect's aid

does not cease quite so soon, and

the advantage is always discernible

in the proportions and the fitness

smith, in their various departments ?

For, notwithstanding each may be

eminent in his respective line, an

incongruous association is the in-

evitable result, and those unarchi-

tectural monstrosities are produc-

{

ed, which have lately disgraced

J

ingenuity and taste.

The design of a Gothic chamber
is intended to display its form, its

decoration, and its furniture. The
walls are divided into compartments

by mullions and tracery. The hang-

ings are of blue silk; and the or-

naments, velvet, of a darker colour.

The bed is formed on the principle

of the Gothic crosses of Queen
Eleanor, and of a wood corre-

ct" the parts to the whole, and to
|

sponding with the yellow or orange

each other, which, in the language

of art, is called composition. If in

a picture this be neglected, it is

not compensated for even by the

hues of Titian, or the drawing of

Michael Angelo. How, then, may
we hope that the interior of our

buildings will obtain admiration

and respect, when the architect is

consulted no farther than the sur-

faces of the design, and the com-

pletion is entrusted to the painter,

the decorator, the upholsterer, dra-

per, carpet - maker, mason, and

wood of the mullions : portions of

this are gilded. From the pinna-

cles rise groined arches, to sup-

port a Gothic canopy, from which

are suspended the hangings of the

bed, of a tent-like character. The
base of the bedstead extends on
each side, where steps are made to

rise, as the steps to a throne, and

they are continued, from the head

to the foot, the whole length of the

bed; and, for convenience, they

may be made occasionally to slide

under it. The hangings are o»
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orange silk, lined with bine, and

With blue rone-; and tassels. This

silk might be of those rieh pat-

terns which are found painted as

the draperies of Gothic statues.

If the hangings of the room, the

bed, and the curtains were of this

character, an unusually rich and

splendid effect would be produced.

The cabinets and sofas should be

finished to correspond with the

otlier furniture. The carpet is de-

signed to suit the form of the room,

and the arrangement of the furni-

ture; it is of a Gothic figure, and

the colours are intended to harmo-

nize with them.

In furnishing a room, we cannot

be too solicitous respecting the ar-

rangement of the forms, the pro-

priety of character, the due -pro-

portion of the vertical to the hori-

zontal lines, in fact, to the mn p<
-

si I ion of the whole : for it is nut

simply that a handsome bed, or

sofa, or cabinet, or grate is suited

to a handsome room ; for if each

does not, by the principles of com-

position, correspond with the other

partSj they tend to destroy

harmony, and are fatal to the ele-

gance and the pleasurable end of

our endeavours.

The blue and cool colour is here

introduced to give effect to the

orange, which is a warm one ;
and

the furniture of the bed is of tire

latter colour, that its richness and

quantity may operate

of a picture, to lead the attention

to that which is the most important

feature of the subject and the

composition.

Plate 34.—LONDON COMMERCIAL SALE-ROOMS.

While splendid public build-

ings, for the various purposes of

commerce, have long been erected

in the out-ports of the British em-

pire, the public sales of the far

more extensive commerce of the

metropolis have been conducted in

coffee-houses, scattered about in

small, dark, and incommodious si-

tuations, and heated at times al-

most to suffocation. A sense of

these inconveniences induced some

of the most eminentbrokers to form

private establishments, at a very

great expence, for their own par-

ticular concerns; but while they

thus remedied some disadvantages,

they created another of no small

importance. The sales of the same

species of merchandize were fre-

quently held, at the same hour,- at

#o. LIU. Vol IX,

different and even distant places;

thus injuring that competition of

purchasers, which is the chief in-

ducement of the merchant to offer

his importations to public auction
;

and, at the same time, preventing

the buyers from duly comparing

the articles offered for sale, and

taking advantage of that comparir

son in their subsequent pure' es.

The increased experienc

evils, during the great fiow com-

merce into die port of London in

the years IS03 and 1800, gave rise

I
to ameetingof merchants ac' com-

mercial brokers in the beginning

of 1810, at which it was unani-

mously resolved, that a place for

public sale, and sale by private con-

tract, of produce, merchandize,

ships, and stores, should be obtain-

Rr
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ed as near to the market in Mincing-

lane as possible; that the build-

ing to be erected for this purpose,

should be denominated the London
Commercial Sale-Rooms ; and that

\

the property of the intended insti-
J

tution should consist of one thou-

sand shares, at £l\)0 per share. A i

committee was nominated, to seek !

a proper situation, and vested with

full powers to form an establish-
;

ment, which should give the de-
j

sired facilities to commerce, and

in such a style as should be worthy

of the metropolis of the British

empire. The site of the present

edifice was accordingly fixed, and

the preliminary arrangements were

so far advanced, that, on the 1st

of June, 181 ij the first stone was

laid, with the ceremonies usual on

such occasions, by the Lord Mayor,

Joshua Jonathan Smith, Esq. as-

sisted by the sheriffs Plomer and

Goodbehere, and the gentlemen

composing the committee of ma-

nagement of the new institution."

This edifice, of the front of which

a view is given in the annexed plate,

reflects great credit on the profes-

sional talents of the architect, Mr.

Joseph Woods. It stands on the

east side of Mincing-lane. The
groun J-floor is occupied by a large

coffee-room, 59 feet 10 inches by

31 feet six inches. The ascent to

the public sale-rooms, is from the

center of the north end of the cof-

fee-room, between two scagliola

columns of the Ionic order, and

two pilasters, whose capitals are

taken from the temple of Apollo

Didymaeus, one of the beautiful

specimens of the Ionic order pre-

served in the first volume of the

Ionian Antiquities. The capitals

of the columns here, as well as

of those which decorate the front

of the building, are imitated from

those of tiie temple of Minerva

Polias, at Priene, as published in

the same work. The floor up one

pair of stairs is divided into two

large rooms for auctions, of which

the largest is 33 feet by 31| ; and

on the upper floor are three com-

modious rooms for the same pur-

pose. The basement contains an

eating-room, as well as the kitchen,

and abounds with various accom-

modations for the use of the esta-

blishment.

The extensive building in the

rear is principally appropriated for

counting-houses and private shew-

rooms for samples of merchandize

;

' but the upper floor is laid into

large rooms, lighted only from the

: north, devoted to the exhibition of

goods intended for public sale, and

1 affording ample accommodation to

the raw sugar market in particular.

To the lovers of the arts, and to

all who take an interest in the em-

|j
bellishment of the metropolis, it

mast be matter of regret, to see

public edifices, which, like that

here described, seem to be studi-

ously concealed by their obscure

situation from public view. It

should, however, be recollected,

that this very circumstance demon-

strates the perfect security of pro-

perty in this happy country, where

not only no man, and no body of

men, however powerful and opu-

lent, but where not even the sove-

reign himself can compel the mean-

est citizen, against his will, to re-

linquish his possessions. To this

state of things, and to the neces-

sity of consulting the convenience
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of that class of persons for whose '| Sale- Rooms, which, for the ele-

beneiit the establishment is de- ii gance and taste both of the design

signed, must be ascribed the choice
[
and execution, certainly merit a

of such a site for the Commercial j
more conspicuous situation.

Plate 33.—FASHIONABLE FURNITURE.

This extremely neat and elegant

bed furnishes us with u handsome

specimen of what our intelligent

disposed on them, gives an air of

loftiness and consequence, without

appearing too massive, and pre-

and ingenious upholsterers may
j

serves a desirable airiness of style,

effect in articles of plain furniture, ij The canopy top, with thesurmount-

when they are designed with taste,

and executed with some regard to

the symmetry and effect of the

tuut-rmemblc.

This piece of furniture is a plain

patent mahogany framed bed, with

elevated cornices, in a military

style, and of suitable and appro-

priate ornamental workmanship :

their curved figure, with the bolder

sweeps of the draperies which are

ing ornaments, also adds consider-

ably to the effect, when the height

of the apartment admits of it. The
radiating head-cloth is produced

by plaiting, and has in the furni-

ture a very simple and pleasing

appearance.

The drawing of this subject is

made by C. Blunt, from Messrs.

Morgan and Saunders's Rooms-j

Catharine-street, Strand.

MEDICAL REPORT.

An account of the practice of a

physician from the 15th of March
to the loth of April, 1813.

Acute Diseases.—Catarrh: 10....

Pleurisy, 1... Sore-throat, 2...Fever,

2.. .Scarlet fever, 3. ..Acute rheuma-

tism, 2.. ..Hydrocephalus, L. .Acute

diseases of infants, 5.

Chronic Diseases.—Asthenia, 4....

Pulmonary consumption, 2...Cough
and dyspnoea, 20....Hoemoptoe, 4...

Pleurodyne, 5.... Chronic rheuma-

tism, 6.. ..Palsy, 2.. ..Dyspepsia, 5....

Gastrodynia, 2 Diarrhoea, 3

Dropsy, 2... .Worms, 2.. ..Scrofula,

3... .Female complaints, 4.

Since the last report, catarrh

has been the most prevailing com-
plaint. It has, in several instances,

afflicted most individuals in a fa-

mily, and has greatly resembled

t)>e influenza which spread so

widely in the metropolis and vici-

nity in the spring of 1803. The
most troublesome symptoms in the

present malady, have been, sore-

ness of throat, and great consequent

debility.

Affections of the heart are not un-

frequently confounded with those

of the lungs and bronchial vessels.

This, in a great degree, arises from

the position of those essential or-<

gans, for it is not easy* for one to

suffer much, without the other being

affected. Thus a serious disease

of the heart itself, is often allowed

to make progress, and establish it*

self too firmly for medicine to re--

move ; while the patient attributes

Rr 2
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his symptoms to a cold, indigestion,

or some trivial cause. A curious

case of this nature was recorded in

a very respectable foreign publica-

tion, the Journal de Medicine, Jan.

1806.

A student at law, of a nervous

temperament, much devoted to stu-

dy, which he would even continue

during great part of the night,

living with sobriety, and drinking

habitually a large quantity of water,

experienced for two years continual

pains in the head and frequent in-

digestion. His breathing was ra-

ther difficult. For some time he

had, under the right jaw, a

slight swelling, accompanied by
acute pains, and a pulsation iso-

chronous to that of the pulse. Soon
after he was seized with peripneu-

mony, which yielded to a well di-

rected treatment ; but from this

time his health became daily more
precarious, and at length obliged

him to keep his bed. His counte-

nance was pale and meagre, and
his whole body much emaciated.

On the slightest motion, lie felt

strong and frequent palpitations of

the heart. On a] / ing the hand
to the region el' this organ, a sort

of motion of the i felt, and
slight pressure on this part pro-
duced acute pain, which lasted

much longer than the compression.
He complained of pain in the lower
extremities, and was troubled with

violent cramps in the legs, and ,1

peculiar fixed pain in the heels.

He continued getting worse, when
death terminated his sufferings.

On opening the body, the hi

appeared sound ; the heart was ex-

tremely hard and heavy : when an

attempt was made to cut into the

left ventricle, much resistance was

experienced, from the total change

of this fleshy part into a real petri-

fication, which had, in some places,

a gravelly appearance, and in others

that of a saline incrustation. The
sabulous grains, placed near each

other, became larger towards the

interior of the ventricle, and were

continued even to the carneae co-

lumnar, which, themselves petri-

fied, had become enlarged, with-

out changing their shape ; many
of them were as large as the end

of the little finger, and appeared

like stalactites, placed in different

directions. The whole of the ven-

tricle was increased in thickness.

The right ventricle, and the large

arterial trunks which rise from the

heart, had undergone no change.

The temporal, maxillary, and a

part of the radial arteries, were
ossified, on every side. The brain,

the viscera of the abdomen, and

the vessels distributed in it, were

sounds

* Corvisart on Discuses of the Hem ',

translated by C. II. Hcbb.

AGRICULTURAL REPORT.
Every seasonable operation in

the yarjous d< partments in agricul-

ture has proceeded with facility:

through the whole of the last month
the weather has been more conge-

nial to vegetation than we are ac-

customed to experience in this cli-

inthemo it'nof April; in con-

st:, (pi. nee of which, a burst of <e-

getation has appeared, that will be
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fatal to the autumnal fruits, should

frosty weather succeed.

The young wheals have made
the most prolific tillow; the B

strong, and of a bealthftil colour;

sure signals of a full crop, should

not atmospheric aiVections inter-

vene. Great breadths of spring-

wheats have heen sown, and the

early ones have the most promising

appearance.

Barley sowing is nearly finished

;

but the late dry weather has been

rather unfavourable to those soils

that have worked down to a small

round clod. As the succeeding

crop will consist of two growths,

one part of the plants will be a

few days or weeks older than the

other, which will produce a rough

sample at harvest

The whole of the leguminous

tribe have made a strong appear-

ance. The tender plants have es-

caped the various depredations of

the slug, and promise a full pro-

ductive crop, should they be equal-

ly fortunate ia regard to the fly.

The late warm weather has near-

ly exhausted all the brassicasp*

reserved for food ; but the same

cause has bad the most beneficial

effect upon the whole of the soil-

ing crops, a considerable bi\

of which will, in a few days, pro-

duce a tolerably full swathe.

Those meadows that are shut up
from pasture, are in a forward

state; and the upland pastures dis-

play a beautiful verdure,

FASHIONS FOR LADIES.

PLATE 36.—MORNING DRESS.

A round robe, of fine cambric

or jaconot muslin ; long full sleeve

and falling collar, trimmed with

tufted fringe, and appliqued with

a narrow border of lace or needle-

work at the feet. A small Pelerine,

or Russian tippet, of white or co-

loured satin, with confined military

cape, trimmed with tufted fringe to

correspond. The Brunswick mob
cap, composed of net and Brussels

lace. Half-boots of pale tan-co-

loured kid
;
gloves en suite.

PLATE 37.—EVENING DRESS.

A celestial blue satin slip, with

short full sleeve; trimmed round

the bottom with a full border of

lace, gathered on a knotted bead-

ing. A Polonese long robe of white

crape, or gossamer net; trimmed
entirely round with lace and knot-
ted beading, united in front of the

bosom with rows of the satin bead.

Hair in irregular curls, confined

in the Eastern style, and blended
with flowers. Neckiace and drop
of the satin bead, or pearl; ear-

drops and bracelets to correspond
;

double neck-chain and heart of

Oriental gold, inclosing an amulet.

Grecian scarf, a pale buff colour,

embroidered with shaded morone
silks, in Grecian characters, and
fancifully disposed on the figure.

Slippers of blue satin or kid, trim-

med with silver. White gloves, of

French kid, falling below the el-

bow. Fan of carve 1 ivory, with

Indian border of coloured feathers.
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ON COMMERCE,
No. XXX.

The fertility of the Isles of France

and Bourbon, has been already

mentioned ; but several of the

French writers who have described

them, after dwelling with enthusi-

asm, according to their usual man-
ner, upon that subject, have, at

the latter end of their descriptions,

mentioned so many drawbacks, that

they have left the matter doubtful,

whether they really possess any title

to be deemed fertile, or not ; that is,

in any superior degree : but we
must be permitted to think, that

where land can produce tzco crops

of corn within twelvemonths, and

that in succession, without either

a fallow or manure of any kind

;

save what it draws, of itself, from

the air and water : if such land can-

not be called fertile, and that in

almost a supernatural degree, we
know not what can. The Island of

Bourbon also produces three crops

or coffee within the same period.

—The few cattle, comparatively

speaking, which are here maintain-

ed, may in some degree occasion

the want of manure ; but a British

farmer, were he so situated, would
form many and various rich com-
posts from the vegetable kingdom,
assisted by the sea-weeds, sand, &c.
fully as efHcacious, especially up-
on a soil eminently fertile of itself,

as this must be allowed to be after

what has been here advanced.

The culture of the coffee bush

certainly exhausts the soil very-

much, probably more than other

crops, which occasions a great waste

of land ; for, after being worn out,

as it is called, they never endeavour

to reriew its fertility by manuring,

but proceed to a fresh piece, and

leave the other to recover as it can

.

To shew the difference between

skilful cultivation, and the general

mode pursued here, we need only

make an extract from a letter writ-

ten in October, 1754, by an inha-

bitant, to his family in Normandy ;

in which he says, " When I first

arrived in Mauritius, I heard the

inhabitants observe, that nothing

was to be done by way of advancing

one's fortune, and an ordinary

maintenance was all that could be

expected : my experience, how-

ever, is in direct opposition to such

a declaration." And in the same

, letter he adds, " The harvests have
' very generally failed throughout

I

the island ; I am this year the only

fortunate cultivator in it. I sowed

|

2200 lbs. of corn, and have gathered

66,000." This being at the rate of

!
33 for 1, may, we imagine, be look-

ed upon as a great increase, when
every other person failed, and must

i only be attributed to his superior

! skill and care in cultivation.

Some scorpions are to be found

i here, but no wild beasts of a dan-

! gerous nature.

Mercator & Co

ALLEGORICAL WOOD-CUT, WITH PATTERNS OF BRITISH
MANUFACTURE.

No. I. A Smolensko striped

imperial washing silk, calculated

for morning or domestic wear. It

is either formed in a high wrap,

with full sleeve, and falling collar

of lace or needle-work ; or in the

round robe, of a demi height, bor-

dered at the several terminations-
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with jonquil satin. It is sold at

about one guinea and a half per

dress, by Mr. Millard, Cheapside.

No. 2. A delicate figured sars-

net, of Persian lilac, or blossom

colour, designed for the spring

cloak, spencer, or pelisse, but is

equally appropriate for the evening

bodice or robe. Articles of this

material admit only of fancy trim-

mings of the same nature, or those

of plaited net, feather trimming,

or thread lace. It is manufactured

and furnished by Messrs. Sutton

and Meek, 53, Leicester-square.

No. 3. A grey and black printed

striped muslin, admirably calcu-

lated for that slight sort of mourn-
ing which is usually adopted at the

conclusion of a court mourning

;

formed in morning wraps, or high

round robes, trimmed with black

love ribbon, with hats of black chip

and feathers, or black lace hoods,

or mob caps : it composes a very

pretty morning dress, or home cos-

tume. It is sold by Messrs. T. and

J. Smith, Tavistock-street, Covent-

Garden.

No. 4. A bufl'-coloured Chinese

silk, calculated also for domestic

wear, admitting of no trimming so

appropriate as those of satin of the

same colour, plaitings of net, or

borders of lace. This article is

furnished us by Messrs. George &
Bradlev, Holywell-street, Strand.

l)oetr^

ON A PILE OF RUINS.

IMITATED FROM THE ITALIAN.

I ask'd of Time, "To whom is reai'd

this mass,

Whose ruins now thou crumbiest with

the soil ?"

He answer'd not, hut fiercer shook his

glass,

And flew with swifter wing to wider

spoil.

I ask'd of Fame, " O thou, whose breath

supplies

Life to high works of wonder, whose

remains ?"

Abash'd to earth she bent her mournful

eyes,

Like one who sighing silently com-

plains.

Lost in amaze, I tum'd my steps aside,

When o'er each heap I saw Oblivion

stride,

With haughty mien and air of deep de-

sipfu—

" Thou, then," I said, " must know ; ah !

deign declare."

Stern he replied, hoarse thunder shook

the air,

" Whose once it was I seek not— now

'tis mine."

A Tribute to the Memory of the late

Rear-Admiral Reynolds, Commander

of the St. George, which mas lost in

the Baltic,

Reader,

Weep for one who gave a tear to

The sufferings of others, asmiletohisown.

He was enterprizing, without ambition
;

Confident, without arrogance
;

Firm, yet yielding; silent, ye eloquent;

Gay, without levity ; happy, without ex-

ultation
;

Conscious, but not vain of power.

His faults were those of a cinid.

Dost thou ask where thou shalt meet

With such a man ? Alas ! thou must seek
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His image in our hearts,

His .spirit in the skies,

Dost thou desire to learn his epitaph ?

Learn it of all who knew him.

Wonldst thou see his monument ?

Behold his name

—

Robert Carthew Reynolds.

EELIGIO LOCI.

As musing slow the sea-beat shore I tread,

While the deep heaves beneath the

tempest's sway,

While all is dark, and on the white wafer's

head

The lightning pours a momentary Or place me on Bahouda's thirsty strand,

Then, stormy shores and surging waves,

adieu !

And welcome brook, and vale, and

peaceful grove !

But whence this thought ? Shall Reason's

eagle view

In none but tranquil scenes trace hea-

venly love ?

No : place me where, on Zembla's- de-

sert coast,

Dark winter heaps eternal snows on

high,

And bids his tow'ring battlements of frost

Float on mid seas, and pillar half the

sky :

day

:

Thm through the heavens, plethinks,

Eternal Sire !

v justice walks, impels the whirl-

wind's breath,

dwells the deep thunder, barbs the light-

ning's fire,

And shakes o'er guilty worlds the ba-

lanc'd death.

Then in the roarings of the blast I hear

Where the parch'd pilgrim longs for

dewy night,

Where whirling pyramids of fiery sand

O'erwhelm the panting Arab in his

flight

:

Still heavenly mercy o'er the sullen hours

Shall breathe a charm which all those

hours shall cheer,

Bid storms be still, and amaranthine

flowers

Spring from the ashes of a polar year.

Thy chariot- wheels; O! who can hear jfew VVorLls, new seasons, at her beck
-..

I iive r

Convicted nature dreads the vengeance

rear,

And Guilt uplifts her hands, and cries

" Forgive I"

But when more tranquil scenes my steps

invite,

Wherethrough a fleecy veil the moon-

shine smiles,

Where rapid Derwent gleams with snowy

light,

Or Lomond sleeps among her wooded

isles

:

O, then my ravish'd soul thy mercy sees

Inspiring all beneath, around, above;

A small still voice in every dying breeze,

A voice divine proclaims, that thou art

love

!

shall rise,

Soft branching groves the sun-burnt

desert shroud,

A sudden fragrance flow thro' tropic skies,

A sudden rainbow blush on every

cloud.

STANZAS.

By J. M. Lacey.

Oh ! tell me not of reason now,

When love is all my theme;

'Tis fit but for some wrinkled brow,

Which ne'er of bliss could dream.

For what has reason pray to do

With beauty's cheek of bloom,

Where love still finds some charm quite

new,

Fresh wove in fancy's loom ?
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Can reason cokl define the rays

That dart from beauty's eye,

Whose ever vivid, varying blaze,

Her chilling pow rs defy ?

One kks imparted from that lip,

In early love's bright season,

Is worth, as n^ctar'd sweets I sip,

An ago made up of reason !

ON RECOVERY FROM SICKNESS.

Y\ hi i Heaven's Almighty King disowns

'1 lie wretch by sin beguil'd;

And, wrappM in clouds and darkness,

frowns

On his rebellious child :

When health, with all her rich delights,

Forsakes the feeble frame
;

And lingering days and sleepless nights,

Leave life an empty name :

When sin and sorrow rack the breast

With agonizing care

;

And all the soul, by guilt opprest,

Lies bleeding in despair :

Where then, O world! are all thy joys?

Thy promises of bliss ?

Pleasure's gay dreams and splendid toys,

And Fortune's flattering kiss ?

Hope's magic tints are now no more,

Her brilliant colours fade;

The fleeting rainbow of an hour,

The shadow of a shade.

Is there no power a wretch to save,

Involv'd in midnight gloom ?

Is there no rest but in the grave?

No shelter but the tomb ?

There is—Religion from above,

Sweet messenger of peace,

Brings tidings of exhaustless love,

And bids thy sorrows cease

:

Bids thee Jehovah's name adore,

His saving grace receive,

Look to the cross which Jesus bore

;

Repent, believe, and live.

Thro' pain and sorrow's cheerless night,

Affliction leads the way
;

But soon upon thy raptured sight

Shall burst the glorious day.

No, LIII. Vol. IX.

To tame the passions' fierce controul,

Her iron hand is given
;

To pluck from death the captive soul.

And point its way to heaven.

I feel, I feel the sacred power,

The mercy of my God
;

And grateful, bless the suffering hour,

And kiss the chastening rod.

Again sweet health's refreshing beams,

From sickness set me free
;

The hills and vales, and woods and streams,

All live again for me.

My Father's heav'nly siniie returns,

Rich sunshine of the breast;

My soul, secure, no longer mourns,

With peace and pardon blest.

Eternal source of light and love !

Accept, my ardent prayer;

Visit with wisdom from above,

The creature of thy care.

No more within this peaceful beast

May guilty pas>ions roll

;

Nor vice, nor folly more infest

My deep repentant soul.

From meanness, vanity, and pride,

And unbelief set free,

May I count all as dross beside,

And live alone in thee.

Oh ! let thy word its truth impart

;

My every thought employ
;

And fill this blest, this grateful heart

With life, and light, and joy.

SCILLY FARE.

It happen'd once, a foreign vessel,

!
Perhaps from Papenburgor Overyssel,

Or whether Frenchman, or a Dane,

Has quite escap'd my shallow brain
;

But this I'll answer for, the wind being

foul,

Lower'd her anchor in St. Mary's pool

;

And from her, gladly, one was landed,

Whom six weeks Davy Jones had bandied.

Infancy now the stranger was devouring

A rump-steak of John Bull's fam'd

beast

;

While from above the rain kept pouring,

By way of washing down the feast.

S s
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This was a most unlucky time

For hungry maws to visit Scilly
;

The wind bleu strong, the sea was rough,

Excuse the phrase,
—

'twas monstrous

hilly.

The Governor*, snug on the main,

His subjects did not mind a button ;

While Scilly gums, a month in vain,

Water'd to taste fresh beef or mutton.

Sol for the. day had shut up shop,

But Madam Luna show'd full well,

A place where wearied limbs might stop;

The house was Edwards's hotel.

" Can me heb any ting for eat ?"

"Yes, sir; what would your honour

take r"

" Beef- steal,," he cried ;
" and make

much meat."

" Sir, we have charming pork for

steak."

Now this was shocking teazing work ;

Three weeks he'd fed on stinking pork.

" I'm very sorry, sir, our beef is gone ;

We're disappointed of the packet;

But a Welch rabbit, sir, can soon be done"

—

" Velch rabbeet—rabbeet—hurry den

and tret it."

Meantime he form'd a plan, that, with-

out stones,

He'd break the rabbit's pretty little

bones

:

The. dish was soon produced, and then

The cover soon was off—and soon was on

again !

Here followed disappointment and sur-

prise,

And furious star'd his goggle eyes !

—

" De divell may your trick all seize !

Dat not be rabbeet !—dat be keese !"

A Strangeh.

* The captain and owner of the packet to

"Penzance, is universally known in the islands

by the name of the Governor- When England

is meant, the inhabitants say the Main.

TO A FRIEND WITH A WALK-
ING-STICK.

Good morning, sir! I hope you're well

to-day ?

—

Zounds ! why you look as if you didn't

know me !

Sir, I'm the holly, late so green and gay,

Which struck with admiration all who

saw me.

A wag, sir, pluck'd me from my native

bed,

Dress'd me in sable coat and panta-

loons,

And put this silver hat upon my head,

And gave me eyes, which shine like

silver spoons.

In brazen boot he thrust my foot and leg,

And o'er my neck a silken halter threw;

Then bid me hasten, and politely beg

Washing and lodging, worthy sir, of

you.

Grant me this boon, and, with unceasing

care,

I'll guide your footsteps through each

devious way,

Keep off your spaniels, and o'er gutters

bear

Your shoes so natty, and white stock-

ings gay.

Should any scoundrels dare insult your

grace,

I care notwhom,—Dan, Thomas, Dick,

or Moses,

—

Grasp me but firm, and, in a moment's

space,

I'll crack their 'craniums, andunbridge

their noses.

When pester'd with the miseries of age,

And life's ecstatic pleasures lose their

zest,

Hang on me 'cross two beams, and I'll

engage

To bear you, kicking, to the realms of

rest.
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METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL for March, 1813.

Conducted, at Manchester, by Thomas Hanson, Esq.

1813.
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METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL for March, 1813.

Conducted by Mr. J. Gibson, Laboratory, Stratford, Essex.
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By sense alone, and dignity of mind.
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CONVERSATIONS ON
(Continued

' Miss K. In regard to their me-

dals, the ancients and the moderns

di ffe r widely . The liom an s a 1ways

appear in the proper dress of their

country ; so that the little varia-

tions in the fashion of the drapery

may be seen on their medals. They
would have thought it ridiculous

to represent an emperor of Rome
in a Grecian cloak or a Phrygian

mitre. Our modern medals, on

the contrary, are full of togas and

tunicas, trabeas and paludamen-

tums, and a multitude of the like

antiquated garments, which have

not been in fashion these thousand

years. We veiy often see a king

of England or France dressed up
like Julius Causar : you would
think they had a wish to pass them-
selves upon posterity for Roman
emperors. The same observation

No. LIF. Vol. IX,

THE ARTS.—By Ju.ninus.

from p. 2bl .)

applies to several customs and re-

ligious emblems that appear on
our ancient and modern coins. No-
thing is' more common than to see

allusions to Roman customs and
ceremonies on the medals of this

country : they very often bear the

figure of a heathen deity. If pos-

terity should take their notions of

us from our medals, they must fancy

that one of our kings paid a great

devotion to Minerva; that another

was a professed worshipper of Apol-

lo ; or at best, that the religion of

this country was a mixture of Chris-

tianity and paganism. Had the old

Romans been guilty of the same
extravagance, there would have

been such a confusion in their an-

tiquities, that their coins would not

have had half the uses which we
find in them. We ought to const-

Tt
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dei' medals as oo many monuments vice, and the propriety of the le-

consigned to eternity, that may ! gend.

possibly exbt when all other me-

morials of the same age are worn

out or lost. Were they designed to

instruct only the three or four suc-

ceeding generations, there would

be no great danger of their being

misunderstood; but as they may
pass into the hands of a posterity

many removes distant from us, and

are likely to act their parts in the

world, when its governments, man-
ners, and religions may be quite

altered, we ought to take particular

care not to make any false reports

in them, or to charge them with

devices that are either ambiguous

or unintelligible.

Miss Eve. There is a medallic

history of Louis XIV. by whom a

society was pensioned to invent

the designs : yet on some of these

medals w'e see Hercules
1

club, on

others the cross of Christ; on one

an angel, on another a Mercury.

Posterity would be much puzzled

to learn from these medals the re- !

: applies the same metaphor to Au-
ligion of Louis le Grand. How gustus:

Miss K. Among the emblems

we meet witli a pair of scales on

abundance of coins : they are com-

monly interpreted as an emblem of

the emperor's justice ; but they

allude sometimes to the Balance in

the heavens, which was the reign-

i ng constellation of Rome and Italy.

Manilius observes

—

The Scales rule Italy, where Rome commands,

And spreads her empire wide to foreign land*;

:

They hang upon her nod, their fates are

weigh'd

By her, and laws are sent to be obey'd
;

And, as her powerful favour turns the prize,

How low some nations sink, and others rise!

Thus guide the Scales, and then, to fix our

doom,

They gave us Caesar, founder of our Rome.

The thunderbolt is a reverse of

Augustus : we see it used by the

greatest part of the same age, to

express a terrible and irresistible

force in battle, which is probably

the real meaning; for, in another

place, the poet already quoted,

unnatural it is, as you observe, to

see a king of France dressed like an

emperor of Rome, with his anus

bare up to the elbows, a laurel on

his head, and a chlamys over his

shoulders ! and what relation is

there between the figure of a bull

and the planting of a French co-

lony in America ? The Romans
employed this type in allusion to

one of their own customs on send-

ing outacolony; but for the French,

a ram, a hog, or an elephant would

have been as significant an emblem :

yet this series of medals is reckoned

the most perfect of any produced

by the moderns, for the beauty of

the work, the aptness of the de-

Who can declare

The Scipios
1
worth, those thunderbolts of war'

Virgil, also, has these lines:

Three rays of writhen rain, of fire ihreonioie.

Of winged southern winds and cloudy store

As many parts, the dreadful mixture frame,

And feais are added, and avenging flame.

Here is another reverse, on which

is an oaken garland, which we find

on abundance of imperial coin.>.

It was the reward of such as had

saved the life of a citizen. Clau-

diaii thus compliments Stilico :

Of old, when in the war's tumultuous strife,

A Roman sav'd a brother Roman's life,

And foil'd the Ihieat'ning foe, our sires de-

creed

An oaken garland for the victor's meed.
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Thou ',vlio hast saxM whole crowds, whole

towns set free,

What groves, what woodsshall furuisli crowns

for thee?

It is not to be supposed, that

the emperor had actually covered

a Roman in battle. It was enough

that he had driven out a tyrant,

gained a victory, or restored jus-

tice : in many of these or the like

cases, he might well be said to

have saved the lives of citizens,

and to have been in consequence

entitled to the reward. Accord-

ingly we find Virgil distributing

oaken garlands to those who had

enlarged or strengthened the domi-

nions of Rome : and we learn from

Statins, that the statue of Curtius,

who had sacrificed himself for the

good of the people, was crowned

with this kind of garland:

The guardian of that lake, which boasts to

claim

A sure memorial from the Curtian name,

Rous'd by th' artificers, whose mingled sound

From the loud Forum pierced the shades pro-

found,

The hoary vision rose eonfessM in view,

And 6hook the civic wreath that bound his

brow.

Here is a medal, on which are

two horns, as emblems of plenty.

Some medallists are of opinion,

that two horns upon a coin signify

an extraordinary plentv : but v. by

should not the ancients as well have

stamped two thunderbolts, two ca-

duceuses, or two ships, to represent

an extraordinary force, a lasting

peace, or an unbounded happiness ?

Perhaps the double cornucopia re-

lates to the double tradition of its

original, some representing it as

the horn of Achelous broken off

by Hercules ; and others, as the

horn of the goat which gave suck

to Jupiter. Ovid has these pas-

sages:

Nut yet hi:= fury cooPd, Iwixi rn^r and scorn,

I ioiii my njainfd front he bore the stubborn

I. Mi n :

This, beap'd with flowVs and fruits, the

Naiads bear,

Sacred to plenty and the bounteous year.

lie spoke, when, lo ! a beauteous nymph ap.

pears,

Girt like Diana's train, with flowing hairs-,

The horn she brings, in whirl, all antiiiii.i's

sloi'd,

And ruddy apples for the second board.

The pod she suckled, of old Rhea bom,

And in the pious office broke hn horn
;

As playful in a rifted oak she tost

Her heedless head, and half its honours lost.

Fair Amalthea took it from the ground,

With apples fs'.rd it, and with garlands bound,

Which, to the smiling illlant, she nmvr,M;

He, when the sceptre of the gods lie swa.M,

Bade his rough muse the starry heavens iriorn,

And, grateful, in the zodiac fix'd her horn.

Between the double cornucopia

is Mercury's rod, respecting which

Martial says

—

Descend, Cyllene, tutelary god,

With serpents twining round thy golden roc".

It stands on old coins as an em-

I
blem of peace, by reason of its

stupefying quality, which has gain-

ed it the title of Fiiga sommfera.

Ii has wings on account of another

quality, which Virgil mentions in

his description of it

.

Thus arm'd, the god begins his airy race,

And drives the racking clouds along the li-

quid space.

The two heads oyer the two cor-

nucopias, are those of the empe-

ror's children, who are sometimes

called by the poets, the pledges

of peace, as they take away tbe

occasions of war, by preventing

all disputes respecting the suc-

cession.

Thou first kind author of my joys,

Thou source of many smiling boys,

Nobly contendedst to bestow

A pledge of peace in ev'ry throe.

T t2
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. The medal, therefore, compli-

ments the emperor on his two chil-

dren, whom it represents as public

blessings, that promise peace and

plenty to the empire.

The two hands conjoined, are

emblems of fidelity. By the in-

scription, we may see, that in this

place they represent tiie fidelity or

loyalty of the people towards their

emperor. The caduceus rising be-

tween the hands, signifies the peace

that arises from such an union with

their prince; as the spike of Ceres

on each side denotes the plenty

that is the fruit of such a peace.

The figure of a hand on the re-

verse of Claudius, is a token of

good-will ; for, when after the

death of his nephew Caligula,

Claudius was in no small appre-

hension of bis own life, he was,

contrary to his expectation, well

received by the Pratorian guards,

and afterwards proclaimed emperor
by them. His reception is here

recorded on a medal, where one of

the standard-hearers is seen pre-

senting him his nand. The old

weather-beaten soldi* r who carries

the ltomi.ii eagle, is tut. same cha-

racter that we meet with in Juve-
nal's Fourt. nth Satire. In one of

the poets, the signifer is mentioned
as wearing a lion's skin over his

bead and shoulders, like this on
the medal. Virgil thus describes

a warrior in this attire:

Like Hercules himself, his son appears

In savage pom,:, a lion's hide he wears,

About his shoulders hangs his -,h aggj skin,

The teeth a-id gaping jaws severely grin.

Tims, like the god his father, homely drest,

He strides into the hail a horrid guest.

You were desirous of a descrip-
tion of some of the islands of the
Archipelago. Here are Falconer's

lines, suggested by the appearance

of the site of Troy :

Eastward of this appears the Dardan shore,

That once th' imperial towers of Ilium bore.

Illustrious Troy, reiiown'd in every clime,

Through the long annals of unfolding time,

How oft, thy royal bulwarks to defend,

Thou saw'st thy tutelar gods in vain descend !

Though chiefs unnumber'd in her cause were

slain,

Though nalions perislfd on her bloody plain,

That refuge of perfidious Helen's shame
Was doom'd at length tosink in Grecian flame

;

And now by Time's deep ploughshare bar-

row'd o'er,

The seat of sacred Troy is found no more :
-

No trace of all her glories now remains,

But corn and wine enrich her cultur'd plains;

Silver Scamander laves the verdant shore,

Scamander oft o'erflow'd with hostile gore.

Net far reniovM from Ilion's famous land,

; In counter view appears (he Thraeian strand,

,

Where heauh.ous Hero, from the turret's

height,

Display'd her cresset each revolving night,

Vi Lose gleam directed lov'd Leander o'er

The rolling Hellespont to Asia's shore;

: Till, in a f.^ted hour, on Thracia's coast

j

She saw her lover's lifeless body tost.

Then felt her bosom cgony severe,

1 Her eyes sad gazing pour'd th' incessant (car,

' O'erwhelm'd with anguish, frantic with de-

spair,

She beat her beauteous breast, and tore her

hair :

I On her Leander's name in vain she cried,

I
Then headlong plunged into the parting tide;

The parting tide receiv'd the lovely weight,

And proudly flow'd exulting in its freight.

Miss Eve. There is a great deal

of classical imagery in Cowley's

Vision.

Miss K. Can you repeat it?

Miss Eve. Yes.

Phcehns, expell'd by the approaching night,

Blush'd and for shame clos'd in his bashful

light,

While I with leaden Morpheus overcome,

The Muse whom I adore enter'd the room.

Her hair, with looser curiosity,

Did on her comely hack dishcvell'd lie
;

Her eyes with such attractive beauty shone

As might have wak'd sleeping Endymion.

She bade me rise, and promis'd 1 should see

Those fields, those mansions of felicity
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We mortals so admire at : speaking thus

She lifts me u|> upon wing'd Pegasus,

On whom 1 rode, knowing wherever she

Did go, that place must needs a temple be.

No sooner was my flying courser come

To the bless'd dwellings of Elysium,

Than straight a thousand unknown joys resort

Aud humm'd me round, chaste Love's inno-

cuous sport

;

A thousand sweets bought with no following

gall,

Joys not like ours, short, but perpetual.

How many objects charm my waud'ring eye,

And bid my soul gaze there eternally !

Here in full streams, Bacchus, thy liquor

flows,

Nor knows to ebb ; here Jove's broad tree

bf stows

Distilling honey •, here doth nectar pass,

With copious current, through the verdant

grass

;

Here Hyacinth, his fate writ in his looks,

And thou, Narcissus, loving still the brooks,

Once lovely boy, and Aeis now a flow'r,

Are nourish'd with the rarer herbs, whose

pow'r

Created dire war's potent god. Here grows

The spotless lily and the blushing rose,

And all those divers ornaments abound

That variously may paint the gaudy ground.

No willow, sorrow's garland, there hath room,

Nor cypress, sad atteudant of a tomb;

None but Apollo'8 tree and th' ivy twine,

Embracing the stout oak and fruitful vine;

And trees with golden apples loaded down,

On whose fair tops sweet Philomel alone,

Unmindful of her former misery,

Tunes with her voice a ravishing harmony
;

While all the murmuring brooks that glide

alo;ig

Make up a burden to her pleasing song.

No screech-owl, sad companion of the night,

No hideous raven, with prodigious flight,

Fresaging future ill, nor, Progne, thee,

Yet spotted with young Itys' tragedy,

These sacred bowers receive, there's nothing

there

That is not pure, all innocent, and rare.

Turning my greedy sight another way,

Under a bower of storuj-contenining bay,

I saw the Thracian singer with his lyre

Teach the deaf stones to hearhim and admire ;

Lim the whole poet's chorus compass round ;

All whom the oak, all whom the laurel ennvu'd.

There banish'd Ovid had a lasting home,
Better than thou coulu'st give, ungrateful

Rome

;

And Lucan, spite of Nero, in each vein

Had ev'jy drop of his spilt blood r-g;;in.

Homer, Sol's fust-born, was not poor or blind.

But saw as well in body as in mind.

Tally, grave Cato, Solon, and the rest

Of Greece's admir'd wise men here posscst

A large reward for their past deeds, and guia

A life as everlasting as their fame.

By these the valiant heroes take their place,

All who stem death and perils did embrace

For virtue's cause. Great Alexander there

Laughs at the earth's small empire, and (iocs

wear

A nobler erown than the whole world could

give.

There did Horatins Codes, Sc.-rva live,

And valiant Dcrius, who now freely cease

From war, and purchase an eternal ppace.

Next see, beneath a niyrl le bow'r, where

doves

And gall-less pigeons build their nests, all

love's

True faithful servants, with an am'rous kiss

And sofi ejnbra.ee, enjoy their highest bliss;

I.c uulci with his beauteous Hero plays,

Nor are they parted by dividing seas.

Portia enjoys her Brutus ; death no more
Can now divide their wedding as before.

Thisbe her Pyramus kiss'd, his Thisbe he

!
Embraced—each bless'd with th' other's com-

pany :

And ev'ry couple always dancing sing

Eternal pleasures to Elysium's king.

But see, how soon these pleasures fade

away

!

How near to ev'ning is delight's short day!

The watching bird, true nuncio of the light,

Straight crow'd, and all then vanish'd from
my sight:

My very Muse herself forsook me too :

Me grief and wonder wak'd—what should I do?

Oh ! let me follow thee! said I, and go

From life, that I may dream for ever so !

With that my flying Muse I thought to clasp

Within my arms, but did a shadow grasp.

Thus chiefest joys glide with the swiftest

stream,

And all our greatest pleasure's but a dream.

Miss K. As Gay observes in

these lines, which are inscribed on

his monument in Westminster

Abbey

:

Life is a dream, and all things show it,

I thought sp once, but now I know it.

Miss Eve. This moving picture,

which the materials of the world

exhibit, passes away like a dream.

What is it to those who lived 120
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years ago, who was rich, or who
poor, or how related ! The church-

yards contain their mouldering re-

mains, and their riches are dissi-

pated. Much less than the like

short period, will make the same

havoc among its present inhabit-

ants and their property : all its

scenes pass away, empty as a dream,

and yet how real present things

appear ! On this subject Shak-

speare observes

—

Tire clond-capt towers, the gorgeous palaces,

The solemn temples, the great globe itself.

Yea, all which it inherit, shall dissolve,

And, like tiie baseless fabric of a vision,

leave not a wreck behind.

Miss K. I should have observed

respecting Fope's lines on Addison,

occasioned by his observations on

medals, that the last six are in-

scribed on Secretary Craggs's mo-
nument in Westminster Abbey

:

Statesman, yet friend to Jratb, in soul sincere,

In action faithful, and in honour clear ;

Who broke no promise, servM no private end,

Who gain'd no title, and who lost no friend;

Ennobled by himself, by all approv'd,

And prais'd, imcnvied, by the Muse he lov'd.

Miss Eve. I was at a sale of

coins last week, and I have set down
the prices of some of them that I

bought, in my pocket-book. They
were a sort of modern antiques, if

I may use the expression :

A Saxon penny of King
Alfred 'i! 1

Two pennies of Alfred

and Ethelred . . .

One Eustachius

One struck at York
One Stephen and one
Henry

Two groats of Richard III.

A proof piece for a penny
of Henry VIII. . . 3

•3
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LETTERS FROxM ITALY.

LETTER x/x.

(ConrftiilcJ from p. 261.)

Yor may suppose, dear T., that , be?"—" Its age cannot be many
the concentration of the solar rays > Jays surely, for it is not above a
within the elliptical walls of this fortnight since 1 walked across, the

wooden amphitheatre, was produe- square on which it stands, when
tive of a degree of heat by no !| there appeared no signs of it."

—

means congenial to my delicate
|j
"And how old, pray, did you say

frame, already sufficiently fevered

and fatigued by no common exer-

tions of climbing over half- finished

rafters and planks. The feelings

of my companion were equally vi-

sible on his glistening countenance,

checkered, as it appeared, by nu-

merous lactean rivulets of dissolv-

ed powder and pomatum ; his suf-

ferings had silenced his sneech, his

sullen lips closed motionless, ex-

cept to give vent at periodical in-

tervals to puffing breaths of inter-

nal vapour, sent forth in exchange

for equal draughts of the exterior

less heated atmospheric air. When-
ever Don Michele is silent for any

considerable time, an.approaching

storm may be looked for with cer-

tainty ; to avert the bursting of

which, in the present case, 1 pro-

posed an adjournment to an ice- cel-

lar, which was accepted by a dry

"come vuolete?" His speech re-

turning with every sip of the frozen

raspberry juice, he commenced his

conversation accordiup to the So-

the theatre at Pompeji was, which
we visited some weeks back:"—

-

" Between 17 and 1800 years in

round numbers," was my answer,

although I now began to see the

drift of my friend's catechisation.

In one of my earl}' letters I have

made you acquainted with the pre-

posterous opinion Don Michele

entertains of the origin of the city

of Pompeji, which, in his belief,

is nothing else but a forgery of mo-
dern date, contrived by the go-

vernment to attract strangers from

all quarters of Europe to the Nea-
politan dominions. His arguments

in favour of that wild hypothesis I

have likewise been at the trouble

of putting down for you, as a mo-
nument of the extent to which a

perverted mode of reasoning may
carry intellectual extravagance.

Suffice it, therefore, now to say,

that the present erection of the

temporary amphitheatre, and of

the other wooden structures over

the city, was triumphantly held up
cratic method of question and an- as a most convincing proof of the

swer:—"You seemed to be much
i fabrication of the city of Pompeji

delighted, Signor Don Luig;, with

tiris said amphitheatre of our's?"
—" As far as I am able to judge,

in a similar manner. With people

of Don Michele's stamp if is as im-

oossible to ar->ue a point, as it

it appears to mea correct and b^au- \ would be withadownright madman;
tiful fac-simile of a real one."— ;i so that when I found him utterly
*' How old do you conceive it to callous to common reason, I put

* As you please. II an qud to the discourse by declar-
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ing, that I should once more repair

to Pompeji, to examine more mi-

nutely into every thing that could

throw light on the subject in dis-

pute between us; till which time I

begged my friend to leave the

question in its present state of

doubtful suspense. To this he re-

luctantly consented; and having

by three or four glasses of different

ices, cooled his spirit of contra-

diction, and become pleasant, he

of his own accord proposed a walk

to the Mole, which I agreed to,

provided on our return he would

be my guest at Madame Gasse's,

the French inn, where, in my town

visits, I frequently join at the table

d'hote.

On our way thither we had some

difficulty in passing through a

crowd of people, who, with great

eagerness and with Neapolitan cla-

mour, had assembled round a man,

sitting with pen and ink before a

frail table, and busily employed

in committing to paper the crude

thoughts of a country clown in the

attitude of dictating to him; for

the noise was too loud to hear what

was going forward. A board above

the head of the en grosser proclaim-

ed his calling.—" Qui si fanno me-

morial!, letlere, ed altre scritture,

nel ottimo stito modemo." (Here

are drawn up memorials, letters, and

other writings, in the best modern

>tyle).—Ever eager to seize any

opportunity of observing the man-

ners and national character of a

people whom I have every reason

to think better of than some of our

superficial magpie tourists, I press-

ed forward to obtain a nearer view

of the transactions of this univer-

sal secretary; when Don Michele,

pulling me back by the skirt of my

coat, begged I would not demean
myself, thus to mix with the vul-

gar; adding, that if I had a mind
to see one of these public writers,

he would conduct me to a friend of

his at no great distance, under

whose very windows the same kind

of literary traffic was carried on

daily, and from whose balcony I

might watch at my ease the ope-

rations of the man and his untu-

tored customers. " You already

know Don Matteo," he added, " for

he played the violoncel the other

day at your concert and ball, out

of friendship to me."

This was a welcome offer : thither

we shaped our course. On enter-

ing the apartment of the first floor,

Don Matteo left his score, scraped

a number of bows in quick time,

with bustling hurry turned a child,

two fowls, and a barking dog into

the adjoining room (whither his

wife followed as soon as she had
packed off a litter of old clothes,

broken toys, pea-shells, &e. which

disfigured the symmetry of the

composer's abode), and thanked my
fidus Achates in the most hearty

manner for procuring him this un-

merited honour of the Colonel'' s visit.

" He is not come to see you," re-

plied the uncourleous cynic ;
" all

he wants is to look out at your

window, to observe the man below

writing his letters."—" If so," re-

joined the son of Apollo, " I shall

for once have reason to rejoice at

the neighbourhood of the fellow,

whose customers, together with

himself, I have often wished in the

crater of Vesuvius : their bawling,

till I became used to it, spoiled

many a happy idea before 1 could

bring it to paper. But never mind,

we must all live. Come, Signor
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Colonello, make yourself quite at

home. Here," opening the balcony

window, "make your observations

sciizu soggezzione*, while Don Mi-

ehele and 1 have a little chat toge-

ther."

The composer of letters below

wasjust encashing, from an elderly

woman, the sum of six grani (about

three-pence) for an epistle he had

indicted to her son at Ban; after

which a fanner, next in rotation, was

admitted into presence. His busi-

ness appeared to be on secret ser-

vice ; for the corresponding oracle

politely requested some of the more

curious auditors to step a little aside.

At first, indeed, the farmer's in-

structions were conveyed in a whis-

per; but as a Neapolitan loves

dearly to talk as loud as his lungs

will let him, and to accompany his

sermonizations with the most ex-

pressive gestures, it soon became

less difficult to discover, that the

subject under present considera-

tion was a horse which had been

sold to a cavalry -officer, and for

which a balance was still owing,

the prompt payment whereof was

to be peremptorily insisted on by

a respectful dun. As soon as a

period was happily brought to pa-

per, it was read over to the list-

ening clodhopper, who, in a man-
ner, beat time to the emphatic and

rhythmical reading of the profes-

sor, by periodical nods of the head,

and at the end of the sentence ex-

pressed his astonishment at the sa-

gacity with which his obscure ideas

had been caught up and clarified.

This literary production, owing

probably to the importance of the

subject, was disposed of for the

valuable consideration of eight

grani (four-pence) paper included;

* Without molestation.

No. LIV. Vol IX

and the proprietor, with inward

satisfaction, left the oracalar tripod,

in order to make room for a Turk-

ish captain of a polacca, whose

literary necessities consisted in a

memorial, claiming the restitution

of some goods illegally seized. Efl

this instance the means of exchang-

ing ideas were not so easy as here-

tofore; partly from the Turk's not

knowing well the language, but in

a great measure also for want of the

usual appropriate and impressive

gesticulations, which, inthiscoun-

try, go half way towards being

understood, and which are foreign

to the decorous gravity of a Mus-
sulman. However, by means of

the Lingua Franca, both parties

contrived to enter into mental com-

munication with tolerable success.

This Lingua Franca may justly be

called a non-descript language, at

home no where, yet understood all

over the Mediterranean. It is a

barbarous Italian, m which every

inflexion of the verb is expressed

in the infinitive, and where the

noun invariably aopears in the no-

minative case, not unlike the Eng-

lish spoken by the Negro-slaves in

our West Indian colonies, such as

Me not go yesterday, &c. In the

Levant, where it probably origi-

nated during the prosperous period

of' Venetian and Genoese com-

merce and dominion, this patois is

indispensably necessary and uni-

versally familiar to all engaged in

commercial pursuits. When the

document was ready for signature,

Ibrahim Reis, who could neither

read nor write, was desired to make

his cross at foot, which he refused

with religious abhorrence ; but dip-

ping his little finger into the ink-

|

stand, imprinted on the paper a

I
correct fac-simile of the tortuous

U u
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furrows of his cuticle, by way of

signet. To my great surprise, this

state paper was valued at no more

than onecarlin (5tl.), although en-

grossed on a folio page, and deco-

rated with some fancifully flourish-

ed initials.

When I tell you, dear T. that

the time employed by this univer-

sal author, in the production of the

Farmer's Dun and the Turk's Me-
morial, did not exceed half an

hour, and that the contents, al-

though somewhat fustian, were

very much to the purpose, you will

agree with me, that Signor Buca-

telli possessed talents far above his

humble station. Indeed, Don Mat-

ceo assured me, that he was as good

a poet as an epistolary writer ; and

that his sonnets on any particular

occasion, such as for a wedding,

a birth-day, &c. may be obtained

at the shortest notice, and at equally

reasonable rates ; in short, that he

could wield his pen on any subject

whatsoever, and had recently writ-

ten for him a cantata in celebration

of the approaching return of the

king from Sicily, which he had

nearly finished setting to music,

and a specimen of which he should

by and by beg the honour of sub-

mitting to my superior taste and

judgment.

To a publisher in England, a man
like Sig. Bucatelli would be an in-

valuable treasure, a host within

himself, by the versatility of his

genius and the dispatch in his lite-

rary labours: his charges of author-

ship, as you have seen, are conso-

nant with the modesty of true ge-

nius. His elevated way of writing

(truly neP olliiao stilo modenio)

would soon render him a most po-

pular author with us; for his pe-

riods, by being skilfully propped

with harmonious, unmeaning, yet

harmless expletives, possess that

elegant mellifluent roundness of

the present day, which charms the

musical ear of good taste, without

injuring the thinking faculties;

and which, like a sauce picquaute

to unsavoury viands, makes ample

amends for the dearth or insipidity

of the ideas thus dished up with a

relishing seasoning. The thought

came into my head of treating you

with a specimen of his abilities,

and I was just going to step down
to give him the heads of a poetical

epistle I meant to send you, when

a little girl brought him a small

dish of stewed Windsor beans, a

large raw cucumber, and a crust

of bread. This frugal fare, and a

glass of iced water from the neigh-

bouring stall, well calculated to

preserve his intellectual powers

imdogged, Don Matteo informed

me, was the whole of his dinner

;

which, together with a segar by

way of dessert, interrupted his offi-

cial duties for about half an hour
;

after which, if matters of pressing

service remained to be dispatched,

he would resume the quill, and

suspend his siesta, or afternoon's

nap, to a late hour of the day.

I now observed a whispering

consultation between Don Matteo

and Don Michele, which termi-

nated by the latter communicating

to me, in a low voice, an invitation

to take pot-luck with the former.

Don Matteo could not have chosen

a less trustworthy negociator; for

my friend, who is a little of the

bon-vivant, after delivering faith-

fully Ids message, added, in wretch-

ed French, that I had better de-

cline the honour, for he was sure

I should not be able to drink the

composer's wine ; and the peas, to
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Judge from the shells he had ob-

st rv cl (. i the floor, were much
ri t-r to be pr s. rveu as seed-corn

a Si next season, tuan to be

1 upon the table. I relieved

neasui ss instantly, by re-'

tig him to tell Don Matteo,

were both expected at the

u Madame Gasse, on Mont-
Oliveto, where, if Ik would com-
plete the triumvirate, I should feel

myself Highly honoured by his

company.—" But my cantata, Sig-

nor Colonellor"—

<

k We shall come
back, and have it in the afternoon,

if we do not break in upon your

rest." Delighted with this pro-

mise, Don Matteo begged a quar-

ter of an hour's indulgence, to ad-

just his dress, and retired to the

adjoining apartment.

The interval of his absence was
filled up by a conversation with

Don Michele on the subject of the

letter-writer below. He felt sur-

prised at the notice I took of the

man's calling, asked whether we
bad no such people in the streets of

London ; and on my replying in the

negative, observed, that, in that

case, every body probably wrote

bis own letters. This I confirmed,

under the exception of the very

few that might be found ignorant

of reading or writing, assuring him,

that even in the class of servant-

maids, nine out of ten knew enough

to write a billet-doux to a sweet-

heart. "The case is very different

with us," rejoined Don Michele,

" for I am very sure, out of the

350,000 inhabitants this city con-

tains, 100,000 cannot read, and

perhaps as many again, not even

sign their name. The greatest part

of our women, for instance, and

among those many thousands oj

good education, cannot write: it

would be of no use indeed; of

more harm than good to them, it

they did know it: unless you are

prepared to maintain, that the

writing and receiving those billets-

doui, as you call them, is an essen-

tial part of female accomplishment.

I begged he would roc think, that

billets-doux were the only objects

which engaged the pens of the
' British fair; on the contrary, that

j

we possessed very many women of

superior intellectual endowments,

j

to whom we owed, not only a host

j

of novels and romances, but even

j

works on astronomy, natural phi-

i

losophy, botany, grammar, in snort,

on every branch of science ; and

that I was confident, London alone

could muster some millions of vo-

lumes written by the other sex.—
" Ge.su Maria .'" exclaimed the con-

founded Neapolitan, with a sigh

—" Some millions, you say ?—To
be sure, if they do write at all, there

can be little doubt but they will

write as fast as they talk, and fasrer

too, for there is nobody to ccn-ra-

diet them ; and, considering that,

by this means, perhaps, they talk

the less, the men, for ought I know,

may be the gainers in the end,

j

unless, out of complaisance, they

! are obliged to read what the others
I

scribble. Upon my word, Signer

j

Don Luigi, 1 do not envy your

, country this universality of scho-

larship: let every one be taught

according' to the wants of his sta-

tion in life ; let there be a distinc-

tion in mental attainments corre-

sponding to trie distinction of ranks

in society: otherwise, ambition and

fear of hard labour will prompt the

dregs of population to become

gentlemen, and we shall have to

Uu2
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hoe our own fields, sweep our own
rooms, and brush our own boots.

—

Tell me, pray, what is the good
of all this rage for making a nation

of scholars ?"—" The good, Don
Michele ? a general diffusion of

useful knowledge, moral ameliora-

tion, liberty of thought, rapid im-

provement in arts and sciences,

1133-, in the most common occupa-
tions of life. You could scarcely

name a thing on which we do not

possess publications in England.
We have works on cutting out
cloth, on making soup, on boiling

potatoes, on shaving one's beard...."

— Here Don Michele fell into so

violent a horse laugh, that Don
Matteo burst from the next room
in his shirt-sleeves, accompanied
by his lady in a change of dress,

to see what was the matter. " Have
you ever read a work on shaving
one's beard?" asked Don Michele,
with affected seriousness.— "Is
there such a one r"—" Not in our
stupid Naples, you may be sure,

hut in the country of learning and
philosophy, in my friend's country"
(pointing at me). Don Matteo took
Don Michele' s irony very seriously,

and exclaimed, " Oh die paese ma-
raviglioso ! siamo veramente sc/'occhi,

noi altri Napolitam*" Don Crab
was just beginning to enlarge upon
the theme, and to enter into an
argument in refutation of the ad-
vantages ascribed by me to the
general diffusion of knowledge,
when a church clock closeby, struck
the dinner hour of Madame Gasse's
ordinary. This was a melodious
sound to his epicurean and, at this

time, exhausted stomach : he him-

* " O what a wonderful country ! we
$re downright fools, we Neapolitans."

self assisted in putting on the com-
poser's best coat ; who, after giving

madame sundry brief instructions

in a whisper, left her and the

creatura* to enjoy themselves on

the vegetable small-shot, and ac-

companied us to the better fare of

French culinary perfection.

My paper, dear T. begins to

narrow ; it is therefore with consi-

derable regret, I feel obliged to

deprive you of an interesting table-

talk, which took place during din-

ner ; otherwise, I should not find

room for the concert, with which
I mean to take leave of you this

time. Suffice it, therefore, to say,

that Mr. Michel rendered himself

conspicuous by his voracious appe-
tite, and ridiculous by his unceas-

ing contradictions of strangers less

used to his ways than I am. A
French gentleman next to him,

before whom he had the presump-
tuous vanity to make a parade of

his miserable French, very politely

told him, that, although he himself

was very little conversant in the

Italian, he should much better un-
derstand what he meant, if he
would have the goodness to address

him in that language ; so that the

dialogue was alternately carried on
in the two idioms. This was for-

tunate for Don Michele; for a sub-

sequent imprudent and ill-natured

remark of his on the levity of man-
ners in French women, brought
forth a challenge from his neieh-

hour; to which, pretending to have
misunderstood the latter's French,

he, with a bow, replied, " Troppe

more" (too much honour), " Signer

mio." Perhaps, too, he meant to

* A common appellation for children

at Nanlcs.
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imply, that a challenge was too

great a dose of honour for him.

Be that as it may, the Frenchman

was so little satisfied with the reply,

that he requested me to tell my
friend, he expected an explanation

in another place. However, through

rny mediation, an apology was ob-

tained, and good-humour restored,

to the great satisfaction of Don
Matteo, who, next to the other

don, enjoyed his dinner more than

any one present ; and who, by way

of making the greatest possible

reparation for his friend's indiscre-

tion, invited the French gentle-

man, who professed to be a great

amateur, to spend the afternoon

with us at his house. To give the

composer spirits to go through the

impending display of his musical

talents, I called for a bottle of

Lagrima Christi, although I was

aware, that the subject of his can-

tata, the welcome to his sovereign,

must be any thing but fagrimevole.

We did «not exceed the second

bottle, Don Matteo protesting,

when I proposed a third, that ano-

ther might put him hors de combat

for the rest of the day, too much
rosin being quite as bad as too little.

Thus well refreshed, I recon-

ducted my guests, together with

Monsieur B. to Don Matteo's quar-

ter, where we found tutta la fa-
miglia, i. e. mother, child, and the

fowls, just roused from the arms of

Morpheus by the barking salute of

the dog. That the composer would

not take the field before he had

tuned his old rattling piano-forte,

you will imagine, of course ; the

poor creatura (who certainly inter-

rupted the solemn silence, neces-

sary upon an occasion of such

nicety, much less than Monsieur

B.'s unceasing attentions to ma-
dame) partook of the tuning opera-

tion, by means of a paternal appli-

cation, which forthwith produced

a Jiebi/e in chromatic ascent, fol-

lowed by a sentence of banishment

to the next room. When the in-

strument was adjusted, Don Matteo

proposed treating us with some

other compositions of his, before

he entered upon the execution of

the cantata, which, as his chef

d'auvre, he wished to reserve for

the last. He therefore produced

an opera of his composition, enti-

tled Guglielmo Tell, which he stated

had unfortunately been made just

before the breaking out of the

French revolution ; and, as it con-

tained many allusions to liberty (a

word become odious by that poli-

tical event), could never bebrought

upon the stage, although be hoped,

now that matters had become a

little more settled by a general

peace, to bring it out soon, with

all the improvements which twelve

years delay had imparted to it. As
I paid much attention to the over-

ture, Don Matteo, as he went on,

accompanied every particular pas-

sage with critical observations and

eulogiums: not unlike the hens,

his inmates (as Don Michele snecr-

ingly observed the next day),

which first lay their eggs, and then

cackle away in praise of their own
labour.—" What do you sat/ to tins

motivo, ehV*— " A little original,

don't yon. thinkf1—" Now mind! I
am going into Fa .'"—" You don't

hear such a transition even/ dm/.*—
" Now the subject inverted!'''

1—" Ob-

serve the movement of the bassoons,

ahcays in the spirit of the subject."

—" A fezo bars conversation among

the wind instruments."—" Mark the
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futes" (these he whistled}.—" Now

J am preparing for the return of the

original keif (for God's sake, mi/ dear,

send that little rascal to the cheese-

monger belozc.f—" We are arrived."

—" Tutti! fortissimo ! /" — " Now
for the zcinding up

:

—tromboni—ket-

tle-drums—mind the general ejj'ert—
follow the score, sir—the curtain^, ius

up at this cadence, to begin an Alpine

tlauider-storm^—" The piccoli have

the lightning—nature is in uproar—
allaica subito V introduzione—chorus

of Swiss peasants—take a part, Sig-

vor Don Luigi.— Bravo, you seize

the spirit "

I make no doubt the inspired and

enthusiastic composer would thus

have continued to the end of his

huge volume, had not Don Michele,

whose gaping jaws, like portals,

seemed to court the entrance of

the poppied divinity, represented

the-absolute necessity he was under

of resorting to his triumphal arc,

before the men left off work ; and,

for that reason, preferred a request

that Don Matteo would just give

us the cream of the whole . . .
'• The

whole is cream," replied the ruffled

hard, " none of your modern curds

cr wheys ; turn up any one leaf,

SignorDon Luigi, quite at random,

and you shall decade. I abide by

your judgment! . . .

"—" Ah ! you

have hit upon a bravura of Ger-

trude's, the viceroy's daughter, who

is in love with Tell. My wife shall

sing it
;
you will make an allow-

ance, she knew nothing of music

v, hen I married her."

Donna Mariana gave universal

satisfaction. She sung with ta?te

and expression : conscious of the

extent of her power, she had the

rare judgment of not attempting

what lay beyond it, and even to

simplify passages which exceeded

the compa»s of her voice or abili-

ties. Thus she executed several

airs so much to the delight of her

lord, that he repeatedly expressed

his approbation by a nodding smile,

a " brava" and a tap on the should-

tr, of a much more encouraging

kind than the one he had dispensed

to his only begotten heir.—But to

do him justice, I must add, that

the music was really sweet and in-

teresting.

The Italians, as by instinct, pos-

sess an intuitive perception of the

Beautiful in the fine arts : hence

their superiority in painting, m
sculpture, and, as to music, in me-
lody unquestionably ; because me-

lody does not depend upon labori-

ous study, upon calculation, or

artful contrivance; it is, if I may
be allowed to say so, the gift of

Heaven. You will meet with hun-

dreds of profound contrapuntists

able to set a scientific ftigue, or an

elaborate canon, but incapable of

putting together eight bars of me-

lody, that v ill make their way to

the heart. In this particular Han-

del, Gluck, Haydn, and even Mo-
zart, those luminaries of sublime

harmony, must yield the palm to

their inferiors, Cimarosa and Piie-

siello.

Some of Don Matteo's melodies

approached very nearly to the style

of the last-mentioned composer;

they exhibited the same unlabour-

ed, natural expression, the same

beautiful simplicity which we ad-

mire in Paesiello's works. I was not

sparing in my praise, sincere as it

was; and the delighted author, en-

couraged by our approbation, pro-

ceeded con amove in the rehearsal,

till he came to the finale of the first
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act. ""This" said he, " is the pride

of the whole: but you will hear it

to Brett disadvantage, Signer Don
l.uigi; it requires six voices in the

full parts, and, including yourself,

we can musicr knit three."— "I

take the fourth," exclaimed Don

Michele.—" Mt moi, je mtfaisforl

du rcsYc," added Moils. B. who ha I

for this half hour, by a humming
accompaniment, striven to im-

press us with an idea of his know-

ledge of music.—"Doyou sing by

notes?"

—

"Comment, Monsieur?fa

i

chante cent fois au Concert spirituel

u Paris; en amateur, cc!a s\utend.'
n

—Overjoyed with the discovery of

such a combination of talents, Don
Matteo assigned the parts, and

began. At first the performance

proceeded very respectably ; but

when Don Michele and Mons. B.'s

turns came to join the ranks, the

Sestetto was completed}' at "sixes

and sevens." Not exactl}- that the

spiritual performer was Wanting in

time; on the contrary, he gave it

too liberally, the slow progress of

the andante probably proved too

tedious to his national vivacity; he

went on au pas de charge, yet withal

finding sufficient room to interlard

his falsetto strains with innumera-

ble decorative graces and flourishes

dans le bon genre.—Don Michele,

likewise, had a time of his own;

so there was abundance of time be-

tween them of one sort or other.

For the tortured features of Don
Mattco's countenance during this

severe trial, vide Hogarth's" Enrag-

ed Musician." Hitherto, however,

his good breeding had prevented

any severe token of his just dis-

pleasure: but when Mons. B., ere

zee had come to the bottom of the

\eh page, had already run his race

through the right, and, with a rolu

subito, turned the leaf, Don Mat-

teo's cup of patience overflowed

at once ; he jumped from his chair,

and ran, like a madman, up and

down the room.—" Have we made
any mistake r" asked the astounded

Mons. B. with a smiling counte-

nance.—" Oh ! no, sir, not at all ! It

is I that have made the mistake, to

trust my music into such murder-

ous hands."— But for the French-

man's imperfect knowledge of the

Italian, this observation would have

produced another quarrel. Don
Michele, too, fond of a little mis-

chief, was going to act the gratu-

itous interpreter, when his more
immediate attention was engrossed

by the arrival of wine, cakes, and

ices. Suspicious probably of his

friend's wine, he applied himself

exclusively to the frozen dainties

with such industry, that you would

have thought his stomach a confec-

tioner's ice-cellar at Christmas.

After a glass or two of anti-mus-

catel, the composer brought forth

his opus magnum, the loyal cantata,

the aspect of which entitled it to

the rank of a musical curiosity.

However original its intrinsic con-

tents might be, its external appear-

ance was a complete patchwork.

Dozens of bits of staves were past-

ed upon every page : and Don Mi-

chele, holding a leaf against the

window, observed, that thereought

to be abundance of variety in a

a composition which so nearly re-

sembled a harlequin's.) acket.

Having requested me to join in

the intervening chorus parts, and
Don Michele, as well as Monsieur

B. to abstain from joining therein,

he began the introduction, which,

according to a running comment of
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his, was to express the undulating

motion of the sea, and the gales of

a gentle zephyr wafting the royal

fleet from Palermo towards the Bay

of Naples. Madame now com-

menced a very good recitativo,

which was interrupted by the sig-

nals of the Castle of St. Elmo, in

The effect, no douht, was graftd

j

but, as in other matters, an effort

above out strength, although suc-

cessful pro tempore, incapacitates

us for ulterior exertion; so was there

an end, in this instance, to all fur-

ther performance. The composer

would fain have put up new strings,

answer to those from the Island of I

but yielded to Don Michele'srepre-

Capri, whence the fleet is supposed

to be first espied. All this, and,

unfortunately, much more, was

attempted by picturesque musical

translation.—" A sig.ua/-guii from
the castle*"—"The bustle of the loyal

inhabitants crowding to the port.''''—
" Chorus of Lazzaroni (fall in, Sig-

nor Don Luigi)."—" Aria again."

—" The Jteet passes the Channel of

Capri.'
1

''—" Ringing of all the church

bells in Naples.'"—" Procession of

the religious orders."—" Aria and

.ch-jrus."—" Royal Salute from

thefeet and castle, on the Icing's— "

Here, as ill-luck would have it, the

musical guns were overcharged

;

Don Matteo, not satisfied with the I

mere employ of his fingers on so
j

loyal an occasion, fired off the four

and twenty pounders in the bass

with his elbow. Crash went five

or six wires at once, to the great

mortification of the performer and

all present, except Don Michele,

who jocularly exclaimed, " Ah!

carissimo, your metal is not heavy

enough for so powerful a salute."

sentation :—" Leave off, here," said

he, " you could not have finished

better ; his majesty is on shore,

never mind the guns being burst.'*

" Be it so," replied tlie good-

natured professor* " and let us

drink the safe arrival of our be-

loved Ferdinand."—" Evviva!" re-

joined Don Michele, whose loyalty

overcame his peculiar aversion to

his friend's wine ; and the rest of

the company having joined in the

toast, we took our leave of Don
Matteo and his spouse. He saw us

down stairs, and seizing a favour-

able opportunity, whispered to me
a promise to treat me with his opera

and the cantata in a day or two,

when he meant to procure the at-

tendance of a set of professional

men, on purpose to give me a more

correct idea of the composition,

than what could be formed from

the barbarous attempt of my two

companions. ******

Your's, under every zone,
% -=je-

* $

Naples, June —, 1802

HOMERIC GLEANINGS.
(Concluded from p. 270.)

Odyssey, book 1. 1.279. Note.— [' one contributed his share. Homer
It does not follow from the origi- ! intended to convey an idea of the

nal,that strict sobriety was observed
jj

unbounded riot of the suitors, who,

at those feasts, eranoi, where every
|J
revelling entirely at another's cost,
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set no limits to their profusion :

while at a least by common contri-

bution, the revelry would necessa-

rily be bounded by the meat and

drink ; and in the quantity of these

every one would be restrained, in

some degree, by the reflection,

that what he brought was at his own

expence.

Od. III. 1. 379. Note.—Phtestus

appears to have been the name of

the rock, not of the haven. Was
not the harbour that of Gortyna,

now said to be an inland town? It

might have been nearer the coast

in Homer's time, than it is now

;

and this seems to have been the

case from the preceding lines.

D'Anville gives Lethaeus as the

name of the river, near which the

ruins of Gortyna are found; but

Homer calls it Jardan, at least if

his Gortyna were the same.

Od. VI. 1. 113. This is the com-
mon practice in the present day on

the fine beach of Portland, where

the women, after they have washed

their clothes, spread them on the

smooth pebbles heated by the sun,

to which they are completely ex-

posed ; and confine them by laying

a large pebble on each corner, and

one or two along each side of large

articles, as sheets and table-cloths.

Od. IX. 1. 1-24, and note. Do not

both Clarke and Cowper read this

passage erroneously ? Is not its

proper meaning, " they do not

plant (trusting to the gods for a

return to their labours, as husband-

men do), but depend on the spon-

taneous produce of the earth?"

lb. 1. 151. A moist soil, near the

sea, is considered by Homer as pe-

culiarly favourable to the vine.

lb. 1. 424. Note.— For the argu-

ments in this note, the first para-

No. LIF. Vol, IX.

graph excepted, Cowper «;is in-

debted to Mrs. Unwin. It is to be

regretted, however, that the opi-

nion of Mrs. Unwin should have

had more weight with him than that

of his Analytical reviewer, whose

familiarity with Homer, taste, and

critical acumen, are not excelled

by those of any person living

That names are seldom translated,

is true; but when Mrs. Unwin as-

serts, that they arc never [to be]

translated, she certainly says too

much. By retaining the name as

in the Greek, Outis, the whole pas-

sage is nonsense. Substitute Ac-'

man for Otitis, we have a faithful

and perspicuous translation of the

original.

" IMyname is Noman " 1. 4-21.

" No one, my friends, by force subdues n»c

now :

Surpris'd by fraud of Noman, here I die.

" Then thus with accents wing'd his friends

Without

:

If no man harm thee, 'tis the stroke of Jove,

And thou must bear it " 1. 474-0.

In this variation from Cowper I

have followed Voss, "the admirable

translator of the Odyssey into Ger-

man hexameters," who uses Nic-

mand for Outis as a proper name,

varying it with keiner for outis the

pronoun. Cowper, on the other

hand, by his determination to re-

tain Outis at all events, makes the

Cyclops say what he certainly did

not mean. According to him, Po-

lypheme tells his friends, that he is

dying by the fraud and force of

Outis ; but surely he intended to

inform them, that, though he was

falling a victim to the subtlety of

Outis, no one had subdued him by

main strength.

lb. 1. 575, and X. 1. 154-5. In

Homer's time the advantage of

pulling an oar over pushing it, ap-

X x
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pears to hare been unknown, at

least if Cowper's translation be

just, and I have not the original at

hand. His expression in the next

line, however, " tugg'd resupiue,"

is inconsistent with this.

Od. X. 1. -118. " The dread all-

binding oath" must have been of

considerable length.

//. 1. 467. London pork would

not have suited Homer's heroes.

In their days a hog under nine

years old had not attained perfec-

tion.

17. 1. 607. Of what materials

were sails made in Homer's time?

Were they not made, at least

sometimes, of matting, like those

at present in use among the Poly-

nesians ? The epithet shining is

not very applicable to cloth of

hemp or flax.

//. 1. 608. How could a north

wind waft Ulysses from the Island

of Circe to the land of the Cim-

merians, if these people dwelt on

the shores of the Bosphorus, as

Clarke asserts in the note to Od.

XL 1. 13 ? Homer certainly places

them far up the Nile, called by

ner of a common ship's boat, only

of a much larger size. Indeed

their term for them, and a very

appropriate one, was great boats.

These they had oars to row occa-

sionally; and they had sockets, to

secure the feet of the masts. They
likewise very frequently " heaved

their anchors aground," as Tele-

machus does, Od. XV. 1.599; and,

when their vessels were not want-

ed, hauled them up on the beach,

above the reach of the tide. I can-

not help fancying, that the Grecian

fleet at the siege of Troy resembled

a parcel of Portland great boats,

drawn up side by side, differing

little except in number from those

1 have often seen just by the Mare
[mer] in my youth.
"

Od. XIII. 1. 321-335. Ulysses

calls Sidon the home of the Phrea-

cians : what Sidon was this ?

Od.XlV.\.SS2. Note.—We may
presume Thesprotia to have had a
king in the days of Homer, though

not in the time of Thucydides ; and
if, when the latter writer flourished,

the Thesprotia ns had no remem-
brance of having had a king, this

him Oceanus, as is evident from may be considered as a proof of the

Clarke's own note on the last two

lines of Book XL adopted, as well

as the preceding, by Cowper.

Od. XII. 1. 61. " Socket of the

mast." Apparently similar to those

antiquity of Homer
Od.XVll. I. 341-5. In Homer's

time population appears to have

increased faster than the means of

subsistence. We might suppose

of the barges called West-eoun- ' his Ithaca to have been a counter-

try, that navigate the Thames. I

have already had occasion to no-

tice the present Portlanders, and

shall again, for resemblances to

Homer's Greeks. Some years ago,

when they carried on a consider-

able smuggling trade with the

Islands of Alderne3'and Guernsey,

the vessels employed by them im-

part of one ofthe South Sea Islands.

lb. 1. 383. Homer seems fully

aware how much freedom contri-

butes to the worth of man.

Od. XVIII. 1. 54-5. We find the

haggis of North Britain is a very

ancient dish; but whether it was

ever boiled by the Greeks, or only

broiled, as here described, I can-

the purpose were built in the man- il not say.
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Od XX. 1.433. "Acumb'rerof
the ground." The natives ol' Port-

land distinguish persons who come

priesthood, cannot he the work of

that Homey, whose piety both in

the Iliad and Odyssey is so striking,

to settle in the island, haying been :\ or even savours of the priest. Pallas

horn elsewhere, by the nan,

kimberlim [eumherlands], encum-
berersof the land ; a truly Homeric
phrase.

Od. XXIV. 1. 38, &c It would

seem as if the spirits of Achilles

and Agamemnon had never met in

the shades previous to the arrival

qf those of the suitors.

Batruchymioinachia; the Battle

of the Frogs and Mice. .Surely

this jeering at the gods, or at the

too, who is apparently the favourite

of Homer in both the other poems,

is here particularly the object of

ridicule.—See 1. 214-247.

Farther, the author is introduced

I

at the commencement as cormnit-

|

ting this poem to writing, which i>

' altogether inconsistent with the

! supposition of his works paving

been transmitted to posterity, by

tradition alone.

THE MODERN SPECTATOR.

No. XXVII.

Permittee ipsis ex pernio re numioibus, quid

Conveniat nobis, rebusque sit utile nostris.

Nam pro jncttiiilis aptissima qnaeque dahuut dii.

Cbarior est illis homo, quam sibi. Nos animoruin
Impulsu, ct raeca magnaquc ctipidine duct),

Coiijugum pctinuts, partumque uxoris; ut illis

iSotuiu, qui pueii, qualisque futui'a sit uxor.

Entrust tliy fortune to the powers above;
Leave them to manage for thee, and to grant

What their Unerring wisdom sees thee want

:

In goodness, as in greatness they excel :

Ah ! that we lovM ourselves but half so well!

We, blindly by our headstrong passions led,

Are not for action, and desire to wed
;

Then wish for heirs, hut to the gods alone

Our future offspring and our wi«es are known.—

Ivy. Sat. X. ver. 347

•DRYntN.

So numerous are my correspond-

ents, and on such a variety of to-

pics, that if I had not determined

to take them according to the date

of their arrival, I should be in a

state of continual perplexity. Nay,

as it is, if Mr. Ackermann was to

publish his admirable miscellany

every week, instead of every month,

it would be regularly supplied with

such productions as mine.

As a man of humanity, and im-

pressed with the love of my fellow-

creatures, which I profess myself

to be, I cannot but feel a very-

sensible mortification, that so many
persons address thenselves to me
in the language of complaint, and,

as far as I can judge, without any

just cause of lamentation : I mean,

as rational, reflecting, consistent

beings, who must know that life is

a chequered state ; that trouble is

a part of our allotment; that the

day of our existence is shaded with

clouds as it is brightened with sun-

shine ; and that to bear with forti-

tude and resignation the pains and

Xx 2
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sorrows to which we are subject, is i; one occasion, produce a bloody

a duty that religion enjoins, and
||
nose in a very pretty face, the own-

which the just Being who, for wise I er of which has ever since denomi-

purposes, inflicted them upon us, Ij nated him, Raw Head and Bloody

will finally reward. But the com- !| Bones.

plaints which reach me, are many
j

It is certainly a most unfortunate

of them so trivial, that they rather defect in a man who is always in

dispose me to laughter than com-
|

love, not to be able to pronounce

nnseration.

A gentleman writes me word,

that he has a very susceptible heart
;

that he is continually under the in-

fluence of the tender passion, and

wishes, above all things, to unite

himself in the hymeneal bonds with

some lady whose charms, accom-

plishments, and disposition, may

combine to render his life happy.

He knows, according to his own

account, several charming young

women who answer this description,

and who would probably yield to

his solicitations, if he had it in his

power clearly to express them ; but,

from some bad habit contracted

when a child, or perhaps an original

defect in the organs of speech, he

cannot tell a lady that he loves her,

or that she is lovely. In short, he

cannot, without extreme difficulty,

agitation, and grimace, pronounce

any word that begins with, or com-

prehends the letter L. Thu,s, he

is so long in saying to any attrac-

tive fair one, 1 1-o-o-o-o-o-ve you,

and accompanies the declaration

with such sputtering and distortion

of features, that the lady is ready-

to die with confusion or with laugh-

ter, before he has concluded his

declaration : nay, sometimes he has

himself been so overcome, as not,

after all, to give the word utterance,

without a sudden projectingmotion

of the head at the close, that threat-

ens violence to the person he ad-

dresses, and which actually did, on

the name ofthe passion which seems

to be the main-spring of his ac-

tions, and on the gratification of

which his happiness depends.

There appear to be only two ways

left for him, by which he can pro-

ceed: the one, by writing; and the

other, by dumb show or panto-

mime ; and it appears that he has

tried them both without success.

The first letter he wrote on this im-

portant subject, was worked up in

all the strength of expression which

the violence of his passion might

urge him to employ. But the lady

refused to listen to a declaration

of love, which the gentleman who
made it could not utter. She also

added, that, with his infirmity, the

lady who married him would be

under the painful necessity of hav-

ing all the talk to herself; a cir-

cumstance which the whole sex

are known to abominate. His next

trial was in verse; and he flatter-

ed himself, that poetry might be

more favourable to him than prose.

But here again he was unfortunate

;

for the fair one to whom he ad-

dressed himself, insisted upon it,

that neither the Muses nor Cupid

could consider him as their votary,

or they would have contrived to

untie his tongue for him. As for

his dumb show, he is still more un-

successful in that than in his at-

tempts which have been just de-

scribed. He had taken lessons, it

seems, of some actor of considera-
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tion, who had taught him to em-

ploy every look and posture de-

claratory of the tender passion.

He had been taught to sigh, to put

on the most piteous looks, to place

his hands on his bosom, to kneel,

and display the very posture of

entreaty. But the first time he

trived an agreeable absence, by a

visit, for a short time, in an aguish

situation in the country, where she

was certain, as he is very careful

of his health, that he would not

accompany her. But he took a post-

chaise secretly, and went another

way, in order to afford her an agree-

put this design in execution, the |l able surprise ; so that, when she

lady thought he had suddenly lost \\ arrived at her journey's end, she

his senses, and expressed her found, pout comble de bonlicur, sou

alarms by such screams and shrieks, .' cher mari ready to receive her. She
as called the whole family to her 1 positively declares, that, if he con-

assistance. What is to be done for '\ tinues to worry her in this manner,
this poor gentleman, I am really she will do something or other to

at a loss to conceive. He has but procure a divorce, and get rid of

a choice of evils; and nothing is him for ever.

There is no end to the accounts

I haveof domestic discontents, from

the grandfather to the hundredth

cousin ; and in many of them thefte

may be some cause of complaint.

I only wish that I could discern,

here and there, some well regulated

mode of conduct and management,

under these inconveniences, from

which our condition is inseparable.

But it really moves me from all

moderation of temper, when I re-

ceive lamentations that could only

be justified by the most aggravated

calamities, on subjects not only

trivial and ridiculous, but abso-

lutely disgraceful.

Miss Flirtilla Simper complains

of the cruelty of her mamma, for

ordering her newdress to bejonquil

and lilac, when she knew that her

heart was set upon maiden's blush.

A lady, who has lately lost the

best husband that ever' woman pos-

sessed, and who, since his death,

has never been able to get a mo-
ment's sleep for thinking on him,

till three or four o'clock in the

morning, complains, in the bitter-

est terms, of a devilish blackbird,

left for him, but to find out some

pleasing, agreeable woman, who is

as deaf as a post; or an interesting

young person, who has the same

impediment as himself. In the for-

mer ease, he may convey his ideas

with his fingers, which will not

stammer; and, in the latter, the

happy couple will at least have a

mutual sympathy ; and if they can-

not amuse each other by their con-

versation, they will he sure to be

infinitely entertaining to every

company which they may frequent.

I am sorry to find, that I have at

least a score of complaints from

wives, of their husbands ; and but

one solitary declaration of discon-

tent of a husband, respecting the

conduct of his wife. One lady is ex-

tremely angry with her hymeneal

companion, as she calls him, for be-

ing always from home, and leaving

her to the dulness of her own me-
lancholy society. While another

is equally. dissatisfied, that the mas-

ter of her house, as she chuses to-ex-

press herself, i s n ever out of it, but in

attendance upon her. She thought

thp other dav, that she had con-
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belonging to some one in the neigh-

bourhood, which about that hour

begins his infernal schritching, to the

destruction of the only insensibi-

lity in which she can lose her griefs.

Another complains of her being

the peculiar object of ill-fortune.

It seems, she says, asif every.barbed

arrow in the quiver of fate were to

he discharged at He?. She had lost,

three children and their fond father

in the course of seven ye; r>, Scarce

had she dried up her tears for the

death of one, than they were called

to flow for another ; and now, when
her spirit had been brought into a

placid state of resignation, a new
wound lias been sadqenly opened

by the death of her two little dar-

ling parroquets, who died in the

course of one night, and have left

her perfectly disconsolate. There

is a florist too, who complains, that,

during the last two seasons, the

weather has been altogether unfa-

vourable to his shew of carnations,

and that the sun, which shines upon
all, exercises a malignant influence

upon him.

I shall conclude my catalogue of

complainers with the enraged dis-

appointments of a virtuoso, who,

by accidentally slipping on a piece

of orange-peel in the street, fell

into the kennel ; and, in conse-

quence of being obliged to go into

a coffee-house, to get h imsel f clean-

ed and rubbed down, he came too

late to a sale, and lost the purchase

of a shell, which he had been

hunting after for several years.

It would be endless to enumerate
the many fantastical afflictions that

disturb mankind ; but as a misery

is not to be measured from the na-

ture of the evil, but from the tem-

per of the sufferer, I shall present

my readers, who are unhappy in

imagination, with the following

allegory, for their instruction and

amusement.

When Jupitertookinto his hands

the government of the world, the

several parts of nature, with the

presiding deities, did homage to

him. One presented him with a

mountain of winds, another with a

magazine of hail, and a third with

a pile of thunderbolts. The stars

offered up their influences, the

ocean gave in Ins trident, the earth

her fruits, and the sun his seasons.

Among the several deities who came
to make their court on the occa-

sion, the Destinies advanced, with

two great tuns carried before them,

one of which they placed on the

right hand of Jove's throne, and

the other on its left. The first was

filled with all the blessings, the

other with all the calamities of

human life. Jupiter, in the begin-

ning of his reign, finding the world

much more innocent than it is in

this iron age, poured very plenti-

fully out of the tun on his right

hand; but as mankind degenerated,

and became unworthy of his bless-

ings, he set abroach the other ves-

sel, that tilled them with pain and

poverty, battles and distempers,

jealousy and falsehood, intoxicat-

ing pleasures and untimely deaths.

He was, at length, so greatly in-

censed at the increasing deprava-

tions of human nature, and the

repeated provocations he received

from all parts of the earth, that he

commanded the Destinies to gather

up the blessings which he iiad

thrown away upon mankind, and
lay them Tip until the world should

be inhabited by a more virtuous

and deserving race of mortals. The
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three sisters immediately repaired

10 the earth, in search of the seve-

ral blessings that had been s<\

ed on it ; but found the tn-.k on-

joined on them much more difficult

than they had imagined. The
first places to whi< :; they resorted,

.. ere, cities, palaces, nd courts;

but instead of meeting what they

looked for here, they found nothing

hut envy, repining, uneasiness, and

the bitter ingredients of the vessel

on the left hand ; while they found

the substantial blessings of life in

situations of tranquillity and re-

tirement. They observed, also,

that several blessings had degene-

rated into calamities ; and various

calamities had improved into bless-

ings, according as they fell into

the possession of wise or foolish

men. They often found power

with so much insolence and impa-

tience cleaving to it, that it became
a misfortune to the person on whom
it was conferred. Youth had often

distempers growing about it, worse

than the infirmities of old ace;

wealth was often united to such a

sordid avarice, as made it the most,

uncomfortable and painful kind of

poverty ; and industry itself, by

directing its efforts in wrong chan-

nels, had no better gains than those

of idleness. On the contrary, they

often found pain made glorious by

fortitude, poverty lost in content,

and deformity beautified witn vir-

tue. In short, the blessings were

often, like good fruits, planted in

a bad soil, that, by degrees, fall

off from their natural flavour into

tastes altogether insipid ; and the

calamities, like harsh fruits culti-

vated in a good soil, until they ac-

quire delicious iuices.

There was still a third circum-

stance, that occasioned as great a

surprise to the three sisters, as ei-

ther of til •.; ; \\ I it'ii I hey

discovered several blessings and

calamities whi . . ecu in

stood bj the

side of Jupiter; a , never-

theless, as great occasions of hap-

piness or misery as any there.

These were, that spurious crop of

blessings and calamities which were

never sown by the hand of the

deity, hut grow of themselves,

out of the fancies and disposiii

ofhuman creatures : such are, dress,

titles, place, equipage, groundless

fear, and all the vain imaginations

that shoot up in trifling, weak, and

irresolute min

At lenu'th, the Destinies, finding

themselves in so perplexed a state,

concluded, that it would be impos-

sible for them to execute the com-

mands which had been given them,

according to their first intention
;

for which reason, they agreed to

throw all the blessings and calami-

ties together into one large vessel,

and in that manner offer them up

at the feet of Jupiter. This was

performed accordingly ; when the

elder of the sisters addressed the

deity in the following manner:

"O Jupiter, we have gathered

together all the good and evil, the

comforts and distresses of human
life ; which we thus present before

thee, in one promiscuous h<

We beseech thee, that thou thyself

will sort them out for the future,

as in thy wisdom thou shalt dunk

fit; for we acknowledge, that there

is no power besides thine, that can

iudge what will occasion grief Cfi

joy in the heart of a bun-, , crga
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ture, and what will prove a bless-

ing or a calamity to the person on

whom it is bestowed."

A stanza from Spenser, shall

conclude my subject:

In vaine, then, said old Melibec, doe men
The heavens of their fortune's fault accuse

;

Sith they know best, what is the best for them

:

For, thty to each -.nch fortune doc diffuse,

As they do knowe each can most aptly use.

For, not that, which raeu covet most, is

best

;

Nor that thing woist, which men doe most

refuse
;

But fittest is, that »!1 contented rest'

With what they hold—each ha9 his fortune

in his breast.

ON COMMERCE.
No. XXXI.

The harbours, as well as the
J

coasts and rivers, of the Island of

Mauritius, furnish abundance of

fish, amongst which whales are

plentiful. Captain Munro, in his

passage hither from the Island of

Rodrigues, descried several small

islands, full of rocks, running

obliquely from north to west, along

the coast of Mauritius, at a distance

of from two to seven leagues from

the land: "among which," says he,

" there are so many whales, and

which were so bold, that I often

expected some of them, as we ran

along the coast, would leap on

board." If such is the case, it is

wonderful, that in the number of

projects which have, from time to

time, taken up the attention of the

settlers here, they never have

thought of establishing a whale

fishery. The soil is much diversi-

fied, and although, by the climate,

it is adapted for all sorts of colonial

productions, yet it has not answer-

ed equally for all the kinds of cul-

tivation which its inhabitants have

endeavoured to introduce. Coffee,

being of the simplest culture, and
requiring smaller establishments,

and consequently less expence, was

first adopted ; but that of cotton

appearing to be more profitable,

coffee was in some degree aban-

doned ; cotton was afterwards ne-

glected in its turn, and that of

indigo became the most popular
;

but the very great profit which the

first sugar plantation afforded (al-

though its quality, according to the

account given of it by the V iscount

de Vaux, resembled the honey of

Normandy, rather than grained

sugar), induced them to establish

sugar-works wherever they could

procure a quantity of water above

the level of the earth, sufficient to

work a mill. Several of these have

proved successful, and many others

are expected to do so ; some have

failed, by reason of the vegetable

mould not proving deep enough,

as in several places, in the moun-

tainous parts, the rock approaches

too near the surface. But a better

guess may be made of its produce,

by exhibiting a statement of the

produce in the year 1800, since

which, we are not furnished with

any documents that can be relied

upon.

Price during the war.

Coffee—6000 bales, of

100 French lbs. each from 8 to '20 piastres

per bale.

Indigo—300,000 lbs.

weight ..... from 2 to 8s. per Ih.
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Price during the ivnr

Cotton—9000 D:iles, of

950 Iba. each . . from 8d to 2s. peril*.

Sugar—3,000,01 o lbs

weight from 4 to 10 piastres

per quintal

Cloves— >o,000 lbs. do. from Is. 3d to 1 pi-

astre per lb.

The value of the piastre is nearly

*5s. English. The produce of the

island of -.bourbon, the same year,

was, coffee, 00,000 bales; cotton,

2000 bales; cloves, 60,000 lbs.

weight, all at the same price as

before stated ; no sugar being made
there, except what is just sufficient

for home consumption. The popu-

la; ion of Mauritius, in 1700, con-

sisted of slaves, 53,000 ; whites and

mulattoes, 10,000; total, 65,000.

The armed force—national guard

of whites and mulattoes, 2000
;

black and mulatto slaves, as chas-

1 setirs, or for the artillery, 3000
;

;j
total of the armed force, 5,000.

j
The population of Bourbon* at the

same period, was, slaves, 48,000 ;

whites and mulattoes, 8000; total,

56,000.

Mercator & Co,

ARCHITECTURAL HINTS.

Plate 43.

—

Gothic Book-Room.

The room of business, the jus-

tice-room, or that appropriated to

pamphlets, records, and those pa-

pers not immediately the proper

furniture of the library, forms the

subject of the design which ac-

companies this description. Its

situation should not be far removed

from the principal hall, and in the

vicinity of a private en trance, which

admits of approach without passing-

through the hall or the servants'

apartments, for the convenience

and the introduction of tenants and

other persons on mere business.

It is the legitimate apartment of the

secretary, in establishments of a

magnitude to entertain them, or it

degree of solidity, and conseqifehf

Iy seeming strength, which may
accord with the uses of the apart-

ment. The arches divide the room
into three portions, and give an

architectural arrangement of the

furniture very desirable ; it affords

an elevation, a variety, and an in-

tricacy to the design of the ceiling,

and produces astateliness of effect.

The cases, the repositories of

the papers and records, are formed

of polished oak, and of such a de-

sign as to add the appearance of

greater magnitude to the study.

The chimney-piece, which forms

a part of the design of the cases,

is made of marble, the rerd an-

is the superior room for the pur- ,j tique, the Sienna, or our native

poses of the stew arddUTil the trans- marbles, some of which are of un-

action of the business oCfhe estate, common brilliance, and are to be

A chaste and simple character

is best suited to these objects : the

plate, which presents a geometri-

found in ample quantities for such

purposes. Lord Gwydir has great-

ly encouraged the introduction cf

cal view of the chimney-piece side l| them. Sufficient for his purposes

of this room, is intended to give I was lately selected at Portsoy, i.i

an appropriate design, and of a
j
Scotland, by Sir David Wedder-

No. LIV. Vol. IX, Y v
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sign and workmanship in this ma-

terial: indeed, there is something

so English both in the design of

Gothic edifices and in the oaken

embellishments which accompany

them, that we are impressed by an

interest in structures of this kind

intimately connected with national

feelings.

The manufacture of oak into fur-

niture and other articles of taste

and usefulness, has undergone

an extraordinary improvement in

point of workmanship, and it is now
wrought with so much elegance as

to rival the more expensive woods

of other countries. The vast im-

provement also in taste, and the

art of design and sculpture of the

human figure, has given an excel-

lence to modern works unknown to

the ages of Gothic art. The figures

sculptured in wood on the pediment

of the altar-piece of the church of

I
St. Paul's, Govent-Garden, are not

i

generally known, but are of great

merit: the simple elegance of the

interior of that church, fitted up

entirely of oak, deserves much ap-

probation. It is not, however, in

the Gothic style, which would have

been ansuited to the original de-

sign by Inigo Jones, whose instruc-

tion for the plan received from an

the chimnej-piece is also continu- II ancestor of the Bedford family,

ed as the plinth of the cases.
\\
was, to make it " as spacious and

The application of oak to the
|

as simple as a barn." Jones there-

burn, Bart, and was sculptured in

London, for the principal chimney-

pieces and bookcases of his lately

erected residence in Essex ; and

proves to be of great excellence

and beauty*. Indeed our native

marbles are deserving public cul-

tivation, and man}'- of them ap-

proach to the perfection of the an-

tiques. With much plausibility,

though not with evidence amount-

ing to conviction, the late Sir

George Wright maintained, that
j

the verd antique was of British ori-

gin, having opened a long neglect- i

ed quarry in Wales, which affords

marbles of similar appearance, and

corresponding in the analysis. As

the country where this precious

marble was produced, is notknown

by the virtuosi of the present day,

he deemed this a tacit corroboration

of his hypothesis. When we see

men of rank and fortune interest-

ing themselves in the adoption of

marbles, the produce of their na-

tive country, we have cause to hope

that they will obtain an universal

interest and patronage.

The shelf of the chimney-piece

is continued through the bookcase,

and forms a sort of table-shelf in

front of them, for the reception of

books and papers : the plinth of

Gothic style of architecture, has i

always been considered as affording

great beauty, both by colour and

by contrast. The Gothic screens

and wainscottings, the railings and
canopies of our cathedrals, pre-

sent many fine examples of de-

* The chimney-pieces of Mr. Acker-

mann'^ Gri.« Room, are specimens of the

Devonshire marble.

fore chose the Tuscan order as giv-

en by Vitruvies; not that he pre-

ferred a barn-li -:e character, what-

ever he might have done had he

lived to see the principle generally

pursued by men of no taste, who
have saved them; Ives the labour

j
indeed, but have lost the delight

j

of architectural fitness, by substi-

' tuting overwhelming draperies of
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meretricious forms and colour*, in ( spective view of a room formed on

lieu of the elegant, chaste, audi a similar plan, but treated as a Li-

sublime graces of the Grecian,
|

brary, with the books exposed,

Itoman, or Gothic styles.
j

and the apartment furnished ap-

It is intended that the design of plicably to its purposes,

the following month shall be a per- '• .*.

Plate 44.—VIEW OF CHEAPSIDE.

Cheapside received its name
from Chepe, a market, as being ori-

ginally ti.o great street of splendid

?-'hops. It was formerly called West
Cheap, in contradistinction to East

Cheap, near the Monument. In

1246 it was an open field, denomi-

nated Croiai-Jield^ from an hosterie

or inn, with the sign of a crown at

the east end. At the same period,

adds Stow in his Chronicle, norlwo

hundred years after, was any street

in London paved, except Thames-
street, and from Ludgate-hill to

Charing-cross. The goldsmiths'

shops on the south side side of the

street, were particularly superb,

" consisting," says the same writer,

" of a most beautiful frame of faire

houses and shops than be within

the walls of London, or elsewhere

in England, commonly called Gold-

smiths'-row ; huilded by Thomas
Wood, goldsmith, and one of the

sheriffes of London in 1491. It

containeth tenne faire dwelling-

houses and fourteen shops, all in

one frame, uniformely builded,

foure stories high, beautified to-

ward the street with the goldsmithcs'

arms and likeness of woodmen, in

memorie of his name, riding on

monstrous beastes, all richly paint-

ed and gilt."

Not long before Stow composed

his Survaie, another portion of the

south side of this street was formed

by sheds with terraces. Three of

these sheds, belonging to the prior

of the Holy Trinity, by Aldgate,

were let for twenty-eight, twenty,

and twelve shillings annually; while

others produced no more than three

shillings and four pence, and even
smaller sums. How wonderful the

difference between the rents of the

present day, when houses in this

street let for upwards of 200/. per

annum ! Of the sheds mentioned

by Stow, only one remained in his

time, occupied by a woman wlio

sold seeds, herbs, and roots ; the

others, by encroachments on the

high street, being largely built on
both sides, outwards, and also up-

wards, three, four, or live stories

high.

As Cheapside has for ages been

what may justly be termed the chief

street of the city of London, pro-

perly so called, it is natural to sup-

pose that a good deal of local his-

tory must be attached to this spot.

Indeed a detailed account of the

structures which once adorned it,

and of the remarkable events of

which it has been the theatre, would

furnish abundant matter for a long

and interesting narrative ; but to the

principal of these subjects only we

are obliged, by our limits, to con-

fine our attention.

In the middle of Cheapside,

nearly opposite to the end of Wood-
Yy 2
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street, stood one of the crosses

erected b}' Edward I. in 1290, to

the memory of his beloved queen,

Eleanor, at the places where her

corpse rested in its progress from

Lincolnshire to Westminster Ab-

bey. It was originally decorated

with a statue of the queen, and, in

true Puritanic zeal, attended by a

troop of horse and two companies

of foot, and executed his orders

most effectually. The same most

pious and religious noble knight, as

he is called by a contemporary

writer, also attacked and demolish-

ed the abominable and most blarphe-

all respects, resembled the cross at i mens crucifix in Christ's Hospital,

Northampton. In 1411, it had be-

come so ruinons, that John Hather-

ley, the mayor, procured a licence

from Henry VI. to rebuild it in a

more beautiful manner. It was or-

namented with images, represent-

ing the Resurrection, the Virgin,

Edward the Confessor, and others

of the like nature. It was new gilt

and burnished for every public

entry, for all magnificent proces-

sions took this road. After the Re-

and broke it into a thousand pieces.

The removal of this structure was

in fact a point of propriety, because

it obstructed the principal street of

the city, which was daily becoming
a greater thoroughfare. That it

also served to perpetuate cer-

tain superstitious practices, cannot

be denied ; for we are told, that

" it hath been seen by several an-

cient and good inhabitants dwelling

ueare the place, that sundry sorts of

formation, the images gave such people have, by three o'clock in

offence, that they were frequently I
the morning, come barefoot to the

mutilated, and a figure of Diana, i
crosse, and have kneeled downe

which had been found in the ji and said something to themselves,

Thames, was substituted instead of :! crossed their forehead and their

the Virgin. Queen Elizabeth, dis- j]
breast, and so risen and making

approving of these attacks on the

remnant of the old religion, offered

a reward for the discovery of the

offenders : she thought that a plain

cross, the mark of the national re-

ligion, ought not to be the occasion

of scandal, and therefore directed

that one should be placed on the

summit, and gilt. These relics of

the whore of Babylon, as they were
styled by the fanatical adherents of

Cromwell, drew down destruction

on Cneapside cross. In 1043, all

crosses, Popish paintings, and reli-

gious emblems, were included by
the parliament in one general pro-

scription. The demolition of the

is in Cheapside was committed
to Sir Robert Harlow, who, on the

-2d May, went on the service with

obeisance,went away,which punish-

ment was enjoyned upon them as

a penance for some sins they had

committed. Likewise, that hiHH
dreds of people have been pub-
lickly seen in the midst of the day

to bend their bodies to it, and put

off their hats, and crosse them-

selves ; not only as they have gone
on foot by it, but divers that have

rid on horseback and in coaches

have put out their heads and done

reverence to it."

At the western extremity of

Cheapside was a stone cross of still

greater antiquity than that just de-

scribed. It was distinguished by

the name of the Old Cross, and

stood at the east end of the parish

church of St. Michael le Quern,

;
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Wt was demolished in the reign of

Richard II. when the church was

enlarged, and some years after

-

wards a conduit was erected in its

place.

A little eastward of the first men-
tioned cross stood the conduit,which

served as the mother or chief aque-

duct to distribute to the smaller

aqueducts the water that was

brought by pipes from Paddington.

It jtjou ou the site of the old con-

duit founded in 1-285, castellated

with stone, and cisterned in lead,
!

as Stow tells us, and rebuilt in 1479, i

by Thomas Ilan, one of the sheriffs,
!

On some extraordinary occasions

these conduits were made to run

with claret. Such was the case at

the coronation or Anna Jbullen, who
was received at the smaller conduit,

by Pallas, Juno, and Venus. Mer-
cury, in the name of the goddesses,

presented to her a ball of gold, di-

vided into three parts, denoting

three gifts bestowed on her by the

deities, wisdom, riches, and felici-

ty. " But, alas !" exclaims Pen-

nant, "beneath them lurked speedy-

disgrace, imprisonment, the block,

and the axe."

Neither the exact site nor the

form of the Old Standard in Cheap-

side is described by any of our old

writers. The time of its foundation

also is unknown. It appears to have

been very ruinous in 1442, when
Henry VI. granted a licence for

repairing it, together with a con-

duit in the same. The Standard

was a place both of legal and law-

less executions : many instances of

both kinds are on record. Among
the latter we find, that, in 1381,

Richard Lions, an eminent gold-

smith, and late sheriff of the city,

was cruelly beheaded here by order

of Wat Tyler. At the same time,

numbers of foreign merchants,

principally Flemings, were dragged

from the churches, and the shibbo-

leth of bread and cheese being put

to them, which they pronounced

Lrot and koze, they were instantly

put to death. In 1150, Ford Say,

high treasurer of England, lost his

head at the Standard, by the brutal

orders of Jack Cade. This tragic

scene is admirably described by

Shakspeare, in the second part of

Henry VI.

Cheapside was, from the earliest

times, the great theatre for the ex-

hibition of the splendour of our

ancestors. Tilts, tournaments, and
processions rendered it one conti-

nued scene of amusement. In 1331,

most splendid tournaments, which

lasted three clays, were held here.

A scaffold was erected across the

street for Philippa, queen of Ed-
ward III. and her ladies, all richly

attired, to behold the knights, col-

lected from all quarters, to shew

their skill in feats of arms. In the

midst of the entertainment, the up-

per part of the scaffold on which

the ladies were seated, " brake in

sunder," says Stowr
,
" whereby they

were with some shame forced to

fall downe," and many knights and

others, who stood beneath, were

much hurt. The intercession of

the queen upon her knees saved

the carpenters from punishment;

but to prevent similar accidents in

future, the king ordered a building

of stone to be erected near the

church of St. Mary le Bow, where

himself, the queen, and other per-

sons of distinction, might see the

gallant spectacles in security. This

building was long afterwards used

for the same purpose, till, in 1410,
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it was granted by Henry IV. to cer-

tain mercers, who converted it into

shops and warehouses.

The church of St. Mary le Bow,

or (le Arcubus, was thus named from

the arches of the foundation upon

which it was raised. No church in

the whole city, perhaps, is more re-

markable for the accidents whici.

have befallen it than this. It was

founded in the time of William the

Conqueror, so that it could not have

been finished many years when, in

1090, a tremendous tempest un-

roofed the building. It is relate:1
.,

that the rafters, 20 feet long-, were

precipitated with such force into

the high street, then unpaved,

swampy ground, that only fdur feet

ac peared above the s urfaee. They
were cut down to a level with

the street, as they could not other-
j

wise have been removed without

'

very great labour. In this church,

which was long a noted Sanctuary,
I

one William Fitz-Osbert, a sedi-

tious fellow of the lowest rank, but

of uncommon eloquence, who, con-

trary to the Norman custom, had

suffered his beard to grow to an

unusual length, whence he was also

distinguished by the name of Long-

Beard, set up as advocate for the

poorer citizens against the oppres-

sions of the rich. He took the op-

portunity of beginning a tumult,

by inflaming their minds against a

certain tax, raised entirely for the

necessities of the state, and many
lives were lost on the occasion

near St. Paul's. Hubert, Archbi-

shop of Canterbury, the king's jus-

ticiar}-, summoned Long Beard
before him; but he came attended

with such a formidable body of his

adherents, that the prelate deemed
it necessary for his own safety, to

j
dismiss him with a gentle reproof.

This served but to increr is in-

solence; and the more wealthy ci-

tizens, dreading the ^sequences,

resolved to secure him: a resolute

band made the attempt, when he
and a few desperate followers be-

took themselves to the tower of this

church, which they fortified. The
besiegers, seeing the mob from all

parts assemble to his rescue, made
a fire at the bottom, which forced

him and his companions to sally

out; when they were all taken; and
next day, the ringleader and eight

more were dragged by the heels to

the Elms at Smithficid, and there

hanged : for it was not till long

after his time that the hurdle or

the sledge was allowed as a kind of

indulgence to criminals going to

execution. It was said, that Long
Beard, finding himself deserted by
Heaven, at the gallows " forsook

Mary's son (as he called our Sa-

viour), and implored the devil to

help him." Notwithstanding this,

a cunning priest, a relation of his,

propagated a report, that several

miracles had been wrought at the

plaeeof execution, which drew vast

crowds of people to Smithfield,

where they continued the whole

night in the most fervent devotion,

and would not quit the place till

dispersed by a military guard.

In 1271, great part of the steeple

fell down and killed several per-

sons ; and in 1284, the church was

placed under an interdict, and the

doors and windows stopped up with

thorns, on account of the murder

of a goldsmith who had fled thither

for sanctuary. It was one of those

privileged places exempted from

suppression by Heiiry VIII. ; in

whose time the steeple was rebuilt
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with arches, or id the fashion of a

crown. The old church perished

in the great conflagration in 1000;

and the present structure, built of

Portland stone, was finished in

1680, from the design of Sir Chris-

topher Wivn. The steeple, S$9

feet high, is accounted, hy judi-

cious artists, an admirable piece of

architecture, not to he paralleled

hy that of any parochial church in

England. In digging the founda-

tion for this Fabric, which was

brought more forward hy forty feet

than the old church, so as to make
it range with the houses, Sir Chris-

topher sunk about eighteen feet

deep through made ground, under

which, to his great surprise, he

found a Roman causeway four feet

thick, of rough stone, close and

well-rammed, with Roman brick

and rubbish at the bottom. On this

causeway he laid the foundation of

this lofty and weighty steeple. A
perfect pavement has also been

found, near the corner of Bread-

street, fifteen feet below the sur-

face of the ground ; which circum-

stances prove how much it has

been raised in this part of the me-
tropolis. The great fire must doubt-

less have contributed much towards

this elevation ; and, indeed, Burton,

who wrote during the reisrn of

Charles II., tells us, that " within

fourscore years and less, Cheapside

is raised divers feet higher: for it

hath been found to be twenty-eight

feet higher than it was when St.

Paul's was first built ; as appeared

by several eminent marks discover-

ed in the late laying of the founda-

tion of that church."

The annexed engraving repre-

sents the western extremity of

Cheapside, being the spot on which

the old cross mentioned in the pre-

ceding account once stood. The
first house on the left, which is sup-

posed to stand on the site of the

residence of Richard Tonstal, Lord
Chamberlain to Henry VI. is Mil-
lurtPs East India warehouse for every

species of silk, linen, and cotton

goods, to the taste and elegance of

which our monthly patterns bear

ample testimony. The front has

recently been titted up in a very

handsome style. The intermediate

houses between Millard's and the

corner of St. Paul's church-yard,

as exhibited in our view, are occu-

pied by Messrs. Shapland, hosier;

Broicn, gold and silversmith; Gies-

ler, farrier ; S/ark and Son, patent

retiring stove and grate manufactu-

rers; Bunn, silk-mercer; Hawkins,

trunk-maker; Seabrook, of the same
profession , and two or three others.

In the back ground, at one cor-

ner of Paternoster - row, appears

Butler's newly erected patent me-

dicine warehouse, adorned with a
neat balcony and stone balustrade

at the top ; and at the other corner

Du/ttiett
,
s long -established Tun-

bridge rcare and toy shop, the recol-

lection of which, we doubt not, calls

forth agreeable associations in the

minds of many of our metropolitan

readers.

The spectator of taste will lament

the loss of the opportunity which
was afforded by the fere of 16G6,

of placing some grand public build-

ing on the site of the last-mention-

ed house and the contiguous build-

ings, What a majestic and impos-

ing effect would St. Paul's cathe-

dral, for instance, have produced,

when approached by such an avo-
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unc Oheapside! But reasons, to
|j
ed, and must continue to operate,

which we have alluded in our ob
jj
against the external embellishment

scrvations on the London Commer- | of the city of London.

ciat Sale-rooms, iiave long operat-
|

Plate 42.—ON THE COMFORT OF HOUSES.

We have to apologize to our I] known, that, previous to the in-

fiu: readers, for introducing a sub- traduction of the common sevv-

j, ich might not be expected

i, Miscellany; but, aware of

t, grei rov* aents intended

to be ma .. the West End oi
; tne

t.-j |
• idqfj • cessity of these

consideration iclinations give

place to out duty in promoting

e\ \y thing tha relates to the in-

ers by Sir Christopher Wren, this

metropolis was frequently visited

by epidemical diseases that car-

ried off from 30 to near 70,000

inhabitants at one time." So ma-
ny causes tended to contaminate

the local atmosphere, that it was
scarcely possible to prevent this

tenor elegance oi ifort of houses.
\

dire calamity; but the exhalations

There are fe « persons of liberal !
that arose from a foul and expand-

education but are acquainted with ed surface of water in the streets,

the leading principles of pneuma- .; were considered the most powerful

tic chemistry; indeed, owing to the agent. These opinions have been

great interest excited in the fa- found correct, as, for a period of

shionable world by the lectures of nearly 150 years, a recurrence of

Sir Humphrey Davy, that know- \\
those diseases has not taken place,

ledge is not confined to either sex. notwithstanding the increasing ex-

tent of those sewers, at presentThe application of his discoveries

to the purposes of life, was a great

incitement to his exertions; and so

far as they are connected with the

medical art, they challenge the

highest place : but in their gradual

descent, what relates to the health-

fulness and comfort of houses, can-

not be deemed uninteresting. We
shall begin then at the lowest part of

the house, and having dismissed

j
calculated to be near 1-200 acres,

j

discharging offensive exhalations,

that are highly deleterious to

\
the constitution, and more poison-

i ous in their effects than the air

1 of the most confined dungeon.

,

Though they are so far removed
I from being a public nuisance, yet

they still continue a private evil,

! infecting our noble mansions, and

the most unpleasant, though the
|j
afflicting with ill health many of

most important consideration, we
may with greater satisfaction as-

cend in the scale of improvements

as from time to time they shall pre-

sent themselves.

Our present subject will there-

fore be the consideration of the

BRAINS AND SEWERS. It is well

their servants, as well as the inha-

bitants of smaller houses. Mr. Bra-

mah has perhaps done more to-

wards correcting this evil, and laid

the foundation of greater improve-

ments, than may ever be accom-

plished by any other individual;

but a great deal more still remains
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to be clone : it is then-fore With plea-

sure we have an opportunity of

communicatingaplan and descrip-

tion of the pneumatic apparatus

contrived by Mr. Gregson. It

consists of a very large cast-iron

air-trap, or valve, made to the full

size of the drains, the weight be-

ing from 2 to 10 cwt. and laid

down as near to the common sewer

as possible, which at once prevents

any foul air from the sewer even

entering into the drains of the

house; while, at the same time, by

its make and capacity, it is not ea-

sily choked up, as will appear by

the following references to the

plate:

A, Section of the common sewers

to the size ordered by the com-
missioners of the sewers.

JB, The main drain from the house

leading into the sewer.

C, The pneumatic apparatus, with

the fixed valve, all cast in one

piece.

D, The cleaning hole, with cast-

iron lid, fitted air tight.

E, The basin, which remains al-

ways full of water.

JF, The hydraulic pressure, that

forces the water through the

basin.

Hence it is obvious, that no

smell can possibly affect the house

while it continues inhabited, but

what arises from its own drains,

which may be always prevented by

the air-traps in common use.

In respect to the laying down of

this apparatus, it is necessary to

observe, that the person should be

well versed in practical pneuma-
tics; as Mr. Gregson has discover-

ed, by actual experiments, that

air, .v//,7/.v, or fumigations, will pe-

netrate through a wall 18 inches

thick, and that was deemed in a

perfect state, lie has also had this

apparatus laid over ces^-pools,

where it has proved of great advan-

tage in keeping them from speedily

filling up, by carrying off t!ie dirt

held in solution, and suffering on-

ly the weightier particles to fall to

the bottom ; for, in those that have

been finished two years, the sedi-

ments only amount to one inch and

a half. A jagged grating is usual -

ly laid down with them, to prevent

the destruction of the drains by
rats; and if he succeeds in the

new impenetrable drain-pipes that

are now laying down, and which

have been found to lad longer un-

der ground than cast iron, we un-

derstand it is liis intention to intro-

duce a self-acting balladore, that

will regularly clean out the drains

themselves. Whenever this point

is attained, we may flatter ourselves

that little more can be done: in

the mean time, we conceive the

observations that are here offered,

well worthy of the consideration of

all who wish to avail themselves of

new houses in the intended streets,

or any other part of this metropo-

lis, as by providing in time, a con-

siderable expence may be saved.

INTELLIGENCE, LITERARY, SCIENTIFIC, &c.

Messrs. Boydells have in con- octavo editions of the Holy Scrip-

siderable forwardness, part I. con-

taining ten prints, of a set of engrav-

ings, intended to illustrate quarto or

No. LJF. Vol IX

tares. The work, when complete,

is to consist of one hundred line

plates, and is to appear periodi-

Z z
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cally, in similar portions. The de-

signs are entirely original.

Mr. B P. Capper has just finish-

ed a new edition of a pocket vo-

lume of a Geographical Dictionary

of the World, with tables of the po-

pulation of Great Britain, as re-

cently taken by order of govern-

ment, embellished with maps. This

work, although not enlarged in size

or quantity, contains a description

of upwards of five thousand names

of places not before mentioned.

Mr. Landseer is preparing for

publication, The Picturesque Archi-

tectural Remains of the ancient Me-
tropolis of Dacca, on the banks of

the Ganges ; an interesting part of

India, not visited by the Messrs.

Daniell,nor hitherto, as is believed,

by any European artist. The work

will be published by subscription,

in five large folio numbers (of which

the first will shortly appear), each

consisting of four line engravings,

with historical and descriptive let-

ter-press. The drawings and to-

pographical accounts will be sup-

plied by a gentleman whose know-

ledge and talents as a scholar and

an artist, and whose various oppor-

tunities, arising out of long resi-

dence in a public capacity in this

part of Bengal, have eminently

qualified him for the task.

Alexander Stephens, Esq. will

speedily publish, in two vols. 8vo.

Memoirs of John Home Tooke, Esq.

interspersed with original docu-

ments.

Mr. J. M. Coley, of Bridgnorth,

will shortly publish, A Practical

Treatise on the Remittent Fever of

Infants, with remarks on several

other diseases, particularly hydro-

cephalus internus.

Major W. M. Leake, of the Roy-

al Artillery, lately his Majesty's

resident at Janina, will publish, ear-

ly in June, in 4to. Researches in

Greece, part I. containing remarks

on the modern languages of Greece.

Capt. Broughton is preparing a

work, on the Private Life of the

Mahrattas,\v\l\\ coloured plates, af-

ter the drawings of the native artists.

Mr. J. Kelly has in the press,

Elements of Music in I erse, adapted

to the piano-forte, and calculated

for juvenile study.

Mr. Bakevvell has nearly ready

for publication, in an 8vo. volume,

Outlines of Geology, with observa-

tions on the geology of England.

Mr. Longmire, of Troutbeck,

near Kendal, is writing An Essay

on Geognosy.

Lieut. Locket, assistant secretary

I in the College of Fort William, is

engaged on some Translations from

the elementary books of the East,

in Grammar, Rhetoric, and Logic,

which three sciences will form a

4to. volume.

Professor Eichorn's Introduction

to the Old Testament and the Apo-

crypha, so much celebrated on the

Continent, is translating for the

press.

Mr. Cunningham has in the press,

in one 8vo. volume, A Dissertation

on the Seals and Trumpets of the

Apocalypse, and the Prophetic Pe-

riod of 1260 Years.

Mr. S. Morrell, of Little Baddow,

Essex, will shortly publish, in a

duodecimo volume, The Excursions

of FigiKus, designed to illustrate

an important point of moral duty.

The Rev. W. Hawtayne, rector

of Elstree, Herts, will shortly pub-

lish two volumes of Sermons, in

small 8vo.

Mr. John Platts has in the press,
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Reflections on Materialism, Immate-

rialism, an Intermediate. State, the

Sleep of the Sua/, the Resurrection of
the Jiody, and a Future Life.

The Rev. H. Lacy, of Salter's

Hall, has in the press, two volumes

of Practical Dhcimnis, expressly

adapted for domestic use.

Capt. Liseansky, one of the ce-

lebrated Russian circumnavigators,

who, a few years ago, commanded
one oi the Russian ships in com-

pany with Krusen stern, round the

world, lias lately published, at St.

Petersburg, his curious and in-

teresting / oi/age, in the Russian

language, which we understand the

author himself intends to publish

in English. The work is already

translated, and all the materials

necessary for publication are in

great forwardness. We are inform-

ed, that it is likely to be more com-

plete in English than in the origi-

nal, as it will contain a great num-
ber of drawings, plates, charts, ta-

bles of latitude and longitude, va-

riations of the compass, those of

thermometer,barometer,&.c; which

are intended also, on a future day,

to be added to the Russian work,

in a supplementary volume.

A Tour through Norton/ and Swe-

den, in 1807, with remarks on the

manners, customs, &c. of the in-

habitants, written in French, by

Alex. Lamotte, Esq. is printing in

a 4to. volume, and will be illustrated

by a map and fifteen views.

M. de Dree, of Paris, brother-

in-law to the celebrated Dolomieu,

has offered for sale his splendid

Mineralogical Museum, compris-

ing eight collections, among which

is that of his illustrious relative. A
descriptive catalogue of this mu-

seum, in French, may be seen at

Mr. Ackermann's.

It is well known that the manner

of treating a swarm of bees, in or-

der to take the honey from them, as

practised by some persons, is cruel,

disgraceful to humanity, and pre-

judicial, at the same time, to their

proprietors. Many of these indus-

trious insects are destroyed by it;

and by such loss weak hives are

rendered unprofitable. The fol-

lowing process, which is extracted

from the French Annah of Agri-

culture, seems to be greatly favour-

able both to the industrious insect

and its owners.—Take of that kind

of mushroom which is named Ly-

coperdon stellatum, about thequan-
1 tity of an egg in size, set fire to it,

and place it at the entrance of the

hive. When a small quantity of

smoke has made its way into the

hive, the bees fall down as if stupe-

fied, or in a sleep : they remain in

this state about a quarter of an

hour. During this time the swarm

may be treated according to what

was intended, without fear of any

suffering from the stings. This

proceeding does no injury to the

bees themselves, nor to any of their

young. It may be effected at all

times; and affords an easy method

of allowing swarms that are feeble

to increase.

M. Pierre van Tetz, of the de-

partment of L'Ourte, has advertis-

ed an infallible remedy for the

gout, as follows: — Take three

haudfuls of the leaves of mallows,

one handful of linseed, boil them in

about a pint and a half of water,

until it is reduced to one pint; then

strain it through a cloth, and mix

with the liquor a quantity of the

Zz2
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green scum that is to be found in

any pond, together with a swallow's

nest pounded, and spread this mix-

ture upon a linen cloth, softening-

it with half an ounce of balsam

of Copahu, the whole mixed with

the yellow of three eggs. This

cataplasm must be applied three or

four times a day to the part affect-

ed, as hot as possible, and will not

fail of giving immediate relief.

A Hungarian nobleman has ex-
es

hibited an invention, by which he

is enabled to plunge into the sea

or a river, without the least risk,

and dive to the bottom ; either re-

main ihere at pleasure, or return

to the surface of the water, without

assistance from any other person.

This discovery will be chiefly ap-

plicable for the benefit of the pearl

and coral fishery.

The Mercury of Suabia, a Ger-

man journal, some time ago, pub-

lished an account of the prolific

properties of the potatoe; which

not only is curious as a philoso-

phical experiment, but interesting,

as it proves what resources nature

possesses within herself for the

most beneficial purposes. It may
also afford a hint, of which advan-

tage may be taken, under certain

circumstances.—"I covered," says

the writer, " a corner of a cellar

with a layer about an inch thick,

composedof two thirds of fine sand,

brought from the Danube, and one

third of common earth. I put into

it, in the month of April, thirty-two

yellow potatoes of a thin skin ; I

placed them only on the surface

without covering them : they shot

out roots abundantly on all sides
;

and at the close of the month of

November following, I took up
more than half a bushel of produce

of the very best kind. About one
tenth of the quantity was equal in

size to a reinette apple; the rest

of the size of a >arge cherry. The
skin was remarkably thin, the pulp

white and meaiy, and the taste

agreeable. During the six months

they lay on their bed, they received

no attention or cultivation, nor

any influence from the sunshine

or light. This experiment may be

repeated to advantage in fortified

places, in prisons, or houses of

correction, and in general, in any

parts of great cities, wherever there

are subterranean places, which are

not too cold, nor too humid. By
taking advantage of such places,

che quantity of cheap and whole-

some food may certainly be in-

creased, for the benefit of indigent

individuals.

MUSICAL REVIEW.

A Collection of popular Airs, ar-

ranged as Rondos, or icith f ari-

ations for the Piano- Forte, by

Samuel Wesley. No. II. Pr. 2s.

The ballad of Orphan Mary has

been selected as the theme for se-

veral variations. To those that know
the high talents of their author,

(and there are few of our readers,

we trust, but belong to that class), it

would be superfluous to state, that

they will find, in this publication,

abundant traits of contrapuntal

skill. The theme, especially in

the second part, is scientifically

harmonized ; the second variation

exhibits an ably linked bass ; and

the last, a Scherzando (-§-), attracts

by its interesting neatness.

A Grand Sonata for the Piano-'

Forte, with an Accompanimentfor

a Violin, composed, and dedicated

to the Prince of Galitzin, by D,
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Steibelt. Sonata II. Op. 80.

Pr. 4s.

The worth.of Steibelt's composi-

tions is so universally acknowledg-

ed in this country, that we are sure

the musical public must feel in-

debted to Mr. Hodsoll, the pub-

lisher of this and other late works

of that author, for giving them an

opportunity of renewing their ac-

quaintance with an old favourite.

The circumstance above mention-

ed, supersedes the necessity of

giving any other critical account of

the sonata before us, than our tes-

timony, that it is in Steibelt's best

style, and presents a combination

of genial fire and delicate elegance,

worthy the attention of players of

the superior order. The movements

are three : an allegro in E b, a beau-

tiful adagio in C major, and an ex-

cellent rondo in E b. The violin

accompaniment is obligato, and oc-

casionally brought into the fore-

ground by means of impressive

imitations and solo passages.

A Divertimentofor the Piano- Forte,

with an Accompaniment (ad libi-

tum) for a Flute or J iolin, com-

posed, and dedicated to Miss Glut-

ton, by C. S. Stokes. Pr. 4s.

The allegro mod°, in C, found-

ed on the air, " When the bee sucks;''''

the andante, in F,on "Pray Goody;"

and the rondo, in C, on the popular

dance known by the name of The

Recovery. The character of Mr.

Stokes's compositions has already

been illustrated by our former cri-

tiques on some of bis publications

;

all of which, and the one before

us in a high degree, display dili-

gent study of classic models, a

consequent rich store of sterling

science, and a cultivated taste.

These rare qualifications, brought

into play under the guidance of

laborious care, cannot fail to pro-

duce such honourable specimens

of his muse as this divertimento

affords. We might prove the truth

of this general praise by a string

of citations, which would occupy
the whole of our scanty limits, and
yet be incomplete in the enumera-

tion ; such is the multiplicity of se-

lect ideas and harmonies he brings,

forward at every step : as, for in-

stance, the skiifui coum rpoints,

p. 4, /. 3 ; the classic merit of p. 7
;

the excellent fluent accompani-

ment, and the close, of Prat/ Goody;

the fine solutions into E minor, p.

11, into B major, p. 13, and cue

still more beautiful extrication from

that key into C, in the same page,

&c. The work teems with instance*

of the kind; indeed, in some few

ca.ses, toe apparent desire of pro-

ducing originality of harmonic

combination, has led to some ex-

treme cases. In the passage, p. 4

(before cited), the F natural {b. 4^

creates harshness. The same eifect

occurs in other parallel cases, such

as p. 7, /. 5, &c. In the 6th line,

(p. i) we had rather remained in C,

than fall upon A minor (b. 2), and

escape from it in the manner ven-

tured by the author. To the well-

known minor trio of the Recovery,

Mr. S. has devised a new and bold

harmony, which we would accept,

but for the clashing, although con-

cealed, octaves between the last

quaver of the second, and the first

of the third bar of that phrase (p.

10, /. 5—p. 12, /. ft, and p. 13, /. 4J.

Of syncopations Mr. S. is too libe-

ral, and much too bold in their

combination ; as an instance, we
shall only note p. 9, /. 3, where

the C natural after the -C sharp
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(b. 5), can scarcely be defended.

These eccentricities we are far from

quoting in depreciation of the work;

well aware, as we feel, that the

greatest masters are the most liable

to them. The common-place au-
j

thor, who skips his arpeggios from

the tonic to the dominant, and

from the dominant back to the

tonic, is much less exposed to dan-
;

gers of this kind.

A Grand Duet for the Harp and

. Piano- Fo-te, in which is intro-

duced a favourite French Air,
\

composed, and dedicated to Mrs.

F. Holliugs, by Join: Mugnie.

Pr. 6s.

In this work, which has been but

a few days before the public, Mr.

M. has given fresh proofs, if any

were wanted, of those high talents
j

which it has been our agreeable
|

duty to bear testimony toon several

former occasions. The allegro, in
I

C, a fine and spirited movement,

exhibits abundant strokes of his

masterly pen ; the second part, in
j

particular, setting out boldly with

the theme in E b, and displaying

a series of profound modulations

in the 5th and 6th pages; until,

by a bold chromatic ascent, it re-

turns to the subject in the tonic,

claims the tribute of our warmest

praise. The adagio, however, in

C minor, forms unquestionably the

pride of this publication. Among
the various select ideas which com-
bine exquisite feeling with science, !

the incomparable modulation, p. •

11, //. 1 and 2, stands foremost.

By the enharmonic substitution of

B 7, for C b, 5 b, 6, the author

glides from the key of E b into E ;

and thence, by the diminished se-

venth upon B, returns to his ori-

ginal key (C minor) in a manner

which alone would attest his inti-

macy with the mysteries of the

higher branches of composition.

The rondo is built upon the well

known French air, Enfant ckeri des

Dames, and evinces Mr. M.'s talent

in another light. The playful

French subject is playfully, not

gravely, bandied in this instance
;

and the pleasing neatness of this

piece acts in proper contrast with

ttie seriousness and the solemnity

of the preceding adagio. We
ought not to omit the harp part,

of which, as we have heard it per-

formed by an able master, we can

with truth assert, that it is set with

the greatest attention to the bril-

liant character of that instrument,

replete with able responses, and

not. neglected as to solo passages,

in their proper places.

Hymn to the I if gin, selected from
the popular poem, called The Lady

of the Fake, composed for a So-

prano T oice, with an Accompani-

mentfor the Harp or Piano-Forte,

by H. Bishop. Pr. 2s. 6d.

In this short preghiera, Mr. B.

appears to us to have admirably

seized the spirit of his poet. A
solemn calmness and devout sim-

plicity pervade every phrase of the

melody. It is one of those few hap-

py compositions, which one hear-

ing is sufficient to impress it last-

ingly on our memory. The invo-

cation in the two final bars, " Ave
Maria,''' is original and beautifully

pathetic.

" The Moon- Beam plays on yonder

Grove," a Duetto, sung by Miss

Bolton and Mr. Sinclair, in the

revived Burletta of Poor I' ulcan,

composed by Henry R. Bishop,

Pr. 2s.

We feel great partiality for the
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Altoge-

beginning theme of this duetto, and

the select accompaniment which

supports it ; except, perhaps, the

A natural (b. 4, /. 1, p. 2), which,

by producing the common chord of

F, appears to us to break thesmooth
j

progress to the close of the phrase;
|

the more usual A b, b\ would have
!

pleased us better : the C, at f! sweet" •

(0. 3, /. 3, p. 2), is probably a ty- i

pographical error, instead of B.
j

The fine passage, p. 3, /. 1, leading

to C b, 6, merits unqualified praise.

The second (|) movement, u Then
\

hand in hand," is pretty ; the two

voices are melodiously fitted into

each other, and brought into alter-
j

nations with skill. The staccato

accompaniments of the upper voice,

p. 5, bespeak the author's taste in

following what is good and effec

tive in the Italian school

ther, this is a very good duet.

" Roses and Woodbines so sweetly that

bloom,'''' a Ballad, sung by Mr.

Sinclair in the revived Burtetta of
" Poor Fulcan," adapted (with

Alterations) to the celebrated Air

of Aileen Aroon, and arranged

for the Piano- Forte, by H. R.

Bishop. Pr. Is. 6d.

Many of our readers will, per-

haps, better recognize the air un-

der its present more common name
of Robin Adair. The alterations

of Mr. B., relating more to the har-

mony than to the melody of this

popular song, infuse new interest

into the air, which, from being

so much hacknied, required the

seasoning of an able cook to be

again relished. The symphony, in

which the right hand has both the

melody and an active semiquavered

accompaniment, merits our hearty

commendation ; and the accompa-

niments to the voice, are, through-

out, highly select and tasteful : i >

that, of the many Bobiti Adair spe-

cimens which have passed muster

before us, our predilection strongly

attaches itself to the present.

No. XII. Swiss Air, a till I ariations

for the Piano- Porte, Harp, and

Flute, composed, and inscribed to

the Right Honourable JauIu Caro-

line Paget, by Mazzinglii. Pr.

5s.; single, 3s.

The theme of this number of

Mr. Mazzinghi's foreign national

airs, is very pretty, and truly in the

.Swiss, or Tyrolese, style. Among
the variations, we find No. 3 the

most interesting.

Two Canons, composed by J. W.
Holder. Pr. Is.

To the serious class of vocal

amateurs, these two canons will

afford a treat. The first is formed

upon the text," Xon nobis, Domine,"

&c. ; and the second, on the words,

" Conjiteantur tibi, Domine," &c.

Both are set for three voices ; and

we must do the learned author the

justice to acknowledge, that, in the

fitting and skilful contrivance of

the parts, he has evinced a respect-

able share of science and composi-

torial judgment.

Third Grand Duetfor two Perform-

ers on the Piano- Forte, with an

Accompaniment for a German
Flute or 1

' iolin, performed with

the greatest applause at the Great

Room, King's Theatre, composed,

and dedicated to J/r. Seate, by

J. Woelfl. Op. 45. Pr. Os.

The circumstance of this being

a .posthumous publication of a work,

whose author stood foremost in the

estimation of every lover of clas-

sical music, exempts us from en-

tering into an analysis of the duet

before us, while at the same time
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it enhances its value. An introduc-

tory adagio in D major, an allegro

of the same key, an andante in G
major, and a minuet and presto in

D, constitute the several successive

movements of this work ; which,

in all its parts, is worthy of the

fame of its departed author, and

has the additional recommendation

of presenting no discouraging diffi-

culties to the performers.
ii The Adieu" a Song, addressed, by

a British Officer, to a beautiful

Spanish Girl, 'echo lost her Lover

and her Brother in the present

War, dedicated to Her Grace the

Duchess of Richmond ; the fiords

by Brigadier-General Carrol ; the

Music by Sir J. Stevenson, Mus.

Doc. Pr. Is. 6d.

An agreeable melody, expressive

of the interest inspired by the fair

Spaniard. The different ideas,

without being novel, combine into

a connected whole, amply support-

ed by a continual harpeggio accom-

paniment. A little care is required

of the singer in apportioning the

proper time to the nicely divided

progress of the melody.

An Andante, with Variationsfor the

Piano- Forte, composed, and re-

spectfully dedicated to the Hon.

Mrs. West, by William Smith

(Pupil of Mr. Latour). Pr. 2s.

The andante which forms the

theme of these variations, is really

an elegant little piece, and, toge-

ther with some of the variations

(especially in the first portion of

the publication), impresses us with

a very favourable idea of Mr. S.'s

taste. Fluency and unlaboured

connection are great recommenda-
tions in their favour. Under such

merits, we regret the more to own,

that, in a variety of instances, we

have discovered infringements up-

on the rules of harmony. Glaring

fifths, for instance, occur, bar 4,

var. 5. In the five or six first bars

of the second part of var. 7, faulty

octaves are met with at every step,

he. &c. When Mr. S. by dint of

theoretical study, shall have become
more firm in the saddle of harmo-
nic horsemanship, we make no

doubt, from the specimen before

us, that his compositions will hold

a very honourable rank in the es-

timation of the musical public.

Six Waltzes for the Piano - Forte,

composed, and dedicated to Miss

I). Taylor, by J. Chandler. Pr. 4s.

The author of these waltzes has,

by their several melodies, evinced

much taste and fertility of inven-

tion. They possess great variety

of character, and are distinguished

by an elegant smoothness of con-

nection between the component
phrases. Not unfrequently, the

accompaniment is neat and out of

the common way, and in the di-

gressive parts, pleasing modulation

is occasionally introduced briefly.

But we regret to add, in a variety

of instances, the harmonies are im-

proper. Without entering into a

detailed catalogue of these gram-

matical transgressions, we will just,

by way of justifying our assertion,

extract from the memorandum be-

fore us, one or two instances. P.

10, bar 13, the last quaver of the

left hand ought to be B F, not A C.

In the next page, the termination,

in the bar preceding the trio, E b,

F, F; B (bass) is utterly unprepar-

ed by the anterior bar.

A Collection of admired Airs, select-

edfrom favourite Ballets perform-

ed at the King's Theatre, compos*

ed by Mr. F. Venua, and arranged
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bu him as Rondos, or with Va-
riations, in a pleasing stale, for the

Piano- Forte, with a Flute Ac-
companiment (ad libitum). Nos.

I. II. III. Pr. 2s. 6d. each.

A selection from Mr. Venua's
ballet compositions, many of which
have deservedly ingratiated them-
selves with audiences of cultivated

musical taste, cannot but be wel-

come. We therefore wish every

success to this periodical publica-

tion of Messrs. Falkner and Christ-

mas.

The first number of this collec-

tion contains the Zephyr's dance,

in the ballet of " Zephyr Inconstant."

The introduction, in common time,

is an elegant and highly fanciful

production. In the allegretto we
are pleased with the neat simplicity

of the subject; p. 4, we observe a

range of fluent and well combined
passages ; and in p 5 we are aware

of the select manner in which some
of the ideas have been treated.

The minor, p. 6, especially the se-

cond part, has our entire approba-

tion. The whole is tastefully ar-

ranged, without deterring intrica-

cies, for a steady player.

No. II. is derived from " IS In-

nocence" and has strong claims on

our partiality. The several varia-

tions are imagined in a very finish-

ed style. In the 1st, the violin ably

sustains the melody ; and in the 2d,

where the same instrument has

again the lead, we find the parts

well contrived. Var. 4 forms like-

wise a neat diversity of the subject.

But what has, above all, our hearty

commendation, is the coda, p. (5,

and the charming termination, p. 7.

This latter places the author in the

rank of an accomplished harmonist.

The chords, and their skiiful ar-

rangement, which are there exhi-

bited, would not discredit a Mozart,

in whose style that portion is ably

and successfully treated.

In the third Number, without

flute accompaniment, a respectable

brief introduction of Mr. Hobcr-

echt's leads to the shawl dance in

die ha', let of La Roaiere. The theme

is light and playful, and the same

may be said of the digressive part,

which o'fers no executive difficul-

ties beyond the reach of a mode-

rately skilled performer.

Song to the Moon, from Walter

$cott''s Rokep.v, composed, with

an Accompaniment for the Harp
or Piano-Forte, by William Ed-

ward Heather. Pr. Is. Gel.

A fanciful and shevvy prelude, in

the harp style, precedes the air,

which contains several detached,

tasteful, and select ideas ; but we

miss connection and unity of plan

in the construction of the whole,

and could have wished for a less

plain bass than the mere funda-

mental crotchets throughout the

whole of the vocal portion.

Plate 47.—THE HANSEATIC LEGION AND HAMBURGH
VOLUNTEERS.

To such of our readers as view

with interest the passing political

events of the day, it must afford

the most sincere satisfaction to wit-

No. LIF. FoL IX.

ness the rising spirit which animates

the bosoms of all classes of persons

in that part of Germany which has

been released by the Russian and

3 A
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Prussian arms from the oppressive

yoke of France. It is to the diffu-

sion of this principle, not less than

to the number, valour, and skill of

the armies marshalled against the

enemy of Europe and the world,

that we must look for the ultimate

deliverance of the nations stiil

writhing under his tyrannic sway.

The flame of patriotism seems to

burn with peculiar brilliance in the

north, where the Hansea towns

have set a glorious example to the

rest of Germany".

No sooner had the Russian gene-

ral, Baron von Tettenborn, occu-

pied Hamburg with his corps, than,

by a public proclamation on the

20th of March, he gave notice of

the intention of raising, in the

cities of Hamburg, Bremen, and

Lubeck, a corps of volunteers, to

be called the Hansediic Legion, and

to form part of the army of North

Germany.'' It was signified, that

the part of the corps to be raised

by Hamburg, should consist of

horse as well as foot, and be paid

by the city. Those who could afford

it, were invited to equip them-

selves ; but such as had not the

means, were to be equipped out of

a fund chiefly raised by voluntary

contributions for the purpose. The
uniform consists of a dark green

loose coat, wide pantaloons of the

same colour, with abroad light blue

stripe down the seam, on the outer

side of the thigh and leg ; and a

grey cap, likewise having a broad

band of light blue cloth round the

crown. The pantaloons are worn

over boots. A correct representa-

tion of this dress, which is evi-

dently designed rather for service,

than parade, is given in the annex-

ed engraving.

Such was the zeal of the public,

and the ardour of individuals to

rally round the reviving liberties

of their country, that, in less than

a month, a body of more than 3000

infantry and several troops of ca-

valry, were completely equipped,

and had attained considerable pro-

ficiency in the military exercise and

manoeuvres. When it is recollected,

that Hamburg alone has likewise a

local guard of between 7 and 8000

volunteer citizens, enrolled for the

defence of their homes, the mag-

nitude of the effort will be justly

appreciated.

Meanwhile, the females of Ham-
burg were not backward in pro-

moting the good cause, as far as

lay in their power. While some

were engaged in waking shirts and

other articles of clothing, to be

presented to the committee ap-

pointed to receive contributions

for the new-raised legion ; others

undertook to work the five pair of

colours destined for its use, which

they finished with such elegance

and dispatch, as reflect the high-

est credit on their skill and patri-

otism. The ceremony of their con-

secration took place on the 21st of

April, in the great church of St.

Michael, in the presence of the

magistrates, the principal inhabit-

ants, and all the military officers

at Hamburg.
Scarcely had a month elapsed,

from the beginning of the forma-

tion of this corps, when we find a

detachment of it taking a share in

an action fought, on the 22d of

April, by the advanced guard of

General Tettenborn's corps, be-

tween the villages of Ottersberg

and Rothenburg, in which the ene-

;

my was routed, with the loss of his
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baggage, 100 prisoners, and several

hundred killed and wounded.—" 1

have learned, with particular satis-

faction," says the general, in the

order of the day, announcing this

advantage, " that such of the squa-

drons of the Hanseatie Legion as

werein action, behaved in a manner

perfectly befitting brave defenders

of their country."

Equal gallantry has been dis-

played by another part of this corps,

in a subsequent affair, which is thus

related in the Hamburg Correspond-

ent of the 7th of May:— Early in

the morning of yesterday, a divi-

sion of the second Hanseatie bat-

talion crossed the Elbe to recon-

noitre the enemy, who had a pretty

strong post at the spot where the

troops were to land. The brave

volunteers, burning with impati-

j

ence to meet the foe, leap 2(1 hitp

the water, and waded to the shore,

ble to withstand so spirited an

attack, the enemy hastily retr< a

upon his reserve. Here the action

grew warm; the Hanseatics, un-

daunted by the superior force op-

posed to them, displayed the utmost

gallantry, and did not re-embark

till after a fight of two hours, in

which they expended all their am-
munition, and killed and wounded
many of the enemy. Their own
loss consisted of two killed and ten

wounded.

May we not confidently hail these

first essays of men fighting for in-

dependence, as the pledge of more

important advantages over the mer-

cenary tools of ambition and des-

potism ?

EXHIBITION AT SOMERSET-HOUSE.

The most prominent feature of

the present Exhibition, like many
heretofore, is composed of portraits;

and although little general inter-

est may be expected to result from

a display of heads of persons, the

far greater part of whom are only

known to a limited circle of friends,

yet to the lover of the fine arts

there is a charm in light, shadow,

and colour, when judiciously ar-

ranged, that cannot fail to be felt

and acknowledged, be the subject

of imitation whatever it may. But

even were it not so, the public

cannot justly complain of this pre-

ponderance of portraits in our na-

tional Exhibition, when that same

public patronise this department

of art, almost to the exclusion of

every other. The great talent

which our artists manifest in por-

traiture, is at least a proof of Bri-

tish genius, which, were it equally

encouraged in other subjects, would

alike attain excellence and com-

mand admiration. If, then, there

is any fault, in the prevalence oi'

this branch of study, it does not

attach to the painter, butr to his

employer: for unreasonable indeed

would it be, to expect that the art-

ist should reject employment in

portraiture, to waste his talent up-

on subjects for which no patronage

could be found. Should it become
the fashion to encourage the art-

ists of our own age, particularly

of our own country, or to bestow

upon British genius but a small

portion of what our nobility and

gentry annually expend for the

3 A 2
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works of the ancient masters, gal-

leries might ere long be formed,

that should vie with the most splen-

did that are known. The little en-

couragement that has been held

out by the directors of the British

Institution, has already called forth

a display of rising genius, that war-

rants the highest hope ; and the

walls of the Royal Academy have

for some years borne evidence of

talents, that any age would have

felt proud to have given birth to.

Who, it may be asked, has more
finely imitated the beauties of laud-

scape, than Turner and Calcott?

or subjects of familiar life, than

Wilkie and Bird ? Or who has

painted horses with greater truth,

or in a more admirable st}de of art,

than Ward ? Indeed, it is almost

invidious to mention these artists;

there is talent enough to warrant

every one, zealous for the inter-

ests of British genius, to call upon
the higher orders of society, to do

justice to their country, and foster

talent of British growth ; to fol-

low the illustrious example of Sir

John Fleming Leicester, and to dis-

play in a galleiy, a collection such
as that patriotic baronet has gene-
rously brought together at his no-

ble mansion in Hill-street, Berke-
ley-square.

1. A Child rescued by its Mother
from an Eagle's Nest.—A. Dawe, A.

This is one of the best illustra-

tions of what has often been asked

of the painter, Whether the repre-

sentation of a subject, involving

the most poignant passion, can be
described by painting with as much
force as by poetry ? or, whether an
art, that is limited to describe its

subject by momentary representa-

tion, can effectually make known

its intended story?— Who, upon
beholding this pathetic picture, but

must develope its subject ? or who
can view it without feeling all that

the mother feels ? Mr. Dawe is an

artist whose steady progress in art

has been marked by a regular im-

provement; and we feel confident,

that he will he numbered amongsto
the highest painters of the British

school.

19. Lion Hunting.—James North-

cote, R. A.

We are reminded by this grand

group of figures and animals, of

the composition of Rubens. The
passion of fear is strongly marked
upon the countenance of the man
attacked b}^ the ferocious beast,

and the utmost determination and

bravery upon the visages of his

gallant associates, who are driving

him from his object. The horse is

finely painted, the head of which

indicates the distress of the noble

animal. This picture evinces, that

the powers of its author are in no

way diminished. The colouring

is rich, and the effect is well con-

ceived.

36. Joseph, and his Brethren.—The
same.

This pathetic story has repeated-

ly formed the subject for the skill

of painters of the Italian, Flemish,

and other schools
;

yet has Mr.
Northcote taken up the subject, as

a trial of his original powers, and

has produced what must ever be
admired as an entirely new mode
of treatment. The utmost sympa-

thy is excited on viewing the child,

suspended over the darksome pit,

supplicating in vain for mercy at

the hands of his cruel and relentless

brothers ; all of whom appear de-

termined to put away the object of
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their jealousy and hatred, except-

ing Reuben, who, in an agony of

grief, is hiding with his hands his

weeping eyes, that he may not be-

hold this last act of their wicked-

ness. This affecting story is told

with true pathos ; and the picture

may be regarded as one of the finest

productions of the present Exhi-

bition.

80. Asses.—B.. Hills.

A very faithful transcript of na-

ture, painted with clearness, and

drawn with characteristic truth.

The scenery is appropriate to the

animals, the sky and distance are

clear, and an agreeable tone of co-

lour pervades the whole of this

highly finished cabinet picture.

142. Dogs, the Property of T. L.

Parker, Esq.—J.Ward, R. A.

There have been of late years

some approaches made to rescue

the character of English art from

the aspersions of certain connois-

seurs, who have asserted, that the

pure and transparent mode of using

paints in oil, is unknown to modern

artists; and that the Flemish style

depended upon some menstruum
or vehicle with which they com-

pounded their colours. Amongst
those who have contributed to do

away this opinion, so detrimental

to modern painting, must be num-

bered Mr. Ward. The many in-

genious imitations which he lias

made of the styles of various ce-

lebrated masters of the old schools,

and his late original productions,

are alone sufficient evidence, that

their method of preparing and us-

ing oil colours, is not lost. His

paintings of animals are equal to the

finest productions of the best mas-

ters of any of the ancient schools.

This picture may be instanced as

a proof of the painter's having

deserved the high reputation he has

acquired; for therein is included

every requisite that constitutes ex-

cellence in this class of painting.

165. A Charger, the Property of

General Sir C. Stewart, A. B.—
The same.

The glowing colour of this ani-

mated Arabian horse, is represent-

ed as glittering in the powerful

light of the sun in an Asiatic cli-

mate. The colour and texture of

the animal from which this paint-

ing is taken, is of extraordinary-

richness and glossy appearance
;

and additional splendour is given

to the same, by the judicious intro-

duction of the deep-toned clouds

upon which he is relieved. The
action of the horse is characteris-

tic of the restlessness of the Ara-

bian. The attitude is highly spi-

rited, and great anatomical know-
ledge is evinced in the drawing.

It is not easy to express sufficient

admiration of this picture, of which

perhaps it is not speaking too high-

ly to say, that it is of unrivalled

excellence.

718. Floicers from iSature.— Miss

Sollieux, H.

Genius and taste are exemplified

in this beautiful performance, the

merits of which appear to have been

felt, if we may judge by the con-

spicuous place that it holds in the

general arrangement of the Exhi-

bition. The composition is taste-

ful, the colouring brilliant, and the

execution free, combining botani-

cal truth and the varied hues of na-

ture with pleasing pictorial effect.

—The lines of Mr. Haylcy may
with justice be applied to this lady

:

" Delighted Flora, iu her sweetest bow'r,

" Inspired bergenias, taste, and magic pov.ii."'
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117. Moonlight: The Poacher and

his Companion taking the game.—
E. Bird, A.

118. iS
T
ight: The Poacher and his

Companion disposing of their Game

to the Guard of a Mail-Coach.—
The same.

131. The Poacher coming Home in

great alarm early in the Morning,

loaded with Game, to his Wife,idto

has been sitting up all night wait-

ing his re/urn.—The same.

157. The Poacher brought before the

Magistrate, and committed.—The

same.

17-2. The Poacher released from his

Imprisonment, during which he has

been attended through a severe ill-

ness bij his amiable Wife, whose kind

attention, aided by the seasonable

interference of a good Clergyman,

has brought about a determination

to amend his conduct.—The same.

173. Saturday Evening: The re-

claimed Poacher returning Home

from Labour to his domestic Com-

forts.—The same.

The six preceding subjects form

a little drama of the painter's com-

posing, which eminently shew his

original powers of design, and his

ability to accomplish what he has so

justly conceived. Hogarth appears

to huve been the first English paint-

er who contrived to teach a moral

lesson by pictorial means. North-

cote, in his twelve pictures oi'Hrtue

and Fice, exemplified in the actions

of two young females, attempted

the same; engravings were made

from these pictures : and Morland

made a series, entitled Female Se-

duction. Mr. Bird has shewn a hu-

mane feeling in the reformation of

the poacher, which renders the pic-

tures particularly interesting. The

talent of this artist for the display

of character, and the operations of

the human mind upon the counte-

nance, has developed itself by a

succession of works, various in de-

sign, but all bearing the strongest

traits of nature. The series before

us are calculated not only to sup-

port his growing reputation, but

to o-ive earnest of future excellence,

that may stamp his works with last-

ing fame.

ibbimjw.j min.m

EXHIBITION OF PICTURES BY THE LATE SIR JOSHUA
REYNOLDS.

Exhibited, by the Permission of the Proprietors, in Honour of the Memory

of that distinguished Artist, andfor the Improvement of British Art.

We cannot express sufficiently

our high respect for the noblemen

and gentlemen who have carried

into effect the plan which the writ-

er of these remarks had long ago

proposed to many gentlemen, all

of whom had approved of the same,

but had not the means of putting

it into force. This Exhibition, it

is hoped, will answer every purpose

which is proposed by the enlight-

ened and liberal patrons of the Bri-

tish Institution. We cannot help

indulging in the hope, that the ecra

is now commencing, when British

art will be duly appreciated ; and

that, under the fostering care of our

nobility and gentlemen of fortune

and taste, the artists of England will

hold that rank in society that shall
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raise many of bur cotemporarics to

the same distinctions that Rubens,

Vandyke, and Reynolds have at-

tained.

The lustre which a country de-

rives from its men of genius, is of

an importance that is not generally

felt. A people can only stand high

in the estimation of great nations

by its portion of enlightened men.

Of Sir Joshua Reynolds, the Bri-

tish nation may be justly proud.

From him they derive the revival

of the art of painting in oil colours

;

for there was no painter in Europe,

at the period when Reynolds ap-

peared in the zenith of his powers,

whose reputation has lasted to the

present time. It is not a national

prejudice that has exalted the ta-

lents of our illustrious countryman
;

the most enlightened of every na-

tion have done justice to the genius

of Reynolds, and he is generally

acknowledged to hold a high rank

amongst the greatest portrait-paint-

ers of an}" age or country.

In viewing the collection which

forms this Exhibition, the utmost

surprise is excited on beholding a

vast number of portraits of persons

attired in the costume of their day,

when perhaps the worst taste for
\

dress that ever existed in England, !

prevailed; when the tailor, mantua-

maker, and the peruquier, united
|

their wretched talents to disfigure

the human form. Reynolds pos-

sessed such pure feelings of taste,

that he even managed the pyrami-

dal head-dresses of the ladies, and

the formal wigs and toupies of tiie

gentlemen, so as to.render them

within the scale of endurance, and

the eye is not offended by any pre-

posterous decoration of his figures.

Not so with his cotemporaries. It

is scarcely possible to see the por-

traits by other artists of his time,

without disgust at the manner in

which they are .attired. Where he

was allowed to dress his subject

agreeably to his own notions oftaste,

then do we find every thing that

the most fastidious must approve:

hence may we infer, that had he

been the arbiter of fashion, it would

not have remained for the nine-

teenth century to witness the Greek

costume adorning English female

beauty. The lovers of the fine arts

have at length an opportunity, in

viewing the collection thus brought

together, of contemplating the vast

powers of this artist's abilities; and

the rising artist, of studying, amidst

so extensive a mass of subjects,

combining all that is excellent in

art, how to become a painter, and

of emulating the illustrious exam-

ple of this great and good man.

Reynolds is said to have incor-

porated in his style, the taste of

Corregio, the splendour of Rubens,

and the chiaro oscuro of Rem-
brandt,—-ancl may we not add, the

glowing richness of Titian. The
high scale of colour, and of light

and shadow, which he has attained

in some of his pictures, as united

with elegance and beauty, may be

i

instanced amongst the most extra-

ordinary efforts of the graphic art.

We wish, for the honour of our

painter, that it had occurred to the

directors of the British Institution,

to have placed a few fine speci-

mens of the works of these masters

in the same collection ; and we feel

confident, that it would have prov-

ed beneficial to the reputation of

Sir Joshua, inasmuch as the preju-

dices of those who yet doubt the

possibility of modern painting be-
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ing able to bear comparison with

ancient art, would have been re-

moved, by a demonstration not to

be rejected, and which would have

for ever set the doubt at rest.

To prove that the powers of Rey-

nolds were unimpaired to the last,

we have but to refer to the portrait

of Mr. Tomkins, the highly es-

teemed friend of our illustrious

painter, who has evinced the great-

est taste and genius in his pen-

manship.

Induced by his admiration of the

addresses to the King and Queen

penned by Mr. Tomkins, and pre-

sented by the Royal Academy on

his Majesty's recovery, Sir Joshua

offered to gratify the writer by the

kindest and most liberal exertion

of his talents in painting his por-

trait. This his last work was not

completed to his mind until Mr.
Tomkins had sat more than twenty

times; but the picture was paint-

ed con amore, and may be classed

amongst his happiest works. When
finished, Sir Joshua, with his na-

tive complacency, said, " I will now
give you a specimen of my writ-

ing;" and immediately, with the

utmost freedom, wrote with his pen-

cil on the reverse of the canvas

—

"J. Reynolds, pinx. 1789."

MB——MM

RETROSPECT OF POLITICS.

NORTH OF EUROPE.

Bonaparte in person has, on

the part of the French, re-opened

the campaign, which the Russians,

to their honour be it said, had ne-

ver closed : a tremendous blow has

already been struck on the memo-
rable plain of Liitzen ; not less

than twenty thousand human lives

have once more, and in one day,

been sacrificed to the insatiable

ambition of the miscreant ruler of

France. This great event, and

other less important anterior oc-

currences, we shall now attempt to

lay before our readers as correctly

as the defective materials yet in

our possession may enable us to do.

Of the twelve Polish, Prussian,

and Saxon fortresses, in the power

of the enemy at the date of our last

report, the following three have

since been wrested from him by

the allied armies : — Czemtochow

(south of Warsaw) capitulated to

General Sachen on the -1th of April.

—Thorn, where the Russians under
General Lanskoy had cut the first

parallel on the 8th, surrendered on

the 16th of the same month; the

Bavarians, who formed the major

part of the garrison, were allowed

to return home on condition not to

serve against the allies this cam-
paign; the rest became prisoners

of war.— The siege of Spandau,

begun in the middle of April by
t\:c Prussians, was pressed with the

greatest vigour: a dreadful bom-
bardment demolished, on the 20th,

nearly the whole citadel and many
houses of the town, and on the 24th,

the French governor surrendered

himself and garrison, amounting to

3500 men.

Dantzig, Mod/in, Zamosk, Cuslrin,

and G/ogou are as yet only closely

blockaded by different Prussian and

Russian corps. The siege of Stet-

tin has commenced, and in a de-

sperate sally of its garrison on the

7th April, the Prussians lost about
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150 killed and wounded at Damm.
—Upon the Elbe, Magdeburg has,

on the Prussian side, been com-

pletely insulated from the country

around, by a strong circumvalla-

tion of works, defended by a Rus-

sian corps under Count Y\ oronzow

;

and the preparations for its siege

are nearly completed.—Higher up,

and still nearer the great theatre of

action, IVibtenberg has continued to

hold out, notwithstanding several

hot attacks and bombardments di-

rected against it from the 18th to

the end of April : and the Saxon for-

tress, To7gau, in the vicinity of the

former, has not been proceeded

against, owing to a compact of neu-

trality, by which the Saxon army

under General Thielemann (8 or

1 0,000 men) , that, at the flight of the

French, had separated from them

and retired to Torgau, was permit-

ted to remain unmolested until it

had received fresh instructions from

its fugitive king. This sovereign,

after a conference with the King
of Bavaria at Ratisbon, has fixed

his residence at Prague, where it

is said a congress for peace is to

assemble under the mediation of the

Emperor Francis.

LOWER ELBE.

The day after the capture of the

whole of General Morand's corps

(related in our last), Uavoust en-

tered Lunebnrg, and for a moment
put an end to the incursions to

the left banks of the Elbe, of the

flying corps of the allies, under
General Dornberg, Colonel Ben-
kendorf, and Colonel Czernichef.

But as often as subsequently the

temporary absence of the enemy
from the banks of that river, or an

equality of his numbers, offered an

opportunity for action, these active

No. LIV. Vol. IK.

chiefs renewed their inroads, ge*

ncraliy accompanied by detach-

ment-; of the brave Kanseatic Le-

gion formed by Hamburg and Lu-

beck. In this manner their parties

penetrated at one time as far as

V ei'uen and to the gates of Bremen *

and among the several affairs which

arose from these alternate move-

ments of both parties, the action

of the 23d April, at Ottersberg

j

(12 miles from Bremen), was the

most serious, the French having

on that day sustained a loss of 600

men, killed, wounded, and prison-

ers. In all these encounters the

newlevies of the patriotic Hanseats

fought like men that combat for

the salvation of their country. To-

wards the end of the month, how-

ever, a junction of the different

hostile corps, of Vandamme from

Bremen, Sebastiani from Bruns-

wick, and Davoust from Salzwedel,

forming an army of nearly 20,000

men, threatened serious and imme-

diate danger to the city of Hamburg.

They occupied Harburg opposite,

and made every demonstration oi

crossing; but whether deterred by

the resolute preparations made for

their reception, or whether recall-

ed by Urgent occasions elsewhere,

the French again withdrew, and

Davoust fixed his quarters at Bre-

men, where four of the unfortunate

patriots that had so bravely de-

fended the redoubt near Eremer-

lehe, were shot by friilitary com-

mission. A detachment of Davoust'

s

corps was afterwards' sent against

Cuxhaven, and Major Kinzinger,

on their approach, was compelled

to evacuate that place, on the 8th

May, and to re-embark the few Bri^-

tish soldiers hehadwithhim. Some

few hundreds of the Hanoverian

3 B
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Legion have at last arrived from

England at Hamburg; but we fear

the troops of our Brunswick re-

giment, which with the Duke of

Brunswick have left this country

for the north of Germany, as also

his Royal Highness the Duke of!

Cumberland, who in a private ca- '

parity has likewise sailed for Ger-
many, will no longer find the Elbe

open to them. The time is past

when afew thousand British troops

sent to the north of Germany, would

have been able to support the faith-

ful Hanoverians in their arduous

exertions against Erench oppres-

sions, to create an army from the

inhabitants, to operate therewith

against the flank of the French ar-

my, and to turn considerably the

scale of warfare. Treble the num-
ber at least will now be requir-

ed to produce the same effect.

This change in the aspecLof affairs

in the north, we know, was looked

for from the co-operation of the

Swedish army which England has

subsidized; but, strange to tell,

although, according to the Ham-
burg journals, numerous bodies of

Swedes have disembarked, not only

in Pomerania, but even at Mostock

and Wismar, the arrival of not one
man on the Elbe, has as yet been

announced, although their march
thither would require but a few

days. The Crown Prince has re-

cently been at Gothenburg, to in-

spect the troop-ships ; he has long

been expected at Stralsnnd, and
quarters have been bespoken for

him in Mecklenburg : but, after

being so repeatedly disappointed

in our expectations of his essential

aid, we shall withhold our faith in

his co-operation, till we hear of an

action between Swedish and French

troop:

.

Indeed, supposing the whole c€

the Swedish army landed in Ger-

many, it is probable, that they may
have to direct their arms against

Denmark instead of France. Irt

the congress at Abo, last year,

if we may credit concurring re-

ports, Norway, an integral part of

the Danish dominions, has, by an

unfortunate arrangement,been bar-

gained over, in anticipation, to the

Swedes, on condition of their join-

ing the altr-ed cause, and leaving

Finland unmolested in the posses-

sion ofthellussians ; and for this loss,

it is further added, Denmark was

to receive some sort of indemnity

ou the side of Holstein, probably

to Ire taken from Hanseatic pro-

perty. If true, the ill consequences

of this impolitic project (so dia-

metrically contrary to the grand

principle the allies ought to fight

for, that of restoring to every one

his own,) are already keenly felt.

That no state, however weak, will

patiently submit to such arbitrary

disuicmbeyment, is natural. Count

Bernstorff accordingly arrived the

'21st April, in London, on a diplo-

matic mission from Denmark, and

is stated to have demanded of our

government, as conditions upon

which his court would join the

cause: 1. That Norway and the

whole of the Danish dominions

shoukl.be guaranteed: 2. That all

her colonies shall be restored : 3.

Restoration of the Danish fleet, a

large indemnity for its capture, be-

sides a compensation for the losses

suffered during our occupation of

Zealand :• 4. The making over the

Hanse towns to Denmark: 5. The
grant of a subsidy to pay the troops

which are to take possession of these

towns. To these demands, Count

Bernstorff, it is said, received *
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peremptory refusal, and returned

to the Continent. Tbe Swedish

ambassador has likewisebeen with-

drawn from Copenhagen ; and, al-

though no decided hostilities have

yet been resorted to by any of the

three powers, their amicable inter-

course is certainly suspended.

UPPER ELB&.

The army of Beamuirnois, and

the corps of Durutte, from Dres-

den, having, as stated in our last,

evacuated, in the latter part of

April, the whole country between

the Saale and the Elbe, and esta-

blished head-quarters at Magde-
burg, Beauharnois, not well in-

formed of the strength and near

presence of the allies, sallied forth

from Magdeburg, with about 20,000

men, and with the view of operating

an important diversion by marching

direct upon Berlin. Count Witt-

genstein, with a Russian corps, and

those of Von York and General

Kleist, instantly recrossed the Elbe

at Dessau, and, by an able and rapid

flank movement, surrounded Beau-

barnois so as to oblige him to fight

for his safety. The action took

place on the 5th April, at Mockern

(eleven miles east of Magdeburg).

At the expence of 2000 killed and

wounded, and 900 prisoners, and

by the favour of night only, the

French regained Magdeburg. Gen.

Grenier was severely wounded.

After this defeat, the French army
became more cautious, and took an

admirable position on the left of

the Saale, from the conflux of that

river into the Elbe, as far as the

mountainous forest of the Hartz
;

thus covering its front by the Saale,

its left wing by the Elbe, and the

right by the Hartz. In this strong

position, Count Wittgenstein, who

had re-established his head-quar-

ters at Dessau, found it impossible,

contrary to his expectations, to

make any impression on the French

army of about 40,000 good troops.

Leipzig, which had been reached,

as early as the 1st April by some

Russian light, troops, was occupied

in force, as a center, by the corps

of General Winzingerode, about

the middle of April ; and, about

the same time, the column of Prus-

sians which had set out from Sile-

sia, under General Blucher, had

reached Altenburg, where, till near

the end of the month, it formed

the extremity of the left wing, de-

taching parti zan corps as far as

Gotha, Erfurt, and Langensalza,

where it surprised a Bavarian regi-

ment, and caused it considerable

loss.

This line, though strong enough

for the present moment,was very in-

sufficient to meet the grand French

army newly raised in France, and

assembling at Wurzburg, &c. To
I

reinforce it, the Emperor Alexan-

der set out with the grand army

(45,000 men), from Kalish, in the

first week of April, crossed the

Oder at Steinau, and arrived at

Dresden the 24-th. A corps of Mi-

loradovitsch, of about 10,000 men,

followed it closely from Poland;

and the Prussian divisions of Gene-
rals Von York, Kleist, and Eulow,

were ordered to march upon Leip-

zig, as the pivot from whence the

ulterior Operations were to be di-

rected.—The saviour of his coun-

try, the veteran Prince Kutusow

Smolenskoi, accompanied his so-

vereign in the march upon Dres-

den, but a nervous fever obliged

him to stop at Buntzlau, where he

expired on the 28th of April, ya

3 B 2
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the 70th year of his age.—Peace

to the ashes of this great captain

!

His death, at so advanced an age,

and at the very acmi of the bright-

est career of glory, is surely envi-

able. His loss, however, is felt

the less severely, as the chief com-

mand of the allied army devolved

on Count Wittgenstein, a German,

whos p and devotion to

tiie good eam.e are equal to his

great military talents.

1 . is far can vouch for the

correctness of our narrative; the

remaining, and by far the most mo-
mentous, portion of our history,

we find ourselves under the dis-

tressing necessity of extracting al- ji

most sclely from the official reports

of the French, the falsified exag-

gerations of which render it a most .

difficult tasljt to arrive at sober his-

torical truth. Should, in spiteof our '

.; most caution, incorrectness creep

into our statement, wo shall rectify

fbe blameless error in our next.

Bonaparte left Paris for the army
on the 15th April, at one A.M.;:
on "he 16th, at eleven P. M. he was

at Mentz (360 miles in 46 hours)
;

and setting out from thence on the

"2d, he arrived at Naumbure on

the 25th. In the interval, the seve-

ral corps of the new French grand

army, under Key, Souham, Oudi-
not, Ecrtrand, and other generals,

had debouched through the forest

of Thuringia, and arrived upon
the left bank of the Saale, from

Coburg down to Naumburg ; and

Beauharnois, with the old troops,

was moving up that river, to come
into junction. They crossed the

Saale under little resistance, but,

on the right bank, a series of

bloody engagements took place

on the 27thj 28tbj and 29th April,

at Wettin, Halle, and Weissen-

fels. Here the Prussian troops,

who were principally engaged,

evinced the most undaunted cou-

rage, if valour and skill alone had

been sufficient ; but a great, and

we think unexpected, superiority

in the French numbers, enabled

Bonaparte to possess himself of

the two latter important points,

and his head-quarters remained at

Weissenfels on the 30th of April

and 1st of May. Weissenfels is

but a few miles from Liitzen, the

celebrated spot where, in 1632, a

murderous conflict brought victory,

but death, to the great Gustavus

Adolphus, and where the allies had

now resolved to fight their first bat-

tle. On the 1st of May, according

to the French account, Bonaparte,

after an obstinate resistance, car-

ried the defile of Porsena, lead-

ing to the plain of Liitzen ; his loss

was great, and Bessieres (Duke of

Istria) was killed. The next day,

Bonaparte, unaware that in the

night the allies had passed the

Eister, and joined the greatest

part of their forces, sent a consi-

derable corps on Leipzig, to ope-

rate on the flank of his opponent?.

Count Wittgenstein, profiting by

the extension in the enemy's line

caused by this detachment, attack-

ed the center of the French army
at the village of Gross Gorschen.

This village, the key-stone of Bo-

naparte's position, was six times

taken and retaken with the bayo-

net : the French center was broken

through, and some of the battali-

ons were completely dispersed.—

-

This murderous combat lasted from

ten in the morning till midnight.

According to an official account

of the allies, insidiously annexed
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to the French report, the Russo-

Prussians finally remained in pos-

session of the village and of the

field of battle, and intended to

renew the contest at break of day.

Bonaparte states his loss on that

day at 10,000, that of the allies at

25,000 killed and wounded ; but

boasts of no trophy, not a colour

or a cannon. The allied accounts

state 8000 allies, and J -J to 15,000

French, killed and wounded, 1400

French prisoners and 16 cannon

taken. On the part of the allies,

the hereditary Prince of Meck-
lenburg Strelitz (nephew to our

Queen) and the Prince of Hesse

Homburg were killed, and Generals

Blucher and Scharnhorstwounded,

but not dangerously. The French

also lost several generals, and

among their wounded of distinc-

tion we find General Girard. The
Sovereigns of Russia and Prussia

beheld the battle
;
prodigies of va-

lour were atchieved under their

eyes.

Leaving the question of the vic-

tory of that day undecided till we
are in possession of more inform-

ation, we cannot but confess, that

the events of the succeeding days

give, if not foundation, yet co-

lour to the French claim of having

been the conquerors. On the 3d

of May, the Ilusso-Prussians com-

menced a general retreat in good

order ; and Bonaparte followed

their footsteps towards Dresden,

while he detached Ney's corps to

the relief of Torgau and Witten-

burg. Some sharp affairs took

place on the retreat, especially

at Codlitz, on the 5th, where the

French, according to their state-

ment, lost 500, and the allies 2000

men. On the 8th of Ma}-X the

French entered both Meissen and

Dresden, where the destruction of

the bridges over the Elbe (which ri-

ver the Russo- Prussians had cross-

ed) prevented them for the mo-

ment from following any further

the rear of the allied army.

Tims far our information, such

as it is, extends. It would be ab-

surd to deny the favourable conse-

quences which must result to Bo-

naparte from the battle of Lutzen ;

and, much as we detest the mon-

ster, unjust, not to admire this new

proof of his great military genius.

As by magic, he has created a ne*i

and numerous army ; as by magic,

he has transfused the spirit of hi.s

lost veterans into his raw recruits,

moved them and himself with the

celeritv of lightning to the scene of

action ; avowedly without cavalry,

opposed them to experienced sol-

diers, supported by a numerous

and well appointed cavalry ; and

obliged his enemies to cede to him

the field of battle, whether won or

lost. But while we admit, that

the battle of Lutzen will inspirit

his conscripts, dispirit the patriotic

German insurgents,regain him pro-

bably the alliance of the wavering

King of Saxony, and give him

possession of his fortress, Torgau
;

perhaps damp the doubtful incli-

nation of the Emperor Francis to

assist in the deliverance of Ger-

many ; and retard, for aught we
know, to an indefinite period, the

co-operation of Sweden-: while we
look to the probability of all these

consequences, and feel even pre-

pared for the fall of Berlin, we are

far from despairing of the ultimate

success of the allies. From the

fields of Lutzen, as from the i
;

.s

of Borodino, they retired leisurely.
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and unbroken : besides the corps

of Miloradovitch, that joined them

the next day with a great park of

artillery, they must at every step

fall upon their reinforcements and

resources; and the magnitude of

these, especially as to Prussia,

where every heart glows with pa-

triotism and military ardour, is,

we are sure, infinitely beyond those

of Bonaparte. Their great supe-

riority in cavalry will not only give

the allies constant protection, but

a decided advantage in the plains

of Brandenburg ; but above all, the

talents of their commander, Count

Wittgenstein, inspire us with the

most cheering hopes. Besides, in

his progress, if lie do proceed much
further, Napoleon has no longer to

traverse lukewarm or indifferent

populations ; all, to a man, are hos-

tile, and embittered against him
;

and supposing that progress less

impeded than wc are sure it must

be, it will be some time before

he reaches even the place whence

he set out last year against the

llussians, who, in case of the worst,

now know the strength of their own
country. If Bonaparte should over-

run Prussia, Prussia in his rear

will, like Spain, annoy him by the

petty warfare of its military popu-

lation. But we do not even look

to such an extremity : the charm

of Bonaparte's invincibility dis-

solves gradually every year ; every

new coalition gains in energy on the

one preceding, and becomes more

and more dangerous to him. Even

the present one, were it subdued,

would not be the last ; his bound-

less ambition will not cease to cre-

ate fresh reactions, to encounter

which, successively and without

end, the exhausted population of

France is totally inadequate.

SPANISH PENINSULA.

Omitting, from want of room,
the recital of some spirited enter-

prizes of Longa and Mina, Ave

proceed to the operations of our

Alicantarmy, under Sir John Mur-
ray, and to the defeat which it in-

flicted on Suchet, at Castalla, on

the 13th April last. Our army
took the field early in March, and,

on the 7th, possessed itself of the

town of Alcoy, after a smart affair

with the French advance, which,

but for the too tardy arrival of a

column destined to take it in the

rear, would have been cut off.

Upon this, Suchet assembled the

whole of his disposable force on

the Xucar, and having completed

all his preparations, took the field

against the united forces of General

Elio and Sir John Murray, on the

10th April. On the 11th, he sud-

denly attacked, with great superi-

ority of numbers, a Spanish corps

posted by General Elio at Yecla,

on the left flank, completely de-

feated it, after an obstinate resist-

ance, which caused the Spaniards

a loss of nearly 1500 men killed,

wounded, and prisoners, and went

on to Villena, the castle of which,

together with the battalion of Ve-
lez Malaga, unaccountably surren-

dered at the first summons. The
next day (l*2th) Suchet pressed for-

ward to Biar, Avhere the advance

of the British army was posted,

under Colonel Adams. This of-

ficer, as instructed, retired in good

order, fighting for every inch of

ground, upon our main body,

stationed on the heights of Cas-

talla, under Sir John Murray him-

self. Flushed with the success of

two days, Suchet resolved to attack

our lines, in spite of the natural

strength of the position. This de-»
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termination he carried into execu-

tion the next day (13th). The
French army attacked the whole :

range of lulls with great fury ; but

our troops received them with the
|

bayonet, repulsed them, after a ;

severe struggle, at every point, and '

drove them back upon their reserve
|

in the plain. In this position, luce-

wise, they were not suffered to re-

main long. Our army moved down :

into the plain ; Suchet, at their ap-

proach, retired with his forces to the

place whence he had first come, and

resumed his head-quarters at San

Felipe. Sir John Murray estimates

the enemy's loss in these affairs at I

3000 men hors de combat; his own
he states at 668. Although, from

later accounts, we find that this

success, like most of our victories

in Spain, has been unattended with

any ulterior advantages, we attach

considerable importance to the

event itself. It is not only the first

defeat Suchet ever sustained, but

it is likewise the first debut in the

field of our Alicant army, and its

honourable result strengthens our

confidence in the further opera-

tions of this gallant body and its

able leader.

Lord Wellington, still at Frenada,

has not yet opened the campaign

on the frontier; but the concentra-

tion of his forces, as well as the

movements of the French troops

in the line of the Douro, render it

probable, that our next report will

have to record the commencement
of active operations on the Portu-

guese frontier.

SPANISH COLONIES.

Under this head we have to state,

briefly, and with regret, the re-

newal of hostilities between the

cities of Buenos Ayrcs and Monte
Video. According to recent ac-

counts, the latter fortress, with its

governor, General Vigodet, was,

in January last, besieged by the

insurgent troops of Buenos Ayres.

The city of Santo Domingo, too,

has, according to Jamaica papers,

thrown off its allegiance to the

mother country, and declared itself

independent.

MEDITERRANEAN.
The tranquillity of Palermo and

Sicily was, in March last, again in

danger of being disturbed by the

machinations of the queen. From
the imperfect accounts we possess,

it appears, that she had instigated

the king to issue a proclamation,

stating, that his health being reco-

vered, he annulled the powers he

had given to the hereditary Prince

Francis, and would resume the go-

vernment. To put this measure

into execution, the queen had ac-

tually assembled, in the country,

a number of disaffected persons,

with whose assistance a total change
in the government was designed to

be effected. Thanks to the promp-
titude and energy of Lord Ben-
tinck, the attempt was completely

frustrated. Three regiments from

Palermo dispersed the factious dis-

turbers of the public peace, the

chiefs of the insurrection were ei-

ther banished the island or put

under arrest, the old king prevail-

ed upon formally to abdicate, and

the queen informed that she must

quit the island. Some accounts

state, that she has actually sailed

for Cagliari, in Sardinia; others

affirm, that her pretext of ill health

obtained her leave to remain in

Sicily until the 7th of May.
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FASHIONS FGT, LADIES.

KftfB 45—PROMENADE DRESS. II a white satin petticoat. A satitl

A nil* morning gown, of fine |
bodice, the colonr of the robe, or-

cambric or jaconot muslin, with Lamented with white beads and

loZ sleeves and front cut low at drops, a la ntihtane; the same con-

he°b o n, appliqued with lace ; a tinned down the front of the dress ;

shL of the sa

P
me, with a full ga-

;|
short Circassian sleeves, with simi-

thered frill round the throat. A jl lar ornaments; a deep vandyke

Pomeranian mantle of jonquille trimming of lace, or lilac Angola

satin, trimmed round with a deep ' silk, round the bottom Of the robe.

white lace. A provincial bonnet,
|

An Indian turban, of silver frosted

composed of jonquille satin and !
crape, decorated with pearl or white

Chinese cord, confined under the beads ; and a bunch of spring flow-

chin, and ornamented on one side

with corresponding ribband, a clus-

ter of flowers on the other. A
sash of jonquille ribband, tied in

front of the waist. Gloves and

half-boots of pale lilac or jonquille

kid. Parasol either white or pale

lilac.

PLATE 46.—EVENING OR BALL-

DRESS.

A Grecian round robe, of lilac

or apple-blossom crape, worn over

ers beneath, blending with the hair

over the left eyebrow. A neck-

lace and locket of large pearl, or

the satin bead. Ear-rings and brace-

lets en suite. White satin slippers,

trimmed with a narrow silver fringe.

White kid gloves. Fan of ivory,

decorated with coloured feathers.

Lemon-coloured or white scarf,

with rich embroidered ends of gold

and coloured silks.

MEDICAL

An account of the practice of a

physician from the 15th of April

to the 15th of May, 1813.

Acute Diseases.— Catarrh, 6

Measles, 2.. .Sore-throat, 1...Fever,

o Peripneumony, 1 Infantile

complaints, 5.

Chronic Diseases.— Cough and

dyspnoea, 25...Hoemoptoe, 3...Con-

sumption, 2. ..Scrofula, l....Pleuro-

dyne, 4. ...Rheumatism, lO.-.Head-

ach, 4...Vertigo, 2....Apoplexy, 1...

Asthenia, 7 Palsy, 2.. ..Dropsy,

3...Dyspepsia, 6...Gastrodynia, 3...

Enterodynia, 2...Hypochondriasis,

L.Epilepsy, L.Cutaneous diseases,

3...Female complaints, 5,

REPORT.

From the changeablencss of th6

weather of late, cough and rheu-

matic affections have been frequent,

though the general character of

the season cannot be termed un-

healthy. The case of apoplexy

was sudden and fatal. It occurred

in a young man, of full habit, flo-

rid complexion, and great corpu-

lence. The immediate cause of

death, from the symptoms, most

probably was the rupture of a blood-

vessel in the head. These cases

are of frequent occurrence, and,

in general, there is no time for the

medical practitioner to exercise his

skill with any prospect of success.
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But it i; useful to notice them, and

point them out as signals to persons

of a certain appearance and habit,

that they may attempt to destroy a

disposition to complaints, which,

in general, can only be obviated

by a strict attention to regimen.

The causes tending to produce
apoplexy, such as indolence and

intemperance, are well known ; but

it is not generally suspected, that

snuff and smoking tobacco haveoe-

cal, and ought not to be disregard-

ed. The mi: chief is not always

occasioned by what is done to-day

or yesterday, but results from a

long-continued series of improper
living, or is the consequence of

naturally imperfect organization;

.
either of which states is indicated

by symptoms which cannot escape

;
the attention of an acute observer.

j

The body is corpulent, the neck
short, the veins full, the complex -

casioned it in many instances. They I
ion florid and shining, and the

at first excite, and ultimately pro- ;! breathing short. The complaint is

duce torpor of the brain. In mere :' preceded by a sense of heaviness in

fulness of habit, and turgescenceof li the head, giddiness and dimness of

the vessels, the disease may be kept sight, a failure of memorv, and
off by occasional bleedings and ac-

|
inaptitude for all exercise but that

tae cathartics; but, in the lethar- \\
of the table. If these symptoms

gy, somnolency, and torpor re- arc not obviated, they increase to

suiting from the use of powerful ;' a degree incompatible with life.

narcotics, the complaint, in gene-

ral, forms slowly, and proceeds to

There are, however, varieties and

shades of difference in the disease,

a dangerous extent before it is which the limits of this report can-

suspected. The evidences of its I not,on the presentoccasion, record,

existence, however, are unequivo-= '

AGRICULTURAL REPORT.

The growing weather through m The wheat has not only been

the whole of last month has brought most prolific in tillow, but has

forth a burst of vegetation more i thrown up a full and strong stem,

perfect and luxuriant than in any
j

clothed with flag, large in size, and

preceding season for many years of a dark green colour ; appearan-

past; so that it only requires a con- ,. ces which always precede a full and

tinuance of dry and warm weather
j

productive crop, should the ensu-

to bring every species of cultivata-
;
ing season prove favourable,

bleplants tomaturit}-, and to forma i! Rye has broken out with a large

most genial and productive sum- ! ear, and is likely to produce a full

mer. The culinary vegetables are average crop ; as this species of

not only of the finest quality, but grain, from its early nature, is not

their produce is most abundant
; j

subject to atmospheric ai^ectionsin

an invaluable resource to the in- I
the same decree with wheat.

habitants of these islands under the

present high price of animal and

farinaceous food.

No. LIV. Vol IX.

Barleys, sown at the latter end of

April, are finely on the curl; but

the more early sown have a ragged

3C
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appearance, in consequence of the

plants being of two growths.

Oats have shot up with a strong

spindle and a broad flag, which in-

dicate a full crop.

Beans, peas, and all the legu-

minous plants, swell large for blos-

som, and arc free from vermin.

Young clovers, tares, lucerne,

and all the soiling tribe, are abun-
dant. From their great succulen-
cy, a mixture with sweet straw, cut
into long chaff, would make them
a more appropriate food for work-
in »• cattle,

esrizsrr.~««r—

«

ALLEGORICAL WOOD -CUT,
MANUF

No. 1 and 2. A neat and useful

article, from Allen's celebrated fur-

niture warehouse, Pali-Mall, where
may be seen the most extensive and
elegant assortment of chintz, and
other articles of furniture in this

line. Mr. Allen has recently built

and opened a most spacious and
elegant saloon, where, by a very
ingenious invention, the printed
and cotton furniture is displayed at

-one view, to the greatest advantage,
and so as to afford an easy decision

as to eifect. The present speci-

men, though very neat, is by no
means on a par with those which
are displayed at this celebrated

warehouse. Light blue, bright yel-

low, and full pink, or rose-colour,

witii corresponding fringes, are the
linings best calculated to exhibit

this print to advantage.

No. 3 is a specimen of British

King Cobb
; a new article with

which we have been favoured by
Mr. Millard, of the East India ware-
house, Cheapside. It is an exact
imitation of that splendid article

worn by the Great Mogul. It is cal-

culated for evening robes, produc-
ing a most pleasing effect by can-
dle-light, Pelisses, a (a Persian,
lined with sarsnet, of a tastefully

contrasted shade, and ornamented
with feather-trimming, and worn I

WITH PATTERNS OF BRITISH
ACTURE.

with Asiatic turbans of the same,
produce a very unique and becom-
ing effect.

No. 4 is a sample of the new
Imperial cotton twine shirting.

Many of our readers having wished
to obtain specimens, together with
the price of this very useful article,

we have procured one from the

proprietor, just as it comes from
the bleach-field. It is sold, stamp-
ed, at Millard's East India ware-
house, Cheapside, and at no other
house. The present quality is 2s. 6d.

per yard ; and, in due proportion,
at 3s. 6d., 3s., 2s., and is. 6d., be-

I

ing not more than half the price of
Irish linens, &c. and of equal fine-

ness of texture. It is wove in 7-8th
widths for ladies, and 4-4ths for

gentlemen's wear, and is particu-

larly well adapted for slips. — At
this warehouse may also be pur-
chased, muslins of the lowest va-

lue, for draperies only, up to

the Indian shawl of 100 guineas.

The most curious Indian muslins,

up to the exquisitely fine Saccaral-

lie, are regularly selling at this

extensive establishment, where the

ingenious manufactures of Valen-
ciennes, Brussels, Germany, Rus-
sia, China, the Indies, and the sister

kingdoms (both for use and orna^

meut), are to be met with.
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